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Resurnption of the session

Approoal of the minutes

Agenda:
Mr Seligman; Mr Papadstratiou; Mr Beu-
mer; Mr Boumias; Mr Amdt; Mr oon der
Vring; Mrs Viehffi Mr Megahy; Sir James
Scott-Hophins; Mr Flanagan; Mr Boyes

Deadline for tabling arnendments:

Mr Glinne; Mr Berkhouwer; Mr DAngelo-

Speaking time:
Mr Glinne; Mr Pannella

Action tahen on the opinions of Parliament:
Mr Andriessen (Commission); Mr lrmer; Mr
Hord; Mr Andriessen; Sir /ames Scott-Hop-

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

President

(Tbe sitting oas opened at 5 p.m.)

l. Resumption of tbe session

President. - I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament which was adjourned on
23 April1982.

2. Approoal of the minutes

President. - The minutes of the sitting of 23 April
have been disributed.

MAY 1982

kins; Mr Andriessen; Mr Pannella; Mr
Andriessen; Mr Kallias; Mr Andriessen; Mrs
Euing; Mr Andriessen; Mr Harris; Mr
Andriessen; Mrs Kellett-Bou)tnan; Mr Pearce;

Mr Andiessen; Mr Price

7. Structure o/ soci6t6s anonymes - Report
(Doc. 1-852/81) by Mr Geurtsen:

Mr Geurtsen; Mr aon Bismarch; Mr Didd;
Mr Vetter; Mr Janssen oan Raay; Mr Turner;
Mr Donnez; Mr Vi6; Mr Eisma; Mr Narjes
(Commission); Mr Megahy; Mr Broh; Mr
Pesmazoglou

Annex

During that sitting, the President announced, at the
request of the CDI Group, that Mrs Castellina and Mr
Pannella had been appoinred, respectively, to the posi-
tions which Mrs Macciocchi occupied on the Com-
mittee of Inquiry into the Siruation of Vomen in
Europe and on the Committee on the Verification of
Credentials.

Objections have been made to these appointments by
the Socialist Group and by Mrs Macciocchi herself. I
shall therefore submit this matter to the Bureau, which
is responsible therefore, pending which, the approval
of this item of the minutes is deferred.

Are there any comments?

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Panella. - (FR) Mr President, I should like first
of all to ask you a question: have not the minutes
already been approved?
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President. 
- 

No, Mr Pannella, they have not, thus
making it possible to suspend the approval of this irem.

Mr Pannella. 
- 

(FR) Mr President, may I say that the
procedure we followed was absolutely correct. I can
appreciate that there is food for thought here as the
situation is without precedent, no doubt because in
similar circumstances in the past a certain reticence has
prevented such problems arising.

President. - It has already been agreed that the mar-
ter needs to be studied; for the moment, there has
been no judgement on the merits but merely an obser-
vation in the minutes made by the Socialist Group. I
think then that you can agree to having approval of
this item of the minutes deferred, before discussion on
the merits, tomorrow in the Bureau.

Mr Pannella. 
- 

(FR) Mr President, according to
every parliamentary tradition all groups are repre-
sented in the Bureau, which is not the case as far as

our own group is concerned. It occurs to me, rhere-
fore, that perhaps this matter should be referred to the
enlarged Bureau.

President. 
- 

Mr Pannella, the Bureau's. terms of
reference are clearly laid down in the Rules of Proce-
dure. I consider therefore that it is up to rhe Bureau to
deal with it. If there is any problem as to the interpre-
tation of the texts, I am prepared to continue the dis-
cussion in the enlarged Bureau.

Mr Pannella. 
- 

(FR) Thank you, Mr President.

(Parliament approoed the Minutes excepting tbe first
paragraph ofltem 2t)t

3. Agenda

President. - At its meering of 20 April 1982 the
enlarged Bureau drew up the draft agenda, which has
been distributed.

At this morning's meeting the chairmen of rhe political
groups authorized me to propose a number of amend-
ments.

(Tbe President read out the amendments)2

Membership of Parhamenr 
- Petitions - Transfers of

appropriations 
- 

Authorization to draw up repons 
-Vithdrawal of a motion for a resolution 

- 
Documents

received 
- 

Texts of treaties forwarded by the Council 
-Concrliarion procedure 

- Directive on trade in fresh
meat 

- 
li7rthdrawal of a repon - Interpretations of the

Rules of Procedure: see Minutes.
See Mrnutes.

I call Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligman. - Mr President, the announcement that
you are bringing in the Moreland resolution and the
Rogalla resolution presents a number of problems. !7e
only cleared this report in the Committee on Energy
and Research ten days ago and I should like to know
when is the last moment for putting in our plenary
amendments, whether the Purvis oral question which
goes with those repons will be accepred and available
and whether the resolutions themselves will be printed
in their final form in time for that debate.

Finally, I understand that Mr Davignon will not be
there, so we shall be mlking to thin air as usual on an
enerSy matter.

President. 
- 

Mr Seligman, the text of the resolurion is

printed and was available rhis morning. As regards
amendments, I would propose to close the deadline
for amendments tomorrow at 12 noon. The Purvis
question has come in too late, so it depends on rhe
Commission whether it is acceptable to include ir in
that debate or not. And I have no reply so far, so we
have to find out. There is a further reason for purring
it on the agenda of May, and thar is that we have a

very overcrowded agenda for the month of June and
we shall be in considerable difficulties if these reporrs
have ro be added to the June agenda, where some
50 reports at the moment are waiting to be dealt with,
which is rather an impossibility.

I call Mr Papaefstratiou.

Mr Papaefstratiou. 
- 

Mr President, if my under-
standing is correct you said that on Thursday or Fri-
day we were due to debate the repon by the chairman
of the Committee on Budgets, Mr Lange, on Greece's
contribution in relation ro repaymenrs ro [he United
Kingdom. In this connecrion I would like ro remind
you, firstly, that two decisions have already been taken
following full Parliamenrary vores, and secondly thar
according to a letter written by yourself, Mr Presi-
dent, the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and
Petitions decided a monrh ago rhar the subject was fin-
ally closed and cannot be brought back for debate
before the full House.

I therefore express my surprise that this marter has
been raised yet again.

President. 
- Mr Papaefstratiou, the Commirtee on

Budgets has brought forward this reporr to be dealt
with withour debare. If you oppose this move, I think
we can still do it wirh debate on Friday, but the com-
mittee is entitled rc bring ir forward.

I call Mr Beumer.
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Mr Beumer. - (NL) Mr President, I take it that you
wish to remove from the agenda the oral questions by
Mr Schwencke and myself since the Council will not
be present. I understand that in the event of the Coun-
cil being presenr on Thursday they could be tabled at
that time. Secondly, questions to both the Council and
the Commission are involved here. I would therefore
prefer that the questions to the Commission be moved
to the same date as those to the Council. If that can be

arranged then I am satisfied.

President. - No, Mr Beumer, we have indeed asked
the Council if it would be in a position to answer ques-
tions next Thursday on the Falkland Islands problem,
as well as rhe other questions put by you to the Com-
mission. It appears that the Council is unable to be
present in the House on Thursday and, consequently,
the matter has been deferred co the June part-session.

I call Mr Bournias.

Mr Bournias. - Mr President, the matter raised by
Mr Papaefstratiou, which concerns the entire group of
Greek members of the European Parliament, is an
important one in its own right and you know yourself,
Mr President, that you too are involved in it. The mat-
[er must be debated, and we must be allowed time to
prepare for the debate, which cannot therefore be rea-
sonably held on Friday, the day when we are obliged
to depart. '!7'e are leaving at a certain time in the
morning. How then can we debate so broad a matter?
If necessary, we ask that this be postponed until June.
It is essential that all the Greek members should take
part in the debate.

President. - I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) I am able to reassure our Greek
friends. All we have here is the acceptance of Parlia-
ment's formal decision by the Committee on Budgets.
This simply has to be done, and the House can deal
with the matter in a matler of seconds on Friday and
in the way that our Greek friends want it.

President. - I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring. - (DE) Mr President, I would ask
you to be rather more explicit about the reorganiza-
tion of 'l7ednesday's agenda. 

.We 
have removed the

oral questions. You said that the vote will be taken
immediately after the debate on the Falklands and that
votes might also be taken on reports on which debates
had been concluded. This can only apply to the Vays-
sade report on the situation of women.

Question Time will be held from 5.30 to 7 p.m. You
have now said that we may continue afrcr 7 p.m. Can

you designate a time for the vote that will then be

taken, or would that mean delaying Question Time?

President. - Mr von der Vring, it was proposed that
the voting should srafl, at 7 p.m. It will probably go on
for about half an hour.

I call Mrs Viehoff.

Mrs Viehoff. - (NL) Mr President, I would like to
comment on the report on illircracy. At the time of
tabling the report for this May part-session it was
requested that it be dealt with early in the week as it
was known that the delegation was due to leave for
Japan the following week. I understand that you have
received questions from the political group chairmen
and a letter from our committee's chairman requesting
you to place the report on the agenda for today or
tomorrow. You have now put it back to Thursday
morning. This is of little avail to me because it means

that I still cannot leave at 6 p.m. on Thursday. I am, as

you are well aware, one of those Members of the
House who always remains to the end on Friday, but
in this case it is extremely difficult for me as I must be

at home on Friday in order to deal with a number of
matters.

Given that the oral questions from Mr Beumer and Mr
Schwencke have been deleted from \Tednesday's
agenda, I would request that you reconsider putting
the report on illiteracy on \Tednesday's agenda after
all.

President. - Mrs Viehoff, we have carefully consid-
ered all the possibilities. Assuming that on Vednesday
each of the political group spokesmen takes the maxi-
mum of 10 minutes on the Falklands crisis - and that
is not excessive - it would be totally impossible to
include your report in that day's proceedings. There
may perhaps be a few minutes left over for dealing
with the Bersani report on the Smbex which is urgent,
given the fact that the Council is due to take a decision
on it this week, but there is no possibiliry of your
report also being dealt with then. It seems to me that,
by holding it over until Thursday there would be a

reasonable chance that you could at least introduce the
report although I am not sure that you would be able
to take part in the whole proceedings.

I call Mr Megahy.

Mr Megahy. - Mr President, I refer to this whole
question of the agenda today and tomorrow and the
proposed Fifth Directive. I want to complain bitterly
about the notice that has been given to Members about
this being on the agenda and about the opponunity
given to submit amendments. I know that you yourself
did say that this agenda was approved by the Bureau
on 20 April, which would be the Tuesday of last part-
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session, and I know that if Members read Minutes
assiduously they can very often pick this son of thing
out. I am not sure when they receive the Minutes, but
in this Parliament I have in fact always been used to
receiving, in reasonable rime, notice of the agenda for
the following plenary sittings and the deadline for
amendments, which gives me an opportunity, if I so
wish, to table amendments. Now the proposed Fifth
Directive, Mr President, has been before rhis Parlia-
ment for 10 years, and it has been before the present
Committee on Legal Affairs ever since its inceprion.
Yet it was only when I came to Brussels last week that
I was officially notified for the first time that ir was on
the agenda. I thought that was short notice, but then I
discovered that the final date for proposing amend-
ments was the previous Friday and that as I had sub-
mitted in committee quite a considerable number of
amendments which were different from those pro-
posed by some members of my group I had missed the
opportunity to do so for the plenary sitting. I really do
think that with a subject as important as this and under
discussion for so long, to push it in at such shon not-
ice gives Members of this House no opportunity to
submit amendments of their own, and irrespecrive of
the problem of the political groups and their secrerar-
iats, I think that those of us who are ordinary Mem-
bers ought at least to have the opponuniry of being
able to look at this. I know the answer will be given
that we ought to look at our Minutes very carefully ar
the previous part-session, and perhaps I will do so in
future, but I think ic is very unforrunate if one wants
to give the impression that this House is giving serious
and due concern to a subject that is important enough
for it to have been consulted for 10 years, and you
could have done something better on rhis occasion. I
wish to protest at rhis.

President. - Mr Megahy, I have to inform you rhar
on 23 April the Bulletin was made up which
announced quite clearly thar the deadline for amend-
ments was 30 April. The groups had all been very
much aware of that fact akeady, since the Bureau
meeting of mid-April, where the only problem was
whether to deal with it on the 'Wednesday or on rhe
Monday and Tuesday. So the secrerariars of the
groups were fully informed. The fact thar they were
informed is, I think, also indicared by rhe fact that I
already have 110 amendments and still have a problem
with the Socialist Group, which is coming on a little
later.

I call Sir James Scott-Hopkins.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Mr Presidenr, I wish ro
be quite certain in my own mind as ro exacrly how the
'l7ednesday afternoon is going to be organized. Am I
righr in saying thar we vore berween 3 and 3.30 on
VednesCay afternoon on rhe urgencies and then
3.30 to 5.30 we have the Falklands' debate? In that
case will the vote on rhe Falklands be raken after

Question Time? Is that your intention, or shall we
vote on the Falklands resolution before Question
Time?

President. - Yes, you are right. \7e start with the
votes on the contested urgencies. Then we have the
Falklands debate followed by Question Time and at
the end of Question Time the vote on the resolutions
on the Falklands and finally the vote on the Vayssade
resolution which will be dealt with in the mornino

I call Mr Flanagan.

Mr Flanagan. - Mr President, while accepting rhat a

deteriorating situarion in the South Atlandc should
certainly call for amendment of the agenda and time
for discussion, could I say, following Mr Megahy's
remarks, that bringing forward items, to the evident
surprise of the Committee on Energy and Research, in
the fashion in which this has been done today, poses a
problem as to whether a draft agenda should be circu-
lated to Members at all. Indeed the lack of relevance
between the draft agenda distributed ro Members and
the draft agenda submitted to rhe House on Monday
seems to indicate a very casual artirude to the ordinary
Members of this Parliament, and even on occasion an
attitude of scarcely veiled contempt.

President. - Mr Flanagan, I do nor agree. I think the
problem with these reports on energy you menrion is

that, at the moment of establishing rhe agenda for rhe
session, the repons were not yer finished in the com-
mittees. \7e have found rhar ir is very risky to put
reports on the agenda which have nor ye[ been
adopted by the relevant committees. In the meanrime,
these reports have been adopted and Council has made
it known that they are urgenr. For that reason w'e
thought it wise - also in view of rhe problems of rhe

June agenda - to rry to deal with them now and rhat
is why we have added them to this agenda.

I call Mr Boyes.

Mr Boyes. - Just very briefly, Mr President. Have
you made a ruling on whether quesrions to the Coun-
cil and questions ro the Foreign Ministers of the Ten
constitute one Question Time or two Question Times,
as I asked for a ruling at rhe lasr plenary session on
two occasions? I would jusr remind you rhar lasr
session I wanted to take over a question ro rhe Foreign
Ministers after the quesrions ro rhe Council had
already staned and your officials advised, or the Presi-
dent advised, rhat this was inadmissible as Quesrion
Time had aheady sraned. But I would maintain thar
under the Rules of Procedure questions to the Council
and questions ro rhe Foreign Ministers are [wo distinct
Question Times. In other words, although two Ques-
tion Times are scheduled on rhe agenda, there are in
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fact three periods of Quesdon Time during a parl-
session.

President. - Mr Boyes, the situation is that there is

one Question Time, two-thirds of which is devoted to
questions to the Council of Ministers and one-third to
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs meeting in political
cooperation.

(Parliarnent adopted the draft agenda thus amended)

4. Deadlinefor tabling amendments

President. - At the request of the Socialist Group, I
propose that the assembly extends until 6 p.m. this eve-
ning the deadline for tabling amendments to the report
by Mr Geurtsen on soci|tds anonytnes (Doc. 1-862/81)
entered as Item No 59 on the agenda.

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (FR) Mr President, I have a request to
make of the House as regards the deadline fixed for
tabling amendments to the proposal for a Fifth Direc-
tive on the European soci1ti anonyme. I have to admit
that my group made a mistake. To err is only human,
but to persist in an error is unforgivable. The amend-
ments we tabled were to the text drawn up by the
Legal Affairs Committee, whereas we should have
tabled amendments to the Commission's text. By the
time we were aware of what had happened we had lost
three days.'We were thus unable to meet the deadline
of 12 o'clock on Friday, 30 April.

I therefore beg the House, as a special rcken of good-
will and understanding, to agree to extending the
deadline for tabling amendments to 5 p.m. Our
group's amendments have been on file for several
days. They have been translated and are ready for dis-
tribution. They were passed unofficially to the other
groups at noon today. The request was put this morn-
ing to the meeting of political group chairmen. I trust
rhat I can count on the understanding of the House.

President. - I call Mr Berkhouwer.

Mr Berkhous/er. - (NL) Mr President, we have
akeady discussed the matter this morning in a meeting
of the political group spokesmen at which Mr Glinne
appealed for our goodwill, tolerance and conciliation.
I would like to begin by assuring them that there is

absolutely no question of ill will, vindictiveness or pol-
itical motives.

Mr President, let us be clear about this. This matter
has been dragging on for years. For practically ten

years we have been debating this and that, but this
directive has been before Parliament for seven or eight
years now'. \7e are constan[ly upbraiding the Council
for taking all kinds of decisions on its own account,
etc. On 23 April the plenary sitting itself, and not just
the Bureau or the political group chairmen, set the
deadline for tabling amendments at 12 noon on Fri-
day,30 April. After all, Mr Glinne has I am sure a staff
of dozens who ought to have been capable of comply-
ing with the deadline instead of coming forward with
rhe excuse of a technical hitch. Ve tabled amendments
ro the committee's text and not to that of the Commis-
sion. Mr President, it is not a question of good or bad
will but of a regular parliamentary debate and we our-
selves must do our utmost to ensure that it takes place.

\7e now have Mr Geunsen's report before us. In addi-
tion, we have correctly tabled amendments. All of the
foregoing has been exhaustively debated by all the pol-
itical groups and now we are informed of the existence
of yet a funher barch of amendments which we are
told are available but which have not been distributed,
not even informally. Now we are being requested to
extend the deadline to 5 p.m. Mr President, what will
the result be? It can only result in the debate degener-
ating into chaos.

(Loud protestsfrom the Socialist Group)

Now sir, please be kind enough to listen, we always
listened to your waffling, your plethora of urgencies
which have nothing urgent about them.

(Laugbter)

Because, sir, the reason you find yourself in this mess

is that your people are at odds with one another. That
is rhe hean of the matter.

(Protests)

(DE) I am not in the habit of behaving in that way.
You are consrantly doing so. I know how to do it too.
It is not so? It is sol

(Laughter)

President. - Even in the direct discussion you are

entitled to only three minutes and your time is up.

Mr Berkhouwer. - (NL) The matter is one of
orderly debate. Vhat must the parliamentary groups
who, having toiled over this matter for days last
week,. ..

President. - Mr Berkhouwer, are you for or against?

Mr Berkhouwer. - (NL) I am against.

(Laughter - applause)
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President. - I call Mr D'Angelosante.

Mr D'Angelosante. - (IT) Mr Presidenr, I believe
that Mr Berkhouwer has unintentionally given the
greatest possible objecrive supporr to IvIr Glinne's
request, with which I too associate myself. Indeed, the
arguments advanced by Mr Berkhouwer are anything
bui consistent, and I would even call them iomll!
inconsistent.

In the first place, ir is true that rhis question has con-
cerned us for ten years, but rhe text itself, as presented
to Parliament today, is more recenr, dating from only
a year a1o. In the second place, I would like to point
out to Parliament that in the Legal Affairs Commirtee
the Socialist Group made a valuable contribution ro
the parliamentary discussion on this problem. To
exclude the Socialism does no harm ro rhem; what it
does harm is the seriousness of Parliamenr's debare.

Furthermore, Mr Berkhouwer has not read any of the
articles or the amendments, and I doubt rhat he would
understand them even if he did. This being rhe case,
what difference can it make to him when these amend-
ments are presented?

I am of the opinion, Mr President, that if we wanr ro
try to hold a serious debate on a very serious issue all
parliamentary groups should be present; for this
reason I am in favour of Mr Glinne's request ro extend
the deadline for the presenrarion of amendmenrs unril
I 8.00.

(Parliament approoed this request)1

5. Speaking time

President. - In accordance with Rule 55 of rhe Rules
of Procedure, I propose rhat we limit speaking time as

follows:

(The President read out the proposed allocation ofspeah-
ing time)z

Mr Glinne. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, ir was my under-
standing thar in the debate on rhe Falklands each pol-
itical group would have ren minutes.

President. - Not exactly, we had to allocate speaking
time according ro rhe size of the differenr groups; the
Socialist Group will have nine minutes.

I call Mr Pannella.

I Deadline for tabling amendments (continued): see Min-
utes.2 See Minutes.

Mr Pannella. - (FR) Mr President, I too thought
speaking time had been allocated on the lines indi-
cated just now by Mr Glinne. However, I duly note
that you have decided otherwise. Mr President, you
have thereby confirmed my feelings abour the way you
have allocated speaking rime for the whole pan-
sesslon.

President. 
-'W'e 

note thar, Mr Pannella.

6. Action taken on tbe opinions of Parliament

President. - The next irem is the communication
from the Commission on action raken on the opinions
and resolutions of the Parliament.l

I call the Commission.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, I should like to begin by making
two shorr remarks. Firstly, in connection with this irem
there have been moves in certain quaners of this
House in recent months to bring about an.improve-
ment in the procedure for dealing wirh it. I have
repeatedly given an underraking ro rhe House thar rhe
Commission is considering the marrer and will pur for-
ward concrete proposals in the near future.

Mr Presidenr, I can inform the House rhat the Com-
mission has resolved ro meer with Parliamenr's Bureau
in the very near future, say 14 days, wirh a view to
amending rhe procedure for dealing with this irem.
!7hile awaiting rhe outcome of the discussions we bad
to follow the existing procedure.

Secondly: I would draw rhe anenrion of rhe House to
the fact that the document currenrly under considera-
tion by rhe Commission contains, in particular, over
seven resolutions drawn up by this House together
with the modifications made as a result of rhe debares
which have taken place in the House. Given rhe shon
period which has elapsed since the previous pan-
session the Commission was unable [o come up wirh a
final set of proposals. It goes withour saying, Mr
President, that as soon as rhe Commission has com-
pleted its deliberations, ir will inform rhe House
immediately.

Mr Irmer. - (DE) Mr President, I have protested on
several occasions against having to sit where no one
notices me, where I cannot see you and where I am
almost completely excluded from the debates.

I asked for the floor after the vote on the procedural
morion moved by the Socialist Group. The official

1 See annex
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lrmer

who noted my wish to speak nodded at me. I then
asked for the floor a second time. Despite this, you
called first Mr Glinne and then Mr Pannella to speak
to the Rules of Procedure and then moved on to the
next item on the agenda. I have simply been ignored. I
protest very strongly once again against the failure to
allocate other seats to Mr Jurgens and myself and
reques[ that something be done about this matter this
week.

President. 
- 

Mr Irmer, according to the Rules of
Procedure only one speaker for and one speaker
against can be heard on a procedural motion. That is

why you were not called just now.

Mr Irmer. - 
(DE) Mr President, I understand that,

bur I did ask to speak a second time. That too was

noted by a nod of the head.

'V/hat I wanted to say on the Rules of Procedure was

rhis: we should instruct our Committee on the Rules

of Procedure and Petitions to amend the Rules of Pro-
cedure so that there are no deadlines for the tabling of
amendments. The decision that was taken just now has

set a dangerous precedent. If we apply this method, we
can completely ignore these deadlines in future,
because anyone can get up and say'To err is human'
or ''$7,e missed the deadline', and we shall still be

tabling amendments at 6 p.m.

I wish ro make it clear to the House that this is a very
dangerous decision. Anyone can refer to it in the
future, and I do not think this is the right way to treat
our Rules of Procedure.

Mr Hord. 
- 

I wish to ask the Commission what act-
ion it has taken in regard to the Aigner report,
Doc.846/81 . This, as you may recall, was approved
by the House at the first March session and the Com-
mission was requesred to provide a substantial amount
of information to the Parliament. At the last session,

the Commission said that it had nothing to report on
Parliament's resolution with regard to the Aigner
report, and we have nothing today. I would like the

Commissioner to indicate when Parliament will hear
from the Commission what information they have for
us.

Mr Arrdriessen. - 
(NL) Mr President, if I understand

rhe honourable Member correctly, the report he refers
to forms part of the discharge on which the House
adopted a large number of resolutions at its last part-
session. On that occasion the Commissioner responsi-
ble gave an undertaking which I can only reiterate,
namely that the Commission would do everything pos-

sible to provide the House, in good time for I Septem-
ber, with all the information at its disposal or which it
could reasonably be expected to have and I would like
ro inform the honourable Member that the same

applies to the action to be taken on the practices men-
tioned by him.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - 
Mr President, going on

to the wider implications of what the Comr-nissioner
has just said concerning the new s/ay that he hopes or
intends to present his report to Parliament every
month: I hope he will include a report of what has

actually happened to the various recommendations of
Parliament when they have gone on to the next stage.

This documenr which we have here deals with the

immediate past, but what one wants to know is what
has happened to the things that have gone through just

a lirtle bit before that. For instance, the horticultural
question of the subsidizingby his own country of their
energy prices 

- 
what has happened about that? And

when the Council make changes, as they frequently
do, we do nor get to hear about it. Is there no way that
in his report he can let us know when the Council have

made changes without coming back to Parliament and

include those in his report as well? \fhat we really
want is a running commentary all the time on what has

been going on and what has happened. Not just the
immediate past. I hope he will be able to include that
in the new method of reporting to the House.

President. - Sir James, may I remind you here that
the purpose of this debate is to have, let us say, an

immediate reply by the Commission on what hap-
pened the month before and that Question Time
should deal mainly with problems of the longer term
and inquire into what the Commission activities were.
I think this distinction should be made. This is not a

question time.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - I do not question your
ruling, obviously, but I think you are perhaps a little
mistaken. \Vhat one is rrying to do here - as I was

trying to do - 
is to get clarification from the Com-

mission on the ac[ions that they and the Council have
taken, or are taking, on what the House has actually
done, on the recommendations the House has actually
made. Of course, when they make a wrong decision,
we can start questioning them, but unless we know
what the devil they are doing, how the hell can we
question them?

President. - Okay, we agree that if you could use

that as a base for further questions in Question Time,
then the problem is solved.

Mr Andriessen. - 
(NL) I fully agree with your inter-

pretation that the discussion now being held on this
point of agenda ought to have relevance to what hap-
pened during the preceding part-session but I can well
imagine that the proposals we intend to make con-
cerning the provision of information to this House
regarding the Commission's follow-up of Parliament's
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recommendations shall rhemselves conrain funher
proposals based on rhe points thar have just been
raised by Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Pannella. - (FR) Mr President, on 22 April 1982
Parliament adopted unanimously, wirh rhe exceprion
of the Communist Group which abstained, a resolu-
tion calling on the Commission immediarely to submir
to the Council and Parliamenr rhe proposals stipulated
in resolution 1-375/81. These are an emergency plan
to ensure the survival of five million human beings and
the presentarion of a supplementary budget for that
PurPose.

As I say, therefore, on 22 April 1982 Parliamenr unan-
imously called for immediate action on these two
points because, Mr Presidenr, these human beings
have already begun to die as a result of a murderous,
neo-Nazi policy.

I should like to know what has been done.

Mr Andriess (NL) Mr President, the subject
now being raised by Mr Pannella is one which has
been before the House on numerous occasions in
recent months. The House is well aware rhat the Com-
mission has repeatedly expressed its willingness to dis-
cuss this matter borh in principle and with reference to
the point just raised. If I understand correctly this dis-
cussion will take place during rhe fonhcoming part-
session and I believe the Commission is ready ro fol-
low up on the ideas have been developed here in rhis
House, albeit in a somewha[ different context and
form than that just raised by rhe honourable Member.

Mr Kallias. - Mr President, in accordance wirh a

resolution of 22 April Parliamenr unanimously
requested the Council to issue immediate directives to
the Commission to enter inro negotiations with the
Republic of Cyprus for the second phase, the renewal
and extension of the trade agreemenrs. This is a very
urgent matter because the provisional extension lapses
on 30 June.

I ask the Commissioner to tell us werher rhe Council
has already issued these directives, or whether it has
delayed yet again, which would be reprehensible.

Mr Andriesse n. - (NL) Mr President, the House's
recommendation was adressed to the Council and not
to the Commission. As far as I am aware the Council
has not yet taken any iniriarive on this matter affecting
the Commission.

Mrs Ewing. - Mr Presidenr, I am referring to Page 7
of the De Pasquale report and I am really jusr looking
for some reassurance. Am I right in thinking that rhi
standpoint of the Commissioner is jusr a basic sum-

mary of the Commission's standpoint? The assurance I
am seeking is thar the Commission in their srandpoint
are taking accoun[ of the amendmenr which was
passed by the Parliament overwhelmingly in the name
of myself and Mr Harris, trying to introduce a new
criterion for funding for areas that were far away. I
defined them as areas with low density and areas
under threat of depopulation.

Mr Andriess (NL) Mr President, as already
stated the summary conrained in the documents is
indeed a very simplified version of the Commission's
work in this sphere. It conrains, essentially, the state-
ment that the Commission was in broad general agree-
ment with the House's recommendations. I am afraid I
have at this point no answer ro rhe honourable Mem-
ber's very specific quesrion as ro wherher the Commis-
sion's standpoint embraces low-density remore areas
under threat of depopulation bur I can in any event.
give an undenaking rhat this aspect will also be exam-
ined thoroughly. I am not in a posirion to give a defi-
nite answer. \Tithin a few weeks rhe Commission's
amended proposals will be available ro the honourable
Member.

Mr Harris. - I wonder if I could reverr ro the point
raised by my colleague, Mr Hord, on rhe Aigner
report. The Commissioner will know that the Aigner
report called on rhe Commission to give a full repon
of the transactions over the sale of surplus agricultural
products in 1980 to State-trading countries. Now, am
I right in understanding from his reply thar the Com-
mission is now going to comply with thar requesr in
dealing with the discharge issue and that it will,
indeed, bring forward before September a full report
on the background to rhose transactions? Is that what
the Commissioner is saying? I hope it is.

Mr Andriessen. - (NL) Very briefly, Mr President. I
have already sated rhat the Commission will provide
all currently lacking and supplementary informarion
available to it. !/hether or nor that complies wirh what
the honourable Member is now requesting I cannot
really say.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - Mry I say rhat I strongly dis-
agree with Commissioner Andriessen's observation
that questions must refer to the most recent resolution
of Parliament. That is not whar it says in my agenda
and I would remind him rhat the subsidization of gas
for honiculture, raised by my friend Sir James Scolt-
Hopkins, is a continuing problem and until the Com-
mission has taken sarisfactory acrion on the matter, I
maintain that we are enritled to conr.inue to quesdon
him on the marter.

President. - Yes, Mrs Kellett-Bowman, but only
during Question Time. That is the difference in proce-
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dure. Ve are only nlking here about what happened
during the last session preceding this one.

Mr Pearce. - I wonder if the Commission would con-
sider panicularly some discussion that came up under
the De Pasquale report in which a number of requests
were made for much better and fuller and more timely
information to be given to the Parliament about grants
made under the European Regional Development
Fund? Exacdy the same point applies to Social Fund
grants and EAGGF grants and I wonder whether in
his consideration of this new reporting procedure, he

would give some thought to reporting on this more
quickly. \7ith respect, Mr President, I do not think

Question Time is the time for that because if we were
to use Question Time for that, it would mean clutter-
ing up the whole agenda with endless repetitive ques-

tions on the same subject, month after month, trying
to get the same information out. I think that if the
Commission could come up with a new formula on
this one, it would put us better in the picture and save

a lot of time.

President. - If it could save time I would be in
favour, Mr Pearce.

Mr Arrdriessen. - (NL) Mr President, in my answer
to Mr Scott-Hopkins' question I have already stated
that the proposals currently being worked out by the
Commission with a view to improving the provision of
information to the House on the Commission's action
upon the House's recommendations, will also contain
proposals concerning matters which were not on the
agenda in the previous part-session but in an earlier
one. I hope, therefore, that when these proposals come
before the House for debate in due course they will
meet with the approval of the honourable Member. As

to the specific question on whether the Commission is

willing and able to provide more timely information
on payments from the various funds, I can say that it
certainly is willing Mr President, albeit within the
technical constraints imposed upon it.

Mr Price. - Mr President, would the Commissioner
tell Parliament what action the Commission has taken
during the past month in relation to the conflict over
Dutch gas prices?

President. - Mr Price, we are discussing here what
was decided or debated during the last session of Par-
liament, i.e. the April session, so the Commission is

endtled to stay silent about the issue you are raising.

Mr Price. - If I may say so, Mr President, on a point
of order, this brings out the problem that I think Sir

James was raising because I am asking a question
relating to Commission action during the past month.

Now, the mechanics of parliamentary questions are
such that it would not be possible to put down such a

question and to have it answered within the timeuble
for recent Commission action and this agenda slot
gives us an opportunity to obtain information about
recent Commission actions. I would suggest, there-
fore, that this is in order under this particular agenda
item.

President. - No, Mr Price, I do not think we should
use this moment for that debate. Perhaps we should
agree with the Commission to work out a more flexi-
ble form of question time which should include more
recent developments than those dealt with by the ques-

tions already introduced. That is another change we

have to discuss with the Commission. I am glad that
Commissioner Andriessen has already proposed some
changes which would give more information to Parlia-
ment about what happened during the last period.

7. Structure ofsoci|t$ anonymes

President. - 
The next item is the report (Doc. 862/

81) by Mr Geurtsen, on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 187/72) for a Fifth Direcdve to coordinate
the safeguards which, for the protection of the
interests of members and others, are required by
Member States of companies within the meaning
of the second paragraph of Ardcle 58 of the
Treaty, as regards the structure of soci1tis anon-
ymes and the powers and obligations of their
organs.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Geurtsen, rapporteur. - 
(NL) Mr President, in

preparing my introduction I was unable to take the
Socialist Group's amendments into consideration as

they have still not been presented in my mother
tongue, one of the official languages of the Com-
munity. I would ask my colleagues for their under-
standing in this matter.

Mr President, almost nine and a half years after the
Council consulted the European Parliament on the
Commission's proposal for a Fifth Directive concern-
ing the srructure of soci1t€s anonytnes and the powers
and obligations of their organs, we shall I hope at last
be presenting our report this morning. I offer no apol-
ogy for the (ro put it mildly) somewhat lengthy pre-
paratory work. There are explanations. Shortly after
the submission of the Commission's proposal the
Community was enlarged from six to nine Member
States which necessitated a re-examination of the situ-
ation by the Commission. This resulted in the 'green
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book' 
- 

presented to Parliament in mid-January 1976
and, after renewed debate in the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, in the working paper of March 1978, nor an
amended proposal as such but in reality almost indis-
tinguishable from one.

In its July 1979 parr-session the direcrly-elecred Par-
liament adopted a draft repoft by Mr Schmidr which
returned to the Legal Affairs Committee in Seprember
of that same year. Two years later, in November 1981,
this committee approved my report after having dealt
with my draft in 14 sitrings. Vhoever considers this
pace to be slow is probably righr. But when one consi-
ders the number of reports dealt with and drafted by
our Committee the verdict will probably be less harsh,
all the more so when one takes account of the com-
plexity and importance of the subject under considera-
tion. A complex matter therefore. It involves rhe coor-
dination of the safeguards which, for the prorecrion of
members and others, are required by Member States
of companies within the meaning of the second para-
graph of Article 58 of the Treary, as regards the srruc-
ture of sociitis dnonymes and the powers and obliga-
tions of their organs. Three kinds of legal safeguard
thus; those of shareholders and of rwo groups of rhird
parties involved, employees of the sociiti anonyme and,
outsiders. I am certainly doing you no favour by ela-
borating on the legal ind tec-hnical issues which are
part and parcel of the protection of minority share-
holders' interests, in the drawing up and verificarion of
the annual accounts or in the regulation governing rhe
responsibiliry of company directors, supervisory direc-
tors and accountants. To those most concerned, and
thar naturally means first and foremost my colleagues,
may I refer them to my report and, in parricular, to the
proposed amendmenrs ro Chapters 3 and 4 of the draft
directive.

Apart from some reservations which I shall come back
to later, suffice it to say rhat the Commission has suc-
ceeded in presenring a thorough and well-balanced
statute of legal protection for the three above-men-
tioned groups of interested parries in the soci,tt,! anon-
yme. Of these, that of rhe employees of the soci|ti
anonyme forms rhe focal point, and righrly so. Not
only because the manner in which rheir legal prorec-
tion is enshrined forms part of the 'espace social' as
well as being one of irs pillars, but also because ir has a

considerable influence on the way in which the sociiti
anonyme is structured.

In the committee's recommendations the legal prorec-
tion of employees covers rwo aspecrs, rhat of the right
to information and enquiry (Article 11) and that of
co-determination on important decisions as ser our in
Article 12. Co-determinarion: the possibility to have a
real say in the decision-making process, a real voice
but, ar rhe same [ime, a managerial voice. In its opi-
nion of 19 September 1974 rhe Economic and Social
Committee took up rhis point and reirerated that
employees must have the right of collective represenra-
tion of their interests within the enrerprise and to a say

in certain decision-making, in so far as rhey comply
with management responsibility and an efficient con-
duct of affairs. Co-determinarion as an ethical prere-
quisite because it is contrary ro human dignity that
decisions affecting workers' future be taken wirhout
consultation or the possibiliry of influencing such deci-
sions. Co-determination also as a pracrical prerequisite
because ir is clear that the challenge posed by the
industrial restrucruring which lies before us can only
be met when all interested parries concerned - sup-
pliers of capital, employees and managemenr join
forces to determine their future collectively. Only
when that restructuring process funcrions smoorhly
will we once more have prospects of economic grovth
which is a prerequisite for furrher progress.

In the regulation of co-determinarion rhe European
Commission deems ir necessary, after a five-year rran-
sitional period, to achieve worker parricipation in the
composition of the supervisory organ in societds anon-
ymes having the obligatory rwo-rier strucrure envis-
aged.

The Legal Affairs Committee considers rhar the Com-
mission has been too precipitate and by showing insuf-
ficient flexibility has losr sight of rhe main objective,
namely that of worker co-dererminarion. In trying to
attain too much all at once one runs the risk of going
away empty-handed. The Legal Affairs Committee has
opted for a step-by-srep approach. The diverse polid-
cal, social and culrural evolurion of our counrries has
given rise to diverse co-determination models in the
Member States. Article 54 of the Treaty of Rome
instructs us to make rhe various models equivalent, not
to reduce them to one uniform model. A majority on
our Legal Affairs Commitree therefore favours adopt-
ing the existing sysrems as a srarting point, and of
making the co-dererminarion aspects of those sysrems
equivalent. After five years ir proposes a re-examina-
tion by means of a reporr carried out by the Commis-
sion of general lines offering possibilities for funher
harmonization.

As a consequence of rhis type of approach rhe Legal
Affairs Committee came up with the recommendarion
that the minimum number of employees needed to
derermine the inrroduction of co-determination in a
soci|td anonyrne should be set by way of compromise ar
I 000 and not, as conrained in the European Commis-
sion proposal, 500.

Ultimately - and I would like to emphasize this -our committee envisages nothing more rhan does the
Commission, namely a good and effective regularion
of employee co-determination. Co-determinaiion -and it is not by accidenr rhar I pur the emphasis on rhe
's6' - restores the balance of power. By emphasizing
the need for cooperation ir promores internal harmony
and tranquilliry, rhereby heightening the prospecrs of
the enterprise.

'lThilsr agreeing rhat the Commission's draft direcrive
can create that harmony which can lead to sociological
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progress, I nevertheless consider their rhythm to be

too fast at present and the step it now envisages too
great. By following the direction outlined, but at a

suitable pace and in smaller steps we shall make a sub-
stantial contribution to the formulation of a real and
workable employee co-determination model. \7e shall
have set one of the primary human rights on a solid
footing: a say in the decision-making process as it
affects one's future. \fle shall have funhered human
dignity and increased the prospects of a substantial
number of our Community's citizens. \7e shall have
contributed to the accomplishment of one of the pri-
mary objectives set out in the Treaty of Rome: that of
improving the living conditions of the Community's
citizens.

Mr President, it is both my hope and my wish that the
outcome of the debate taking place today and tomor-
row will be the achievement of that goal.

IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER

Vice-President

President. - 
I call the Committee on Economic and

Monetary Affairs.

Mr von Bismarck, draftsman of an opinion. -(DE) Mr President, ladies and Bentlemen, co-determi-
nation coupled with co-responsibiliry is a postulate of
Christian-Democratic moral principles. From this it
follows that we are av/are of the responsibiliry for all
aspects of this significant institution of economic and
social policy in every discussion and every decision.

I therefore very much welcome the fact that the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has borne
in mind this principle of coupling co-determination
and co-responsibiliry. It has come to the conclusion
[hat account must be taken of a number of fundamen-
tal truths in the decision-making process. Above all,
this means [hat, as the previous speaker said, we must
do our duty towards a[ citizens, from the young to
the elderly, including those who are not involved as

employees or joint owners. 'We can only achieve this if
we reject the Marxist model of capital and labour or
even of the class struggle and accept the principles of
partnership and cooperation.

It was our task to adopt a report which reflects these

views. The committee, I am particularly happy to say,

has noted that the private sector does things without
which, in a world based on the division of labour, the

majority and the most important of political objectives
such as peace, freedom, social security, prosperity and
full employment could not be achieved, that the pri-

vate sector can function in a market economy system

as prescribed by our Treaties, in a market economy
with social commitments, only if the decision-making
processes in the private sector continue to be oriented
towards this basic structure, that its decisions, which
affect all aspects of life, particularly in the areas of
increased productivity, investments and action to
create jobs, must be opdmally attuned to [he interests

of society, that employees are directly affected by
decisions taken by the employers not only as employ-
ees but also as fathers, as children, as old people.

Furthermore, the private sector is the chief recipient of
the citizen's investments, the savings of the very poor
and the very rich. Seen from this angle, the majority of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
believes that an optimal result has been achieved with
Mr Geurtsen's report. All the arrangements that have

so far been made for worker participation will remain
untouched and possible, even where they go furthest,
in the Federal Republic of Germany. Or they can all
be changed. No one is being forced to proceed at a

pace that could not be maintained because of the

structure of the limited company, the structure of the
trade unions or tradition as a whole.

\7hat point would there have been in proposing a

model which the Council would have rejected because

the parliamentary majorities in our Member States or
even their constitutions would not have permitted it?
This model is therefore the best conceivable today. I
should like to express my great respect for che rappor-
teur and also to thank my own group for making this
compromise possible. I call on all the other Members
of this House to respect the wisdom of this report by
voting for it tomorrow.

President. - I call the Committee on Social Affairs
and Ernployment.

Mr Didd, draftsrnan of an opinion. - 
(17) Mr Presi-

dent, with the Fifth Directive the European Com-
munity aims at reforming and harmonizing company
law, both in the interests of shareholders - 

particu-
larly the small shareholders - 

and in the interests of
third parties, primarily the workers; it aims at Buaran-
teeing transparency in company managements, at pro-
viding a better organized administrative structure,
and, finally, at introducing participation of workers in
the decision-making process through a rebalancing of
powers and responsibilities between capital and labour,
the two aspects of a necessary process of economic
democratization.

In fact, the vast process of restructuring and reconver-
sion taking place in all productive sectors, a process
which stems both from the economic crisis and from
the new international division of labour as well as the
current. technological revolution, has disturbing conse-
quences for the quality of work, for employment lev-
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els, and for the quality of life itself. In our opinion,
this kind of economic evolution demands rhar a con-
sensus be reached; it calls for new rules in indusrial
relations within the general framework of a planned
economy where the workers can have access to all
information concerning the life of the company and its
prospects for economic development and enjoy the
right to participare in the relared decisions on an
informed and responsible basis.

The workers, through their trade unions, are therefore
asking for responsibility in respect to borh problems of
work organization and problems of company effi-
ciency, in the contexr of an economic development
which takes problems of employment and working
conditions into accounr.

For this reason we feel rhar rhis sitting is very impor-
tant, for Parliamenr musr finally decide upon the Fifrh
Directive proposed ren years ago by rhe Commission.
The problem of a new type of economic development
capable of bringing full employment and overcoming
regional imbalances calls for a planned industrial
policy both on the national level and on rhe Com-
munity level. It is precisely for this reason rhar the har-
monization of legislation on limited public companies
and the rights of the workers in the Community coun-
tries as a whole is of decisive importance.

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr has
expressed an opinion that is much closer to the Com-
mission's proposal rhan the one furnished by rhe
majority of the Legal Affairs Committee. The latrer,
indeed, seems ro me to nullify the Commission's posi-
tion in regard to several imponant points.

Mr Geurtsen's motion for a resolution is especially
inconsistent when ir asserr thar in every case the final
right to take a decision should belong to the share-
holders. This formula is in complete conrradiction ro
the spirit of the Fifth Directive and it does not take
into account the advisabiliry of creating the conditions
for a consensus.

I would like, therefore, ro call Parliamenr's atenrion
to some significant poinrs in rhe opinion delivered by
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr. In
the first place, in regard ro the administrarive srrucrure
of limited public companies, the dualist sysrem should
be established in the Member Stares where it does nor
already exist. A period of rransition should also be
established, during which the relevant modificadons
would be considered oprional. In rhe second place, we
think rhat the 5OO-employee limit is a suiable level at
which to begin to apply legislation in favour of worker
panicipation. The workers should also have the right

- on a permanenr basis, and nor only during the
period of transirion - to choose between two alterna-
tive systems, rhat is, between panicipating in rhe
supervisory organ or forming their own representative
body similar to the staff councils, for example.

The Legal Affairs Committee has accepted rhe princi-
ple of equal righm for workers' represenrarives and
members of the supervisory body. In rhe case of pani-
cipation in the supervisory body, we feel that worker
representatives should always be chosen by means of
free elections, and for this reason we believe that rhe
co-option model does nor represent a form of genuine
worker panicipation in the company insriturions.

On the contrary it is necessary, in regard to rhe com-
position of the supervisory body, to rerurn to rhe
interdependence of the draft Fifth Directive and the
provisions of the srature on European limited public
companies approved by rhis Parliament with the reso-
lution of ll July 1974. The supervisory body should
therefore be composed as follows: one-third share-
holders' representatives, one-third workers' represen-
tatives, and one-rhird persons to be co-opted by these
two rePresenrative grouPs.

In conclusion, we hope that rhe Assembly will rake the
overall approach of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment inro accounr. The Commitree cer-
ninly has a feeling for these problems which differs
from the viewpoint of those who deal only with rhe
legal aspects, and we hope rhat the Assembly will
adopt our opinion, which is certainly more realistic in
respect to the presenr economic and social problems of
the European Community.

President. - I call the Socialisr Group.

Mr Vetter. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the European Parliamenr considered the Fifrh
Directive as long ago as 1979, before rhe first direct
elections. The debare at rhat time was based on a
report by Mr Manfred Schmidr. This repon contained
proposals on two central issues, which were endorsed
by the Group of the European People's Party and by
the Socialist Group in panicular. These proposals con-
cerned company structure and employee representa-
tion in the supervisory bodies.

Immediately after its constitution rhis Parliament again
considered the Fifrh Directive, because it had proved
impossible to find a quorum for the vore on the repons
by Mr Schmidt and by Mr Caro and Mr Schmidt. Ve
now have to consider this repon, submitred to us by
Mr Geunsen on behalf of rhe Legal Affairs Com-
mittee.

Mr Geunsen has established a basis for a decision with
a great deal of commitment and perseverance. '!/e
must undoubredly respect him for this. Bur to this I
must add that my group very regrets that rhe com-
pro.mise reached in 1979 between rhe Socialist Group
and the Group of the European People's Party no
longer forms the basis of rhis repon and the motion
for a resolution it contains. Nor is it difficult to see
from the amendmenm tabled by my group that, if it
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remains unchanged, we shall have to deny the Legal
Affairs Committee's report our approval where it con-
cerns aspects we consider to form the central issue.

Allow me to explain the reasons for our adopting this
position. In October 1972, getring on for ten years
ago, the Commission submitted to the Council a pro-
posal for a Fifth directive on the structure of soci1tds

anonymes. The declared object of this proposal was to
make the necessary adjustment of national company
law to the common market. The national difference
that still exist hamper companies in their activities in
the common market, because they cannot move with
the same freedom as in their own national markets.
The Commisson itself summarized the situation in
Bulledn 8/1975. I quote: In addition, the establish-
ment of a common market for companies should not
be approached as if it were a politically neutral, essen-

tially technical matter. The way in which a legal sys-

tem structures industrial and commercial enterprises is
intimately connected with fundamental elements in the
general social and economic policies adopted by rhe

society in question. At the Community level, it is

necessary, in order to construct a common market for
companies, to ensure that the Community framework
will take proper account of the way in which relevant
social and economic policies are developing in the
Member States. Furthermore, the creation of a com-
mon market for companies is not an end in itself. It is

only one means of achieving the Community's funda-
mental objectives which include a harmonious
development of economic activities, including a fairer
distribution of economic activity between the various
regions of the Community, an increase in stability, and
the improvement of the living and working conditions
of the Communiry's citizens. Accordingly, in con-
structing rhe common market, the Community must
necessarily take steps to approximate relevant
economic and social policies in a way which will
ensure that sufficient progress is made as to the reali-
zation of the Community's fundamental objectives in
all Member States.

Thar, rhen, was what the Commission had to say on
the matter.

\(/hat would be left of this clear-sighted, economically
and socially reasonable objecdve if the Fifth Directive
was amended as Mr Geurtsen is proposing? One of
the most imponant aims of the directive is the approxi-
mation of company structures, and the Commission's
proposal provided for the introduction of the two-tier
system, that is, having two separate bodies, each inde-
pendent of the other, responsible for management and
supervisory activities.

Mr Schmidt's report suggested a transitional period of
five years followed by che introduction of the two-tier
system in all the Member States. Mr Geurtsen's report,
on the other hand, sugBests the status quo should 6e

maintained. If he has his way, we shall continue to
have different company structures in the Community,

which would mean neglecting a very basic assignment

- I cannot unfonunately express it in stronger terms

- a very basic assignment the Community has been

given by the Treaties of Rome, and that is the har-
monization of economic and social conditions.

At this stage we must ask: Vhat point is there in issu-

ing a directive whose declared objective is the approxi-
mation of company structures in the medium term if
this is the very thing thar this directive will prevent?

Surely it would then be better rro, to issue a directive,
so that at least the option of finding a reasonable solu-
tion that ties in with the Community's aims remains
open. If we are not going to anandon the goal of a

coordinated economic and social policy, a goal that
has the support of almost every Member of this Parlia-
ment, we cannot endorse a proposal which seeks the
perpetuation of existing differences in the laws of the
Member States which are harmful to the common
market.

The second point which would result in my group
rejecting Mr Geurtsen's report if it remained
unchanged is the proposal regarding employee repre-
sentation in the company's supervisory body. The
Schmidt report and the agreement between the two
largest political groups to which I have already
referred proposed rhat one-third of the supervisory
board should consist of shareholders' representatives,
one-third of employees' representatives and one-third
of persons elected by these two groups. The number of
members of the supervisory board was also to be divi-
sible by three.

Mr Geurtsen's report, however, contains the following
words: 'The members of the supervisory organ shall be

appointed by the general meeting as regards a maxi-
mum of two-thirds and by employees of the company
practising participation as regards a minimum of one-
third but subject to a maximum of one-half where
compensatory measures provide a functional safe-
guard' - and this is the important part - 'for the
shareholders' right to take the final decision.' !fle
regard this proposal, to be quite frank, as a provoca-
tion. Quite apart from the fact that the contention that
these would sdll be companies practising participation
seems to me blatantly cold-blooded in social terms, the
adoption of this wording would signify nothing other
than the perpetuation of the shareholders' right to take
the final decision.

Against this background, the reference to a maximum
of one half of the supervisory body consisting of
employees' representatives is in my view just deceptive,
empty, talk. Anyone who seeks to exile employees to
rhe powerless observers' bench for cosmetic reasons,
anyone who seeks to deny them any real say in their
own destiny must allow himself to be asked whether
he is not consciously trying to destroy all that is

needed if a social consensus is to be achieved.

\7e wrll not be party to this. !(i'e want equal righm for
employees, not paternalistic degradation. This direc-
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tive could be a major step forward, but if it is amended
as Mr Geurtsen proposes, it will be exactly the oppos-
ite. It would cause irreparable damage ro social rela-
tions in this Community, and I hope a coalition of
social reason can be achieved in rhis Parliament,
particularly as regards the way in which employees are
to be represented in rhe supervisory bodies.

To conclude, I should like to point our rhar rhe legal
affairs committees of all parliaments tend ro be rarher
conservalive. I am rherefore all the happier ro hear
that the Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr
of this Parliamenr largely endorses my views.

President. 
- I call rhe Group of the European Peo-

ple's Party (Christian-Democraric Group).

Mr Janssen van Raay. 
- 

(NL) Mr Presidenr, col-
leagues, the Fifth Directive covers four ropics: firstly,
the structure of the sociitd anonyme, secondly,
co-determination 

- 
we in rhe Netherlands also ofren

use the German word 'Mirbestimmung'- thirdly, rhe
general meeting of shareholders and founhly the
annual accounts. I shall follow rhe lead given by IvIr
Geurtsen and concentrate essentially on the second
point, given that rhe other three are of panicular
importance to the shareholders, accountants etc., but,
without doubt the subject having rhe grearesr political
significance is thar of co-determination.

I would like ro begin by congratularing Mr Geurmen,
on behalf of my group, not only on his voluminous
report but also on its resourcefulness. Some are of the
opinion that Mr Geurtsen managed to achieve com-
promises and perhaps even one considerable com-
promise but, fellow colleagues whilst, ir may well be
that his report conrains compromises here and there,
what he has actually managed to achieve is to give
complete realizarion to the idea of the directive itself
and that is no compromise. That is the first thing with
which I would like to reproach my colleague Mr Vet-
ter. Had che Commission really wished to harmonize
the structure of, and co-determination within, rhe
soci|tis anonymes throughour the Community rhen ir
should have made use of legal means available to it,
namely that of the regulation rarher rhan the directive.

The ingenuity displayed in the Treaty of Rome in
inventing a new legal device hitherto unknown in con-
stitutional law, namely the directive, is that we can on
a European level sketch out and artain certain objec-
tives without having [o encounter an unnecessary
degree of opposirion at narional level. \flhen one tries
to resolve an issue all at once, to introduce appropriate
legislation to be at once applicable in all ten Member
States of the Communiry then one musr wield the
regulation. However, when one considers the attain-
ment of an ob.jecrive ro be importanr on a European
level, one lays down for the Member States guidelines
for its attainment whilst leaving rhem a free hand

regarding the manner of achieving rhose objecrives.
Vhy? Because the attainment of the objective is ren-
dered that much easier having dispensed wirh unneces-
sary opposition. Ar this poinr one can say that the legal
system of the Community has brought rhe new instru-
ment of the directive into operation.

'\U7hat has Mr Geurtsen ser our to do in his report? To
ensure that employee co-determination within rhe
enterprise is nor jusr a sham bur a real voice. It was
never mean[ ro be a righr of speaking for its own sake
to be followed invariably by a managemenr decision
which takes no accounr of worker reservarions. Gen-
uine co-determination within the enrerprise is the prin-
cipal political objecdve involved here rather rhan a
rigorous modification of the structure of sociitis anon-
ymes. This is therefore, Mr Geurtsen, no! so much a
compromise - on the contrary, you have done exactly
rhat for which rhe insrrument of the directive was
introduced into European law.

\7hat is involved here, what are [he wishes of my
group, and what do I ask of my colleagues? !/e all
realize that the German model of 'Mirbestimmung'
(co-determinarion) as it affecm employees is at presenr
the most refined. Second only to rhe German model is,
I am proud to say, rhat of the Netherlands. It is in no
way the intenrion of rhis directive to try ro resolve an
internal German debare on rhe issue nor indeed a
Dutch debate as to wherher we have at last got rhe
employee/managemenr quotients right or whether we
should amend it. The aim of this directive is, naturally,
that of making co-determinarion acceprable to those
Member Srares who have not yet been exposed to it.
Consequently I hope rhat rhe debate will nor become
an internal German affair bur rather rhar we can focus
attention on Member Srares such as Great Britain who
are totally unaware of the concept of co-determina-
tion. If we, the European Parliamenr, consider adopt-
ing the direcrive and if it is subsequently accepred by
the social parrners in all Member States then the
debate mking place over the nexr few days could be
one of hisrorical momenrum in the annals on industrial
relations, not of rhe Federal Republic of Germany and
not of the Netherlands, bur of Europe. This is, I am
convinced, the real significance of this debate and
therein lies the ingenuity of rhe answers contained in
the Geurtsen report.

One example springs immediately to mind. To rhose
countries aheady familiar wirh the sysrem of a board
of directors and, above it, a supervisory organ ir is
obvious that employee co-determination rakes place in
the supervisory boards ('Aufsichtsrite') as piovided
for in the sysrem. Only rwo of the Membe. Srates of
the Commmuniry are familiar with the above-men-
rioned srructure wirhin rhe enrerprise. If we rry ro
thrust upon our British, Greek, LuxemL,ourg, etc. col-
leagues this system, then we can be cerrain in advance
that such a proposal will never have rhe unanimous
approval of the Council of Ministers.
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\fhat we Christian Democrats approve of in the
Geurtsen report is that he presents the objective
involved i.e. co-determination in such avariety of pos-

sibilities that the Member States not familiar with such
a system can integrate ii into their own national sys-

rcm. I find it regrettable that I do not have at my dis-
posal in the House some up-to-date audiovisual equip-
ment. One slide would suffice to demonstrate clearly
the system. The main difference can best be illustrated
by contrasting it with the British one-tier system repre-
sented by a wide circle within which is the Board of
Directors who are simultaneously the supervisory
board. What is the Geurtsen report proposing? That
the group of non-managing directors, who do not
have direct responsibility, can also be constituted on
the same lines as that contained in the proposal on
supervisory boards. If one keeps in mind this picture of
the circle, the system adopted by Germany and the
Netherlands was to remove the inner circle and place

ir underneath but the greatest difference is that, by
definition, a member of the supervisory board cannot
be on the Board of Directors.

In reality the Geurtsen proposals achieve the same

ends as those desired by us in Germany and the Neth-
erlands concerning supervisory boards without oblig-
ing the eight Member States unfamiliar with such a

sysrem to adapt theirs, with the resultant direct and
indirect effects such action would give rise rc. The
same applies to the other recommendations contained
in the report. It therefore meets with our approval and
I regret that Mr Vetter can no longer give it his, but I
hope that my German Socialist colleagues can convey
ro him what I am saying to you, namely that we do not
consider it the aim of this directive to harmonize the
structure of sociites anonytnes within the Member
States bur rather to set the principle of co-determina-
tion as quickly as possible on a firm footing. That is
our desire and that is what the Geurtsen report pro-

Poses.

Shortly, when we come to take a vote on the various
amendments I would ask you to consider the Christian
Democrat voting pattern against this background, that
is to say that we as Dutch or Germans could perhaps

be of the same opinion on certain points, but as soon
as we realize that such points are encountering the
opposition of other countries to such an extent that an

undue preoccupation with refinement would cause us,

as we say in Dutch, to throw out the good with the
bad, then we are farther afield. Ve therefore wish to
embed the essentials of this directive in a range of pos-
sibilities acceptable to the French, Italians and British
because I thoroughly agree with the general point of
view of Mr Vetter, on which I consider the old com-
promise between Christian Democrats and Socialism in
the previous Parliament to have been based.

It is my fond hope that the idea of co-determination

- 
something completely new which deviates from, for

example, the corporate structure in U.S. enterprises
and which differs from corporate structure in Marxist

countries, a concept that is totally new and European

- 
will find broad support as much among Christian

Democrats as with Socialists and Liberals. The idea is

that those who are employed in the enterprise should
also have a voice, and a decisive one, in matters which
most affect them.

I fullv agree with Mr Geurtsen's introduction on the

subject of human values that the enterprise forms one
big familv, that there need no longcr be lnr l.,,llriza-
tion between management and shareholders, on the otte
hand, and emplorces oll thc other but rltlrcr tlr,tt
enterprises should be jointly operated. In this respect
we can support the Geurtsen proposal not iust in its
broad outlines but in its totaliry.

President. 
- 

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Turner. - Mr President, I must say straight away
that I entirely agree with Mr Janssen van Raay that
one needs understanding between the different coun-
tries of the EEC in this extremely difficult matter. In
the Legal Affairs Committee we have worked on it for
2r/z years, and it was quite a long time before we
began to understand what very different problems we

each had.

I must apoligize for speaking mostly from the point of
view of Great Britain, the reason being that we proba-
bly have the greatest problems of the whole lot.
Nonetheless, I believe I speak for all the qountries who
have basically at the present time a unitary board sys-

tem. That includes France, Ireland and Italy, for in-
stance. \7e have given great thought to the German
system and the Dutch system and we recognize how
well rhey work in a well-ordered atmosphere such as

the Dutch and the Germans have. I must say that the
compromise - and I think it is correct to call it a

compromise - 
which the rapporteur has arrived at

after all this discussion is one which will be a revolu-
tion in Britain. That shows you how far we have to
come in Britain. It could lead to a beneficent revolu-
tion in Britain if the European Parliament tomorrow
does vote through what the rapporteur has proposed.
If, on the other hand, the Legal Affairs Committee's
proposals are rejected tomorrow, then I am afraid that
this directive has no chance of effective survival so far
as British industrial relations are concerned.

All of us who have been concerned with this directive
over the past 21/2 years have had to talk to a greal
many people in industry in Britain and discuss with
them the practical problems, and we know that we
have moved as far as is practical in going for the
Geurtsen proposals. So, Mr President, the possibilities
romorrow arc greal, bur equally the dangers are greal
if tomorrow rhe vote goes wrong, because then, as I
say, we have wasted 21/z years. $7'e have achieved a

result which cannot be put into effect in countries such
as Britain where we have very serious problems, as I
know you all understand.
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I think that this directive, more than any other direc-
tive before the European Parliament, has had to be
adapted to meet an amazingly broad spectrum of
European experience. I don't think I know of any
other field we have dealt with where the differences
between each country are so great. At one end you
have the orderly formaliry of Germany, Holland and
Denmark. At the other end you have the full-blooded,
disorderly and often explosive conditions that have
grown up in Britain and to a lesser extent in Italy and
France. The Legal Affairs Commirtee decided ro
search for a set of formulae which, with good will on
all sides, could have a posirive effect in the difficult
countries such as Great Britain in bringing about an
improvement in our industrial relations.

My group is very grateful to the orher members of the
Legal Affairs Committee who have kepr in mind the
demanding circumstances that exist in Brirain. It
would have been so easy for them to have taken a

superior atritude and said: Oh well, you ought to be
able to do this, that or the other. Bur rhey haven'r;
they have been understanding and they have
attempted to arrive at a practical solution. ft is easy for
some colleagues to laugh, as I rhink I heard one do
just now, but it is nor so easy to laugh in Brirain about
a problem like this.

The commirtee has attempred, and I believe success-
fully, to formulate a proposal thar can really help in
this difficult field. The Commission has also played its
part. It started off with a point of view which was very
different, one which it had in 1972,but I believe that
as it listened to our very long debates, it came to real-
ize the importance of what we were trying to do in the
Legal Affairs Committee by way of producing an
effective and practical solution rather rhan something
based on principles and formaliries that have existed in
the successful counrries like Germany and Holland. I
hope that the Commission will remain equally sym-
patheric now and afrer we have had our vore.

Our objective has been quite clear and simple. '!7e

sought to find systems of working in industrial rela-
tions between shareholders and employees which are
adapted to the history of each counrry but essentially
equivalent in their effects, so far as employees' rela-
tions wich their employers and the relationship
between shareholders and their employees are con-
cerned. First of all we found, Mr Presidenr, rhar rhe
further we gor away from rhe orderly rraditions of
Germany, Denmark and Holland, the more cenain it
became that improvemenrs in industrial relations could
not be obtained by trying to force complicared consri-
tutional checks and balances on employee parricipa-
don. They work in some counr.ries, rhey would not
work in ours. Quire simply such sysrems would not
produce order and harmony in Brirain for instance.
They would produce deadlock and confrontation. '$7'e

therefore decided on rhe introducrion of simple,
democratic procedures for employee participation in
representative councils in companies, with genuine

consultation between the employer and the employee
over all vital decisions concerning rhe future of the
company. I believe thar rhis could grow into an
increasingly constructive involvement of all employees
in company affairs in Britain, if we adopr ir tomorrow.

In Parliament we have to understand each other's pos-
itions and problems in this panicular marter. Ve can-
not just forge ahead wirh what has succeeded in one
country and assume it will succeed in the orher. I think
the Legal Affairs Committee was cornpletely right in
trying to search for rhe highest common factor of
agreement it could get. I believe we have done that.
But, of course, the proposals of Mr Gr:urtsen are com-
plicated. They are, in fact, an enormous applecan.
This applecart has been carefully balanced and ir must
go through complete, otherwise we shall ger norhing
out of this directive at all. Therefore .[ urge you all to
give very serious consideration to supporring rhe
Geurtsen proposals as rhey srand.

'We have had great rrouble and exertions in Brirain
trying to sell these proposals ar home, ir being
extremely hard to persuade British indusrry rhar a

European solution for industrial relations is a practical
one. It was naturally very hard ro ger [hem ar home ro
accept new ideas where they have such difficult prob-
lems themselves. 'We have been doing this for 2r/z
years at home, while Parliament itself was working
through the commitree, and I rhink we have been
doing harder work at home on this than we have acru-
ally done in commirree. Let me rell you, we have been
under great stress from people ar home to provide a
solution which they can accepr, and they are doubtful
about what we have done. I am quir.e sure we shall
succeed at home if we ger these proporsals, but ir is not
going to be easy.

These proposals are rhe furrhest we cc,uld possibly go.
I may say that they are all summed up in Anicle 21a of
the Geurtsen proposals. If we adopt Article 2la, then I
am convinced that we will ger an lmprovemenr in
indusrial relarions in Brirain - I think the same goes
for France and Italy and Ireland - thar we could not
otherwise get. In orher words, the European Parlia-
ment could srarr a revolution in Britain if ir went for
something which was practical. If it went for some-
thing which was impractical, then ir v.on't be listened
to at all. As I say, it has been a rough job in Brirain
trying to ger rhis view across.

Mr President, ir would be a rragedy if tomorrow Par-
liament gor irs vore wrong. Then nobody in Britain
would rake any norice of this directive, It would never
come into force in Britain and it could never have any
effect. Thar, I rhink, is what we have got to watch our
for. !7e have this opponunity of improving affairs in
Britain through the European Parliarnent in a very
concrete way.

I would refer particularly to one aspecr, and that is the
requirement for democratic procedures which Mr
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Geunsen put in and which were not in the original
proposals. I think it is the single most inspiring point
about Mr Geunsen's proposals that he requires demo-
cratic procedures for the election of employee repre-
sentatives. To many of you this is perfectly ordinary
and taken for granted, but I have said again and again,
panicularly to the Socialists, that that is not the case in
Britain and that to require secret ballots is itself a revo-
lution in Britain where a show of hands has always

been good enough - hasn't it, Mr Megahy? Yes. So it
is very important, and I must stress that for Britain this

is the cardinal thing - those democratic procedures
which you probably all take for granted but which we
do not.

I would be very proud if, after tomorrow night, I
could go back to Britain and say that the European
Parliament required democracy in British industrial
relations, that the European Parliament demanded it,
a thing which nobody in Britain has ever yet dared do.
\7ith your support we could do that. '!7e could say

that Europe insists on this. It is second nature to
Europe, although we have never had the courage to
do it ourselves by ourselves. The idea of secret ballots,
which are provided for by Mr Geunsen but not by the

Commission originally, is cardinal to the whole thing.

I therefore appeal to the Members of this Parliament
to support the Geurtsen proposals tomorrow, and

most notably all those in Article 21a, which is milored
to the problems of Britain. That is essential. If we get
Article Zla, you can be quite assured that we shall then
have a long job in Britain persuading British industry
to put those proposals in 21a into force, but we shall

succeed in doing it if we have your support. If tomor-
row you vote against this, you will knock away a lad-
der which we could climb up in Britain. I beg you not
to do that. I hope therefore, Mr President, that tomor-
row this Parliament will realize that if it suppofls the

Geurtsen proposals, it will be starting a revolution of a

beneficent nature in Britain for which we would all be

extremely grateful.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Donnez. - (FR) Mr President, we are all of us

aware of the need for Community rules to coordinate
the safeguards required of companies to protect the
interests of both shareholders and employees. It must
be obvious to everyone how necessary it is for com-
panies in each of our countries to be helped to extri-
cate themselves from the veritable legal morass which
hampers their efforts to expand their activities into the

Community and it is equally certain, on a social level,

rhat we in Europe cannot entenain the notion of a

second-class employee.

These two criteria must be the guiding light in our dis-
cussion of the excellent., not to say outstanding, report
by my friend Mr Geunsen. Indeed, our first concern

should be to broaden the areas of employee participa-
tion. Companies have to adapt their structures and

their methods, recognizing that workers oday are far
better qualified than they were in the past. And I need

scarcely add that these workers are far more aware of
the technical, social and even psychological problems
than were their predecessors.

This leads on to another point. It is imperative to en-

hance the responsibilities of management in our com-
panies. Every level of management, from the highest
to the lowest, today plays an essential and determining
role in our economic life. It is vital, therefore, that
they should be made to participate more fully in the
economic activity of their undenaking. It seems to me

to be a strange paradox that a company director, who
spends no more than a few hours a month - or year

- 
in a company, can be involved in highly imponant

decisions affecting it, whereas even the most senior
managers, who most often live for and whose liveli-
hood depends on that company, are left out of the

decision-making process. Clearly, therefore, manage-
ment must play a more active role in the shaping of
comPany strategy.

This brings us to yet a third consideration. It is vital to
acknowledge the employees' right to information. This
certainly must not be taken to mean that we could
tolerate the emergence of shopfloor councils within
our companies of a kind that could gradually lead to
an effective sovietization of the undertaking. \Thilst
employee participation and the right to information
are essential, we could not allow our economic system

to be brought to a standstill.

But it would be less than honest of me to pretend that
there are not likely to be difficulties in persuading our
respective countries to implement this Fifth Directive.
Firsdy, as regards the status of soci4tis anonymes, we
have in France the unitary system with one board of
directors and the dualist system, introduced in 7966,
comprising executive and supervisory boards. It has to
be said that, since traditions and cuitoms die hard, the

dualist system, after an initial success, is now in
decline. Today it represents no more than 100/o of our
soci1tis dnonyrnes. Accordingly, if we want the dualist
system to be widely accepted, we shall have to proceed
very carefully and also very patiently. This applies
equally to the question of employee participation in
the supervisory organs.

'!7'hen one speaks of employee participation one of
course implies participation by the trade unions. Now,
the way things are with our trade unions, there is

ever)'reason to fear that the Fifth Directive will be dif-
ficult to implement in France. Firstly, because the vast
majority - some 80% - of workers do not belong to
any union. Secondly, because the largest trade union,
the Conf6d6ration G6n6rale du Travail, is not refor-
mist but nevertheless claims to be revolutionary and
rejects, as it puts it, any class collaboration.
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Thirdly, because the orher unions, which are reformisr

- namely the CFDT, the FO, and the CFTC - all
more or less categorically refuse ro accept any obliga-
tion to ensure even a minoriry represenrar.ion of rhe
workforce, in an advisory capacity, on rhe supervisory
or executive organs. Only the CGC, rhe trade union
represen[ing managemenr, wants rhe right to take part
in decisions. That is important for the quality, but no
doubt disappointing for the number of employees it
covers.

Ve have therefore to proceed with great cau[ion,
while at the same time remaining faithful rc the objec-
tives set out in the Fifth Directive and seeking conrin-
ually for a harmonious balance berween social pro-
gress and economic performance.

President. - I call rhe Group of European Progressive
Democrats.

Mr Vi6. - (FR) Mr President, it is cusromary ro
begin by congratulating 'the rapponeur, bur I should
like on this parricular occasion to do so in an original
manner. Indeed, we have only to look at rhe docu-
ments before us to see just how impressive Mr Geurt-
sen's report is, borh quanrirarively and qualitatively. It
is therefore only right rhat we should pay tribute to
him. I am sure, however, rhat he will not take it amiss
if I ask him ro share this ribute with Mr Ferri, former
chairman of our Legal Affairs Committee whose cour-
tesy, profound knowledge of everything that passed
through the commirtee and polidcal dexterity acquired
in the course of his long parliamentary career allowed
our discussions, the difficult narure of which is known
to all, to rake place in an ideally free and constructive
atmosphere.

I referred just now ro rhe difficulr narure of our dis-
cussions. It is an undeniable fact that rhe subject in
question is one of rhose on which one might expecr
the views legitimately held by the various political
groups to clash and the rapporreur, with great impar-
tiality, has not failed to give space ro the opinion of
the minority wirhin our commirtee. The larrer
deplored the fact thar Mr Geurrsen's rcxt differs signi-
ficantly from the Commission's proposal, that the
exceptions provided for are scarcely consistent with a
move towards genuine harmonizarion and thar the
exclusion of the mulrinational groups from the scope
of the directive substanrially reduces its value.

'S(here our group is concerned the Geunsen repon,
whilst not being embraced with enrhusiasm, does how-
ever have our full supporr.

It has not been embraced with enthusiasm because,
and I make no secrer of ir, rhe French members of our
group are making employee panicipation rhe corner-
stone of a nep' economic and social order giving us
reason ro hope thar we shall one day finally see an end

to the old conflict berween employers and workers. I
say French members, but in fact our Irish colleagues
are working on broadly similar lines. So far as this
question of panicipation goes, the leasr one could say
about the Geunsen reporr is that ir is rarher modesr.
But we support it because, whilst our political arrirudes
may be absolutely clear-cut and unwavering, we are
nevenheless inclined ro rake a pragmatic view. Panici-
pation is not somerhing rhal can be ordained by decree

- the very word 'paniciparion' suggesrc as much - it
is made possible by a gradual change in mental atri-
tudes. It is an inescapable facr rhar now, just as before,
and in my country even more so now than before, par-
ticipation as we understand it is far from gaining
acceptance among employers or trade unions, and still
less among rhe latter rhan among the former. The false
and outdated concepr of class struggle is being propa-
gated with renewed vigour and to reiterate in 1982 rhe
slogans of a century and a half ago is a disturbing sign
of a lack of imagination which more rhan anyrhing
else could spell the death of our civilization.

Class struggle is a false concepr because what separates
the human species from the instinctive animal species
is that in every human being there is a person endowed
with reason, free will and the capacity for self-deter-
mination. It follows that, in human relations, no one
can take another unto himself as his own without viol-
ating him, without dehumanizing him. Only brorher-
hood or love - call it what you will - have any place
in genuine human relations. \flithout it, you are left
simply with a desire to dominate, ro exerr power or to
subjugate. Ler us be under no illusion. Ir is a fact that
in economic and social relations, rhe desire for power
has been a factor, and still is today. But rhe fact of
having broken a rule does not make the rule a bad
one. \7hat we need to do is keep the rule and see rhar
people follow it.

Class struggle is a false concepr because to respond to
war with war is ro justify war. Now, who will win rhe
war? The srrongesr. And what we are seeking is not
strength but justice. Justice will not be served by class
struggle but by r.rp."t for others. This is but one
aspect of our Parliamenr's unceasing battle for human
rights. The undenaking, like rhe family, like the rown,
is a natural community in which man can fulfil himself.
The family is nor built on a suicidal dialectic between
husband and wife, but on the search for a basis on
which to develop rogerher.

The facr that in my counrry, and perhaps in orhers
too, the town hall is called the'maison commune, says
clearly enough rhat the town is not a place for rivalry,
but a place for harmony. Likewise it is unnarural for
the undenaking to become a scene of batde.

Funhermore, if we readily accepr rhis reporr., ir is
because it is European. It is a modest contriburion,
perhaps, but still a vital contriburion to rhe process of
European. inregration to which our Broup is deeply
committed. Provided, of course - and here again we
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are being pragmatic - that we are working towards
not a Europe of dreams but of realities. One can trace
back the beginnings of this Europe of realities beyond
the Treaty of Rome to that historic gesture of
Franco-German reconciliation instigated by Chancel-
lor Adenauer and General De Gaulle. Ve had to wait
almost 40 years before coming across an example o{
creative imagination of comparable scope in the ges-
ture of the late lamented President Sadat towards
Israel. One imaginadve stroke every 40 years, what is

that if we are to save our free world? One has the feel-
ing nowadays that it is precisely this lack of inspira-
tion, this lack of poetry, in the creative sense, which is

liable to bring about the death of our \Testern world.
There is of course no lack of fenile minds when it
comes to anything that might serve armed confronta-
tion, but a singular lack when it comes to the freedom
to live together in harmony.

I repeat, the Geunsen repofl may be only a small
building block compared to the immensity of the edi-
fice we are constructing, but it is a solid building block
and we would be mad to throw it away.

President. - I call the Non-Attached Members
Group.

Mr Eisma. - (NL) Mr President, the legal founda-
tion of this Fifth Directive is Article 54, paragraph3,
secrion g of the Treary of Rome. This article stipulates
that Member States must coordinate to the necessary
extent the safeguards which for the protection of the
interests of members and others are required of com-
panies or firms and, further, to make such safeguards
equivalent throughout the Community. The Fifth
Directive does not, for all that, envisage harmoniza-
tion but exclusively equivalence. This means that on
specific points the Member States are free to introduce
measures which, despite differing in nature ois-,i-ois
each other, mus[ nevertheless be equivalent; they must
comply with that criterion. The proposal from the
Commission aims to regulate the legal safeguards of
workers and shareholders in an equivalent manner.
The opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee of the
Parliament is further removed from this equivalence
than the Commission proposed and we regret this.

A more flexible solution to the issue of rights and obli-
gations of workers and shareholders is, we believe,
undesirable. Mr Janssen van Raay also referred to this
aspect and that is, regrettably, the only pan of his
argument that we would subscribe to. He pointed out
that in the Netherlands a dualistic system afteady
exists which differentiates between the management
and executive branches within the enterprise and also
legally. regulates worker co-determination through a

suPervlsory organ.

On the assumption that certain Member States come
up with different models for governing this matter a

majority of the Legal Affairs Committee favours a less

far-reaching form of equivalence in the Member
States. A combination of a one-tier and two-tier sys-

tem sdll does not mean equivalence. In our opinion the
report of the Legal Affairs Committee voices a cenain
reservation in relation to fanher-reaching forms of
co-determination which are camouflaged behind tech-
nical complaints and the raising of socio-psychological
insurmountable barriers in the various Member States
regarding the introduction of the dualistic system and
this notwithstanding the Legal Affairs Committee's
admission, in so many words, that the possibilities
offered for control by workers or enrcrprises are
greater in she two-tier system. The Legal Affairs'Com-
mittee is postponing the real decisions by requesting a

more demiled report from the Commission concerning
the need for further harmonization.

If this Parliament wishes to set about giving directives
on enterprise democratization then the political deci-
sions should not be allowed to be postponed. That is

what is being done by a majority of the Legal Affairs
Committee and we refuse to go along with this, all the
more so in view of the Commission's proposal which
provides for a long transition period of five years
before this directive must be adoprcd in national legis-
lation.

Mr President, just three more remarks on the direc-
tive. The directive should, in our opinion, be appli-
cable to enterprises with a minimum of tOO workers
and not 500. A considerable argument in suppon of
this view is furnished by the so-called Vredeling direc-
tive which is shonly to come before the House and for
which the size of enterprises affected will be fixed at
100 employees. It would seem that a degree of har-
monization as regards this aspect is called for.

Mr President, the opinion of the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee concerning the composition of the supervisory
board cannot meet with our approval. The proposal, in
a depanure from that of the Commission, that a maxi-
mum of one half of the supervisory board be nomi-
nated by the workers and, in cases of abstention, to
give the employers' side the casting vote seems to us to
prevent the national legislator from exceeding the
committee's norm.

Finally, Mr President, we consider a maximum of ten
dual mandates on the supervisory board to be permis-
sible. To allow the possibility of a larger number of
mandates per person is, for us, inadmissible. That
leads to such a doubling of functions that none can be

efficiently carried out. '$7'e have noticed such a pheno-
menon ourselves in this House where some Members
still exercise a double mandate.

To sum up, Mr President, we shall not lend our sup-
pon to amendments which represent a further drift
away from the Commission's original proposal. I was
also amazed rc hear the rapponeur, Mr Geunsen, say
that the Commission in trying to attain too much all at
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once ultimately achieves norhing. It is a reproach rhat
is rarely levelled at the Commission. 'We are in the
habit of reproaching the Commission with exacrly rhe
contrary and we, least of all, can be expecred to align
ourselves behind these recriminations of the rappor-
teur of the Legal Affairs Committee.

Mr President, we shall supporr those amendments
which give the directive a furrher degree of democrari-
zation. No one could reasonably have expected any-
thing else of the members of a party which is commit-
ted to fundamental democratizarion and counts it as

one of its principles.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. - (DE) Mr
President, I should like rc begin by apologizing for
speaking so early in the debate. I unfonunately have a
number of commitmenrs tomorrow that I cannot put
off, not least among them being thar I have ro repre-
sent the Commission at a world conference of the
United Nations in Nairobi, which means that I shall
not be able to follow the remainder of rhe debate
tomorrow. I therefore apologize in panicular to rhose
ladies and gentlemen who will not be speaking in the
debate until tomorrow. My colleague Mr Andriessen
will be following the debate arrenrively tomorrow.

First, my colleagues and I wish to congrarulate the
Legal Affairs Committee of this House on the magni-
ficent report it has drawn up for the plenary. Our
thanks go in particular to Mr Geurrsen, the rappor-
teur, and also to Mr von Bismarck and Mr Didd, the
drafmmen of the opinions of rhe Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment.

As you will recall, rhe Legal Affairs Committee's first
report, drawn up by Mr Manfred Schmidt, came ro
grief on a procedural technicality in 1979. '!7e hope
that this repoft by Mr Geurtsen will not suffer the
same fate. It owes its quality ro rhe thoroughness and
imagination with which all rhe conrroversial issues
were considered during the commitree's deliberations
and new conceprs were esrablished ro resolve them. I
am therefore certain that what we now have is a docu-
ment which will enable you ro take a final decision.

The proposal for a direcrive which is being debated
today and tomorrow is the fifth designed to coordi-
nate European company law. The four preceding
directives have already been adopred by the Council.
They all concern issues of parricular imponance for
the continued development of the internal market
where they concern the posirion of companies in rhe
internal market.

'S7'henever this proposal for a directive is discussed, the
talk immediately rurns ro rwo aspecrs: the structure of

the soci1ti ctnonyrne and, in thar conrexr, worker pani-
cipadon. However, the Commission's Fifth Directive
proposal covers far more ground than rhese two
aspects. It contains a no less imponant chaprcr on the
general meeting of shareholders. This governs rhe
convening of the meeting, the agenda, parricipation,
representation, the right to information, the righr to
vote and majority requirements, and sanctions in the
event of faulty decisions. This is all extremely impor-
tant for the shareholders. I also see ir as helping ro rea-
waken interest in shares in the European capital mar-
ket. Ve are happy to say rhar there appear to be no
fundamental differences of opinion in this area.

Another chapter, which similarly must nor be over-
looked, is devoted to the auditing of accounrs. Irs
particular aim is to provide betrer safeguards than in
the past for the independence and accountability of
auditors. Again, although there is a crying need for
provisions on this aspect, ir is a section that hardly
gives rise to violent conrroversy.

I can therefore turn straighr away ro the problems of
company structure and worker paniciparion, ro which,
I assume, we are expected ro reacr. This will necessi-
tate a brief review of the chequered history of this pro-
posal for a directive.

'!7hen the Commission adopred its first proposal in
lare 1972, shonly before the enlargemenr of the Com-
munity of the Six, its basic idea was as follows: all
limited companies should have the same rwo-tier
structure, in other words, an administration consisting
of a management organ and a supervisory organ.
Furthermore, there should be worker parricipation in
companies with a cerrain number of employees, but
this would be restricted rc the parricipation of employ-
ees in the composirion of the supervisory organ. There
was fierce resistance ro both pans of this proposal, not
least in the countries which joined the Community in
1973. The need for funher discussion of the whole
question with all concerned proved essential. To this
end, the Commission put forward rhe Green Paper to
which there has already been frequenr reference. This
contained a detailed description of the situation in all
the Member States and considered how rhe Commis-
sion's proposal might be made more flexible by
increasing the number of options. Ir was only rhen rhat
the Legal Affairs Committee of your Parliament man-
aged to draft rhe necessary legal rules. By providing
for this grear.er flexibility we hoped to take grearer
account of historical developments than we had pre-
viously done.

As regards the srructure of limited companies, the
commirtee's repon calls for a choice between the
two-tier sysrem and the single-tier sysrem where the
dualist structure was previously unknown. Under the
single-rier sysrem the only administrarive organ facing
the general meering of shareholders is a board. Thi
Commission will undoubtedly be able to accepr rhis
new line of rhinking, since the Legal Affairs Com-
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mittee has, after all, succeeded in bringing the two
organizational forms very much closer together. How-
ever, the committee recommends that this motion and
the associated approximation of the two sr.rucrures
apply only to companies with 100 or fewer employees.
If a limit is to be imposed as a function of the size of
companies, it does not seem to me that the number of
employees should be the sole criterion. It should be
combined with other criteria, such as the balance-sheet
total or total turnover, possibly with options where at
least two of three or more criteria are satisfied.

ln tgZZ the Commission wanted to make worker par-
ticipation obligatory for companies with 500 workers
or more. The figures discussed by the parliamentary
committees range from 100 to 2 000. AII the figures
that have been quoted in this context represent the
upper limit. The Member States can impose a lower
limit if they wish. I would remind you of the lower
limits: 50 in Denmark and 100 in the Netherlands. If
the Legal Affairs Committee was now to propose
I 000 and the majority of the House agreed to that
proposal, the Commission could endorse the principle.
In view of the extremely wide range of figures now in
force, however, it realizes that, whatever figure Parlia-
menl may decide on, there is likely to be a greater
need for adjustment in the transitional provisions.

The decisive step forward in the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee's recommendation lies in the possible forms of
worker panicipadon it proposes, which are in keeping
with the outline solution put forward in the Green
Paper. Greater flexibiliry is achieved here merely by
providing that, depending on the choice of company
structure, two-tier or single-tier, employees may parti-
cipate in the appointment of both the supervisory body
and the non-executive members of the administrative
organ. In addition, the national legislature is to be

offered the choice of not just two, but four different
worker participation models. This can only make the
proposal for a directive more atffactive.

At this particular juncture I should like rc emphasize
that the Commission looks forward with keen interest
to the decision the European Parliament will be uking
tomorrow, not least beciuse it expects to see consider-
able progress made in the work on this cornerstone of
European company law after ten years of delibera-
tions. As far as possible, the Commission will be align-
ing its final position on the Geurtsen report and the
amendments to it adopted by the European Parliament
tomorrow or later this week with the position it
adopted in its Green Paper and in the working docu-
ments it submitted rc the Legal Affairs Committee. It
must ask you to understand, however, that, in the
interests of consistency in the overall legislative pro-
cess and with other, associated decisions, it will proba-
bly be unable to publish the conclusions it draws from
the decisions mken by the House as early as the Euro-
pean Parliament's next pan-session. They are unlikely
to be published until two or three months later.

For the first of the worker panicipation models the
original Commission proposal sought to set aside at
least one third of the seats on the supervisory organ
for members appoinrcd by the employees. Following
rhe Legal Affairs Committee's decision, the employees'
power of appointment might now be extended to
cover a maximum of one half of the seats on the super-
visory organ. But the idea is that the final decision
should rest with the shareholders' representatives.
There is no denying thar this formula is an alternative
to full equality of representation and also to the idea
o.nce discussed by this House of three groups of equal
stze.

However, equivalence, guarantees and the various
alternative models are likely to make not only an
upper limit but also a lower limit necessary. Of course,
the Communiry has in many cases made do with sim-
ple minimum requirements, but is this acceptable in a

situation of equal and non-equal worker participation,
in a situation, therefore, where quantity appears to be

changing into a different quality? That would require
serious consideration. Ve shall also have to take
account of limits that may be imposed by the Constitu-
tions of the Member Stares.

The second model the Legal Affairs Committee's
report proposes to the Member States consists in
co-opting the supervisory organ, as is the case under
Dutch law. Under this system the participation of
shareholders and employees is ensured in the follow-
ing manner: both the general meeting and the works
council may object to a candidate. He may then be
appointed only if the objection is declared unfounded
by a public-law arbitral body, this being in the Nether-
lands the Economic and Social Council. This presup-
poses that the supervisory body is so composed as to
protect the interests of shareholders and employees.

The third worker panicipation model suggested by the
Legal Affairs Committee opens the way for the Mem-
ber States to allow employees to opt for separate
representation ourcide the company's organs. This is

designed rc help the employees to influence company
decisions which are regarded as conflicting with their
right under labour and social legislation to be involved
and .informed, a right which is governed by other
Provlslons.

There are certain limits to the comparability of the
third worker panicipation model with the two pre-
viously discussed. The status of this employee repre-
sentation should - righdy so, I feel - be guided by
the powers exercised by the supervisory organ ztis-ti-
ois the management organ. But the requirement that
the supervisory organ must approve particularly far-
reaching transactions is not easi[y transposed to
employee representation of this kind. I can therefore
merely express the hope that this institution also helps
to improve cooperation between capital and labour
where it is chosen by the legislature.
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Finally, as the founh model, the committee's report
recommends that worker participation should be made
the subject of a collective agreement. I am personally a

little sceptical about this idea. \Torker participation is

an aspect of the law governing the organization of
companies, and this should remain the responsibility of
the legislature. It alone has the means of ensuring the
enforcement of such rules. The conclusion of a collec-
tive agreement, on the other hand, is a matter for the
two sides of industry. The option between law and
collective agreement might therefore produce different
results from one Member State to another, from one
sector of the economy to another and even from one
company ro another, and such differences might again
bring us into conflict with the principle of equivalence.

'!7hen considering this model, the Commission will
have to take into account that, in the Legal Affairs
Committee's view, worker panicipation agreed on this
basis must not be inferior in content to statutory
worker panicipadon. Nor must there be any restric-
tion of the applicadon of the democratic principles -secret proportional elections, freedom to express opi-
nions, the panicipation of all employees, the protec-
tion of minorities. In addition, there should be provi-
sion for statutory arrangements if collective agree-
ments are not concluded within a specificd period or
not concluded at all.

It is in this wide ranBe of opportunities for employee
panicipation, which is further amplified by the option
of two forms of company organization, that the parti-
cular advantage of the Legal Affairs Committee's
recommendation lies. But this advantage would have
been largely forfeited if the commitree had taken up
the idea that the alternatives should be permirred only
during a fixed transitional period, after which all com-
panies would have to adopt one sysrem, the rwo-tier
system, for example. I agree with the crirics of rhis
transitional period. I believe we should regard the idea
of a transitional period more as a commitment entered
into by the legislature to establish today a sound pro-
cedure and to set a date for a comprehensive exchange
of views on the application of this important direcrive
when sufficient experience has been gained.

To conclude, I should like rc refer ro a special prob-
lem. The Legal Affairs Committee proposes rhar
Member States should allow exemptions from essenrial
provisions of the directive in the case of companies
which form pan of a group, in orher words, compan-
ies which control or are conrrolled by anorher com-
pany. Consideration will undoubtedly have ro be
shown for national legislation which already governs
groups of companies in one way or anorher. It must be
ensured, however, that such exemptions are offset by
other, equivalent guarantees ro rhe benefit of borh
employees and shareholders.

It may be possible, for example, to waive the introduc-
tion of worker panicipation in a subsidiary company if
it is ensured that its employees enjoy righm under the

system of worker panicipation in the parent company.
Exemptions from the liability arrangements may also
be possible in the case of the organs of a subsidiary
where it is ensured that the parent company accepts
liability in respect of the subsidiary. In view of the high
level of concentration in industry, the exemptions
called for could further undermine the Fifth Directive
if such assurances were not provided.

'We otherwise agree with the Legal Affairs Commitree:
such exemptions of companies belonging to groups
may only apply until coordination is achieved at some
future date. I see this as confirming that the Com-
munity also needs coordination of legislation on
groups of companies. The first step in this direction
will be taken with the proposal for a Ninth Directive,
which the Commission intends to forward to you
shorrly.

I conclude, Mr President, by repeating my reques[ [o
the European Parliament to approve this proposal for
a Fifth Directive now and so to prevent the whole
development of company law in the Community from
being jeopardized. This will be in the interests not only
of progress in the legislation governing European
companies but also of an improvement in the living
conditions of all the citizens of the Communiry.

President. - I call Mr Megahy.

Mr Megahy. - Mr President, rhis is an important sub-
ject and one that has been under considerarion by this
Parliament for a very long time. Principally, it has the
object, in its more conrroversial parts, of enabling
workers to be more involved in the decisions of indus-
try, and [o that extent I would support the general
idea. Now that we have achieved political democracy
in the countries inside the EEC, we ought to be mov-
ing as quickly as possible to a far grealer degree of
industrial democracy and workers' panicipadon in all
sectors of industry, This particular directive deals prin-
cipally with marrers at board level, but I would see rhar
involvement of the workers, in decisions rhat affecr
their livelihood, as permearing far below the level of
the board and panicularly ar rhe level of the plant.

I am panicularly glad, despite the reservations I
expressed earlier today in respect of my own amend-
men$, lhat at least the amendments of the Socialist
Group have been accepted at rhis late stage; and wirh
one or two exceprions, which I will come to larer, I
find I can suppon rhem fully. Indeed, insofar as rhese
amendmenrc and cenain amendmenrs put forward by
Mr d'Angelosante rend ro srrengrhen the directive and
oppose those parts of Mr Geurtsen's repon which seek
to limit the provisions of worker participarion to firms
of a cenain size far grearer in number than those
envisaged by rhe Commission in the first place, I fully
accept them, and the amendment which says they
should apply to firms with either over 100 workers or
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a turnover of a cenain order of ECUs is, I think, one

that needs to be passed in order to strengthen this
directive.

In panicular, I support those amendments which are
intended to strengthen the provision to give parity of
workers' representatlon, and I notice that the report
suBgests a formula which would mean that even

though workers' representatives might make up 500/o

of the total, in the event of a tie the shareholders'
views would always be dominant. Had I had an oppor-
tunity to present my oq/n amendments, I would have
reversed that, and said that in the event of a tie the
workers' views should be dominant. \7ith regard to
those parts of Mr Geunsen's report which again seek

to limit this, by excluding Broups on the rather
dubious grounds that they would be covered by the
Vredeling directive, I support those amendments that
seek to oppose those provisions in Mr Geurtsen's
report.

\Thilst I am mentioning the name of the rapporteur,
although I have sought to be critical of certain aspecm

of the report, I must join, as a member of the Legal
Affairs Committee in the compliments paid to him for
the very long, tedious and involved work that he has

done as rapporteur. Although I must say that the very
first amendment I put down was defeated by 23 votes

to nil while I was travelling on a fogbound train from
Amsterdam to Luxembourg, I will not necessarily hold
rhat against him.

I now come to two other issues, where to some extent

- firstly as a matter of emphasis and secondly as a

matter of principle - I depart slightly from the view
put forward by the rest of my Socialist colleagues. On
rhis question of the choice of workers' representatives,

Mr Turner, of course, made a great vinue of his posi-
tion. I think the trouble with Mr Turner is, if I might
say so in a friendly way, that he actually believes those
rumours that have been circulating that in all the
mines in my constituency his name is spoken in the
same breath as Arthur Scargill and Mick McGahey.
For all I know, he may actually have made that
rumour up. But in case that gets into such august iour-
nals as Tlte Times, I hasten to say that that is not true.
The idea of a representative of the Conservative Party
here standing as the arch-priest of industrial democ-
racy takes me back to some of the words spoken by
the late Vinston Churchill, who had some very strong
words to say about the relationships between big busi-
ness and the Conservative Party.

Turning to the more particular aspects of what is being
said here, I welcome the Socialist Group's amendment
which seeks ro delete paragraph 80(e), which is

inrcnded to give different Broups of workers represen-

tation, because that, I think, is the old tactic of trying
to divide and rule, and we certainly ought not to have

thar kind of thing. From my point of view, a worker is
a worker and I do not see why we should be trying to
talk about different classes here.

'!7ith regard to the others, I accept the secret ballot,
but I am quite at a loss to understand the provisions
regarding proponional representation and the protec-
tion of minorities, because I do not see what minorities
you are talking about. Are you talking aboirt black
workers, women workers, clerical workers, manual
workers or what? I think they are totally meaningless.

The important thing about them for anyone who
understands the British situation is that they run com-
pletely contrary to the line of argument advanced in
the Bullock report on indusrial democracy, which
stressed the fact, based on the decisions of the Unircd
Kingdom, that the representation of workers should
come through trade-union circles. That is why I pro-
posed in committee that this whole matter should be

left to the Member States and setded by them in the

light of their own traditions. I can see that that is what
Mr Turner is, very cleverly, trying to undermine as far
as the United Kingdom is concerned, and that will not
be accepted by the British workers.

My last point, the-fundamental point, is this. I am

sorry that I cannot agree with the two-tier provision,
because I feel that it is quite possible, as the Bullock
Committee showed, to have a system of unitary boards

in which the workers had representation. On this one

point, which is an essential point, I must depart from
the views of my other Socialist colleagues.

President. - I believe that most of the Assembly
would be very interested to hear what Churchill really
said.

Mr Megahy. - I cannot remember the exact quota-
tion but of course Mr Churchill had several spells as a

Liberal, and I think it was during one of those spells

that he said that the interests of the Conservative Pany
were dominated by big business. But for the purpose
of the record, I shall certainly issue you yourself Mr
President, and Mr Turner with the exact quotation
which I think you will find very illuminating indeed.

President. - Mr Megahy, I look forward to getting
that Churchill quotation.

I call Mr Brok.

Mr Brok. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I do wish the Labour Pany would not only quote
'!7'inston Churchill but also recall in their polidcal
activities the speech he made on the unification of
Europe in Zurich in 1946.

'lTorker panicipadon is a central principle of the

Christian-social idea, beginning with Rerurn noodrum
through Mater et Magistra to the political activities of
European Christian democracy.'S7orker participation
means overcoming the class struggle, a way and a

means of achieving industrial pannership. Vorker par-
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ticipation is the way of freedom wirh all cirizens
involved, in opposition ro Mancunian liberalism or
even centralist economic bureaucratism. Both systems
impose strict limits on the involvement of the workers.

According to my political philosophy, we should be
working towards a company thar forms a social asso-
ciation, in thar every citizen should play three roles,
that of shareholder 

- rhrough the developmenr of
worker-controlled capiral formation, thar of employee
and that of consumer. This concept is based on rhe
social market economy and its principles of private
ownership, justice, efficiency and freedom.

But worker participar.ion also has a value all its own,
and this is something we should make very clear at this
time. It is not an insrrument for changing the econo-
mic system or for doing away with private ownership.
The Federal Constitutional Court has drawn very dis-
tinct dividing lines in this respect. But worker partici-
pation should be in rhe inrerests of the individual
employee in his company and should nor become an
instrument of collective efforts to change the power
structure.

In this conrext, I should like to remind the previous
speaker that, as I see it, democracy is clearly con-
nected with the rights of minorities, including minori-
ties among employees. This should nor be passed over
simply as a collectivistic thing. For me worker parrici-
pation is not a means of prevenring companies from
functioning, nor is it a means of undermining the prin-
ciple of the distribution of power. I see worker partici-
pation as what is known in Montesquieu's philosophy
as the distriburion of power in the Stare, namely rhe
distribution of power in rhe economy. This is the only
way to prevent the accumulation of power and its
abuse. This is the way ro grearer freedom and social
Justlce.

I am happy to see rhar this is the idea underlying the
Geurtsen report. The various oprions conrained in this
repon will also enable account. to be raken of rhe dif-
ferences in the experience and sysrems of the Member
States of the European Communiry. I feel 

- 
and Mr

Narjes made a very clear reference ro rhis 
- 

thar no
one can expecr his ideology alone to be fully accepted
in this area: we musr find solutions capable of being
approved by a majority of this House, of being incor-
porated by the Commission into its proposal and of
then being approved by a maloriry of the Council of
Ministers.

.Wanting 
to hang the flags high and then taking deci-

sions that cannor be implemented would mean rhar
ultimately there would be no worker panicipa[ion ar
European level, and rhat is why this House must show
that it is capable of compromising.

I believe this is the direction followed by the Geurtsen
report. \(e should also make it clear that ir is open ro
appropriate development, to more worker participa-

tion. As regards Mr Beumer's amendment, I should
like to say that, alrhough we wish ro make rhis open-
ness clear, it is our aim to have full equivalence afrcr a
transitional period.

This narurally means thar we seek to solve the prob-
lems connected with the ourbreak of disputes and of
the final decision in the way suggested by the Beumer
amendment. I believe this is the way ro achieve worker
panicipation without everyone setting himself up as

the keeper of the Holy Grail that is his own idea. This
is the way in which a great deal can be done for the
workers and democracy in Europe.

President. - I ca[[ Mr Pezmazoglou.

Mr Pezmazoglou. - (GR) Mr Presidenr, I would like
to emphasize the importance of the general principle
embodied in the Commission's decision and concern-
ing which the European Parliamenr is expressing its
opinion. I want [o srress that as a European Parlia-
ment, and as a European Community, it is extremely
important for us to recognize the principle of the par-
ticipation of workers in marters rhar affect them, and
in particular rheir paniciparion in soci1tis anonymes. I
also want to emphasize the importance of the legal
work that has been done in parricular by rhe Legal
Affairs Commirree, but by other committees as well,
and indeed the long history of the subjecr at the hands
of the Commission. I therefore express the wish or,
rather, I believe thar Parliament will approve rhe
report vre have before us with a large majority.

However, I would like suaight away ro express cenain
basic reservations, the first of which is pardcularly
important. The fao thar in the proposals before us,
those sociitis dnonynes which essentially belong to
paren[ companies and are rhus multinational enrer-
prises are excluded, constitutes a serious weakness. I
hope that in the amendmenrs abour to be discussed,
we shall find a way of solving this problem, because I
believe that it is amenable to juristic solutions. I will
not go inro the relevant details, because this would be
very difficult in rhe conrext of a full debate. It is a
most serious weakness that the worker participarion
being established throughour rhe European Com-
munity will nor apply in the case of all rhe subsidiaries
of companies operaring outside the Communiry, or
outside a counrry operaring by means of subsidiaries in
some other country.

My second commenr is against the two-tier system. I
have listened ro [he comments of several fellow-mem-
bers and I share rhe view that some experience of this
subject must be acquired, and that in due course we
shall have to establish throughout the Community
either a one-tier or a two-tier sysrem. However, I do
not think rhat the ambiguities associated wirh the
two-tier sysrem serve rhe general aims of securing and
protecting the interests of the workers.
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Finally, my third comment, or rather reservation, is

that whereas this important marter is being solved, or
at any rate is progressing towards a solution, other
important matters connected wih soci|tis anonytnes

remain unresolved. Such matters are, among others -and I stress this because they are panicularly impor-
[ant for my own country, Greece - the matters of
concern to the smaller companies and to minorities.
There are serious matters, of direct concern to share-
holder minorities, which must be uniformly regulated
and uniformly protected throughout the European
Community. The fact that so far as the laws affecting
soci|tis anonytnes are concerned there is no uniformly
applicable proposal that could be statutorily enforced
in all the Member States and in the European Com-
munity as a whole, constitutes a serious weakness.

Nevertheless, since the work contributed by the Com-
mission and the European Parliament and its relevant
committees towards directing the esmblishment of
worker participation is imponant, I believe that while
the matters I have raised should be called into question
by means of appropriate amendments, the principle
embodied in the report we are discussing, and on
which I wish to congratulate the rapporteur and
indeed the previous rapporteurs who have dealt with
this matter should, and I hope will, be accepted by a

large majority.

President. - I shall interrupt the debate at this point.

(Tlte siuing utas closed at 8 p.*.)'

1 Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes
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ANNEX

Commission action on opinions on its proposals delivered by the European Parliament at its
April 1982 part-session

L As arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, the Commission informs Members ar the
beginning of each part-session of the action it has taken on opinions delivered ar rhe pre-
vious pan-session in the contexr of parliamentary consultation.

2. At its April 1982 part-session the European Parliament delivered 24 opinions on
Commission proposals in response to Council requests for consultation.

3. At the pan-session 17 matters were discussed in connection with which Parliament
delivered favourable opinions on or did not request formal amendment of the proposals
listed below.

Report by Mr Baudis on a second Directive concerning summer rime

Report by Mr Lezzi on proposals for Reguladons on food aid in 1982

Report by Mrs Lentz-Cornette on a proposal for microbiological criteria in respect of
animal feedingstuffs

Report by Mr Mertens on a proposal for information on atmospheric pollution
between Member Stares

Repon by Mrs Scrivener on a proposal for precautions against chlorofluorocarbons in
the environment

RgPort by Mr Seal on two proposals for a Community informarion system in respect
of agricultural market organizations

Repon by Mr Moreau on a proposal for borrowings to promotg investment in the
Community

Repon by Mr Newton-Dunn on a proposal for measures in respecr of peas and beans
in animal feeds

Report by Mr d'Ormesson on a fishery agreemenr with Senegal

Repon by Mr de Courcy Ling on a fishery agreemenr wirh Senegal (development
aspects)

Report by Mr Batrersby on fishing by vessels registered in the Faroe Islands

Report by Mrs Pery on fishing by vessels flying the Spanish flag

Repon by Mr Provan on salmon fishing in North Atlantic waters

Repon by Mrs Lentz-Cornette on the use of cenain dangerous substances and
PreParations

Report by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam on the packaging and labelling of paints, varnishes erc.

Proposal concerning preservatives which may be used in foodsruffs for human con-
sumptlon

Proposal for
o a rarif quota of 38 000 heifers and cows
o a rarif quota of 5 000 bulls, cows and heifers

4. In seven cases [he European Parliament asked the Commission to alter its proposals
u.nder the second paragraph of Article 149 of the Treaty, and in all of them the 

^Commis-

sion agreed to make changes.

Reporr by Mr De Pasquale on rhe proposal for setring up a European Regional
Development Fund
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All arrangements have been made for preparing an amended proposal, but the

changes are so extensive that it will uke another three or four weeks before this is

framed and adopted.

' Report by Mrs Scrivener on the proposal concerning workers'safety on the job:
asbestos

An amended proposal is in preparation and will be submitted rc'the Council and
Parliament shonly.

Report by Mrs Schleicher on a proposal concerning the use of certain dangerous
substances and preparations

An amended proposal is in preparation and will be submitted rc the Council and

Parliament shortly.

Report by Mr Provan on a proposal for concerted action on the effect of processing

on the physical propenies of foodstuffs

An amended proposal is in preparation and will be submitted to the Council and

Parliament shortly.

Report by Mr Dalziel on a proposal for coordination of the requirements for the

drawing-up, scruriny and distribution of the listing particulars to be published when
securities are offered for subscription or sale rc the public

An amended proposal is in preparation and will be submitted to the Council and

Parliament about June 1982.

Second reporr by Mr Tolman on a proposal concerning protection of batterv layrng-
hens

An amended proposal is in preparation and will be submitted to the Council and

Parliament shonly.

Reporr by Mrs Pery on a proposal concerning fishing off the French Department of
Guyane

An amended proposal has been drawn up and will be formally adopred in the next
few days for forwardinB to the Council and Parliament.

5. The Commission also expressed its views at debates concerning it, and took note of
Parliament's opinions on the following.

Resolution on the Falkland Islands conflict

Resolution on action to combat youth unemployment

Resolution on the negotiations on the second stage of the EEC-Cyprus trade agree-
ment

Resolution on non-violent peaceful demonstrations by young Europeans in a number
of Varsaw Pact capitals

Resolution on the situation in Lebanon

Resolution on the financing of a fixed cross-Channel link

Resolution deploring the absence of a common fisheries policy

Resolution on the constitution of interparliamentary delegations

Report by Mr Muntingh on control of phorcchemical pollution

Repon by Mr Moreau on the Council line concerning promotion of investment in the

Community

Report by Mr Poniatowski on economic aid to Egypt

Report by Mr Pfennig on points in connection with two proposals for energy-saving
demonstration projects and projects for working alternative energy sources
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Parliament also adopted the following reports on discharge for financial 1980 and other
budget matters:

Interim report by Mr Key on the reasons for deferring discharge in respect of rhe
implementation of the 1980 budget

Report by Mr Gabert on the delays occurring in the procedure for discharge in re-
spect of the 1980 ECSC budget

Report by Mr Kellett-Bowman on discharge in respect of rhe European Foundation
for the Improvement of Living and \Torking Conditions

Repon by Mr Kellett-Bowman on discharge in respect of the European Cenrre for
the Developmenr of Vocational Training

Report by Mr Irmer on points in connection with the operation of Communiry food
aid

Interim report by Mr Price on the Community institutions' accommodation policy

Report by Mr'$/ettig on the Tenth Financial Report on the EAGGF Guaranree Sec-
tion

Report by Mr Filippi on the Tenth Financial Repon on rhe EAGGF Guidance Secrion

Repon by Mr Coust6 on Commission borrowing and lending

Report by Mr R. Jackson on the European Parliament's guidelines on Community
budget policy

6. The Commission takes the opportunity to inform Parliamenr of the disaster aid and
financial and food aid dispensed since the lasr part-session.

(a) Emergenq financial aid to third countries

100 000 ECU to Bolivia, for flood victims

300 000 ECU to Niger, in connecrion with rhe fire ar the main marker in Niamey

I 000 000 ECU to Madagiscar, following its devastation by ryclones Benedict, Elec-
tra, Frieda and Justine

300 000 ECU to Yemen, for flood vicrims

(b) Food aid

5 000 tonnes of cereals to Mozambique

5 000 tonnes of cereals ro Niger

J 000 tonnes of cereals to Chad, through !7FP

5 000 tonnes of skimed milk to India
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IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOiAOU

Vice-President

(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)l

l. Structure o/soci6t6s anonymes ( continuation )

President. - The first item is the continuation of the
debare on the report. (Doc. l-862/ 81) by Mr Geurtsen,
on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, on the
structure of soci6t6s anonymes.

I call Mrs Vayssade.

Mrs Vayssade. - 
(FR) Mr President, the point of this

Fifth Directive which we are discussing here today
after many years of preparatory work is to determine
rhe kind of structure we are to give to companies in
the Europe of the Ten, and above all to decide who is

to hold the power in these companies.

This problem lies at the heart of the day-to-day activ-
ity of any undertaking and is without doubt central to
the whole body of Community law concerned with
harmonizing company law in the Member States.

The question of power structure was discussed at some
length in the Legal Affairs Committee, the choice

o Question No 22 by Mr Deleau: Cooper-
ation between tbe Community and the

United States on a warning systern for
exchdnge rates:

Mr Andriessen; Mr Deleau; Mr Andries-
sen

4. Application of Stabex for 1 98 I - Oral ques-

tion toith debate (Doc. 1-227/52) by Mr Ber-
sani and others:

Mr Coben; Mr Richard (Comtnission); Mr
Pearce; Mr Cohen; Mr Chambeiron; Mr
Irmer; Mr Flanagan; Mr de Courry Ling;
Mrs Dury; Mr G. Fuchs; Mr Richard

Annex

lying between two distinct traditional concepts: the
dualist system and the unitary system. Personally, I
feel rhat the dualist system is better suited to the com-
plexity of modern undertakings. Undoubtedly it fits in
better with one of the major objectives of modern
management, the flow of information: it makes grea-
ter allowance for different ways of distributing power
between decision and supervision. In short, I believe
that it is a modern formula.

This formula is embodied in French law; it is one of
the options open to French undertakings under com-
pany law, but it is cenainly a fact that at present it. is
nor much used. In fact I wonder if there is not perhaps
some evidence in the attitude of cenain undertakings
of a continuing preference for more of a monarchic
type of organization rather than one which allows
power to take its various forms; it is this more mon-
archic type of organization which survives. However, I
believe that the most important aspect of this Fifth
Directive is to see what room is to be made in the
power structure for the employees, for the workers of
an undertaking.

'!7e are faced with European countries which have dif-
ferent traditions, particularly as regards the organ-
ization of labour and worker struggle, and have
arrived at their own individual solutions, ranging from
the kind of joint management we see in Germany or
the Netherlands to the usual ways of organizing
worker panicipation that we see in France, Italy and
Great Britain.

But I believe that there is at least one universal
demand: through wharcver means it is expressed, the
voice of the workers must really be heard and be able
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effectively ro influence decisions. It is rrue rhat econ-
omic decisions of the kind mken by undertakings will,
if they are bad, have cenain financial consequences for
the shareholders, bur they will have much more dra-
matic consequences for all rhe employees, who risk
their livelihood, rheir income, rheir employmenr and
who therefore, by the same roken, pay perhaps an
even higher penalty for the mistakes of managemenr
than anyone else.

Now it is my impression that the Geunsen reporr,
rather than blazing a trail and allowing us ro ser our
sights on more ambitious objectivbs as regards worker
participation, does in fact appear to be somewhar
retrograde. I fear that we are going to be told once
again that every counrry is free to do as ir wants but at
European level not very much is going to happen.

That is a rather dangerous way of looking at the prob-
lems since in effect ir means that we are always going
to go for the lowest common denominator of all the
countries and that in the sruggles being fought at the
present time to uphold and extend workers' rights in
the various countries this directive is strengthening the
hand not of the workers but of the champions of rhe
capitalist system.

This at times extremely vociferous discussion about
how to extend workers' righrs, and sometimes simply
how to hold on to established righrs, is presently being
carried on in many counrries. The Fifth Direcrive, in
the form in which it emerged from the Legal Affairs
Committee of the European Parliament, represenrs a
sad blow to some of these workers' struggles, for what
does this Fifth Direcrive tell us, even if it acknow-
ledges the diversity of tradirions and recognizes the
need for a minimum level of represenrarion wirh a
minimum right to information? It tells us clearly and
distinctly that the only real power is with the share-
holders - whatever happens ir is they who will
decide, it is the general meering thar will decide and it
is the rights of shareholders which will come firsr.

In other words, whar we have is a refusal to accept
that any form of worker represenration musr carry
with it an effective power ultimarely to influence
economic decisions. \7hy? The kind of argumenr rhar
we have heard used, that has been voiced in rhe Legal
Affairs Commirree, runs as follows: 'l7orkers are being
denied this power because ir is rhought thay rhey are
unable to take a long-term view, ro anricipate evenrs,
to take more general interests into account and that
they would be capable of looking only afrer their
short-term interests or their interests at grass-roots
level, at shopfloor level or after rheir immediate work-
ing conditions.

\Ufell, it is clear from what we have seen in our various
countries over many years rhat workers' organizations
are often better planners and better forecasters than
many economists and company direcrors and thar they
have, by rheir actions, frequently been able ro save

undenakings thar had been written off by the share-
holders. The currenr refusal to extend these powers is
extremely damaging for rhe European economy as a

whole. In conclusion, unless the amendmenrs of the
Socialisr Group are adopted, unless ir is agreed to
reduce the figure of one thousand, unless it is agreed
to give more power to workers' representatives, unless
it is acknowledged that the patterns that have been
established, and particularly the German parrern, con-
stitute a minimum which must be safeguarded, we
shall not be able ro supporr. this rext under any circum-
stances.

President. - I call Mr Fischbach.

Mr Fischbach. - (FR) Mr President, ever since it was
put forward by the Communiry authorities in 1972,
the Fifth Directive has been a subject of passionate
debate among employers and trade unionists who feel
concerned by the polirically crucial aspect of the pro-
posed reform, namely rhe aspect of employee panici-
patron.

Employee pafiicipation has been and always will
remain a constant preoccupation of Chrisrian Democ-
racy. Christian Democrats are convinced rhat democ-
racy car. by no means be confined ro jusr the political
sphere but must also be applied ro social and economic
relations. '!7e regard as quire legitimare rhe desire of
employees to give more meaning ro rheir work and to
assume more responsibiliry in the economic sphere and
to participate more fully in the running of the under-
mking.

The desire for a more humane and more democraric
working environmenr is not ar all a national phenome-
non: it is being voiced with growing insistence
throughout Europe. Furthermore, rhis desire lies ar rhe
very heart of the great social encyclicals of the Catho-
lic Church, which have had a considerable influence
on the economic philosophy of Christian Democrar.
Leo X's Rerum Nooarum is just one example rhat I
could quote, but I am convinced that rhe principle of
participation is set forth with absolure clariry in rhe
encyclical Mater et Magistra by Pope John XXIII. Let
me quote you whar is perhaps rhe most relevanr pas-
sage: 'If the structures and rhe working of an econ-
omic system are such as to be likely to impair the
human dignity of rhose involved in it, to undermine
their sense of responsibility and ro deprive them of all
personal initiative, we deem rhem unjusr, even if the
wealth produced is abundant and is distriburcd
according to the laws of justice and equiry'.

If we say 'yes' to effective employee participation that
does not mean that we are saying 'yes' to just any
form of participarion. All roo ofren, in fact, proposals
aimed at establishing worker paniciparion are one-
sided and consequently unacceptable.
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Here, as in many other areas, Christian Democrats
have again succeeded in finding a happy medium.
Their philosophy can be illustrated by another passage

from the encyclical h[ater et Magistra: 'A human con-
ception of the undertaking must without a doubt safe-

guard the authority and effectiveness necessary for the

administration to be able to exercise its authority, but
it cannot reduce its fellow-workers to the level of sil-
enr instruments without the possibility of contributing
anything of themselves, passively accepting the deci-
sions which regulate their activity.' Two important
ideas emerge from this encyclical. The first is the need

to make employee participation a realiry and to estab-
lish a new balance between the forces in an undenak-
ing and in the economy, and by that I mean that parti-
cipation must go beyond the simply structural level as

advocated in the Geunsen report and extend [o pani-
cipation at the level of what the undertaking actually
produces.

The second idea is that this balance of forces must be

so arranged as not to undermine management's right
to manaSe.

It is these two considerations, Mr President, that were
constantly at the forefront of the minds of the mem-
bers of the Legal Affairs Committee and that come out
again in Mr Geurtsen's report.. As regards both the

composition of the supervisory organ in the dualist
system and the composition of the executive organ in
the unitary system, Parliament's Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, whilst coming down in favour of the election
by the general meeting of at least one-third and at
most two-thirds of the members charged with supervi-
sory functions, insists, in cases where one-half of the
members of the supervisory organ are elected by the
workers, that there should be provision for compensa-
rory measures to guarantee the shareholders' right to
take the final decision.

This last provision is vital. It will at all events permit
the company to retain and safeguard its decision-mak-
ing capability. This is also, incidentally, the thrust of
an amendment tabled by Mr Beumer and supported by
our group. This amendment seeks, after a transitional
period to be fixed by the Council, to prescribe equal
representation of employees and shareholders, but
once again leaving the final decision with the share-
holders.

Mr President, the proposal put forward by the Legal
Affairs Committee is remarkable for im flexibility and
sense of reality. 

.!(here 
the Commission has looked for

a solution in the harmonization of national legislation
with a view to establishing a European Company
which would be the same everywhere, the proposal of
the Legal Affairs Committee, on the other hand, seeks

to coordinate national legislation while mking account
of the traditions and conceptions peculiar to each
Member State.

The Commission has come out strongly in favour of a

general application of the dualist system, which pro-

vides for an executive organ responsible for the day-
to-day affairs of the company and an organ respon-
sible for supervising the executive.

The Commission considers, moreover, that the dualist
system is likely to promote the formation of soci|tis
anonymes by shareholders or groups of shareholders
from different Member States.

Parliament's Legal Affairs Committee, on the othir
hand, does not recommend the general application of
the dualist system. It considers, in fact, and with good
reason, that even in the unitary system, in which there
is only one administrative organ, the responsibilities of
the persons managing the company are clearly demar-
cated so that there is no need for any disribution of
powers or for duties to be split between two organs.

The Legal Affairs Committee also consider that there
is nothing to suggest that the unitary system would
prevent the formation of soci1tis anonytnes by share-
holders or groups of shareholders from different
Member States.

Mr President, given these two considerations, it is the
conclusion of the Legal Affairs Committee that the
introduction of the dualist system on an optional basis

will be sufficient. To coordinate everything as far as

possible while sdll taking into account the individual
experiences of the various Member States, that is the
thrust of the proposals contained in the Geunsen
report on what is undoubtedly a tricky and complex
question, where clearly it would be wrong to discount
rhe pluralistic nature of the Community.

My group's only hope now is that this excellent report
of Mr Geurtsen can be adopted by the largest possible
majority of the House.

President. - I call Sir Fred Catherwood.

Sir Fred Catherwood. - Mr President, our group
welcomes this repon and I commend it most warmly
myself. The British Institute of Management, when I
was Chairman in the mid seventies, led the way in pro-
posals for worker panicipation in Britain and we were
followed by the Confederation of Bridsh Industry. But
these initiatives were destroyed when the British rade
union movement regrettably insisted that panicipation
be through the exrsting trade union negotiating machin-
ery in the companies. It was my job at a large public
meeting, in responding to the then Prime Minister,
Jim Callaghan, to point our that this was not actually
democracy, this was oligarchy. And that it froze into
the legal constitution of every company the crippling
liability of inter-union rivalry and for that reason was
totally unacceptable even [o those of us who most
strongly supponed the idea of participation. '!fle heard
no more of those particular proposals and we hoped
that something better might eventually emerge from
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the accumulated experience of the European Com-
munity. It now has, and one man one vote seems

firmly incorporated in all the options before us.

'S7'e were also anxious that workers' representatives
would not become too far removed from those they
represented and that their representation would
strengthen the main centres of employment in relation
rc financial holding companies, whether national or
multinational.

Finance is a bit like quicksilver. It is not going to be
held by the efforts of workers on the board of a con-
glomerate. It will simply flow around them and find
other channels not subject to workers' control. And
that is why, in my view, we need Vredeling in one
form or another in addition to the establishment of
strong worker representation in the main centres of
employment. That representation will restore, in any
case, some of the autonomy which the mania for
financial mergers has taken away from the place where
people work.

lTorker representation is the legitimization of their
financial interest in a company. In most companies, if
you look at the balance sheet, the amount paid to the
worker is ten times the amount paid to the share-
holder. And that financial interest requires proper
legal recognition and a power within the company. It
cannot be treated for ever as a power, however great,
outside the company. It has always been the path of
political wisdom to bring great power and financial
interest within the framework of constitutional legiti-
macy. Otherwise it is irresponsible and disruptive. But
that step, in a democracy, has got to be democratically
based. Trade unions, like political parties, play a vital
role but they must earn that role continually by per-
formance and persuasion. They should not be

entrenched in the constitution itself.

Finally, panicipation has a human role. The sense of
alienation, as shown in time lost in strikes, rises dra-
matically as the workforce rises over a thousand
employees. Mrs Vayssade said that the Socialist Group
wants to bring it down and maybe there is roorn for
argument as to exactly where this point arises. But sta-
tistics show in our country that it goes up dramatically
after a thousand. Maybe it should be eight hundred,
maybe it should be a thousand. The workers no longer
feel, at that level, that it is their company.

In my long experience in industry and in my twelve
years in public service rn bodies related to indusrry, I
found it an unfailing rule that proper consultation and
involvement result in the most dramatic improvement,
not just in human relations but in total economic per-
formance. For instance, 2.5 million jobs in Britain
depend on exports to the European Community. But
the workers in those export companies are not told
that by the management. It is thought to be too politi-
cal a point to make. Our workers have the right to
know where their income comes from. Information

should not be withheld because management believes
it may cause an argument. It should come automati-
cally as of right to those who have to look after the
needs of the workers. So we need not only to extend
and consolidate our systems of worker representation
but we must make sure that these systems really func-
tion.

The Bridsh Conservatives are a parry dedicated to
small business, not the pany of big business. I am sorry
that none of our friends on the other side are here
today. And it believes that multinational companies are
best conrrolled through multinational polirical cooper-
ation in bodies like the European Parliament which we
in our party wholeheanedly support. And I am sorry
again that none of the Members of the British Labour
movement are here. But Britain is nearer to America in
its company structure which has no worker represen-
tation and no urge to have any. I hope, therefore,
because this represents an enormous transfer of power
within companies - a real transfer of power - and
because we want to make that work, that our friends
here will not press us today beyond these options
which we have and which we believe we can make
work in our country.

President. - I call Mr D'Angelosante.

Mr D'Angelosante. - (IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mr Geunsen - whose keen legal profes-
sionalism is not this time in the service of a just cause

- told us yesterday afternoon that the report which
bears his name respects Article 54 of rhe Treaty, which
lays down that the coordination of the safeguards
which companies must offer to members and others
should aim at making the rules drawn up for this pur-
pose equivalent, without imposing rigid models.

Let us look at this more closely: according to the
Geurtsen proposal both the unitary and the dualist sys-
tems can co-exist within the Community. Employee
representation can form part of the supervisory organ
or part of the management organ, or it can be separate
from the administrative structures of the company. Its
composition can be regulated either by the Member
States through legisladon or by the social partners
through colIective agreement.

This, in our opinion, corresponds exactly to full legis-
lative sovereignry for the Member States. No Com-
munity Act is necessary for this; what is contained in
this directive can be performed by the Smrcs without
any directive whatsoever. Intervention by means of
Community legislation can only reduce the autonomy
of the States; logic demands it, and precedents demon-
strate it.

The Guertsen proposal, then, serves only to continue
the undermining of the mechanism of legislative har-
monization and, if I may say so, to perform a ridicu-
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lous action - for it is ridiculous; it is useless. If we
look closely, we see that according to this directive, as

it has been modified by the majoriry of the Legal
Affairs Committee, rhe States can do as they please. If,
however, they decide to introduce co-management,
they are not obliged to impose the most suitable com-
pany model; in any case, they cannot do so in under-
takings with fewer than a thousand employees, and
they cannot do it in companies which are pan of an
indusrial group. In this way, the possibiliry of intro-
ducing panicipation is restricted to a very small num-
ber of enterprises.

It is esmblished, moreover, that whatever rhe numeri-
cal relationship between workers' representatives and
the representatives of capital, the latter can take
charge at any time. Power thus remains in their hands.
This is what the von Bismarck amendment proposes.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is interesting that Mr von
Bismarck and his friends have never presented an
amendment of this sort in the Bundestag, where it cer-
tainly would not have passed. It is significant that they
presented it in this Chamber. Yesterday evening Mr
von Bismarck starcd that he was a strong opponent of
Marxist-type class struggle and a supponer of the
principle of inter-class solidarity. In fact, he wishes to
overcome Marxist class struggle by abolishing one of
the classes I

(Laugbter)

The Guertsen proposal also makes the principle of
elections less effective in sanctioning the principle of
co-option and appointment.

It should also be observed, ladies and gentlemen, [har
this freedom of choice between the dualist system, the
unitary system, and external worker representation is

not an immutable fact, as the rightist majority in the
Legal Affairs Committee would have us believe,
because the powers of the workers' representatives 

-depending on whether these representatives are in the
supervisory body or among the non-executive mem-
bers of the administrative body 

- 
can change, shrink,

be altered. It is not true, for example, that in an Eng-
lish company using the unitary system the workers
would have the same powers thar they have.in a Ger-
man company using a dualist system, and this not
because the company is unitary or dualisr but rarher
because there is no desire to grant these powers.

In other words, ladies and gentlemen, in our opinion
the entire proposal is pervaded by an anti-worker bias.

This is not its only limitation, however. As far as the
relationship between the company organs is con-
cerned, the delegated bodies are favoured over those
having power [o delegate: rhe supervisory body ar the
expense of the shareholders' assembly and the man-
agement body at the expense of the supervisory one.
The rules aimed at safeguarding the company, the
members, and others from wrongful or prejudicial

behvaiour on the part of the members of the supervi-
sory and management organs have been rendered less

effective or been totally eliminarcd.

The liability of the members of the supervisory and
managemen[ organs in the case of damages occasioned
by them through a culpable violation of the statutes is
reduced when 'their actions may reasonably be
excused', which, from the legal viewpoint, means
nothing at all.

It has been made more difficult for the individual
shareholders to commence proceedings to enforce lia-
bility, under the conditions laid down in Article 16.

The rule that governed compensation for damages suf-
fered by a shareholder or a third pany through
breaches of law or of the statutes attributable ro the
members of the management and supervisory organs
has been eliminated.

Finally, important rules relative to the civil liability of
the aforementioned persons have been declared
inapplicable, 'unril a new rule is established', ro com-
panies belonging to an indusuial group.

It is claimed, ladies and gentlemen, rhat this is moti-
vated by the need for gradual change, so rhar rhe
countries which were not familiar with certain meth-
ods could assimilate them more slowly. Nothing could
be more false! In fact, in the previous Communiry of
six there were [wo large counrries - Italy and France

- which did not have the dualist system; the Commis-
sion insisted in their case, however, and a series of
rules was passed which introduced rhe dualisr system,
at least in this Parliament.

It is said that the situation has changed with rhe acces-
sion of Great Britain, and that Great Britain is reluc-
tant to accept rhese rules. This is not true either! On
the contrary, it is a complete falsehood. I will make
three points which demonstra[e rhis. Firsr: ir was in
Britain that a commirree on indusrial democracy was
ser up, before the elecrions of tgzg. The committee's
rapponeur made proposals which were rhe mosr ad-
vanced in Europe in the areas of co-managemenr and
worker represenrarion. In April, 1979 in this Assembly

- in the Legal Affairs Committee, for it never got as

far as this Chamber - the repon presented by Mr
Manfred Schmidr - a German Social Democrat -was approved by the Labour Party Members, who
were British like the Conservarives. Finally, Mr Presi-
den[, a few minutes ago in rhis Chamber Sir Fred
Catherwood reminded us [har he argued with a
Labour leader on this issue, which means that it is nor
England, but the Conservarives, rhat is, a pany which
takes advantage of the disrcning effecrs of the elec-
tions laws in rhat counrry, which is trying to change
the balance nor only of rhis Parliament, but of rhe
entire Community as well!
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At this point we come to rhe problem of what the
Commission is doing. . .

(Interruption by Sir Fred Catherwood)

... I don't understand what you are saying, and I
don't want to understand it . . .

. . . I have never seen a government representative in a
national Parliament submit as abjecrly as Mr Narjes
did to the rightist majority in rhis Parliament yesterday
evening. The Commissioner has a duty to defend the
positions of his institution, and he should not yield rc
these demonstrations from rhe exrreme right! He
should resistl

The Commissioner said that he could not commit him-
self in regard ro the amendments before rwo or three
more part-sessions had been held. Nevertheless, this
did not prevent him from expressing a favourable opi-
nion on almost all of them. I wonder: for whom was
Mr Narjes speaking yesterday? Perhaps he was speak-
ing for the Commission (which he has still to consult,
and which takes months to express an opinion on our
amendments, or rather, on their amendments) or per-
haps he was speaking for himself. The fact is that he
was attracted and drawn in by Parliament's rightist
majority, which includes a pany to which he belongs.
This is not a legitimate interpretation of the relation-
ship between the Communiry institutions and proper
parliamentary dialectic.

\7e call upon the Commission to defend irs posirion,
considering that in the Council there are countries
besides the United Kingdom which are blocking this
proposal. If the proposal remains as it is, it will never
pass, for the workers of all Europe will prevent it.

(Applause from the Comrnunist and Allies Group)

President. - I call Sir Fred Catherwood to make a

Personal statement.

Sir Fred Catherwood. - On a point of information.
Since I was attacked for putting these views simply as

a Conservative, I would say that all I asked the British
Prime Minister to do was to have industrial democracy

- one man one vote, in other words one vote for each
worker. That was what was not given'in the Bullock
report. So I am in favour of industrial democracy. I
was then and I am now!

President. - I call Mr De Gucht.

Mr De Gucht. - (NL) Mr President, we have a

remarkable repon before us. The rapporteur has
developed his own view of a complex problem in his
report. He steered it through the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee with irresistible verve. The reporr is a good

example of parliamentary activity in both senses of the
word: diligence, while taking account of rhe social
realities on which a parliamentary assembly most
depends and from which it derives its right to exist and
its purpose. This remarkable report has been met with
similarly remarkable reactions, not least from
Mr Narjes on the Commission's behalf, who agreed in
his statement with practically everything the rappor-
teur has to say.

The Commission has now taken the step that was the
logical conclusion to be drawn from its Green Paper,
and it might have been expected to do this while dis-
cussing the matter with the Legal Affairs Committee.
This is an indication of the need for the Commissioner
rather than his Director to be present for imponant
reports at least. This repon may be opposed on two
grounds, that it goes too far or that it does not go far
enough. Those who think it goes too far and supporr
the ideas of the German Socialists, for example, may
well be backing the right horse because, if the repon is

adopted by Parliament, it is almost cenain that the
proposal will never get through the Council. This
should be a clear warning to those who are well dis-
posed towards worker panicipation but aim too high.
And then I think back rc the German Socialists among
others.

'When we are looking for a basis, a social basis for
European integration, we usually revefl, to our com-
mon heritage, to the extent that we have one. But the
most importan[ aspect is European diversity, the separ-
ate evolution of problems within the national conrext.
This is certainly the case with company law, which is

closely linked with civil law in the various Member
States, although even in rhis area rctally different legal
sysrems exist side by side.

It is illusory to think rhat the United Kingdom, for
example, will drop the single-tier company structure ir
has at the moment. The premise that company struc-
tures must be harmonized if worker participation is to
be achieved is therefore wrong and those who uphold
that premise run the risk of tipping the baby out with
the bath-water. Funhermore, rhe evolution of worker
participation has varied from one counrry [o another.
The problem has arisen everywhere and therefore has
social roots, but the reacrions of the various branches
of society have differed very considerably. Germany,
for example, has gone a long way and the srructures
which have been created blend well wirh industrial
relations there. In France, on the orher hand, the atri-
tude is one of scepticism, although the opportunities
exist, as we have seen from Mr Donnez's statement.

This leads me to draw an initial conclusion. If there is
to be worker participation, it must be introduced grad-
ually. The way in which worker panicipation and col-
lective labour legislation in general is incorporated in
company law also differs from one counry ro [he
next. The Netherlands, for instance, has a co-optation
system within the supervisory organ and, according to
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reports, this works well. \Vhy change this? Italy has

collective employment agreements. The objection that
this will prevent the directive from being generally
applied is unfounded. Here too rhe Commission can
find out whether the directive is being applied to all
workers after the period allowed for its introduction.
There have, after all, been cases in the past of direc-
tives being introduced into the legislation of certain
Member States through collective employment agree-
menrs. This brings me to draw a second conclusion. If
worker participation is to be achieved in the short
term, account must be taken of the different views on
collective labour legislation in the Member States. The
Fifth Directive will impose minimum requiremencs for
worker participation. There is nothing to stop a Mem-
ber State doing more. At the same time, it must be said
that, when introducing the directive, every Member
State will undoubtedly adhere to its own legal tradi-
tion and that there need be no fear of backsliding here
either.

This proposal provides a general framework within
which each Member State must introduce worker par-
ticipation at its own pace and in accordance with its
own traditions, and that is precisely what it is all
about. 

.!(i'e want worker participation to become a

reality everywhere because the harmonious co-exist-
ence of all factors of production is an economic
requirement and above all because it is an essential
part of human digniry 

- 
I hate using the term 'factor

of production' when referring to workers, to human
beings 

- 
because it is an essential part of human dig-

niry for workers to be involved in the decision-making
when their own fate is concerned.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Albers.

Mr Albers. - 
(NL) Mr President, I have listened with

growing amazement to this debate on the Fifth Direc-
tive. Mr Geurtsen's repon has been presented to us

here with great excitement as the egg of Columbus,
and the rapporteur also tells us that the directive will
permit a progressive approach to be adopted. A
remarkable thing to say when you remember that the
Commission saw fit ro submit this Fifth Direcrive in
the form of a proposal ten years ago, remarkable too
when you remember that we considered a repon by
Mr Manfred Schmidt in 1979 and now, two and a half
years later, we are debating this one. '!7hat has also
struck me during the discussions is that, despite all the
cheering about the presenr concepr, not enough
thought has been given to the major differences that
exist in the common marrker where worker parricipa-
tion is concerned.

There is no denying rhat the facr rhar some counrries
have extensive worker panicipation systems while
others do not have it at all influences decisions on
investment and where to site industry. And I feel that
at a time when whole sectors of indusry are being re-

structured it is extremely important to try to achieve
greater equality in this area so as to prevent inequaliry
of competitive positions. In the past we have seen that,
while the call has gone out for funher-reaching
arrangements in the Netherlands and also the Federal
Republic than have so far been introduced, the Euro-
pean Community has been used as an argument for
saying that this is going too far, this would mean being
too much out of step, such arrangements might result
in companies turning us, the Dutch and possibly the
Germans, down. Let us take things a little easier. And
now we are faced with a proposal from the Commis-
sion which is based on the Dutch and German model

- admittedly with the necessary adjustments 
- for

the introduction of a system in other Member Srates.
And what do we now find? It is now being said that
the Germans and the Dutch have Bone too far. Ve
must not force the other Member Srates to follow suit.
And so it is decided to allow these major differences to
continue. Mr President, this is not in the interests of
the employers, this is not in the interests of the
employees, to whom reference has repeatedly been
made here, and it is not in the interests of the contin-
ued existence of the European Community either.

After long and difficult discussions in 1979 we man-
aged to reach a compromise in the Schmidt report, the
limit being set at 250 employees. Companies with
more than 250 employees were to be required to
introduce this system. But there v/as another criterion,
an annual [urnover of I .5 million. And the comprom-
ise also provided for a choice between the two-tier and
the single-tier system for five years. The two systems
were to continue to exist side by side, but after five
years the two-tier sys[em would have become compul-
sory. It took long and difficult discussions to get var-
ious people from the EPP Group to agree. And are we
now going to forget that a man such as Frans van der
Gun, who for many years was considered worthy by
his group to chair the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, called in a report he himself drew up in
1973 for the limit to be set ar 100 employees?
Mr President, can we ignore all this? Surely we cannor
forget all this? I am therefore extremely surprised that
Commissioner Narjes, who spoke yesterday, embraced
this repon in its present form and on the whole paid
no heed to the minority view that is also to be found in
it. If this is supposed to show companies what democ-
racy and worker panicipation should look like, we
might as well forget it. The employees, who will have
been following this debarc with keen interest and will
be curious to know whether their working conditions
can be improved along the lines proposed by rhe Euro-
pean Community, will also be very disappointed, and
that is something the European Community definitely
cannot afford at rhis dme. Ve need fresh vigour, ir is
so often said, and every possible means is tried to give
the Community fresh vigour. lfell, Mr President, we
might find some of thar fresh vigour if we took advan-
tage of the opportunities we have to make improve-
ments to the legislarion to rhe benefit of the workers,
as we did with the rhree directives on the equal treat-
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ment of v/omen. lVhy was ir possible in that case ro
opt for a system that was advanced in some counrries,
while other countries lagged far behind?'!7hy can this
not be done when we come ro worker participarion?

Mr President, I believe we musr think about this when
we come to vote. I also feel that, when the Commis-
sion takes its decisions, it must take another close look
at Parliament's deliberations on the subject and con-
sider carefully the minority view which is also included
in the report.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Papaefstratiou.

Mr Papaefstratiou. 
- 

(GR) Mr President, the propo-
sal under discussion undoubtedly envisages the protec-
tion of the interests of shareholders in companies and
of third parties, by defining a system of internal man-
agement which will enable control of the way com-
pany affairs are handled.

It must also be emphasized that the legisladon in
favour of workers participation in the decision-making
process at all levels of the economy constitutes
undoubted progress, from the standpoinrs of both
social and economic considerations. On this point,
however, it must be realized that one cannot impose
inflexible and universal organizational patterns,
granted that there are large differences as regards the
structures of different firms.

The participation of workers in their companies in
relation to management, control, information and
decision-making can be achieved either with the parti-
cipation of their representatives in the collective
organs of the company, or by frequent exchanges of
views, in a spirit of responsibility and maturity,
between the companies and trade union representa-
tives.

The problem is how to esmblish the golden mean rhat.
will allow the workers to be kept fully informed and to
share in the control, granted that they certainly devote
themselves to the progress of the company for which
they work and from which they gain their livelihood,
without at the same time endangering the interests of
the company, in view of the fact that under the condi-
tions of free economy obtaining in the Member States
of the Community, competition is both a reality and a
desirable feature.

It would have been better if this subject had been
brought before the European Parliament and been
voted on several years ago, when discussions on it
commenced. But this does not mean that decisions of
this type are inflexible and that the principles involved
cannot be modified, when social and economic condi-
tions in every country are changing so rapidly in these
umes.

At any rate, I would like to emphasize that the direc-
tive under discussion refers mainly to managerial
problems and does not concern itself with many
imponant matters to do with soci1tis dnonytfles, on
which the normal functioning and the viability of these
enterprises are largely dependent. For example, the
directive says nothing about the method of paymenr of
the company's capital, about the issuing of shares and
the rights of the shareholders, about the distribution of
profits, about the dissolution of the company and the
disposal of its assets, and about preference shares,
about the granting of loan debentures, about increas-
ing or decreasing the share capital, about the method
of share transfer, about the type of company contribu-
tions about paying off the capital, about the legal
representation of companies, and particularly about
the rights of minorities, because there is no doubt that
in many companies the minority certainly suffer injus-
tice at the hands of the majority of the shareholders,
about State supervision of companies, about the con-
version ol soci1tis anonytnes, and about their mergers.

Ve are of the opinion that these matters will also have
to be examined by the Commission very soon, so that
appropriate solutions can be found to them as well.

President. - I call Sir David Nicolson.

Sir David Nicolson. - Mr President, the criterion for
any directive in the field of industry must surely be
whether it will improve the quality of life of our citi-
zens, the working of the common market or [he per-
formance of European indusry in an increasingly
competitive world; so we must look at what we are
trying to do very carefully. For our future prosperity,
we need to encourage and not discourage inward
investment into the Community, and we must there-
fore beware of exposing foreign businessmen or part-
ners to excessive bureaucratic regulations which they
do not find necessary at home. In this respect, it is a

well-known fact that the non-European business
world favours voluntary agreements in the field of
worker panicipation .nd do--.r not believe that legisla-
tion can ever be a substitute for good managemenr
procedures when properly applied - and rheir record
of business achievement and living standards is jusr as

good as ours.

'Vorker participation is not a subjecr which responds
to rigid rules of procedure, which provide infinite
opportunities for manipulation by both sides in prac-
tice. It is much more something which derives from
industrial education on both sides - in which area rhe
Community can help - and the proof in performance
which comes from good leadership. It is here thar we
should make a much greater effort, and we should re-
sist being pushed into social experiments in industry by
sectional interests without the fullest and most prac-
tical consideration of all the implications. To do other-
wise will not improve the image and influence of this
Parliament.
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Nevertheless, it is true that we canno[ develop an
effective industrial strategy in Europe without a

dynamic social policy, and it should be a cardinal prin-
ciple that companies should give their employees as

much information as they can rather rhan the mini-
mum they can get away with. There are, however,
wide differences in the history and philosophies of
management/labour relations in our member coun-
tries, and it is very difficult to produce an all-embrac-
ing Communiry direcdve regarding worker participa-
tion at this stage in our evolution. This is now recog-
nized in the amendments proposed, which give a

variety of options to member countries; but it would
be infinitely preferable that individual companies
should select the options rather than leave it to
national governments. Not only are there great differ-
ences between the industrial-relations cultures of the
member counries, but there are also significant differ-
ences between individual companies. There is a danger
that by imposing uniform requirements some compan-
ies may be hindered in the progress they are making,
whilst others will only find their present problems
exacerbated.

Similar considerations apply to the directive's
approach to boards of directors, including the non-
executive members of unitary boards, and I have pro-
posed an amendment in this case with the object of
ensuring that elected works councils are brought into
contact with non-executive directors and the whole
board periodically. The success of large limited com-
panies depends critically on the calibre and efficiency
of their boards of directors. That success is an essential
component of the Community's economic health. Ve
should think very carefully before embarking on for-
mulas which might reduce that calibre or that effi-
clency.

It is not clear to me why we need two complicated
overlapping directives partly covering the same area,
as do the fifth company directive and rhe proposed
Vredeling directive. The fact that it is proposed that
the former should deal with individual companies and
the latter with groups of companies and multinationals
is not really practicable, as company structures change
and there will, eventually, have to be one approach for
all.

Nor is this the only area for reflection. There are
many important omissions in borh directives, such as

the need ro define the responsibilities of ourside direc-
tors; to make the best use of existing annual reporrs
and shareholders' meetings on behalf of employees as

well as shareholders; to provide wider opportunities
for profit-sharing or share ownership for employees,
and to develop further facilities for training for job
advancement for the individual. In fact, one wonders
whether it is wise to deal with just one aspecr of indus-
trial relations when our need is to review rhe whole
spectrum and the balance of policies for the furure.

I must also draw attention to the fact rhat when it
comes to the question of confidentiality and the dis-

closure of either share-price-sensitive or commercially
sensitive information, there is much still to be resolved.
Managements ought not to be forced to disclose dara
which could lead to a loss of marketing and business

opponunities and jeopardize jobs and opportunities
for increased employment. Recognition must also be

made of the structure and relative power of trade
unions in each country, which is not always applied in
the best interests of employers and employees gener-
ally, panicularly at a time of such change caused by
advances in technology and other external factors.
'!7'hile many companies have excellent reladoriships
with their employees, often on a formal basis, which
would embrace further development without damage,
others would suffer immeasurably if the provisions in
the consultation option were abused.

European industry is steadily falling behind its princi-
pal world competitors in innovation and developing
new industries as well as in the renewal of existing
industries. In the past ten years, we have created two
million new jobs in the Community, compared with
19 million in the United States, which is of comparable
size. This situation is getting worse, and we now have
10 million unemployed. The most urgent need at this
time is to develop a strategy for our industry before we
lose more of our share in the world market and pre-
judice the future standard of living of our people. At
all costs we must avoid the image of the Community
becoming a difficult place for companies to make
productive investments in. There is already evidence
that many foreign companies will reconsider [heir
plans if we pursue this course too far, and the same
will even apply to our own industries, who will look
overseas.

Despite the doubts which I have expressed, the
amended version of this directive as now presented to
this House represents a great deal of hard work by
MEPs and now incorporates a practicable degree of
flexibility in applicadon. Therefore I support it as a
first step in the development of our furure policies, but
I must emphasize that a lot more discussion will be
necessary at a latil stage, relating ro company affairs,
and this legislation would require a major upheaval in
United Kingdom company law and practice ar rhe very
least. I do hope that the Commissron will take due
note of this and the other points which I have made in
considering Parliament's opinicn.

IN THE CFIAIR: MR GONELLA

Vice-President

President, - I call Mr Alavanos.
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Mr Alavanos. - (GR) Mr President, if today, after
10 years of discussion and blocking, and with features
so distorted as to be unrecognizable, the subject of
worker participation and control comes before the
European Parliament for discussion, this is not due
either to any abatement of the class war, or to the
so-called Christian-Democratic respect for the dignity
of the workers, as was claimed by nearly all those who
spoke in support of the Geurtsen proposals. On the
contrary, it is due to the fierce struggle of the labour
movement in the countries of capitalist Europe against
the high-handedness of the large-scale employers who
are obliged today to discuss matters that a few decades
ago would have been considered sacrilege for the prin-
ciples of free economy. It is also due to the severe cri-
sis faced by the economy of capitalist Europe, which is

rwisting and turning in an effort to secure the
acquiescence of the workers, even though, as Mr
D'Angelosante characteristically emphasized, these

contortions are clearly inspired by an anti-labour
spirit. In relation to Mr Geurtsen's report we must
make the following comments, even though we should
mention by way of introduction that the fact that the
representative of the Greek Right, in other words the
representative of the party responsible for Law 330,
which considers striking to be a punishable offence,
referred to it as undoubted progress, demonstrates just
about what the report contains.

Our commenm are as follows:

l. Certainly, the subject of statutorily determined
worker control is of prime importance, but pro-
gressive legislation could grant even greater pow-
ers to the labour movement in these matters.
However, if finally, and to what extent workers
are to play this pan, will depend on the true
degree of correlation between the strengths of the
workers and the employers, and upon the unity,
development and class orientation of the labour
movement. Thus, in our country we see the
organized labour movement fighting against dis-
missals and so essentially participating in the polit-
ical activities of the large companies and placirtg a

veto on their decisions, even though there is no
statutory safeguard of their participation. Vhile in
contrast, for example in the Federal Republic of
Germany, there are supervisory councils, as at
Volkswagen, in which representatives of the
workers take part, and which approve cenain
unacceptable decisions of the company manage-
ments.

2. The proposals of the European Parliament's Legal
Affairs Committee aim to delay the adoption of
participation, to limit its scope, to weaken it in
substance in relation to the Committee's propo-
sals, while the latter are also unable to satisfy the
demands of Greek workers. This is particularly
important for those who, in our country, portray
the European Parliament as an instrument for

promoting the interests of workers and for the
democratizarion of the Community.

The Geurtsen repon considers tha[ the only cri-
terion for applying the directive on participation is

the number of workers, so excluding small firms
and mainly also the strategic function of participa-
tion in the economy. It denies participation to
units that belong to groups, in other words to
multinationals, and it denies participation to com-
panies with fewer than 1 000 employees. !7ith
these directives, in fact 36 of the 41 problematic
large companies in Greece, companies such as

Pechiney or the Bodosaki group, will be exempted
from the establishment of participation.

The establishment of worker control may be of
importance in the framework of anti-monopolistic
measures and not as a means of hindering these,
particularly in the enforcement of nationalization.
This latter point precisely seems to be a target for
the Geunsen report when it emphasizes that
worker participatiop should be based on the
promotion of rhe company's interests, or when the
right of final decision by the shareholders is safe-
guarded. This point should be specially noted by
the workers in our country because it shows that
while the supervisory councils could become
means for promoting the labour movement, they
might well turn out to be means of applying
brakes to change.

The Geurtsen report binds the representatives
with confidentiality, effectively forbidding the
workers' representatives to keep informed those
whom they represent, and on the other hand it
places restrictions on the dismissal of rhe represen-
tatives. In essence, all these factors do not secure
participation so much as aim to isolate the work-
ers' representatives and involve them in the
employers' policies.

For all these reasons the representatives of the Com-
munist Pany of Greece will vote against the Geurtsen
report, at any rate as things stand at present. However,
we must recognize that it has performed one positive
service: it will help the labour movement in our coun-
rry to recognize the traps set by our continued mem-
bership of the EEC, against the attainment of worker
control and the other anti-monopolistic measures.

President. - I call Mr Visentini.

Mr Visentini. 
- 

(17) Mr President, because speaking
time is extremely short I am obliged to concentra[e on
a very few points that I would characterize as negative.

The first concerns the approach adopted by the Com-
munity bodies which calls for directives to standardize
certain aspects of the legislation of the participating

3.

5.
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countries. I refer here to rhis question of limited public
companies. The idea that the countries which make up
the Community should have uniform legisladon in the
area of company law is totally abstract and srems from
pseudo-Community doctrinairism. It will lead us to
destroy and distorc the rights of rhe individual coun-
tries without furthering Community integration.

The United States of America, a country which has
attained a certain degree of capimlisric development,
has no common legislation for incorporated compan-
ies and limited public companies. Each of the fifry
states of the union has its own laws in this area. Unifi-
cation took place on the financial markets, the Secur-
ity Exchange Commission, and in the control of the
financial markets, but no atrempt was made ro have
uniform legislation on public companies.

It would be a great advance for the Communiry if we
had something on the free transfer of capital, on rhe
free transfer of securities, on the common financial
markets, and also on the supervisory bodies of rhe
financial markets operating on a common basis, bur
not on legislative unification or standardization of this
type, which would destroy and distorr the rights of the
individual countries. Such legislation would then be
extended ro all companies, even the small ones, for rhe
control of the financial markets implies uniformiry of
conduct, not uniformity of rights in company manage-
ment: for the smaller companies, all this has no reason
to exist.

Moreover, the claim for uniform legislation falls to the
ground when the laws are subsequently applied in
individual countries with different legal traditions and
institutions. The same rule, if introduced into Anglo-
Saxon law, will have a completely different meaning
than it would have in Italian law or other law of Ladn
origin. This has been the case wirh the standard law on
bills of exchange, which, over fifry years of applica-
tion, has become the 'diverse' law on bills of exchange,
because each country has irs own legal insriturions
which 

- especially in the case of the Anglo-Saxon
and Iralian or Latin sysrems - differ profoundly from
one another.

The claim for uniformity in the area we are now
examining brings us up against social situarions, parri-
cularly regarding trade unions, which yary grearly
from country to country, and these differences are not
taken into account in the insisrence on common solu-
tions. Certainly, the solution proposed in the Geurtsen
report is greatly preferable ro the Commission's, for it
permits more freedom of choice. Consider, however,
that there are counrries like Italy where rhere is a law
called the workers' stature which considerably limits
the powers of the companies in matters of labour; and
I believe that apart from some errors this law and this
approach are fundamenrally correct. In Iraly, rhe sys-
rem calls for the strict limitation of the powers of rhe
companies perhaps too stricr, some people may think

- 
from outside, not inside rhe organs of the com-

pany: this is the source of the workers'stature and of
the great power of the trade unions at all levels, at rhe
level of national consultation, at rhe contractual level

- which is not simply a matter of wages but of regula-
tions as well - and at the level of rhe individual com-
panies. If internal restrictions in rhe company bodies
are added to these already considerable limitations in
company power, the life of the companies will be
impossible and, I must add, in conflict wirh rhe
approach adopted in Inly by the trade unions and the
laws. I believe that company powers should be limited
from outside the company bodies, and supervised in
this way.

From a legal viewpoint, I believe that this directive is

also contrary to Anicle 54, which deals wirh uniform-
ity in regard to the rights of company members and
others. ]U7e cannot consider rhe workers as members,
much less as'others', and therefore, also from a legal
standpoint - I should say a constirutional viewpoint,
in reference to the Community - its provisions can-
not be applied within the available conrexr.

But the most serious thing is this:we musr always bear
in mind that this Europe which is becoming gradually
poorer will in the next ten years be competing with
two great economic powers: Japan and the United
States. 

'S7e cannot view our affairs solely within the lit-
tle frame of reference of our own decadenr continent,
if I may use rhe rerm. 'W'e musr see the issue from a
dynamic point of view, and rhe same for the compan-
ies; we can do anyrhing we like ro rhe companies rhat
exist - nationalize them, mistreat them, create all the
rules that we like - but we will no longer have a lira
for investment, we will have no more capiral, we will
provoke increased inflexibility and rhe reducrion of
capital, and this - especially for counrries needing
large-scale restrucruring, like Italy, for example, but
also for all of Europe - is as negarive and dangerous
a situarion as can be created.

For this reason I am rotally opposed ro such direcrives,
and particularly to this one presented by the Commis-
sion; I am also against Mr Geurtsen's proposals,
although naturally ro a somewhar lesser exrenr, for
they permit more freedom of choice.

President. - I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg. - (DA) Mr Presidenr, we are dealing
here with the Geurtsen report, based on the fifth com-
panies directive, which is a very difficult piece of
work. I musr say that Mr Geunsen had a monumental
task to accomplish here, and I fear rhar one or two
points have nor been gone inro sufficienrly rhoroughly.
Vhat effects will the implementarion of the fifth com-
panies directive produci? I think that ideas on rhe
consequences it will have are as vague and uncenain as
they are, because the basic srrucrure ro which it relates
rakes such a variety of forms in the different Member
States.
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My Group favours the two-tier system, of which we
already have experience, but I think we lack a defini-
tion of the competence which the board of a joinr
stock company has. Indeed it varies a greal deal. In
some countries it only has a supervisory function, in
others it also has powers to take decisions. \7here only
a supervisory function is exercised, there is nothing
which in any way affects the prerogative of the share-
holders but, where the board participates in the deci-
sion-making process, where it does have powers to
take decisions, the prerogative of the shareholders is

affected and, for that reason, I feel that it is very
important to have a clear definition of the competence
of a joint stock company board.

\7e speak a great deal about co-determination and
co-responsibiliry. Here too, we Bet into difficulty,
because co-determination is relatively easy to define.
But how do we define the concept of co-responsibil-
ity? \Vhat is rhe extenr of the responsibiliry of an
employee who has been elected onto the board of a

company? Can we require him to share in the financial
liability, or does he only bear moral responsibility?
Vhere is the dividing line? I think we shall be hearing
rather different noises from the workers' side if we try
to make the concept of co-responsibility mean a real
and genuine sharing of responsibility.

I therefore believe that it is very important that these
matters be discussed in depth by the two sides of
industry, and not just here at a legislative level. For it
is something which has far-reaching implications, and
I feel that, on this issue, we have reached the frontiers
of Community legisladon. The question is whether we
have not taken a step that one bit further than we
should have, whether we are about to take a stride so

long than our trousers will split.

I should like finally to draw attention to one point,
which has not been talked about very much. That is

the fact that co-determinarion and co-responsibiliry in
many cases result in a desire for what, in Denmark at
least, is called economic democracy, i.e. a desire to
secure direct shares in companies' profits, and in the
idea - unfortunately 

- 
that the money should be

collected into a central fund. This to me is a fearful
thought for, if the idea is put into effect, it will over a

period of 25-30 years mean rhat the capiral is gathered
[ogether in one place, and we thus get the realization
in practice of the socialist system in its extreme form
and to its ultimate limit, and that to me is a terrifying
prospect. I feel the need to draw attention to that
prospect here and to warn against it.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt. - 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I don't think I need to pay any special tri-
bute to my old comrade-in-arms on the Legal Affairs
Committee, Mr Geurtsen,'S7'e have worked together

for so many years tha[ he knows how much I value his
thorough and constructive work on the Legal Affairs
Committee. The same goes for this report. That of
course does not necessarily mean that we do not clash
occasionally on important points.

First of all, a comment on something Mr Nicolson
said. I do not know whether he is still here. I should
like to correct a mistake to which he 

- along with his
British Conservative colleagues on the Legal Affairs
Committee - is clearly susceptible, namely that the
fifth directive and the directive on consultation of the
workforce in multinational corporations are much the
same rhing. No, Mr Nicolson, they are not the same

thing. In the one case the issues are concerned with
social rights, while the fifth directive is concerned with
the involvement of the workforce in the affairs of
companies.

Mr President, the Socialist Group has contributed
constructively to the work of the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee and has not adopted a negative attitude on
principle to the proposals of the majority. That fact
will emerge when we come to vote. But there are some
essential points on which we are not prepared to com-
promise. As socialists we then feel that we are in the
situation of someone who is offered a bad apartment
and says: 'if that's what the flat is like and it is to stay
that way, then we won't move in. Because if we could
find a better one in the immediare future, rhen we'll be

stuck with the other one.' Mr Geurtsen, we may differ
on the point of whether the pace is too fast and the
step taken too long. \7e might also say that the result
which has been approved by the majority in the Legal
Affairs Committee amounts to not much more than
making time. Some speakers have said that, given rhe
great differences in structures in this field within the
European Community, we should allow maximum
possible room for manoeuvre, particularly with the
United Kingdom in mind. Mr Turner has just stressed
that point especially strongly. Quite right, and we
agree, but that does not hold true for all the points on
which the majority has voted down the minority here.
\7e cannot in my opinion overlook the fact that it is

quite simply necessary for company structures to be

brought into line on basic questions, if we are to talk
of harmonization at all. \7e don't expect it to be
achieved overnight; we want., as the Commission has
proposed, to allow a transition period. I would even
say that the time limit for this period of transition is
open to discussion. The aim must, however, be clear.
For that reason, we deeply deplore - and I can only
agree with the previous speakers - that Commis-
sioner Narjes yesterday akeady trimmed his sails and
in his answers to other questions let it be understood
that he is clearly not defending the Commission pro-
posal, as any self-respecting government would do in a

national parliament. That is a bad omen for the con-
duct of the Commission in the processing of this direc-
tive, and I hope that Commissioner Andriessen will be
able to assure us today that that is not the way they
mean to continue.
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Mr Vetter has already gone into the question of parity
on the supervisory bodies. I should merely like to
make it clear here that 

- 
in agreement with the Euro-

pean Trade Union Confederation - 
we want full par-

ity! If we now propose a tripartite arrangement, - one
third workers, one third representative of capital/
shareholders and one third elected jointly by both
sides 

- that is already a compromise offer and I
would ask you, colleagues, please [o note that.

Mr von Bismarck said that for him co-determination
was a question of christian-democratic moraliry. I
know of a christian morality, but I don't know any-
thing of a christian-democratic morality. Aside from
that, the question occurs to me: what principle of
christian morality is opposed to participation of work-
ers on equal terms in the affairs of the big corpora-
tions? Colleagues Brok and Fischbach are going a bit
far when they invoke the social teachings of chrisdan-
ity. The Beumer amendment, which aims at full parity,
is certainly well meant in this connection, but we could
have a tripartite arrangement right now, if only we
wanted it.

I should like to draw special attention to the fact that,
although the proposal of the Legal Affairs Committee
calls for special employee representation, such as we
demand in our motions, the structure envisaged for ir
in the document of the Legal Affairs Committee is as

weak as that envisaged for representation on the
supervisory bodies. I urge you therefore and all who
really want worker participation to adopt the partrc-
ular form of representation called for in our amend-
ments.

Finally, a remark on the criteria according to which
co-determination is to function at all. Here we have
the well known figures 100, 500 and I 000. I would
merely point out to my esteemed colleagues that we
are increasingly involved in a process in which firms of
immense economic importance are, through electron-
ics and rationalizarion, staffed by relatively small num-
bers of employees. Participation of the workforce in
the affairs of these firms should not be ruled out for
that reason, however. \7e have therefore introduced
the crirerion of an annual turnover of 1 .5 million
EUA as well as a demand for the 100 figure.

Let me point out besides, although ir should go with-
out saying, that it should not be possible to dismiss rhe
member of the management body referred to in the
directive responsible for personnel and industrial rela-
tions against the wishes of a majority of the workers'
representatives. Here too, I would ask you to support
our amendments.

Mr Brok raised the question of minority righrs in
workers' representation, saying that the poor minori-
ties should be protecred. Ladies and gentlemen, rhe
poor minorities concerned here 

- and Mr Brok really
ought to know rhat from the discussion which rook
place in Germany 

- 
are members of senior manage-

menr. That is the persecuted minoriry involved here,
and that is why we want a unified workers' representa-
tion.

Mr Geurtsen, it is wonh pointing out, said that
co-determination serves the interests of economic
growth - or words to that effect.

He spoke of the need to work together in harmony. I
agree, and I would be happy if the harmony could be
made more harmonious by co-determination. Our
experience in countries which have co-determination
shows clearly that the danger of friction losses is con-
siderably reduced if workers are involved in the pro-
cess of economic decision making. Far-sighted indus-
trialisrc know that. Hence it is only a question of
far-sightedness, and I urge those who are still pre-
pared to support. the Geurtsen report in its present
form to show far-sightedness and imagination in their
vote on this important directive.

President. - I call Mr Chanterie.

Mr Chanterie.- (NL) Mr President, some Members
of this Parliament have rightly pointed out rhar the
central issues in this Fifth Directive are the decision-
making structure of companies and above all the role
played by employees in this decision-making. I too
should like to emphasize rhe fundamental importance
of this subject matter, for the companies rhemselves,
for the employees and for society as a whole. After all,
the way in which a legal sysrem determines rhe srruc-
ture of industrial and commercial undertakings is

closely associated with basic views on general and
economic policy.

I completely agree with the Commission's view that
developments in the Member Srares are a clear indica-
tion that the time is ripe for reforms which mke
account of evolution in a number of importanr re-
spects. One of these elements is the growing awareness
of the democratic need for rhose affected by the deci-
sions of social and political insriturions to be involved
in the decision-making process. But rhis principle, Mr
President, which everyone finds it easy ro accepr in
various areas of life in society encounrers difficuldes
when it comes to democrarizing economic acriviries.
Nevenheless, there is growing recognirion of the facr
that in the operations of companies employees have
interests that are certainly just as important as the
shareholders' interests. The employees earn rheir
incomes in these companies. They devore the best pan
of their daily lives ro rhe company. The decisions
which are taken have a considerable effecr on rheir
situation, directly or in the longer rerm. These deci-
sions even affect their free time and their human
notions of dignity and independence.

Taking their inspirarion from Chrisrian-social teach-
ing, Christian Democrats are inclined to rhe view thar
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economic development is not an end in itself. Econo-
mic development is subordinate to man. It must be
geared to improving everyone's living conditions and
the quality of every natural and cultural environment.
This policy, based on freedom and social justice, must
culminate in the participation of as many citizens as

possible and in their sharing responsibility.

More specifically, the European People's Party com-
mitted itself in irs 1979 election programme to improv-
ing the panicipation of the employees in the company,
particularly through equal representation on the
supervisory board.

The amendments I have tabled with some of my col-
leagues are based on the principles I have just enumer-
ated and concern the introduction of the two-tier sys-

tem - supervisory board and management board -in companies with more than I 000 employees.
Secondly, they concern the composition of the super-
visory board in accordance with the formula of one
third of the members representing the employees, one
third the shareholders and one third elected by these

two groups. Thirdly, these amendments concern the
powers of the supervisory board, fourthly, the
appointment of a works director in such companies,
and fifthly, the organization of worker participation in
companies with between 500 and I 000 employees.

Various Members of this Parliament, Mr President,
have referred to the differences among the various
Member Smtes. This is undoubtedly true, but the
European Parliament, the European Community's
only elected organ and directly accountable to public
opinion and over 250 million inhabitants, must ensure
that its decisionq contribute to the achievement of the
Community's fundamental objectives. To permit too
wide a variety of arrangements for the role played by
employees in the company's decision-making process
is, in my opinion, to deny the idea of a community. It
is incompatible with this idea that the rights and the
legal position of employees in some Member States

should be far advanced while they are limited or at a

rudimentary stage in others.

There is a need for enough convergence to assure an

employee, wherever he goes to work in the European
Communrty, of a legal posrtion which cannot be de-
scribed as discriminatory. As such uniformity wrll come
about on its own, conscious political decisions are
needed. This Fifth Directive offers a unique opportun-
ity for this. Even so, I am afraid that, unless it is

amended in certain ways, the Geurtsen repon will not
provide an adequate basis. That would mean missing
an opportunity to recognize workers in the European
Community.

Mr President, I will conclude by saying tlat a glass

that is half full can be looked at in two ways.

Looked at negatively, it is half empty. Looked at posi-
tively, it is half full. \7hat is certainly positive is the

European recognition of worker participation, and I
endorse the step-by-step strategy provided that the
steps are taken in a forward direction and that action
is taken to bring the laggards up to the required level,
thus improving the position of the workers.

President. - I call Mr Tyrrell.

Mr Tyrrell. - Mr President, no one who sat through
ryany days in the Legal Affairs Committee while this
report was being discussed there could fail to have
been deeply impressed at the formidable command
rhat the rapporteur showed of this subject. I would
like to join other speakers in paying tribute rc him and
also join Mr Vi6 in his reference to Mr Ferri, the then
chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee, whose
acuteness and perception played a major role in pro-
ducing the report which is now before the House -alrhough I should not be taken to suggest that he him-
self approved of all of that repon.

Now, we in my group accept, and have always
accepted, the need for a directive, and I will tell you
why. This directive is part of a grand design. It is one
of nine directives. Some of them have already been

made and some of them have been implemented in
Member States: others are on the way. This one -No 5 - is there, and if we do not have a directive
No 5, then there is a gap in that grand design, an

ambitious design, envisaged by Anicle 54 of the EEC
Treaty. And so one does need a directive that is going
to deal with the structure of company boards with
provisions for general meetings, with the liability of
management, with the adoption of the auditing of
accounts - one needs such a directive, and the only
question is, what form should that directive take. Now
it would be quite tempting for me in my country to
say, well, let us just accept the Commission proposal
because, as other speakers have said, this proposal was
published as long ago as 7972, and if we just accept
the Commission proposal today, it will not affect the
United Kingdom, it will not affect Denmark or Ire-
land or Greece, it only affects the original Six. So at
leasr one rhing the Legal Affairs Committee has done
is to extend it to those latecomers into the Com-
munity.

In considering what form this directive should take, I
go along with those who have said that the keystone
should be flexibility. It has been said again and again
that harmonization does not necessarily mean uni-
formiry. Harmonization can envisage - and many of
the other company-law directives have provisions
along these lines - a degree of flexibility so that there
is no stereotype imposed anificially on Member States

but that the new scheme can fit into the existing struc-
[ures.

During those long hours to which I have referred on
the Legal Affairs Committee, I personally lost any
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doubts that I may have had about employee parricipa-
tion. The experience that was recounted from other
Member States persuaded me, beyond a shadow of
doubt, that employee participation is desirable, is
necessary and, in some Member States, will mark a

major step forward. I wholeheartedly support it pro-
vided it is founded on a true industrial democracy. I
accept that human dignity demands participarion. I
accept that the days when employees could be
regarded simply as providing pairs of hands are gone,
and these days they have far more to contribure rhan
they once were permitted to do. And I am happy to
say that in the vast majority of companies voluntary
arrangements are already in being. Bur more is

needed, and that, I think, is found in the Geurtsen
report.. I listened with great care to the qualms
expressed by Mr Chanterie, who is regrettably no lon-
ger with us, and to the principles which he expounded
and I can tell him that, as far as I am concerned, the
Geurtsen report meets those principles and his amend-
ments which he referred to, designed to meet the prin-
ciples, are unnecessary because here they are in the
Geurtsen report already.

Now, one part of this report which has received very
little attention in this debate is rhar concerning the
position of auditors, and I wish to say a word about
that in Chapter 3 because it is an enormously impor-
tant section which has received very little arrenrion.
The auditor's profession is a very long-suffering pro-
fession, and this one sees as one goes rhrough rhese
nine company-law directives. The company legisladon
in the Member States depends very heavily on rhe skill
and integrity and independence of that profession. It is
a profession which has not yet received any kind of
harmonization-of-qualifications provisions; [here is no
right-of-services directive; no righr-of-establishment
directive, but nevertheless it is a profession upon
which enormous burdens are being placed by Com-
munity legislation. Their duties are scarrered among a

welrer of different directives and there are srill more ro
come, such as the banking-accounrs directive.

Now they, I think, accept these obligations with good
heart, but there one finds rucked away in rhis directive
a provision dealing wirh their liabilities 

- 
Article 52.

And instead of dealing with them for what they are, an
independent profession which needs special and separ-
ate and careful consideration as ro rheir liabilities,
what is provided in this directive is that rhey shall have
the same liabiliry as the management of a company.
Now that is not good enough.

'V/hat does that acrually mean, if Articles 74-21 are
going to be made co apply to auditors? It would mean
that just one shareholder in a company could, in the
company name, sue the auditor. It would mean that a
creditor of the company who had not been paid could,
in the company name, sue rhe auditor. Now that may
or may not be alright for managemen[ 

- 
I am nor

dealing with that today 
- but as far as the auditors

are concerned, that would place them in a position of

great jeopardy. It would mean that their insurance
premiums would go through the roof and that the
price of their services would be utterly uneconomic. Ir
is for that reason thar I say the quesrion of auditors'
liability should be dealt with in a separare direcrive,
namely, the directive which will in due course be deal-
ing with the harmonization of their qualifications, the
Ninth Directive. I hope rhat Article 62 will be deleted
and that position preserved undl the whole matrer can
be looked at with the care which it deserves.

Vith that minor reservation I commend the Geunsen
report. I bear in mind the reaction of the Commission
that this is an excellent report, a report of high qualiry,
and I hope that the House will give it its full supporr
when it votes on it later today.

In my last few seconds I want to tell Mr Siegler-
schmidt that I am disappointed with his reacrion. Your
council flat, Mr Sieglerschmidr, has norhing wrong
with it. There is just one room in rhe flat that you are
worried about and you do nor rurn down rhar flar
because it has got one room rhar you do not like. I
urge you to get this fifth direcdve rhrough so rhar we
have a complete chain of nine directives.

President. - I call Mrs Tove Nielsen.

Mrs Tove Nielsen. - (DA) Mr Presidenr, one rhing
has struck me, during our discussions over recent
years on co-determinarion, and that is that, on [he
socialist side, co-determination tends to be raken as an
isolared concept. It tends to be forgorten rhar there is
one very imponanr thing which goes roegrher with
having a say in the running of a company, and that is
having a share in rhe responsibility. These two rhings

- 66-6lsl6prnination and co-responsibiliry - cannor
and must not be separated. The guiding principle, also,
musl be a striving for greater efficiency and improved
competitive condirions. But I would also add, rhar
there is no doubt in my mind that, if workers are
informed of what is happening in rheir companies,
they also have greater commirmenr. They participarc
in the effort to advance rhe fortunes of the company in
which both workers and employers have a stake.

Our experience in Denmark is thar rhe system of hav-
ing worker-elected members on company boards
works very well indeed. The factor which has ensured
this success is that all board members undertake ro
work solely in the company's inrerests and rhat all
board members have precisely rhe same righm and
obligations. This applies nor leasr to the question of
secrecy, where ir is absolurely vital thar the manage-
ment - i.e. the board - alone should decide what
ma[ters are ro be divulged ro a wider circle and the
manner in which thar is to be done.

I began wirh rhis very general point that co-determina-
tion and co-responsibility are inextricably interlinked,
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and I also hope that this will be understood when in a

few months' time we shall be discussing the multina-
tional corporarions here in Parliament. I also hope that
in July we shall stick to what Mr Geurtsen has ser

down in his report and what the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee has endorsed in the report which is before us.
'\Ufle should never s[age ideological solo performances;
that way we achieve nothing. !7e should concentrate
on projects which are of sound substance and which
we have a prospect of getting implemented. \7e have
complained many times here in Parliament that things
we consider worthwhile are not put into effect, but
unless we make an effort and do some realistic work
which takes into account the differences existing in the
Member States - this has been done in the report 

-we shall again be in a situation where the Council of
Ministers is unable to do anything with what we put
forward. Nothing will happen, and it is our own fault.
I was therefore pleased with the very positive response
which the Commission gave yesterday to the report
Mr Geurtsen presented.

Let me say that, in a compromise, it is not possible for
us all to have what we want. For example, I should
have preferred that Article a(a) be worded in such a
way that worker participation is possible if it is

wanted, not tha[ it is excluded if the employees have
expressed their opposition to it. But, as I have pointed
out, we cannot all have everything we want in a com-
promise solution. A compromise is something which is
very important in a democracy, and it is something
that I really think also the Socialism should try to
understand.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Karl-Heinz Hoffmann.

Mr K.-H. Hoffmann. - 
(DE) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen. If Parliament adopts the fifth directive,
Mr Geurtsen's proposal wirh some amendments, and
by a large ma.iority, it could be a great day for this
House and for Europe. By taking such a step, the
European Community can become a social com-
munity, thereby forging a further link to bind it into a

wider community.

By introducing co-determination, we introduce a new
medium of discussion and a new means of solving dis-
putes in Europe. I think we are in a good position to
get this measure through by alarge majority.

For myself and many of my friends, bipartite panicipa-
tion is the first and most important goal to attain. I can
therefore give my wholehearted support to this fifth
directive if, for example, Mr Beumer's amendment is

carried by a large majority. The attainment of bipartite
panicipation is the very foundation and cornerstone of
this wonhwhile initiative. Vithout parity, the whole
thing falls down. !7'e were therefore keen that the
Beumer amendmen[ should be introduced and this
objective defined. The Beumer amendment also leaves

scope for other possibilities to be explored on the road
to attaining parity.

Mr Sieglerschmidt, I do not share your view that, for
the sake of settling the tripartite panicipation ques-
tion, the unitary system should be discontinued after a

transition period. Ve should be happy that out British
colleagues are now willing to join us in establishing
the basic machinery for co-determination. However, it
would be wrong to deprive them of centuries-old trad-
itions. That would not help the European concept of
co-determination. I should like to hear what we would
say if the British ried to impose on us their unitary
system and abolish our ts/o-tier systeml $7'e would
oppose it in exactly the same way. At the same time, I
wonder if the prospect of incorporating means of
resolving disputes into national legislation by way of
Europe and by way of co-determination will be
received everywhere with the same enthusiasm.

I well remember many discussions with my friends in
the TUC who do not at all share my opinion that
co-determination is necessary. They want to achieve
something entirely different by their objectives. If
these people and our British Conservative colleagues
are prepared to join us in such a venture, then I think
that is a huge step forward for Europe.

I know that co-determination means making com-
promises. Heinz Ktihn and I for many years sat
together on the supervisory board of an undertaking
covered by the arrangements for co-determination in
the coal and steel industries. Even under that system

- in spire of the eleventh man and in spite of the
twenty-first man - 

we had to reach compromises. 'W'e

dispensed with the vote of the eleventh or the rwenty-
first man, if we were concerned to pursue a common
policy, which would be supported by both sharehold-
ers and employees alike. This policy has afforded us a
full measure of industrial peace for thiny years in rhe
Federal Republic of Germany. I think we also urgenrly
need such objectives for Europe. However, let us

allow those countries, those unions and those firms
which as yet have no experience in this field a chance
to become accustomed to co-determination and to
adjust ro a system for which we have had to gain expe-
rience over thrrty, more than thirty years.

An interesting fact of recent post-war history is that
the system of co-determination which we have in the
coal and steel industries in Federal Germany actually
came about with the help of the Brirish Government of
the day and the British occupation authorities. I do not
think that it is at all the worst rhing we have inherited
from that time. If we can introduce it today into the
European Community, if men and women, Members
of this Parliament, fight here to take the first, impor-
tant and vital step towards achieving co-determina-
tion, I think we can be proud. The fact that eight years
of debate and argument have been necessary in order
to do so is not such an important consideration to me.
The important thing is that the debate can now be
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concluded and an important step can be taken in the
direction of co-determination. Co-determination
which will be to the advantage of the workers and
opens up a new dimension for Europe which will facil-
itate a new dialogue between the two sides of indusry
in the interests of the workers but also in the inreresrs
of the people whom we represent in the European
Community.

I urge you therefore, particularly our colleagues on
the Conservative benches, ro support Amendment
No 71, the Beumer amendment. 'S7'e must work
together to secure its adoption. I shall give you [he
same support in ensuring that no system is imposed
upon you at the present time which you are absolutely
unable to accept. \7e must ensure that your system
remains intact. In twenty or thirty years' time, we shall
be in a different situation and in certain circumstances
the whole issue can be re-examined, and we may have
gained new knowledge and found new ways of living
and working together. \Vhy cannot changes then be
made perhaps which correspond to your point of view
or ours, or which form the basis of something entirely
new?

But nbw the important thing is to be flexible, not to
force on anyone, on any Member State, government,
trade union or company anything which is alien to it,
which is cannot accept. \7e must instead light a beacon
for Europe by adopting the Geurtsen report by alarge
majority with the inclusion of some imponant amend-
ments, such as parity in representation, the parity
option. Let us make the first compromise here 

- 
for

that is what co-determination is - and opt for worker
participation on equal terms, for we cannot have a

situation in which one, as it were, goes to the ball in
full evening dress and the other in torn trousers! They
would not be on equal terms. \(/e can however create
equal terms by adopting the Beumer amendment. It
must therefore be carried. I believe that, if we do this,
we shall be taking an important decision for rhe people
of Europe, for the workers, for the trade unions and
for the companies, which help bring about the social
integration of the Community, a necessary extension
of the EEC, leading ultimately to the polidcal union of
this Europe of ours.

This integration can only come about if rhe workers
participate on equal terms. I rherefore welcome rhis
debate and appeal to this House: show willingness to
compromise for the sake of the great objective in view.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Tuckman.

Mr Tuckman. 
- Mr President, I am delighted to be

able to speak in this debate and ro find that after a
period of ten years such an apparently large amount of
agreement has been reached. Now what I would like
to stress is that this House should have understanding
for the enormous step which we Brirish MEPs are

undenaking on behalf of our country, because the way
we have to go, the q/ay there is yet to go, is enormous.
The learning curve which we shall need - and I think
that is the key thing - is a very long one.

There is first of all the fact that people are frightened
of this thing. How will workers' and other employees'
representatives be able to handle the large amount of
information which will come their way, how will they
deal with secrets, how can one make sure [hat they do
not use the secrets against their company rarher [han
in its favour? It is not a question of ill will. It is a ques-
tion of how you do it.

The second great fe^r is of the people who do want to
destroy, the people who think that industry is either a

bad thing or in the wrong hands and that only via a

collapse can we get somewhere. My great hope is that
we in Britain will be able rc follow the path which
Germany, Denmark and Holland have been following
and that, over a period which may well be decades
rather than years or months, we will get our work-
force to see lhat there may be one or two people who
are out to destroy their place of work and thereby
their livelihood, so that they will put people inro these
positions who are able and willing to be practical and
cooperative and who will make these businesses go. I
am hoping that out of all this there will come a greater
synergy between management and workers, so rhar in
the end, via a very difficult situation, we shall have
arrived at something which works berter and has less

negative antagonism in it.

As far as I am concerned, the fundamenral rhing is that
people who are put in positions of power in compan-
ies, power in the sense of getting information which
after all you then use, shall by and large represenr the
workforce and be elected from within che company
itself, so that there is an obvious idenrity of interesr.

I am reminded in all this discussion, and panicularly
when I talk back home to people like the Confedera-
tion of Brirish Industry and the like, of the fact that
time moves on and we have to accept that there are
things which are different today. My grandfather, and
I daresay the grandfather or greargrandfarher of most
people in this room, would be absolurely appalled rhat
the 50-hour working week has nos/ gone for good. He
would see bankruptcy staring him in the face.'S7ell, we
manage very nicely on 40 and seem now to be even
moving down from that. I don't know where the limit
is, but this is a new situation, very much newer [han
even the last speaker seems to appreciate. He used the
word 'co-determination' a number of times and even
went as far as 'parity', which is a question sdll under
substantial debate in Germany. Vell, if we were ro use
that kind of language back home rhey would be abso-
lutely appalled. That is why I welcome rhe way in
which this reporr, admirtedly ovbr the enormous
period of 10 years, has developed to take account of
different cultures and different backgrounds. Ve
really cannot bake differenr dishes in rhe same oven.
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All of them would be burnt if we wenr about it in the
same way.

'lfhat worries me is how the information will be used.
There is so very much information. I havejusr recenrly
seen a film, which tries to frighten people, in which
the information is used like dynamite to stop one's
own company from putting in a new product. By hold-
ing up the necessary equipmenr of a new factory and
transferring from an old one, the whole of the com-
pany's efforts are desrroyed because the competiror is
allowed to gain time and get there first. It is that kind
of thing which is troubling a whole lot of people and
which the pure polidcian, which is whar we are here, is

unable to cope with. That is the staning point of my
plea in which I may well differ from a lot of speakers
here. The end of this process is not just a vote today
and then ultimately an agreement by the Council of
Ministers putting into position a direcrive rranslared
into each national culturr'.

\7hat I would like to do from this public platform is to
appeal to the managements in all countries, parricu-
larly my own, to begin now to ger themselves ready ro
cope with these situations by a gradual process of
bringing rhe whole of the workforce into their confi-
dence and so avoid creating fear.

The other thing I would like ro see is, as Mr Tyrrell
said, that it should be a springboard. \7e now have
something where management and worker can work
together, and presumably also the shareholder. I am
worried that the consumer is lefr out of rhe accounr.
Nobody ever seems to talk about him. In many res-
pects this is a weakness in this House. In the end there
is a market, and nobody seems to think about the fact
that unless we can satisfy a consumer we shall nor
really get very far.

So I am delighted with this directive, bur I do say ro
everybody, regard Germany as an experience to be
followed rather than as something which we have
arrived ar aTready.

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Michel.

Mr Michel. - (FR) Mr President, I too would like ro
thank Mr Geunsen for the excellent report he has
given us. I must say first of all than when I think and
especially when I read about all this conrinual referral
back to committee I am reminded of rhe Loch Ness
Monster. Indeed, a new version of this report seems to

come up during every pan-session of Parliament,
which ultimately decides to defer any discussion of ir. I
therefore believe that it is very necessary to rake a pos-
ition on it this time. Parliament must say whether or
not it recommends this proposal for a Fifth Directive
pursuant to Article 58 of the Treaty.

The second point I wanred to make is rhat we need ro
make progress on all fronrs and with the parriciparion
of everyone concerned. And let me say that I am not
referring primarily, I am nor referring solely, I am nor
even referring essentially [o [he participation of the
providers of capiml who, in any case, prorected by
their anonymity, are often involved with a number of
companies at the same time and consequently can
devote little time to any one of them. Vhen I say par-
ticipation of all concerned I am referring above all ro
the managers, the workers and all those who perma-
nently contribute to the life, prosperiry and develop-
ment of an undertaking. And let no one be afraid of
their joint responsibiliry because their sense of respon-
sibility is as great, if not greater, rhan that of those
who spend just three or four hours a monrh in board-
rooms.

Vorkers are quite capable of taking, carrying and
assuming responsibilides, provided they are given the
information they ask for and provided they can work
in an atmosphere of mutual rrust.

My third point is that we have to recognize thar the
situation varies from country to counrry and that rhere
is a fundamental difference of approach berween Ger-
manic and Latin countries. In the Germanic countries
they have for many years, decades even, been laying
the foundations for a form of participation based on
joint responsibility. The same is true in the Nether-
lands. In the Latin countries, on the othei hand, pro-
gress along these lines has been much slower and it is

essential to understand rhat the trade union organiza-
tions are not yet ready to sit round the boardroom
table, preferring instead to reinforce rheir presence on
supervisory committees and works councils. It is

importarlt therefore for these different situarions to be
taken into account.

My fouruh point is that whilst the views of the Legal
Affairs Committee count for a Erear deal in all this, so
do the views of the Commirree on Social Affairs and
Employment because of the social aspecrs of the prob-
lem.

That is why I should like now to make four observa-
tions.

The first is that we have put down a number of
amendments which Mr Chanrerie has already com-
mented on and which have been countersigned by Mr
Macario, Mr Verroken and myself. The second is rhat
we do not yet know anything about rhe amendments
of the Socialist Group, nor any orhers. Ve are ready
to get together with the Socialists to see if v/e can
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bring our positions closer together. In facr there will
have to be compromises if we want this directive to go
through.

The third point I should like to stress is that this direc-
tive is not going to solve everything, far from it.

Every country will retain the necessary flexibility as

regards collective agreements, as regards the criteria
governing their implementation and as regards the
measures to be taken in accordance with national
gu idelines in certain industries. Lastly, large undertak-
ings and their subsidiaries will, we hope, in their turn
take into account the directive about which we have
debated so long, that is to say the Vredeling directive.

Vhen that point is reached - 
yery soon, we hope 

-we shall have the opponunity to take the whole matter
up again in relation to information, so that everyone
can act with full knowledge of what is involved. That
goes particularly for the multinationals. \fle hope that
this can be done while respecting the dignity of all
concerned and that, in any even[, it will be possible for
the workers, who are so frequently ignored, to be

appreciated at last not just for rhe work they do but
for what they are, that is, individuals in their own
right.

President. 
- 

I call Mrs Ewing.

Mrs Ewing. - 
Mr President, I rise to put my party's

position 
- 

perhaps no[ my group's position 
- 

on
record with regard to workers' participation. In a nut-
shell we approve of it. I think it has a lot to do with the
history of our industrial revolution which in Scodand
and in England occurred very early on, panicularly in
the central belt of Scotland where the combination of
education and mineral wealth combined to develop
what we had very very quickly, perhaps ahead of the
ability of the society to take account of it. I know that
one should not be doctrinaire here because each Mem-
ber State has inherited a quite different experience in
this delicate area, and I am not in any sense offering
my position as a judgment on any other Member State
which had an industrial revolution a bit later.

'\flhat I would like to say is that after the war we had a

yawning gulf between management and men. The two
did not speak to each other. And in the Clydeside men
learnt if they were to get the sack from the evening
paper that they bought,on the way out of the yards.
Now that is not tolerable. In a certain sense it is still
happening. In Invergordon, in my area, where
850 men lost their jobs as the result of a multina-
tional's decision, they did no[ get the news until they
heard on the radio. Therefore, have we really pro-
gressed too much and have we not to say the yawning
gulf is still too yawning?

In saying that, I do not want to be doctrinaire about
other countries' problems. I am just really relating it to
my own.

There was a great experiment on the Clyde in Fair-
fields' yard where Sir Ian Stewart decided that the
thing to do was to make sure [hat everybody knew
what was happening at every stage of the day. If there
was good news for the yard the men got it through a
line of communication within the hour, and if it was
bad news about a lack of orders they got that com-
munication within the hour as well. That seems to be

whar we should be aiming at. Lack of communication
is one of the things that make us look for some solu-
tion to the yawning gulf. I think there has to be some
degree of workers' participation.

So I put myself on record. I would suppon the repon,
but I do not want to condemn other countries' prac-
tices.

President. - 
I call Mr Schnitker.

Mr Schnitker.- (DE) Mr President, I should also
like to express my warmest thanks to Mr Geurtsen for
his report. I believe that this report is necessary for
industry at the level of the big corporations. But we
often overlook the fact that industry consists not only
of large conglomerates and corporations 

- 
the giants

of industry 
- 

but also small and medium-sized under-
mkings. It seems to me therefore necessary to draw
atrenrion ro anorher aspecr of this quesrion. Ir seems
all the more necessary to me, as one of the few Mem-
bers who run a small or medium-sized firm themselves
and who have to operate it at their own risk and carry
liabiliry for it with their own capital. This information
des in closely with the point I now wish to make.

I said that the report was necessary at the level of the
big industrial firms. It is frequently overlooked in this
connection that Europe has an abundance of small and
medium-sized firms - over 13 million 

- 
for which

the globalization principle 
- 

capital on one side,
labour on the other - simply does not apply. Capital
and labour in these firms shade off into one anothir.
'We must be aware of this, if we are to debare the fifrh
directive in a responsible manner. I am concerned to
observe how in many quafi.ers the concepr of
co-determination are defined in terms of the big
industrial corporations on the one hand and the indus-
trial trade unions on the other. It is said thar we are an
industrial society. The German trade unions call them-
selves 'industry unions', so concepm are defined and
policy framed in accordance wirh this terminology.

The reality is entirely different, however. Ninety per
cent of all undenakings are small and medium-sized
firms. They are in many cases nor financed by share-
holders' capital but are operated under rheir owners'
own liability. Sixty per cenr of rhe workers in the
European Community are employed in these small and
medium-sized firms, nor in the big corporations. All
surveys show clearly thar group working has long been
the standard procedure for workers in rhese small and
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medium-sized firms, a procedure which industry has

yet to introduce slowly and laboriously, and that
worker participation is already a daily routine at the

workplace in those firms and does not require compli-
cated and possibly disruptive legal regulation.

The conclusion to be drawn from this is that every-
thing must be done in our debate on the fifth directive
to prevent giving the impression that it is the intention
here to bring the small and medium-sized firms into a

srraitjacket of legal and bureaucratic measures govern-
ing worker panicipation. The situation in these small
and medium-sized firms creates an entirely different
climate. In them, man is sdll at the centre of the pro-
cess: the machine serves as a tool for man, he is not
there to serve the machine. Altogether, this establishes

an entirely different climate and to a large extent prev-

ents the drawing of fronts between the proprietor of
the firm and, for example, the shop floor supervisor
and his able workmen, unless such fronts have been

implanted from outside into the intact operating sys-

tem and the harmony existing between those who
interact in it. In these firms, the shop floor supervisor
or the proprietor and his workers are on the same

footing at the workplace dealing under joint resPon-

sibliry - 
often in the same work clothes - 

with the

work in hand and the customer. Everything must be

avoided which could create the impression that the
small and medium-sized firms with their sound struc-
tures are to be drawn into rigid legal frameworks
which would lead to disruption, conflicts or an atmos-
phere of constraint. This must be borne in mind in all

our deliberations, which in the case of the big firms in
industry - 

we are not disputing that 
- 

are concerned
with a need of our trme. Co-determination must not
be allowed to lead to a situation in which the interac-
tion of individuals in the process of running the small
and medium-sized firms in which they work is made

redundant or is disrupted by legalistic or bureaucra-
tized worker participation arrangements.

Ve must not allow the conclusion to be drawn from
the instrument we adopt that co-determination in

bipartite form is also to be made applicable to small
and medium-sized firms with about 200 employees, to
name a figure. Craftsmanship always starts at the point
where a unique personal performance is required
linked to a particular situation. In the small and

medium-sized firms production is a personalized pro-
cess, in contrast to the more instrumental and anony-
mous producdon which takes place in the big indus-
trial undertakings. In additioh, it requires a high
degree of mobility, and that secures jobs. Anyone who
is concerned to find a lasting solution to the problem
of unemployment in Europe must know that the gap in
the small independent producer sector must be closed.

Every self-employed producer in the first instance

creates one job but usually others are created as a con-

sequence - 
that is the whole point of starting out on

one's own, otherwise there is no need to set uP the

business in the first place. I make this comment in
order to point out the stabilizing function of the small

and medium-sized firms, and it is important that this

stabilizing function and the mobility of these firms

should not be impaired.

\7e must therefore avoid a situtation in which the

desire to become independent and to start one's own
firm could be damaged by European co-determination
directives and in which young skilled craftsmen, who
would like to start a business of their own, are fright-
ened off by the prospect of seeing organs of mass

co-determination brought in to rule over the affairs of
the small business and of seeing conflicts introduced
from outside into places where there would be none

otherwise. If that is avoided, I can see a suitable com-
promise in the fifth directive. I share the view of my

colleague, Mr Hoffmann, that we must. now build
bridges from one social group to another, in order to
work together on the endeavour as a whole from a

middle position and, most especially, to find solutions
for the future.

President. - I call the rapporteur.

Mr Geurtsen, rapporteur. - (NL) Mr President, I
should like to thank all those who have helped to

throw more light on the subject matter and the prob-
lems during this debate. I naturally thank all those

who have said they intend to vote for the report, but
my thanks also go to Members who are very critical of
the solution proposed in the report or even reject it.
For the sake of these Members in particular I will
endeavour once again to explain the Legal Affairs
Committee's position.

I will begin with Mr Vetter. I am especially sorry that
he did not hear what the Commission said yesterday
about the report and views of the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, although Mr Vetter's fellow group members

apparently got the Commission's message. The crux of
Mr Narjes' statements was that. the idea of flexibility
in worker panicipation for which the report provides
can only make the directive more attractive. The Com-
mission also clearly endorses the line adopted by the

majority of the Legal Affairs Committee in preferring
to have a transitional period during which the legisla-
ture is committed to adopting the necessary legislation
rather than deciding now what the final result will be.

I have little to add to this. I am rather surprised by Mr
Vetter's remark that the directive is acceptable only if
it is amended to suit Socialist views. Evidendy Mr Vet-
ter places Socialist ideology above the achievement of
results in worker participation. Mr Sieglerschmidt has

explained why this is so. To keep to his own meta-
phor, the Legal Affairs Committee is not supplying a

ruin but a proper house, which some feel has one defi-
ciency: it is not painted red. Others feel that this is

precisely where its great advantage lies.

I am also surprised, Mr President, that Mr Vetter
should feel that the assessment of the proposal must be
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linked to the decision on rhe srructure of the company.
Perhaps his fellow group member Mr Megahy can
explain to him once again che problems thar would be
caused if the two-rier syslem were made compulsory in
the Unircd Kingdom.

Mr Janssen van Raay has tried to put this problem into
perspective, but again at a time when Mr Vetrer was
unfortunately nor present. Coordinadng company
structures will merely provoke resistance ro worker
participation. Trying ro impose the two-rier sysrem of
two countries on eight others would not simply be dif-
ficult: it would be inviting the rejection of the worker
participation sysrem as a whole.

I would stress once again thar the Treaty does not call
for the equal protecrion but for equivalen[ prorection
of the interests of, among orhers, workers. Mr Eisma
also emphasized rhis, but rhen made a commen[ rhat
proceeded from the assumprion that equivalent means
the same as equal. I am sorry, bur I find it difficult to
draw any other conclusion rhan that he does not fully
appreciare precisely whar is involved here, possibly
because he has political preoccupations. '!7'hatever the
reason, this is a missed opponunity for the pragmatic
politician Mr Eisma would have us believe he is.

I do nor have rhe time, of course, Mr President, [o go
into every poinr raised in the speeches rhar have been
made during this debate. I should jusr like ro menr.ion
a few things. I agree with Mr Janssen van Raay rhat
we should not be rying ro senle an internal, narional
discussion here. Ve should be looking for a system
that is acceprable ro all the Member Srates regardless
of their level of development in the field of worker
panicipation. I also agree wirh whar Mr Donnez said
about the problem raised by trade unions which do
want anyrhing because rhey do nor wanr to diny their
hands with participarion, or rather co-responsibility.
Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, people who adopr
this attitude will nor be persuaded by the Commis-
sion's proposals or by my proposals. Ve must continue
to place our hopes in those who are willing to rake res-
ponsibility for the economic future of Europe.

Leaving aside the quesrion, Mr Presidenr, of whether
Mr Turner really believes rhat the solurion proposed
by the Legal Affairs Commitree will lead to a revolu-
tion in the United Kingdom, I endorse Mr Vi6's view
that evolution is the only way ro achieve worker pani-
cipation. There is a srrong temptation to rry ro impose
one's own views on the directive, whatever they may
be. I quite appreciate that, bur I do not think it makes
sense. After discussing the matrer for days on end, rhe
Legal Affairs Committee decided on an evolutionary
system. This may not be rhe best of all possible solu-
tions, but in my considered opinion it is the best that
can be done at the moment.

Apan from its criticism of three aspecrs, a criricism
which I largely endorse, rhe Commission broadly
agrees with that view. I rherefore hope that rhose who

are well disposed rowards worker panicipation and its
development will not go ro exrremes. To do so may
seem politically very progressive, but it is essenrially
counterproductive. I am happy ro see rha[ the Qom-
mission supports this view. I hope rhat the majority of
our Parliament will also share it. Only gradual evolu-
tion is likely to give shape to the democratization of
industry. That is nor, Mr Sieglerschmidt, marking
time. Thar may be true of some Member Srates, but
for a number of others, including the new ones, the
Legal Affairs Committee's proposal represenrs a
gigantic leap forward. In rhe Community as a whole
this proposal means real progress. It can therefore be
said that those who try ro achieve roo much at once
will ultimately achieve nothing, and rhar would be a
pity for the employees' cause, worker panicipation.
This worker participarion is roo important to risk its
being jeopardized in rhis way. I rherefore urge Mem-
bers to follow the line indicated by the Legal Affairs
Committee when rhey vore rhis afternoon.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr Presidenr, it is a pleasure for me to speak
during this second pan of the debarc on behalf of rhe
Commission and in particular of my colleague Mr
Narjes, who has other commirmenrs and was unfor-
tunately unable to remain for the whole of rhe debate.

Yesterday's and today's debate has made ir very clear
that there is a very wide measure of agreemenr in this
Assembly with the objectives ser our in this Fifth
Directive, and rhe Commission is, of course, particu-
larly pleased about thar. The will ro improve coopera-
tion and the creation of the legislative means to do so
are inherenr in our proposal for a Fifrh Directive.
Anyone who opts for cooperation shows thar he is
willing to engage in srrucrures where responsibility can
be shared, and rhat was a course envisaged by the
Commission when it pur forward these proposals,
which are clearly geared to a model of cooperation
rather than confrontarion, which is somerhing the
Commission rejects.

The Commission naturally feels rhat irs position is sup-
ported both by Mr Geurrcen's repon and by tle
debate ro which it has given rise. In reply rc wLat in
fact amounled to a criricism from Mr Sieglerschmidt
this morning rhar the Commission was no longer
defending its own position, its own proposal - andle
encouraged me to change my rune - I should like to
say that it is surely not a bad rhing if the Commission
is prepared to lisren to what is said about its proposals
here, not to accepr what is said here without i -u.*u.
but to do what is so frequently urged in rhis House: to
engage in a dialogue and so arrive ar an acceptable
solution.

Mr Presidenr, as my colleague Mr Narjes said yesrer-
day, we can go along wirh much of what Mr Giunsen
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proposes - and I use his name here as pars pro toto,

for the whole of the Legal Affairs Committee - parti-
cularly where, by increasing the flexibility of our pro-
posals - he has just referred to this - by offering
options, both through the structure of companies and

through the way in which worker participation may be

achieved, he in f-act improves the viability of our pro-
posals. Mr Narjes also referred yesterday to the
aspects of this report about which there is some hesita-
tion on our side, and there is, of course, no reason for
me to go into those aspects again. In view of the

interest shown in this specific subject by the Assembly,

what I will do is consider a number of proposals you
have made for changes to the report, particularly
where it concerns worker participation.

The first point is perhaps the number of employees in
a company above which worker pafiiciPation must be

introduced. Various figures are quoted in various

amendments. It seems that a happy compromise must

be found somewhere between the figures being dis-
cussed, a hundred, a thousand, two thousand, and the
Commisson looks forward with interest to seeing what
the Assembly decides.

As regards worker participation, Mr Geurtsen recom-
mends a choice of four models, and amendments have

been nbled to each of these. !7ith respect to the model
in which employees' representatives would make up at
least one third and a maximum of one half of the
supervisory organ, with the safeguard in the latter case

that the shareholders' representatives would retain the

right to take the final decision in that organ, Mr Vet-
ter proposed on behalf of the Socialist Group that
there should be tripartite representation, one third
shareholders, one third employees and one third
elected by these two groups together.

This is also the proposal made in amendments Nos 98

and 105 by the Socialists, while it would seem from
amendment No 68 that some Christian Democrat sim-
ilarly prefer this system. Mr D'Angelosante ProPoses
non-compulsory equality on a fifty-fifty basis. Amend-
ment No 71 shows that Mr Beumer would like it laid

down now that after the transitional period the system

will consist in 50% of the members of the supervisory
organ being appointed on the recommendation of the

employees, albeit with the shareholders having the

final say.

Although Mr Beumer's proposal goes somewhat fur-
ther than Mr Geurtsen's, it does, of course, fall short
of complete equaliry. Mr President, there are many
different proposals on this aspect. On the Commis-
sion's behalf, I wish to say that, having heard this
debate and the arguments which have been advanced,

it intends to wait and see what view Parliament ulti-
mately takes on all these proposals and then to adopt
its own final position in the light of Parliament's deci-
sions.

As regards the second option offered by the Geurtsen
report, co-optation, the Commission has no objections

to the proposal made in amendment No 74 by Mr
D'Angelosante that it should also be possible for
employees' representatives to object to the appoint-
ment of a nominee. The Commission feels this sugges-

rion is an improvement on the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee's proposal.

The third option is the separate employees' organ.
Here again Mr D'Angelosante hds various proposals,
particularly in amendment No 75, where the Commis-
sion is not very happy with the proposal for paragraph

5(a) because it seeks to provide for the application of a

veto. \7e also find a veto of this kind referred to in
amendments Nos 99 and 105 tabled by the Socialist
Group. The Commission has objections to these views

because in the present circumstances they conflict with
the philosophy of cooperation that underlies the pro-
posal, and we therefore feel that they go rather too
Iar.

To the fourth model proposed by the Geunsen rePort,
worker panicipation governed by collective agree-

ments, the Socialist Group has again mlded amend-
ments, Nos 97 and 104. Our reservations about this
founh model and therefore about any variations on it
were expressed yesterday by Mr Narjes. These objec-

tions sdll apply and we shall have to adopt our final
position on the matter when Parliament has taken its

final decision.

Mr President, the Legal Affairs Committee has set out
the democratic principles of worker participation in
Article +(8) (a) to (e), and the Commission agrees with
rhe Legal Affairs Committee in this respect. The Com-
mission cannot endorse Mr D'Angelosante's proposal
in amendment No 76 that there should be no disdnc-
tion between groups of employees when they elect
their representatives. In the Commission's opinion, the
possibiliry of elections by individual grouPs must be

retained.

The Commission similarly has its doubts about the

Socialist Group's proposal that it should be left to the

Member States to decide on the election procedure. It
would prefer a Community arrangement to systems

which differ from one Member State to another.

Mr President, at first glance I see nothing wrong with
the Socialist Group's proposal in amendment No 95

rhat it should not be possible for the member of the

administrative organ responsible for personnel matters

to be appointed or dismissed against the will of the

employees'representatives in the supervisory orBan or
employees' organ. The proposal is derived from the

special arrangement in the German coal and srcel

industry and, as I said, at first glance, because the

amendments were tabled very late, I wonder whether
this idea should not be included in other arrangements
as well. Here again, the Commission will have to con-
sider the matter funher.

To conclude, Mr President, a brief comment on the

transitional period. I have already said that we agree
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to greater flexibiliry. 'We are essenrially in favour of a
growth model, although the rare of growth and the
opinions on rhar rare need nor always be precisely the
same. Ve are able [o agree ro proposals regarding a
flexible approach towards the transitional period. The
Commission therefore feels it cannor endorse amend-
ment No 93, which proposes that the rwo-tier sysrem
should auromarically apply in all the Member Stares
once the rransirional period is over.

Mr President, I have srated the Commission's posirion
on a number of imporrant aspecrs of rhe quesrion of
worker participation. It has become clear that the
Commission artaches particular importance to rhe
Assembly's deliberarions on rhis subjecr, and that is
why I prefer not ro stare my final views ar this srage
but to leave the way open for the Commission to make
a more detailed evaluation. In view of another irem on
the agenda in which I am regularly involved, action
taken by the Commission on Parliamenr's proposals, I
must perhaps add that in this case rhe Commission will
not be able ro inform Parliamenr fully of the action it
has taken on Parliament's proposal until about Sep-
tember.

President. - I call Mr Sieglerschmidt to make a per-
sonal statement.

Mr Sieglerschmidt. - (DE) Mr President, since Com-
missioner Andriessen has quoted me, I should like to
ask him to give his view on the following. I am very
much in favour of the Commission acting on Parlia-
ment's opinion. I am also in favour of rhat - even if it
huns - when I am in the minority, for I am a con-
vinced parliamentarian.

I did not criricize Commissioner Narjes because he
followed the majority in Parliament, bur because he
influenced Parliament's decision-making process by
making his remarks on rhe rwo-rier sysrem before it
could rake its decision. As you know, although rhe
Legal Affairs Committee has overall charge of the
matter, the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment has not taken up its position so explicitly, a[ leasr
on this question. Consequently, ir was in my opinion
unusual for Mr Narjes, as a Commission representa-
tive, ro desert his own proposal before any decision
was taken by Parliament.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commisiion.
(NL) Mr President, very briefly. I can hardly imagine
that this House would wanr ro have a discussion wirh
the Commission withour ar leasr leaving the way open
for it to be influenced by rhe Commisiion, and I tan
hardly imagine that the rime ar which the Commission
speaks has a decisive influence on rhe convictions of
the honourable Members. I believe the quality of the

speech is more imponanr rhan the time at which it is
made.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken ar rhe nexr voring time.1

2. Estitnates of Parliamentfor 1983

President. - The nexr irem on rhe agenda is rhe
report (Doc. l-185/82) by Mr Saby on behalf of the
Committee on Budgers on rhe draft esrimates of the
revenue and expendirure of rhe European Parliament
for the financial year 7983.

I call the rapporreur.

Mr Saby, rapporteur. - (FR) Mr President, ir is my
pleasure to lay before the House the estimares of
revenue and expenditure of the European Parliament
for the financial year 1983.

These estimares could be summed up in three words:
responsibiliry, Quality, clarity, and I will add one
more : political courage.

Responsibiliry: In poinr of fact both Parliament,
repeatedly, and rhe Committee on Budgets have asked
for every effon to be made to effect rhe maximum sav-
ings in Parliamenr's own spending. It is my belief rhat
the 1983 estimates effectively comply wirh rhese
injunctions and thar they constirure a responsible ser of
proposals as, despite the present level of inflarion, rhe
estimares submirted to Parliamenr roday represenr an
increase of 5.50/o compared to the financi al year 1982.
Even including the 7 million ECU for information in
connection wirh rhe 1984 elecdons, abour which I will
h.ave more ro say larer, the figure is still only 9%. This
shows evidence of a cenain responsibility and continu-
ity, taking into accounr the decisions of Parliament
and the Committee on Budgem.

Despite the fact that cosrs and rhe workload have been
increasing since 7979, the Committee on Budgerc has
insisted on maintaining and reinforcing this effon of
retrenchmenr. I believe rhat rhe esrimares I am propos-
ing satisfactorily reflect this derermination. These
poinm are resrared in paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 of rhe
motion for a resolution.

Secondly, the-quality, I might even say rhe rationality,
of these draft esrimares: Since l97i we have been
through a q-uanritarive phase. The elecrion by direct
universal suffrage has increased the burdens and res-
ponsibilities. The diversiry of languages has necessi-

I Membership of political groups: see Minures.
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tated the recruitment of additional staff and the diffi-
culties connected with translation have had to be faced
up to. \7ith the 1983 estimates we are embarking on
rhe qualitative phase, seeking, as you will see from the
annex, to optimize the manpower and other resources

of Parliament. That is why paragraphs 7,2,3,4, 15,
16, 17 and 18 of the motion for a resolution lay so

much emphasis on this important aspect. These are of
course only estimates. From now until the end of the

budgetary procedure, as stated in the penultimate Par-
agraph of the motion for a resolution, we are going to
be examining very closely and minutely the justifica-

tion and coherence of the amounts shown, seeking

always to evolve in the medium or long term a policy
on the budget of Parliament that has been optimized
and rationalized in relation to our task. To that extent
I believe we have a balanced budget. One can see, in
fact, that Chapter 10 of Title 1 - Members of the

institution - represents 15'80/0. For a parliamentary
budget that is not excessive, compared to what you
find in national parliaments. Chapters 11 to 16, relat-
ing to staff as a whole, together with all the sub-head-
ings corresponding to social cover and other asPects,

represent 50.20/o of the estimates. Title 2, which
essentially concerns operating expenditure with all its
implications, that is to say buildings, equipment and

other miscellaneous expenditure, represents 24'20/o of
the estimates. Lastly, the special functions - if one

excludes this year the 7 million earmarked for the

information campaign for the 1984 elections - repre-
sent 3 . 30/o (6 . 40/o if this is included). Finally, Title 10

represents 2.40/0. So you have there a balanced and

responsible budget, coupled with a pursuit of qualiry,
which is something we shall have occasion to come

back to during the course of the budgetary procedure.

And now I should like to draw the House's attention
to the third point, what I have referred to as clarity
and political courage. In paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 we do
not hesitate to show public opinion that, so far as

increases in Members' allowances and expenses are

concerned, we need to have a clear base. A clear base

which includes, for example, due allowance for infla-
tion or rather an increase in prices, and I have to say

that I do not have in mind any form of systematic

indexation which would have a mechanical character
and would not necessarily offer the best solution. Such

a base clearly allows, and public opinion can be

informed accordingly, the calculation of an average

rate which can be used to update Members' allowances
and expenses. Political courage, in fact, as regards the

creation of posts referred to in paragraphs 5, 5 and 7

of the motion for a resolution. For whilst the Secretar-
iat has decided on this occasion not to create any new
posts, we have agreed for the dme being to take
account of the 10 posts proposed by the political
groups. I say for the time being because we have asked

- 
and I believe I am expressing the feelings of the

Committee on Budgem and of the House as a whole

- 
that the possibility of creating these posts before the

end of the budgenry procedure should be looked into'
'\tr7'e should like to check the balance esmblished

between the staffs of the political groups. To sum up:
qualitiy through optimization and reflection, and striv-
ing for greater efficiency.

Political courage as regards paragraphs 11,12 and 13

in relation to the information campaign for the 1984

elections. The institutions of the Community chose

democracy with elections by direct universal suffrage'
Democracy necessarily implies, so far as the electorate
and the men and women of this Community are con-
cerned, the right to information and the duty to pro-
vide it. For it would be unthinkable for a parliament,
as a political authority, not to take upon its shoulders
this higher political dimension of freedom which
information represents. And quite aPart from the pro-
posals by this or that polidcal party in regard to 1984,

quite apart from the analyses and concrete proposals,
it is Parliamen['s duty and function to inform and

place at the disposal of public opinion sources of
information so that it can fulfil its responsibilities -
remembering what I said just now about the higher
dimension of freedom in a democracy - with full
knowledge of everything involved. It is for this reason

that the Committee on Budgets considered it essential

that Parliament should have at least the same resources

for this test of public opinion in 1984 as it had in 1979,
these resources being of course brought up to date to
take account of the effect of inflation since that time
and also the enlargement of the Community to include
Greece. That is why we are initially proposing that a

sum of 7 million ECU be intered in the estimaces for
1983. However, we are not taking a position on the

overall figure. In fact we feel it is necessary both to
look very closely, between now and the end of the
budgetary procedure, to see what amounts we must
have in order to maintain resources at least at 1979

levels and also to ensure, as everyone would wish,
complete budget transparency and proper utilization
of these resources in relation to the 1984 elections.

Mr President, I have outlined the essential aspects of
the estimates. I am not going to turn accountant and

go through it line by line. All of you have the repon
and the annex for reference and I shall answer any
points raised by the various speakers during the

debate. I simply want to say that these estimates for
1983 do, nevenheless, set an important tone as regards

responsibiliry, quality, clarity and political courage.
And I sincerely hope that these provisions, which will
do credit to Parliament, will be accepted by a large
majority when it comes to the vote.

IN THE CHAIR:MR FRIEDRICH

Vice'President

President. - I call the Socialist Group.
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Mr Fich. - (DA) Mr Presidenr, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, I should like m presenr a few com-
ments on Mr Saby's reporr on the draft estimares of
the revenue and expenditure of the European Parlia-
menr for the financial year 1983.

To begin with, ir is wonh focusing arrenrion on rhe
word 'estimate', which means rhar whar we are doing
here is making an assessmenr of revenue and expendi-
ture. It is nor an actual buget, which can be used as an
instrument to control rhe development of the Euro-
pean Parliament and its expenditure. And there is
indeed a need for tighter control and for an instru-
ment of control concerned with expenditure.

The trend in the European Parliament's expenditure
during the first couple-of years after direct elections
was absolutely unacceptable. During rhe past few
months, however, we have seen a disdnct improve-
men[ in Parliament's administrarion. The ourcome is
that the estimates of revenue and expenditure of rhe
European Parliamenr for 1983 show only a rise of
about 5 .50/o as compared wirh 8.7% in the previous
year and even more in the preceding years. I must say
that this is a grarifying trend, but I must also say thar it
ls a very necessary one.

Does it mean rhar expenditure in rhe coming year will
only rise ar rhis rare of 5.5%? No. Ir does nor mean
that. Expendirure will probably increase by rather
more, but the difference between rhe esrimates and
real expendirure will be reduced, and this is a very
positive development, for ir means we do not have to
set up reserves which can then be transferred from one
budger accounr ro another for both possible and
impossible purposes. \7e must therefore accepr rhar
expenditure in 1983 too will rise more or less in step
with the rise in wages and prices - it cannot be other-
wise - unless clear policy decisions are taken. \7e
must be clear in our minds that only by policy deci-
sions will it be possible to make savings and increase
efficiency. I would draw arrention here to the quesrion
of Parliament's sear, which is still unresolved because
of the inabiliry of the European Parliament itself to
take a decision. A solution to this problem will have an
enormous effect on expendirure and efficiency.

But policy decisions of lesser imponance will also have
an effect. I have presenrcd a list of various proposals to
the Presidenr, and I am sure rhar the President will
make use of it. I shall nor reel off the whole list here
but only mention a single item to serve as an example:
the European Parliament's recruirment proceduies.
These are long and rime-consuming and result in
extremely high cosrs. It is a bizarre practice to bring
candidates to Luxembourg in their hundreds for
examinarions and then to leave them wairing for
months on end before informing rhem whethei they
have been appoinred. This sysrem musr be changed,
and it must be done now. I stress again thar we cannot
avoid taking policy decisions if we wanr ro economize

and operate more efficiently. You cannor compensate
for the lack of policy decisions by amending esrimares.

I should like ro say somerhing abour the quesrion of
new posrs. I think thar it is very grarifying that the
Secretariat has not requesred any new posrs rhis year.
But I should also have been surprised if ir had done so,
because it is a facr rhat we created a reserve of posts
two or three years ago, of which rhe Secrerariat con-
tinues to make good use. I nore that the political
groups are requesr.ing 10 new posrs. I musr say rhar,
personally, I am against these posts, but the Socialist
Group accepts rhe creation of these 10 posts ar rhe
present time, with express reference to point 17 of rhe
draft resolurion: .we reserve the right ro change this
position during the firsr reading of rhe budget in the
light of an investigation as ro whether these posrs are
necessary.

I should also like ro commenr on rhe Z million units of
account for informarion in connection with rhe direct
elections ro rhe European Parliament in 1984. This is a
very difficulr problem. In some countries, public
financing of election campaigns is unknown. In others,
it is the only way that campaigns can be financed, so
that financing from other sources can be avoided. So,
whatever approach is adopted here, we shall end up
offending againsr tradirion in one or more Member
States. The Socialist Group is in favour of accepting
the 7 million units of accounr for the 1983 estimates,
but wants the debate to be continued with regard to
what the total amounr should actually be.

I should like to conclude by saying that we feel funher
study needs to be devoted ro rhese estimares. \7e feel
that there is a need for policy decisions by which cer-
tain points arising in them can be changed. Ve rhink
that it should be possible ro make savings and to make
Parliament more efficient in its working. And, in thar
regard, we pledge our full supporr to Mr Saby for fur-
ther studies.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Price. - Mr Presidenr, the mosr imporrant line in
any estimare is the lasr line, the total figure, and in this
case it is 220 million units of accounr. If we cbmpare
like with like, this is an increase of about 5.50/o over
last year, leaving our of accounr rhe additional item
which looks towards an information campaign for the
next European elections.

This is less rhan the rate of inflation and rhar was also
the position lasr year. But before we adopt too self-
congratulatory a rone, I think we ought ro realize rhat
it represents an improvement in the rather poor esti-
mating techniques that we had previously. !/har we
have done in previous years is to allow ourselves far
too much scope in our esrimares in the first place and
then not to spend some of rhe money rhat we allowed
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ourselves. The result of this is that we give ourselves
too much scope so that there is a lack of financial dis-
cipline.

Now we are moving in the right direcdon this year
because we have allowed ourselves less scope. That is
the main reason why the increase is only 5'5%.

If we look at the total, I believe, Mr President, that
this year we are proposing, on the whole, a reasonable

figure. So, on behalf of my group, I would say that we
would accept these figures, though without enthu-
slasm.

My points of concern relate far more to staff policy.
The first issue is the establishment plan. As the docu-
ment. stands, it lumps together without a distinction of
title - and I think this may be a clerical error - the
Secretariat of the Parliament itself and that of the pol-
idcal groups. There is a very sharp contrast between
our attitude towards our Secretariat and towards the
political groups, and I believe that sharp contrast is not
warranted. \7ith the Secretariat of Parliament we have
decided to create no new posm this year. I applaud
that decision. But the political groups are to have ten
new posts. For the Secretariat of Parliament there is to
be a re-classification upwards of 17 posts out of a total
ol 2 612. For the political groups we are re-classifying
more posts, 27 out of a total number of about only
330. In other words about a half a percent of Parlia-
ment's Secretariat will have their posts re-classified
and almost 10% of those working in polirical groups.

I believe that we need much greater equality between
the General Secretariat and the political groups,
because if we do not have that, then we shall create a

sense of inequality which will breed discontent - the

feeling that there is unfairness and the conviction that
those who have a certain political clout are able rc
achieve more than the rest. I believe that we should
look at this again. For that reason, I have put down
Amendments I and 2 on behalf of the European
Democratic Group which ask the Bureau to look again
ar its proposals relating to the political groups and to
come back with improved and reduced proposals.

The other point that concerns me is in paragraph 18 of
the resolution which relates in a different, s/ay to a

sense of unfairness, looking at the Community institu-
tions as a whole this time. In paragraph 18 we say that
we consider it necessary to pay staff salaries in ECU
and that this is a temporary measure to maintain pur-
chasing power. I do not believe that Parliament should
move alone in an issue of such importance. 'S7'e have a
common staff policy for all the Community institu-
tions. Ve have common staff regulations, and Parlia-
ment should not move on its own. Therefore we have

Amendment No 3 which would replace paragraph 18

with a new text which would request our President to
initiate discussions with the other Community institu-
rions on the possibiliry of settling in ECU the salaries
of Community snff and also the pensions of former

smff. If we are going to look at this issue we should do
so not just for pay but also for pensions.

Finally a word on the information campaign allow-
ance, Mr President. I would say on behalf of the
European Democratic Group that we have some mis-
givings about expenditure of this nature. But we sup-

pon the principle of improving the qualiry and quan-
dty of information available to the people of Europe
when they cast their votes at the next European elec-

tions. So what we shall be doing is looking very care-

fully at the rules for this expenditure when they come

forward. It is the rules which represent the key, and
we will try to ensure that those rules are fair and that
they achieve the objective for which this money has

been voted.

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Leonardi. - (17) Mr President, I will point out
that this is Parliament's last preliminary draft budget
to cover an entire year before the 1984 elections, and

that it should therefore be to some extent considered
as an accounting to the electors for Parliament's inter-
nal operation.

In this draft, provision is rightly made for the expenses

of the coming elections, and the estimates have been

somewhat updated in order to allow for the increase in
prices. The same can be said concerning the different
salaries of Members, but I will point out that this is the

effect of a mass of privileges sanctioned by the old
Parliament and transferred en bloc to this one, and it
would be well to revise and systematize them once and

for all.

I must point out that once again no consideration has

been given to rights of Members of Parliament con-
cerning health insurance and pensions for old age and

disability. In the preliminary draft, all these items are

token entries: that is, they are items which are waiting
to be filled in. So that they can be filled in, the Presi-
dent must decide to accept or reject the proposals pre-
sented by the work group on the status of Members of
Parliament, proposals which have long been in the
President's possession. It must be decided whether or
not ro act on the decisions of the preceding presidency
and on the proposals drawn up by the work group on
the status of Members of Parliament.

It is intolerable that these decisions are always being
put off for an unspecified period of time, thus perpe-
tuating a very uncomfortable situation for the Mem-
bers of this Parliament by failing to recognize their
rights, rights which are acknowledged in the case of
any worker, and it is disgraceful that no attempt is

being to standardize these rights.

I am well aware that in saying this I am going against
various interests, but I believe it is urgently necessary
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to deal with this situation in a definitive way. To pro-
long this situation can only cause harm, particularly in
view of the upcoming electoral campaign: we must
think of the external image of the European Parlia-
ment, and the salaries of its Members are an aspecr of
this. The electors will find it difficult to understand
how they can be called upon ro elecr a Parliamenr
composed of Members q/ho have very different salar-
ies, and how in the space of three years nor the sligh-
test effort has been made ro work our a uniform
economic treatmenr. I hope that the President will
decide, for or againsr, on the proposals drawn up
some time ago now by the work group on the sratus of
Members of this Parliamenr, a work group which 

- I
will point out 

- 
is made up of the leaders of rhe polit-

ical groups and therefore of eminently responsible
people.

President. 
- 

I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.

Mr Lalor. 
- 

Mr President, we are asked to take a
position today on Parliament's draft estimates for
1983, and we are confronted here by a task which is,
let us face it, difficulr. \(/e musr, in the light of the aus-
teriry which is demanded of us, show ourselves ro be
economical while at the same time endeavouring to
give Parliament rhe necessary financial means to do its
job and to fulfil in the public's opinion irs role of a
directly-elected Parliamenr. In our opinion, rhis is
what Mr Saby has managed to do in his repon, for
which we chank him warmly. Indeed this report
creates, as I in any case see it, a fair balance between,
on the one hand, respecr for a certain budgetary aus-
terity and, on rhe orher, the desire for some progress
where this is necessary. For this reason, I will limit
myself to a very few remarks. Ler me say initially that
we consider ir necessary ro accepr Mr Saby's proposals
with regard ro rhe crearion of posts in the political
groups. I have heard Mr Price disagreeing with the
suggestion here and indicating that maybe the sraff
numbers of the political groups are overloaded in this
regard. I do not accept this; I rhink myself rhat these
demands correspond ro needs which have in fact been
limircd to the absolure minimum in the lighr of the
expanded responsibilities and the new tasks under-
taken by a number of the groups. I sympathize with
Mr Price's views on curtailment in this regard. Ir is in
line, I think, wirh his own parricular party's views at
local level, but nonetheless I find that at Bureau level
demands for spending more money conrinually come
in from his group, and it is out here in public that the
attack on spending is generally undertaken. As I see ir,
in any case, rhe creation of posts constitutes, in rhe
view of my group, the mosr rarional way of replying to
this new siruation.

Secondly, we supporr the rapponeur's proposal ro
include in 1983 the sum of 7 million ECU's for infor-
mation relating ro the second direct election of rhe

European Parliament and to leave open rhe definitive
total sum until 1984, given that the Parliamen[ musr
dispose of funds updated from the previous elecroral
campaign, taking also into account the enlargement of
the EEC. That should nor be forgorren.

I cannot insist roo much on this question, which, apart
from the question of inclusion in rhe estimares, raises
the problem of the very future of our Parliamenr. '!7'e

consider, however, that in view of rhe complexity of
such an undenaking it is necessary to proceed pru-
dently. That is ro say, it is necessary to determine by
means of studies rhe present funcrions of rhose parlia-
men[ary services that are concerned in the restructur-
ing in relation ro rhe rask ro be assigned ro them, and
here, I think, we have a major job to do. At the present
time there is an atrack contemplated on rhe services,
and we should be considering how we can improve the
services wirhin the various DGs without the necessiry
for doing away wirh any of them. In this regard, Mr
Saby's report does provide us with rhe means to
resolve our own problems, and it is from that point of
view that Parliament should apply irelf, wirhin its
existing framework, to resolving rhose problems.

President. 
- I call rhe Group for rhe Technical Coor-

dination and Defence of Independenr Groups and
Members.

Mr Pannella. 
- 

(FR) Mr President, for all its logic
and clarity, Mr Saby's starement has not convinced me
on another aspecr rha[ is essenrial ro any budger,
namely depth of analysis. Aparr from anything else a
budget is for a parliament rhe means by which ir can
develop in one way or anorher.

Ve have not pur down any amendmen[s on individual
items or on numerous aspects of this report because,
according to precedent, if amendments are rabled ar
this stage they cannot be rerabled at the first reading.
Such a procedure is absurd, but we have no choice but
to bow ro ir.

However, Mr President, we have put down amend-
ments with regard to the Z million for rhe information
campaign. In spite of the complere honesty of each
one of us here, to make money available in this way is
an open inviration ro every kind of skulduggery. per-
sonally and as a represenrarive of the Radical Party, I
do not think that one should give rival parties engaged
in the election campaign the rask of informing public
opinion about the insritution. '!7e have already seen on
other occasions how this can diston the ruLes of the
game and to some exrcnt prevenr the various political
forces staning off on an equal fooring. Of couise, you
do it in your countries primarily by conrrolling the
mass media, but I think ir is scandalous to add this
amount on [oP.

Mr President, there is anorher problem that we need
to consider very carefully. There is absolutely no bal-
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ance in this budget between the appropriations we
make available to the political groups and those for the
activities of Parliament itself. There you have what is

wrong with this Parliamentl It is the ever-increasing
power of the group bureaucracies. It is absurd that the
groups should have 120 or l30officials in gradeA
(administrators), when those attached to Parliament
(excluding translators and interpreters) number only
twice as many. It is not our idea of how things ought
to be and we shall go on complaining in this Parlia-
ment about the very often high-handed majority which
benefits from a system that to us as a group is denied.
\7e shall be asking therefore that all the groups should
give up 20 or 250/o of their funds, of their officials,
because then we shall be satisfied that everyone stans
off on an equal footing. Accordingly we reject these
7 million, as also we reject this way of looking at p^r-
liamentary matters which gives one every reason to
fear for European democracy.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Christian Democratic Group).

Mr Notenboom. - (NL) Mr President, I have just a

few comments to make. For several years I have voted
against Parliament's budget because of my concern at
the lack of caution. There has now been a slight
improvement, and I thank our new colleague Mr Saby
for his important contribution and also the Bureau for
the caution now to be seen in this document. This
budget is evidence that a fairly calm approach has been
adopted. As regards the staff, I also find it extremely
important that the Bureau, the Secretary-General and
his people have again felt that the number of staff
should not be increased, a decision that was probably
prompted by the major increase two years ago. This is

a good thing, and it will also make for a better alloca-
tion of staff, because there are quite a few departments
with too few people and others that could perhaps do
with fewer. This will provide another opportunity to
achieve a better allocation of staff to our services.

I hope Parliament will follow the example of the
Bureau and the President in being modest in its
demands on the staff, because that is where the root of
the matter lies. If we demand more of the staff in a

chaotic way, the Secretary-General and then the
Bureau will have to put in a request for more staff. It is

up to us. 'We must do things in an orderly fashion,
strike a balance in what we want to do and so know
how many staff are needed. I hope that a further con-
tribution will be made in 1983 in this respect.

As a group we agree to the amount earmarked for the
elections, although we would like to have more accu-
rate figures later in the year and satisfactory rules on
implementation. \7e are not therefore asking for more
rhan was done in 1979. h will be more of a political
rhing this time, but it must be possible. If the funds are

used wisely, and with the cooperation of the media -

we need them - it must be possible to make it clear to
the European public what is at stake.

I find it regrettable, Mr President, that the political
groups do not v/anr to follow the line proposed by the
Bureau for Parliamenl as a whole. To be honest, I
rherefore see ir as a blemish on this document that an

exception should be made for the groups as regards
increases in saff. I believe - although I could not stay
until the end - that my group will not go along with
this, or at least many of its members will not, because

the groups have also increased their staff considerably
in recent years and they could make do with better
allocation of the staff they have. I will not take up the
comments made by the previous speaker. Firstly, he is

no[ present, secondly, I never react to such comments
and thirdly, it would take longer than I intend to
speak, but those comments should certainly be refuted.

As regards payment in ECU, I personally agree with
Mr Price that this must be done in accordance with
rhe Staff Regulations and, once I have studied the
amendment, I shall advise my group to consider
whether it should not be supported. \7e are at any rate
all agreed that the staff are being unfairly treated at
rhe moment. On the other hand, we cannot ignore the
Staff Regulations. These things will have to be done in
accordance with the Staff Regulations governing offi-
cials.

President. - I call the Non-attached Members.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Mr President, interest in Par-
liament's own budget is growing. In 1979 only three
Members, who all happened to be Dutch, Mr Dank-
ert, Mr Notenboom and myself, spoke briefly on the
subject. Gradually the number of speakers has

increased. Vhy? I think the chief reason is the largely
negative publicity we receive. \7aste, ostentation, inef-
ficiency are words that are frequently used and not
always without justification. In 1979 I said that the
European Parliament was ten times - that's right -ten times more expensive to operate than the two
chambers of the Dutch Parliament although it was
only twice the size. This can largely be put down to
our holding meetings in three places and to the lan-
guage problem. Mr Price reported at our last pan-
session on the problems connected with having pre-
mises and holding meetings in three places and the
costs to which this gives rise. Many, many ECU are
wasted in this way, but it must be said that this Parlia-
ment has shown little courage and little independence
in seeking to change this situation. The Council's con-
firmarion ol the status qr.to as regards Parliament's
places of work in Luxembourg last year means that
there is now no prospect of an improvement.

Nor, Mr President, have we made much progress
towards ensuring that all Members of the European
Parliament receive the same pay from Community
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resources, regardless of nationality. !7hat is the situa-
tion here? The same is true of invalidiry and retire-
ment pensions for Members. Mr Leonardi has already
referred rc this. Mr Saby points out in his report thar
the rate of increase in the 1983 budget over 1982 will
be only 51/20/0, excluding the 7m ECU for the election
fund. But it must be remembered that the 1983 budget
will be no less than just under 300/o higher than the
1981 budget, a comparison with the 1981 result there-
fore being appropriate. \ilhat is striking is the increase
in the item 'Members of the institution' from 30.5m in
1982 to 38.2m in 1983, without any satisfactory
explanation. Perhaps Mr Saby would care to look at
this once again. Particular attention should be paid to
Tiie 37, 'Special functions carried out by the institu-
tion', on which I have two comments to make.

Firstly, it is distressing to find that the relatively large
amounrs in items 3705 and 3706 - 4'3m and 2.1m
ECU respectively - have been entirely shared among
the polidcal groups since 1979. The ten non-attached
Members have consequently received nothing so far. I
feel it bears witness to ill-becoming haughmiess that
only 424 rather then 434 Members should benefit
from this item.

Secondly, we do not think it righr that 7m should be
set aside for the elections to the European Parliament
at this time because money should nor be allocated
until after the elections and then on the basis of acrual
expenditure. The 1984 budget is therefore early
enough. I would emphasize in this connection rhar
there should be no discrimination in favour of parties
now represented in the European Parliament and
against the parties which take part in the elections in
1984 but do not yet have seats in the European Parlia-
ment. There should be no repetition of the completely
unfair distribution that took place in 1979 if the repu-
tation of this Parliamen[ is not to deteriorate furrher.
Furthermore, I find the amounts far too high. If my
calculation is correct, it works out at75 000 ECU per
Member of Parliament.

My final remark concerns the very large sraff esrab-
lishment, which now comprises almost 3 000 people.
As Mr Jackson vainly propos ed in 1979, it is high time
a reputable external consultancy was commissioned to
carry out an efficiency study and ro reporr. to Parlia-
ment on its findings.

President. - I call Mr Hord.

Mr Hord. - Mr President, in rising to speak in rhis
debate on Parliamenr's draft estimares, I must say rhar
I am somewhat encouraged by some of rhe sentimenrs
being voiced through President Danken's office which
seek to curb elements of Parliament's expenditure.
Having said that, Parliamenr's Bureau srill commim
the cardinal sin of comparing estimates wirh esrimates,
rather than comparing budgets with previous actual

expenditure. As Mr De Goede reminded us, we
musrn'r be ralking about a difference of 50lo between
estimares, we have got to recognize the 320/o increase
proposed for 1983 over the 1981 actual expenditure.

A lot of the increasing expenditure, Mr President, is

quite clearly related ro the question of snffing. I
would submit, and many of my colleagues in this
group would submit, that this Parliament is already
overstaffed. If we are not already overstaffed in the
general offices of the Parliament, we are incredibly
overstaffed when it comes to the groups. So I do sug-
gest that not only the Committee on Budgets but also
the Bureau should look again at the question of staff-
ing.

'When we look at the political group expenditure, in
1981 each Member of this House had the equivalent
of 9.7 900 spenr on him in expenses within rhe groups.
!7e have heard about the sloshing of monies in the
political groups, and I am pleased that the Court of
Auditors is looking at this. Bur rhar is nor enough. Ve
propose not I 7 900 for next year but ! 8 900! So I
just wonder when the Bureau is going to learn the les-
son.

Vhile we are talking about group expendirure, I must
say that I am staggered to find rhar Parliament's
Bureau is contemplating spending 33m ECU, some-
thing like S 20 000 000, for the elections in 1984.
Frankly, Mr President, I am not sure whether ir is

within the competence of Parliament ro make such
contributions. After all, Parliament does nor pay rhe
salaries of Members. There is nor yet a common elec-
toral system. There is cenainly nor any harmonizarion
on a State financing of elecrions. So I should like to
know whar the legal basis is for rhis proposal to spend
33 million ECU out of taxpayers' money. Thar's rhe
equivalent, Mr President, of g 45 000 for each Mem-
ber. Now I as a candidate couldn't spend f 45 000.
Furthermore, the electoral laws in my country would
not allow me to spend I 45 000. So again I sincerely
hope that we can have a good funher look at this.

I should perhaps say in conclusion, Mr Presidenr, thar
whilst we seem ro be increasingly obsessed wirh rhe
1984 elections, I think perhaps ir would be as well for
us to remember rhat rhis House has full unfertered
control of its own budget. In facing up ro the reactions
of our electors I rhink that we musr remember rhat
those same electors are also taxpayers. If we are intent
on convincing the electors rhat this Parliament is a cre-
dible, efficient and cost-conscious institution, w'e must
accept that in rhe final analysis we shall be judged nor
by our words bur by our acrions, by our own acrions
on our own budget.

President. - I call Mrs Boserup.

Mrs Boserup. - (DA) Mr President, the siruation is
happily that my main message is ro support whar my
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British conservative colleagues have akeady said. I can
elaborate on that by saying rhat I share Mr Hord's
views on the political groups. I am ar a loss to under-
stand why Parliamenr musr. ger by with rhe officials it
has while at the same dme allowing the political
groups and these promising young lions, who think
they are on the way to becoming grear statesmen, to
charge around falling over each orher's feet and, if
they can't find anything else to do, wriring amendment
proposals, of which we have so many that they are
costing us an awful lot of money. Just think! If we had
a few less people, we should also get fewer amend-
ment proposals and then perhaps we should do rather
more serious work on the ones we do get. For serious-
ness is what we are short of, and we should not rhink
that we can entice the voters into thinking that we are
such wonderful prestigious people by starting to throw
money around which will only benefit the advenising
agencies. !7hat do we wanr with 7 million ECU
akeady in 1983? \7e could perhaps make ourselves a

few payments from the petty cash after the elections to
pay the bills rather than handing out candy to the
European advertising firms already at this smge. At all
events, it does not foster respect for this Parliament.

Moreover it is not beyond the bounds of probability
that my country will find it unacceptable for the tax-
payer to contribute money for election campaigns, and
any Dane who respects Danish law, custom and radi-
tion would in any case have to vote against rhese
7 million ECU, which will only benefit the advertisipg
agencies.

President. - I call Mrs Pruvot.

Mrs Pruvot. - (FR) Mr President, the Liberal Group
supports the resolution put forq/ard by the Committee
on Budgets concerning the draft estimates of Parlia-
ment for 1983. In fact, as regards both the establish-
ment plan and the estimates proper, the proposals
before us seem to us to be entirely reasonable.

To deal first with the establishment plan, we think it is

right not to create any new posts within the Secretar-
iat. As Mr Saby points out, in recent years we have
been making quantitative changes in the establishmenr
plan. It is now time to place greater emphasis on quali-
tative changes. Accordingly, I believe that it is abso-
lutely essential to adapt the staff of our institution to
the use of new techniques. One cannot seriously ima-
gine that the upgrading of tZ posts, which we are
being asked to accept, and which we for our part do
accept, will result in qualitatively improved organ-
ization.

I should however like to say very clearly that the
working out of a new policy on the esmblishment plan
canno[ be, left in the hands of any one person. I fully
support the rapporteur in what he says about the need
for consultation with all the interested parries, namely

the administration, the staff, the Bureau of Parliament
and the Committee on Budgets. 'Whatever proposals
may emerge between now and the first reading of the
draft budget must be rhe product of this kind of dia-
logue. It cannot be otherwise. As for the establishment
plan for the secretariam of the political groups, we
reject the amendments tabled by Mr Price. $7e do not
think it is right to turn down this year the ten posts for
which approval was not granted for 1982.

I come now to the estimates as such. All I wish to do is
to express my support for the proposal ro enrer a sum
of 7 million ECU for rhe informarion campaign lead-
ing up to the second elections by direct universal suf-
frage. It would appear essential to mount a very exten-
sive campaign in 1984, and certainly one on a greater
scale than in 1979. It seems fairly apparenr that the
European economic crisis and the crisis between the
institutions of the European Community have had the
effect of reducing the electorate's interest in the work
of our Parliament and its confidence in the results. For
my part, I regard this work as poth extremely impor-
tant and useful. \7e shall have to make a really serious
effon here and a campaign on an effective scale will
require adequate financial resources.

President. - I call Mr Bonde.

Mr Bonde. - (DA) Mr President, I have here two
documents. One is a plane ticket frorp Copenhagen to
Strasbourg, the price of which is I 620 kroner or, tran-
slated into EEC language, exactly 200 ECU. The
other is a so-called travel refund for the same journey,
but in this case the amount refunded is 561.60 ECU
or 4 546 Danish kroner. It is not a mistake in the cal-
culations. And it is not an annual bonus payment. It
arises from the official rules of this Assembly and it
amounts, for the Copenhagen Members, on each rrip
to Strasbourg, to a tax-free profit corresponding to the
son of money a Danish pensioner has to survive on for
a whole month.

In Denmark, we once had a finance minister who won
several elections by saying: 'The best place for money
is in the pockets of the people'. Today Poul Msller is a

vice-president of Parliament, and he has compiled and
presented today, together with Saby and Klepsch, a

budget in which the best place for money is apparenrly
in the pockets of Euro-politicians.

May I ask Poul Moller and Mr Kirk what has hap-
pened to their proposal to adjust travel refunds to
something closer to the actual cost of the journey?

According to the budget proposal before us today,
each Member of Parliament will cost 4.25 million
kroner per year. This is five times the money spent on
a Member of the Danish Folkedng, and the Danish
expenses take inro account refunds for attendance at
meetings of the NATO Assembly, the Council of
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Europe, the Nordic Council and the salary of the
Member of the Folketing. The Folketing has a budget
which shows what the money is spent on, but for this
Assembly Poul Moller is now presendng a budget pro-
posal in which he will hardly be able to explain the
content of the various accounts. It is not Poul Moller's
fault but the fault of the principles according to which
Parliament sets out its budget. The system on which it
works is such rhat we should get several correct.
figures if we just pulled them out of the hat, for the
correct figures would in that way also have a reasona-
ble chance of being selected. In this Assembly, inscrut-
ability goes hand in hand with rampant greed. !7e
cannot control our own budget, but we are constantly
demanding more control over the money allocated to
all the other Community institutions.

I rhink it would be a good thing if we had a Danish
Presidency which would call this Assembly to order
and, for example, stop the payment of a figure of
berween 250 and 500 million kroner for its re-election.

President. - I call Mr Alavanos.

Mr Alavanos. - (GR) Mr President, I have little to
add to what Mr Bonde has just said. I only want to
emphasize on behalf of the Communist Pany of
Greece, first, our categorical opposition to the pay-
ment of 7 millions for preliminary publicity concerning
the 1984 elections. This, because for us it constitutes
an unacceptable intervention from abroad into the pol-
itical and electoral struggle in Greece, which is mainly
directed against the political forces that oppose our
country's continued membership of the Common
Market.

Secondly, I emphasize the profound opposition of the
Greek Communist Party to the huge subsidies in
favour of political parties that subscribe to the submis-
sion of political forces in Greece to \Testern Euro-
pean, supranational centres, and which - and this too
is a reason for our opposition - are paid for out of
the taxes derived from working people in our country
as well.

President. - I call Mr Moller.

Mr Msller. - (DA) Honourable Member Bonde has
put a question to me on what happened ro Mr Kirk's
and my proposal last year for payment of travel expen-
ses in accordance with actual amounts paid and on
presentation of bills. I have to inform Mr Bonde that,
unfortunately, we did not find anyone ro second the
proposal. Mr Bonde's ou/n group supported it but with
reservations and, according to the Rules of Procedure,
it could not be accepred as a move ro second the pro-
posal, since it carried reservations.

I feel therefore that Mr Bonde should consider setting
aside his objection and support our proposal, which is

in line with his thinking.

I also regret the fact that he retired last year as the
chairman for Parliament's budget, since otherwise we
should now have the desired clariry of presentation
and scrutabiliry. I will add that I shall not vote for the
contribution to the political panies' election cam-
paigns, but I suggest that all the Danish parties get
rogether to decide whether they intend to accept this
money or not.

President. - The debate is closed.

I call the rapponeur.

Mr Saby, rapporteur. - (FR) Mr President, in my
capacity as rapporteur I should like to reply to the
points raised by other speakers concerning the draft
estrmates.

President. - Mr Saby, I had closed the debate. You
had not put down your name to speak, as is custom-
ary. Once the debate is closed I can allow no further
speeches.

I call Mr Lange for a procedural motion.

Mr Lange. - (DE) Mr President, I regret to have to
speak on a question of procedure, but in the normal
way the President in the chair should ask the rappor-
teur whether he has any funher comments to make.
He need not ask for the floor. I can only recommend
that this question be discussed again by the Bureau, for
it is entirely unsatisfactory that the rapporteur may
only say yes or no when rhe amendments are called
without giving any explanarions. At the close of a

debate, he should have a chance to explain why he
accepts or rejects one amendment or another.

President. - I shall reopen the debate.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Saby, rapporteur. - (FR) Thank you, Mr Presi-
dent. In fact the debare has raised a number of poinrs
and it would be a pity nor-to be able ro commenr on
them.

To Mr Price I wanr ro say that there is indeed a prob-
lem with the staffing policy and that this problem of
the establishment plan concerns Parliament as a whole.
The Bureau and the President will be making a propo-
sal but we are talking here of long-term rather than
shon-term optimization and I believe that this opens
the door to a consideration of this kind. As regards
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whar Mr Lalor said abour rhe demand for new posrs in
the political groups being jusrified, I think that if there
is a need for us to look at the problem again it is from
the point of view of efficiency. On the other hand, I
cannot. accept the remarks made by Mr Pannella, who
impugns our motives in suggesdng thar it is scandalous
that there should be complete transparency in the
information campaign.

\7hat exactly do we mean by that? Vhen we say rhar
in a democracy every voter, before declaring himself,
must have the full facts about every.rhing thar is being
proposed and all the analyses provided to him through
a campaign of information, we are speaking here, as I
said before, of a right to freedom, which is che indis-
pensable condition of democracy. I cannot therefore
accept Mr Pannella's remarks. Is it really scandalous
to enable the political groups, elected by direct univer-
sal suffrage, to work in the right conditions and, in
order to do this, to have rhe necessary staff? I believe
that here again the remarks made were bombastic and
out of place.

To Mr de Goede I say that one has to compare like
with like. It does no good to Parliament's image and ir
does no good to what we stand for to produce a

hybrid from previous actual expenditure and a set of
estimates. If you want to compare like with like, Mr de
Goede, you will have to make a comparison with rhe
estimates for 1980 and 1981, not the actual expendi-
ture for 1981. That is another area where I believe
things have to be clarified.

Mr Hord has indeed referred to this. As I say, you
have to compare estimates with esrimates.

Referring to [he electoral practice in rheir own coun-
try, Mrs Boserup and one or two other Danish col-
leagues have drawn attention to what rhey found
offensive in the proposals for an information cam-
paign. I believe it would be a good thing to go inro
this, for it was precisely Parliament's wish and rhe
wish of the Committee on Budgets to remove the pres-
ent cloak of hypocrisy. Every European vorer, man or
woman, must know before declaring himself what is ar
stake and the political panies of whatever colour musr
submit their analyses and their proposals for a Europe.
I believe simple honesty demands it and if there are
different systems we must talk about it, so rhat every-
thing can be out in the open. Before we ask the voters
to make their decision we mus[ make sure that nothing
is left vague and that every'thing is very clear. To rhat
end we can examine and discuss with our colleagues
from the other countries how we are ro achieve this
transparency, this clariry and this honesty.

Mr President, that is all I wanted to say very quickly,
for if one wanted to go funher I would say to my col-
leagues in the Greek Communist Party: 'You are per-
fectly within your rights to inform your public opinion
of your analyses and your proposals for a Greece, a

Europe and a world as you want it to be. But, since

you are in the Communitv, would you insist on being
the only voice to be heard and would you tolerate it if
voters, wherever they may be, whoever they may be,
were no[ to be able to take rheir responsibiliries upon
themselves?'. I believe you have there the reason why
we are proposing all these millions of ECU and why it
is necessary for the explanation to be clear, frank and
honesr.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken on Thursday ar 3 p.m.1

(The sitting roas adjourned at I p.rn. and resumed at 3
P.n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR

Vice-President

3. Question Time

President. - The next irem its the firsr part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. l-191 / 82).

'!7e begin with the quesrions to rhe Commission.

As the authors are not present, Questions Nos I and 2

will be answered in writing.2

Question No 3 by Mr Seligman (H-8a5/81):
'!7hat total sums arising from the co-responsibility
levy on milk have been paid into the Community
by Member States in 1980 and 1981? Do these
sums collectively represent the amount due from
each Member State according to the total amount
of milk produced? Is there reliable evidence rhat
these sums have been properly collected from milk
producers and not subsidized by the governments
concerned?

Mr Burke, Member of the Cornmission.- The statistics
requested by the honourable Member are being given
directly to him. In total receiprs from the co-responsi-
bility levy amounted to 222.9 m ECU in 1980 and in
1981 are calculated as being 478.5 m ECU on rhe
basis of monthly returns. It is nor possible to make a
direct comparison between milk deliveries to dairies
and receipts from the lery owing to various exemp-

I Deadline for tablng amendmenm: see Minutes2 See Annex of 12.5.1982.
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tions, differing rates of levy during the period con-
cerned and administrative delays in payment of the
lery which are permitted by the reguladons.

Initial responsibiliry for collection of the lery, and in
particular supervision arrangements, are the responsi-
bility of Member States. The Commission checks the
accounts of the Member States on the basis of the
annual declaration made within the framework of
EEC Regulation No 1723/72. These declarations are

only now due for 1981 so that it is too early to com-
ment in demil on the 1981 data. However, preliminary
examination of tggo accounts has not revealed any
irregularity, and payments of the lely appear to corre-
spond closely with forecasted budgetary figures.
Therefore, to our knowledge, the levy is being col-
lected properly.

President. - I am calling Mr Seligman to ask a sup-
plementary rc his question, but before I do so I want
to say that I have a request for a further supplemen-
tary from two other Members of the European Demo-
cratic Group. The Presidency is endeavouring to build
up a practice of just calling one along with the ques-
tioner from any group and I would be glad if Miss
Brookes and Mr Pearce could decide between them-
selves which of them I will call for the next supple-
mentary after Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligman. - I thank the Commissioner very much
for that detailed answer. I am far from reassured that
there are not very many loopholes in this whole sys-

tem. My farmers feel very strongly about this and they
would feel much less opposed to the co-responsibility
lery if they felt it was being fairly shared by all farmers
in the Community. But the same sort of answer was
given some few years ago which proved false, because

the French Government was then actually paying on
behalf of its farmers. So is there any reason to believe
that the answer is any more accurate this dme? Does
the Commission not have any means to verify by
spot-checks that the responsibility levy is being paid
properly, and does it envisage any penalries for non-
payment?

Mr Burke. - The honourable Member can take an
assurance that the measures which have been in opera-
tion for the last few years are being carried out faith-
fully by the Commission. No changes have been made
or, to my knowledge, are contemplated in those mea-
sures.

In regard to the suggestion that some years ago in the
case of one Member State there was an irregularity, I
would think that the honourable Member might agree
with me that that was a rather minor infringement.
Control visits made by Commission officials to Mem-
ber States have revealed only that one case. So I do
not think that on the evidence of that particular small

item a whole case could be built that there is wholesale
irregularity here.

In any event, the honourable Member will appreciate
that the authorities in question, namely the French
authorities, have themselves taken to court a coopera-
tive for non-payment of the co-responsibility in the
south-east of France. Apart from those two cases it
appears that the answer I have already given is the
complete answer, and I would like to assure the hon-
ourable Member that, within the rules and the radi-
tions regarding this matter, there have been no depar-
tures from practice.

President. - I see that Miss Brookes is offering for
her supplementary. I am assuming that we have agree-
ment on that.

Miss Brookes. - Ve have not reached agreement at
all, Mr Pearce and I. But I stood up first and I hope
very much that after that you will call Mr Pearce with
his question.

Speaking on behalf of the dairy farmers in .!7ales, I
would ask the Commissioner whether he does not
believe that the milk co-responsibility lery is a tax on
the efficient dairy farmer and therefore those Member
Srates who overproduce milk and at the same time
may well not pay the co-responsibiliry lery, as it is not
collected, should pay this tax and not the \7elsh dairy
farmers, as they are efficient and not guilty?

(Applause)

Mr Burke. - Not having, for obvious reasons, direct
principal responsibility for this poliry, I would hesitate
to follow the honourable Member into some of the
difficult areas which she has outlined. Remember that
the European Community in dealing with this princi-
ple of co-responsibility has, in its wisdom, decided to
differentiate three types of zones and these points are
well known to the honourable Members. I refer to the
mountainous zones, where there is no levy and from
which 5olo approximately of Community producdon is

obtained, the disadvantaged zones, where the levy is

20/0, and other'normal zones' for the remainder of the
Community, where the levy is highest. I would not
wish to offer the comment that this variegared
approach to the lery should in facr be depaned from,
and I cannot give the honourable Member any hope
on that point.

President. - I call Lord Harmar-Nicholls to speak on
a point of order.

Lord Harmar-Nicholls. - Mr President, whilsr one
accepts your ruling on the number of supplementaries
as being fair under normal circumsrances, could I ask
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you to look round the Chamber, since you will find
that it is only rhe benches of this group that are really
occupied and if it were lefr ro the other benches there
could nor be any supplementaries because rhey are not
there. In those circumsr.ances, could not the exrra sup-
plemenuries on this occasion be well jusdfied by the
fact that this group rurn up to do rheir business at
Question Time and others do not seem ro?

(Applause)

President. - I have a lor of symparhy for Lord Har-
mar-Nicholls. Let me say ro rhe House that as far as I
personally am concerned, if we keep asking and
answering supplementaries for the next hour-and-a-
half on Question No 3, rhat could be convenient
enough, but ir is not serving the needs of Parliamenr.
In fact I am a little surprised thar the attack should
come from where it does, in view of the fact thar ir is
the example set by my colleague, Lady Elles, rhar I am
endeavouring ro follow in this regard. There is no rule
that I could quote and I am not going to endeavour to
quote a rule. All I would ask of the full benches of the
European Democratic Group is their fullest coopera-
tion. Of course I will take the supplemenrary quesrions
which Members are asking to have raken, but I again
appeal to you ro cooperate wirh the Chair in our effort
to try and get as many quesrions as possible answered
for the benefit of the House.

Mr Van Minnen. - Mr President, couldn't you
recommend the honourable lord to ask rhe National
Health for a better pair of specracles in order to be
able to see the Socialists here?

President. - I find that without spectacles I can srill
see the Socialisrc!

Mr Marck. - (NL) Mr President, my supplementary
question has already been put by Mr Seligman, but I
feel I have grounds ro ques[ion the Commissioner's
answer. I suggesr rhat he have a supplementary study
carried out in France.

Mr Delorozoy. - (FR) Mr President, I simply
wanted to point out tha[ there are other groups who
are following proceedings in rhis House, including
some Frenchmen who do not mke all rhar kindly to
unfounded accusations.

Mr Pearce. - Mr President, I am in no way seeking
to attack the Chair, indeed it would be impossible rc
attack a Presidency which was carried our with such
charm and tact as you, Mr President, occupy rhat
office. Indeed I was happy ro give way ro Miss
Brookes in the precedence of the questions in view of
the fact that some velv splendid \felsh farmers and

others are right behind us in rhe gallery and they have
had the opponunity ro see how well she looks afrer
their interests here.

In view of the fact that, for all of Mr Burke's answers,
it seems that the Commission does not really know
whether the lery is being collected properly or not and
in view of the fact that this levy is not all being cur-
rently spent on the purposes for which it was intended,
will the Commission make proposals to the Council to
suspend the collection of the lely for the rest of this
year, or until such time as the unspent balances in rhar
fund are spent on the purposes for which rhey were
intended?

Mr Burke. - I would like to draw the atrention of the
House, if I,may very briefly, [o rhe purpose for which
these levies were introduced in the first place, and rhat
s/as, among orher things, to promote the consumprion
of Communiry dairy products within the Community
and indeed in third counrries. I would rhink rhat the
co-responsibility lely is in facr a useful instrument in
that regard.

I am also satisfied, and rhe Commission is sadsfied,
that the system we have in operation, which relies on
Member States ro furnish us with accounrs, is a system
which is funcdoning well and in respect of which we
have no problems.

Finally, I will convey the conrribution of the last hon-
ourable Member ro my colleague especially responsi-
ble for rhis matrer, as I do not feel ir would be right
for me to give any undertaking to the House, parricu-
larly at this difficult time in the price negoriarions.

Mr Griffiths. - 
'!7hat hope does the Commission

hold out for a change in the mild price policy ro deal
with the problem of over-production, which has led to
the use of the co-responsibiliry levy as a clumsy insrru-
ment to try to solve this problem?

Mr Burke. - I think that rhe whole thrust of rhe
policy being pursued by rhe Commission is in rhe
direction requested by the honourable Member, and I
think that if he studies the price proposals and the pro-
positions of the Commission, he would agree thar rhis
ls so.

Mrs Le Roux. - (FR) Does rhe Commission nor have
any plans to refund ro milk producers rhe lO0 million
ECU deriving from co-responsibiliry funds nor uril-
ized in 1982 in order ro compensare partially for rhe
delay of several weeks in fixing farm prices?

Mr Burke. - As I said before, I shall draw rhose com-
ments to the attention of my colleague who is now, ar
this very moment, engaged in these price negotiations.
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Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - My question has already
been answered to a certain extent by the Commission.
Vhat I was going to ask the Commissioner was this'
'\7ould he not agree that it is essential not only to col-
lect the money properly but also to spend it properly
in encouraging the increased use of milk? I really do
not feel that at the present time sufficient is being done
to encouraBe the increased use of milk. Therefore no
more money should be collected from this levy until it
has been used for the purposes for which it was

intended.

Mr Burke. - I agree with the honourable lady that
the greater consumption of milk products is the object
of all this activity and I have no quarrel whatever with
the assumptions made in her supplementary question.

Speaking personally and, I am sure, on behalf of my
colleagues, we will do everything we can to see that
the consumption of milk and dairy products in the

Community is raised to the highest possible level, so

that rhe objects of the whole exercise can be attained.

Mr Langes. - 
(DE) \7e just wanted to demonstrate

to our conservative colleagues that the whole House is
competent to discuss this matter. My question to the

Commission therefore concerns the budgetary law
aspect: does the Commission agree with me that we

must carry forward ro 1983 the money we collect from
the co-responsibility lery which in certain circum-
stances may not be spent in 1,982, so that we can dis-
cuss it again when that time comes and spend it
wisely?

Mr Burke. 
- 

I can only give the honourable Member
the assurance that I will bring his comments ro the

attention of my two colleagues who are more conver-
sant with the milk co-responsibiliry lery and the

budget control authority, so that they may deal with
this question more explicitly.

Mr Brsndlund Nielsen. 
- 

(DA) Following on directly
from Mr Langes' question, I should also like to ask the
Commission to confirm that the money collected
under the co-responsibility lery can only be used for
agricultural purposes, for sales promotion measures in
the milk product sector.

Mr Burke. 
- 

I can only repeat the answer which I
have already given and remind the House that this
question is basically a statistical question referring to
methods of accounting and so on. If I had known that
it was going to widen into a total discussion on milk
policy, I would perhaps have had an opportunity of
studying that particular aspect of it.

President. 
- Question No 4, Mr Haagerup (H-1l81):

\7ith reference to the participation by Commis-
sioner O'Kennedy in the Irish general election, in
which he stood and was elected, I should like to
know whether the Commission believes such pro-
ceedings compadble with the work of a Member
of the Commission and with the oath before
assumption of office; if it does, will the Commis-
sion state what attitude it will mke in future to
national political activities by its Members?

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NZ) Community law does not contain any provisions
requiring a Member of the Commission to refrain
from political obligations during his mandate. In the

case to which the honourable Member refers, the

Member of the Commission concerned did not take
part in the Commission's activities during his election
campaign, and that is entirely in compliance with the

line that has always been adopted in innumerable
other cases in the past.

Mr Haagerup. - 
(DA) I must say that I am a little

disappointed a[ not havinB received a fuller answer on

this matter. It is after all conceivable that situations
may arise in the future in which a Commissioner seeks

time off from his job in order to take part in a national
election campaign and, if he is not elected, returns to
his post as Commissioner. I therefore ask whether the

Commission considers it consistent with either the

spirit or the letter of the oath sworn and whether it
can be said to be in conformity with the disengage-
ment from national politics which Commissioners are
considered to have accepted when they mke up their
office as Members of the Commission?

Mr Andriessen. - 
(NL) Since the establishment of

the Communities there have been several examples of
Commissioners who at a given moment have returned
to national politics. Some immediately resigned from
their position as Commissioner. Others have taken
advantage of temporary suspension from duty. Gener-
ally speaking, I believe it would be a good thing for
this possibiliry to remain open to Members of the
Commission. \Thether very frequent use should be

made of this possibility is another question. I do not
rhink that would be a good thing for the continuity of
the Commission, but it is, of course, for the individual
to decide in accordance with his views whether or not
to return to national politics. As a Member of the
Commission and on the Commission's behalf I do not
think I can add any more to what I have said.

Mr Seligman. - 
I think that this is a very important

issue. In the case of the Committee on Energy and
Research, Guido Brunner went and took part in elec-
tions long before his term of office expired, and as a

result of that we had about a year ol limbo on energy.
I would suggest, if the Commissioner would be pre-
pared to look into the idea, having a year's disqualifi-
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cation from other office built into the contract and
that the Commissioners should have a year's pay in
lieu of not taking up an alternative appointment
during that period.

Mr Andriessen, - (NL) I have no personal know-
ledge of the course of events with respect ro the Com-
mission's energy policy after Mr Brunner returned to
national politics. I did once hear that the energy policy
did not suffer as a result. Bur in any case, if a Member
of the Commission feels he has to rake rhis decision,
which he has a perfect right to do, and this is some-
thing which the Commission as a body can neirher
decide nor assess, the Commission must rhen ensure
there is an adequate replacement. I cannot say whether
in cases that have occurred in the past an adequate
replacement has been found. According to the rumour
I heard, as I said, this was certainly so in the case

referred to by the honourable Member.

President. - Question No 5, Mr Patterson (H-7 /82):

Can the Commission state how many subsidiaries
and how many employees in the Community
would come within the scope of the draft directive
on employee information and consultation proce-
dures (COM(80) 423 final) where it has fixed the
lower limit for qualification under the directive at
100 employees in a subsidiary?

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - The Com-
mission regrets that the competent departments of
Member States have been unable to answer the specific
questions posed by the Commission concerning the
number of subsidiaries and establishments with over
100 employees. I anr afraid that all I can do therefore
is refer the honourable Member to the table drawn up
by the Commission for the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment of Parliament which was
based on the statisti<:al data provided by the competenr
departments of the ten Member States.

Mr Patterson. - I r.hink perhaps that I ought to start
by congratulating the Commissioner for being here to
answer the question on his ponfolio - something
which is lamentably rather an exception. That is, I am
afraid, as far as I can go in congratulating him. As he
is well aware, looking at the table which was circu-
lated, this does not provide the answer to my question,
insofar as in some cases the statistics are incompatible,
in other cases they are non-existent. Does the Com-
missioner not think that it increases the amount of
hostiliry towards thrs proposal that the Commission
has been unable, in .-pite of publishing im directive, to
give statistics showing precisely what the effects will be
on the men and the firms affected?'!7ill the Commis-
sion now go back to the Member States, before it pro-
ceeds with this directive, and try and get the statistics
which I requested?

Mr Richard. - The answer to the last pan of the hon-
ourable gentleman's question is 'no'. As far as the first
part is concerned, I can only say that I am surprised to
hear what he said and I reject it.

Mr Spencer. - Mr Commissioner, a similar quesrion
on the number of enterprises that would be involved. I
appreciate the Commission's problem in not having
the general statistics. Perhaps I could help him. On the
particular question of retailing, the number of shops
that will actually be involved in, for instance, the Vre-
deling proposal, if we go down from the Commission's
figure to the figure of 50 as my committee did last
mon[h, we would double the number of shops and
outlets involved. Therefore clearly the actual question
of figures is very imponant. Could I therefore appeal
to the Commissioner, given that he cannot get ade-
quate statistics from the national base, to conduct an
opinion poll or some other form of sampling so that
the Commission has some idea how many businesses
will be brought in by this kind of numbers game?

Mr Richard. - The question I am asked relates to
enterprises with 100 employees in a subsidiary, nor 50.
If the honourable gentleman wishes to put down a

question about 50 I will do my best to answer it.

President. - Question No 6, by Mr Tyrrell (H-10/
82):

Is the Commission aware that on 4. 3. 1982
French Railways (SNCF) gave notice of an open
competition for civil engineers in Le Monde (p.40)
which restricted applications to French nationals
and what steps will the Commission take to end
this overt discrimination, which cannot be justified
on grounds of public policy, security or health,
and to ensure tha[ this and similar situations are
open to all EC nationals?

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - The Com-
mission thanks the honourable parliamentarian for
drawing attention to the advertisement concerning
SNCF recruitment. The Commission will examine this
affair in order to ensure that Community laws are
being respected as necessary. The Commission would
however like to draw the attention of the honourable
parliamentarian to Case No 149/79, the case brought
by the Commission against Belgium, which is still
pending before the European Coun of Justice and
dealing with a very similar matter. An interim ruling
was given on l7 December 1980, a definitive judgment
is expected in the near future.

Mr Tyrrell. - S7'hat exactly are the options open to
the Commission in this situation? The Commissioner
has hinrcd at the possibility of proceedings before rhe
Court. Are there any other options?
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Mr Richard. - There is always the option of the
Commission attempting to persuade the Member State
of the error of its ways if, indeed, its ways are in error,
but as far as the enforcement provisions of the Treaty
are concerned, in the event that we find a situation
which we consider to be a breach, then the Commis-
sion will obviously wish to consider whether it should
use those enforcement procedures. Those are really
the two options which are available ro us. You try and
persuade a State to change im ways; if it does not
change its ways and you are convinced that it is

v/rong, then I fear you have to go to the Court.

Mr Galland. - 
(FR).As every Commissioner does,

you know what question I am going to put to you. For
once it is not I who am putting it. Faced with the
development of State-owned companies in France, are
you becoming in any way apprehensive that an exten-
sion of nationalization might be conrrary to what we
are seeking to achieve on the European level?

Mr Richard. 
- 

I would be tempted to go very much
wider than the particular case which I was asked a

question about, but if the honourable gentleman pro-
vokes me, then I must give him an answer. Speaking
personally, the answer is 'no'.

President. - Question No 7, by Mr Provan (H-22/
82):

'What steps does the Commission intend to take to
protec[ Atlantic salmon entering freshwater rivers
for spawning, as it would appear that greatly
reduced numbers are entering rivers and action is

now desirable?

Mr Burke, Member of the Comrnission. - 
Salmon

orginating in rivers in the Community are fished not
only in the Community's own fisheries zone but also
in international waters and in the fisheries zone of the
Faroe Islands. It is therefore a complex [ask to ensure
the protection of these stocks, and I would like to
recall the different steps which the Community has
already taken to this effect.

In the first place the Community has concluded an
agreement with Canada which pum a quota on catches
of salmon off Vest Greenland until 1981. Secondly,
the Commission has negotiated an agreement with the
home government of the Faroe Islands under which
the Faroese undertake rc limit catches of salmon in
1982 and 1983 in the entire Faroese fisheries zone and
by Faroese vessels in inrcrnational waters to agreed
quotas. A proposal to conclude this draft agreement
has been presented to the Council.

Thirdly, the Communiry has taken pan in the negotia-
tions which led to the adoption on 22 January 1982 of
the Convention for the Conservation of Salmon in the

North Adantic Ocean which was signed by the Com-
munity, Iceland, Norway and the USA on 2 March
1982. This Convention provides inter alia that it is

prohibited to fish for salmon in the Nonh Atlantic
Ocean in areas beyond 12 miles from the baselines,
except at Vest Greenland and in the Faroese fisheries
zone. The Convention also establishes an organization
whose purpose it will be inter alia rc make recommen-
dations about allowable catch levels for fishing in all
parts of the North Atlantic Ocean where fishing will
be allowed under the Convention, except for the wat-
ers situated inside 12 miles from the baselines and
adjacenr to the rivers in which the salmon originates.
The prohibition on fishing ou$ide 12 miles from the
baselines, which will become binding upon all parties
once the Convention enters into force, is already
applied in rhe Community's fisheries zone, because it
was provided for in the expired Council regulation on
technical measures which is now applied as a national
measure by Member States pending approval by the
Council of its successor regulation.

All these steps taken by the Community constitute a

comprehensive system of measures to protect salmon
originating in Community rivers, or procedures to
establish such measures, except during the period these

salmon spend in the waters adjacent to their rivers of
origin. Fisheries in these latter waters are at present
regulated by Member States. The Commission consi-
ders that the regulation of salmon fisheries in the riv-
ers and the immediately adjacent waters is best left to
the local authorities which have uaditionally been res-
ponsible therefor. The reason for this is that this man-
agement, if it is to be effective, must be based upon
assessments and day-rc-day monitoring of stocks from
each individual river or river system. The Commission
would find it difficult to envisage management of this
detailed nature being carried out at Community level.

For the moment the Commission considers that the
steps already taken provide adequate protection for
salmon stocks until the end ol 1983. The Commission
will use its best effons to make the Nonh Atlantic Sal-
mon Conservation Organization effective.

Mr Provan. - First of all let me thank the Commis-
sioner for a very full answer indeed. I think it is

incumbent upon me, however, ro draw the attention of
Parliament to the situation regarding the Faroese, who
have increased their catching of salmon in rhe last 3 %
to 4 years by 25000/0. The agreemenr rhat the Com-
munity has made with the Faroese and Danish Gov-
ernments to limit it to 725 ronnes in 1982 constitures
some progress, but it is sdll not going to allow the sal-
mon to return to the rivers to which rhey should be
returning if we are going to maintain a salmon stock at
all in the Nonh Atlantic.

Vill the Commission therefore carry our funher nego-
tiations with the Faroese Governmenr to try to limit
funher the 1983 catch which has already been nego-
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tiated but is not s,rtisfactory from a large number of
people's point of view?

Mr Burke. - The subject which the honourable
Member raises, anrl on which I give him an assurance
that developments will be watched carefully and any
necessary arrangenlents made, is also the subject of
Quesdon No 12. I would suggesr therefore to the hon-
ourable Member thar perhaps we could discuss the
point raised by him when we take that quesrion.

Mr Kirk. - (DA) Is the Commissioner nor aware rhar
there is no definite threshold for salmon stocks in the
North-East Atlanti<;, but that it is only a question of
who is to be entitled to catch the salmon, whether it is

to be fishermen who fish for a living or rich sporr fish-
ermen, who may go to the fjords and estuaries and
catch the salmon?

Mr Burke. - In my 2t/z-page answer I rhink rhat I
have tried to cover not only what the Commission has
done but measures which are envisaged. I would
therefore regard this as a fairly substantial sraremenr
of the situation of the Commission in the matter.

Speaking personally, my own view is that the salmon
may indeed be in sorne danger, bur I think I have cov-
ered, as far as the Commission collectively is con-
cerned, our policies in the matrer. I would ask the
honourable Member perhaps to rrust the Commission,
in negotiations within the context which I have out-
lined, to do what is necessary in regard ro the conser-
vation of the salmon species.

Mr Clinton. - Has the Commissioner figures readily
available m him thar would indicate what the Faroese
catch was, in fact, in 1978 and what ir was in 1981?

Mr Burke. - I regrr:r that on this general quesrion I
do not have those panicular figures, but I shall find
them and communicate them to rhe honourable Mem-
ber.

Sir Peter Vanneck. -- I speak as a fishmonger, rhe
head fishmonger in the city of London, and we fish-
mongers are concerned about the tonnage of salmon
passing through Billingsgate. That is why I would like
to ask the Commissioner about monofilament netring,
because we understand that monofilament nets can
extend from a fairly small fishing boat for as far as

17miles. This, of course, can take them outside a

12-mile limit.

Vhat are the Commrssioner's views on this problem
that we have with the monofilamenr ner, which is such
a deadly method of catching salmon and which so
reduces the ordinary angler's catch upr rhe srreams

and rivers to which we hope the salmon will be able to
go.

Mr Burke. - Far be it from me to pretend ro have any
of the expertise which the honourable Member
undoubtedly has in this marrer. All I would say is that
a catch is a catch. It may, as is suggested by the Mem-
ber, stray outside the 12 mile limit. I am unfortunately
not able to help in that parricular regard, but I will
bring the point he has made ro rhe arrenrion of rhe
Fisheries Commissioner.

President. - Question No 8, by Mrs Lizin (H-28/
82):

The Commission has officially norified the Bel-
gian Government of its opposirion to rhe latter's
plan for the restrucruring of the 'S7alloon sreel
industry.

\7hen did the Commission decide on its proposal
for an alternative industrial plan, when did it, as a
body, decide to propose special commercial rela-
tions with rhe Durch steel industry and when did
it authorize Mr Davignon ro rake pan in the Bel-
gian ministerial meeting of 15 March 1982?

Mr Arrdriessen, Mernber of the Commission.
(NL) The procedure for which Communiry legislation
provides in respect of aid to this sector was iniriated by
the Commission on 25 November 1981 in connection
with the aid granted to the iron and steel industry
under the Belgian restructuring plan. The Commission
has never pu[ forward a detailed proposal concerning
the plan established by the Belgian Government, nor
can it be for the Commission ro do so. The Commis-
sion has never seen this as its nsk, and it does nor now
see it as its task to propose or impose alternative solu-
tions of a technical, economic, financial or social
nature. I would refer in this context [o rhe s/ritten
answer the Commission gave to the honourable Mem-
ber's Question No 1775181.

\7hat the Commission musr do is ensure thar the re-
structuring measures provide a guarantee that the
undertaking concerned will become viable'again in
time, in other words, that the revenue from produc-
tion covers the cost of rhe facrors of production,
including normal depreciation and a reasonable per-
cenrage for financial charges. Clearly, and this is the
Commission's experience, consideration of so involved
a subject as the sreel file with all ir many and varied
facets requires the Commission to keep in close rouch
with the national authorities, and ir was in rhis context
that Mr Davignon attended a working meering of
members of rhe Belgian Governmenr on 15 March of
this year.

Mrs Lizin. - (FR) I should simply like to say to Mr
Andriessen that I advise him to be particularly careful,
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since the so-called information contacts are to be

resumed, and would he confirm to me therefore that if
in the course of such contacts an alternative solution
'were to be proposed, especially in regard to special
commercial relations with outside Broups, Mr
Davignon would in fact be overstepping his authority.

Mr Andriessen. - 
(NL) The Commission is obviously

particularly careful to ensure that unavoidable infor-
mal contacts do not result in any Community steel

indusry enjoying a privileged position, and I can

assure the honourable Member that that has never yet
been the case.

President. - As the authors are not present, questions

Nos 9 and 10 will be answered in writing.l

Question No 11, by Mr von'W'ogau (H-762/81):

Does the Commission share the view that the
completion of fuel record sheets for lorries and
buses, which is still required at the Community's
internal frontiers, seriously impedes cross-frontier
traffic? Does the Commission consider that the
formalities at the frontier could be simplified and,
in particular, could it ensure that the currencies of
either of the countries concerned can be used in
the payment of any of the duties levied?

Does the Commission intend to create special
rules at least for those lorries and buses which use

local frontier crossing-points several times a day?

Mr Richard, Mernber of the Commission. - 
As far as

the Commission is aware, such fuel cenificates only
exist in Germany and Italy. In Germany they are

designed to allow the reimpon tax-free of a volume of
fuel equal to the volume exported without taking into
account the 50 litres of fuel which may in any case be

imported tax-free by vinue of Council Directive 68/
297.In Imly the cenificates are designed to allow the
legal re-export of fuel imported into that country
without taking into account 150 litres of fuel which
may be exported in accordance with the provisions of
Law No 3l of 29 February 1980.

Mr President, I hope the House will forgive me, but
this is a complicated matter and my ansq/er will there-
fore be somewhat lengthier than I would otherwise
wish.

As far as Germany is concerned, although checking
cenificates means some delay when crossing frontiers,
it reduces the disadvantages arising from the limitation
to 50 litres of the volume of fuel which may be

imported duty-free by allowing payment of taxes on
fuel imponed over and above this limit. The work of
the drivers is therefore facilitated to the exrent that

they need not worry about limiting the fuel they
import into Germany to 50 litres exactly in order to
avoid the payment of excess taxes. The House, more-
over, will know that the Commission has proposed an

amendment to the above-mentioned Council directive
in order to raise the duty-free limit to 100 litres.

In Italy the advantages resulting from the use of fuel
cenificates are similar to those I have already men-
tioned for Germany. The Commission has made
representations to [he Italian authorities indicating
that measures limiting the export of diesel road-fuel
should be considered as contrary rc the obligations of
Member States as laid down in Anicle 34 of the
Treaty. Latest developments in this matter suggest that
the Italian authorities will shortly rescind these mea-
sures.

As regards the currency in which taxes might have to
be paid, the Commission believes it would be prema-
[ure to draft Community rules for this particular case,

because the problem applies to all cases of taxing
goods when these cross internal frontiers within the
Community.

Finally, applying a fuel certificate system to traffic in
frontier zones is a matter for national administrations,
on which there are no Community rules and on which
the Commission was not consulted.

Mr von'!7'ogau. - (DE) I should like to ask the Com-
mission whether it is aware that, as it has itself esmb-
lished, the waiting times of road haulage vehicles at
frontiers cost something of the order of DM 800 mil-
lion per year and that the dismantling of such regula-
tions could contribute to a reduction in those waiting
times? Matters such as [he transport tax which is still
collected between various countries of the Community
also form part of this problem. Has the Commission
considered that the payment of lump sums agreed
jointly by the countries concerned could render unne-
cessary such costly delays at frontiers?

Mr Richard. - I know that this is a difficult problem,
and I know indeed that there are some costs involved.
I do not think that I can go much funher than my ori-
ginal answer, which was that in the Commission's view
there are cenain advantages in the system, but I accept
totally that it is a question of balance. As far as the last
pan of the supplementary is concerned, this is some-
thing which I have no doubt the Commissioner
directly responsible for this matter will be pleased to
consider.

President. - Before I call Mr Rogalla, who has the
next supplementary, I have applications from rhree
members of the European Democrats - Mr Sherlock,
Mr de Ferranti and Mr Beazley - and I am afraid I
shall be calling only one of them. I would suggesr that
I call the first name that I have, Mr Sherlock, but if we1 See Annex of 12.5.1982.
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have agreement over there I shall be happy enough
to . . . I call Mr Pearce to speak on a point of order.

Mr Pearce. - NIr President, in the allocation of
speaking time in chis Parliament, the proportion of
time that each group gets is in relation to the number
of members of that group. On the same basis, Mr
President, would you agree that the allocation of sup-
plementary questions should be related to the number
of people of each group who are present here? I
reckon thar 350/o c,f the Members of this House here
ar rhis moment art: in this group. \[ill you therefore
agree rhat 350/o ol che supplementary questions should
be accorded to this group? If you do not do this, Mr
President - and I do sincerely understand the diffi-
culry that you face, believe me - you risk discriminat-
ing against those Nfembers of this House who bother
to turn up and in favour of all those empty chairs
round there of pec,ple who have the same salary for
coming here, the same responsibilities and who are not
here to do their jobs.

President. - It is an interesting point and I will take
note of it. Quite frankly, when the report of today's

Question Time appears giving the number of people
who have asked questions between 3 and 4.30 p.m., we
shall find that in fact the European Democrats have
had more than their share - more than 35% of the
supplementary ques:ions.

Mr Megahy. - My' point of order relates to the fact
that since the election of the new vice-presidenm there
has been an attempt to get a setded policy on Question
Time. I am highly surprised that the opposition should
be coming on this occasion from the European Demo-
crat benches, when in fact it is one of their members
who consistently, r'eek after week, has been rrying,
despite certain prot('sts from this side, to operate that
particular policy.

I think that they ought to have a word with Lady Elles.

I am sure she will so(rn sort them out.

(Laughter)

Mrs Ewing. - Mr President, I would like to have
heard the Chair denounce the proposition of Mr
Pearce on the principle that, at least at Question Time,
all back-benchers should be regarded as of equal
importance, whether they represent a big Broup or
come from a small group. That seems to be the essence

of any real democracy.

President. - \7ell, the Chair, Mrs Ewing, has already
been complimented on being very nice about the job,
so I do not want to denounce anybody.

(Laughter)

Mr Rogalla. - (DE) Since we enjoy the privilege
today of having three Members of the Commission
present - and not the least dynamic ones - I should
like to ask them whether they realize that in this area

there is a danger of the fuel for the proverbial engine
of Europe running out; whether the Commission real-
izes how little concern the man in the street has for
these records and similar problems; whether it knows
that we are verging on the ridiculous here; and
whether it is prepared, even without pressure from
Parliament, to drive the Council a bit harder so as to
remove such obstacles slowly but steadily and as soon
as possible?

Mr Richard. - I think we should perhaps get this
problem into some perspective. As I understand it,
these fuel certificates only exist anyway in Germany
and Italy, and as far as those two countries are con-
cerned, I accept that there are problems. But I would
also urge upon the House, as I have said before, that it
is a question of balance and that there are some advan-
tages on the other side of the argument. Now, in view
of what has been said in the House today, I most cer-
tainly will see that my colleague directly responsible
for these matters inside the Commission will have
what has been said today brought direcdy to his atten-
tion, and it may very well be that the Commission
should have another look at it. But I cannot hold out
any guarantee on that; I can merely take note of what
the honourable Member has said.

Mr Sherlock. - This is the third time I have risen to
speak on this particular subject in this House - the
subject of the collection of piddling amounts of money
at national frontiers within what purports to be a com-
mon market, the gross discomfort to passengers, the
blocking up of roads and every other factor I have
remarked on before. Does not the Commission agree
with everybody present in this House - indeed, with
everybody entitled to be present in this House - that
it should do everything it can to encourage Member
States to depart from these sinful procedures?

(Applause)

Mr Richard. - I am not sure whether I am prepared
to go so far as to consider the procedures for the tax-
ing of fuel oil as sinful: difficult, annoying - but'sin-
ful', well perhaps that is putting it a little too high. All
I can say to the honourable gentleman is what I think I
have said akeady three times, which is that the Com-
mission takes note of the feeling in this House, the
Commission will consider the feeling in this House
and obviously, if the Commission decides that some-
thing should be done about it, then this House will
indeed be informed, and be informed quickly.

On the general principle underlying the question put
by Mr Sherlock - namely, whether niggling restric-
tions at border crossing should not be avoided as far as
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possible - I think the Commission would find itself in
total agreement.

Mr Schinzel. - (DE) Vhile we can understand thar
the Commissioner is not prepared to consider such
procedures to be 'sinful', will he please note that the
Members of Parliament are prepared ro and do con-
sider them to be senseless. I therefore ask the Commis-
sion whether it is prepared to draw up a comprehen-
sive catalogue of all rhese bits of nonsense ar the
frontiers, then to check them through item by item
and say to Parliament: we have disposed 6f that, thar
and that - now we're getting closer to what the
European Communiry should be.

Mr Richard. - That is an interesting suggesrion
which will no doubt give us scope for much future
work. I only point out to the honourable genrleman
that the question we were actually asked was whether
we shared the view on rhe completion of fuel record
sheets for lorries and buses. Thar is what the question
was about. It does seem now to be veering somewhat
wider rhar rhat issue, but I am sure rha[ the Commis-
sion would be happy to cooperare with Parliament in
doing everything it can - and thar we can rogerher -to make sure tha[ trade and rraffic across borders
inside the Community flows freely.

Mr Langes. - (DE) The Commissioner mighr not
have had to answer three times, if he had said straighr
out thar he considers this to be nonsense. Is the Com-
missioner prepared now before Parliament ro srare
that he will draw up a lisr of all the posirive and nega-
tive points regarding this fuel certificare? It sounds
much to easy to me when he keeps repea[ing that there
are two sides to every quesrion. I must say that I only
see one side of the coin. The other side is very dirry
and very bad for Europe!

Mr Richard. - If the Parliamenr and Mr Langes wish
to draw up a balance sheer of the pros and cons of this
particular proposal, I am sure rhe Commission would
be very happy indeed to consider it in demil, but really
I think I must point our yer again that we are acrually
dealing wirh restrictions imposed by wo Member
States, not by ren, and in relation to rhose restricrions,
as I said earlier - I am sorry if it offends Mr Langes

- there are arguments on rhe other side and it is
undoubtedly a quesrion of balance. Now I take the
point that everybody who has spoken in this House
today takes the view that the balance is against rhese
particular regulations. Very well, I understand rhe
point. I have heard ir clearly. I uke rhe point. I have
listened to it. I will pass it on. I do not rhink, just
speaking off rhe top of my head, rhat rhe governments
of Germany and Iraly would necess arily agree with rhe
majority view expressed in rhis House, bur we shall
see.

President. - Question No 12, by Mr Purvis (H-774/
81):

'!flhat is the currenr sratus of negoriations with
Faroes regarding restrictions on their salmon
catch, and what will be the expected impact on the
commercial salmon industries of the Community

- both wild and farmed?

Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. - Negotiations
between the Community and rhe Faroe Islands con-
cerning Faroese fishery of salmon resulted on I Febru-
ary 1982 in the initialling of an agreemenr in rhe form
of an exchange of letters whereby the Faroese
authorities have undenaken to resrrict the total vol-
ume of salmon catches in Faroese waters and salmon'caught by Faroese vessels in international waters !o
750 tonnes for rhe season 1981,/82, ending 31 May
1982, and to 525 tonnes for the season 1982183, that
is, from I October 1982 ro 31 May 1983. No fishing
for salmon will take place outside these fishing sea-
sons. The proposal for a Council decision on rhe con-
clusion of this agreemenr based on Article 43 of the
Treaty was approved by the Commission on 12 March
1982 and Parliament has alr€ady been invited to give
its opinion. The snbilizadon of Faroese salmon
catches and their reduction ro a level which is signifi-
cantly los/er than that of the 1980/81 season should
contribute [o [he conservarion of salmon stocks origin-
ating within the Communiry. In addition, ir is likely to
curtail the rapid growth of Faroese exporrs of salmon
products to the Communiry which increased from 45
to 462 ronnes per annum between 1977 and 1980.

Mr Purvis. - I am surprised that you did nor take this
together with Question No 7 - it would have perhaps
been a simpler way ro have done ir because we are
going over some of the same ground - bur it does
give me the opportuniry ro help the Commissioner by
giving Mr Clinton rhe answer that the salmon caught
in the Faroes in 1978 was 40 ronnes and in 1981 1 100
[onnes, and a reducrion back ro 750 or 625 tonnes is
not going to make a dramatic difference in rhe amounr
of salmon available. Now, there is anorher aspect, and
that is the price effect on impons. \fhat further pro-
gress has the Commission made in an agreemen[ [hat
was, I gather, made between the Member Srarcs to
subsidize producers of wild salmon in order to meer
the price competition from imponed salmon, and is
this to be extended to farm salmon?

Mr Burke. - I confirm rhat rhe anss/er to Mr Clin-
ton's question on the previous question was as now
given by the honourable Member. In reply to the hon-
ourable Member's quesrion about compensarion ro sal-
mon producers wirhin the Community, the compensa-
tion provided for in Anicle 18 of the new market
regulation -No 3796/81 - is designed to replace, if
necessary, the protection normally afforded ro other
fisheries products by the requirement rhar impons into
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the Community should comply with the Community
reference price for the same product. It was not con-
sidered appropriate by the Council to establish a refer-
ence price system for cenain products, including sal-
mon.

Mrs Ewing. - Muy I suggest to the Commission that
it should not be satisfied with the reduction
announced of the Faroese tonnage. \7ould the Com-
missioner agree that there is a complete contrast here
between that massive increase in the Faroes and the
years of sacrifice that the salmon industry has under-
gone in order to }ieep the stocks up in areas around
Scotland and other parts where there are no alterna-
tive types of job and where there are many ancillary
jobs dependent on this industry? Does the Commis-
sion feel sadsfied rvith the reduction or is it going to
seek any further reduction in the Faroese tonnage?

Mr Burke. - The Commission is aware of the diffi-
culties of the salmon fisheries in various parts of the
Community and, as I indicated at an earlier stage in a

previous question, rt is almost certain that by the time
the Convention for the Conservation of Salmon in the
North Atlantic Oct:an has entered into force, we will
have made significant progress in this regard. The par-
ties to this Convention, which doubtless will include
the Community anrl Denmark on behalf of the Faroe
Islands, are comnritted to cooperadon within the
organization set up by the Convention for the Conser-
vation of Salmon. I would therefore put it to the
House that the besr. method forward for conservation
and for the difficulties of the salmon industry is to
work within the terms of this agreement, and I am
convinced that agreement will be found in this organ-
ization on salmon quotas for the Faroese waters.

Miss Quin. - M"y I press the Commissioner a little
further on this. Is the Commission going to consider
specific measures to bring about the restocking of
some of the salmon rivers in the Community and, if so,
when? Vould the Commission consider giving finan-
cial assistance to enable this to be done?

Mr Burke. - This is a matter on which I am not pani-
cularly well briefed, since this is not my special respon-
sibility. However I undertake to find out che informa-
tion for the honourable lady and have it sent to her. 

.

Sir Peter Vanneck. -- I would like to know first of all,
on behalf of Mr Seligman, when the subsidy is actually
going to be paid. \7hile we fishmongers are extremely
pleased with the increasing tonnage of farm salmon
coming through, I should like to ask if the Commis-
sion is aware that there is a quality difference between
farmed and wild salmon. Since, when both are
smoked, the connoisseurs and the congoscenti have
difficulry telling thern apart, what is the Commission

going to do to make sure that disproportionate quanti-
ties of frozen salmon do not come from the Faroes,

because that is one of the ways they chiefly export,
and the quality of frozen salmon, for which at the
moment I have responsibility in London, is something
that concerns us considerably?

Mr Burke. - I understand that the Commission offi-
cials are now studying the matter in the light of the

impending regulation. I am sorry I am not in a posi-
tion to give any further information at this point.

President. 
- Question No 13, by Mr Balfe (H-80a/

81):

Is it true that the Commission came to an agree-
ment with the Government of Sierra Leone to
make a grant of UKL 1 000 000 for the purpose of
establishing a training hospital at a village called
Bo, and that as a reciprocal part of that agreement
the Sierra Leone Government agreed to provide
the electricity, sewerage, water and communica-
tions for this hospiml?

It has been represented to me that the EEC has

completed its part of the agreement but that the

Sierra Leone Government has taken no steps to
fulfil its part. This means that the doctors who
have been flown out to the village of Bo will have

to fly home if the matter is not rectified by July
this year, and this will lead to a total waste of the
EEC's UKL 1 000 000.

Vould the Commission therefore outline what
steps it proposes to take in this regard, and to
prevent any recurrence of this rype of situation?

Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. - The Com-
mission did conclude a financing agreement on
25 Ocrcber 1978 with the Government of Sierra
Leone for the building of a school to train medical
assistants. Under this agreement the Government of
Sierra Leone undertook Lo carry out works to provide
water and electricity supplies. These works have not
yet been carried out owing to delays within the
national administration. The government has never-
theless taken interim measures to ensure that the
school will open at the beginning of the next academic
year, that is in October 1982. As a result of these mea-
sures, it can be expected that the work on the water
and electricity supplies will be completed without
causing any difficulties for the school. There would
not seem to be any connection between this project
and the qualiry of the doctors sent to the town of Bo
before the opening of the school.

Mr Balfe. - Could I welcome the Commissioner back
to this House and say how happy I am to see him, as I
won UKL lOO on his appointment. That is not for the
record.
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Could I ask the Commissioner, by way of a supple-
mentary question, what the measures he referred to
are and if there is any additional cost to the EEC aris-
ing from the measures which he has announced?

Mr Burke. 
- 

I understand that letters have been
exchanged between the delegation of the European
Communiries and the relevant diplomatic representa-
tives of Member States in order to clarify this matter. I
understand that there is no problem in regard ro
expenditure. The amount of money which is involved,
I understand, is about 1 .5 million ECU and covers
particularly the construction and equipmenr of a para-
medical school at Bo and covers adequately the
amount of money which will be required for thar pro-
ject.

President. Question No 14, by Mr Radoux
(H-8s6/81):

Now that with the setting up of a special com-
mittee, the European Parliament has implemented
its resolurion of gJuly 1981 on a drak consriru-
tion treaty for the 1984 elections, is the Commis-
sion prepared to give its backing to a move by the
European Parliament to have the Heads of State
or Government meeting in the European Council
formally recognize Parliament's responsibility in
the matter?

Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 

It is, of
course, primarily for Parliamenr ro decide on rhe hon-
ourable Member's interesting suggestion. Naturally,
the Commission is fully prepared to support any initia-
tive to strengthen Parliament's position and lend
weight to the work of its insritutional affairs com-
mitree.

Mr Radoux. 
- 

(FR) Gi'ien the totally unsatisfactory
nature of this answer 

- 
and that is the least one can

say about it 
- 

I would ask the Commissioner whether
the Commission still holds the same views as it
expressed in 1975 in rhe three proposals it submitted
for the achievement of European Union?

Mr Burke. 
- 

Yes, I am so aware, bur I am afraid rhar
the honourable Member must bear wirh me, since I am
replacing one of my colleagues at five minutes' norice.
However, I am fully in favour of the attempts of Par-
liamenr to proceed on the lines suggested by the hon-
ourable Member; I can give a general indication thar
the Commission has the same view, and I can assure
the honourable Member thar I will bring rhe views of
this House to rhe attention of my colleagues in the
Commission.

President. 
- Question No 15, by Mr de Ferranri

(H-858/81):

In view of the agreement of an ISO standard on
the designation of dress and clothes sizes, does the
Commission have any plans to promote standard-
izarion in this area?

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - The Com-
mission has not until now taken any iniriadve wirh a
view to a worldwide standardization of dress and
clothes sizes. The Commission feels that the variety of
existing size scales, even within the Community, con-
stitutes a difficulty to international and intra-Com-
munity trade. Therefore the Commission inrends, wirh
the qualified representatives of manufacturers, trade
and consumers, to examine the advisability and the
feasibility of such an initiative.

Mr de Ferranti. - Vhat we vanr to do is to encour-
age the formation of world standards and European
standards where they are necessary. Bur I would ask
the Commissioner whether he is aware that this is just
one part of the great jigsaw puzzle, which is covered
by this question and by the earlier quesrion from Mr
von \7ogau, of trying to make it easier for business
men to do business in Europe and for companies to
deliver their goods across the frontiers of Europe. This
is not just a technical question rc do with dress sizes: ir
is part of a major crusade to make the common marker
work. Please, will rhe Commission accepr our thanks
for what they are doing bur realize that they have gor
to do a lot more to make the work really successful?

Mr Richard. - I am quite happy to join a crusade, but
I was actually answering a quesrion abour dress sizes
in a way which I am delighrcd ro see found favour
with the honourable Bentleman.

(Laughter)

Mr Moreland. - The question was nor only about
dress sizes, it was about the ISO, which I would like to
ask the Commission about. Is it rhe Commission's gen-
eral poliry - and I use the word 'general' - to look
first to ISO smndards when introducing appropriate
legislation within the Community, and in this connec-
tion can one have the assurance that where the Com-
mission has proposals based on ISO standards which
are opposed by a Member State - and it is normally
the Governmenr of Denmark - ir will persist in its
views?

Mr Richard. - As I said in my ansver, we inrend,
with the qualified represenratives of manufacrurers,
trade and consumers, to examine rhe advisability and
feasibility of such an initiative. Obviously, one of the
things we shall be considering there are the ISO stan-
dards: it would be foolish if we did nor. As far as the
second pan of the honourable gentlemen's quesrion is
concerned, yes, if rhe Commission considers it sensible
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it will persist. The precise degree of persistence or the
precise timing of the persistence must., I think, be left
to rhe Commission to judge at that moment.

President. - 
As the author is not present, Question

No 15 will be answered in writing.l

Question No 17, b), Miss Quin (H-19l82):

Does the Commission feel that the regulations
which theoretically enable workers to draw unem-
ploymenr benetit in countries other than their own
within the EEC while seeking employment in that
country are working satisfactorily?

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - The Com-
mission has up to now not been aware of any difficul-
ties in applying the existing Community provisions
enabling unemploy.ed persons who go to another
Member State seeking employment to receive unem-
ployment benefits for a maximum period of three
months. The unemployed persons normally fulfil the
requisite formalities; in particular, they apply for and
obtain before their depanure a certificate from the
competent institution, on production of which they
receive the unempJoyment benefits of the Member
State in which they ,rre seeking employment.

Having said that, however, I must go on and tell the
House that the provisions themselves are, in our view,
inadequate in view ,rf the situation of the labour mar-
ket in the Community at present. The obligation to
remain in a Member State except for the three-month
period without hope of finding employment within a

reasonable period cannot be justified in the case of
workers whose family and cultural interests are
situated elsewhere. 

-[he Commission therefore made a

proposal for an amending regulation in May 1980.

The Commission proposed that an unemployed
worker in a Member State should be able to transfer
his residence to another Member State with which he

has special links without losing his rights to normal
unemplovment benefit. The technical solution propo-
sed is to give unemployed persons who transfer their
residence under these conditions to another Member
Srate the right to unemployment benefit as if they had
been insured there and as if they had lost their
employment there. The benefits provided by that
Member State would be partly refunded b1, the State
in which the worker n'as in fact insured.

The European Parliament gave a favourable opinion
on this proposal on 19 November 1980. However, at
the meeting of Ministers of Labour in November
1981, the Council was unable to adopt the proposals
of the Commission, and the question is not on the
agenda of the next meeting of Ministers of Social
Affairs.

Finally, may I say that the cost involved in the Com-
mission's proposal would have virtually no impact on
the enormous amounts that are spent in every Member
State on unemployment benefit, and I regret that the
Community has so far missed an opportunity of taking
concrete measures for the relatively small group of
unemployed migrant workers.

Miss Quin. - I would like to point out to the Com-
missioner that some of us have been made aware that
the existing limited arrangements are not working very
satisfactorily, and I have heard of particular cases

where people have found it very difficult to draw ben-
efit in Italy even though they had all the relevant
forms and had gone through the correct procedures. I
would therefore ask the Commissioner if he would be

prepared to look at this matter urgently and bring
pressures to bear on any governments that are not
complying with the existing, rather inadequate, regu-
lations.

Mr Richard. - Yes.

Mr Patterson. - Could I welcome the Commission's
proposals on this matter and ask the Commissioner if
he would hazard telling the House which Member
States are opposing the Commission proposals?

Mr Richard. - No, I do not think I should be drawn
into that today. I still have hopes of getting them
through.

Mr Fellermaier. - (DE) Commissioner, do you really
think it is correct, according to your own democratic
common sense and in dealing with freely elected par-
liamentarians, first of all to accuse governments of
failing to advance a regulation and then to be too
cowardly to name names before Parliament?

Mr Richard. - I am sorry, I do not quite understand
the purpose of that attack. I was asked a question as to
the state of these regularions. I answered it. I said that
rhe Council had unfortunately not been able to adcpt
it. I regretted it very much. At no stage did I name any
Member State, and indeed I specifically rejected a
suggestion from behind me that I should. In those cir-
cumstances it seems to me that I am being not only
democratic but also extraordinarily tactful as far as the
Council of Ministers is concerned.

Mr Coust6. - (FR) I should like to know if any legal
action is in progress in relation to this problem
because, as a matter of fact, some countries are com-
plying with the regulations and some are not. I should
like to know therefore if any injured pafiy, an unem-
ployed person, has instituted proceedings before a

competent tribunal.I See Annex of 12.5. 1982.
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Mr Richard. - I am afraid I don't know the answer ro
that question. I would have to have notice of it, but I
will ry to find out.

President. - Question No 18, by Mr Moreland (H-
32/82):

Has the Commission suggested formally or infor-
mally giving any assistance to the South !7est
African People's Organization (S\7APO) ?

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - The Com-
mission has never suggested either formally or infor-
mally giving assistance to the South \7est African Peo-
ple's Organization (S'WAPO).

Mr Moreland. - Does the Commission make sure
that aid given to Angola does not filter through to the
S\7APO organization?

Mr Richard. - \fle do our best to ensure it, and so far
as we know it has not happened.

Mr J. D. Taylor. - Is the Commissioner aware that
during the ACP Assembly meeting in Salisbury in
Zimbabwe the Herald newspaper of 3 February 1982
carried a front page story in which Commissioner Pis-
ani was reported as having announced four million
pounds sterling support for S\7APO? If this money is

not going to S\flAPO, would the Commissioner now
rcll the House to whom it is going?

Mr Richard. - Mr Taylor will not expec me ro com-
ment on the basis of a repon in a newspaper [har I do
not have in front of me which refers to a statemenr
apparently made on behalf of the Commission by
somebody orher than myself. Of course I cannor com-
menr on that.

Mr Habsburg. - Is the Commissioner aware that we
have heard officially from Zambia thar several cenrres
for the training of S\7APO officials have been
financed by our Communiry in that counrry and are
being used right now?

Mr Richard. - I am afraid I can only repear rhe
answer that I alredy gave, which is obviously a consid-
ered answer given by the Commission and its services.
The Commission has never suggesred eirher informally
or formally giving assisrance rc S!7APO.

Vhat we have done, as everybody knows, is ro give
some assistance to Namibian refugees in Angola; there
is no secret about that. I think we have given some
supporr for the United Nations Institute for Namibia,
which is in Lusaka in Zambia. No secret about that!

The question asks whether we have ever given aid to
S'!7APO, and the answer to that, I am instructed, is

firmly no.

Mr Moreland. - In view of the serious allegations
made by my colleagues, Mr Taylor and Mr Habsburg,
I think that, at this part-session or the nexr, we should
have a statement on this from Mr Pisani as the Com-
missioner responsible. This is a very serious matter.
There are allegations in the press about what the
Community is doing.

Does the Commission agree?

Mr Richard. - I am perfectly happy to bring to Mr
Pisani's attention what has been said here this after-
noon. Further than that I could not go.

President. - I call Sir Fred l7arner ro speak on a

point of order.

Sir Fred W'arner. - Mr President, while I appreciare
and praise your desire to move on briskly with ques-
tion, may I point out that I had my hand up from rhe
moment that the Commissioner sat down and you
chose not to recognize me? As I had a number of
questions to the Commission on rhis poinr, I would
have liked to have spoken.

President. - I appreciate your point of view. You put
up your hand, but Mr Taylor's hand was up immedia-
tely in front of yours, Sir Fred.

As the author is not present, Question No 19 will be
answered in writing.l

Question No 20, by Mr Sherlock(H-89/82):,

The proposal for a Council Directive amending
for the third dme Directive 76/768/EEC con-
tained so many errors that ir had to be taken back
by the Commission for correcrion. In view of the
fact that many of these errors were poinred out to
the Commission well beforehand by the industry,
can the Commission explain why its proposal was
presented to Parliament in this uncorrecred form?

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - The list of
sunscreen agents in the proposal amending for the
third time Direcrive 76/768 relating ro cosmeric prod-
ucts is based essenrially on rhe lisr submitted by Core-
per and on the publication P/SGgl7/Addendum,
incorporating the work of rhe Council of Europe's

I See Annex of 12.5.1982.2 Former oral question wirhout debate (0-6182), convened
into a question for Question Time.
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committee of experts, which includes'one ,epresentr-
tive of rhe British indusry and one representative of
the French industry in the capacity of technological
experts from the respective national delegations. Cer-
tain errors are immediately apparent in these docu-
ments. It is, however, wrong to assert that the Com-
mission has communicated an incorrect proposal when
it had previously been so apprised by the industry. The
proposal was submitted to the Council on 23 January
1981, whereas Cort:per's letter was written and sent to
the Commission on 29 April 1981 and was based solely
on the English-language version.

Funhermore, it must be added that certain comments
in this letter were vithout foundation, since they were
based on the 1976 directive and could no! therefore
take account of thr: second amendment to Directive
76/768 which was recently agreed to by the Council.

Meanwhile the Commission, with the aid of the
government chemical experts, has reviewed the list of
sunscreen products and will shonly make an oral
report to the Comnrittee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consunrer Protection, which is examining
the proposa[.

Mr Shedock. - I am very pleased to receive the Com-
missioner's assurance that the next document which
appears before my committee will not be the dog's
breakfast that appeared there previously.

I would, of course, in defence say that so much of this
is technocalia with such long molecular weights as to
make it incomprehensible to most of us. But it does
seem at times that perhaps the Commission is not lis-
tening, so my supplementary is, with all this legisla-
tion, can the Comnrission ensure that the matter is

enforced? To my knowledge there are not enough
toxicologists in the world, let alone in the Community,
to be sure that expert advice is always given to ensure
full implementation of this sort of legislation.

Mr Richard. - I take note of what Mr Sherlock has

said. I must, however, point out to him, slightly in my
own defence and that of the Commission, that that
really does not arisr: from the question that is put
down, which is a question abour the errors in rhe
document, why the Commission in fact explained its
proposal and why it was presented to Parliament. in its
uncorrected form - 

which I did my best to answer.

On the other hand, I hear his point about toxicologists
and their availabiliry. I have no doubt that those in the
Commission - the expens who know far more about
this, certainly, than I do - would have taken note of
what Mr Sherlock said and perhaps indeed they may
be able to say somerhing when they make their next
presentation to Parliament in the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion.

Mr Sherlock. - As a matter of definition, I would say
that supplementary questions do not necessarily have
to be comp[ementary questions.

President. - Question No 21, by Miss Hooper (H-
ll0/82):l

In their reply to written Question No 1135181 by
Mr Collins2 the Commission stated that it saw 'no
justification to depart from the widely accepred
practice of only considering positive lists when
important questions of health were involved'. In
view of the sratement of policy, why is the Com-
mission asking for dossiers proving the safety of
those ingredients which have for many years been
used in the production of cosmetic products and
which are generally regarded as safe?

Mr Richard, Menber of the Cornrnission. - Council
Directive 76/768 of 27 July 7976 on the approxima-
tion of the laws of Member States relating to cosmetic
products, and in particular Article 11, requests the
Commission, on the basis of the results of the latest
sciendfic and technical research, to submit to the
Council lists of authorized substances which could
constitute a risk to health.

Vith regard to these substances which have for many
years been used in the production of cosmetics, and
which ought to figure on these lists, the Commission
consults a committee constituted of national experts.
In the cases where it appears during these consulta-
tions that the substances in question are not generally
recognized as presenting a total guarantee as to the
health of the consumers, further information is sought
from the manufacturers. This latest information is then
submitted to the Scientific Committee on Cosmetol-
ogy for opinion, following which the Commission can
take the necessary action. At the end of tggO several
delegations in the Council made known their concern
about the lack of toxicological documentation relating
to certain substances provisionally approved.

Miss Hooper. - Vhile thanking the Commissioner
for his answer I would like to ask if he does not agree
that a continued insistence on testing procedures
where evidence of long use without any evidence of
health hazard has taken place would involve an unac-
ceptable increase in the amount of animal testing from
highlighting the deanh of toxicologists previously
referred to by Mr Sherlock?

Mr Richard. - The Commission, with respect, does
its best in these matters. It consults a body of
independent experts - national experts. In cases

1 Former oral question without debate (0-7/82), converted
into a question for Question Trme.

'z OJ No C 345, 31. 12. 1981, p. 18.
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where it appears during these consultations that the
substances are not generally recognized as presenting
a guarantee, then the Commission seeks funher infor-
mation from the manufacturers. '$7e then submit all
that, as I understand it, to the Scientific Committee on
Cosmetology for an opinion, after which the Commis-
sion decides whether it is going to take any necessary
action and even in those cases, at the moment, I
understand several delegations in the Council have
made known their concern abour the lack of docu-
mentation. So I accept the rhrust of the honourable
Member's supplementary; I can only say that we will
do our best. \7hat I cannot do is, so to speak, give
some kind of blanket approval for substances which
have been in use for many years, without going
through the procedures which we, and indeed I think
the Parliament as well and the Council of Ministers,
think to be necessary.

President. - Question No 22, by Mr Deleau (H-39/
82):

The Commission recently proposed a warning
system providing for joint decisions as to whether
fluctuations in the exchange rate of the dollar are
outside acceptable limits. Can it state how rhese
proposals have been received and what are their
chances of success?

Mr Andriessen, Mernber of the Commission. - 
(NL) A

recent communication to the Council, in which the
Commission put forward certain proposals regarding
the further development of the European Monetary
System, proposed among other things that there
should be closer cooperation on exchange rates with
respect to the principal third countries, which include,
of course, the United States. The Commission believes
that such coordination is essential if the external role
of a genuine European Monetary System is rc be
improved and if its internal operation is to be facili-
tarcd. The Council of Economics and Finance Minis-
ters first considered this communication briefly in
March. The Council gave its political agreemenr to
many of the suggestions made by the Commission,
particularly those concerning the organization of the
external relations of the EMS. The Monetary Com-
mittee and the committee of the governors of the cen-
tral banks were asked to cooperate closely in putting
forward the necessary recommendations and so enable
the Council to take a decision 

- 
il at all possible, at

the next meeting this month. It cannot, of course, be
predicted whether these recommendations and the
Commission's proposals will result in such a decision
being taken, but the Commission is fairly confident
that progress can be made in this respect.

Mr Deleau. - 
(FR) !7hile thanking the Commis-

sioner for his reply, I should like to ask him how far
the limits in question have to be exceeded before he
regards the situation as inrolerable.

Mr Andriessen. - (NL) It is very difficult to say pre-
cisely when, once certain limits have been exceeded,
coordinated action becomes unavoidable. All I can say

in reply to this question is that, in close consultation
with the governors of the central banks, the Commis-
sion must assess the actual situation in the exchange
markem and then decide what kind of action is

required. It seems to me impossible in both theory and
practice to make a definite statement at random on
this subject.

President. - The first part of Question Time is

closed, r

4. Application of Stabexfor 1981

President. - The next item is the Oral Question with
debate (Doc. 1-227 / 82) by Mr Bersani and others :

Subject: Commission proposals concerning the
application of Stabex for 1981

Can the Commission inform the European Parlia-
ment of the proposals which it has submitred to
the Council concerning the application of Stabex
for 198 I ?

Can it specify what stage proceedings are now at?

Can it indicate its reasons for deciding not to
associate the European Parliament, in panicular
through its Committee on Development and
Cooperation, with the formulation of these pro-
posals ?

I call Mr Cohen who is deputizingfor Mr Bersani.

Mr Cohen. - (NL) Mr President, ar its last meering
the Committee on Development and Cooperation was
unanimous in the view that this oral question with
debarc should be considered during this part-session,
and we are therefore pleased that the Bureau decided
to include this item in the agenda for the currenr
part-session.

\Vhy is it essential for this quesrion to be debared
during this part-session? For two reasons: firsrly,
because it concerns a very imponant matter for the
Community's development policy - and rhat in irself
would have been reason enough co consider this item
as quickly as possible - and secondly, because rhis
week, and this is why rhe Commissioner responsible
for development cooperation is not wirh us, this week
the Council of ACP-EEC Ministers is meetings in
Libreville in Gabon wirh rhis quesrion of Smbex pay-
ments on its agenda, and a decision may be taken on
this in Gabon this week.'We naturally hope this will be

1 See Annex of 12.5.1982.
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the case, for one thing because it is absolutely essential

for decisions to be taken on so important a matter as

Srabex. For another, we are really very upset about

this, and we hope perhaps to influence the decisions

taken in Gabon with our debate this afternoon. \7e do
have various ideas on how Stabex should be used in
the future.

\fle were not given an opportunity of discussing this in

committee. The Commissioner responsible was not
present when we n'ere talking about it, and so we had

to put up with some very vague and summary informa-
tion from the Commission which did not enable us to
make a contribution to this important debate. \7hat
this in fact means is that the future of the Stabex sys-

tem, one of the corner-stones of the Convention of
Lom6, one of the rhings of which the Community is so

proud, the future of Stabex will be discussed in Gabon

rhis week and we of the directly elected Parliament
want to have our say in these developments.

The questions we have put are very simple. \7e are in

fact reproaching the Commission for not having
informed Parliament in good time, and we are there-
fore asking the Commission what proposals it has for
solving the problems connected with Stabex' '$fl'e are

also asking the Clommission what it thinks its propo-
sals will achieve and how the various Member States

have reacted to [hese proposals and what the chances

are of a decision actually being taken on this question

in Gabon this week, and we are also asking the Com-
mission why it did not take the trouble to involve this

Parliament, or at least. the Committee on Development
and Cooperation, in the deliberations at an earlier
stage.

As I have already said, Mr President, we are very
upset about the way the Commission has acted. The
Commission has not done its duty, it did not come to
Parliament with its proposals at the ProPer time, it did
not give Parliament an opportunity, to which Parlia-
ment is entitled, to discuss the matter with the Com-
mission, to enter into a dialogue with the Commission
on this important subject. Vhat needs to be done now
that Stabex is in difficulty, how can we rescue this sys-

tem, how can s'e ensure that what we were so proud
of in the past cloes not collapse? How can it still be

saved, what can we do, possibly with the parliaments

of the Member States, to put things straight? The
Commission did not want that. The Commission has

neglected its dury in this respect.'!7e therefore felt that
this matter must be debated this week, even though
Mr Pisani is not here, so that Parliament may make its
views known this week.

President. - 
I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, lvlember of the Cornrnission. - 
Mr Presi-

dent, it seems to me that two questions really arise

here. I want us to be very clear about both of them.

The first one is that Parliament is blaming the Com-
mission for not having involved Parliament through
the committee concerned with such matters in the pre-

paration of the proposals under discussion now. I
should like to make two remarks here, which again I
h.ope are perfectly clear, in order to clarify the actual

sltuauon.

Firstly, it should be noted that Stabex management is a

Commission matter. That is what the Convention lays

down and the Convention was ratified by all the

Member States. The Commission therefore has no

obligation formally to request the Parliament's opinion
on the manaBement of the Fund, which incidentally in

no way reduces Parliament's supervisory capacities in

relation to the use made of the sums involved. Having
set out what the legal position is, may I however go on
to say that beyond that, and this is the second point I
want to make, the Commission has done its utmost 

-and I would stress this point, its utmost - 
to keep

Parliament informed about what is going on and about

the Commission's proposals. It has done its utmost to
enable Parliament, through the committee concerned,
to discuss the matter with the Commission in good

time before decisions are taken. The Commission can

therefore not accep[ the reproaches that are being
brought today, and I should like in support of what I
am saying to review the situation briefly.

The communication to the Council on the Stabex sys-

tem in application years 1980 and 1981 was finalized
by the Commission on 31 March. On 2 April the

Commission made a first statement to the Committee
on Development - 

that is three days later. On 7 April

- that is five days after its first statement - 
the Com-

mission forwarded to the committee, unofficially, the

communication from the Commission to the Council,
so by 7 April there had been one first statement by the

Commission to the committee and, indeed, the com-
mittee unofficially had the document. On 29 April,
and that is the first opportunity that arose, the Com-
mission made a second and more detailed statement
on the same subject and it was at Members' disposal

for a full discussion.

Now, Mr President, I really do consider that taking
into account existing procedures, time limits, agenda

considerations for which the Commission is not res-

ponsible, it could hardly have done anything more
under the circumstances. The Commission would
therefore be greatly obliged if Parliament would bear

these clarifications in mind in its conclusions in this

debate, and this concerns more especially items I and

2 in the motion on the table now.

That is really all I have to say on the procedural
aspects of the matter, but I do want to say something
on the substance. Parliament will remember that for
application year 1980 the financial resources available

were already inadequate and that major reductions
had rc be made. For 1981 the situation is unfortun-
ately even worse. Applications have been made for a
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total of 420 million units of accounr while resources
only amount to some 112. The Commission has there-
fore had to try and find a solution. It considered from
[he start thac everything had to be done ro prevenr rhe
rotal reduction from exceeding last year. In its opinion
a joinr ACP and Communiry effort could enable rhe
gap to be filled so that this ar leasr could be achieved.
The solution devised by rhe Commission is set out in
the communicarion ro rhe Council with which the
Committee on Developmenr, as I said alreadl, wzs
acquainted, I do not wish, in rhe conrext of this
debate, to go into the rechnical derails. I would just
like to ourline the main points in rhe proposal.

'!flith regard first of all to the ACP: Parliamenr knows
that replenishment of the funds available by the repay-
ment of repayable transfers is a basic principle in the
Stabex sysrem. The ACP Stares which still have debm
owing to the system for the application years 7975 and
1976 mighr be willing ro deduct such sums from their
applications for transfers for 1981. A decision on rhis
could be taken at the joinr ACP-EEC Council meeting
in Libreville.

Vith regard nexr ro rhe Member States; rhey would
make a special contriburion ro fill the remaining gap so
as to enable the applicarions for transfers to be met up
to 500/0. The special contribution would come out of
the sums available as repaymenrs by the ACP special
loans which are normally credired ro rhe Member
States; the sums thus available in the EIB's books
amount ro some 30 million units of accounr. The bal-
ance of the sum required - rhat is about 40 million -to guaranree rhe payment of the residue on rhe rrans-
fers up to 500/o could be advanced ro the Member
States from EDF funds. A decision on rhis pan of the
operation is a marrer for the Council of Ministers who
might mke it in the sidelines of the joint Council meer-
ing in Libreville.

Let me deal with the quesrion why rhe Commission
has opted for rhis solurion in preference ro any orher. I
would srress firsrly that ir is perfectly well aware of the
political aspects of this matter. Unfortunately, there is
no ideal solurion. The Commission has therefore tried
to find a way rhar seemed to ir the most appropriare in
rhe light of rhe facrors that had to be raken into con-
sideration. In rhis conrext it has chosen ro sray within
the framework esmblished by rhe Convention which
was ratified by all the signarory Srares. That is specifi-
cally,to keep to the lerter of rhe Convenrion, conrrary
to whar is said in paragraph 5 of rhe morion, [o pre-
clude rhe legally binding narure of the Convenrion
being called inro question. The reciprocal commitment
made is of fundamenral value in our view. Ir is cer-
tainly also a very important polirical argumenr, if only
because of rhe difficulr precedent that not abiding by it
could create in rhis field, as in other fields of coopera-
tion.

Now the Stabex sysrem worked well under Lom6 I.
There are serious difficulties for l98l/82, bur ir is also

true - and this is a point that I rhink should not be
forgotten in rhis debate - that Article 34 of the Con-
vention provides for the possibiliry of reducing trans-
fers. The Community has never promised full compen-
sation in all circumstances. I think it would perhaps be
as well to remember rhis in this debate.

'Vhat then could be done other than what the Com-
mission has proposed? Make use nov/ of the tranches
intended for future years? Diverr orher sums ear-
marked for other quite specific purposes ro rhe Con-
vention's overall funds? At the Council's discussions,
proposals to this effecr were pur forward. The Com-
mission consistenrly and energerically opposed them.
It thinks thar irs view will prevail and rhat the ultimate
solution, even if it were ro depan somewhat from rhe
initial proposal, will be in line with rhe viral principles
that I have just mentioned. Then again, Mr President,
whatever the outcome of the Libreville meeting may
be as regards the operation of the Stabex system for
1981, the Commission Considers that the system itself
will continue to be an important instrument in rhe
framework of ACP-Community cooperarion and that
its credibiliry ought not to be called into question
because of rwo difficult years. The Commission will
continue to take thought concerning rhe future of rhe
system. I can assure you [har ir will give full atrenrion
to any consrrucr.ive suggesrions made to ir on the sub-
,ect.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Pearce. - Mr Presidenr, I am happy ro say [har
this is a matrer on which most parts of the Committee
on Developmenr and Cooperation were united and I
am happy to associare myself with whar was said. I had
intended ro concenrrare on rhe substance of the mat-
ter. The Commission chose to begin its conrribution
with fighting words, so I am afraid I shall have to res-
pond to those. It is the case, as rhe Commissioner said,
that this is a matter for Commission managemenr, but
in these circumstances, where it would seem rhar rhar
managemenr has ended up in the crearion of a mess,
then I suppose the Commission must accepr rhar par-
liament will criricize it for ir. I regret having [o say rhis
because if the Commission had not chose to employ
fighting mlk I would nor have had ro respond in'this
way. But rhe Commission, as manager of this system,
has got it wrong so we will have ro expose ir.

Apropos of consulration wirh Parliamen[ rhe Commis-
sioner omirted ro say - because was not the Commis-
sioner concerned of course, and it is a piry thar.the
Commissioner concerned is nor here - thar I person-
ally had raised this marrer on a number of oicasions
before the dares that he referred to and therefore rhar
the presentarion of rhe document prepared by rhe
Commission was nor the firsr thing in the chain of
events, but was one of a number of things that had
happened.
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As to the substance of the issue, Mr President, I think
we can take comfort from the fact that this is one of
the most successful aspects of the Lom6 Convention. It
corresponds with the wish of many people in this
House and of this group that we should concentrate
on matters of trade rather than aid, and this is a matter
in support of trade. It is one o{ the bedrocks of the

Convention - one of those things which has been

most helpful in benefiting the ACP countries and in
helping them to stand upon their own two feet. And in
the light of that sratement, Mr President, I think we
have to accept that from the point ofview of the bene-

ficiary countries, whatever the small print of the Com-
mission may say, as the Commission has indicated, it
has seemed to beneficiary countries that they had a

promise or a guarantee that if world prices went
against them the Community would make up the dif-
ference.

That is how seemed in practice: that is how it has

worked in the past. That is what beneficiary countries
rhought would happen this time, and therefore
although the Community, legally speaking, is quite
right to limit payments to the amount. in the budget for
this particular year, morally and politically - that is

the more imponant thing, politically - I believe that
we are seen to be in a position of breaking a promise.
And I do hope that when the Commission is putting
forward its views in Libreville it will speak in these

tones, that however legally correct it may be, it recog-
nizes that we are not doing for the beneficiary coun-
tries what they thought we would do for them or, for
that matter, what we have by our past actions led them
to believe that we would do.

My third and final point concerns questions of what
we do about this. It seems that thoughts are about that
we could take unspent money from earlier European
Development Funds, shuffle them round to Member
States and somehow make up the quota EDF that way.
I think that might be a very dangerous course. \Vhat
might be an interesting course, and I do not think the
Commissioner referred to this, is the possibility of
using the current budget of the Community. There is,

as of this year, a p.m. entry in the budget for Srabex -this year for the first time. If the Commission and

Council conclude, as I believe they will, that some-

thing will have to be done to honour our moral and
political undertakings to the beneficiary coun[ries,
then I would like to see some money coming out of
the Community budget to make up rhis deficit. It is

about time, and I know the Commission accepts this
point, Member States do not, that this kind of expend-
iture was brought properly within the scope of parlia-
mentary and democratic control. And I believe that we
have an opportunity here in the possibility of a supple-

mentary budget item using the p.m. entry to make this
good. Colleagues in this group always say, and I agree
with them, that if we propose extra'expenditure we
should propose where it should come from.

Vell, Mr President, if we are faced with that, I believe

that, pound or ECU for ECU, money spent on Stabex

will do far more good for the Third \7orld than
money spent on food aid, except in the case of disaster

areas, and if pressed to find an area of saving, I per-
sonally would go for that area, because I believe that
in terms of the effectiveness of expenditure, that is

where we can most benefit.

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Cohen. - (NL) Mr President, I began by speak-
ing on Mr Bersani's behalf, and I now speak on behalf
of the socialist Group. I can do no more than take up

what Mr Richard has just said. The Commission has

said that it cannot accept the criticism voiced by Par-
liament and the Committee on Development and

Cooperation. Consultations took place in early April,
it says, a few days later a document became available,
and on 29 April the discussions continued. This is not,
of course, the point. The point is the qualiry of the
information. The information which the Members of
the Bundestag in the Federal Republic of Germany
received on the Snbex problem - this may interest
you, Mr Richard; I can let you have a photocopy - is

rather different from what the Commission has so far
told us at our committee meetings.

\7e sdll do not know, at least not officially, but we can

guess, which countries have submitted applications for
Stabex aid for 1981, what amounts are involved, which
countries have asked for more rhan others, which
products are concerned and so on.

'We do not kno$/ any of this. The Commission has

merely said in very general terms that, as in the pre-
vious year, a problem arose in 1981 when we experi-
enced the first difficulties with Stabex. Even then our
Committee on Development and Cooperation was
warning that that would not be the only time, that the
way the world market was going, it was likely that dif-
ficulties would occur again this year. All we then had

from the Commission were reassuring words: it would
be just the once, no real problems were likely to arise.
But here we are, in the middle of these difficulties.

Ve should therefore like rc hear from the Commission
what now has to be done, precisely what it intends to
do and how it sees the future of Stabex. How does it
intend to achieve what was said at last year's Paris
conference on the least. developed countries, that Sta-
bex must not be confined solely to the Convention of
Lom6 but extended to all the least developed coun-
rries, rhat is, the 31 countries on the United Nations
list, 20 of which are parties to the Convention of
Lom6.

How do we ever intend to achieve this extension of
Stabex, of which v/e $rere so proud and for whose

establishment this Parliament was in fact responsible,
because we were the first to float the idea of including
the Stabex system in our association agreement with
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the countries of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific
Ocean. That idea took root. Ir was adopted by rhe
Member States and by the Commission and has now
found its legitimacy in what we call Lom6 Convenrion
II. And this is already rhe second time in the life of
Lom6 II that we face these difficulties. There is nor
enough money available. And once again, the Com-
missioner is right, there is no legal obligation ro meer
these applications for aid from Srabex in full.

But that is not the problem, Mr Richard. The problem
is of a political nature. Do we wanr Srabex or, and I
am becoming cynical now, do s/e wanr something
else? Because if there is no money and if we limit our-
selves to implementing the Commission's proposals,
which would mean paying back claims we still have on
the ACP States, carrying over money from one year ro
the next in the hope that world market prices will drop
funher and that this will result in the problem solving
itself. Because ar rhe end of the day the compensation
that is paid out of Stabex is not much more rhan an
average of the fall in prices during a given reference
period. So if we keep it up long enough, we may nor
need to pay any more ar the end of rhe period. That is

a cynical approach to rhe problem: the problem solves
itself. Stabex has become superfluous, bur that was nor
the intention. \7e have always thoughr of Stabex, and
we have always sung its praises for this, as being berter
than the IMF's compensarory financing. .!7e 

have
defended Stabex at inrernarional level, and when I
dared to suggest in my resolution on the Paris confer-
ence that Stabex should be exrended to all the least
developed countries and to ask rhe Commission to
study the IMF sysrem because ir might provide a solu-
tion, the Commission reacted disparagingly: '\7e have
nothing to do with the IMF, Stabex is our lasr word.'
That was what the Commission said. And now for the
second year in succession we are in difficulty.'W'e can-
not minimize these difficuldes and pretend thar
nothing is the matter. W'e cannor rry ro get our of the
financial difficulties with various accounring exercises,
first this year, rhen next year and the year afrer, and
perhaps there will be no need afrer that. The political
problem is still as large as life. Vhar do we intend to
do, what are we prepared ro do and what can we do to
ensure that it does nor ger ro rhar srage? Mention has
already been made of a supplementary budget, and we
already know that addidonal money will be available
for food aid and for Central America. \7hy not for
Stabex then? Think abouc it in rhe Commission,
because this may be a solution. One rhing is cerrain:
we can let Stabex slowly go to pot and, again, legally
there is nothing ro srop the Commission doing this.
But the problem lies elsewhere, and that is what we
want to see interest focusing on this afternoon.

President. 
- I have received a morion for a resolution

by Mr Poniatowski, on behalf of rhe Committee on
Development and Cooperation, with requesr for an
early vote 

- 
thar is withour referral to committee 

-to wind up rhe debate. This morion for a resolution

has been printed and disrributed as Doc. l-215/
82/rev. The vote on the request for an early vote will
take place at the end of rhe debate.

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Chambeiron. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, I will not go
into the facm which are ar rhe origin of our debate but,
with your permission, I should like rc look beyond the
essentially technical considerarions to which the Com-
missioner confined himself earlier.

As everyone knows, only 50% of the applications by
our ACP partners for rransfers under rhe Stabex sys-
[em were met and the picture is even worse for 1981,
as the Commissioner himself pointed out, since appli-
cations total about four times the available funds. This
is not a siruation rhar should cause us any surprise.
Already at the Consultative Assembly in September
1981, my friend Mr Jacques Denis was saying, as

indeed was the rapporreur Mr Insanally, thar Stabex
was not only a victim of the economic crisis but was
actually in danger of collapsing. The ACP-EEC Con-
sultative Assembly had insistently to point out the ser-
iousness of the problems facing Stabex, while the
Commission argued that they were due ro rhe econo-
mic situation and rejecred our proposals ro increase
the Fund's resources.

The resolution put forward on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation rightly
emphasizes the political importance of this issue and
even goes so far as ro srare that'ir is the credibiliry of
the Convention of Lom6 and rhe Communiry's
development policy that is in quesrion'.

\7e fully support, these assessmenrs. In fact, Stabex was
widely advenised as rhe most original and the newesr
mechanism ro come ouc of rhe Convenrion of Lom6.
At the time, my friends had stressed irs limitarions,
pointing out what is glaringly obvious today, namely
that Stabex is having no effect wharever on the opera-
tion of world markets, thar is to say on the domination
of them by what are euphemisrically referred ro as

operators of the world trade in agricultural producrs.

Today Stabex is paying the price of rhe freedom of
these operators to speculate ar [he expense of the com-
modities producers. One wonders in fact whether
these operators are nor indirecly appropriating for
themselves a parr of the Stabex fund since it is they
who are cashing in on fluctuations in prices rather
than the benefits being passed on ro consumers in the
countries of the Community, who are apparenrly una-
ware of the drop in producer prices for coffee, cocoa
and groundnum. I have not heard anyone say rhar
prices had fallen in the supermarkets in Paris, London
or Frankfurt.
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Turning to my colleagues, I should like m emphasize

as strongly as I can that public opinion in our coun-
tries must be told about this situation, which is reach-
ing scandalous proponions. Is it right that so much
should have been said and written about the rise in the

price of oil and yet that a veil of secrecy should shroud
the workings of the markets in so-called tropical prod-
ucts? Our peoples have to be told of the consequences

for the producer countries of a collapse in the price of
cocoa or groundnuts. They have to be told of the
importance for our ACP panners of their exports of
raw products which they have inherited from a history
that is still quite recent. They have rc be told that it is

this money that they use to finance their schools, their
hospitals and their food purchases. That is the first
point I wanted to make.

The second follows from the first. It is high time that
the anarchy on the world markem was halted. The
Community has a special responsibility and must take

rhe proper initiatives to ensure that the common fund
can work satisfactorily and that fair agreements are

negotiarcd on a product-by-product basis. The Com-
munity must choose between the interests of the peo-
ples of the ACP countries and those of the operators I
was speaking about earlier.

To come back to Stabex - and this will be my third
and final point - the situation we have at present
serves to underline im limitations. Let us take heed and

try to improve it, firstly, by increasing its resources

and, secondly, by reviewing the rnechanisms which my
friends have been severely criticizing for several years.

I do not, unfortunately, have the time to go inrc this

more fully. But I believe that a thorough debate, which
will carry on from where this debate leaves off, will
have to take place in this House. Everyone is aware of
its importance and its urgency and above all of the

expectations of our ACP Partners.

In the immediate future, Mr Commissioner, I think
that the Commission should make every effort to per-

suade the ministers who will be representing the Com-
munity in Libreville, to accede to the demands of the

ACP countries to meet their applications in full, which
would in any case be in accordance with the agree-

ments we have signed with them. You will tell us that
this is a budgetary question, but there are choices to be

made which, quite apan from their legal implications,
also have political implications, the importance of
which cannot have escaped you. These choices have to
be made, of course, and that requires a cenain degree

of imagination, but the Commission has shown that,
when it wants to, it is capable of imagination. I am

asking you, Mr Commissioner, in the circumstances

and ftr policy reasons that you will readily under-
stand, to show proof of this imagination.

IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES

Wce-President

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Irmer. - Madam President, when the Commis-
sioner said previously that he or the Commission had

done his utmost to cooperate with Parliament on this
question and to keep Parliament informed, this throws
a piriful light on the Commission's attitude to cooper-
ation with Parliament and to keeping it informed.

'lVhat has happened? In 1980, there were gaps in Sta-

bex and in 1981 we were extremely concerned about
that. Ve told the Commission so. It replied that that
was a unique instance, it was the first time it had hap-
pened and would not happen again if humanly poss-

ible. On 31 March 7982, the Commission sent this
communication to the Council. It did inform the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation of the fact
verbally a few days afterwards but did not inform it in
writing unrJl 22 April. It is impossible to see how one

month had to elapsel Up to that time, however, the

Commission had let Parliament continue to believe

that everything was in order and that its assurance of
1981 that there were no more problems with Stabex

was still valid.

Commissioner Richard, that is not how I think the
Commission should keep Parliament informedlThis is

a clear instance of telling an untruth by remaining sil-
ent.

From the legal point of view, as you have said, every-
thing that is being done now and is proposed by you is
in order. Quite clearly, however, it is a political disas-

ter! Ve have praised the Stabex system as a model
development which breaks new ground and is exem-

plary for cooperation between the industrial nations
and the developing countries. If, as it now turns out,
only a quarter of the applications - which are thor-
oughly justified - can be paid, that is the bitterest
disappointment which can be wished upon the devel-
oping countries, which depend on these payments'
That means that we are declaring our system to be

bankrupt. Then you say to us that the situation is now
to be rectified by some tricks or other which you have
proposed I

Ve were suspicious. Already last year, after our exper-
ience of the situation in 1980, we said that a solution
must be found which can be iustified before Parlia-
ment. For that reason, we insisted that a pro tnemoria

entry be included in the 1982 budget for this PurPose'
Now I call upon the Commission once more to look
again ar its poliry on the budget. Look at the instru-
ment which was adopted by both institutions of the

budgeting authority. If item No 9021 'Reserve for Sta-

bex' is the item in question here, you must first Pro-
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pose, if you have problems wirh Stabex, rhat a transfer
be effected here.

\7e all know very well thar considerable funds are
again to be saved in rhe EAGGF Guarantee Section
this year, as last year. !7har did the Commission pro-
pose last year? To pay our rhese funds to the Member
States. It probably inrends ro do the same again this
year.l call upon you ro use these resources in rhe first
instance to finance Stabex, so as to prevent the moral
and political bankruptcy of our development policy
towards the ACP States. Parliamenr put foward this
proposal, you should have acred on it.

In the lasr plenary session, we had ro decide - and we
did not do so lighrly - nor ro granr you discharge but
to postpone thar decision. Ve then had grear promises
made to us. Your colleague, Mr Tugendhar, stood
here and said that in fact the Commission had already
made all the concessions and had done everyrhing so
that Parliament could noq/ grant discharge. But we did
not do so. After all that I have heard you say again, I
must say that our decision was the right one. If you
continue in this manner and do nor meer the require-
ments we imposed on you in the Key resolution betrer
than you have done so far, I can make you the pro-
phesy thar I, that my group will press in rhe Com-
mittee on Budgetary Conrrol for a proposal to the
House in plenary session that rhis rime we do not
merely delay discharge, but refuse ro granr discharge
altogether, with all the consequences which rhat may
have.

Please make no misrake about thar. Take the marter
seriously. Do not rifle with rhe decisions of Parlia-
mentl '!?'e cannor and we will not rolerate it. Together
with colleagues from orher groups, I shall be tabling
amendmenrs to rhe Poniarowski resolurion. This docu-
ment shows quite clearly how we can sorr out rhe
appalling state of affairs in Stabex. It also envisages
consequences for discharge and for our relarionship
with the Commission, if ir does not radically alter its
attitude.

President. - I call rhe Group of European Progressive
Democrats.

Mr Flanagan. - Madam President, it is not often that
all sides of the House are in agreemenr, bur it is quite
obvious that this is one of rhese rare occasions.

I feel rarher sorry for Commissioner Richard because
this is not his own brief. But I am sure that rhe senti-
ments expressed here by Mr Cohen, Mr Pearce, Mr
Chambeiron and Mr Irmer will be accurarely reflected
by him in his discussions with Commissioner Pisani
and with all of his other colleagues, because this finan-
cial crisis for rhe second consecurive year raises very
serious issues of credibility and, as Mr Cohen said in
the beginning speaking on behalf of his group, we can

indeed take ways our; we can let the whole rhing fade
away into desuetude and I can assure you rhat if that is

done it will be against the wishes of all the Members of
this Parliament and of all groups in this Parliament. It
will also reflect very badly on rhe credibility of Euro-
pean institutions ois-ti-ois our ACP friends, who are
entitled to rely on our credibiliry, but can hardly be
expected so to do in the future if the line taken by the
Commission to dare and sadly repeated vicariously by
Commissioner Richard a few minutes ago is allowed
to obrain.

So, Madam President, ladies and genrlemen, I do not
propose to repear the arguments so eloquenrly made
by the previous speakers. It would nor serve a useful
purpose to say any more rhan rhar I profoundly agree
to date and hope that the Commission as a whole will
take to heart the sincerity and will appreciate the
determination of this Parliament, with or withour a
function, to find a way of showing honour on our
behalf and indeed on behalf of Europe.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr de Courcy Ling.

Mr de Courcy Lirrg. - Madam President, unlike Mr
Flanagan, I do not feel sorry for Mr Richard because I
can see that he is following the debate closely and is in
fact well experienced in these marrers. He is indeed
extremely well qualified to reply to this debate on
behalf of rhe Commission.

I wonder, therefore, whether he will give the House
an assurance rhat the Commission recognizes thar rhe
Stabex sysrem is not only a major political commit-
ment by the Communiry to the ACP counries but is
likely to be an increasing commitmenr. It is likely to be
something which is going to be even more imporrant
in the rest of rhis decade. A proportion of 550 million
units of accounr. spenr by the European Development
Fund - roughly one-ninrh spenr on Srabex - is too
small a sum of money. The current sum is too small a
sum of money [o meer the size of the political commit-
ment. Does he recognize this as a realiry?

Then, also, I wonder whether Mr Richard would be
kind enough ro commenr on the problem of the cost of
oil impons ro the developing countries, panicularly
the countries of Africa rhat have no energ.y resources.
I would like ro ask him wherher the Commission has
thought of any way of engaging the petro-dollar sur-
pluses of rhe Gulf States to help out with the Stabex
problem. I know that it is a very complex idea and that
the money could probably only be donated with polid-
cal strings or borrowed at the expense of the Com-
munity budger. But surely this is an avenue v/onh pur-
suing, given the very significant element which the
cost of oil imports represenrs in the budgets of the
poorest countries of Africa.
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Finally, I should like to ask Mr Richard whether he

could give us an assurance that the Commission has

considered whethe'r Stabex funds go far enough down
into the infrastructure of, for example, the cocoa
indusry in Ghana, or the cultivation of coffee in the

Central African ltepublic? Is he satisfied that these

funds are something more than just a book transaction
in the budgets of central governments in many of the
ACP counries?

President. - I call Nlrs Dury.

Mrs Dury. - (FR) Madam President, if we have

decided to put this oral question to the Commission it
is primarily because the Commission has failed to fulfil
its moral and political obligadon towards Parliament,
in other words to provide it with the necessary infor-
mation and the proposals it has put to the Council,
particularly in relation to Stabex, but also because we
want to go into the fundamental problems of Snbex.
And our remarks are addressed as much to the Com-
mission as to the Council.

Today's debate ,comes before the meeting in Libreville
and it is of course no coincidence. This meeting in
Libreville will be a test of the cooperation policies of
the Ten, given the present state of uneasy relations
between the Community and the ACP. And my very
real fear is, Madam President, that the outcome may
prove negative, especially when I consider the posi-
rions of the Cornmission and, worse still, the proposals

- as they have been related to me - of the Belgian
Presidency.

It seems that the Belgian Presidency is proposing sim-
ply a transfer {rom the European Development Fund
to Srabex. One can see immediately the implications of
such an attiturJe. The European Development Fund
would be depnved of its freedom of action. But I was

also wondering if the Lom6 Convention is a sum of
communicating vessels where funds are transferred
from one to another as circumstances demand. To me

that seems a dangerous attitude to take, dangerous for
rhe present, but dangerous also for the future.

Lastly I should like to say, Madam President, that I
am absolutely disgusted by the attitude of certain of
the Member States, and Belgium in particular, with
regard to the developing countries. Through the mar-
keting of their products we are making huge profirc
and our attitude is one of sheer egoism.

'!7e have carried the Convention of Lom6 like a flag
symbolizing our willingness to do something for the

developing counries. I would say that right now this
flag is more than somewhattattered.I believe it is time
we looked to the Commission as well as the Council to
get us back on course and ensure that our develop-
ment cooperation is at last worthy of the name.

President. - I call Mr Fuchs.

Mr G. Fuchs. - (FR) Mr President, I have nofiing to
add to the analysis of the situation as already put for-
ward by previous speakers. The demands by our ACP
partners are opposed by the letter of the Convention,
specifically Ardcle 34. For them, they have the spirit of
the Convention and its character of a political conffact
freely entered into by the ACP States and the Euro-
pean Communiry.

Our task today, therefore, is to find a way of respond-
ing to the demand presented to us. How are we to go
about it?

Let me first of all look back a little bit. In 1981, these

same fluctuations in the prices of raw materials which
resulted in Stabex recording a deficit of 130 million
ECU enabled the Community and the EAGGF to
show a surplus of around I 000 million ECU. Now,
you may recall that this surplus was used, by means of
an amending budget, as a partial contribution towards
special food aid of 40 million ECU to the less devel-
oped countries and special social aid of 60 million
ECU in support of cenain industrial restructuring pro-
jects through the Social Fund.

\7hat of 7982, are we going to have the same kind of
surplus? A preliminary analysis of the budget position
leads us to believe that there will probably be surpluses

in the European farm budget of some 500 million
ECU, at least. Can we use this money to meet the

demands of the ACP countries? Last year the reply
was 'no' because, as you know, there are no communi-
cating vessels between the mechanisms for financing
the Lom6 agreemenrc and the budget of the European
Community.

However, thanks to action by our Parliament, what
we did not have last year we do have this year, since,

following the budget debarc last autumn and the

express demand by Members in this House, a new
entry was made in the budget, Ircm 9021, which
explicidy provides for'Stabex reserves'. Alongside is

the following remark: 'This item is intended to record
the reserve to be used in the event of the exhausdon of
the annual instalment and advances, within the mean-

ing of Article 34 of the Second Convention of Lom6'.
There is a token entry against this item. Madam Presi-
dent, on the eve of this meeting in Libreville, on the

eve of the ACP-EEC Council, I have some very ser-
ious words to say to the Commission of the European
Communities. Ir is highly probable that we shall be

having another amending budget in 1982. The Com-
mission must, really must, propose to the ministers
meeting in Libreville that they use another amending
budget and this item 9021 in order to honour the
Community's moral and political commitment to our
ACP panners.

Presi{ent. - I call the Commission.
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- 

Madam
President, I shall, if I may, be fairly brief in response
to this debare. I am not in a position, obviously, to
answer some of the questions in demil, but I would
like to deal with one or rwo of the trends which seem
to have emerged.

First of all, I must say to Mr Pearce that the Commis-
sion cannot accept that there is a'mess' as far as Sta-
bex is concerned. '!(i'harever else the Commission is
responsible for, it is, with respecr, not responsible for
drought, it is not responsible for the economic crisis in
the EEC and it is not responsible for the way in which
some of the ACP counrries choose to manage rheir
affairs. '$Vhat we are responsible for, we of course take
responsibiliry for; bur the fact of rhe mau.er, as I
undersrand it, is that the calls that have come on the
Stabex system are infinitely grearer rhan the resources
that there are to fulfil it,

'$7e have one other problem here, and thar is that we
are bound by the Convenrion. Ir is idle, I think, for
Members of rhis House to call upon the Commission
rc do things as if they were totally free to acr in rhar
way. 'S7e are not. Again as I understand ir, we are
bound by a cerrain cash limit as far as Article 9 of rhe
Convention is concerned; 550 million, I think it is, for
Stabex. In a siruation where you have a finire amount
of resources and an infinirely grearer call on those
resources than you are in a posirion to fulfil, ir really
does seem ro me rhat something has to give and some
arrangemenr has to be entered into. The Commission
has produced an arrangement which, I must say, did
not seem [o me to come under the same son of criti-
cism this afternoon as rhe Commission came under for
im alleged lack of consulrarion with the Parliament. If
I were a disinterested layman lisrening to this debate, I
think I would come to rlre conclusion"that what we are
actually trying ro do in relarion to Stabex was more
acceptable to Parliament than the way in which we
have rried to do ir.

Let me just deal with rhis final point on consultarion.
The Commission, I am afraid, does nor rerracr [he
view which I expressed ar rhe ourser of this debare,
which is that we did attempt ro consult Parliament in
the best s/ay we thought ourselves capable of doing. I
am sorry that Parliamenr feels rhat it was not p.ope.ly
consulred.

Finally, Madam President, may I merely say rhar ir
does seem ro me rhar there is a distinction in this

debate which should be made and should be broughr
out. This is supposed ro be, as I understand ir, an
urgent and topical debarc. Very well, I take it in that
spirit. But many of the conrributions that have been
made are really not matters, it seems to me, of great
urgency. They are rather matlers for more sober con-
sideration between Parliament and rhe Commission as
to the long-rerm furure of the Srabex sysrem itself, as
to its correct funding in rhe furure, as to whether or
not it needs amending and how best one might be able
to produce a betrer system. On those marrers I can
give an assurance ro Parliamenr rhat the Commission
is ready in the future - as, indeed, it believes it has
been in [he pasr - ro cooperate with Parliamenr in
devising and developing ideas and proposals for the
future. But on the main substance of the complaints
that have been made this afternoon, Madam Presidenr,
I fear I musr be as unfonhcoming in rejecting [hose
complaints at the conclusion of this debare as I was
unforthcoming in nor accepring them at rhe beginning.

President. - The debare is closed.

\7e now have to consider rhe motion for a resolution
by Mr Poniatowski (Doc. l-215/82/rev.) on rhe appli-
cation of Stabex for 1981. I have a request. for an early
vote on this resolurion.

(Parliament agreed to the requestfor an early aote)

The vote on the morion for a resolution will rake place
at 7 p.m. romorrow and it is requested thar any
amendments to this rext should be submitted and
tabled by 12 midday. romorrow.

The vore on rhe Guertsen report will rake place at
6 p.m. and since I have no more speakers on lhe list
and there is no more business on rhe agenda the
House will be suspended until 5 p.m.,

(Tbe sitting was suspended at 5.30 p.m. and resumed at
6 P.*.)

Votes2

>i

(Tbe sitting was closed at 7.35 p.n.f

I Flectronic voting sys_tgm 
- Topical and urgent debate

(announcement) : see Minutes.2 See Annex.I Membership of committees 
- Vithdrawal of a motion

for a resolution 
- 

Agenda for next sirring: see Minures.
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ANNEX

Votes

The Report of Proceedings records in an annex the rapporteuls position on the
various amendments a: 

#i::Hfil:u;il."siH: *ffilX 
* the voting the

Geurtsen report (Doc. l-862/81): adopted.

The rapporteur was:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 6,7,8,9,76, 17,2A,23,24,26,27,28,29,30,
44,48,53,61 and 64;

- AG,\INST Amendments Nos 60, 63, 66, 70, 7 I / rev., 72, 7 8, 79, 80, 8 1, 82, 84, 85,

86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,
I 10 and 111.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Prag. - Madam President, I believe that if this document now goes through, those

counrries which have no legislation on industrial relations have the chance of the biggest
breakthrough in industrial relations for many years.

The draft Fifth Directive on q.orkers' participation has been around for ten years, but ir
has always been in much too rigid a form to be acceptable to all the Member States, and in
panicular, it has been unacceptable in my own country because of the insistence on a form
of organization, the two-tier board, which we are not used to.

So far it is all roo easy for companies to do nothing about genuine consultation of
employees, because they have no legal obligation to do so, as they do in Germany, the

Netherlands and Denmark. I believe we shall not achieve the increase in industrial pro-
ductiviry and industrial peace that we need without some form of legal framework such as

this directive would provide. Here at last we have a draft directive which has a genuine
chance of getting rhrough the Council of Ministers, and I think vre owe the Legal Affairs
Committee and those who have taken a leading part in this work our congratulations.

I believe thar this draft directive in its present form may bring great benefits to us all, and
certainly to my own country. That is why, Madam President, I shall vote for it.

Mr de Ferranti. - I am very much in favour of participation. I am very much in favour of
, democratic panicipation but I have to explain to the House that I wish to vote, nonethe-
less, against these proposals we are considering despite the fact that I very much admire
the work of the Legal Affairs Committee of Mr Geunsen and all those who have been

involved. This proposal will not enable goods to be sold more freely, will not make it more
likely that we will have an economic Community. There are many things that we do need

for that objective. \7e need to have a single currency. \7e need to remove barriers to
rrade.'S7e need ro make it easier for people to get orders from one country to another and

ro deliver the goods but we do not, for those objectives, need to have this legislation. This
sort of proposal is very much better carried out at the national level. Many things we

know should be done at the European level, but this is not one of them and it is an indica-
tion to me which is depressing of a lack of objectivity by the Commission in what it is we

wish to achieve and I hope that the Council will come up to its usual form and fail to
aBree.

Mr Ferri. - (17) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I would have liked rc be able

to declare a vote in favour of the Geurtsen report and the Fifth Directive, considering that
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the former represents a great effort on the part of the Legal Affairs Commitree and im
rapporteur made at the time when I had the honour of presiding over this committee.

However, although the results arrived at may be rechnically praisewonhy, I musr say very
frankly that I feel the political result to be a negative one. The directive, as it was modified
first by the Legal Affairs Committee and then by this Assembly, represenm a step back-
wards in resPect to the Commission's position, and it is cenainly nor such as ro fulfil rhe
Purpose intended for it: neither the harmonization of company law on rhe dualist sysr.em,
nor, above all, the inroduction of panicipation and an assumprion of responsibility on the
part of the workers' representatives. The vote on the von Bismarck amendment, translated
into paragraph 5 of Article 4, has put the workers'representatives in a posirion of inferior-
ity, and this is not only a polidcal aberration but also, in my opinion, a serious legal abber-
ratron.

This, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, is why this directive cannot receive a favourable
vote from the workers'representatives, and for this reason its porential is already severely
limircd. It is because of this that I, along with the Socialist Group to which I have rhe
honour to belong, will vote againsr the direcrive and rhe resolution.

Mrs Vayssade.- (FR) Madam President, the French Socialists will join the rest of the
Socialist Group in opposing the text as voted by this House. One of rhe arrracrions of the
Fifth Directive was that it would lay down procedures for rhe represenation of workers
when decisions were being reached within companies. \fle had hoped that Parliament
would improve these procedures by adapting them to the different European rraditions.

In the final analysis, all the amendments that sought to serve the workers' inreresrs were
rejected, even though two of them were incorporated in the motion for a resolurion voted
by the European People's Party, which turned down all the amendmenrs rhar gave con-
crete expression in the directive to the principles set out in the motion. \7e cannot there-
fore endorse this rext and will vote againsr it.

Mr chambeiron. - (FR) Madam Presidenr, our debare here yesterday and today on rhe
Fifth Directive has shown quite plainly that, behind the somewhat formal rivalry tetween
the champions of rhe one-rier and two-tier sysrems, it was above all the problem of
worker participation in company decision-making that was ar the roor of the'discussion.
\7hat we have to do is look at the particular circumstances prevailing in each Member
State and establish whether all of them can in fact be reconciled with rhe objectives pur-
sued in rhe Fifth Directive .

In France, industrial democracy has become a very rcpical subjecr. It is a novel idea thar is
gaining ground by virtue of the desire for change demonsrrated by the majority of our
nation a year ago. On that point we could not accept any warering-down of the proposals.

Now, whilst some of the speakers here yesterday and rhis morning came our in favour of
worker participation, we observed that all too often this affirmarion of suppon was cou-
pled with the suggestion that such participation be restricred. No soonei 

-had 
the good

intentions been proclaimed than rhey were conrradicted.

'$7e prefer a different course. '!7e have confidence in the workers, in rheir imagination,
their sense of resp-onsibiliry, their attachment to the rools of their rrade. That is *hy we
want to see profound changes introduced within undertakings, with increased and
extended rights for workers, in particular new powers for works iouncils so as [o secure
for.workers the right to be properly informed on the situation of their company, on srra-
tegic options, on working conditions. The texrs submitred for our consideraiion come
down, over and above five basic demands, firmly on the side of rhe shareholders. 'S7ork-

ers' rights are a mere sham, a blind window pur in for rhe sake of symmetry. Ir is a piry
that this matter s/as not debated jointly with workers' participario., in tians-national
undertakings.

That is why we shall vote against this text.
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Mr Chanterie. - (NL) Madam President, I find it regrettable that the workers of the

European Communiry did not know beforehand that we would be discussing what is for
them so imponant a report this week. But they cannot be blamed for that, because I have

discovered that quite a few Members did not know either until a few days ago.

After following the debarc attentively, after consulting with the rest of my group and after
listening to Commissioner Andriessen's statement, I have withdrawn a few of my amend-
ments - although I would point out that ir is still possible to implement the proposals

rhey contain. In the last two days it has again become clear to me that the democratization
of economic acriviries is a very controversial issue, particularly when it comes to esmblish-
ing actual procedures. On the other hand, we must surely take account of the differences
in political, historical and philosophical views and developments in the various Member
States,

I should also like ro srress that I am able to endorse the srcp-by-step strategy on condition
that the sreps raken are in a forward direcdon and that the laggards take action to catch
up. Apan from a number of other factors, the approval of the EPP amendment calling for
worker parriciparion on the basis of equality after a transitional period is a step forward,
even for rhe country with rhe most advanced forms of worker participadon. I therefore
approve the Geurtsen report, albeit with mixed feelings. However, I would urge the Com-
mission and the Council ro wasre no time in taking the necessary decisions, so that, it does

not take anorher ten years before something is done. I would also appeal to the workers
even now to take action in support of the Vredeling directive in the form approved by our
Commirtee on Social Affairs and Employment.

Mr Romualdi. - QT Mr Presidenr, the members from the Italian right have uaditionally
believed thar it is necessary to arrive in an orderly way at a definite form of worker parti-
cipation in the profits and the management of the companies where they are employed:
this is rhe only way - in the workers' opinion - to give them co-responsibility and lead

them our of the destructive logic of class struggle. It also reflects the fact that a company
offering wages alone is no longer economically, morally, or socially conceivable, nor is it
useful for any form of economic development or any improvement in living conditions.
Such improvement demands the advent of an economic society of co-panicipation.

It does not appear to us, however, that either the Fifth Directive, long worked upon, or
the Geurtsen document which summarizes it, approach the problem in this way, accur-
ately and definitively, eliminating all risks of conflict.

For this reason we will abstain from voting on the Geurtsen report in the hope that in the

subsequenr phases which must necessarily follow the problem will find a solution more
suited to the necessary modernization and to the development of the European economy
and rhe solving of the social and political problems which are intimarcly connected to it.

Mr Vetter. - (DE) The Socialisr Group will nor vore for the morion for a resolution by
Mr Geurtsen, which he has presented on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee and which
has now been altered by the amendments tabled.

'S7e made ir quirc clear in the debate yesterday and today what is of central imponance to
us in all discussions of European company law: the weight given to the workers and their
representatives in the companies.

Ve adopted the amendment mbled by Mr Beumer by a majority. It emphasizes what the
rapporreur has already proposed: it endorses the preponderance of the shareholders' side

over rhat of the workers' representatives on the supervisory board. The fact that this

amendment motion speaks of parity does not alter that in the slightest.

'!?'e are not convinced by the attempt to reconcile the irreconcilable. Anyone who speaks

of parity and at the same rime leaves the last word to the shareholders is merely disguising
rhe fact rhar he rejects the claim of the workers to participation on equal terms. In addi-
tion, the proposed period of transition, with no dme limit specified, leaves any new depar-
ture in the sense of a possible improvement in the direction of a parity which would merit
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the name, in other words all funher progress, in the hands of the Council. But no-one
knows better than this Parliament how much enthusiasm and capability the Council has
for taking decisions.

\7e very much regret that we were no[ able to reach a consensus. A consensus would have
been possible, if we had together found a formula which at least held our rhe prospect of
worker participarion on equal terms. That has not happened. The majority in the House
has seen fit to slam the door in rhe workers' faces.

That was disastrously unwise. '!7hat we are now voting on is not a step in the direction of
a Europe with more democracy and social justice. Personally, I feel it to be an affront ro
the workers. You cannot expect. my group to vote in favour of such a set of provisions.
The rights of the workers are sufficiently important to deserve an honesr effon to reach a
consensus. 'sflhar we have here, however, is a vile compromise wirh which we canno[ be
associated.

Mr de Gucht. - (NL) Madam President, above all else I should like rc thank the rappor-
teur on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group for his excellenr reporr, and as
regards the technical aspect of this report, I believe I am speaking on behalf of the whole
of this Parliament.

vhere the content of this report is concerned, we shall, of course, be adopting a posirive
position, not only because we agree with ir in every way but also because we are con-
vinced that this is the way to improve the participation of rhe workers, whose interesrs we
have at heart. \7e do not therefore in any way share Mr Vetter's pessimism. on the con-
trary, we believe that, by approving this Fifth Direcrive in its present form, we shall be
taking a first step towards genuine worker paniciparion in companies.
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(The sitting was opene.d at 9 a.m.)1

President. 
- I call Mr de Courcy Ling.

Mr de Courcy Ling. 
- 

Mr President, on a point of
order, before we staft today's business, I wonder
whether Mr Geurtsen, whose work yesrerday we all
very much admired, would like to avail himself of
Rule 67 of the Rules of Procedure ro explain more
fully to rhe House rhe reasons 

- 
which-I have no

doubt are very good reasons 
- why he decided nor to

invoke Rule 36 of our Rules of Procedure in respecr of
our consulta[ion wirh the Commission abour the Fifrh
Company Directive.

It seemed to me from what he said that he had had
some conversations with Members of rhe Commission.
The House would no doubr tike to know about those

conversar,ions and we would like to be informed of the
assurances Mr Geunsen may have received.

President. - I call Mr Irmer.

Mr Irmer. - (DE) Mr President, Mr Geurrsen is not
here at the momenr. I shall pass on ro him rhe question
that has been raised here and I shall ask him ro come
back ro ir later.

President. - Are you willing to wait until the Member
arrives ?

Mr de Courcy Lhq. - Mr President, I am perfecrly
satisfied rhat we should wair. I do not regard it as
necessary for Mr Geunsen even to come bick ro the
Hguse. today. !7hat is much more importanr is [har
when he does come back he should .ik. 

" 
very full

staremenr, which I have no doubt we shall ali find
satisfactory.

President. - I call Mr von der Vring.
1 Approval of Minutes: see Minutes.
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Mr von der Vring. - (DE) Mr President, can you
ensure that in future we have an opportuniry each

morning to ask each other questions as Members and

to have the House involved in it?

President. - Quite right, Mr von der Vring.

l. Promotion of equal opportunities for wornen

President. - The next item on the agenda is the

report (Doc. l-l)1/82), drawn up by Mrs Vayssade

on behalf of the Committee of Inquiry on the Situa-
tion of \7omen in Europe, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-927/81 - COM(81) 785 final) for a

draft resolution concerning a new Community
action programme on the promotion of equal
opportunities for women.

I call the rapporteur.

Mrs Vayssade, rapporteur. - (FR) Mr President, la-
dies and gentlemen, over half the populadon of
Europe, one-third of the working population, nearly
half the registered unemployed: there you have a few
figures on the position of women in Europe. At the
present time they are suffering, more than men, the
impact of the economic crisis, restrictive budgetary
policies and technological change. And there is much
sympathy in certain quaners for the idea that women
should get back to the home.

This all threatens to undermine the progress we have

made towards equality between men and women and

to put a damper on the righm of women, be they
wage-earners, self-employed or even housewives. Yet
it is more imponant than ever that our social and

economic policies should all be founded on the princi-
ple of equal opportunity for all. That is the vital pre-

condition for dynamizing the whole population of
Europe and not simply its lesser half.

That is the context of the Commission's proposal for
an action programme on the promotion of equal
opportunities for women (1982-1985)' Vhat are the

main features of this programme?

It has its positive aspects, but also a number of defi-
ciencies. Firstly, on the positive side, we have the

suggestion that the current crisis can serve to ensure

rhat women are provided with the means of defending
rheir own interests. Another positive aspect consists in
the global approach to the problems involved, embrac-
ing the consolidation of equality under the law and

proposals for posidve further action. Very positive,
also, the idea of action to ensure equality in the real-
life situation and not simply on paper. Finally, the

objectives, the 15 actions that have been proposed, are

fully in line with women's needs and with the inten-
tions of our Parliament when it adoprcd the Maij-
\Teggen resolution in February 1981.

But there are major deficiencies. Firstly, there is

almost no mention of certain matrcrs we consider to
be vital. Education is not even touched upon. But edu-

cation, at the earliest possible stage, will be a key fac-

tor in the realization of equality of opportunity. The
health factor is scarcely mentioned, and there is not a

syllable on health at work or the more general prob-
lems of women's health.

Above all, however, the text that has been put before
us fails to define any concrete means of implementa-
tion committing the Commission to anything more

than studies or surveys. No legal instrument has been

provided to ensure the backing-up of the action Pro-
gramme by direcdves or legal texts, as was done in

197 5.

The appeal is primarily to the goodwill of the Member
States, to get them moving along the right lines; yet
we know that some of them are in fact proceeding in
the wrong direcdon !

Finally, in our view, this problem has not been ade-

quately linked with other aspects of Community
policy. The current review of the Social Fund, and that
of the Regional Fund, are left unmentioried, and we

are aware that women are conspicuous by their
absence from rexts like the medium-term programme.
Ve therefore consider this action programme to be a

minimum to be implemented in the period to 1985; but
it cannot be permined to remain the list of pious hopes

which is what we reproach it with rather too obviously
being at present.

The Committee of Inquiry therefore proposes a cer-
tain number of amendments to the draft resolution of
the Council, to ensure the Council's firm commitment
to the realization of the programme; it also suggests to
the Commission, in its motion for a resolution, that it
should immediately start preparing a certain number
of concrete applications of the programme.

This means the Council must not only note or aPProve

the guidelines but also commit itself in the name of the

Member States and undertake to require the Commis-
sion to prepare the necessary legislation. It also means

the commitment of the Council to the provision of
funds and personnel, the Commission - with the full
backing of the Committee of Enquiry into the situa-
tion of women in Europe - requests the creation of
six additional posts, to be shared between the women's
information office and the women's employment of-
fice (DG V and DG X). The creation of these new
posts is vitally imponant.'S7'e have litde confidence in
the effectiveness of appointing staff by internal res-

tructuring, and we would be grearly heartened by an

assurance that these posts will in fact be created.
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Vayssade

On behalf of the Committee of Inquiry, which has
unanimously approved this report, I now request Par-
liament to adopt rhe proposals it conrains. By voting in
this month of May, Parliament is voting a little late,
.and we would have preferred a vore in rhe course of
the April part-session. The Social Affairs Council will
meet on 27 May ro decide on the programme of act-
ion. 'We undersrand that rhe Council's prepararory
work for this meeting is already well under way and it
seems the Council does nor intend ro enter into any
firm commitments.

Ir is all the more important rherefore, in our opinion,
that Parliament should speak out firmly today and
bring the maximum possible pressure ro bear on rhe
deliberations of the Council with a view ro ensuring
the latter's commitmenr in favour of women. Your
vote, like the artirude of the Social Affairs Council,
will significanrly affect the degree of determinarion to
bring about equality of opponunity for women.

A cenain number of journalists are following roday's
debate. This will be rhe first time the proceedings of
the European Parliament have been televised by Euro-
pean satellite. A conference of European women's
associations, meeting in Bonn in a few days time, has
included the discussion of this programme in its
agenda. This shows the close arrenrion paid by women
to what is being done for them at a European level and
how keen they are [o ensure rhat these developments
are along the righr lines.

'!7hen Parliamenr purs its record before its electorate
in 1984, I would rherefore hope that women will find
it contains a positive record of consistent acrion in
favour of women's rights and the promotion of equal
opportunity.

President. - I call rhe Committee on Budgets.

Mr Baillot, draftsman of an opinion. - (FR) Mr Presi-
dent, in her excellenr reporr, Mrs Vayssade has
preempted the opinion I am about ro presenr ro you
orally on behalf of the Commirtee on Budgerc.

In fact, the Committee has nor restricted itself to
delivering an opinion on rhe programme of action pro-
posed by the Commission; it has cast a critical eye on
the budgetary implications, and rightly so, because rhe
Community authoriries have regularly regaled us with
high-sounding declarations of intenr which, for want
of the necessary appropriarions, have nor produced
any practical effecrs.

I broadly agree with rhe conclusions drawn by Mrs
Vayssade. So -y contribution is not intended to
amend her report or limit irs scope, but rarher to show
it in a different and more budgemry light.

The Commission's proposals are in line wirh rhose ser
fonh in the resolution adopted by our Parliament on

11 February 1981, which recommended in particular
that equality of treatment be reinforced by more effec-
tive monitoring, by the Member States, of the applica-
don of the relevanr Community Directives, by the
provision of aid for the Member States to amend and
harmonize the protective legislation in the light of the
concept of indirect discrimination, by the development
of a system of individualized social security rights, a
proper status for self-employed women and farmers'
wives, the reorganization of working hours ro permit
the sharing of rasks by couples, aoion ro change men-
tal attitudes, acrion in the fields of career guidance and
vocational training, measures in favour of sexual dese-
gregation in the realm of employment, rehabilitation,
specific acrion in the public sector ro promore rhe
equaliry of women ar work, close monitoring of the
impact of the economic crisis on rhe employment of
women, an informarion policy and participation by
women in the activities of decision-making bodies.

The recitation of this list of recommendations brings
us face to face with the fact that the Commission has
considerably reduced rhe field of action envisaged by
the resolution. Are the extremely modest budgemry
implications of its proposals a pure coincidence? I do
not of course underesrimate the significance of the
studies that have been made of contact networks and
networks of murual aid for women's movemenrs; but
even here we must be sure they are nor used to bury
the serious problems affecting women under moun-
tains of paper and rorrenrs of saliva.

The few thousand ECU of addirional appropriations
provided by rhe Commission will obviously not fill the
bowl of resources ro overflowing ! l7ithout being
ungrateful for the advances provided by the Commis-
sion, I have the impression that rhe action programme
is no more than a srand-by, inrended to take rhe edge
off our apperites, and that ir is inadequately integradd
in the general panern of Communiry policy.

I therefore expect the Commission ro correct [his
negative impression by affirming more unequivocally,
in its preliminary draft budget for 1983 and in irs pro-
posed review of the Social Fund, its determination to
improve the inregration of women in a real social
policy embracing not only employmenr and health but
also vocarional training.

This is rendered all the more urgenr by the continuing
rise in female unemploymenr. The Commission doei
not seem to have uken full stock of rhe situarion, and
prefers to award itself cenificates of satisfacrory per-
formance which are of doubtful value, ro pur ir mildly.

I also hope, in the interests of jusdce for women and
success in combating unemploymenr, rhat the Com-
mission will inregrare women's problems more effec-
tively in Community policies. Hence the need to en-
hance women's share in all Community activiries ro
enable them ro derive a 500/o benefit, wirh rhe Com-
mission assuming responsibility for the implementation
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of monitoring procedures which will enable rhe Euro-
pean Parliament to check the application of these mea-
sures.

I would point out in conclusion, Mr Presidenr, rhar
the Committee on Budgets has decided to approve the
supplementary appropriations provided by the Com-
mission under budger headings 6 400 and 6 440 and ro
express the most emphatic reservations with regard to
the additional staff requested by DG V and DG X for
implementing this programme. The Committee feels ir
must draw attention, in this contexr, to the principle
whereby the amount of appropriations and the number
of staff must be laid down in the budgetary procedure.
That is a fixed rule of procedure of our institutions.

President. - I call the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment.

Mrs Cassanmagnato Cerretti, draftsman of an opinion.

- (17) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I cannot
hide the fact that I would have liked this debare to be
linked to the topic ''Women, Peace and Development'.
Unfonunately the Commission's document goes no
funher than stating general action, announced on sev-
eral occasions, moreover, at various institutional lev-
els, and once again puts forward on a reduced scale
the wide range of actions already indicated in the

}Hff:. 
Parliament's resolution on the situation of

Therefore, while the amendmenrc approved by the
Committee of Inquiry have improved the programme,
it does not seem capable in the short or rhe long rerm
of meeting the various aspirations of the female popu-
lation, especially at the present time.

The basic theme is the female personality. Firstly, the
programme fails to indicate priority actions to prom-
ote real equaliry for women. It also fails to list the
direct and indirect means of tackling the problem. The
programme therefore errs on the side of vagueness,
whereas it should have poinrcd to actions able to have
a real effect on the situation of women, so as ro pro-
vide a definitive solution to areas where they suffer
from objective inequaliry.

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment,
whose spokesman I am in this Parliament has the legi-
timate intention of backing up the Commission's pro-
posed programme, with some concrete suggestions
relating to cenain points which have not yet been
worked out in deail. These are shorter working hours,
a new distribution of working hours and of work, paid
or not, so that all family structures become more flexi-
ble, clearer and closer to reality.

In this connection you are aware that the Commitree
on Social Affairs is examining a drak directive to regu-
late working hours on a voluntary basis, with the prin-

cipal aim of encouraging job mobility and flexibility,
to contribute to rationalizing the supply of labour to
the market by increasing rhe adapmbility of services,
working conditions and career structures.

A second area in which the Commission proposal does
not come up to expectations is the development of
micro-electronics and its special consequences for the
employment of women, a point which the Commitree
on Social Affairs has gone into in some demil. A third
shoncoming of the proposal relates to the grea[er
encouragement of occupational training in sectors
other than the so-called typical female occupations,
and the guarantee that trainees will actually find a job
in these fields even once the period of occupational
training has terminated.

Both of these points are included in the resolution on
social priorities approved by this Parliament, and it
would be worthwhile to esublish a link between them
in order to make some progress instead of continually
having to start all over again. In this respect the resolu-
tion I mentioned gave clearer details of the encourage-
ment of the alternating training programme, introduc-
tory training courses especially for young people and
women, and the establishment of a European policy to
adapt education, training and specialization to the
present and future requirements of the labour market
and the job situation, with special concern for tele-
matics.

Another specific request to the Commission concerned
support for measures aimed at guaranteeing the
mutual recognition within the Community of diplo-
mas, cenificates and other qualifications including
professional qualifications, in order to promote [he
mobility of young people and women as much as pos-
sible.

Another point concerns the extension in the widesr
sense possible of aid to minors, starting from the prin-
cipal of equal educational responsibiliry of men and
women, especially in respect of parental leave and the
improvement and adaptation of life to the working
pattern of women in employment.

In this framework I would like to point out that the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment will
shonly be examining a proposal for action in family
policy, in a new family dimension open to the problem
of other people.

Furthermore, special attention should be paid to the
specific problems of female migrant workers, who
happen to be those hardest hit nowadays when it
comes to looking for and keeping a job, with much
more disastrous consequences arising from cases of
loss of employment in families dependent especially on
one worker. The problem is compounded for second
generation migrant workers and an outline pro-
Bramme of serious educational measures ro promote
their social and cultural integration cannor be posr-
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poned any longer. Particularly serious problems too
are those concerning housing, the schooling of immi-
grants' children and all the measures related thereto.

Lastly I would like to underline our awareness of the,
at times, extremely difficult problems of women in the
Third Vorld, and their sense of responsibility.

To summarize, these are the sugBestions which the
Committee on Social Affairs lists in its report. There is

a need for concrete budget appropriations in the Euro-
pean Social Fund now being reviewed. Such resources
must nevertheless be commensurate with the scale and
nature of social policy measures, so as to provide
appropriate timely solutions to employment problems.
It must be made obvious on the legal level that efforts
are being made to implement the measures, laid down
in the directives, concerning equal treatment as

regards pay, working conditions and social security.
Action must be taken to support and increase public
awareness and develop or foster changes in attitudes
towards the sharing of women's responsibilities in the
occupational, family and social fields.

Lastly, real measures should be taken to promote solu-
tions to the problem of flexible retirement and reduced
working hours. Unless this is done, the slogan
'Vomen, Peace and Development' will lose all valid-
ity.

(Applawse)

President. 
- 

I call the Socialist Group.

Mrs Lizin. 
- 

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, a given social situation is never stable; it is no
more than the temporary equilibrium of opposing
forces. The same applies to the situation of women,
and especially of women who go out to work.

Ten years ago lhe Commission was confidently telling
us, on paper, that the rate of recruitment of female
labour would go on rising, and that the trend was
irreversible. Today ir is saying the same, with less con-
viction; but what will it be saying in ten years'time?
\7omen are cenainly hanging on in the labour market.
Notwithstanding their achievements and the progress
made at the end of the sixties and in the early seven-
ries, they have taken some heavy blows: reduced scales
of unemployment benefit, the sacking of more women
than men by firms under the weather, and inequality
in the field of vocational training. Yet although they
account for 750/o of total registrations at unemploy-
ment offices in the past five years $r'omen are still
looking for opportunities of employment.

As unemployment grows, women are also, once again,
encountering the argument that prioriry should be
given to jobs for men and that they ought to pack up
and go home, with reduced unemployment benefit or

special financial incentives to keep them there. And
there is also a risk, when they do go home, of their
getting enmeshed in the development of a new pheno-
menon that is going to be rapidly created by the new
technologies, namely work at home on a computer
terminal. In social terms, and in terms of the law relat-
ing to employment, that will represent a backward step

of more than fifty years. So the deterioration in the
position of women, which is akeady very real, is only
just beginning and the trends already discernible in the
advanced technologies are going to have a cata-
strophic effect.

Vhen I rcll you that women are hanging on in the
labour market, I mean they are fighting the battle in
two ways, defensive and offensive. These two strate-
gies are supported by the Commission's action pro-
gramme, and that is why the Socialist Group is in
favour of it. But although they are supported they
could in our opinion be carried forward with greater
vigour. Hence our support for the report presented by
Mrs Vayssade. Let us be more explicit about this com-
bat on two fronts. The first, the defensive strategy, is

intended to stop the rot. To that end, the Vayssade
report proposes the creation of a legal instrument
making it impossible to take any measures increasing
discrimination, and especially indirect discrimination,
panicularly in the period preceding the entry into
force of Community Directives including, above all,
the Directive on Social Security.

I have therefore submitted a proposal for a resolution
requesting the Commission to prepare an appropriate
legal text. I have raken rhis initiative under rhe terms
of the Van Miert repon on the right of inidative of the
European Parliament.

The aims of the defensive strategy also include moni-
toring the penetration of the labour market by new
technologies and ensuring that these new investmenff
do not constitute a backward step as far as the work-
ing population are concerned. Ve do not consider the
action programme to be sufficiently explicit in this res-
pect. On the other hand, the provision made by rhe
Commission for improving the appeals procedure is an
effective and useful step, as is the taking into account
of the feminine dimension of every Community action
affecting the labour marker.

As far as the offensive strategy is concerned, we need
to go beyond the stage represented by the action pro-
gramme. '!7'e are well aware of the fate of the 1975
programme, and we ought ro drafr binding legal
instrumenm providing for positive acrion with regard
to social security and the systems not covered by the
present directive, with regard rc equaliry in the field of
education, with regard to taxation and irc discrimina-
tory and discouraging effecrs as far as women's work
is concerned. All these actions must be backed by
provision of the necessary budgetary resources and
administrative posrs - with all due respect to Mr Bail-
lot and the Committee on Budgem - and by an infor-
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mation campaign with the aim of encouraging women
to exercise their rights and use the instrumenrs avail-
able rc them.

Apart from the various shoncomings of the action
programme that I have just underlined there is, how-
ever, the immediate danger, that the Council and rhe
Member States will rob the programme of any manda-
tory aspect. This technique is by no means new; it has
been applied to many other matrers. But it would be
terribly prejudicial [o our interesrs in rhis case. One
cannot accept reference, in a Council text, to the
limited financial resources of each Member State and
to national circumstances; otherwise there would no
longer be any point in action at a European level.

Hence the need for the members of this Parliament to
draw the attention of women, at a national level, to
the risk that the intended progress will be watered
down in texts without any real substance. Hopefully,
the mobilization of our forces will enable us to check
this negative rend which is contrary to everyone's
interests and not only those of women. The Belgian
presidency is a disquieting presidency in this context,
for instead of applying the principles we wish to see

adopted under the action programme Belgium is
among the countries that have most vigorously
attacked the rights that women have acquired, particu-
larly as far as unemployment is. concerned.

The point at issue in women's fight to remain an inte-
gral factor in the labour market is the refusal to allow
the exploitation of the crisis as an argument in favour
of what is, in fact, a backward step as far as the basic
principle of equaliry is concerned - this principle of
equality cannot., in any case, be tied to any social
growth rate whatsoever - it is also the refusal to
allow the development of a pool of cheap labour,
partly employed at home, that could be used for
reducing everyone's wages and imposing less favoura-
ble working conditions. The basde being waged by
women is indeed among the vital factors which could
propel society in the direction of shoner working
hours for all instead of in the direction of a Europe
characterized by two sorts of workers, namely on the
one hand the very highly qualified, in full-time
employment (who would be very few in number) and,
on the other hand, those without qualifications, who
would be employed on a part-time basis or at home,
on low rates of pay and whose remunera[ion would be
lower than at present. Vhen it comes to facing up to
these developmenrc, which employers with a vested
interest in the restructuring process are currently
organizing, working men and working women are in
the same boat. But will this dawn on them in time?
That, for us Socialists, is the nub of this debate.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mrs Lenz. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men. The European People's Pany, for irc part also,

welcomes the general lines of the programme put for-
ward by the Commission. Apart from one particular
provision we shall also vote in favour. My remarks are

therefore far more strongly directed at the Commis-
sion, the Council and the Member States, and I hope
they will be construed as constructive criticism.

In the course of the Committee of Inquiry's discus-
sions with the representatives of the Commission,
however, we were assailed by very serious doubts as to
whether vre are still discussing [he same paper here
today. I would be very grateful if the Commission's
representative could englighten us in this respect in his
statement. Ve would very much like to know whether
there is any real prospect of the proposals we are mak-
ing here actually being put before the Council. I am
sure thal effective cooperation, based on mutual trust,
between the Commission and Parliament would
demonstrate to our citizens, and in the present case,
above all, to our women citizens, more clearly than
any arcane market regulation, the extent to which we
are actually prepared to do something for the Europe
of the ordinary citizen.

\7hat we are saying here - and I am sure this applies
to all of us - is therefore very pointedly aimed at rhe
Member States. And here I shall allow myself a critical
word or two. If the Commission is expecting miracles
in this context - approval of the action programme
by the Council, followed by action on the part of the
Member States, to whom it has delegated most of the
responsibility for the programme's implementation -I would like to remind you of the words of Goethe:
"Die Botschaft hor' ich wohl, allein mir fehlt der
Glaube" (I get the message, but I'm not convinced).
Perhaps the Commission has in mind, as the medium
for carrying out its own policy, the Sorcerer's Appren-
tice whose spirits ultimately assert their independence.
The interests of European women would be far better
served, in any case, if the urgently needed reforms
were hallmarked by determination to make concrete
progress rather than by utopian ideology.

Ve fully realize the Commission is walking a dgh-
trope here, what with women's demands that policy
with regard to the family and women should retain
cenain basic principles, the economic crisis and the
situation on the employment fronr, which certainly do
not militate in favour of any readiness [o take action
on the part of the Member States, p4nicularly in view
of our heteroSeneous structures, so that it is far from
easy to submit a programme capable of actually bring- "

ing about the crucially important equality of oppor-
tunity for all the citizens of a democratic sociery.

The Commission sees the European Community as a
pioneer and innovator in this field. It will be hard
pressed - if one looks more closely at the action pro-
Bramme - to fulfil this role. In this respect, I would
largely agree with the women who have spoken before
me in this debate. Other members of my group will
have something to say on the various special aspects. I
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shall therefore restrict myself here to a few critical
points.

'We too are troubled by the absence of precise state-
ments on a series of issues, with regard to the key sec-

tor of education and vocational raining. 'We too
hoped for more clearly defined instruments for imple-
menting the directives. But above all, we consider that
the Commission's intentions with regard to its own
departments concerned with women's affairs, women's
associations and women's social policy represents an

absolute minimum. The resources are inadequate for
the job in hand. Here again, the responsibility will
largely lie with the Member States. The draft resolu-
tion submitted to the Council by the Commission
shows, indeed that it has obviously lost its nerve with
regard to its own programme. The same applies to the
review of national and Communiry legislation on saf-
ety at work and to the question of equality in the
social security field. It waxes eloquent, however, on
the harmonization of legal instruments, as this is again
a marter for the Member States and does not cost the
Commission a penny, but we have reservations about
supponing the new legal instrument, that has been
submitted to the Committee of Inquiry, which will
apply to the period between the adoption and the
entry into force of a directive, because we feel it would
only swell the ranks of the bureaucracy.

Although our Group considers the review of tax sys-

tems to be a very controversial question, it broadly
agrees that the Commission would for once do really
well 

- 
preferably by carrying out appropriate studies

- 
to clearly show the effects of the various European

rax systems in this context. Vhat we do not want,
however, is any form to tax harmonization that would
yet again be detrimental to the interests of married
people and families. Like others among you, we con-
sider the most crucial problem to be that of female
unemployment because, in spite of frequent assertions
to the contrary, the material and psychological conse-
quences of unemploymenl are just as serious for
women as for men.

Another important area in which we would welcome
reform 

- although here again there is a need to pro-
ceed with caution 

- 
is that of harmonization of the

terms of security of employment and maternity leave
and of the statutory terms of norice of rerminarion of
employment, because these are vital factors which ena-
ble women to combine family life and employment
outside the home. As far as women's preparation for
employment is concerned, the Commission could have
submitted a more forward-looking programme,
because the future will doubdess continue to be
fraught with major problems in this respecr. \(/ith
regard to part-time working, however, I must disagree
with the spokeswoman for the Socialisr Group. '!7e

would have preferred not to have part-time working
presenred here as an instrument for forcing women
out of the labour market or into specific sectors, and
would have expected an unequivocal reference to pilot

schemes and positive models which could have shown
that this form of work has hitherto at least proved to
be the best instrument for enabling men and women to
come to a mutually acceptable arrangement with
regard to their tasks in the family and in the working
environment.

Finally, a word for the Commission itself. That institu-
tion, with its massive body of civil servants, could give
an exemplary demonstration of what is meant, in prac-
rice, by giving women equal opportunities in every
area of activity. It could then serve as a model for
other institutions in Europe. A lot remains to be done
in this context, even in the Commission's own ranks.

The work of the Committee of Inquiry will focus very
clearly on the individual proposals put forward by the
Commission. It will judge the Member States, the
Council and the Commission by the attitudes they
adopt to the action programme.

Permit me, in this year of the anniversary of Goethe's
death, to close with the following observation: the
secret of success in such situations, as in certain games

in which the skill of the players is paramount, in spite
of the considerable influence of the way the dice fall,
the important thing is to move the pieces cleverly
round the board. And this I hope the Commission, and
we in Parliament, will succeed in doing.

(Applause)

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Miss Hooper. - Mr President, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group I welcome the programme as

an outcome of the work of. the ad Doc Committee of
Inquiry into the situation of women in Europe, Mrs
Maij-'l7eggen's repon and the debate held in March
of last year.

I understand that the next s[age is acceptance by the
Council of Ministers and that they are to consider this
action programme at their next meeting on 25 May. As
Mrs Lentz-Cornette has already said, this does raise a

constitutional issue, since we understand rhat the rext
already before the Council working party is a com-
promise text. Time and again, Mr President, in all
areas of its work Parliament finds that although its
opinion is required before any final decision is taken,
thar opinion, if based on an out-of-dare rext, is
unlikely to be taken as seriously as it should be. More
coordination and better riming between the activiries
of the organs of the Community is essenrial. Certainly
if international democracy is to be seen working by rhe
man or woman in the street, and working in his or her
interest, then it is essential rhat the deliberations of
Parliament, as the only forum for the discussion of
Community policies, should not be debased by the fact
that we are consulted on an out-of-date text.
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Thar said, Mr President, I turn to the Commission text
which we have before us and repeat thar the European
Democratic Group broadly welcomes the programme
and certainly its ob.jectives. In particular we welcome
the preliminary srcp that has already been taken with
the creation of the advisory committee on equal
opportunities for women and men. This will play an

imponant role in ensuring the implementadon of the
programme, as it provides for liaison with national
bodies. This committee also has an advisory role; in
order to fill this Role satisfactorily it must be tho-
roughly representative, and we have urged the Com-
mission to make it so. \fhile I appreciate that that is

the intention, it is frequently very difficult to achieve
in practice.

I trust too that the Commission, having announced so

clearly the constitution of this committee, will not fall
into rhe kind of error which so often causes criricisms
of irc working, for example, by holding consulrations
behind closed doors and by appearing to ignore the
advice given in the course of such consultations if that
advice does not happen to fall into line with its own
actual intentions. I therefore advocate the use of green
papers with regard to specific proposals, particularly
concerning the more contentious matters, so that any-
body with an interest can make representations and
suggestions at the earliest possible stage. This has been
urged in relation to the work of other committees in
Parliament, and I think it extremely important.

I would also like to see a close and continuing coordi-
nation and coopera[ion between those Members of the
European Parliament who take a keen interest in the
general area of equal opportunities. Many of them
have served long hours on the ad Doc committee and
now on the Committee of Inquiry, both of which of
course, are temporary bodies.

Turning to the specific proposals, Anicle 4, which
confirms the need to develop action to increase public
awareness and information measures, is, I feel, of
particular importance, since no amount of legislation
is going to have the desired effect if that pan of the
public which needs to benefit from it is unaware of its
existence. One of the justifications for this debate,
almost as important as the debate itself, is to ensure
that the specialized media coverage gets the message

home. As Mrs Vayssade has said, the first ever satellite
recording of a European Parliament sitting is being
made today. This does indeed seem particularly appro-
priate. I believe that changes in attitudes take time,
particularly when these attitudes have developed over
hundreds of years, and the changes have only become
possible within, I may say, the lifetime of one of our
own Members of this Parliament. I refer of course to
our doyen d'ige, Mrs Louise 

.S7eiss.

'!7hile recognizing the need for an efficient informa-
tion service, in practical lerms we must look at the
budget which finances it. Annex IV to the Commis-
sion's proposals, which is the financial annex, makes it

clear that the intention is to increase the information
budget substantially, although even then, and consi-
dering the work demanded of this service, it is pitifully
small. I trust Members of the Parliament will bear this
in mind when considering next year's budget. Indeed,
I welcome the statement from the representative of the
Committee on Budgets, which in general has accepted
the measrrres suggested.

It must be remembered that one of the most vital func-
tions of the women's information service is to prepare
for and carry out an effective election campaign for
the next European elections to ensure that women
vote, women get elected and that the women's pro-
gramme is carried out. In this respect, it is particularly
important, I feel, to support the amendment made by
the Committee of Inquiry to Article 8 of the proposals,
which requests the Commission to submit an interim
report by 1 January 1984 at the latest on the imple-
mentation of this new programme. I think it is very
important that we should see the results of our work
during the lifetime of this Parliament.

In general, Mr President, I believe that the proposals
from the Commission cover all the priority areas [o
meet women's needs and the amendments made by the
Committee of Inquiry to those Commission proposals
do not actually add an enormous amount but the
intention which we felt very strongly in the committee
was to sharpen up the document. The important mes-

sage we wish to convey today both to the Commission
and to the Council is that, in approving the pro-
gramme, what we now want is the action.

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Cinciari Rodano. - 
(17) Mr President, I would

firstly like to express the agreement of the Italian
Communists and Allies with the motion for a resolu-
rion and the amendments which the Committee of
Inquiry into the situation of women is tabling to the
draft Council resolution.

I am also convinced that the action programme pre-
pared by the Commission has its limits, firstly because

it only panly tackles the problems mentioned in the
resolution approved by the European Parliament in
February 1981, and secondly because it is more of a

declaration of good intentions than a clear statement
of action.

It therefore seems to me to have two basic shortcom-
ings. The actual Community measures are still timid,
while as Mr Lenz remarked a short time ago there is a

tendency to lean on recommendations addressed to
Member States, many of which as we know, especially
in this present crisis situation, are anything but willing
to go ahead with the full implementation of principles
of equality. To the contrary they are applying econo-
mic policies and cutbacks on social expenditure which
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tend to put the major burden of the economic crisis on
women as on the Breat mass of workers.

In our opinion there is another, more general, shon-
coming in this programme. It only makes a very slight
attempt to come to grips with one fundamental prob-
lem, the employment prospects of women and girls.
Admittedly there is a proposal for an advisory com-
mittee to study trends in female employmenr. Granted
there is emphasis on vocational training, and rhere are
significant positive measures put forward to limit the
so-called segregation of the labour market. \7e ack-
nowledge that all these points are wonhwhile, but
there is a risk that we will simply manage to safeguard
equality, or attempt to safeguard equaliry, for those
who are akeady part of the working world and nor for
the millions of women and girls who are desperately
looking for jobs and not finding rhem. I admit that this
criticism goes beyond the action programme relating
to women and hits at the Community's inability to
date to centre its policies on an innovatory srrategy ro
bring us out of the crisis and make a serious effort to
promote employment. Nevenheless women and young
people are likely to be the first victims of this failure.

In spite of these criticisms, we consider the action pro-
gramme to be positive on the whole, on account of irs
innovative aspects such as the shifting of the burden of
the effort, the plans to extend equality in the social
security field to independent female workers, rhe
attention given to problems relating ro maternity, par-
ental leave and female immigrants, as well as for its
prevailing spirit.

In a situation where the Community inregration pro-
cess is marking time where rhe Communiry is in the
news on account of the inability of the Ten to agree
on farm prices, at a time when the Presidenr in-Office
of the Council is making declarations ro the Com-
mittee on Institutional Affairs which are so astonish-
ingly faint-hearted in the face of the difficulties, this
programme on the other hand, seems an acr of faith in
the possibility of Community action nor only to
mediate in conflicts of interesrs and between nations
but also to improve the quality of life of European
men and women. It is significanr rhar ir is claimed in
this situation that the movemen[ of women onro [he
labour marker is irreversible and rhar it would be fool-
ish'to think that rhe employmenr problem could be
solved by sending women back inro the home. Never-
theless this temptation is apparent in various ways in
Member States, including Italy, and some arrirudes
towards part-rime working or plans to give wages ro
housewives put forward in various quarrers are a step
in this direction. It is a significant sign of change thar
there is talk of an even hypotherical Community rrend
to adapt social strucrures and services to the life of
s/omen.

\7e consider thar this spirit of change, thus this Com-
munity spirit, is a reflection of the acrivities of Euro-
pean women's movements and their constanr fight for

emancipation and liberadon. But it is also pafily a

result of the activity of this Parliament, of the fact that
there was a broad, clear majority in favour of rhe
Maij-\fleggen resolution, with united support from the
left and also broad sections in the rest of Parliament,
cutting across polidical groups and national frontiers.

Even if we repeat it, a specific action programme will
certainly not suffice to tackle women's problems, and
equal treatment for women musr be considered a basic
objective of all major Community policies, whatever
some colleagues may think of that. This action pro-
gramme is therefore a basic minimum. '$7e must now
stop talking and start acting. \7e therefore call on rhe
Parliament to vote in favour of the amendments tabled
by the Committee of Inquiry and we ask the Commis-
sion of the European Communiries to accepr them and
defend Parliament's viewpoint before the Council. \7e
ask the Commission above all ro give 

^ 
clear commit-

ment on one point, the definition and adoption of the
legal instruments and proposed acrion, in other words
to begin implementing the suggestions. Even more
important, and here we echo the words of the rappor-
teur for the Committee on Budgers, we call on [he
Commission to provide rhe necessary funds and sraff
in the budget.

Mrs Vayssade and other members have already men-
tioned the resistance which seems ro be appearing in
the Council. I think the latter should think carefully
before acting, as ir would be laying themselves open ro
serious criticism if it departed, however slighdy, from
these minimum requirements. The Council cannor
ignore the fact the European women wirh their aspira-
tions are one of rhe mosr dynamic factors in European
integration. It would be derrimental and dangerous to
underestimate their determination ro bring about pro-
gress and change, and I think rhar European women
will keep a careful watch on the situation and when
the right time comes will know what choice ro make.

President. 
- I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mrs von Alema... 
- 

(DE) Mr President, rhe road ro
hell is paved with good intentions. One can thus go
around proclaiming one's wonderful plans while ar the
same time hoping never to have to carry them out. In
our view, although the programme submitted to us by
the Commission does nor go as far as we would have
wished, ir does ar leasr cons[irute a srarring point for
putting the good inrcntions into pracrice. The Liberal
and Democratic Group considers that the ralking has
continued long enough and rhat we musr now be con-
sistent and make the necessary decisions on rhe
demands that were made over a year ago by the ad boc
committee and have since been constanrly reiterated
by the Members of rhis Parliamenr.

Mr Richard, my appeal is directed not only to the
Commission but also, and above all, to the Council of
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Minisrers. It must decide, at long last, to stop being so

slow in getting its directives incorporated into the
national legislation and, indeed, always being so

belated in im actions that women fail in the end to
derive any benefit.

My Group welcomes the programme which - as I
have said - does take some account of our demands.
Above al[, I welcome the statement by the representa-
tive of the Committee on Budgets tha[ due account
must also be taken of the financial aspect. That was
really music in my ears, although I would not sub-
scribe to his view that everything must fall under
budget headings 5 400 and 6 440. In my view, the
Commission needs additional staff. The women's asso-

ciations in the Member States have known this for
years. I would therefore request the Commissioner to
finally give first priority to ending the situation in
which women are just as under-represented on the
staff of the Commission as they are in the various
national administrations. Vhy is the Commission not
becoming a model instirution in which women really
are given the opportunides they merit in the light of
their education and political weight.

Our second demand is directed at the Council. It
really ought to decide whether it is necessary - as

would seem do be the intention in the Federal Republic
of Germany, for example - for countries without a

national advisory committee on women's affairs to
send two women from the national administration to
the Brussels meetings of the Advisory Committee on
equal rights for men and women. In my view, that is

utterly superfluous, and I believe that a woman repre-
sentative of the national women's organizations
should come to Brussels in their place. I realize the
Commission has only a limited say in these matters,
but it ought to make use of whatever influence it can
exert.

Thirdly, we request the Council not to make any fur-
ther deletions from this programme. The women who
have spoken before me today have already pointed out
that the programme before us is a minimum rather
than a maximum, and I believe that absolutely nothing
more should be struck out of it.

The amendments proposed by the Committee of
Inquiry are largely directed at the Council of Minis-
ters. 'S7'e hope they will also be accepted and imple-
mented by the Commission.

Ir is also our desire that the resources of the Social

Fund should be increased for the specific purpose of
ensuring the integration of women into the working
environment and/or their reintegration after a period
devoted to their family commitments. Assistance in
this context is one of the Social Fund's most important
functions, and the least we can do is to exhort our col-
leagues, unremittingly, to support our demands.

Action 6 in the programme, namely the review of tax
systems - and this brings me to our next demand -

must be carried through. Here again we have indirect
discrimination against women. The granting of tax
concessions, in cenain Member States, to women who
have to stay at home to look after their children or to
women without children is illogical. The concessions
ought to be granted to families with children where
one or other parent - man or woman - has to stay at
home, but not necessarily to both.

The last and most important demand of the Liberal
and Democratic Group is that actions 10, 11, and 12

of the programme - employment and vocational
training - should be actually carried out. Ladies and
gentlemen, it is illusory to hope to solve the problems
of unemployment by tying women now, for a few
years, to the home; there is every likelihood they will
again be needed in the labour market at some future
juncture and that all women will be asked to take up

employment once again.'We women resent being sent
home because we are surplus to labour requirements,
only to be needed again as skilled female workers,
next time round, and brought back into the market. In
our view, women and the family alone mus[ decide
whether they stay at home or go out to work. It is an

utter delusion to believe, with our present voca[ional
training systems, that this is really a free decision. A
woman who has received a vocational training which
inevitably brings her into an employment sector threa-
tened with redundancies or characterized by far lower
remuneration than in other sectors, is emphatically not
making a free decision! \7hat we Liberals want is act-
ion to ensure that this decision is genuinely informed
and free.

I would like to give particular emphasis to this point.
The call for a wider range of career opportunities for
women and for women's vocational training in the
new technologies has been backed by the Commission,
with the result that we also will give our support to the
Commission's measures. Hence our approval of the
programme of action and the amendments proposed
by the Committee of Inquiry into the situation of
women in Europe

(Applause)

President. - I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.

Miss De Valera. - Mr President, the Commission's
programme is a continuation of the work done in 1974
with the aim of achieving equality as regards access to
employment, training and conditions of employment.
Much of the Commission's work has been inspired by
the resolution adopted by the European Parliament in
February 1981. I refer, of course, to the Maij-\Teggen
report.

I welcome the Commission's proposals in general.
However, there have been serious omissions, such as
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an almost total disregard for rraining and a failure to
take note of the problems of women in the less
favoured regions. The Commission's neglect of this
latter problem is emphasized by the facr thar their pro-
posals relating to the revision of rhe European
Regional Development Fund contained no reference
to women. However, as rapporteur for the Commirree
of Inquiry into the siruarion of women in Europe, I
was able to present certain amendments at the last
part-session of the European Parliamenr and have now
ensured, wirh the help and supporr of rhe Members of
this House, that women and young people will now
get equal recognition with men when the European
Development Fund is revised. The benefits accruing
from that Fund will now come directly ro women,
which implies rhat more emphasis is now to be given to
the situation of women in defining the specific needs
of each region.

The Commission's new acrion programme is being
presented ar a time when the currenr economic diffi-
culties are acting as a brake on governmenral expendi-
ture in favour of new measures for women. Alrhough
much has been achieved since rhe inrroducrion of
equal pay and equal opportunities directives, inequali-
ties in employment still persist in practice, and I
believe rhat rhis situarion mayvery well be exacerbated
in rhe present economic climate. Many of the funda-
mental righr which women have fought for and
achieved through the European institutions are now
threatened in the present economic crisis. I may well
be accused by some Members presenr of discriminat-
ing in favour of women, but it must nor be forgorten
that when we are undergoing a recession such as at
present, women are hir very badly. Although women
represent little more than one-rhird of the Com-
munity's working population, they presently accounr
for almost half the regisrered unemployed.

\fle must ask ourselves why this is so. Vomen are to
be found mainly in the unskilled sector where rhere is
now more competirion rhan ever. The introduction of
new technologies in areas such as secretarial work and
retailing has damaged the employment prospects of
women. The difficulties being experienced ar presenr
in, for example, the texrile industry have meanr fewer
jobs for women in an area which has tradirionally sup-
plied jobs for women. Traditional attirudes towards
women's role in the workforce has meant that certain
jobs have not been made available to women in the
past. \7omen are concentrated in a few sectors of
activity and occupation and ar a lower hierarchical
level. It is necessary therefore ro open up occupations
and training courses hitherro almosr entirely rhe pre-
serve of men and to promore desegregarion in employ-
ment in all sectors and occupations and ar all levels of
the occupational hierarchy.

In order for social anitudes to change towards work-
ing women, information programmes are essenrial.
These information activities should be at first directed
towards such groups as politicians, employers, trade

unions, parents and teachers. The Commission has
agreed on these proposals roo, and I quote: 'Lends its
support ro campaigns undertaken in the Member
States to improve such knowledge and undersranding.'
The mass media have a very big part ro play here.
They can, by their interesr, commitment and consider-
able influence hasten changes in atrirudes. Enlightened
career-guidance counselling for girls is also, of course,
essential. Pilot schemes for training women, parricu-
larly unemployed women, for non-traditional occupa-
tions including areas applying the new technologies,
should be introduced in all Member Srates. Furrher
training for women in employment wirhin firms wirh a

view to improving their prospects of promotion should
be undertaken by Member Srates. Training of voca-
tional guidance counsellors and instructors should be
provided to make them aware of the need for a diver-
sification in career choices for both girls and boys.
Member States should also develop training pro-
grammes for couples in rural areas and provision must
also be made for training women with a view ro reinte-
gration into working life after a period of absence.

Evidence compiled in srudies conducted by the Euro-
pean Centre demonstrares the capacity of women to
occupy any post that is genuinely open to them. I wel-
come the example being given by the Commission to
the Member States in thar the Commission has under-
taken to publish lists of appointments by sex at the
highest level of hierarchy. The Commission suggesrs
that the Member States should take measures ro
achieve equal opportunities for men and women in the
public service and that training should be made avail-
able to women for access ro public-sector jobs tradi-
tionally reserved for men, for example the police force
and technical jobs in post and telecommunications off-
ices. \flith the increasing pressures of economic crisis
we must ensure that part-time and temporary work
does not reinforce the segregation of women in
employment. \7omen, more than men, are more likely
to accept these forms of work given that the burden of
family responsibilities still rests largely on their
shoulders. Therefore, rhe provision of nurseries to
help working morhers is essential. I will therefore be
very interested ro nore the reply ro a question rhat I
have tabled asking rhe Commission if they can confirm
that the Social Fund can be used to help pay rhe cosr
of a nurse for the children of women who are attend-
ing raining courses.

To sum up, Mr President, I welcome the general rerms
of the Commission's proposals on behalf of my group
but we are all saddened ro nore [har the question of
education, for example, which was raised in rhe Mai.f-'Weggen 

reporr in February 1981, was nor tackeld on
this occasion. I also feel that little heed was paid ro the
proposed revision of the Social Fund Regulation.
There musr be in my view fuller integration and grea-
ter coordination between Community instruments.

I will end, Mr Presidenr, wirh your permission, by just
referring to a point which Miss Gloria Hooper and
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others have made with regard to Mrs Vayssade's

amendment to paragraph 8 of the Commission's pro-
posals. I cenainly wish in conjunction with the other
Members of this House to support this amendment. I
look forward to the many changes that hopefully will
come about to help the situation of women in the

European Community.

President. - 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-

dination and Defence of Independent Groups and

Members.

Mrs Hammerich. - 
(DA) Mr President, Mrs Vays-

sade's report is full of good intentions, but I do not
understand why she should object to the Commis-

sion's action programme leaving a gteaL deal of the

initiative to the Member States. I cannot quite see

what is wrong with decentralized initiatives.

I should now like to make a few remarks on the Com-
mission's action programme itself, which is very con-
fusing and self-contradictory. It contains many sensi-

ble points, such as the realization in the introduction
that it is women who suffer when there are cuts in
public spending on criches and kindergartens. This is

all too true.

I have shown the programme to Danish women,
including a number of social workers, who are active

in the women's movement. They are unanimous in

concluding that the programme is full of contradic-
tions and that it is superficial and vague. \7hat, for
example, is this parent's leave which is mentioned? It is

not defined. Ve will have to exPress ourselves much
more clearly in our women's movement if men are to
stand a chance of understanding of what we are driv-
ing at.

However, the programme is above all so out of touch
with reality that you would think it had been written
on another planet. A number of examples are given of
possible ways of improving working and living condi-
tions for women, such as paid leave when children are

sick. This sort of thing costs money and I can well
imagine this money being spent. One might logically,
therefore, expect the Commission to encourage the

Member States to spend more money in the social sec-

tor in general, but is the Commission in fact doing
that? No, quite the reyerse - year after year we adopt
these depressing economic guidelines which support
and recommend savings in social expenditure, not to
mention the horrifying Fifth Economic Programme
which is a veritable orgy of cuts and lowering of peo-

ple's standard of living.

Thus, in its well-intentioned action programme the
Commission recommends improving the situation of
women by means of increased public spending while at
rhe same time it recommends cuts in the social sector,

which would make life harder for women. Unfortun-

ate I tend to trust the Commission more when it is

pressing for stinginess than when it is throwing well-
meaning remarks around. However, perhaps the Com-
mission itself can explain this inconsistency.

The Commission's social theory is also somewhat wide

of the mark. According to the Programme, equality is

to be achieved by promoting the rights of the indivi-
dual. The Commission thinks that the social improve-
ments women have managed ro achieve were handed

to them on a plate. History paints a completely differ-
ent picture. Do you really believe that such things as

the first paid maternity leave or the right to vote were

handed to women on a plate? No, these things come

about in quite a different way 
- 

by women getting
together and finding what they have to do, not as indi-
viduals but as a united body. This is how they fight for
their demands at their place of work, in the trade
unions, in their parties, in local government and vis-

i-vis the national Parliaments, and after a long and

hard struggle some of the demands are met, and so it
goes on. This is how progress is made and not accord-
ing to the dictates of abstract multinational 6lites.

Naturally, women need international cooperation too,
but in the form of voluntary solidarity across the

national borders involving mutual supPort, exchange

of experiences, practical aid, economic support and

the achievement of results in one's own country which
otherwomen can hold up as precedent to their own
governments. To take an example - 

the Danish
Vomen's Movement spent ten years calling for
twenty-six weeks maternity leave. \7e conducted very
large-scale and vociferous campaigns, and last year we

succeeded, right in the middle of the economic crisis.

Four weeks of pregnancy leave, together with the

fourteen weeks maternity leave proPer which we had

already, gave a total of 18 weeks. This victory did not
come about thanks to a few kind uncles down in Brus-
sels, but because we fought for it.

There is a lot lacking in the form of positive discrimi-
nation, i.e. things such as paid leave for examinations
during pregnancy or in the case of sickness of a child
etc., and we can draw inspiration from the women of
Sweden, who have managed to gain not only these

advantages but also the luxury of a certain amount of
leave for men in the case of the birth of a child.

Sweden's example shown us that if we leave the Euro-
pean Community, we will be in a better position to
fight for women's rights, panly because the Com-
munity is actively supporting curc which put paid to
any progress, and because we do not intend to sit back
and wait for miracles to come from abroad, but to take
the responsibility ourselves, since we do not intend to
take as our basis Community Directives which in real-
ity are far inferior to those we could devise for our-
selves. However, it goes without saying that the Dan-
ish Vomen's Movement will cooperate within Europe
and the world as a whole for the sake of our cause.
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This is simply something quite different than falling
for the Commission's sofr soap.

President. - I call Mr Eisma.

Mr Eisma. - (NL) Mr President, I should like to
begin by expressing my appreciation of rhe good work
done by Mrs Vayssade, as a result of which we can
give her proposals our full supporr.

If I understood you correcrly, Mr Presidenr, you
announced me as rhe first male speaker in rhis debate,
and it would seem rhar some people stitt rhink it odd
that a man should be mking an interest in the issue of
women's righrs, a fact which is brought our in rhe
composirion of the Commitree of Inquiry into the situ-
ation of women in Europe, which has only one male
member. It is also inreresting ro no[e that rhis debate is
being conducted very largely by women. I rather ger
the impression rhat Mr Riehard has been called upon
to deal wirh the quesrion of women's rights because
there is quite simply no female Member of the Com-
mission. Incidentally, when are we likely to ger a fem-
ale member of the Commission? And I mean no[ as a
result of positive dicrimination, but simply as a result
of having the same aptirude for Commission work as a
man. It is indeed odd rhat rhere should be no female
member of the Commission at a rime when there are
more and more women in national governments. !7e
hope that we, as a Parliamenr, will be able to ensure
that women are represenred in the Commission by
1984, or possibly earlier.

Mr Presidenr, my acriviries as regards improving the
situation or women are dictated by two considerarions.
First of all, support for the women's emancipation
movement is aimed ar doing away wirh the unfair dis-
crepancies in the trearment of men and women. Ar the
same time, though, women's emancipation also means
the emancipation of men. Afrer all, the fact is rhat,
once women have gor rid of their social disadvantages
in the field of educarion and training and job oppor-
tunities, men will have more scope for choice as
regards part-rime work and housework. In other
words, Mr President, a change of roles for women will
have the same effect for men. The two things go hand
in hand.

Mr President, one of the really influential insrrumenr
of Community policy in this field are the Council
directives. The emancipation directives have made the
people of Europe direcrly aware of whar Europe can
mean. The third of these direcrives on the equal treat-
ment of men and women also has a direcr effect on rhe
social security sysrem. This particular direcdve, which
is intended to be binding in the legislation of the var-
ious Member States will have to be broughr into force
by the Member States by rhe end of 1984, and steps
are already being taken, as in my own counrry wirh
regard to the head of household principle in the new

legislation on illness, which appear ro be conrrary to
this directive, which afrer all bans rhe introduction in
the meantime of any new provisions discriminating
against women. It remains to be seen how the Com-
mission and the Council will reacr to violadons of this
directive. Ve should like to hear from the Commission
what legal instruments it intends to fashion ro ensure
that the Member States comply with rhe said directive
during the transitional period.

Let me repea:, Mr President, the directives which have
been drawn up so far are rhe only concrete rhing to
come out of rhe Community's emanciparion activities.
All the other much-heralded activiries are conspicuous
only by their vagueness and rhe lack of concrere
resulff. If we take a look ar the resolution passed by
Parliamenr on 11 February last year, *. ..n see thar
the Commission has pur inro pracrice only some 100/o

of what Parliament regarded as desirable, and the
same goes for the section on women and health care,
which the acrion programme only menrions in passing.
'!7e realize that, thanks in pan to Danish opposition, it
has proved impossible ro ger a Community health pro-
gramme off the ground; nor has health policy featured
in the slightesr in discussion of the mandare. Nonethe-
less, we intend to press rhe point by way of a number
of amendments, including Amendmenr No 13, which
aims at inrensifying the guidance of rhe Social Fund
with regard to rhe posirion of women. I shall be com-
ing back to the question of women and healrh at a
later stage in my capacity of rapporteur for the Com-
mittee on Energy and Research.

In conclusion, Mr President, I should like ro know
when we can expecr 'positive acrion' with regard ro
the Commission's personnel policy conierning
women. The fact is rhat the maximum age limit foi
candidates for Commission recruitmenr comperirions
in still the same as for men, although ir is by now more
than obvious that many women are prevenred by fam-
ily commitmenrs from gaining the requisite experience
by the time they reach rhe maximum age limit.

A change in the Commission's personnel policy in this
respect musr be fonhcoming before long, and in any
case before publicarion of rhe Commission's reporr -due in Febru ary 1984 - on rhe state of implementa-
tion of the resolurion passed lasr year.

Mr President, I rrusr rhat the Member of rhe Commis-
sion will reply conscientiously rc the specific questions
we have raised, and I also rrust that he had noi already
prepared his speech before we began this debare.

President. - I call Mrs Maij-Veggen.

Mrs Maij-Vegg'en. - (NL) Mr President, I should
like to raise a point of order. Ir would appear rhat the
Council benches are now completely unoccupied,
whereas the debate in February lasr year *rr 

"tt.nd"d
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not only by Council officials but also by the Presi-
dent-in-Office himself. The Dutch minister attended
the whole debate. \7e have akeady expressed annoy-
ance at the fact that the Belgian minister is absent;

now the last remaining official has been gone for ten
minutes, which is surely too long for a mere call-of-
nature absence. I would ask for the sitting to be sus-

pended until the official has returned m his place.

(Applawse)

President. - I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr President, as an

extension perhaps to the comment made just now by
Mrs Maij-\Teggen; I see on the monitor that Mr
Richard is down to speak next. Surely that does not
mean that Mr Richard intends only to reply to the first
group of speakers in this debate and then leave us?

That would seem to me to be wholly at variance with
the lofty promises contained in his action Programme.
I would appreciate some clarification on this point.

President. - Mrs van den Heuvel, you have raised a
point which I was about to mention, since I wanted to
ask the Commissioner, Mr Richard, if there was some

urgent reason why he should leave Strasbourg and has

to make a general statement on the debate now and if
he could not wait to hear the other speakers such as

yourself, Mrs Maij-\fleggen, Spaak, Pruvotl Vieczo-
rek-Zeul, Fuillet, Gaiotti De Biase etc. As President, I
would therefore ask the Commission to make an initial
statement but that he should be given an opportunity
to speak again once all the other members have been

heard.

'\7ith regard to Mr Tindemans, as Mrs Maij-Veggen
stated, he will shonly be here in person.

I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of tbe Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, may I deal with the point of order raised right at
the outset? It is certainly not my intention ro leave this
debate. It never has been. I, frankly, am interested in
rhe debate. I wish to stay and wish to listen to it. It did
seem to me, however, that after all the rapporteurs and

the groups had spoken, it might be helpful rc the
House if I gave some indication of the way in which
the Commssion approaches Mrs Vayssade's rePort.
Naturally, I will listen to the rest of the debate and if
there are issues raised which it seems useful that I
should try and answer at the end of the debate, then
with your permission, Mr President, that is what I
shall do.

May I first of all convey the Commission's thanks to
Mrs Vayssade for the repon. I recall that it was she

who chaired the Committee of Inquiry through its ini-

tial period of acdvity last summer. I would also, if I
might, express some appreciation of the quality of this
debate. The Commission attaches great importance to
the attitude of Parliament to the new action Pro-
gramme. I think we all have good cause to be grateful
that Parliament has maintained a high level of commit-
ment to Community action to.wards improving the
situation of women in the Community.

Let me try and put our action programme into some

kind of perspective. It was designed largely as a direct
response to the parliamentary resolution in the report
of Mrs Maij-\Teggen last year. The Commission itself
has a long-standing commitment to action in this field;
its work would in fact have continued with or without
a specific new frame of reference, and the new action
programme should be seen, I think, essentially as a

political response by the Commission to the debate in
Parliament. It serves to reaffirm the imponance of
equal opportunities for women in the current period of
economlc recesslon and it emphasizes the need to
intensify and widen the scope of Community action in
this field during the years to come. The Commission
programme sets out a series of specific objectives and

details of the types of action to be carried out by
Member States and at Community level over the next
four years. I have had occasion to discuss these in cer-
tain detail with the Committee of Inquiry, and I do
not think ir is necessary for me to go over it all again

in detail here in plenary sicting. Instead, I would like
to say a few words about the draft Council resolurion
and make one or two comments on the motion before
the Parliament.

The draft Council resolution was intended to enable

rhe Council to confirm its political commitment to the

realization of the programme. The Social Council will
be meeting in just two weeks' time on 27 May; the
scene is therefore set in effect for the adoption of a

resolution. I must tell the Parliament, however, that
the omens are not really encouraging. The preparatory
discussions that have been held until now have, frankly
speaking, been difficult. It seems distinctly possible

that the Council may evade its political responsibilities
and avoid taking this opportunity of giving a clear
confirmation of its commitment to action on equal

opportunities.

I can quite understand that this Parliament, directly
elected by the people of Europe, over half of whom
are women, seeks to strengthen further the draft reso-
lution proposed by the Commission. I welcome most
of your amendments, and I appreciate that you have

addressed them directly to the Council.

I regret that this debate could not have taken place at
an earlier part-session so as to allow the Council more
time to give full consideration to Parliament's views.

As it is, the Commission has endeavoured to hold open
several aspects of the discussions within the Council,
so all is not cut and dried before Parliament votes and
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before the Ministers themselves arrive to pur their final
seal of approval on the text of the Resolution.

I say too that the economic situation cannot, in may
view, continue !o serve as the alibi for avoiding syste-
matic action in the area of social policy and equal
righm in particular. On the conrrary, it is precisely
during this period, when unemploymenr is reaching
unprecedented levels and financial curbacks are fur-
ther increasing rhe misery of rhe most vulnerable sec-
tions of the population, rhar a firm commitment to
social solidarity is most necessary.

The Commission is parricularly concerned about the
developments in certain Member States in connecrion
with budgetary austerity measures which are seriously
undermining the situation of women. \Thereas litde
can be done from Brussels abour the effect of budget
cuts on social infrastructures, for instance, or in edu-
cation, the Commission cannor rolerate a situarion
where the Community's legal framework on equal
treatment is being endangered as a resulr of narional
actions to meet rhe economic crisis. As regards social
security in particular, the adoption of the Community
directive in 1979 marked a poinr in time after which
the progressive implementation of equal rreatment was
provided for . Member Srares may well be raking rheir
time in passing the necessary implementing legislarion,
but there can be no going back in the opposite direc-
tion, in spite of the temptation to make easy savings at
women's expense during the exceptionally long period
allowed for the implemenration of this parr.icular
directive.

In this connection I would emphasize that rhe Com-
mission, as the guardian of the Treaties, will look ar all
individual cases which come [o its notice ro see
whether a measure raken by a Member State afrer the
adoption of Directive 79/7 is such as to compromise
the realizarion of a particular objective of that direc-
tive within rhe time limit laid down ro give it effecr. If
the Commission were to consider this ro be rhe case,
then it could always envisage the inrroduction of
Treaty breach proceedings before rhe Court of Justice.

Mr President, the Commission, in my view, musr
clearly make the fullest use it can of its legal instru-
ments. Much of our efforts must continue [o be
focused on rhe application of the existing directives
and the first three actions in the new programme are
concerned with this objective.

As I said in rhis House last year, however, I do not
believe that economic sancrions should be envisaged,
for instance by withholding rhe payments from the
Social and Regional Funds in the case of Member
States which fail to implemen[ rhe directive sarisfacto-
rily. .!7omen would be rhe first to suffer in those
Member States which lose the benefit of that Com-
munity funding. In actual fact, practically all Member
States would be affected since as rhings stand at the
moment the Commission has its hands full with legal

proceedings in all directions, and rhis is, after all, the
appropriate control mechanism provided for by the
Treary.

Other new legal instrumenrs are envisaged in the act-
ion programme. Again, as I have akeady explained to
the Commirree of Inquiry, rhese are ar differenr srages
of preparation, none of which were ready precisely ar
the time of the adoption of the action programme by
the Commission. But in my view rhis in no way weak-
ens the programme itself. If anyrhing, it focuses arren-
tion on the broad scope of the programme and the
need for a general political commitmenr by the Coun-
cil. I would also like ro srress the timing problem. The
Commission's idea is rhat an assessmenr of rhe Com-
munity's achievements and an outline of future pro-
gress should be made in 1985, the year in which the
United Nations' Decade for Voman is due to end.
The Commission of Inquiry's idea is to have it in 1983
or 1984. But frankly speaking it seems to us difficult to
consider in practice as most elements of the pro-
gramme, which is a comprehensive one, are bound ro
require some time to be implemented effecrively.

Mr President, wha[ever happens in the Council in
2 weeks' time, the Commission will pursue rhe imple-
mentation of the programme according to rhe means
made available by the budger aurhoriry. I am sure the
rapporteur of rhat commirree will not be surprised if I
tell him that I noted wirh very grear care whar he said
at the opening of rhis debate rhis morning.

The Commission has this morning adopred rhe draft
preliminary budget for 1983 which includes provision
for the necessary financial resources as indicated in the
annex to the programme.

The ball is, therefore, now. in rhe courr of Parliament
and the Council rc be played out during the course of
deliberations on rhe 1983 budget over rhe nexr few
months and not - and let us be clear about this - on
the occasion of rhe resolution on rhe acrion pro-
Bramme irelf. I am confidenr this Parliament, for its
part, will sustain its commitment and play an energeric
role in obtaining the necessary resources for the imple-
mentation of the programme.

I am also confidenr that Parliamenr, and in panicular
the Committee of Inquiry, will keep a vigilant eye on
the equal opportunities dimensions of other Com-
munity policies. This is ultimarely rhe mosr vital and
yet perhaps the most inrangible of tasks rhat faces us.
Action to improve the situation of women cannor be
confined to one specific programme or one specific
resolution. Our work in rhe past few monrhs, for
example, in the field of employment policy, - some-
body mentioned rhis morning parr-rime work, tempor-
ary work and flexible retiremenr in panicular -should I hope, have made this clear. Some furure work
in other fields, such as the employment of young peo-
ple, should also be foreseen in rhe same conrexr.
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Similarly, as regards the Social Fund for instance, it
was clearly not possible to anticipate the review of the

Social Fund by making two specific commitments on
the question of women last year during the prepara-
tion of the action programme. The Commission has

yet ro finalize its own position on the Social Fund
review. Any changes in the structure of the fund are

unlikely to take effect before 1984.

As far as training and unemployment measures for
women are concerned, therefore, there should be no
pause in our efforts to stimulate positive action pro-
grammes in Member States whatever finally transpires
at Community level with regard to the Social Fund.

There are other wider aspects of policies affecting
women which the Commission did not choose to take
up too explicitly within the con[ext of the action pro-
gramme, although they are mentioned in last years'
parliamentary resolution. They have been menrioned
here this morning akeady.

As regards education and health policy, for instance, I
have already explained my views to the Committee of
Inquiry. Let me say briefly that vocational guidance
and training, which are part of education policy, are

taken up explicitly in rhe context of several actions in
the programme. Now the Commission initiatives in the

area of education and training will also reflect our
concern for improving the situation of girls and

women.

Likewise with public health policy. I think we should
avoid trying to establish clear dividing lines between

policy sectors and between areas of Community and

national competence. The important thing is to estab-

lish the priorities.

Finally, Mr President, may I say that the Commis-
sion's action programme is centred around employ-
ment which is the number one political priority for
women as well as for men. Employment and employ-
ment-related measures are also those where the Com-
mission has had some experience and credibility, I
think, and a widely accepred legal basis for action. I
believe there is no fundamental disagreement about
the selection of our priority actions. I am grateful to
Parliament for having given its general support to the
structure of the programme.

I would, therefore, Mr President, like to congratulate
the members of the Committee of Inquiry for their
rapid, efficient and, if I may say so, constructive work.
I sincerely hope that Parliament's position on the act-
ion programme will serve to show the Council the pol-
itical importance for a firm commitment on the effec-
tive implementation of this programme.

President. - 
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - 
(NL) Mr President, follow-

ing on from u,hat was said by previous speakers, I am

able to announce that, generally speaking, the action
programme before us now can count on our support.
However, I should also like to associate myself with
what was said by the rapporteurs and by other speak-

ers just now to the effect that what we have here is in
fact a minimum programme. It is very vague as regards

policy instruments, and contains no concrete proposals

for additional directives despite the request which was

made so emphadcally in Mrs Maij-\Teggen's resolu-
tion. The Socialist Group rherefore strongly suPPorts

what the Committee of Inquiry into the situation of
women in Europe has proposed with a view to streng-
thening and improving the original proposal. Ve par-
ticularly support the legal instruments which 

- 
and I

shall be coming back to this point later 
- 

must be

used to ensure that, during the transitional period for
the third directive, no measures are taken which might
jeopardize implementation of the principle of non-dis-
crimination.

There can be no doubt that the programme is of some

significance as regards the situation of women in the

Community, but the Commission has - at least, that
is the impression we get 

- 
paid too much attention to

the current climate in the Community and has in many
respects contented itself with marking time rather than
mking a definite step forward - there can certainly be

no question of a major leap forward. 'S7'e have by now
almost grown so used to the prevailing situation that
we are pleased whenever aBreements are at least com-
plied with and commitments taken seriously.

However, I should like to stress that our citicism of
this programme in no way detracts from the respect

we have for the officials who have worked on the Pro-
gramme. \Tithin the political limitations, those

engaged on this proiect have put in some very sound
work which, because it goes on very largely behind the
scenes, deserves a word of public praise.

Mr President, the European Community must beware

of squandering its reputation on the situation of
women, and that is something Mr Richard should
appreciate too. The three existing directives on equal
pay, equal treatment at work and equal trea[ment as

regards social security must be based on legislation
aimed at doing away with disrcnions in competition.
These three directives have had a highly beneficial
effect on the situation of women in the European
Community. The underlying principle of the three
directives is the same, namely equality between men
and women on the job market. I assume - 

and per-
haps Mr Richard will correct me if I am wrong 

- 
that

s/e are implicitly underscoring what was said at the
meering of rhe OECD held in Paris on 15 and 17 April
1980 to the effect that women have the same right to
work as men, regardless of economic growth and
regardless of the situation on the job market. I cannot
imagine, Mr President, that the Commission made up
its arguments for the occasion in drawing up these
directives. The same ought to apply to the Council of
Ministers which, in a resolution passed in 1974,
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expressed the political will to ensure rha[ borh men
and women enjoy equal access ro the work process
and occupational rraining and equality as regards
working conditions, and which passed rhe three direc-
tives on equal pay - on 10 February 1975 - egual
treatment in the work process - 9 February 1976 -and equal treatmenr as regards social securiry -19 December 1978. Vhar was r.rue on rhe stated dates
must also be applicable in difficult times.

Is it really over-optimisric to expect that kind of con-
sistency from the Council? According ro reporrs
reaching us about negotiations at official level on this
action programme - something ro which other speak-
ers have already referred and on which rhe Member of
the Commission mosr certainly did not exude an air of
optimism - it would almost seem that rhe consistency
being shown by the Council is nor quite as impressive
as we had hoped and expected. Of course, the Council
is at pains to assure us rhar ir agrees in principle with
the basic thinking behind the Commission's resolurion,
and we may res[ assured that the final version of the
resolution adopted by the Council will contain plenty
of find-sounding words. But the fact is, Mr President,
that women have had ro pur up with merely fine words
for centuries now; the time has now come for action.
It is high rime we came our clearly and categorically in
favour of definite measures so rhar, in rhe near furure,
we shall be able to make ar leasr a litrle more progress
then we have so far, even if those measures cost
money.

'!7e demand that the Council and the Member States
should comply in all respects wirh the undertakings
contained in the direcdves, even where rhese involve
financial consequences. Of course, Mr Presidenr, we
are not blind to rhe financial problems facing the
Member States; women in general and women poliri-
cians in particular do not go around wearing blinkers.
Ve realize rhar the Member States are faced with
major problems and it is very difficulr at a rime of
economic recession to keep rhe social security provi-
sions relating ro workers up ro rhe expected standard.
Incidentally, we would nor be good Socialists unless
we were prepared to make a stand for the existing
level of social security, especially for rhe lowest paid
workers. Bur, Mr President, the righr to work for
women too musr also mean the right to an income
and, as an ex[ension of that, rhe right to benefit on the
basis of social legislation. Thar is an unavoidable fact
of life for women too, and it is not to be evaded either
directly or indirectly by way of head of household
rights which are, afrer all, besrowed on men in the
majority of cases. The impression one gets is thar, in
the various Member States, people are trying, under
the pressure of financial problems, ro close rheir eyes
to [he connection between rhese three direcrives.

Equal pay will remain a pipe dream so long as rhere is
no equality of treatmenr in the work process, and rhe
second directive will become a dead letter unless
equality of trearment is granted as regards social

security provisions. During the post-war period, we
women thought once thar the battle of principle as

regards equaliry of treatmenr had been brought to a

satisfactory conclusion. However, now thar rimes are
getting harder, it is becoming increasingly obvious thar
we were roo oprimistic in that respecr. Ir is not jusr
that the Member Srares are hesitating to amend their
legislation to take accounr, of the third directive -they are even on occasion taking steps or devising
plans, as in my own counrry - and as Mr Eisma
referred to earlier - ro pass legislation amounring ro
reversion to the old discriminarory ways. I was pleased
to hear Mr Richard srress rhe fact that it is up to the
Commission in the first insrance to hold fast to the
principle of equality enshrined in these three direc-
tives, even though there may be a tendency in the
Council to renege on the undefiakings already given.

But at least one thing has emerged clearly out of the
discussions on the implemenration of the third direc-
tive. Vhat is lacking in the Member Srates is a clear
definition of the concept of indirect discrimination'. I
would urge the Member of the Commission to supple-
ment the Commission's acrivities in ensuring that the
undertakings enrered inro are in fact complied with by
arriving as quickly as possible at a clear definition of
the concept of indirect discriminadon' and by making
it clear to the Member States that the head of house-
hold principle too is being blocked in the long run in
the text of the direcrive. I am nor asking Mr Richard
ro put right at a srroke a situation ztis-d-ois women
which has evolved over the course of centuries; what I
would ask, though - and Mr Richard's words have
given us some hope in this respect - is rhat we should
uphold our commitmenr ro rhe principles laid down in
the directive.

President. - I call Mrs Maij-\7eggen.

Mrs Maij-Veggen. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, on behalf
of my Group and to some exrenr in my capacity as
erstwhile rapporreur for the ad boc Committee on
!7omen's Rights, I should like to begin by expressing
my appreciarion of rhe speed with which the Commis-
sion reacted to the resolution adopred by rhe Euro-
pean Parliamenr in February 1981.It seems ro me rhar
the fact that rhe Commission has come up with an ac-
tion programme within ren monrhs and that [hat pro-
gramme will be forwarded to rhe Council by rhe end
of this month deserves a word of praise. So far, Mr
President, so admirable.

As regards the more critical remarks I wish ro make, I
should like to associate myself with what Mrs Vays-
sade had ro say and wirh what she set down in her
report. Vhat we have here is indeed a minimum pro-
gramme which cannot be pared down any funher, and
I hope rhe Council realizes this. Ve cannor possibly
tolerate any warcring down of this programme. I hope
the Council is taking careful note of what I have ro
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say, because I find it annoying that the Belgian Presi-
dency is not present in the Chamber at the moment. I
would remind you that the Dutch Presidency attended
the entire debate in February 1981 and reacted appro-
priately to that debarc. I know that Mr De Keers-
maeker is here in the House, and I would appeal to
him to come along and listen to this debate.

Mr President, I should like rc confine the critical com-
ments I have to make on the programme to three out
of the sixteen sections of the programme itself and to a

single point arising from Mrs Vayssade's motion for a

resolution. The three sections of the programme I
should like to comment on relate to the strengthening
of equal treatment of men and women as regards

social security, the proposal for a start to be made in
the equal treatment of men and women as regards tax
legislation and the promised improvement in the situa-
tion of working women in family businesses; as

regards Mrs Vayssade's motion for a resolution, I
should like to comment on the effects of the economic
crisis on women.

Beginning with the point about improving equal treat-
ment of men and women as regards social security,
perhaps I could just point out to Mr Richard that the

directive on rhe equal application of social security
provisions was adopted by the Council in 1978 and not
in 1979, if I remember correctly; this directive has to
be implemented by the Member States by the end of
1984, but is in itself most certainly not complete in
every respect. Its shortcomings relate in panicular to
the pensions issue which, because of the Myriad com-
plications, was excluded from the terms of the legisla-
tion. It is a good thing that the Commission has now
announced that it intends to deal with this issue in the

near future. It is after all rather absurd that some

should be able to count on equal treatment as regards
social security up to their 55th birthday, with no such

expectations thereafter.

Another point which could usefully be clarified as

quickly as possible is the question of indirect discrimi-
nation as regards the social security provisions. The
fact that the Member States have been given six years

to implement this directive has made them highly
inventive in their efforts to circumvent the principles
enshrined in the directive. For instance, a distinction
has been made in Belgium recently between principal
resident and other members of the family residing on
the premises, while the Netherlands are threatening
the increased introduction of the head of household
principle. Both these concepts, Mr President, are said

to be 'neutral' from the point of view of sex discrimi-
nation, but you only have to take a look at the Prac-
tical disadvantages of these measures for women in
particular ro realize that what we have here is in fact a

pretry sophisticated form of indirect discrimination.

There is an urgent need for the Commission to get to
grips with these forms of indirect discrimination on
the grounds thac, from the point of view of women,

they are more dangerous and more serious than the

straightforward discrimination we were faced with on
alarge scale not so long ago, and the reason why they
are so much more dangerous and serious is that they
are designed to give the impression of equal ueatment.

The fact that the Member States have been given six

years to implement the directive on equal treatmen[ as

regards social security provisions has led to other com-
plicadons besides. Some Member States have resorted
to worsening temporarily the situation of women as

regards social security provisions, the main aim being
to restrict budget deficits. The fact that the directive
does not have to be implemented until 1984 has given

rise to these temporary discriminations, and it is

urgently necessary for the Commission to denounce
these practices if only to prevent others from doing the

same. On this point, we have abled an amendment to
Mrs Vayssade's repon and I'hope that it will be

adoprcd by the House.

A second aspect of the action programme which we

feel to be of special importance is the move towards
the equal treatment. of men and women as regards tax
legislation. In the resolution it adopted in February
1981, the European Parliament made rhe point that
the directive on equal pay was undermined by the fact
that the Member States imposed a heavier tax burden
on women 

- 
and pardcularly married working

women 
- 

than on married working men' This is par-
ticularly true in those Member States in which the

incomes of husbands and wives are lumped together
for taxation purposes or in which married working
s/omen have a specially low tax-free allowance or in
which they can set no expenditure off against tax, as is

the case in my own country. The effect of this kind of
practice is that, while it is true that men and women
receive the same gross pay for the same work, the net
pay is certainly not idendcal. As a result, the national
governments make it incumbent on the one hand on
employers to pay men and women the same rate for
the same job, but on the other hand, we then have

those very same national governments spoiling every-
thing again by way of their tax legislation. Mr Presi-
dent, this is to my mind a hypocridcal attitude and I
am glad that the Commission is proposing to put an

end to such practices by instituting an enquiry into
whether or not a directive is called for here. I under-
stand from sources in the Council that the Federal

Republic of Germany, my oq/n country and the

Unircd Kingdom are panicularly prominent in
expressing strong reservations on this point. Mr Presi-
dent, there can be no doubt whatsoever that those

countries which are most troubled by their consciences
on this point are raising the most vigorous Protests,
and I would therefore urge the Commission to initiate
its enquiry in precisely those countries. That seems [o
me to be the most efficient and effective way to Pro-
ceed.

A third comment I should like to make relates to the
Commission's intention to improve the situation of
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working women in family businesses. This point coo
featured in the resolution of 1981.'!7omen working in
family business are nor only a vulnerable category in
themselves; they are in addition dependent ro a grear
extent on the European Community. After all, this
group of people includes the millions of farmers' wives
throughout Europe. The vast majority of these women
have no occupational sta[us as such, they have no
income of their own, no social security in rheir own
right, inadequare facilities for special occuparional
training and insufficient say in the businesses in which
they work; and yet these women make a major contri-
bution to the Community economy, and the agricul-
tural economy in particular. It is therefore incumbent
on us to ensure that these people are given proper
legal status, and I would therefore urge rhe Commis-
sion to treat rhis as a priority matrer.

In conclusion, Mr President, there is one final remark
I should like to make concerning Mrs Vayssade's
motion for a resolution. My group is virtually 1OO0/o

behind her motion for a resolution, and I should like
to congratulate her on having done a good and bal-
anced job of work. \7e go along particularly with the
points she has made abour the grear dangers of the
economic crisis from rhe point of view of the equal
treatment of men and women. In rhis respecr, history
has taught us what ro expect. Ve are aware thar, a[
times of economic crisis, intolerance tends to increase,
and that is true of the situation of women. Ve also
realize that, at times of economic crisis, rhere is less
willingness to redistribute rhe available work, espe-
cially as regards women. 'We also realize thar, at times
of economic crisis, there is less willingness ro sharg out
power and influence, again parricularly from the point
of view of women. If there was ever a time when
women should really stick togerher ir is now, in rhe
1980's. I hope that women will indeed musrer rhe soli-
darity they clearly need, and what I mean by that is
solidarity with their own sex and with all other vulner-
able groups of the population in danger of being
crushed in the machinery of the economic recession. If
we succeed in showing rhe necessary solidarity, rhe
1980's will not necessarily be dme losr from the point
of view of the women's righm movemenr. On the con-
trary, if we take wharever chance is going in these dif-
ficult times to hold the fort, the 1980's may even be
the time of the great breakthrough, the rime when the
equal rights movement becomes, once and for all, a
major and permanent force in our society.

I would therefore urge rhe women of Europe to
remain steadfast and nor to yield in rhe face of the
economic crisis. If we stand four-square, rhe potenrial
lost time of the 1980's could be convened inro a very
fruitful period for the women's rights movement.

IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Purvis.

Mr Purvis. - Mr Presidenr, I was pleased to be asked
to be even a substitute on rhe women's committee of
inquiry, and I was flattered to be asked to speak in this
debate. I cannot say in all frankness that there was a
stampede. Indeed, rhere was a regrerrable atdtude of
dismissiveness, negativity, even ridicule among a small
minority of my colleagues regarding this commitree
and the whole women's problem, and I warn you in
advance that the next speaker from rhese benches will
be one such. This I cannot condone, nor can most
members of our group; but it is indicadve of rhe per-
sistent public arrirude ro women and rheir jusdfied
claims to a full and satisfying life.

It is equally unfonunare that rhis commitree and
largely this debate is so exclusively female. I hope
women are not building themselves yer another female
ghetto. It is unfortunare rhar men are unwilling ro par-
ticipate. Men, I feel sure, have much to offer and
much to learn.

So our firsr task is a change in public attitudes in all
streams and at all levels of life and work. lVhat abour
more women's groups in the trade unions? Vhat about
mechanisms responsible for women, whether they are
ministers for women's affairs or legal ribunals, or leg-
islation which can safeguard women's interests, which
can consider the female inrerest in other legislation
and policy, which can attack rhe remaining areas of
real discrimination, such as employmenr, narionaliry
laws, propeny rights, or pensions and social security,
economic and fiscal policy? In all rhese matrers, rhe
exchange of information and experience between the
Member States can certainly help to ger rhe best of all
worlds without repearing all the same mistakes.

It is, however, unforrunare that the influential press in
this area is irself so segregated. Vomen's magazines
do much for women themselves and are avidly read
and digested by women; but men musr be reached too.
In panicular, rhe bulk of the population is quite una-
ware of rhe European Community's interest, concern
for and action in this area.

So, our objective is to get as equal opportunities as
possible. This will nor be helped by making special
deals for woman which persuade employers ro prefer
men because of lengrhy expensive maternity leave or
parental leave. By making part-rime work so expen-
sive, it is priced out of rhe market. If anything, we
must concentrate on training and women's own atti-
tudes to training. If there is to be any posirive discrimi-
nation, it should be in training rather rhan in jobs
themselves. Vomen musr be encouraged to rake up
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training, including nontraditional areas.'Why are there
few, if any, v/omen printing apprentices, while the
binding process next door is almost exclusively a fem-
ale domain? There is absolutely no reason why women
should not be printers as readily as binders.

Parr-time work is a difficult problem. This committee
of inquiry seems to favour higher social costs, which
will probably militate against employment on a part-
time basis. This will hit those women or men who for
one reason or another want to fulfil some of their
home duties. In some Member States, part-time work
is disparaged as showing that the, usually female,
part-timer is only supplementary to her husband as

wage earner. If adequate childcare facilities, the argu-
ment goes, were available, women could more readily
take up full-time jobs. Perhaps in some cases, hus-
bands will be prepared to take the part-time supple-
mentary work; but I just dare to say, with some trepi-
dation, that the realities of life in 1982 and probably
for some years to come are that a majority of women
do like, by conscious choice, to bring up their children
and make a home. This may change, depending on
how successful we are in changing public attitudes, if
indeed such a change is desirable. But I cannot see that
we do any service to the vast majority of European
y/omen by making them unattractive to employers as

part-time workers. Such action might well hit pardcu-
larly the more challenging jobs for the better trained
woman and push her back to the traditionally female
jobs, where dexterity and patience are predominant 

-the typist, the electronics assembler, textiles - 
the

type of job where new technologies are replacing the
inexorably.

If we are talking of self-fulfilment and happiness for
women, the quality of women's lives in women's
terms, not men's terms, then there should be every
opportunity afforded for them to apply their special
skills as women and their personal skills as people, to
work which is satisfying, to any type of work without
preconception or prejudice, while providing a working
environment and a working system that permits them
[o participate in outside activities which women find
fulfilling.

I can see, therefore, no merit in pricing part-time work
and part-time workers out of the market. Indeed,
part-time work deserves equal respect and proponion-
ate remuneration. Nevenheless, I appreciate that this
raises problems with social security and especially pen-
sions. This applies as much to women who take no
outside work and perform the lifetime vocation of wife
and mother. I feel strongly that home-working spouses

should be entirled to pensions, not as widows or
widowers but as workers in their own right and on
actuarial terms appropriate to their sex, or better still,
on actuarial terms not by sex at all but in common for
everyone, man and woman alike.

In conclusion, I suppon particularly the aspect of this
action programme which calls for an exchange of

information and experience between Member States. I
am sure we can all learn from each other whether for-
mal legal sanctions work, how best to ensure cognis-
ance of women's interests at the political and official
levels and in the legislative process, how best to break
the prejudices as to appropriate jobs for women, how
far positive discrimination and where before it
becomes counter-productive.

'We have far to go, but we have already made substan-
tial advances. This action programme is an important
step forward, and it is up to us now to press our
national governments to work positively in the Coun-
cil of Ministers for its implementation. In October, my
daughter will go to an Oxford college that was exclu-
sively for men when she was born. I have no doubt she

and her younger sister will find satisfaction and fulfil-
ment in their lives. It is gratifying that the European
Community should be so much concerned and

involved and that we should have the opportunity to
panicipate in mobilizing more than half the Commu-
nitiy's human potential to a fulfilling and effective life.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Le Roux.

Mrs Le Roux. 
- 

(FR,) \flhen we last debated this

topic, in February 1981, Mr President, the French
Communism expressed their dissatisfaction with the
conclusions given out by the European Assembly.

Since the diagnosis was incorrect, at that time, the
remedy proposed was incapable of curing the disease.

So how do we feel today about the Commission's ac-
tion programme? Vhile we approve everything in this
document which constitutes a step forward - 

particu-
larly where laws and regulations are concerned -when we look closer at the content of the programme
we feel that the time-table is a bit on the ambitious
side. The Committee of Inquiry came to the same con-
clusion as us and the Council should take this point
into consideration. As for specific proposals and pre-
cise measures to combat inequalities which have
become more pronounced 

- 
these are tomlly lacking.

The Commission is just patting ircelf on the back with
this document and deliberately avoiding the true rea-
sons which ought to be blamed, such as the negative
impact of European structural policies on the ability of
women to find jobs. I am particularly anxious to stress

this point.

The explanatory statement makes it clear that the
major problem is one of employment. But the action
programme itself just passes over the question. That
does not alter the fact that there is an enormous
amount to be said and done in connection with the
employment of women, by which I mean solving prob-
lems such as the precarious nature of the jobs for
women, the lack of qualifications, the absence of ade-
quate and suimble occupational training, the narrow
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range of jobs offered, the growing and irreversible
demand for full-time work for women, who are all the
more aware that unemployment. is biting deep, and
finally, the condirions of excessive exploitation to
which women are subject, since women consrirure the
majority of semi-skilled workers, and are therefore
more likely to suffer from the consrraints of ourput,
assembly line work and timekeeping.

Victories obnined in the past have been conrinually
threatened since 1975. Today, while every third
worker is a woman, every second person out of work
is also a woman. In my country, there are less women
out at work today than there were in 1920. Unlike Mr
Purvis, I cannot rejoice at this facr. For a long time
now, the Communist Group has firmely been laying
the blame at the door of certain policy-makers in
Europe, whose approaches are the main cause of such
a situation. For the approaches I have in mind have
aggravated the crisis. \7e can see it in the texriles
industry for example. European industrial and agricul-
tural policies have helped to cause the recession, and
have therefore halted progress and the promorion of
women's chances. '!7'e cannor jusr disregard all rhis in
order to ralk about equal opportunities for women.
'!7e pointed this out when voring on Mrs Maij-Veg-
gen's report and today we reirerare these points.

.!7omen's 
problems can only be solved if they are parr

of an appropriate economic and social policy, a rrue
European social policy based on a relaunching of the
economy with full employment, winning back the
internal market and on a general reduction in working
hours. The latter will permit not only new jobs to be
created bur give us rhe rime to enjoy life. Vomen's
problems will also be solved by srrengthening legisla-
tion and the rights of employees so rhar such legisla-
tion may be applied effectively. !7hen it comes ro spe-
cific measures, I should say rhat. occuparional training
for women must be stepped up and vigorously
expanded, the range of jobs open ro women must be
widened greaily and ar rhe same rime protective mea-
sures must be maintained. I have in mind rhose relating
to heary, physical work, nighr-work, Sunday working
and the protection of expectanr mothers. Ve must
continue to improve what has been achieved so far.
There must be no going back - however slight - on
protective legislarion of rhis rype as it would be unjusr
and dangerous, not only for women, but also for the
entire workforce.

This is one aspect where we are right behind the Com-
mission: the public sector can and must play a guiding
role in promoting jobs for women and in improving
working conditions, parricularly where the reduction
of working hours is concerned, which is one of rhe
major aspirations of working women. This House
owes it to itself ro improve on and strengthen the
Commission proposals and to rransform them inro
practicalities. The Communist Members of rhis Cham-
ber will be applying themselves ro this rask, both in this
Assembly - with rhe amendments they have rabled -

and as members of the Committee of enquiry which
can offer much constructive help and stimulation.

To sum up, I should say rhar it is possible rhar some
improvement in conditions for women can be achieved
by 1984. But for this to happen, there are rwo essential
conditions to be fulfilled: firstly, the real reasons for
the crisis which him women so badly musr be attacked
and secondly. commitment must be given - as pro-
posed by the French government - to relaunching the
economy and to promoting social progress. This
implies that each Member State must take charge of irs
own development and that women themselves must
keep up their ceaseless srruggle ro win equality in all
fields.

President. - I call Mrs Pruvot.

Mrs Pruvot. - (FR) Lengthy and complicared efforts
and a clearly expressed political will are the essenrial
prerequisites for women to gain access to real equali-
ties of opponunity, whether in their families, their
occupational or [heir social lives.

The three earlier Communiry Directives on equal pay,
access to jobs and social securiry are legal ins[rumenrs
which have acted as a boost to Member Smres. They
have helped to speed up the adoption of national legis-
lation in this field. The new acrion programme drawn
up by the Commission rakes account of various earlier
developments in the economic and social fields.

I shall confine my remarks ro rhe programme's propo-
sals concerning the large secrion of non-salaried
women who work in family firms.

In its resolution adopted in February 1981, the Euro-
pean Parliament insisted rhar European laws govern-
ing women working in family firms should be drawn
up. It is true rhar this category of women is faced wirh
a number of very special problems such as rhe lack of a
speLific occupational status and of an own income.
Such women have no set working hours, they must
perform an increasing number of occupational tasks,
they are not adequately prorected by social cover sys-
tems, lhere is no scheme for substiruting [hem and,
finally, there are problems connected wirh occupa-
tional rraining. Ir is vital that the European Com-
munity should initiarc an acrion programme to solve
the specific problems of these women who make a
highly significant contriburion ro the Community's
economic and social development.

Statistics are scanr, bur we can safely say rhar rhere are
millions of women who perform an occuparion al activ-
iry without due acknowledgemenr of the facts. They
are regarded simply as housewives and as such, their
situation is governed by matrimonial law. Since they
have no personal income they have no individual righr
social securiry, raining and education. They are indi-
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recdy discriminated against by some aspects of civil, to
commercial and fiscal law. The aims of the Com-
munity action programme must be - as so rightly
defined by the Commission - to improve the occupa-
tional status of women, to encourage equal access to
employment, to promotion and to occupational train-
ln8.

To achieve this, rules must be drawn up to govern this
type of work and the Commission has in fact under-
taken to do this in its action programme. It will put
forward Community legislation and will define righm
where salaries and social security are concerned. \7e
shall be following progress made in this field with
close attention.

I should like to focus on one particular aspect, the
right to a replacement service. One of the major prob-
lems encountered in the daily life of these women is

surely the fact that they cannot be replaced. They can-
nor allow themselves to fall ill or to have a rest period
before giving birth, since rheir absence would cause

major problems for their family or firm. They cannot
go on refresher or further training courses, even
though these are indispensable for people who need to
keep up with constant changes in techniques. The
Commission undertakes in its action programme to
bear in mind the equality of opportunity dimension
when developing the installation of replacemedt serv-
ices. But this wording is vague, far too vague. The
European Parliament for its part had already asked the
Commission and the Council to submit and adopt a

directive to finance such replacement services.

Another series of campaigns is aimed at equal oppor-
tunities in reality by means of positive action pro-
grammes to counter or overcome obstacles which are

nothing to do with the law. I am talking about con-
straints and conditioned attitudes which are based on
the traditional segregation of roles in society. Here we
are getting to the heart of the problem. It will only be

possible to apply directives and laws permitting a more
equitable distribution of occupational, family or social
roles and responsibilities when men and women have
adapted themselves to changes in our society's values.

Such a change in outlook will only be achieved if edu-
cational and occupational training systems are radi-
cally and comprehensively reviewed and reworked.
Personally, I fear that by drawing up special pro-
grammes, creatinB special legal categories and special
directives that we run the risk of driving a large num-
ber of our fellows into a female ghetto.

It is my belief that the best service q/e can render
women 

- 
and this is a task which we must tackle

urgently - is to allow them access to the same level of
skills and responsibilities as that enjoyed by men. They
can attain this through education training and occupa-
tional training. There is of course much to catch up on
in this sphere. I am also thinking about immigrant
women and about the specific problems of women in
developing countries. I observe that the Commission

intends to set up a working party with representatives
from developing countries and from non-governmen-
ml international associations on behalf of these

women. Nevertheless, I cannot help fearing that this
special programme will encourage discrimination. My
fears in this respect will however not prevent me from ,

approving Marie-Claude Vayssade's report as my
other colleagues in the Liberal Group have done. Ve
should like to congratulate and thank her for her work
and it is our fervent hope that in a fortnight's time, the
Council will approve the action programme in its

entirety.

President. - I call Mrs Ewing.

Mrs Ewing. - 'Mr President, when we face the
re-elections in 1984 and we are asked by the man in
the street - or perhaps I should say, the woman in the
street - what we have accomplished in this five-year
period, it will be ragic if s/e cannot all say, whatever
else we say, q/e have eliminated all discriminations
against women in all Member States.

That is somethinB that we cannot allow to slip by us,

and I am happy to think that the Commission and the
Parliament are virtually unanimous in seeking that
end. It would be a brave man indeed in this Parliament
who would stand against the formidable array of
women MEP's - not enough of us of course, but as

many of us as in any national parliament.

I do not v/anr to rehearse the general or the panicular
poinrc that have been made by many speakers, all of
which I agree with. I would like to raise two practical
points which I think have to be faced if the Commis-
sion programme is to accomplish its purpose.

The first concerns taxation. I know the Commission
has considered the problems of taxation. I would like,
however, to put it that the payment a woman makes to
a child-minder or for some other arrangement must be

deductible from that woman's income for tax pur-
poses. The choice of whether she uses a day nursery, if
such there be, or a crdche in a faaory, if such there be,
must be hers; but whatever arrangement she makes, if
payment is needed to enable her to go out to work,
leaving her home and her children, whatever she pays
must be tax-deducdble. Otherwise, we are not gettinB
anywhere. It is quite a simple matter; the woman really
does not have a choice. The mind of society sometimes
seems to be ahead of legislation, and it would be inter-
esting for the Commission to ask each Member State
ro draw up a blacklist of the things it still has to
accomplish to eliminate these practical discriminations.

The second point is a similar one but goes a little fur-
ther. It is the problem of the roof over the head, the
shelter for the children. In Scots law and English law
this is settled by the law of tenancy or the law of pro-
peny regarding the matrimonial home if that be

owned and not tenanted. \7hen a marriage breaks
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down, which is happening in about a third of the
cases, who gets [he matrimonial home? My formula,
which I suggest should be adoprcd by the law of every
Member State, is a very simple one. 'Whoever has cus-
tody of the children should have the matrimonial
home, should have the shelter. It is a very simple for-
mula, and as far as I know it is not adopred in many
Member States. The law of tenancy would have to be
altered. The cenancy would have ro pass, if ir was not
joint, exclusively to whoever had custody. If the house
were owned, the right of possession would have to
pass automadcally to whoever had custody. I say
'whoever had custody' because a woman does not
always get custody. But whoever had custody - and ir
is very often the mother of young children 

- 
should

have the shelter, because unless a woman has shelter
for her children - and most women will never desert
their children 

- 
she does not in effect have the right

to go into the labour market at all.

Lastly, the choice should be a real one. It should not
be attended by guilt. Society should not impose guilr
on a women who chooses to take up acarer.'r, as I did,
oumide the home and leave young children in the
homel nor should it be attached to the woman who
decides to make a career of her home.

President. 
- 

I call Mrs Spaak.

Mrs Spaak. - 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and genrle-

men, various Members have pointed out rhat the
economic crisis is threatening the progress which has
been made so far, and with such difficulty, in the field
of equaliry between men and women. They hace said
the crisis is hitting women in the labour market parti-
cularly severely 

- 
we all acknowledge this fact. To

repeat what Mr Baillor saied, we run the risk of being
smothered by statements of good intent and by statis-
tics. To repeat what Mrs Vayssade said 

- 
and I con-

grarulate her on her excellenr repoft - the will of
national governments is far from measuring up to our
hopes. In company with Mrs Maij-'!7eggen, I bitterly
regret the absence 

- surely deliberate 
- of rhe Coun-

cil of Ministers, especially since rhey have the Presi-
dency, are Belgian and my speech is going to be aimed
at them.

For it is my aim, Mr President and Mr Richard, to
remind us all of the extremely bad example being ser
by Belgium over 2 particularly imponant poinrs in this
sphere.

The first concerns occuparional training in Belgium.
For women, such training is limircd to only a few sub-
jects and ar the same rime ir is not adapted to rechnol-
ogical progress and is completely discriminatory
towards women.

'\7ith the directive on equal pay, rhe Council had mken
a step in the right direcrion. But the Belgian govern-

ment has still not taken the necessary measures to
implement this equaliry and has been flouting this
directive for the last six years. Only now has the Com-
mission decided to bring the affair before the Coun of
Justice. They have dragged their feet for far roo long
over this it seems to me.

But there are even worse things happening in Belgium.
In 1980, the Belgian Government decided to link
unemployment benefit to [he notion of the head of
family. Anyone who does not belong ro this caregory,
i.e. 950/o of Belgian women, has their unempleyment
benefit reduced afrcr a year of being unemployed.

The third directive of equal rreatment under social
security systems aimed precisely at avoiding this type
of discrimination. But that a Member State can nor
only backtrack but can even introduce measures which
go right against the spirit of the directive - even if it
has not yet entered into force - that a Member Srate
which has given its signature as a Council Member,
and that the Commission thinks that is is tricky to take
punitive measures against this Member Stare before
the directive has enrered inro force strilSes me as a

completely inadmissible situation, Mr Richard.

I therefore give my whole-hearted support ro rhe
amendment - tabled by Mrs Lizin - ro point I of the
Council's motion for a resolurion. The new action
programme proposed by rhe Commission on rhe
promotion of equal opponunirties for women provides
the Council with an ideal opportuniry for affirming im
will to forge ahead in this field. Ve pray rhat rhis pro-
posal will not be transformed into a simple declararion
of intent. The Commission should srick by irs propo-
sals and in the future given greater proof of its convic-
tions by rapidly and efficiendy implementing measures
!o ensure that its directives are obeyed. The declara-
tions you made in your first speech, Mr Richard, were
a firm pledge in this direction and I was delighted to
hear them. Let us not forger, ladies and genrlemen, Mr
President, that our acrivities will be jusrified by the
effectiveness of and credibility in Europe, where
women form half of the electorate, and that we only
have two years before the next elections of the Euro-
pean Parliament.

President. - I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.

Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul. - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I have rhe impression that the arrirude
is becoming widespread among a number of govern-
ments of Member Stares - including rhe government
of the Federal Republic of Germany - rhat there is no
need to decide on any new action programme for
women, for their reactions are along the lines of:
'!7hat? Must we decide on funher action on behalf of
women so soon? Ve already have enough trouble with
the Community directives for women, so why do we
need anything new?'
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For my part I would like to warn the member govern-
ments and the Council of Ministers very clearly not to
regard this Community action programme as a pro-
gressive entiry despite the fact rhat it lacks the body
and feet which it would need in order to move for-
ward. In my view, rt rs enough that the Communitv
member governments displayed their anti-feminist,
patriarchal attitude by excluding every female candi-
date when appointing the Commission. If I may be

allowed an ironical remark, they could now at last do
penance in a practical way, and show that they take
seriously the growing commitment and pressure of
'women for real equality, by giving their consent to the
original Commission proposals as amended by the
Committee on Inquiry into the situation of women in
Europe.

I would like to propose that the representative of the
Council should express a view at the end of this debate
on what has been said by the Commission - 

and I
would be very pleased if he did so - so that we can
check whether the attitude of the Council is as nega-
tive as it has been made out to be here.

The Socialisc Group regards the following as the most
important points of the action programme in question:

1. 
I[il:r**ening 

of the individual rights of

2. Positiae discrimination measures, i.e. mea-
sures for deliberate preferential advancement
of women until real equality is achieved 

-and I intend to concentrate particularly on
this in the rest of my speech.

3. Measures to remove so-called indirecr discri-
mination.

4. Proposals for a real transfer of the burden of
proof in cases of discrimination.

5. Measures to make possible a better division of
labour between men and women at work, in
the household and in the family. In this con-
nection I should mention the European Com-
mission's proposal for a directive on special
leave for parenm.

On the background to the need for positive discrimi-
nation measures in favour of women 

- deliberate pre-
ferential advancement, 

- 
the Commission itself says in

its proposal a large number of things which should be

stressed again here.

Firstly, the situation of women is of course adversely
affected particularly by the effects of new technologies
and rationalization measures in the sectors upon which
women have hitherto concentrated - office work, the
retail trade and other branches which wer" hitheno
primarily'women's occupations'.

Secondly, the Commission deplores the facr - and I
would like strongly to support this here -- that the

precarious situation of women is further worsened by
the constant reduction in state expenditure on social
infrastructures such as creches and nurseries where
children can be supervised after school hours. I would
like to say to Mrs Le Roux that there is certainly a

third cause at work here; but tt is a rare occurrence for
me to have to point out to a Communist that it is not
the European Oommunity which contributes to the
exacerbation of the problem of unemployment in the
rextile industry, but the capitalist process of interna-
tional division of labour on the world market, as a

result of which this principle of the transfer of textile
industry jobs t,r rhird world countries comes into
effect.

The result of this situation is that about 600/o of all
unemployed in the European Community are women

- although they account for only about one-third of
employed persons 

- and even when they are looking
for their first job young women are aL a greater disad-
vanrage than young men. \flith the prospect of tl mi[-
lion 

- 
and an esrimated 17 million by rhe end of the

decade 
- 

unenployed in the European Community,
women will su[fer even more if nothing is done. I
therefore appeal to you: anyone who does not want to
sacrifice womel's right to work on the altar of state
austerity - 

which has ,in the meantime become once
more a fashiorrable rallying call for many - must
demand practi(:al measures for the advancement of
women, which will prevent women from being forced
out of the laborLr market.

I shall therefor,l mention here the positive discrimina-
rion measures ruhich the Commission itself could pro-
pose: firstly, a directive to promote the principle of
positive discrinrination and plans to promote oppor-
tunities for wo nen in training and employment in the
sectors which have hitherto been dominated by men,
e.g. on quotas, targets or legal regulations since con-
crete measures will not work without binding general
provisions and directives. Secondly, they should parti-
cularly ask all public authorities - from the munici-
pality to the Communiry level 

- 
to set a good exam-

ple by putting l:orward plans for promoting opportuni-
ties for women and committing themselves to bringing
about a balanced employment ratio between men and
women. \7e do not need to go as far as the European
Commission -- let us first begin to set our own house
in order with practical plans of this kind to promote
opportunities {or women. I think that would be a very
wonhwhile acr.ivity.

Finally, it is nr'cessary to revise the national and Com-
munity provisions on protection at work. The second
directive already indicated that the Member States

should change those protective measures to which the
original grounds for their introduction no longer
applied since these special provisions have hitherto
excluded wornen from a whole range of fields of
employment. Of course the aim must be, ladies and
gentlemen, tc guarantee protection for women and
men at the hi1;hest possible level; but I would also say
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that one-sided protective measures, such as those
recommended for women in the building trade
recently by Mr Farthmann, a Minisrer in the Nonh
Rhine-Vesrphalia regional government, are very much
in the spirit of the proletarian antifeminism of the last
century. One cannot avoid the impression that on the
pretext of tprotection' unwanted female competitors
are to be kept out of a sizeable part of what I would
call the 'male' labour markec. In thar case one must ask
the men once more whether in future they want to
forbid their wives to carry, for example, grocery bags
and beer crates weighing more than 10 kg? For that
would be rhe logical consequence. The proposal was
that vinually no women should work in the building
trade, since they would be excluded from activities
which involved lifting loads of more than 10 kg.

The request which I would like to add in conclusion is

this: we need a general reduction in working hours in
order to divide up the available work more fairly; oth-
erwise we shall see a very divisive struggle between
men and women for the distribution of work, in which
equal rights for women would fall by the wa1.side. The
Committee of Inquiry into the situation of women in
Europe will submit its own proposal on this in the next
few weeks. In view of rhe very intransigent attitude of
the Council, I would like particularly to appeal to you,
ladies and gentlemen, to vote here today by large
majority in favour of Mrs Vayssade's report, so that
we clearly signal to the Council that we do nor
approve of its machinations hitheno, and so rhat we
give support to the original proposals of the Commis-
sion on rhis question.

President. 
- 

Mr De Keersmaeker has informed me
that, obviously through a procedural mistake, he was
not invited to this debate. However, he has assured us

that he will be here before the end of the debare.

I call Mr Estgen.

Mr Estgen. - 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, I regard the new programme 
- in spite of every-

thing 
- 

as a beacon of encouragement for our times.
On the whole, one may congratulate rhe Commission
on its approach and on the spirir and general tendency
of the document which is no doubt also the fruir of
efforts made by women officials who at various levels
both inside the Commission and in orher Community
situations have striven so that this document could
come into being. It has been produced at a highly
appropriate moment, since economic circumstances
are such that woman 

- 
along wirh young people and

selfishness and sectional inreresr launched by the
so-called active forces of the nation. I also believe but
without Mrs Maij-\Teggen's importanr report on the
situation of women in the Community, this new pro-
gramme would not have rhe emphasis rhar it does and
that is probably why the Presidency decided ro enrrusr

the detailed approval of this document to the Commis-
sion of Inquiry which itself owes its exisrence ro Mrs
Maij-\Teggen's report. All that is lacking is a woman
Commissioner 

- 
if we had one of those, the world

would doubtless be perfect. Unfortunately, the world
is not perfect, and the programme has a number of
weak points. The main ones had been commented on
at length and singled out by the rapporteur, Mrs Vays-
sade, whom I should like to congratulate for her
excellenr work. I also wish ro endorse, in rheir enrirety
the criticisms formulated by my Group, and in parti-
cular by Mrs Cassanmagnago-Cerretti, Mrs Maij-
\Teggen and, above all, Mrs Marldne Lenz, who have
pointed out the deficiencies of measures to protecr
pregnant q/omen and mothers, in fiscal systems, in
part-time working, in social security systems and
where independant women and women living in the
country are concerned, and measures governing par-
ental leave, etc. My main criticism, however, is the
loose character of the proposed measures, since none
of them is the result of a defined plan for projects or
specific initiatives on the part of the Commission. It
sdll holds true, nevertheless, chat the philosophy
behind the programme is a good one, the trend is

encouraging and the measures selected are realistic
and feasible. I should like ro dwell on the ropic which,
despite receiving attenrion here and there in the pro-
gramme, remains the poor relation in the list of
recommendations: I'm mlking about education.

I'm quite well aware that the Commission's emphasis
is always placed on economic aspecrs, on employment
and access to jobs, since the Community by definidon
is basically an economic Community. But what we
really want is for it ro be a truly humane Community.
There is no point wanting to eliminate inequalities and
discrimination against women for jobs and wanting to
integrate women into the working world and into
society itself, unless we begin to do rhese things
through education. \flhile educarion has been the
prime course of women's worlds, at the same time, it is

the source of their future hopes.

'!flar must be waged against any discrimination
towards women in educarion and occupational train-
ing. Of course, discrimination begins ar home, but we
must focus our interest and concerns on schools before
anything else. Inequaliries in the conrenr and level of
training must be first exposed and then eliminared,
while at the same time modern forms of sexual educa-
tion must not be neglected and both young girls and
boys must be given training in preparing for marriage
and family life. Such education is particularly essenrial
for boys because we are mistaken if we think women
can be emancipated purely through having access ro
work outside the home 

- 
such emancipation must

also be achieved by giving access ro men ro family life
and housework.

There is just one more rhing thar I want ro menrion
since, in spite of all the things that have been said, we
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sometimes forget that modern life creates new prob-
lems for women.

I should cite only a few: the difficulties which some
women workers have in combining their home and
working lives since society resolutely refuses to ac-
knowledge the exisrence of the problem, or the diffi-
culties felt by those in young middle age, by which I
mean women between forry and fifty years old who,
once their children have grown up, find themselves
outcasts in society. I should also like to argue for
promotion for women in unskilled posts. Since they
seem to meet with even more resistance than women
directly entering at higher levels.

I should not like it to be said to the men in this House,
paraphrasing an observation of Malraux in his novel
'The Human Condition': 'You know an awful lot, my
dear friends, and you concern yourselves with a great
many things, but it is possible that you go to your
graves without having realized that a woman is a

human being too'. \7omen are human beings whose
aspirations are as legitimate as those of men. So I
appeal to all the men politicians here: let us leave
behind the hectoring feminism which has sometimes
being 

- and sometimes still is 
- a war against men,

and let us join forces with women to achieve a true
and sincere collaboration with them at all levels and in
all fields, while at the same time allowing women to
keep their original character and guaranteeing them
equal opportunities.

President. - 
I call Mr Moreland.

Mr Moreland. - Mr President, I should perhaps pre-
face my point of order by saying that this may be sim-
ply a problem of the translation from German, but it
came over in English that you said that as Mr De
Keersmaeker had not been invited, he was not there-
fore prepared to speak as yet. Obviously, according to
our rules the Council does not actually need an invita-
tion and under Rule 66(5) it can speak at its own
request, and one would have thought that it would
wish veqy readily to speak on this.

President. - Since a number of speakers have
expressed regret at the absence of the President of the
Council, I must remind you that. I have in fact
informed you that this was a technical error and that
he will be here shonly. I call Mr Forth.

Mr Foah. 
- 

Mr Presiden[, I must make it clear at the
ou[set that I am not speaking on behalf of my group. I
shall instead speak on behalf of reason and common
sense - 

two qualities which have been significantly
lacking here in the Chamber this morning.

I do not welcome the Commission proposals and I do
not welcome the amendment suggested by the tempor-

ary Commitree of Inquiry into the Situation of
Vomen in Europe because I believe that what we have
heard this morning is a classic example of throwing
words at a problem and worse than that cruelly raising
expectations which really are not going to be fulfilled.
It is at that point that responsible politicians desert
their duties and adopt a role which, I think, is giving
politics quite rightly a bad name in our society today. I
think this is somerhing which should be resisted at
every turn.

Specifically though, I want to pose some questions
about the proposals being made, because I get the feel-
ing that neither the Commission nor the committee
have thought through the implications of some of the
things that they are saying.

.We 
have touched on the budgetary implications sev-

eral times this morning and what I want to hear from
someone is that within a framework of restricted
budgerary resources, which is what we have in the
Community now, what is going to have to give way in
order for us to do the things that we are asking for in
this debate and in this resolution. Time and time again
in this House we have resolutions which have high-
sounding names, which have the best possible motiva-
tions and which always ask for more staff and more
measures to be taken. I would have thought that at
some stage v/e must start to acknowledge that when
we ask for more in one thing we are going to Bet less

in another, and I have yet to hear any indication of
what colleagues here are prepared to give up by the
way of Community activities in order to pursue what
is being asked for this morning.

The second point is a much more important one, Mr
President. It is that I do not believe that the effects of
the interference in the employment market that have
been suggested today have been thought through at
all. Ve have had many references to reduced working
hours, part-time work, work-sharing and so on. \Vhat
I again would like to ask is that in a time when overall
employment is static, when the labour market in the
European Community is not growing and frankly not
likely to grow in the foreseeable future, for every job
that is given by some means or another [o a voman,
what explanation do we give to the man who loses that
job. You simply cannot assume that we are going to
somehow create additional jobs which will all go to
women?

And I would like to hear an explanation from the
speakers who come after. I wanr an explanation from
someone as to what happens to the overall structure of
the employment market when we stan giving jobs to
women, which has been the whole burden of the argu-
ment this morning. No one has explained to me what
the negative effects will be, and I am glad that few
speakers have, as Mrs'Wieczorek-Zeul did, mentioned
positive discrimination, because that has been tried in a

different context in the United States and has been
shown to fail complerely.
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The problem comes down to this: if we are not careful
we are going to slide into a position where we are sim-
ply creating slogans and shibboleths. Time and time
again we talk about something called equality of
opportunity. Ve do not really know what thac is nor
have we explored in demil how it works at an individ-
ual level, at the level of the workplace, at the level of
detailed employment. !7e simply keep saying it and
then we believe that by saying equal opportunity, posi-
tive action, and various other words that sound splen-
did, something good is going to happen. I do not
believe that that does jusrice to this House, nor to the
Community and until someone comes up with much
more detailed proposals and, moreover, spells out
their implications both negative and positive, I for one
am not going to march into the lobbies with those who
say that words can solve all. I do not believe it and I
regre[ to say that that is all I have heard this morning.

President. - I call Mr Adamou.

Mr Adamou. 
- 

(GR) Mr President, the social, econ-
omical and political inequality of women goes back as

far in history as the sins of the class society. \7oman
has been and still is a [ong-suffering victim of intolera-
ble discrimination because of the way in which this
sociery is organized economically and politically. Mil-
lions of women are condemned to a second-class role
in the capitalist society and in the family. A striking
example of the discrimination to which women are
subject and the low value placed on them can be seen
in the composition of the European Parliament itself.
.Whereas 

women exceed 500/o of the population of the
countries of the Community there is only a small num-
ber of women MPs and the number of men absent
from this Chamber today tells its own tale.

Mr President, it is 20 years since the competent bodies
of the EEC first discussed the improvement in the pos-
ition of women in the Member States. However, the
results achieved are insignificant. The Commission
itself recognizes that the matter is at an embryonic
stage. Nor does the action programme for 1982-5 sug-
gest that things are going to improve. It is wordy,
vague and unsubstantial and does not contain any pro-
posal for a specific regulation to implement the decla-
ration in the programme. \Vhat is worse, those rights
which had already been acquired have suffered a set-
back in that the change in the existing legislation,
prompted by a concern for equality and technical pro-
gress, is not accompanied by specific measures ro
defend maternity rights or to ensure that women do
not have to do heary work and are not exposed to the
effects of chemical or other substances dangerous to
their health. The new programme does not lay down
the age limit for payment of a pension, which should
be 50. Maternity leave should be not less than 16
weeks. The birth of a child is not recognized as giving
entitlement to social security benefit. And, most
importantly in the current circumstances, the pro-

Bramme does not safeguard women's right to work
nor does it provide any measures against unemploy-
ment while at the same time leaving loopholes which
allow women to be used for healy work or on night
shifts.

Mr President, I should like to take the opportunity
provided by today's debate to add qome comments on
the situation of women in Greece. \U7orking women
here account for only 280/o of the national workforce,
a low percentage, since the average for the member
countries for the Community is 38% and in Socialist
countries is 40%. In spite of the laws which have been
passed, thanks to [he strenuous efforts of women in
Greece, we still have inequality, various forms of
exploitation and an absence of any real safeguards.
'!7'omen's remuneration is about 400/o less than that
paid co men. Unemployment and under-employment
among women has assumed serious proportions. There
are cutbacks in social security payments and grants to
working mothers. Provisions for education and voca-
tional training are quite inadequate. More chan 900/o

of working women in Greece are unskilled while
840 000 are illiterate and 1 500 000 have not com-
pleted their primary education. '!7ill the situation be
improved by the Community's new action pro-
gramme? \7e doubt it, because as we said, no specific
effective measures are proposed and cheap labour and
the exploitation of women are a basic source of profit
for the monopolies. However, in spite of our serious
reservations we shall vote for this motion, although we
believe that only the efforts of women themselves and
the cooperation of progressive forces in each country
can provide positive solutions to their very serious
problems.

President. 
- I call Mr Jtirgens.

Mr Jtrgens. - 
(DE) Madam President, oh, sorry, Mr

President 
- 

I can never see the presidential chair very
clearly from my position here on rhe lefr. But although
I sit on the left in this Parliament, I will at least try ro
find the right words about the rights of women. \fle
have heard that in times of economic difficulty
employed women are the first to feel the effects.
Moreover, in many States there are more unemployed
women than men.

Even so they are in a better economic and social situa-
tion - and I would like to stress rhis 

- 
than rhe

women about whom I would like to speak now: rhe
women who do their work in virtual silence and have
no lobby; women who work independently in small
agricultural holdings; women employed in small and
medium-sized agricultural and industrial undertak-
ings; and women who work as housewives, bring up
children and often also care for parenm and grandpar-
ents.

\7omen helping out in this way, particularly in the
agricultural sector, have hardly any chance. For them
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there is no social security, no old age pension, no
replacement if they fall ill or wish to take a holiday.
They have no paid six-month leave after giving birth,
since they are indispensable in the undertaking and in
the familiy. Moreover, for them there is no vocational
training or further training, no prospects of promotion
at work, no regulations on working hours, no income
of their own and no professional recognition. Yet in
many cases they are carrying on four activities at once

- 
housework, bringing up children, economic activ-

ity, and often, in large families, caring for the aged.

Thanks to them the State saves thousands of millions
in social expenditure. \7e can and must draw up direc-
tives to make possible legal equality for women.

But even that is not enough as long as the women and

the family undertakings do not meet with equal recog-
nition and appreciation. The best programmes are of
no use if they only exist on paper. \7e Members of
Parliament - 

even Mr Forth - have the duty co be

'multipliers' in the sense chat we should always scand

up for the righm of these women and praise the value
of their work. \7e have achieved much with the regu-
lations, and also with the proposal by the Commission.
But I think that despite all the progress made on the
way to equal rights one should say one thing to men,

and also particularly to women: it is you who have

brought up your sons and will bring up your sons in
future. \7hy do you no[ pass on to your children 

-particularly to your sons - 
your ideas of equality and

equal treatment for both sexes? This obviously did not
happen in the case of Mr Forth. \Vhy are the sons not
brought up in such a way that they behave in a socialll'
responsible manner and why are girls not brought up

in such a way thaL they take up a profession? In m1'

view that is the precondition for partnership. The
watchword must be 'possibilities of choice' rather than
'women in, men outl'

The European Parliament and the Commission have

presented proposals for directives. The Council of
Ministers should not merely consider them - 

it has a

duty to decide upon them. Awareness of the need to
renounce stereotyped rdles is part of this, and begins

with the upbringing of the family. More priority must
be given to this area. One must not only know a lot
about these rhings, but also put this knowledge into
practice. Moreover, one must not only want much but
also do much.

President. - 
I call Mr Almirante.

Mr Almirante.- UD Mr President, this is the first
report which the Committee of Inquiry into the situa-
tion of women in Europe has managed to submit. It is

expected that there will be about 15 before we reach

the final document, and our opinion on it can there-
fore only be provisional. But in itself rhat is a signifi-
cant, indeed the most significant, consideration
because it is a sign of the deplorable way the govern-

menrs of Europe, che Commission and even, I am

sorry to say, this Parliament and its committees have

dragged their feet. 'Witness the fact that the Com-
mittee on Agriculture has stated it is not yet ready to
express its opinion, and the Committee on Social

Affairs and Employment has not even replied to the

request for an opinion. And then as Mr Vayssade, the
rapporteur, points out, none of the actions planned by
the Commission is accompanied by any proposal for
immediate action, which is just what the Commission
did in 197 5 . So not only are they inexcusably not mak-
ing any progress, but they are actually giving ground,
as demonstrated by the fact that the rapponeur states

thar rhe programme submitted by the Commission is

much less wider in scope than that put forward in the

European Parliament resolution of 11 February 1981.

That said, I will now look at the rapporteur's final
conclusions and suggestions. Firstly, we agree with the

Committee of Inquiry in wanting Member States to be

compelled to refrain from taking any measure liable to
jeopardize the implementation of the principle of
non-discrimination during the transitional period of
application of the directives, even though we have

frankly little faith in the abiliry of the Commission to
force Member States to do anything, especially since

we are afraid that the transitional period will not be

transitional at all, but all become permanently provi-
sional.

Secondly, we share the Committee of Inquiry's wish to
see women's associations fairly represented on the var-
ious ad hoc bodies.

Thirdly, we agree that the relevant budgetary instru-
menrs must be made available and we deplore the lack
of any appropriation under the Social Fund in the

Commission's action plan. This remark is enough to
show what little progress we have made towards solv-
ing the problem of equal righr for women in Europe.

Fourthly, we are in agreement about the inadequacy
of the Commisson's proposals concerning health and

education.

The fifth and last point, is that we agree with the pro-
posal to call on Member States to forward a report on
progress made at national level to the Commission, by
1 September 1983, which is reasonably far off. Never-
theless at national level, we will not fail to act in the
Italian Parliament so as to be second to none in fight-
ing this fundamental, moral, social and political battle.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Van Hemeldonck.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck. 
- 

(NL) Mr President, in the
light of my experience in drawing up the United
Nations action programme for women at world level,
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and in my capacity as ersrwhile rapponeur on rhe siru-
ation of women, I should like ro address two words of
warning to the women of rhe European Community
with regard to the presenr acrion programme.

Before such a programme can really be put inro effecr,
you first of all have ro have the necessary resources,
and secondly, you have to be sure of lasting backing
from the groups of people essenrially concerned.
Here, Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, I have very
real doubrs, especially after hearing the remarks made
by the Commirtee on Budgers. DG V's Bureau for
questions concerning employment and equal trearmenr
for women is manned by only three A-grade officials,
in addition to which the size of rhar division has effec-
tively been reduced over the pasr year by rhe non-
replacement of the head of divison. Ve now have only
one extra A-grade official to deal with the situation of
millions of working women throughour rhe Com-
munity. Not only that, the intention appears to be fill
this post by inrcrnal recruitmen!, which means rhar we
have no guarantee whatsoever rhat the new A-grade
official will have any knowlegde or any morivarion as

regards the problems facing women.

Secondly, the present action programme will only
work if it meets with a posirive response among rhe
public. In orher words, an information campaign is
absolutely essenrial, bur rhe fact is rhat the secrion
dealing with relations wirh women's organizations and
women's journals is hopelessly understaffed with only
one A-grade official, who is working miracles in the
given circumstances. !(i e now see [har in the financial
memorandum, funds have been set aside for specific
information campaigns for this programme over and
above budget item 2720 and thus not under the aegis
of the specialized service for relarions wirh female
public opinion. \7ould it not have made more sense ro
have strengthened the exisring specialized and highly
competent service dealing with female public opinion?
This latter fact, Mr Presidenr, confirms my third suspi-
cion that traditionalists intend to use rhe action pro-
gramme as a pretexr for dismantling 

- rarher than
strengthening 

- all that has been done so far in rhe
interests of women in the Community.

The programme affirms the setting-up of a commitree
consisting of representatives from the equal opponuni-
ties committees from the various Member States.
These committees in turn consisr of national expens,
officials and represenr.arives of women workers from
the trade unions, i.e. people who are acquainted with
the real problems and the difficuldes involved in rackl-
ing them. So far, so good 

- however, rumours are
circulating as to the setring-up of an addirional con-
sultative committee on marrers which do not relate
directly to the working situation of women. Here
again, we can give this proposal our support, on the
grounds that there are plenry of ourstanding problems
such as violence to women, health policy and rhe
problems women face in rhe lower income groups in
trying to balance the family budger ar a rime of crisis.

These problems do not as such come within the scope
of the existing directives, nor are they covered by the
welfare policy administered by various sections of rhe
Commission. It is therefore essenrial that we organize
consultations on the planned programme of action on
the part of the target group. The point is, though, that
the Commission should take care ro see rhar it consults
the genuine grass roots action groups of the women's
rights movement, by which I mean [he young people,
the activists and the feminisr movemenr, and including
those women who work in refuges for battered
women, those women who have developed alrernative
children 's welfare cenrres, and those women who are
active in helping other women in the case of unwanted
pregnacies, divorces, healrh and family problems. And
let us not forget those women who have been active in
establishing literacy programmes and second-chance
education programmes. Ir is among these women thar
the Commission will find the real sense of iniriative
and concrete proposals, and not in the salons of the
wives of imponant men or at rhe coffee mornings
attended by women who leave rhe daily household
chores up to their maids and the bread-winning up to
their husbands.

IN THE CHAIR :MR ESTGEN

Vice-President

President. - I call Mrs Phlix.

Mrs Phlix. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentle-
men, [here are are few poinrs I should like ro make as
my contriburion to this debare on rhe new acrion pro-
gramme on equal opportunities for women. I do nor
wish to repeat what orher speakers have already said
regarding cenain aspecrs of discrimination. \7hat our
quest for emanciparion boils down ro is seeking the
best possible quality of life for human beings in gen-
eral, both men and women. On rhis poinr there is to be
sure a large measure of interdependence and rhe
policy we are pursuing excludes any form of discrimi-
nation by definition. The women's emancipation pro-
gramme places too much stress on equal righrs, an
approach which seems ro us ro be too restrictive.

Secondly, in cases where the traditional role disribu-
tion pattern gives rise to inequality between men and
women, it is only right for it ro be condemned. How-
ever, the procress is bound to be a difficult and grad-
ual one, and the existing inequalities will not be
redressed by rhe imposirion of alrernative role par-
terns. The roor cause of inequaliry is social injustice.
Vomen musr be given - and that is the point we are
discussing here today - eyery possible opportunity to
realize their true potential wherever and however ihey
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wish to make their contribucion to social development,
be it in education, as an employer or employee or in
responsible positions in small, medium-sized and agri-
cultural business.

'\7ork in the familiy also deserves equal recognition;
thar applies to men as well as to women, because it is

not our intention to call for something to be done for
women alone. Here too, the same principles of moral
recognition, financial viability, social security and legal
status apply.

This vision certainly does not mean that women
should be packed off back to the kitchen, although a

well-prepared meal, be it by a man or a woman,
usually receives full recognition. Vhat we are con-
cerned with is making a real contribution towards
improving the freedom of choice and the voluntary
distribution of jobs between partners as well as the eli-
mination of any sense of debt. \fle wish to gready
improve the lot of single women and especially single
mothers, and make a ma;'or contribution towards the

full appreciation of responsible parenthood and family
life. I am quite sure that all this will have the effect of
adding to the fund of human happiness.

President. - 
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 

(GR) Mr Presidenr, I too would
like to express my agreement with the very important
report presented by Mrs Vayssade which follows up
the discussion which took place last year on Mrs
Maij-\Teggen's report. I think that, apart from declar-
ations, it is very important to ensure continuity in the
work we are doing and in the activities of Parliament.
As regards the points made by Mr Adamou from the
Greek Communist Party - who said that women are

not adequately represented in the European Parlia-
ment and that they do not hold senior posicions in our
countries and in the Community institutions - 

in
principle this is correct and true, but the Greek Com-
munist Party itself does not set a good example. Basi-

cally, mI point is that apart from these declarations we
need concrete action, and I think that this agreement
and the remarks made by Mr Richard on the social
aspects are highly relevant. Nevertheless I believe that
in view of the wealth of ideas encountered here, it
should be possible for the Community to launch con-
crete initiatives,

The problems facing women are far more severe in the
economically weaker countries, and this means that
the Community must adopt special measures for these

countries, one of which is Greece.

Mr President, before concluding I would like to make

three observations on themes which are of specific
interest to Greece.

My first point is rhat health and maternity are major
problems in our country. It is estimated that 80/o of

women give birth without the aid of a doctor or mid-
wife. This is a major problem which might be solved

by introducing a maternity allowance for all women. If
a suitable appropriation were made, the Social Fund
would provide special support and aid.

My second point is that, in a country like Greece, the

problem of employment is particularly severe, as are

career prospects and the equal treatment of women at
rhe workplace. But the problem also has structural
causes. It is estimated that in Greece women make up
less than 30% of the workforce as opposed rc 400/o for
the Community as a whole. This means that there is a

shonage of about 100 000 jobs for women, a shortage
we will have to overcome.

My final comment, Mr President, is that an appropria-
rion might be made to assist national committees on
labour, coordinated by the Community Committee on
Labour and subsidized to study local problems.

President. - I call Mrs Pantazi.

Mrs Pantazi. - 
(GR) Mr President, we PASOK

representatives consider that the initiative to Promote
equality of opportunity between men and women is an

errcouraging one and we support the motion for a

resolution. As socialists, we are campaigning to
improve the position of women and to put an end to
the discrimination experienced by women in all areas

of public life. It is a fact that women today are doubly
oppressed - 

by the capitalistic structure of the econ-
omy and by deep-rooted partriarchal views which
determine family structure and social organization.

\7e think u/e are also right in saying that the imple-
mentation of equal opportunities for men and women
will require long-term, intensive effons. However, this

campaign must be based on a structured program'me of
social development whose objective must be to change

both the economic conditions and attitudes to
women's problems.

The topic we are discussing today is of particular
interest to us because Greek women occupy high posi-
tions in the social and economic life of our country.
The goal of the present, Socialisc Government of
Greece is to bring about equality between the sexes at
all levels in the political, economic, family and cultural
life of our country. After all, social emancipation is

inconceivable without the emancipation of women.

However, since Greece's accession to the EEC, and as

a consequence of conditions in the Community, the
branches which will suffer most in our country are

small and medium-sized firms which produce textiles,
clothing and chemical products, together with craft
industries. These small and medium-sized firms
employ a high percentage of women: 600/o in textiles,
750/o in ready-made clothing and 550/o in the chemical
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industry. Greek women 
- in particularly young

women 
- 

will be particularly hard hit by unemploy-
ment and underemploymenr in this sector. Pay dispari-
ties vrill widen, and the lack of specialist rraining and
firms' manpower requiremenrs will lead to the creation
of an unskilled pool of labour without prospects of
advancement. Likewise, in the agricultural secror
women farmworkers, who make up 34.440/o of the
working population, will be hit particularly hard by
the inconsistencies of the presenr Common Agricul-
tural Policy, which favours Norrhern European prod-
ucts 

- many of which have srrucrural surpluses 
- at

the expense of rhe Mediterranean producrs. Besides,
rising producuon costs, the freezrng of prices, the re-
srrictions on such basic and traditional Greek crops as

cotton and olive oil will all hit rhe living standards of
women farmworkers because it is a well-known fact
that the more the economic condirions of farmers
deteriorate the greater the disparities berween men
and women become. Thbrefore, in the conrext of posi-
tive action programme which rhe Communitt, rs consid-
ering there is a need for special measures to help
working women in these caregones.

To conclude, Mr President, I would like to say how
disappointed I am that with this resolution the Council
does not give any undertaking, but merely rakes cog-
nizance of the programme and approves irs general
objectives: not only does it not make any commitment
to allocate the budgetary resources necessary for rhe
implementation of the programme but ir rakes the view
that the objectives of the programme alone should be
enough to inspire Community and national measures,
bearing in mind the restricrions imposed by he general
economic siruation 

- 
which means that the imple-

mentation of the programme may not only be difficult
but perhaps impossible.

President. 
- 

I call Mrs Lizin.

Mrs Lizin. 
- 

(FR) Mr Presidenr, I rhought I under-
stood from your predecessor in the Chair thar rhe
President of rhe Council, Mr De Keersmaeker, who is
in the building, planned to arrive before the end of the
debate. If he wants to hear somerhing of the debate, he
should perhaps make an effon ro ger here and you
could perhaps have him called.

President. 
- \7e shall trv to find him.

I call Mr Gontikas.

Mr Gontikas. 
- 

(CR) Mr President, it is nor by
chance that today's discussion is taking place in a
country in which women have always led fulfilling
lives 

- 
throughout the hisrory of France their role has

been a prominent one. Mr President, let us not forget
that a few months ago a woman was sitting in your
place, a fact which, among others, underscores the sig-

nificance which all of us attach to the participarion of
modern woman in our lives. As the son of a woman
who in her time symbolized whar women could
achieve in a male-dominared society, as the husband
of a woman who has lived an enviably full and sarisfy-
ing life without prejudice ro her role as wife and
mother and who is still distinguished in her profession,
and as the father of a daughter who is eager to explore
all aspects of life wirhout exceprion and who righrly
refuses to compromise her career in any way just
because she is a woman, I should like to thank my col-
league Mrs Vayssade, because her report gives us an
occasion to confirm what has already been said 

-namely that woman is indeed the future of mankind.

I shall not linger on the Vayssade report as ir has my
full approval. I would merely like to express a wish. I
should like the resolution to incorporate a sraremen[
declaring 1985 ro be the year of rhe European woman

- in 1985 rhree years will have elapsed since the
launching of rhe Commission's acrion programme and
ten years since 1975, which the United Narions
declared the year of the woman. I should like to make
a number of brief commenrs on the Commission's act-
ion programme in connection with the realistic conrri-
bution by Mr Richard. Ler us nor forget that the gen-
eral characteristics of rhe programme is inactivity. Mr
Commissioner, what the Commission requires is grea-
ter flexibility and dynamism in order ro tackle the
problems we are facing today. The impression of a

general and diffuse vagueness in all phases of rhe pro-
Bramme is I think due to the fact rhat the Commission

- like ourselves 
- 

is not yet familiar with the details
of the real situation in the Member States and conse-
quently is not in a posirion ro propose concrete solu-
tions. I suggest rhar data be gathered from all the
Member States and that definirive decisions be raken
on this basis concerning concrete guidelines for pro-
tecrive legislation ar narional and Community level. I
noted that scant artenr.ion was paid to the pre-adoles-
cent and adolescent stages, during which women
generally experience their first psychological traumas.
The haste with which the Commission treared the
problem of migranr fenrale workers as workers, morh-
ers and women, has not gone unnoticed. I attach pani-
cular imponance ro rhe vocarional training of women,
in particular in connecrion wirh modern rechnological
systems and rhe advanced rechnology sectors.
Nowhere do I find menrion of the woman farmer. I
thought that the Commission would have paid more
attention to this problem, given rhar women farmers
are a ma:1or facror in the economically weaker coun-
tries of the Community. I agree with the proposal that
the tax provisions in the Member States be reviewed in
such a way as to show thar we recognize rhe role of
women in rhe economy and their conrribution ro rhe
na[ional product. !7hen I speak of women I also
include unmarried women. It is essential to ensure
wider debare on rhese ropics and also to inform public
opinion on rhe rrends in national legislation. No pro-
posal has been made concerning the large-scale mobil-
ization of rhe media in support of the programme's
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objectives. Mr President, I hope that when we have

occasion to discuss these problems here again the

Commission will be represented by a woman Commis-
sioner. Before concluding I would like to convoy [o
you - and with your help to all the women in the
Community - 

the militant greetings of the women's
branch of the Greek New Democracy Party and the

assurances of im officers that they will support you in
implementing at national level whatever decisions you
take.

President. - 
I call Mrs Fuillet.

Mrs Fuillet. - 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, fellow colleagues, I want to begin by congratu-
lating the Council, Commission and our colleagues on

rhe Committee of enquiry, particularly its rapporteur,
my friend, Marie-Claude Vayssade. I must say that
they have not let the grass grow under their feet. At
the Commission's suggestion, the Council decided to
consult the European Parliament on 23 December
1981. The report was approved unanimously by the
Committee on 29 and 30 March and here we are dis-
cussing it today. I hope that you don't mind me pre-
facing my remarks in this - for me 

- 
rather unusual

way, but I felt that someone needed to stress the speed

with which communication took place between var-
ious Community Institutions and pay tribute to the

zeal ol the Members of the Committee of Enquiry.

For they have come to grips - in less than 5 months

- 
with a subject which encompasses the whole of the

female conditions and not just rhat of working women
but where equal opportunities in a more general sense

are concerned.

I want to appeal to and to draw the attention of those

who will be responsible for changing mentalities in the

future 
- 

and which is necessary if we really want to
achieve this equality opportunity - by referring to a

work held in high esteem in my country. I should like
ro quote to you from the Hachette Junior Dictionary
of 1980: under the word'woman', the only two exam-
ples given are: 'charwoman, chambermaid'. I suppose

we mus[ be grateful that 'woman of the streets' is not
includedl But under the word 'man', which is given
double the amount of space, we find: 'business, law-
yer, etc'.

\7e need look no further. Vhen we talk about equality
of opportunity we are obliged to talk about discrimi-
nation and discrimination is not confined to work.
Our perception of the world is determined at a very
young age from when we start to read. It is my hope,
therefore, that in parallel with other developments, a

project will be conducted rc c^rry out a thorough
study of schoolbooks.

Ve are not in the habit of expecting immediate results

in this Europe of ours. Our projects are always long-

term ones. Are we being farsighted or has it just

become a habit? You can each form your own opinion
about that. But since we do plan for the future, let us

allow ourselves to dream. The future generations will
probably be grateful to us if, thanks to the effons of
both men and women today, the men and women of
tomorrow are able to have a different type of relation-
ship, no longer based on a struggle for power 

- 
and

waged by feminists in the last decade - 
but on a com-

pletely equal footing which acknowledges nevertheless

our specific nature as men orwomen. Unless we make

an effort to imagine the type of life which will be

available to young couples in less than 20 years, the
relationship between men and women where studies,

employment, the familiy, and sexuality are concerned,
unless we are honest enough to criticize ourselves, we

will be guilry like the men and women who have

preceded us - of having taken care of the past alone.

Men and women must join forces and work together
on this future, guided by the idea that all the taboos

which keep women in their inferior place and of which
we were shown a fine example in this House not long
ago, must be abolished. At the same time, we must
take care not to institute other reactions which are

precisely those which we are fighting against.

.$fl'omen 
who are campaigning for equal opportunities

should not be regarded as amazons. Feminism in the

year 2OOA will be understood as the straightforward
and just acknowledgment that women are different
but culturally complete and yet capable of mking on
their rightful responsibility in the world alongside
men, their companions. It may be, that in the Hachette

- Junior Dictionary of the year 2O0O the word 'fem-
inism'will have been omitted or that its definition will
be 'a philosophy which women in former times were
obtiged to adopt before they were recognized for
being what they are'.

\(zith all due respect, I should like to ask the Commis-
sion and the Council to make haste, to take up again

rhe February 1981 report and to make some reply to
Members of this Parliament like myself who are get-
ting anxious at not seeing any practical applications
resulting from our conclusions from that period. \7e
will be left behind unless we have a forward looking
policy on equal opportunities, but for goodness' sake,

promises on paper are just not enoughl \7e must have

action in the individual Member States, of course, but
we must also have it from the Commission and Coun-
ci[.

Finally, Mr President, I am very sorry at some of the

attitudes seen here. I really do wonder what will hap-
pen to English women if the Conservatives decide to
put their backs into it. Myself, if I had to nominate
someone as an honorary unemployed woman, I would
propose Mrs Thatcher, since that would free a top
level job for a man !

President. - 
I call Mr Bournias.
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- 

(GR) Mr President, the new Com-
munity action programme for women was prepared in
record time and this gives us cause for satisfacrion. On
28 January the Commission's proposal was referred to
the Committee of Inquiry into the siruation of women
in Europe in whose work I myself participated and
already we are discussing rhis Commitree's reporr,
drawn up by Mrs Vayssade, while ar the same rime we
are debating the opinion of the Committee on Budg-
ets.

I consider it my duty to congratulate both the Com-
mittee of Inquiry and the rappor[eur Mrs Vayssade for
the speed with which they have handled this important
question on the promotion of the equality of oppor-
tuniry for women.

Mr President, last year during Parliament's great
debare on women and equaliry between men and
women I had occasion to recall the spectacular
achievements in our country after the re-esrablishment
of democracy in 1974. The first and foremost of rhese
achievements is Anicle 4 of our democratic Consriru-
tion which stipulates full equality between men and
women, whereas rhe most recent victory is Law 1140
of 1981, which prescribes a separate pension for mar-
ried women farmers. This was the work of the New
Democracy government. I do not have the time to
detail all that has been achieved in our counrry; I will
confine myself co the Community achievemenrs, the
most importanr of which seems !o be Amendment
No 3 by the Commitree of Inquiry concerning the par-
ticipation of the various women's associations in the
preparation of measures and on furure commitrees. I
also attach grear imporrance ro health and vocational
training for women.

Thus I think we are justified in hoping for rapid results
and in ignoring the pessimistic voices which have been
heard in this Parliament.

President. 
- I call rhe Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- Mr Presi-

dent, I shall indeed be brief. One of the remarkable
things about this debare has been rhe general degree of
welcome that the Commission's proposals have
received. Obviously there have been degrees of
emphasis, some indeed have differed very considera-
bly. One or [wo Members have expressed delight at
the speed with which the Commission dealt with this
ma[ter. Mr Almirante complained thar we had spent a
great deal of rime dealing with this matrer. Even
allowing for that sort of political division, which occa-
sionally takes place in any parliamenr, I musr say rhar I
am heartened at the reception rhe Commission's pro-
posals have got.

It is obviously impossible for me at the end of a debate
like this to deal in detail with all the points that have

been raised; there have been many of them, but I
would like to say a word about some of rhem.

Let me deal with one misconception immediately. Mrs
Van Hemeldonck complained that there was no suc-
cessor appointed in the Commission to Mrs Nonnon,
who had gone ro Paris. I can only tell her that the suc-
cessor appointed has raken up her duties and, indeed,
is sitting behind me.

The issue of indirect discrimination raised by a num-
ber of Members of Parliament is a difficult legal con-
cept to define. I am very conscious of the difficuldes of
giving a clear definition to it. On rhe other hand, we in
the Commission are looking ro see wherher we cannor.
be more precise than we have been in the past and
whether it would be wise to have some firm legal defi-
nirion of this or more sensible ro leave it less clear as a

concept. But I mke the poinrs rhat have been made and
we are considering the marrer.

Fears have been expressed rhat during rhis inrerim
period, after the publication of our programme, mat-
ters may slip back a lirtle, and I am thinking particu-
larly of the poinrs made by Mrs Lizin and Mrs Spaak.
Let me say rwo words about the Belgian case. The
Commission is pursuing this pardcular issue with rhe
Belgian national authorities. Until we have finished
trying to pursue it wirh the Belgian auchorities, it
would obviously be premature for the Commission to
take any decision as to what else it mighr or mighr not
do. On the other hand, I take rhe point rhar has been
made that there is, or appears ro be, a discriminatory
element in these panicular regulations. That is rhe
matter which we are anxious ro clear up with the Bel-
gian Government.

Mrs van den Heuvel wanted to know the contexr
within which some of our programme could be put. I
would merely say to her thar as far as the Commission
is concerned our action programme is to be seen in
precisely the same conrexr as the OECD sraremenr on
women's employmenr of 1980. \7e drew the artention
of Member Stares to this during discussions in the
Council. Ve emphasized rhat we had to confirm rhat
commitmenr which had been raken in a crisis situation
in 1980 itself.

Finally, Mr President, I wanr to make two poinrs.
First, to put on record rhat I could nor disagree more
with the senrimenrs expressed by Mr Fonh (and I am
sorry that. he is not in his place this afternoon). Quire
clearly there would be a major difference borh of phi-
losophy of approach and of pracricality between his
position and mine on rhis. I jusr wanted ro put it firmly
on record that I did nor agree with him.

(Applause)

Secondly, now I have heard virtually rhe whole of this
debate, one thing rhar has emerged for me quire
clearly is thar although the Parliament is expresiing
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some occasional and mild degree of dissadsfaction
with the Commission's actions in this field there seems

to be general agreement that pressure at this stage
needs to be put, not so much upon the Commission,
but far more upon the Council of Ministers, who will
be considering this matter on 27 May. On behalf of
the Commission, since we are making the proposals
which we want them to consider and indeed accept on
27 May, may I say that I welcome the pressure on the

Council that is coming from Parliament. I hope it is

kept up and that the result of that pressure and the
efforts of the Commission will be that on 27 May this
proBramme is adopted.

Mr President, I think the Commission's proposals in
this field are practical and sensible. They are clearly
not maximalist - I totally accept that - but I do not
enrirely accept that they are totally minimalist. In es-

sence and as a package of measures, they amount to a

major step in the direction that the Commission and, I
think,.this Parliament would wish to go.

(Applause)

President. - Thank you, Mr Richard, above all for
your last two remarks.

Mrs Vayssade, you have indicated that you wish to
speak. I shall give you the floor because I know that
you always rise to the challenges which you feel are

represented by pre.fudice against women. I trust you
are now going to disprove the prejudiced idea that
women talk too much.

Mrs Vayssade, rapporteur. - (FR) I think that women
have shown that they talk much less than their male

counterparts in this Assembly.

(Laughter)

I should like to thank all the Members who spoke in
the debate and who al[, almost without fail, made a

very useful contribution by way of speaking up for this
action programme and for doing somethinB about it. I
want to say a special 'thank you' to all the men who
showed an interest and who came to support the work
of the women here. Let me assure them that we have

no desire to set up female cliques, but to work
rogether with them.

I find it shocking that the Council was not here today
and did not want to reply to what was said. As things
stand, the indications are that the Council is going to
pay scarce attention to this programme and will do no
more than take note of it, and that is really not
enough.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs'!Tieczorek-Zeul.

Mrs'lUflieczorek-Zed. - (DE) Mr President, as I said

before that the Council should reply to the Commis-
sion's criticism to the effect that the action programme
has been completely changed even before discussion

by a Council working parry, I should like to ask you if
there were any con[acts and if a representative of the

Council has expressed a willingness to state the Coun-
cil position here.

President. - I have been informed that the Council
has formed no definite opinion and that it will con-
sider everything that has been said in the debate.

Mrs \(ieczorek-Zeul. - (DE) If I may, let me just say

that ir is never a fine example of combining functions
when the President of Parliament, as it were, is

required to pass on the Council's opinions. Frankly, I
should have preferred it if the opinion had come from
the Council itself. If you ask me, this smacks of con-
tempt for the House.

President. - I call Mrs Lizin.

Mrs Lizin. - (FR)\7ith all due respect for Mr Chris-
tophas - who is not to blame of course and who has

been placed in a very difficult position - I think Par-
liament should take note of the Council's shortcoming
in this instance, especially as we have here today its

chief representative, Mr De Keersmaeker, who did not
deign to say anything. I think this confirms what we
said about the attitude of the Belgian Presidency on
this matter.

Mr President, I must say that the informed Members
have all the Council documents on this subject and,
unfortunately, what Mr Christophas is supposed to
have said bears little resemblance to the actual facts.

President. - Your comments are noted, Mrs Lizin.

The debate is closed. The motion for a resolution will
be put to the vote at the next voting time.

2. 1983 budget (Staternent by the Commission)

President. - The next item is the statement by the
Commission on the preliminary draft general budget
of the European Communities for the financial year
r 983.

I call the Commission.

Mr Tugendhtt, Vice-President of the Commission. -Mr President, the Commission this morning adopted
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its preliminary draft budget for 1983 and also adopted
a proposal for an amending budget lor 1982.

I welcome the facr that I am able to come before Par-
liament wirhin a couple of hours of our decision in
order to announce this in rhe Chamber. I have, of
course, already been announcing rhe proposals to the
Committee on Budgets ar an earlier meating.

I would like to srress that so far as the Commission is

concerned, this budget represenrs an important step
towards fulfitting the priorities and challenges which
we set ourselves in the mandate. I know that Parlia-
ment also attaches great imporrance ro rhis budger
and, indeed, in your lasr part-session you decided
upon guidelines for the 1983 budget on the proposal
of the rapporteur, Mr Jackson. The Commission has
given full consideration ro rhese guidelines and finds
that there is a very considerable overlap - indeed,
almost an identity of view 

- 
between ourselves and

Parliament on the direction in which we ought to go.

By comparison with the budgets of the recenr past,
which were inevitably budgets of transirion while the
mandate exercise was in progress, the 1983 prelimi-
nary draft budger represenrs the first step in the imple-
men[ation of the new policies and orientations of the
30 May mandate. It constitures a significanr shifr in
balance and in emphasis. In particular, it provides for a
modest increase in agricultural expenditure and for a
renewed impetus in Communiry policies over a broad
front. The central theme in all rhis is che fight against
unemployment. Therefore the Commission agrees
with Parliament to make rhis the first priority for com-
mon action through the 1983 budget.

On the other hand, the Commission has taken proper
account of the general constraints on public expendi-
ture which exist in all our Member States. The Com-
munity budget thus remains small, not only in relation
to the gross domestic producr of rhe Community 

- 
a

mere 0.80/o 
- 

but also involvis only a relatively mod-
esr increase over rhe unamended 1982 budget 

- 
rhat

is to say, ll0/o for commirmenrs and, 80/o for payments,
leaving aside spending under supplementary measures
in favour of the United Kingdom, both rn 1982 and in
1983. No agreemenr on this issue has yer been
reached, as the Parliamenr knows, and therefore that
is, I think, the only basis on which we can, ar rhe
moment, draw up our figures. \flhat we are purring
forward represents the lowest rate of growrh proposed
by the Commission since the first enlargement in 1973.

In the fight against unemployment, che Commission
agrees with Parliamenr thar the Community should
seek the greatest effectiveness in deploying the whole
range of policy instruments direcly available to it.
They should be directed to tackling the underlying
causes: energy dependence, low rates of investment,
insufficient competiriviry in important secrors like steel
and new high rcchnologies, to name only some of the
most significant examples.

This must be matched by efforts ro reduce imbalances
within the Community. The Commission's approach in
the budget is geared ro rhe specific needs of less pros-
perous Member States in an effort to help rhem deal
with structural problems.

In external economic policy, the Communiry has to
reaffirm its special responsibility as rhe principal world
trader and its commitmenr ro rhe open-rrading sysrem.
As part of this responsibility, the Community needs to
strengthen irs development cooperarion efforts and to
extend food aid as an important contribution ro com-
batting hunger in the world.

For the amendment of rhe 1982 budget, the Commis-
sion followed the same principles. However, in select-
ing the specific areas for additional expenditure, the
Commission is responding ro rhe mosr immediate
economic and polirical requirements, considering
where money can mosr. effectively be spent before the
end of the year.

So in brief, Mr President, our approach is that we
have put forward a budget thar represents a relatively
modest increase in overall size but a substantial
increase in non-obligatory expendirure and in our
efforts to meet [he objectives which we have ser our-
selves in the mandare and which also, I believe, res-
pond to Parliamenr's guidelines. I would ask you, in
measuring the size of the effort, ro rake into account
both the 1982 amending budget and the 1983 prelimi-
nary drafr budget.

Ler me now deal with the contenrs of the 1983 budger
proposal. In the Commission's view, rhese strike a
careful balance between a modest overall rare of
increase and considerable and significant increases in
priority areas.

Total commitments and payments amount to
23 960 million ECU and 21 865 million ECU respec-
tively. These payments figures are, of course, slighdy
lower than last year, since the implications of the
budgeury serrlemenr with the United Kingdom have
not yet been made known. I do ask people, when com-
paring last year with this, ro bear in mind rhe point
about the United Kingdom settlement appearing in
one year and nor as yet appearing in rhe nexr year.

The Community's total potential own resources are
estimated at about 24 700 million ECU. The VAT rate
is about 0.8%. This leaves a margin of own resources
of more than 3 0OO million ECU. Bur of course, within
this margin the budgetary settlement of the mandate
and any budgeary consequences of the 1983-84 price
settlement will have to be accommodated.

Despite this, rhe danger of running our 
. 
of own

resources rs nor an immediately acute problem. In
these circumsrances rhe Commission maintains the
position expressed in the mandare reporr and in Presi-
dent Thorn's programme speech to Parliament earlier
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this year that it will propose an increase in own
resources when that becomes necessary to . achieve

agreed objectives. In drawing up such a proposal in
future the Commission will give due consideration to
Parliament's suggestion of a generalized system of
financial equalization or a progressive rate for VAT
contributions.

On the expenditure side, Mr President, I should like
to deal first with non-compulsory expenditure' Here
the Commission proposes substantial increases of 340/o

for commitments 230/o for payments. This compares

with a maximum rate of 11.8%. The Commission con-

siders that these increases are warranted in view of the

ob.jectives of the mandate and the importance for the

Communicy to contribute to the fight against unem-
ployment. In deciding these increases the 10lo ceiling
on VAT was not a limiting factor. The Commission's
decisions were founded on the merits of the individual
budgenry items, the general constraint on public
expenditure and internal and external limits on spend-

ing possibilities. As a consequence of the significant
inirease in non-obligatory expenditure, this budget
strikes a better overall balance. The share of EAGGF
guarantee expenditure in the budget has decreased

from 7Oo/o in 1980 ro 650/o in 1983. Thus the Commis-
sion has taken an important step towards restructuring
the budget in favour of the structural funds and other
non-obligatory spending policies.

The Commission has dealr in depth with the forecast-
ing of the 1983 EAGGF guarantee figures. These are

the best estimates and are consistent with those under-
lying the assessment of the budgetary impact of the

1982/83 price proposal. The agricultural price settle-
ment for 1983/84 is not taken into account and thus

might make a supplementary budget for 1983 neces-

sary.

For EAGGF guarantee, expenditure in 1983 is esti-
mated to increase by 70/o over likely 1982 expenditure.
More significantly, the average annual increase of
1982/83 over 1980/81 is 80/o compared with a grou'th
of o*n resources of 1oo/0. Thus the rate of growth in
EAGGF guarantee is lower than the rate of growth in
own resources. Ir is also worth noting that EAGGF
guararrtee expenditure will have decreased by an aver-
age of 2o/o per year.

I have to point out also, Mr President, that if the Agri-
cultural Council next year agrees on a package as

costly for 1983 as the current one is for 1982, then che

rate of increase in EAGGF guarantee risks rising more

rapidly than that of own resources.

The Regional and Social Funds have increased by

more than the rate of growth in own resources' The
Regional Fund has increased in 1982 and 1983 com-
pared to 1980 and 1981 by about 300/o in payments

and about 250/o in commitments. Similarly, the Social
Fund has increased by about 300/o in payments and

commitments, in comparison with the initial budgetary

figures for 1982. And here the Commission proposes

for the Social Fund an increase in appropriations by

the amending budget for 1982 and the 1983 prelimi-
nary draft budget of some 550/o for payments and

600/o for commitments. If you mke the two together
the amending budget and the 1983 budget you come

to a 550/o increase in payments and a 600/o increase in

commitments.

The Commission is aware of the need to improve the

effectiveness of both funds as instruments in providing
Community assistance in the fight against unemploy-
ment and in particular the need to secure more addi-

tionality. The revisions of the funds are being geared

to these needs. The Commission believes that it is

neceassary to continue integrated operations and is

proposing expenditure increases. Appropriate ProPo-
sals will be brought forward. The Commission also

intends to strengthen its policy for the environment,
public health and consumer protection, as well as for
youth, education and culture. Increases in budgetary
appropriations in the order of 500/o are proposed for
these purposes.

In the fields of energy, innovation, research and

development and transport, the Commission recog-

nizes that spending possibilities will depend crucially
on legislative acts by the Council, for which the Com-
mission has already submitted proposals or will do so

in the near future.

Substantial progress needs to be made by the end of
1982 ro enable the Commission to implement its budg-

etary proposals in these fields. I would like to draw
Parliament's attention to the potential risks of non-

implementation if the necessary progress is not made.

However, these cannot be altogether avoided in a

budget which reflects the Commission's priorities with
regard to the objectives of the mandate. I hope that
Parliament will remember this point, particularly when

considering the 1983 discharge.

For energy, the Commission propor., an increase in

commitment appropriations from 65 million ECU to
167 million ECU and in payment appropriations from
47 million ECU to 104 million ECU. The Percentage
increases of lToo/o and 12)o/o are significant, although,
of course, the absolute figures remain modest. In line
with Parliament's guidelines for 1983, the Commission
proposes new actions for coal, and interest-rate subsi-

dies for energy inves[ment. Priority is also given to
actions in the areas of new sources of energy and

energy-saving.

For innovation, research and development, the Com-
mission has concentrated its efforts in areas where it
believes the Community has a comparative advantage.

Strategic importance is attached to the Community's
research and telematics programmes. The development
of supporting infrastructure for innovation and tech-
nology transfer is an important new initiative. Its
impact should go far beyond the budgetary means
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allocated to it. The overall rate of growrh in the area is
in the order of 30%.

For transport, the Commission proposes 52 million
ECU in commitmenrs and 32 million ECU in pay-
ments for 1983 as a financial underpinning for trans-
port infrastructure projects.

The Commission is conscious of rhe serious problems
facing the Community's Mediterranean regions and
considers rhe increase in expenditure in favour of these
regions as noreworrhy. In line with Parliament's
guidelines, rhe Commission favours integrated
development programmes: a specific chapter in the
budget is provided with an addirional appropriation of
10 million ECU. In rhe evenr of early decisions in this
matter being taken by the Council, the Commission
intends to put forward supplementary financing pro-
posals.

In the field of external policy, rhe Commission reaf-
firms the Community's special responsibility ais-,i-ois
the Mediterranean basin. Paymenr appropriations
within the framework of cooperation agreements wirh
these countries are increased by more than 500/0.
Moreover, it proposes ro srrengthen the cooperation
with non-associared counrries more generally. Finally,
a significanr increase is envisaged in quanriries
delivered as food aid as a Community contribution ro
the fight againsr hunger in the world.

As regards Commission staff, we are submitting a
requesr. for a toral of 152 addidonal posrs, of which 5l
are A grade. !7e believe rhat a reinforcemenr of this
kind is rhe minimum necessary to enable us sarisfaco-
rily to discharge our responsibilities. Many of rhe exrra
posts we are seeking lie in areas to which Parliamenr
itself has attached panicular imporrance, for example
the need for better accounting and financial control
arrangements and the improved anri-dumping scru-
tiny.

The Commission esrimates for the 1982 budget arise
from the fact that we believe that agricultural expendi-
ture in this year is likely to be some 500 million ECU
lower than expecred, even taking into account the
likely additional cost in 1982 of the 1982-83 agricul-
tural price sertlemenr. These reductions arise from bet-
ter market conditions, the strength of the dollar and,
of course, from continued prudent managment. As a
consequence, refunds have rurned out ro be lower
than could have been foreseen when the 1982 budget
was drawn up. In proposing this adjustmenr, the Com-
mission is responding to Parliament's desire regarding
a timely presentarion of possible changes in EAGGF
(Guaranree) expenditure. In view of the volatile char-
acter of agricultural expenditure, rhe Commission
draws artention to the potenrial risks of any such
adjustment and reserves rhe right to make furrher
alterations larer this year, should that prove necessary.

The Commission proposes ro use rhe reductions
mainly for boosting expenditure in rhe Social Fund,

food aid, research and a specific housing measure in
Nonhern Ireland. In selecting rhese areas, the Com-
mission is responding to rhe immediate economic and
political requiremenm, considering where the money
can be most effectively spent before the end of the
year. For the Social Fund, a" increase of Zts million
ECU is proposed; in the field of its exrernal responsi-
biliries, an increase of 200 million ECU; for research,
an increase of 28 million ECU; and for the special
housing measure for Nonhern Ireland, an increase of
12 million ECU.

In order to respond more adequarely to irs exrernal
responsibilities, rhe Commission has decided upon a
major restructuring of its Direcrorate-General for
Developmenr. In this connexion, the need for 67 new
posts has arisen.

The Commission believes, Mr Presidenr, that if these
proposals could be effectively implemented - and I
refer here to the 1982 amending budget and ro rhe
1983 preliminaqy draft budget - the Community
would be enabled to make its conrribution to the chal-
lenges of the .1980's and in parricular ro rhe fight
against unemployment. The dynamism of European
integration could be recovered and a significanr srep
made towards living up ro the hopes and aspirarions of
the people of Europe. The Commission is confidenr
that its proposals consrirure the right basis for the Par-
liament to exercise its budgetary powers.

(Applause)

President. - I call rhe Committee on Budgers.

Mr Lange, Cbairman of tbe Committee. - (DE) Mr
Presidenr, we should indeed be rhankful that we have
received preliminary information from the Commis-
sion on the draft 1983 budger nearly four weeks ear-
lier than in previous years. It is equally important thar
the Commission has informed us at rhe same rime
about the proposed amending budger for 1982. This
means for Parliament that all its committees musr
examine the preliminary drafr for 1983 and also rhe
preliminary draft of the amending budget in the next
few weeks; for whar we are engaged in today is not a
debate on the draft but at most some institurional or
procedural assessments which, however, appear neces-
sary [o us. The commirtees mus[ therefore be in a posi-
tion.to give their opinion to the Committee on BLdg-
ets by rhe end of this month - rhere will be a
committee meering on the 27th and 28rh.

The debare on the preliminary draft budget is due to
take place in the June pan-session, and we must. rhen

!e in 1 position ro stare our views very specifically on
the individual proposals.

'!7hat Commissioner Tugendhat rold us roday sounds
good. He spoke of increases and gave perceniages and
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absolute figures - 
all of this sounds very good. How-

ever, we shall have to compare these figures with the
declared political will of Parliament. !7e shall then
have the guidelines for the 1983 budget. \7e shall no
doubt also consult the report which the Committee on
Agriculture drew up last year on the reform of the

agricultural policy, in order to see how far the Com-
mission has gone towards meeting the views of Parlia-
ment.

'\fle 
shall also have to assess to what extent the task of

reducing unemployment within the Community can

actually be tackled with this proposal by the Commis-
sion, and we must add this cannot be a task for the

Community alone but must at the same time be a task
for the Member States. Harmony between the Com-
munity and the Member States on this decisive ques-

tion must therefore be brought about, and we shall see

to what exten[ the estimate meets this requirement.

Ve shall also have to assesss to what extent it meets

the requirements of our external relations. Particularly
our relations with the countries of the Third and

Fourth Vorlds, since they too are not without import-
ance, for they have an effect on general, economic and

social developments within the Community.

Vhile we acknowledge the efforts of the Commission
to put the preliminary draft before Parliament as early
as possible, it will find in Parliament a critical
observer.

I repeat, now rather more unkindly: all the absolute or
percentage figures given ought not to turn out to be

pure juggling with figures 
- 

percentages often indi-
cate a considerable volume and thereby an impression.
But when one investigates the absolute figures and

actual possibilitis behind them, the picture is then quite
different. The Committee on Budgem will do this with
all the necessary exactitude, and I hope that the other
committees will give us the necessary help in this, so

that a fully prepared debare on the preliminary drafr
may take place in the June part-session.

Ve must then also make sure that we deal with the
amending budget for 1982 as quickly as possible. \7e
ought not to wait until the whole budgetary procedure
for the normal 1983 budget has been completed, since

a decision must be taken on it beforehand - and then
we can follow suit.

'!7e shall therefore assess to what extent the budget
meets the economic and social needs within the Com-
munity, but also ro what extent it. meets the needs of
the external relations of the Community, which must
be designed to keep our links with the countries of the

Third and Fourth !7'orlds stable, notwithstanding cer-
tain current political devolopments the possible effects

of which on the Community's external relations are

not yet clear to us.

At this stage we cannot yet hold a well-grounded fac-
tual debate. From eleven o'clock to half-past twelve

we held a discussion in committee with the Commis-
sion, without documents or papers and solely on the

basis of an oral report. However, I think that even this
discussion in committee was quite useful. \7e shall
conrinue it on 27 and 28 May and the Commission
will help us to achieve greater clarity on the matter.
'!7e shall then be able to continue this discussion on
rhe Thursday of the June part-session as a debate on
the preliminary draft budget for 1983 and the amend-
ing budget tor 1982. I hope thar the Commissioner's
optimistic statements will then prove to be true.

On the basis of my experience with the Commission in

recent years I am rather sceptical, but I may be wrongl
I even hope that I am indeed wrong in this case and

that we shall arrive at the results which the Commis-
sion would like ro achieve. At any rate, we exPect the

Commission to take considerable account of the views

of Parliament, since only then will it be at all possible

to take a step forward in the further development of
the Communiry and extricate it from the stagnation
into which an indecisive Council has plunged it - and

is plunging it deeper than ever before. The most recent
developments in the Council are not particularly
encouraging. The responsibility of our Parliament for
the Community as a whole is hence all the greater'

(Applause)

(Tlte sitting was suspended at 1.15 p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

President

3. Mernbersbip of committees

President. - At its meeting of 11May 1982 the

enlarged Bureau, having been consulted on the matter
by the Bureau, considered the request from the chair-
man of the Socialist Group, Mr Glinne, that the

appointment of Mrs Castellina in place of Mrs Mac-
ciocchi as a member of the Committee of Inquiry on
the Situation of '!7omen in Europe be rescinded.

The enlarged Bureau noted that Mrs Macciocchi had

been appointed to this committee as a representative of
the TCDI Group, which would lose its seat on the

committee if Mrs Macciocchi could not be replaced by
Mrs Castellina.

The enlarged Bureau thought it desirable, in view of
the earlier decision of the Bureau based on decisions
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taken by the House, for all the political groups to be
represented on the committee of inquiry.

The enlarged Bureau recognized however that a prob-
lem arose when a Member decided to leave his orig-
inal political group, and the marter had been referred
to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions.

In the meantime Mrs Castellina will take the place of
Mrs Macciocchi as a member of rhe Commirtee of
Inquiry on the Situation of Vomen in Europe. Since
no ob.jections have been raised to the replacement of
Mrs Macciocchi on the Committee on the Verification
of Credentials, the appointment of Mr Pannella as a

member of that committee is confirmed.

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - 
(FR) It goes without saying, Mr Presi-

dent, that I want Rule 92 ol the Rules of Procedure to
be rigorously applied. I imagine that it is on rhis marrer
that the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petitions has been consulred, since it would be quite
wrong if when a Member of Parliament exercises his
inalienable right to change groups the group he goes
to is penalized by having rhis exrra Member while in
theory it has been strengthened.

Anyway, every Member of Parliament should have the
right, again inalienable, ro be a member of one com-
mittee and a depury in another.

President. 
- You are quite righr, Mr Glinne, and it is

for this reason thar the matrer has been referred to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peritions
because the ruling here is not very clear. The decision
of the committee will derermine the future course of
events.

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring. 
- 

(DE) The number of sears a
group has on rhe commirrees depends on rhe roral
number of Members rhe group has. If a Member leaves
a group, it automatically loses a seat on a tommittee.

President. 
- 

The matrer is more complicated rhan you
imagine, Mr von der Vring. If you were right, rhe
seats due to each group on the commitrees would be
allocated according to rhe d'Hondr procedure. The
matter has rherefore been referred to rhe Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petirions.

I call Mrs Castellina.

Mrs Castellina. 
- 

(FR) Mr Presidenr, to clear up any
misunderstanding let me say rhat our assumption was

that all the groups were entitled to be on all the com-
mittees and working panies, bur I do nor wanr to ger
into any argument with Mrs Macciocchi, I do hope
that in deciding on this marr,er Parliament realizes
there are really no differences berween Mrs Maccioc-
chi and myself.

President. - Thank you, Mrs Castellina. Vhat you
said will serve as a starring point for rhe Bureau when
it decides. Your position is fully understood and ir is

up to the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and
Petitions to rule on rhis matrer.

I call Mr Forth.

Mr Forth. - Mr President, if rhe special committee of
inquiry now has an exrra or a new member, I hope it
will not feel obliged to creare yer ano[her rapporreur-
ship to keep that member hrppy, as has been its cus-
rom in the past.

President. - I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt. - (DE) Mr President, I have no
desire to anricipate the decision by rhe Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Peritions but I am won-
dering if we are nor in some way anriciparing rhat
decision if we do not abide by the old ruling, until
such time as rhe committee makes up its mind, and
instead adopt the new position.

President. - The answer is yes and no, Mr Siegler-
schmidt. I say no on accounr of the facr rhat each
group is represented on rhe committee of inquiry, and
yes because we do not yer know what role the indivi-
dual members have. It is for this reason rhar the matter
has been referred ro rhe Committee on rhe Rules of
Procedure and Petitions.

4. Topical and urgent debate (objections)

President. - Pursuanr to rhe second subparagraph of
Rule a8(2) of the Rules of Procedure, I have received
the following objections, tabled and jusrified in wrir-
ing, to the lisr of subjects for the next topical and
urgent debate romorrow morning.

(The President read out the list of objections)t

The vote on rhese objections will be taken without
debate.

(Parliament rejected the objection by Mr Kirk and
accepted by roll-call oote the objection by Mr oon Has-
sel)

I See Minutes
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I call Mr Forth.

Mr Forth. - I am sorry, Mr President, I do not
believe that a roll-call vote was requested before the
original vote and I do not believe, with every respect,
Mr President, that you are entitled ro accepr a requesr
for a roll call on an electronic vote. I rhink that was
wrong. I do not mind my vote being recorded, but I
think we should get this absolutely clear. If that group
is going to ask for a roll call, would they please do it
before the vote is open and not between two halves of
the same vote.

President. - Mr Fonh, I think you may be right, but
we have to check the rules very carefully to see

whether we are entitled in case of an electronic vote to
hold a roll call. The Rules of Procedure state:

The vote shall be taken bv roll call if so requested
by at least 21 Members or a political group before
voting has begun and in cases where Rules 30 and
76(3) apply.

That means that there is nothing stipulated here, as far
as thrs roll-call vote after an electronic vote is con-
cerne d.

I wo,.rld like not ro lose too much time, as this after-
noon's debate is an important one, so I would like the
points of order to be limited a little bit.

I call Sir Henry Plumb.

Sir llenry Plumb. - Mr President, I am well aware
that the order of business for the day is fixed first
thing in the morning. One or two of my colleagues
have made representations to me and asked that we
vote on the Falkland debate immediately after the
debate has taken place.

For r hat reason I ask you, Mr President, to put to the
vote [he question of whether in fact we can take the
vote immediately following the debate.

President. - Sir Henry, even if it is my prerqgative to
deci'le whether or not to put your proposal to the
Assembly, I think the problem is so imponant that we
ouglrt to leave the decision to the House. I therefore
pro[,ose to vote on your request that we take the vote
immediately after the debate on the Falkland Islands.

(Parliarnent agreed to Sir Henry Plumb\ request)

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. 
- 

(FR) Mr President, I want to make a

dua protest in view of the fact that the agreements
amc,ng the group chairmen have not been respected.

(Ap,olause)

The fact is that yesterday we agreed that the item on
Mr Ecevit's fate would be listed at number five in the
topical and urgent debate, and all the group chairmen
agreed to this.

Secondly, it was agreed that the vote on the Falklands
crisis would be held this evening. Given the import-
ance of this matter, those who really want to see a full
House for the vote should realize that you can hardly
tell people at a quarter past three that they are going
to vote at six o'clock when at two o'clock you told
them the vote would be held at nine. That is no way to
do things!

(Applause)

\7hat it means is that in future I shall not consider
myself bound in any way by arry agreement among the
group chairmen.

(Applause)

President. 
- 

I appreciate, Mr Glinne, that there is

some risk in the case of agreements by the group
chairmen on the order of urgent items or on urgent
debates in general that by voting the minority in the
House might be deprived of certain opportunities, and
I am not referring only to this pan-session but to the
last one as well. The matter will have to be gone into.
Be that as it may, it is my view that when the House is
sitting it is enritled to decide when it is going to vote
provided that decision gets a majority backing.
Mr Glinne, it was at your request that we changed the
deadline for tabling amendments on Monday, and that
is a similar state of affairs. I do share your concern as

far as the urgent debates are concerned.

Mr Glinne. 
- 

(FR) But at least I gave you fair warn-
ingl

President. 
- 

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring. 
- 

(DE) Mr President, since it has
just been made clear that manceuvring of this kind can
occur at any time, I should like to put it that a motion
to ascenain that a quorum is present can be tabled ar
any time, so that the rights of other Members are safe-
guarded, if need be by resoning to such methods.

President. 
- 

Mr von der Vring, this matter is well
covered in the Rules of Procedure. You always have
the opportunity to table such a motion.

I call Mr Rogers.

Mr Rogers, 
- 

Mr President, as I see the agenda for
today and the items set down, it says - and I am open
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to correction - 'possibly vote on motions to amend
the list of subjects for urgent debate'. If I am wrong in
that perhaps you will tell me.

Later on, in the agenda, which was carried by a formal
vote in this House we find the following item: '7 p.m.

- vote on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed'. Now, I think you are the custodian
of the wishes of this House and that it is incumbent
upon you not to act upon the particular fluctuations of
any political group or any political balance within the
Chamber at any time. If the House has taken a specific
vote to set this agenda up for the day, then I do not
see how under an item listed under 3 p.m. you can
possibly take any molion to amend the time of voting.
My agenda says: 'Vote on motions to amend the list of
subjects' . . . There is no mention under that item of
the agenda of the alteration of the time to vote. You
are the custodian of the rules of this House, Mr Presi-
dent, and of the decisions of this House and you
should not accept any motion to alter the time of vot-
ing, once the agenda has been published and voted by
the majority of the plenary when it was so decided.

President. - Mr Rogers, I think there is no provision
in Article 56(2) which forbids me, if I feel that in the
House there is a strong desire to vote immediately
after the debate, to propose to the Assembly to have
such a vote. And so I ask you to re-read Article 55(2),
which is quite clear.

I call Mr Boyes.

Mr Boyes. - You are the one who is causing the
problems, with respect, Mr President, by taking that
resolution from Sir Henry Plumb. Also, you took that
resolution from Sir Henry Plumb without asking him
for any justification whatsoever for changing some-
thing this afternoon when he had an ideal opportuniry
at 9 o'clock this morning. Now I am wondering what
happened between 9 o'clock this morning and
3 o'clock this afternoon to make him want to change
the voting time and I think that before you took that
resolution so readily and so easily, knowing what the
feeling of this Parliamenr was ar this rime, you should
have asked him for at least a jusdfication of that ac-
tion. I think it was a disgusting piece of presidency.

President. - !flell, Mr Boyes, I would protesr against
those remarks. You saw what rhe feelings of rhe
House on the question v/ere - it was decided by a
majoriry that we should change rhe rime of the vote.

I call Mrs Castle.

Mrs Castle. - Of course we will all support you ro [he
hilt in your determination ro prorecr the rights of
backbenchers and of the Parliamenr as a whole. Of
course the final decision must resr wirh the plenary on

these imponant matters but nonetheless, Mr President,
may I point out to you two things: one, the fixing of
the time of voting is at the very heart of democratic
control, because if the time of vodng is to be changed
arbitrarily in the middle of a day, that is to disfran-
chise a number of people who are carefully keeping to
a timetable that they thought was sacrosanct for that
day. And Mr President, if it is going rc be possible at
the last minute, to suit the political manoeuvres of one
political group in this Parliament, to change the time
of voting in order to try and get a vote their way, then
Mr President, we must call on you for your protection
of the rights of this House. May I ask you, therefore,
to examine in the Bureau carefully the need for a

change of rule so as to lay down that the time of vot-
ing may not be changed once the agenda has been
published for a particular day.

And secondly, Mr President, of course you are right
that in the end the final decision on, for instance, the
choice of votes of urgency must rest with this Parlia-
ment, but it is now becoming a habit, as I know from
my experience as a substitute for Mr Glinne in the
enlarged Bureau last plenary, for the enlarged Bureau
to spend a lot of time negotiating between polirical
group chairmen on a cenain order of business and
then for the very chairmen who agreed to that order
to change their minds when they get onto the floor.
That happened of course dramatically on rhe question
of plastic bullets in the last plenary, and it has now
happened on the important question of Mr Ecevit.
That being so, may I suggest, Mr Presidenr, that rhe
time has come to cut out the farce of the enlarged
Bureau's discussions of urgency, for you the President
to take the responsibility of recommending a cerrain
list rc the House and then leave the House a free vote
as to how it reacts to your proposal.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (FR) Mr President, everyrhing that
has happened is perfectly correcr in my view. But if I
may, let me just say that your decision was nor exacrly
the best one. I am convinced thar rhe procedure
employed by the Conservative Group is quire unfair,
but I do agree with what Mr Glinne said to the effect
that a political decision will have to be taken on rhe
matter for the future. I therefore think we should not
go on with this point of order any more, as rhe vores
we have had seem perfectly correcr to my way of
thinking.

President. - I call Mrs Seibel-Emmerling.'

Mrs Seibel-Emmerling. - (DE) Mr President, I have
my doubts about the regularity of this vore. Before the
vote I made it quite obvious I wanted to speak, as I
wanted to oppose the proposal by Sir Henry Plumb. I
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was not seen and I do not think a vote can be valid
unless both sides have been heard.

President. - I am sorry but I did not see you.

I call VIr von der Vring.

Mr vcn der Vring. - (DE) Mr President, perhaps you
could explain why the following sentence can be

found in Rule 56(2) of the Rules of Procedure:

Crnce adopted, the agenda shall not be amended,
e:(cept in application of Rules 57 and 84 to 88 or
on a proposal from the President.

The proposal did not come from the President; at least
I do not think that Sir Henry is the President of this
Parliament. Nevenheless, in violation of the Rules of
Procedure you asked us to vote on a change to the
agenc a. It was in fact a motion to amend the agenda
that .vas tabled. That is not permitted. The rule is

going to be absolutely meaningless if times are going
to be changed at random even if the items are left as

they ;.re.

Presirlent. - Mr von der Vring, you heard Sir Henry
making a proposal. You were also in a position to see

rhat I then referred this proposal to the House so that
it could vote on it. The vote was then taken.

I call Mr Enright.

Mr Lnright. - Mr President, since we have already
decided under Rule 44(1) that we shall in fact be hav-
ing (rus5d6. Time at 5.30 p.m., can I have an absolute
guarr.nree from the presidency that not even voting at
5.30 p.m. will stop us starting Question Time promptly
at 5.:0 p.m., as this would undoubtedly be contrary to
the sririt of Rule 44(1) even if it would not be con-
Lr^ry to the hypocrisy of the group opposite, which
decides only in a very selective way what is a junta and
what is fascist?

( Lau;qhter and app lause )

President. - I call Sii Henry Plumb.

Sir tlenry Plumb. - Mr President, I am amazed that
this lras developed into the sort of row and fracas that
it har, developed into.

(Interruptions)

I merely asked with no sinister motive wharcver that
we vf,te on this immediately after the debate.

(Cri':s of 'Hypocrite !'from the Socialist Group)

If it is your wish, Mr President, to rescind the decision
that has been taken by this House, then I am prepared
to take it back. I can do nothing further than that for
the simple reason lhat there was no sinister motive in
this whatever. I was merely interested in the business

of this House and that we vote on a very important
debate immediately after the debate had taken place.
Nothing was funher from my mind and I am appalled
at my colleagues over there who seem to think that
there is some other motive in making this request than
the very straight and pure motive that I had in my
mind.

(Applause from tbe Conseraatioe bencbes and the centre)

President. - Sir Henry Plumb, I have to say thar one
of the reasons why I took over your proposal was
exactly that in our public reladons we have great diffi-
culty over the disjunction between our debates and
our votes, and I would urge that in other cases also we
try to link debate and vote. This for public relations is

an essen[ial element.

5.Falklands crisis

President. - The next item is the joint debate on four
motions for resolutions :

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-228/82),
tabled by Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats,
on the crisis in the Falklands;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-230/82),
tabled by Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the crisis over the Falkland Islands;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-235/82) by
Mrs Clwyd and others on the safety of three
British journalists held by the Argentine au-
thorities;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l2al/82) by
Mr Fanti and others on the Falkland Islands.

I call Mr Junot.

Mr Junot. - (FR) Mr President, may I first point out
that I am speaking here on behalf of Mr de la Maldne,
who drafted the motion for a resolution, and as the
only speaker for our group.

This is the second time in less than a month that Par-
liament has had to debate the Falklands conflict. Ve
,can only regret this.

'!7hen Christian de la Maldne expressed on our behalf
on 20 April our Community solidarity with one of our
Member States subjected to unacceptable military
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aggression, and our total support for the decisions of
the United Nations Security Council expressed in
Resolution 502, we fervently hoped that the voice of
reason would be heard and that we would not have to
come back to this painful problem a month later 

- a

problem which has been painful from the start, and
which today alas is a problem involving bloodshed.

A number of motions for resolutions are before us.
They reflect various political views some essenrially
stressing solely the righm of Great Britain and the con-
demnation of Argentinian military aggression, and
others emphasizing certain geographical factors and a

certain sense of Latin American community. All the
shades of the political spectrum are represented.

Our motion, Mr President, is more modest, in that ir
does not itself suggest a solution, but also more ambi-
tious in that it is intended to be acceprable to all. It is

intended to try to retain a rational approach in order
to bring to an end this conflict, about which Christian
de la Maldne said a month ago that the imponance
attached to it was astonishingly disproportionate to irs
cause.

That is true, and increasingly true as more and more
human lives are thrown into the balance. Bur also, and
going beyond these sacrifices which are unacceptable
for the civilized nations which we represenr, funda-
mental principles are at stake. The most importanr is

the principle of solidarity. But there are several kinds
of solidarity, Mr President. The essential one is Com-
munity solidarity.'We respect it and remain faithful to
it. Allow me now to refer to one aspecr of Community
solidarity which we are sorry to see is not better res-
pected, for solidarity cannot. always be one-sided -and it is not because a less emotive subject, but one
which 

- let us say 
- comes more properly within our

sphere of responsibiliry, is involved 
- 

but we would
like our friends in the United Kingdom ro show a

more real spirit of solidariry towards the Community.

(Applausefrom the European Demooatic Group)

Although we are dealing with very different fields,
Community solidarity is indivisible. 'We respecr it and
we demand that it be respected by all. Bur there is
another concepr of solidarity which, alrhough falling
less within the sphere of responsibiliry of our Parlia-
ment, is no less important to \Testern Europeans, to
the free people that we are 

- 
solidarity wirh rhe peo-

ples of Latin America. It is sad rhat we have reached
the point where we see the Organization of American
States, if not forced ro express irs solidarity with the
Argentinian position, ar rhe very least led, contrary ro
the European positions, to supporr Argenrina's claims.
It is even sadder and more worrying ro hear the Soviet
Union and Cuba supponing Argentina, although they
express this support wirh a deliberate and disturbing
discretion.

That said, we are at liberty to clarify - if it is neces-
sary to do so, and I do not think it is 

- 
rhar rhis does

not mean that we approve of the nature of the Argen-
tinian r6gime. At all events, this conflict is not only
deplorable and bloody, but also absurd.

Our British colleagues are the first - and we congra-
tulate them on this - to hope that what is now hap-
pening in the South Atlantic will nor compromise in
future the traditionally good relations berween the
United Kingdom and Argentina, and between the
European Community and Latin America.

In this spirit, we firmly hope that the encouraging
news which reached us this morning of the possibility
of a peaceful solution will come to fruition. But in any
event, we can only urge Parliament, when it votes
shortly, to take into account the fundamental need to
try to avoid complicating funher a situation which is
already very difficult.

Our aim, in the deliberately brief morion for a resolu-
don which we have pur before you, is firsr to give our
support to the Security Council resolution, ro reaffirm
Community solidarity, and finally and above all, to
stress the fact that a lasting solution acceptable ro all
can be achieved only by diplomatic means. Any mili-
tary victory - any victory achieved by military acrion

- would give rise to resenrmenr. \7e would like the
voice of reason to be heard in this conflict, which, I
repea!, is absurd; we would like the obvious rights of
the United Kingdom to be upheld and the military
aggression to be condemned, bur we think that the
solution should be achieved by agreement under rhe
aegis of the United Nations. That, Mr President, la-
dies and gentlemen, is the spirit of our motion for a

resolution.

President. - I call Mrs Clwvd.

Mrs Clwyd. - Mr Presidenr, I speak on the resolution
put down by myself and colleagues from all sides of
the House on the safery of three British journalisrc in
Argentina. There is considerable cause for concern
about the welfare of rhese three British journalists held
on spying charges in Argentina. At the weekend they
were visited by a Swiss diplomat who says rhar at the
moment they are both psychologically and physically
well. Following his visir, and only following his visit,
they have had some resr.oration of the privileges which
a federal judge had said earlier would be given them
during the whole period they were awairing trial. They
remain nevefiheless anxious and concerned about their
future, although rhey have been told that a number of
organizations and individuals are making effons on
their behalf wirh a view ro having rheir cases reviewed.

The journalists are Simon 'l7inchester of the Sunday
Times and Ian Mather and Tony Prime of the
Observer. They were arrested at Rio Grande in the
Province of Tierra del Fuego on l3April and after
several days of interrogation placed in what has been
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variously described by the authorities as 'protective
custody' and 'preventive detention' until their rial
date. They deny that they were doing anything other
than normal journalistic work. Concern, however, is

growing that their plight may worsen with any serious
escalation in the Falkland conflict.

The editor of the Sunday Times has cabled the UN
Secrerary-General appealing to him to urge the Ar1;en-

tinian authorities to secure the release of the three and
expressing concern for their welfare. Hundredr; of
organizations and individuals who can testify to their
international standing as journalists have offere,l to
write to Buenos Aires on their behalf. The Interna-
tional Press Institute meeting in Madrid this week are
to discuss the case and consider a resolution reqtlest-
ing the Argentinian Government [o respect their jcur-
nalistic status and guarantee their well-being in cus-
tody. The three share a cell at police headquarters in
Ushuaia, the principal town of Tierra del Fuego.
Three weeks' ago it was decided they would be :ried
for breaches of Argentina's security code. The ferleral
judge then issued insructions to the police that they
should get certain privileges.

Since then there has been a steady tightening up of
restrictions. First, phone calls, other than those rnade
by the journalism' families, were refused. Then visits
were restricted - 

even before all foreign journalists

were expelled from Tierra del Fuego a week ago. Even
efforts by the families of the three prisoners at various
times to telephone them are being met with refusals.
Because of a ban on commercial flights in and out of
the area, it is doubtful whether their own l2r,ry€r1

based in Buenos Airies, will be able to see then for
sometimes.

This has left \Tinchester, Prime and Mather atmost
entirely isolated in a war zone where it has become
nearly impossible, because of Argentinian jammirrg, to
receive BBC \forld Service broadcasts on their short-
wave radios.

Inside the police station the Commissioner, it must be

said, has been treating the three Britons with great
kindness and sympathy. The jail is warm and until
recently the food was palatable. Other prisonerr with
them are people serving sentences for crimes o{ viol-
ence. They are on good terms with the three Britons,
according to their papers, and are able to converse
with them. But, totally cut off from the outside world
and with reduced privileges, the British prisoners are
undoubrcdly worse off than they were a fonnight ago.
It is not unlikely that the judge's orders are gotng to
be overruled by the military in a bid to maintain the
tightest possible security around a sensitive zone Even
before the sinking of the Argentinian cruiser General
Belgrano tensions among the town's 8 000 people
were rising, but were still under control. Some survi-
vors from the cruiser were brought into that tos'n and
this may have contributed to a further raising ol emo-
tions in the town. It cannot be confirmed whetf er the

restrictions on the three British journalists are

d.esigned to isolate them protectively from these ten-
slons.

Mr President, I believe it would be the wish of col-
leagues on all sides of the House to support this reso-
lution which merely calls for the continued humane
treatment of these three political prisoners. They were
working as journalists and were carrying out normal

.iournalisdc assignments. I would ask that all my col-
leagues support this resolution calling for their contin-
ued well being as long as they have to remain in the
custody of the Argentinians.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - 
(FR) Mr President, many feelings of an

irrational nature have been given full rein for some
time. I think we must keep an open mind, and that our
reason must not ignore imponant factors.

The Socialist Group, for its part, did not wait for the
invasion of the Falklands before using democratic
arguments against the Argentine Junta. For a long
time now, for reasons of principle and without waidng
for an opponune moment, we have been denouncing
the Buenos Aires dictatorship, its odious treatment of
its opponents or presumed opponents - 

particularly
by the systematic practice of abduction and tonure -and the flagrant failure of an internal policy character-
ized by anti-union and anti-worker repression and,
particularly in the last few months, by an extraordi-
nary rise in the foreign debt.

Nor is it only today that we have discovered the exter-
nal ambitions of the Argentine regime and, in parti-
cular, the interference which it carried out, and was
still carrying out quite recently, ro the disadvantage of
the Latin American peoples and to the advantage of
other military juntas. I am referring here to the fact
that Buenos Aires chose to give active support, by
sending experts in repression and military equipment,
to the worst. oligarchies in El Salvador, Honduras and
Guatemala, for example.

Nor is it only recently that the Socialist Group has

denounced the pernicious ideology of national secur-
ity, the spread of which in Latin America has unfor-
tunately been largely encouraged by certain agencies
of the United States Government, which is eager to
consolidate centres of private power and their Praeto-
rian guards. It can happen, Mr President, that this type
of militarist ideology of national security south of the
Rio Grande escapes from the control of its protector
and that the outpost becomes independent. It is quite
possible that this ideology will be the shameless pre-
text, in coming years, for a number of frontier con-
flicts in Latin America involving Argentina and Chile,
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Colombia and Peru, Peru and Chile, Colombia and
Venezuela, etc. - a very seious matter, therefore! The
fact that in the Falklands affair the territorial dispute is
between Argentina and a power ourside the Latiri
American continent is cenainly an imponant point,
combined as it is with a fairly unconvincing anti-
colonialist disguise - but thar is nor rhe essenrial
point. The main thing is the national securiry ideology,
which acm as a prop for so many Larin American jun-
tas, and the observation that this ideology needs
nationalistic excitement and diversions. If I may sum-
marize a speech in last month's debate in this Parlia-
ment: the invasion by the Argentine Junta is an unac-
ceptable act of force; faced with internal difficuldes,
the Argentine regime, which probably holds a record
for the violation of human rights, was tempted ro
embark on foreign adventure in order to achieve a

pseudo-patriotic consensus - a ploy once used by
Mussolini. Such was the gist of the speech by our col-
league and friend Mr Segre, from whom I have bor-
rowed these very pertinent points.

Mr President, I shall end rhis introducrion by remind-
ing you that the occupar.ion of rhe Falklands by the
Argentine forces on 2 April constir.ued a unilateral act
of war and an obvious violarion of inrcrnarional law.

On 3 April the United Nations Securiry Council unan-
imously adopted Resolution 502 demanding the imme-
diate withdrawal of all rhe Argentine forces which had
landed on the islands. Such a wirhdrawal cannor be
linked either with previous recognition of Argenrine
sovereignty over the disputed terrirory, which in any
case is as far from rhe Argentine coas[ as Marseilles is
from Algiers, or with an excessively casual and easy
abandonment of the principle of self-determination.

The considerable distance separaring European coun-
tries from their. archipelagoes or islands scattered in
vanous oceans ls moreover not enough to'jusdfy -against the wishes of the inhabirants, which musr be an
important rule in a democratic sysrem - claims for
so-called decolonization which merely substirute a

desire for new colonization for a sertlemenr q/hich
may be hundreds of years old.

Mr President, we are indeed obliged ro note that the
Argentine Junta refused to wirhdraw irs troops, con-
Lrary to the letter and spirir of Security Council Reso-
lution 502. It also rejected reasonable proposals for
negotiation put forward by the Presidenr and Govern-
ment of Peru.

The sending of a British rask force seemed to many of
us to be inevitable, nor as a military insrrumenr bur as a
means of forcing the other side ro negotiare.

The failure of rhe American arrempt at mediation did
not mean that it was necessary to resort to a trial of
strength and to military engagemenrs which are dis-
tressing for us, I repeat, for as a spokesman for the
BBC very rightly said yesterday: 'The Buenos Aires

widow and the Plymouth widow are equally deserving
of pity'.

The solution mus[ be a political one, and already last
month Mrs Barbara Castle called on our behalf for a
parallel and simultaneous wirhdrawal of the Argenrine
forces and the British task force.

I regret that this proposal was rejected at thar time by
the European Parliament, and I nore with very great
interest that in his speech ro rhe House of Commons
on 7 May the British Foreign Secretary in fact
defended the same idea, albeir somewhat belarcdly in
relation to our statement here.

In view of the present situation our very ardent hope is
that a ceasefire will be declared and that both sides
will acquiesce in it without eirher wishing to impose irc
own solution ro the sovereignty problem before the
declaration of the ceasefire.

The sovereignty question must remain negotiable, and
the diplomatic and political solution will of course
only have meaning if rhe fighting stops and if neither
side ries to achieve, before the ending of hosdlides,
the outcome at which ir originally aimed by the use of
force.

I think it is in the interests of the whole of Europe -of the whole of the Community - to work rc rhis
end. It is unwise ro oppose one escalation ro another
escalation, and it is necessary for friendship to be
re-established between all the peoples of Europe and
all the peoples of Latin America, and for rhe peoples
of Latin America, by one day regaining political
democracy with our supporr., also to discover the need
for a lucid attitude towards warmongering rulers.

President. - I call Mr Arndt on a point of order.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Mr President, earlier when there
w'as some bother in the House the Conservative chair-
man said he was ready ro wirhdraw his proposal for a
change in the agenda. The proposal was nevertheless
voted on. \7e shall be in deep water if things stay as
they are. I think the matrer should be cleared up again
with the chairman of rhe Conservarive Group; orher-
wise we shall have ro ask for explanations of vote to be
allowed. I know that this will prompt anorher debare
on the Rules of Procedure, as ro whether rhis is an
urgent debate, normally held on Thursdays, or nor.

I should be grateful if you would follow the Conserva-
tive chairman's proposal and have the vore at seven
o'clock when ir was originally scheduled to take place.
Ve should rhen be shot of all this fuss.

President. - Mr Arndr, I agree with you rhar rhere
should be as little fuss as possible in the House. A vote
was taken and we should abide by it. You mentioned
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explanations of vote. That is a matter for the Rules of
Procedure and their interpretation. This is an urgent
debate and there is no provision for explanations of
vote.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Mr President, my agenda for
today indicates a joint debate on the following
motions for resolutions, etc. There is nothing about an

urgent debarc. !7e decided this earlier today. I should
be grateful - and rhe Conservative chairman showed
how we could get out of this without a lot of fuss - if
you could take up this proposal even though there has

abeady been a vote. There is already so much fuss

over the Falklands that we do not want to create any

extra fuss here.

(Applause)

President. - Mr Arndt, there was a thorough discus-

sion yesterday with the group chairmen about
urgency. All the chairmen agreed that we should fol-
low urgent procedure, in other words without explan-
ations of vote. The alternative would have been to
have the voting tomorrow morning, as this was

another possibility. If the group chairmen all change
their minds, I am naturally ready to go along with
them.

I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini. - (17) Mr President, we do not share

the opinion of those colleagues who consider that bas-

ically one need only stick to the resolution of 22 April.
Things have taken another turn since 22 April and it
would be unrealistic and unwarranted, to say the least,

to cling to that document.

The fact of the Argentine invasion remains and we
repeat our condemnation of it. \7e hold to our politi-
cal assessment of the Argentine and other Juntas in
Latin America, and as Mr Glinne mentioned earlier,
we have not waited until now to speak up clearly and
raise the problems of democracy involved. Moreover
serious acts of war have since occurred, a high number
of lives have already been lost and the reason why
these lives have been cut shon is dubious or rather
absurd. 

'!7e take this opportunity of expressing our full
sympathy with the British and Argentine peoples and

our desire to contribute to finding them a way out of
this impasse which we see, I repeat, as absurd and

costly in human lives and material.

\7e are already beginning to use war corresponden$'
jargon. Some people have even aired the possibility of
bombing the Argentine mainland, a step in an escala-

tion the consequences of which you can easily ima-
gine. There has been a- psychological. change and a

curious interpretation of territorial limits has made its

appearance. I think that Grotius would turn in his

grave if he were to hear the way people are talking of
how they can stretch f.rom 12 to 200 miles.

Yet new paths rc negotiations have been opened up
after the illusion faded that Haig could find a solution
to the affair. '$7e must support. these hopes of negotia-
tions, in particular by emphasizing the need for the
withdrawal of all the armed forces in the area, since

they have all been involved in the hostilities although
we are not saying that they are all equally responsible.

\7ith the way things are developing, there are grounds
for wondering whether people are not beginning to
lose their senses in Buenos Aires and perhaps also in
London, if our English-speaking colleagues do not
take umbragel

\7e consider that a level-headed speedy reaction is

called for to stop the situation *-orsening. This must
aim at discouraging the cynical recourse to diplomatic
and military pressure. That is why in our opinion the
application of the United Nations' Resolution No 502

is still the only basis, although we hold to our opinion
rhat the economic and military sanctions applied in
this case for the first time at least in recent years,

should be excluded from our considerations. In this

respect we support the motion for a resolution tabled
by Mrs Clwyd, for the added reason that we have no
time for double standards. The British journalists in
our eyes are as important as Ecevit and other victims
of persecution in Turkey and elsewhere.

Obviously we will support our own motion for a reso-
lution, but we are also interested in the debate and

vote on the motion tabled by the Socialist Group, even

if or especially if the parallel and simultaneous with-
drawal mentioned just now by Mr Glinne actually
eventuates. \fle therefore request that the voce for this
motion for resolution, should such a vote occur, be

conducted clause by clause.

(Applause from the Communist and Allies Group)

President. - I call Mr Arndt on a point of order.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) I am sorry I have to disagree with
you again, Mr President, but to my mind it is the deci-
sion of the House which counts and not the meeting
of the group chairmen. The House decided that on
Thursday there would be an urgent debate and that at

three o'clock on '$7'ednesday there would be a debate,
but not an urgent debate, on the situation in the South
Atlantic. In the agenda that was adopted the deadline
for tabling motions is given as 8 p.m. on l0 May 1982.

You are going to get into a real mess if you do not
allow the Socialist Group to give an explanation of
vote because according to the agenda this is not an

urgent debate. For the fourth or fifth time let me ask if
we can come to some amicable arrangement - which
is what the best solution would be for the Falklands as

well. The chairman of the Conservative Group has
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said he has no intention of rubbing anyone up lhe
yrrong way. He has no objection to the vote taking
place at seven o'clock. You have a choice now. Either
you go along with the Conservative proposal or you
get 40 or 50 explanations of vote from rhe Socialisr
Group, which comes to the same rhing.

(Applause)

None of ir makes any sense. 
.!7e 

are calling on rhose ar
war to reach an agreement and here in Parliament
everyone is in agreement, excepr for the President who
says. 'No, I have to abide by the decrsion of the group
chairmen'. Granted, the group chairmen are infinirely
important but Parliament is just a lirtle bir more
rmPofianr.

(Applause)

President. 
- There are only two alternatives here.

Either we deal with the resolurions in accordance with
Article 47 and refer rhem ro rhe commir.rees, or we
deal with them in accordance with Anicle 48, which
means discussing them under the urgent procedure, in
which case no one has a chance to give an explanarion
of vote. In the course of this debate, no one 

- includ-
ing your group 

- has asked for the application of
Article 47, which means rhat the only oprion I have is

to come down in favour of rhe application of
Article 48, which means - as I said 

- rhat no explan-
ation of vote can be given. The only alrernative is to
refer the resolutions to the commitrees.

Mr Arndt. 
- 

(DE) Mr President, rhe situation is per-
fectly simple. '!fle have already taken a number of
votes. \flhy not have one more vote ro decide whether
or not the vote should be taken ar 7 p.m.? Having
allowed one such vote to be raken ar 3 p.in., you musr
surely allow anorher one to be raken ar 4 p.m. Seeing
as the Chairman of rhe Conservarive Group has indi-
cated his agreement in the circumsrances, that would
surely be the besr course ro adopt. Personally, I am
gradually coming to realize why the British and the
Argentinians cannot reach agreement if something like
this can happen here in this House.

( Laughter and applawse)

President. 
- 

Be reasonable, Mr Arndr. Parliamenr has
decided to take the vote immediately after the debate,
and I believe rhat decision musr be respected. The only
thing we could vote on now 

- and it is somerhing you
are not being consulted about 

- is whether this
debate should be conducted on rhe srrength of resolu-
tions based on Article 47, which would mean rhat no
vote would be taken and that rhe resolurions would be
referred ro the appropriate committees, or whether it
should be based on Anicle 48, in which case we would
take a vote withour an explanation of vote. That is rhe
only choice we have on the basis of the Rules of Pro-

cedure now that the earlier vote has been taken. As
you say, there is no need at all for a vote ro be raken;
the resolutions can simply be referred ro rhe commit-
rces, but it seems ro me thar rhat is not whar you are
after. Do you want a vote to be taken on whether
Article 47 or Anicle 48 should apply? That is, after all,
the only issue open to debate.

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (FR) Mr President, I should like all rhe
same to give my version - which I think is a fair and
objective one - of the atmosphere around the meet-
ing of the group chairmen. The original plan was ro
include the Falklands in the urgenr debate for Thurs-
day morning, with the result thar there would have
been no opportuniry for explanarions of vote. The
main thrust of the discussion - and in this respect we
had our usual courreous exchange of views wirh Mr
Christophas - concerned the presence of the Council,
so that it might have a chance ro say somerhing abour
the diplomatic stance of the Ten on rhis extremely
imponant issue of the Falklands.

I have not insisrcd on referring ro [his or rhat section
of the Rules of Procedure over this matrer but ro my
way of thinking - and I am quite happy to say so here
in the Chamber - ir is perfectly normal to allow
explanations gf vote on such a major political quesrion
which has been discussed in the presence of rhe Coun-
cil as well.

President. - I appreciare your posirion, Mr Glinne.
The fact is that we decided yesterday to hold a debate
in the presence of the Council. There was then a dis-
cussion abour just when rhe vore was going to be held.
Like last time we have the choice of voting this eve-
ning or tomorrow morning. The decision was taken to
vote this evening bur this does not alter rhe procedure
involved because rhe only way we can vore this eve-
ning is to do so in accordance with Rule 48 of the
Rules of Procedure, in orher words wirhou[ any
explanations of vote. You know rhe rules as well as I
do and you know that I cannot change them. Conse-
quendy there will be a debarc withour explanations of
vote.

I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Very well, Mr President, bur after
Parliamenr had decided to pur rhe marrer ro the vote at
nine o'clock you allowed a motion to be put calling
for a vote immediately after rhe debate. Vhy will you
not agree now ro a requesr for rhe vore nor rc be held
until seven o'clock?

President. - Mr Arndt, ir is ridiculous if a Parliament
spends its time voring every half hour or so. '$7e can-
not allow ir!

(Mixed reactions)
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I call the Council.

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Offi.ce of the Coun-
cil. - 

(NL) Mr President, President of the Commis-
sion, ladies and gentlemen, I have no intention of
repeating what Mr Tindemans said on the same sub-
ject on 21 April this year. Ve have abeady heard so

many reports, comments and interpretations of the
problem of the invasion of the Falkland Islands, that I
feel there is a danger of us losing sight of the essential
point. I should therefore like to confine my remarks
today to the essential point, or at least to what is the'
essential point from the European Community's angle.

It would be a good thing, therefore, first of all to spell
out those elements which have dictated the European
Community's attitude to this crisis.

Firstly, two principles have been violated in the course
of this conflict: the first that no territory must be taken
by force, and the second that a conflict between two
Stares must be brought to a peaceful conclusion.
Secondly, we must bear in mind the fact that one of
the parties involved in the conflict is a Member State
of the European Community. So we have on the one
hand the fact that two fundamental principles have
been violated and on the other the fact that one of the
parties involved is a Member State of rhe Community,
and these dual aspects together dictate the attitude
adopted by the Ten. So what in fact have the Ten
decided to do? I think it would be a good idea to re-
iterate the Community's attitude on this issue.

Firstly, in the light of the violations of the principles I
mentioned just now, the Ten are, and will remain, in
favour of a peaceful and rapid solution to the conflict.

Secondly, the Ten believe that any settlement must be

based on United Nations Resolution No 502.

Thirdly, the Ten suppoft the efforts being made by the
UN Secretary-General to reach a diplomatic settle-
ment in the same way as they supported - 

as Mr
Tindemans said so clearly - 

Secretary of Smte Haig's
earlier efforts to find a peaceful solution.

Fourthly, the Ten are, and remain, solidly behind the
United Kingdom in this matter. I feel I must add,
however, that our solidarity in this respect must not be

interpreted as being directed against the people of
Argentina or of Latin America in general, and I think
it appropriate that we should, on behalf of the Ten,
express our sympathy for the victims of this conflict,
whether citizens of Argentina or of the United King-
dom.

Finally, the aim of the economic measures adopted by
the Community against Argentina was and is to exert
pressure on Argentina to persuade the Argentinian
Government to accept a diplomadc settlement of the
conflict as quickly as possible.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I have listened
au,entively to the debate on your various motions for
resolutions, from which it is evident that you are fol-
lowing these events with great concern, an attitude
which is wholly paralleled by the great and increasing
sense of concern felt by the population in general in
the face of these events. I can give you an assurance

that this sense of concern is shared to the utmost by
the Member States and their governments. No one can
say at the moment. how events will unfold, but I can
assure you that the Ten will be keeping closely in
touch with evenm and will remain in constant contact
with each other, and I can also assure you that the
Presidency is leaving, and wilt leave, no stone
unturned to ensure that this conflict is brought to a

rapid 
- 

not to say immediate - conclusion by peace-

ful means.

President. - 
I call the Commission.

Mr Thorn, President of the Commission. - 
(FR) Mr

President of the Parliament, Mr President of the
Council, three weeks ago, at its sitting of 22 April,
your Parliament passed a resolution on the Falklands
conflict in which it unreservedly condemned the
Argentine invasion. This resolution followed on a

statement by the Foreign Ministers of the Ten and a

statement by the Commission which condemned the
Argentine invasion with equal firmness.

As Mr De Keersmaeker reminded us, [he Community
gave expression to the two basic concerns which have
inspired our attitude from the beginning of the conflict
and still inspire it: on the one hand, recognition of the
danger which the acceptance of the use of force would
entail for international peace and security, regardless
of the nationality of the countries involved; on the
other hand, the acknowledgement of the solidarity
which our Community has a duty co show towards
one of its members which is the victim of aggression.
Those are the two principles which I felt it necessary
to recall and stress.

Our Community unanimously supported Security
Council Resolution 502 - 

the third element men-
cioned just now 

- 
which calls for an immediate cessa-

rion of hosdlities and the immediate withdrawal of all
the Argentine forces from the Falkland Islands, and
calls on the Argentine and British Governments to
seek a diplomatic solution to their dispute. Faced with
Argentina's failure to respect this Resolution, the Ten
decided to strengthen diplomatic pressures by resort-
ing to economic sanctions. That is a summary of our
attitude following on Resolution 502, Mr President, of
which I thought it necessary to remind Parliament.

On 15 April last, when the Council adopted, on a pro-
posal from the Commission, a regulation banning for
one month all imports from Argentina, your Parlia-
ment agreed to this embargo and asked that it be
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maintained until - I hardly need to remind Parlia-
ment of its own decision - 'the implementation of
Security Council Resolution 502', the arrangemenr
was intended to allow the removal of sanctions when
desired. The Commission thus clearly demonstrared its
intention to encourage the search for a negotiated
solution to the dispute, in implementarion of Security
Council Resolution 502.

Unfortunatel/, since your Resolution, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the conflict has given rise to a dangerous mili-
tary escalation which I think everyone deplorps. The
various effons at mediation undertaken after the
adoption of Resolution 502 have nor yer yielded any
result, so that it has not been possible to lift the
embargo.

The Commission wishes to remind you forcefully here
that it condemns the armed Argentine invasion and
deplores the subsequent escalarion which has cosr rhe
lives of several hundred men. But above all, the Com-
mission takes the view that a negotiated diplomatic
solution must at last be found, and as rapidly as poss-
ible, to the dispute between the Unired Kingdom and
Argentina. The Secretary-General of the United
Nations is continuing his efforts, and our Commission
firmly hopes that they will meet with success as soon
as possible. In this context, I would like ro pay a per-
sonal tribute to Mr Perez de Cuellar for his personal
commitment to the search for a negoriated agreemenr
between the two sides, just as we were unanimous in
paying tribute to the efforts of the American Secretary
of State, Mr Alexander Haig.

(Applause from the European, Democratic Group)

For reasons of objectivity and for information, I wish
to tell Parliament that the Commission decided here
this morning to propose to the Council of Minisrers
that the embargo be exrended ro 17 June, since Reso-
lution 502 has not yer been implemented.

(Applause from the European Democratic Group)

However, I wish to stress thar our proposal is once
more - as is only right, and as Parliament will, I am
sure, appreciate combined with a provision
designed to allow the lifring of the embargo before
that date, i.e. as soon as a negotiarion on rhe basis of a

peace plan is begun between the two panies in imple-
mentation of Resolution 502. The Commission wishes
thereby to reaffirm, like you, Mr Presidenr, and like
Parliament as a whole, irs hope thar rhere will be a
positive ourcome of mediation as soon as possible, and
its desire to see right prevail at last and peace safe-
guarded.

Let us hope that in the meanrime there will be no dan-
gerous escalation.

(Applausefrom the European Democratic Group)

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Penders. - (NL) Mr President, the fact that we
are once again conducting a debate on rhe Falklands
crisis is proof of the depressing fact thar the conflict
has not yet been brought to a peaceful solution -unfonunately, one is bound to say, because a diplo-
matic settlemen[ was the tenor of our previous debate
and the central element in our resolution of 22 April.

I should like, incidentally, Mr President, ro pay tribute
to all those who have done their best to bring about a

peaceful solution, particularly the American Secretary
of State Mr Haig. His efforts foundered, though, on
the chaotic Argendnian sysrem in which President
Galtieri was evidently incapable of shaking the Argen-
tinian generals our of their officers' mess 'alte Kame-
raden' dreams. I would also pay tribute ro President
Belaunde Terry of Peru, who endeavoured consrruc-
tively and invenrively to find the right formula. Finally,
thanks and a slap on rhe back are due to the UN
Secretary-General, who was and still is making every
effort to bring about a peaceful se[rlement. Ve fre-
quendy - and not always unfairly - hear disparaging
comment on the United Nations, bur in this case, rhe
Secretary-General has done a good job, and Resolu-
tion No 502 has also met wirh general respeo.

How close were we, or are we, to a peaceful solution?
Minister Mendez indicated rhat the quesrion of sover-
eignty did not absolutely have to be setded right from
the start of negotiations, and Mr Pym was alking
about the stan of withdrawal on rhe pan of Argen-
tinian troops, rarher than of withdrawal as such,
although unfortunately ro an unsarisfactory extenr so
far. Ve must keep hammering home the need for a

peaceful settlemenr. The United Kingdom too is sub-
ject to the legal considerarion rhar irs justified military
action must be in reasonable proportion to its inrerests.

Because of the need for caurion and a peaceful settle-
ment, we must keep up the pressure on Argentina as

much as possible. The solidarity shown by rhe Com-
munity impresses nor only Brirish public opinion, but
also the ruling junra and the people of Argentina, and
it would be unwise and unreasonable to slacken rhe
Communiry's solidariry with London ar rhis srage. Ir
would also be unjusr because rhere are srill plenty of
other territorial conflicts throughour the world, and it
would be a bad precedent, and even an open invitation
to aggression if we were to tolerate such aggression
here.

I should like to conrinue, Mr Presidenr, wirh a word
of criticism of the British Governmenr.

(Tbe speaher continued in English) I shall now speak in
English, because with all due respecr to our inrerpre-
ters, the wording here is very imponanr.
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There can be no question in this serious and sad affair
of tit-for-tat. Aggression is not on the same level as

budgetary quarrels. The British have always praised

the quick political reaction of the Community. It has

shown them that the Community can be very flexible
and can live up to its basic political commitments, and
rhe British have always wanted the Community to be a

political body and not a legalistic institution. London
has now had the political opponunity to demonstrate
how great its appreciation of our solidarity is. I am not
asking for a dramatic gesture in the field of the man-
darc discussion, but doing away with the blockade of
the agreement on agricultural prices would have been

deeply impressive. I am sorry, Mr President, and a lit-
tle bit sad that I have to conclude that so far solidarity
appears to be a one-q/ay sueet, and this, I regret to
say, is not a fair deal.

(The speaker continued in Dutch) Returning, Mr Presi-
dent, to the question of the Falkland Islands, I believe

rhat the Veil-Haagerup amendment designed to
replace the Glinne resolution is a good and fair reflec-
tion of our position, and I shall be commending it to
my Group.

(Appkuse)

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Sir Henry Plumb. - Mr President, firstly may I thank
the President-in-Office of the Council for his state-

ment, and in particular may I thank the President of
the Commission for his very firm statement of intent
to recommend the continuation of the embargo
against Argentina undl 17June, unless, of course,

Resolution 502by the United Nations is accepted.'We
received that statement with the belief and the convic-
tion that the whole of Europe can be united in sup-

porting your recommendation.

In supporting the amendments which have been tabled
by Mrs Veil, Mr Haagerup and the Christian Demo-
cratic Group, my own group is making two specific
reques6. First, we ask for a reaffirmation of the Com-
munity's moral suppon for Great Britain as the unwill-
ing victim of powerful military aggression by a rcmli-
tarian dictarorship. This moral support was embodied
in the sanctions against Argentina adoprcd so readily
in April and which now, Mr President, have to be

renewed.

Secondly, we ask for the further declaration that the
Community, while asserting the principle that territo-
rial disputes are not to be settled by force, stands with
Britain in believing that armed aggression must not be

allowed to succeed. How this aggression is met affects
us intimately, whether the end comes by economic and

diplomatic persuasion or by military measures. If this
brigandry against the territory of a Member State is
not dealt with conclusively and if the voices prevail

which say that struggle is not wonhwhile, not worth
the loss of life on either side, then we must prepare to
see countless similar claims pursued by force again and

again across the globe, because no one has the nerve

to stop it. StrasbourB, Mr President, remembering
what it symbolizes, is supremely the place in which to
say that we would be back then in the Europe of the
1930s. Today our hopes are sdll with the United
Nations.

Members will appreciate what an extraordinary dist-
ance Britain has moved, being prepared now to con-
remplate United Nations trusteeship as an option for
the islands, which she regards as indisputably her own
in international law. In return, perhaps because there is

actually no one in Buenos Aires capable of taking the

one brave decision to back down; the Argentine has

not retreated one centimetre. Peace efforts have crum-
bled one after another, while from the moment Reso-

lution 502 was passed by the Security Council the

Argentines have done everything to build up their mil-
itary might on alien territory. And they have tried to
insist that Britain concedes sovereignty before they
will withdraw a single man. The United Kingdom,
whose servicemen are at risk, acwally wants a peaceful
outcome even more than any of her friends. Ve do
not need to be held back from military action if it is

avoidable, but we do ask all Members here and all
countries to stay with us in being prepared to defend
to the end the freedom we all believe in and the rule of
international law which is the guarantor of peace.

(Applause from tbe European Dernocratic Group|

Mr President, the Foreign Minister of France has said
that any link between the support for Britain on the

Falklands crisis and the settlement of the farm price
and budget issues would be indecent. He is right.
Friendship does not have a price, but solidarity must
be shown by all Members in a time of crisis. And I for
one accept that many of Europe's farmers probably, in
a very different way, are in a crisis too. But we in this
group clearly recognize the deep concern amongst the
electors of many Members of this House about the
problem of settling those farm prices. 'We recognize
that the Community will be a much more credible
force in international affairs when she can settle her
domestic problems with greater speed and with greater
efficiency.

(Applause fron tbe European Democratic Group)

Mr President, other groups in this House know very
well that we are in favour of majority voting as a

means towards the end.

Ve also, in this group, while representing our own
countrymen, recognize a responsibility towards the
Community as a whole. Therefore, we are bound to
acknowledge the very real difficulties which some of
our European colleagues - and I am thinking espe-

cially of our international colleagues - experience in
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rrying to explain to their countrymen the imporrance
of their support for Brirain over rhe Falklands. And we
for our part undertake willingly ro express ro our own
government and to the people rhe concern which these
current problems are bound to engender in the minds
of our fellow Europeans. Ve will continue ro urge our
government to do everFthing in im power ro bring to a

rapid and successful conclusion the causes of our
internal difficulties.

On the Falklands, however, let me poinr out with due
diffidence the consequences now of weakening in any
way the Community's wholehearred supporr for Brit-
ain, greeted last month wirh such relief and gratitude
by the British people. The effect in Brirain of having
the carpet puiled from under us, of removing supporr
once pledged, I leave, Mr Presidenr, ro you and ro this
House to judge. The Community would be signing a

blank cheque, not for Brirain bur for Argentina. She
would be encouraged in the belief that if she holds on
long enough diplomatic and economic pressure from
Britain's friends and allies will evaporate.

But that is only a beginning. If economic pressure or
even the promise of continued economic pressure were
to evaporate the prospects of a diplomatic solution
might or might not fail, but wirhout any doubt rhe mil-
itary option for Britain would look more and more
Iike the only one lefr. And on rhe possible use of mini-
mum force, when all else has been tried, there is one
more point to be made if we continue to believe in the
alliance that has preserved Europe's peace for
35 years. There are good reasons always for nor resist-
ing force with force but being afraid ro do so musr not
be one of them. Of course, we should all be worried
by the possible spreading of rhe conflict.

However, let it be clear that the amendments rhat my
group supports do not endorse a military solution. It is
an attempt, perhaps our last arrempt, Mr President, to
use peaceful persuasion on rhe aggressor nation. Bur
do not let us use one ounce less peaceful persuasion
than we have at our disposal. It is for [hese reasons
that I ask and indeed plead for rhe suppon of rhose
amendments that are before this House.

(Loud applause from the European Democratic Group)

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Le Roux. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, the war musr be
stopped! The murderous naval fighting and rhe bom-
bardmenrs of the lasr few days have already claimed
too many victims. These most recent and serious
events thus confirm the rightness of the sund which
we, and very few others, took here in April. The fight-
ing must be stopped, negoriarions musr be held under
the aegis of the United Nations, and any unilateral
measure, particularly economic sanctions, must be
eschewed.

Mr Thorn has just informed us that the Commission
proposes to renew the embargo. But I would like to
remind you tha[ among the Ten a number of states are
now hesitating, and we are pleased ar rhis, for such an
extension would tend to exacerbate tensions and com-
promise the necessary sertlemenr. The European Par-
liament would play a posirive r6le if we rook a deci-
sion in this sense so as ro avoid blocking the action of
the United Nations and the good offices mission of its
Secretary-General. It would thus respecr rhe appeal by
the non-aligned countries for peace and a negotiared
settlement, and, finally it would safeguard the future
of its relations with the whole of Latin America. The
problem is not merely one for the British and Argen-
tine Governmenrs. It is one for the rwo peoples
involved, for their inrerests are nor served by war.

It is especially a marter for rhe whole Argenrine peo-
ple, committed and unired in a deep-rooted anti-
imperialist and anti-colonialist movement against Gen-
eral Haig's attempts to safeguard American srraregic
interests in the South Atlantic, againsr the British
blockade and milimry escalation and the danger of a

worsening of the conflict with the possible landing of
British forces on the Falklands, and against the r6gime
of General Galtieri which has been responsible for the
Argentine peoples sufferings rhroughoui six years of
dictatorship.

The French Communisrs and Allies wish to reaffirm
their solidarity wirh the Argenrine people and the
democratic forces in Argentina. Finally, we think ir is
panicularly regrerrable that the British authorities
refused to allow rhe Argentine Nobel Peace Prize
holder into Britain. This decision, indicating a parricu-
larly hard and intoleranr. arrirude, runs counrer ro the
urgent need for dialogue and negotiarion to bring
about a ceasefire. The motions for resolutions tabled
do not mke sufficienr accounr of all these needs. Ve
shall vote against or obstain.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Galland. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, it seems ro me important to remind you that rhe
Liberal Group was rhe firsr to rable, in the April part-
session, a motion for a resolurion on the Falklands
conflict. Moreover, that motion very largely inspired
the resolution passed by Parliament on 22 April. And
may I say here on behalf of rhe Liberal Group rhat we
regret that Parliamenr has decided ro reopen a debate
which seems ro us more dangerous than useful.
Indeed, the 22 April resolurion remains perfectly
applicable. That is why rhe Congress of European Lib-
erals and Democrars held in Venice last week adopted
this resolurion without reservarion. Moreover, it had
found a broad consensus, since we had adoprcd it by
203 votes to 28, with 10 abstentions.

Today's debate rherefore seems to us poinrless in
terms of conrenr, ill-timed in terms of im internarional
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repercussions, and dangerous for the image of Euro-
pean unity. The proof of this is that we are faced with
four motions for resolutions, and an amendment by
my group which reflects a fifth viewpo int. And I am
proud to defend the views of the overwhelming major-
ity of the Liberal Group (Mr Luc Beyer de Ryke will
explain the views of a small minority of our group),
for to vote against Amendment No 4 by the Liberal
Group would be to incur heavy responsibilities and

political consequences. How can one fail to deplore
the loss of human lives, and how could one deny that
these events result originally from the failure of
Argentina to implement Resolution 502? Indeed, Mrs
Le Roux, before negotiating it is necessary to respect

the decisions of the United Nations. How can 203 of
our colleagues who voted for it fail to reiterate force-
fully the declaration contained in our resolution of 22

April? How can one then fail to accept the extension
of the embargo against Argentina beyond 15 May if
no new factor has come into play? And on this point
we are completely aligned with the Commission's po-
sition which Mr Thorn has just set out. And finalll',
how can one fail to be aware that in the Falklands
conflict the international legal code, the authority of
the United Nations and Community solidarity are at
stake? That is why we still hope that Parliament will
reach a consensus around this amendment by the Lib-
eral Group, which stands for an upright and responsi-
ble Europe which rejects false security and the illusory
peace brought about by wakness and renunciation.

In conclusion, I would like to reply to an objection
which is being voiced within my group. Vhy should
one show solidarity with Great Britain, which has

never itself shown solidariry on any European ques-

tion? It is true that one cannot hold it against Mrs
Castle and her friends, who want to leave the Com-
munity. But you, the British Conservatives - you, Sir
Henry Plumb - we must rcll you that solidarity is a

word which seems to exist in all the Community lan-
guaBes except English.

(The speaker continued in Englisb)

I will say it in my poor English. Solidarity, solidarity,
do you know what that means?

(The speaker continued in French)

Solidarity is indivisible. It cannot be a sked for, ladies

and gentlemen, when it suits you. It cannot be rejected
on the pretext that it can involve financial commit-
ments. No, with regard rc solidarity you have under-
stood nothing. And Sir Henry Plumb should have

been even clearer in his speech, and therefore critical,
with regard to the British Government's blockade -of course I mean its blockade on agricultural prices.

And even if we all share the same views on the total
absence of solidarity on the part of the British, we

refuse to take pointless vengeance for this by becom-
ing inconsistent and therefore anti-European. Take a

good look at us: we continue to show solidariry and

remain faithful to the European spirit and ideal which
you do not want to share. Yes, Englishmen, we con-
tinue to fire first, and we are doing so in order to help
you.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and

Members.

Mr Pannella. - (FR) Mr President, we already knew
that these generals were murderers! And I think that
Europe owes it to itself to oppose these generals who
murder their own people and who must gradually base

their power first on disregard for law and then on the

taking of others' lives. That is why we are here - and
I am addressing our Conservative colleagues - and

our views are consistent with those that we have

always held. \7e shall face up to our responsibilides
against these murderers, whether they are called Evren
or Galtieri.

For, Conservative colleagues, for us freedom and life
are not a privilege of one race or class - they are a
duty and a hope. I do not think you can continue to
maintain that that is the case for you, in your everyday
policies! You, Sir Henry Plumb, showed this only an

hour ago by your arrogant rejection of the urgent
debate on the fate of Mr Ecevit. Thus, as is only
natural, you will find solidarity here on the question of
the rights of the I 800 people who risk losing the right
of habeas corpus,with its significance for European civ-
ilization; you will find active solidarity against the

murders perpetrated by these generals, and you will
find it, Sir Henry Plumb, even though you are and

have for a long time been accomplices in the murder
of many Argentines every day. For they were fighting
for their freedom, for their rights and also for those of
the citizens of the Falklands and of the whole world.
.W'hen our friends and comrades are tortured, you
generally vote in this Parliament as if that did not con-
cern you, and this is shown daily by your attitude to
events in Turkey.

Mr President, we shall see this, then, as the amend-
ments are voted on, but we shall not adopt the attitude
of a tactician or politician in order ro reject a fait
accompli and to reject a policy of appeasement. In a

few days another problem could arise for our Com-
munity. Ve agree with the embargo against Argentina,
and consistently with that, we would agree with an

embargo against Britain if it continued ro seek to solve
by the arrogance of war a problem of law, life and
freedom.

President. - I call the Non-Attached Members.

Mr Pesmazoglou. - (GR) Mr President, I wish to
stress the importance of this debate, and I think it is
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impossible to weaken earlier decisions of the European
Community and the European Parliament. For this
reason I think that the motion for a resolution which
we can support is the one tabled by the Socialist
Group. However, I would like ro say this: for reasons
of consistency and credibility, our decisions musr resr
on the clear understanding thar, firstly, they must
strengthen the internal cohesion of the Communiry
and are therefore based on principles of general valid-
ity. \flherever there are an invasion,fits accomplis and
unacceptable violarions of general resolutions of the
United Nations, similar principles of solidarity apply.

My second observation is a general wish thar rhe loss
of life be limited, that diplomatic negotiations should
make progress, and that the military acriviry should be
limited. Thirdly, there is a need for us to srrengrhen
the internal cohesion of the Community in this and
other ways, and that means on other imponanr ques-
tions, such as the quesrion of agriculrural produce, on
which there should be no further delay or posrpone-
ment in the taking of decisions.

President. - I call rhe Socialisr Group.

Mrs Castle. - Mr President, once again the Socialist
Group in this Parliamenr has to assume its position of
leadership on issues of peace and of human rights.

Sir Henry Plumb has rightly said rhar Britain has been
the victim of aggression by a fascist dicratorship. Bur
who has sustained that dicratorship in recenr years?
Time and again the Socialist Group in this Parliament
has pointed ro the dangers rhar follow from building
up right-wing and undemocratic regimes.'!7'e are now
reaping the bitter fruim of the failure of European
democracies to stand up to dictators, who always, in
situations of economic difficulty, try rc find militanr
distractions for their own people. So I think Sir Henry
ought to approach rhis matter with some humility. I
suggest rc him roo rhar he owes rhe House a little
humiliry for rhe facr that in our discussions last April
he led his righr-wing allies in this House ro vore down
akey paragraph in the Socialist Group's morion on rhe
Falklands, a paragraph which said rhar we believed rhe
simultaneous withdrawal of Argentina's forces and the
haldng of the Brirish naval aciviries would be the
essential foundations for a negotiared peace. They
mobilized rhis House ro vore against that. Yer only last
Friday in the House of Commons Mr Pym, the Brirish
Foreign Secretary, told the Members of rhe British
Parliament that the British Governmenr now accepted
this element in the Peruvian proposals and blamed the
Argentinians for rurning rhem down. All I can say is
that if Britain had shown rhat kind of balanced
approach earlier, perhaps some of the earlier negoria-
tions might have succeeded.

'Sf'e also welcome the fact thar rhe British Minisrer for
Defence, Mr Nott, rold rhe Brirish people on televi-

sion only last weekend thar the British Governmenr
was now prepared ro keep irs military oprions open.
Having talked for a long time about rhe inevitability of
driving forward to a military invasion and conquest of
the Falklands, perhaps even ro the bombing of bases
on the Argenrine mainland, now he at last began to
use the language of sanity and ro say rhar rhere were
wider military options. Britain could maintain a mili-
tary blockade without necessarily opting for an escala-
tion to total war. \7e welcome this belated conversion.

I also remember how many of us in the Socialist
Group of this Parliamenr have pleaded for a long time
with the British Governmenr ro mke this terribly diffi-
cult issue our of the hands of national governments
and put it into the hands of the Unired Nations to be
the arbitrator and supervisor of an independent setrle-
ment. That has been derided on Conservative benches
for a long time. Now we are rold - and I am glad to
hear Sir Henry say ir this afternoon - rha[ Britain's
attitude has changed. It is now prepared ro accepr rha[
the Unircd Nations should play a central role.

So there are hopeful factors in rhe situation, and we
on the Socialisr benches wanr ro build on them because
our sole purpose in this matter is to secure two princi-
ples. One is the upholding of international law and the
second is the sertlemenr of di'sputes by peaceful means.
Ve must not pur these rwo great principles ar logger-
heads, because if we do, we can lose supporr for one
or other of them. The purpose of our morion is ro
press home this fact. A military solution here will solve
nothing. The future relationships of the Falklands with
Argentina have sdll got to be built. The future rela-
tionships of rhis Community with Latin America have
still got to be built. Ve must seek absolucely every
means of avoiding war. Ve musr sarisfy ourselves, as

custodians of peace and international law, thar every
possible alternative peaceful avenue is being explored.
And so we welcome the decision of the Council of
Foreign Ministers ro review the question of economic
sanctions on 17 May in rhe lighr of steps that have
been taken meanwhile towards the pursuir of those
twin objectives we have oudined.

May I just say rhis?'!7e think is is an absolute tragedy
that the economic solidarity shown by the Communiry
has not been matched by equivalenr economic solidai-
ity on the part of the United Stares in resisting the
aggression in Argenrina. If only that powerful econ-
omy, with such a stranglehold over rhe life of Argen-
tina, had really come out and exercised im economic
sEength to secure a negotiated settlement, we would
have had ir ages ago without the loss of life on either
side.

So we are in favour of economic pressure as an alter-
native ro military pressure, but we say they musr be
alternatives. Let us move towards the economic solu-
don of substituting economic pressure on Argentina
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for the military escalation w'e are so afraid will other-
wise take place.

(Applause fom the Socialist Group)

President. - I call Mr Schall.

Mr Schall. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, when the European Parliament, like the Council,
expresses a view in the shon space of three weeks on a

conflict which has developed outside Europe, this fact
alone is enough to show that we are dealing with a

development which is full of political significance,
which touches the people of our European Com-
munity at the most personal level, and which is fraught
with crisis and tragedy.

\7e bear no responsibility for its outbreak and military
escalation. However, we do bear re4l responsibility for
the position we must inevitably take up in the clash of
so many arguments, considerations, emotional com-
mitments, real disadvantages and in particular, under-
standable resentment. But is it our task to develop a
stable, reliable long-term policy in the interest of the
European Communities as a whole - a policy which
will be recognized by the world public - or to exPress

the rapidly changing emotions, transient opportunies
and equally understandable individual aspects of a

generally complex crisis situation? Ve should choose

the first alternative.

The motion before us, with Amendments 4 to 9, fully
mee$ this requirement. It extracts from the mass of
individual aspects the four most important points,
which as overall guidelines direct us on the right path,
from which we must not deviate in future. It under-
lines our deepest regret, indeed shock, at the fact that
military action with the loss of human lives is possible

in the civilized \Testern world which regards peace as

the highest goal. The unambiguous allocation of res-

ponsibility for this tragic development is stressed. It is

not the possession of bare, rocky islands, 13 000 km
away from Europe, or even the right to self-determi-
narion of 1 800 Brirish citizens, which are in the fore-
ground, but rather the clear breach of international
law by the Argentinian dictatorship - the breach of
rhe legal system of all civilized peoples, which is an

essential precondition for the maintenance of peace. Is

the use of force, the idea that might is right, the law of
the side which imagines itself stronger, to have the
upper hand, or indeed to set an example and thereby
set our \Testern civilization back by centuries ?

The motion also stresses the appeal to the opposing
sides in the present conflict and their moral and prac-
tical obligation to do everything in their power to
reach a peaceful solution to the conflict, taking
account of international law. And finally, the solidarity
of our European Community with a member and part-
ner state is stressed. \7e decided this three weeks ago

and made it known to the whole world. Vhat Parlia-
ment could allow itself solemnly to announce [o the

world its solidarity with a Member State and then dist-
ance itself therefrom three weeks later, without sub-
jecting itself to the general contempt of the world
public as a trembling, unreliable and powerless reed?

I therefore ask you to support this as fully as possible

- even those colleagues who in making this decision
would have to throw overboard many doubm or even

perhaps their hearts.

President. - I call Mr Alavanos.

Mr Alavanos. - (GR) Mr President, the crisis on the

Falkland Islands is still fraught with direct threats to
world peace. Neither the European Parliament, nor in
particular the Council of Ministers, is free of responsi-

bility for this dangerous development.

The policy of total support for the British Government
and of economic sanctions, which the Ten also

adopted, strengthened the unconciliatory stance of the
Thatcher Governmen[ and egged it on to the military
adventurism, involving many deaths, with which we
are all familiar.

It is cenainly well known that the apparent acquiesc-

ence of some in the violations of basic freedoms by the

dictatorial regime in Argentina is merely a cover for
their warlike policy.

If just and peaceable views had prevailed in the Com-
munity context, we would certainly not have had the

threatening prospects which we face today. And such
views were also heard from the British side, for exam-
ple the fair and shrewd analysis by Mr Lomas in the
previous sitting. The Socialist Group's motion for a

resolution calling for an immediate ceasefire is perhaps

more positive than the earlier position of the European
Parliament, even though it comes too late in the day.

It is, however, inadequate and one-sided, since:

Firstly, it does not deal clearly with the question of the
immediate withdrawal of the British task force in par-
allel to that of the Argentine troops.

Secondly, it does not call for the immediate lifting of
the EEC sanctions against Argentina, nor for a dist-
ancing from the official British position. Ve expect the
Greek Government at the Council on 17 May to do
what in our view it should have done right from the
beginning of the crisis - to defend the interests of
world peace and not those of Mrs Thatcher or of the

EEC. At all events, to follow the example of the Irish
Government, which, after all, on the basis of its politi-
cal standpoint, has more reasons to respect Com-
munity solidarity than does the Greek Government.
For the Greek Communist Pany questions of world
peace are not negotiable, particularly when the other
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side is morally bankrupt and warmongering, as is the
Thatcher Government, which aparr from anything else
does not appear even to have very much chance of
political survival.

Thirdly, the Socialist motion ignores the need for
implementation of the United Nations resolurion on
the decolonization of the Falklands in parallel with
Resolution 502. There is still time for the nine Mem-
ber Staces to act before Mrs Thatcher finally leads us
into the abyss.

For all these reasons, the Greek Communisr Pany will
not vote for the motion mbled by the Socialist Group.

President. - I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.

Mr Beyer de Ryke. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I thank the majority of the Liberal and
Democratic Group for showing itself rc be really lib-
eral by allowing me to express a different view on
behalf of a number of my colleagues. Differenr, nor
that we approve of General Galtieri's atrempr ro settle
by force a real dispure about sovereign rights, but
because we think that Great Brirain responded to the
aggression by a reaction so disproponionate that its
consequences may turn out to be incalculable. And
when I say'may', the word is too caurious; and when I
say'incalculable', I have to correct myself, for already
the consequences can be calculared in numbers killed
on both sides.

There is more. By sinking the 'Belgrano' outside the
exclusion zone which it had itself defined, rhe Royal
Navy has without doubt torpedoed the Vestern alle-
giance of Argenrina. On rhe prerexr of rejecring a mar-
itime Munich, Great Brirain runs the risk of provoking
a lasting Soviet-Argentine pact.

Mrs Thatcher is cheerfully, and wirh a remarkable
lack of awareness, bringing abour desrabilization on
the scale of the Latin American conrinenr. She is man-
aging to achieve even more than rhis, since the
Nonh-South axis is being strengrhened within Europe
itself. Spain is, in this matrer, in a position of moral
disagreement with other European countries, and even
Italy, from which so many Argentines originated, is
beginning to reconsider its position. The British -and I say this withour the leasr irony, with the greatest
respect and the greatesr admiration - are a grear peo-
ple, but sometimes their error is equal to their pride,
and when pride is clearly suicidal, not only for them
but also for us, there are a number of us who cannot
follow them. 

.We 
therefore call for rhe lifting of the

embargo - excepr of course the embargo on arms -and the simultaneous wirhdrawal of the belligerent
forces, and we supporr all efforts designed to bring
about the only possible vicrory, namely peace.

I would add on a personal basis - but I am sure rhar I
speak this time on behalf of all my colleagues - thar I

fervently associate myself with the hope that Argentina
will at once free the three Bridsh journalists and real-
ize thar for a demoratic country - and Great Britain
is a democraric country - the communication of
information is not spying but an honour.

President. - I call Mrs Castellina.

Mrs Castellina. - Mr President, I shall use my one
minute and forty seconds just to explain the signific-
ance of the two amendments rhar I have tabled on rhe
Glinne motion for a resolution.

Firstly, without going into the vexed quesrion of
whether these islands should be called the Falklands or
the Malvinas, it is quire certain that rhe disproportion-
ate use of military force by Great Brirain, which has
made negotiations much more difficult, should induce
the Communiry to abandon its solidariry wirh Mrs
Thatcher and suspend rhe economic sanctions. This,
by the way, is the point of view being voiced by rhe
governments of many Community Member Srares at
home, bur nor rhe official stand taken a[ rhe recenr
meeting of the Foreign Ministers in Lidge, which nor
only did not suspend rhe embargo bur actually pro-
longed it. This Parliament should express its disap-
proval and not just appeal ro the need ro respecr Reso-
lution 502 of the United Nations, which in the presenr
conditions is somewhat our of dare.

Secondly, if we are, as rhe Glinne resolution urges, ro
pursue the negotiations in order to reach an agreement
between Argentina and Brirain, we should also bear in
mind that the Falklands had been included since the
beginning of the sixties in the list of 24 territories due
for decolonialization, which means that some Argenti-
nian right to sovereignty had already long been estab-
lished. This does not justify General Galtieri's move,
but it emphasizes how much Great Brirain s/as to
blame for not having been able in so many years to
agree on a solution. I, as most of you - I am sorry,
not all of you, for many of you unril yesterday never
objected when milimry supplies were senr to Galderi

- hate the Argentinian fascisr r6gime, bur it is nor
very honest to oppose fascism from a point of view
which is still so marked by a colonialist spirit, and may
well seriously undermine anti-fascist values. That is
the least one can say.

The fact that not everyone understands this has been
proved by all rhe interventions expressing astonish-
ment that all the Latin American peoples, just as the
Third \forld as a whole, should rake rhe side of the
Argentinians. Vell, you have tried to force rhe present
conflict into the narrow framework of 'Wesr-Easr con-
tradicrions, bur you did not undersrand that the
North-South contradiction does not fit in and is prob-
ably far more important.

President. - I call Mr Romualdi.
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Mr Romualdi. - 
(IT) Ladies and genrlemen, when

the other nine countries of the Community expressed
their complete political and moral solidariry with Brit-
ain three weeks ago, and I do nor believe that anyone
would not confirm that fully now, we srared our
opposition to economic sancrions. In rhe first place,
this was because it was clear then and even clearer
now lhat such measures taken just as the British task
force was setting sail from Britain ro reconquer rhe
Falkland Islands, not only would not have contributed
towards a peaceful solution to rhe conflict bur would
actually have made it all the more difficult, which is
precisely what has happened. The sancrions have
strengthened the Argentines' support of rheir govern-
ment, and stiffened their national resolve to resist and
not surrender.

Secondly, we were against such economic measures
because they could not fail to upset Europe's econo-
mic, financial and thus political, relations not only
with Argenrina, but with almosr all of Sourh America,
and even elsewhere. Here I am thinking of the coun-
tries engaged in the North-South dialogue and of
East-Vest relations. The Argentine Governmenr is
guilty of an inacceptable act of force, which had to be
condemned and required us to express our solidarity
with Britain. 'W'hatever reservations, however serious
and well-founded, as ro the legaliry of Britain's formal
sovereignty over those distant islands, so cherished
and perhaps so valuable [o the Argentines from whom
chey were taken by force so long ago, cannot however
justily the Argentine Government's decision.

Ve all agree up to here, ladies and genrlemen. But res-
ponding to an act of force, however serious and bla-
meworthy, even though practically no material dam-
age was done to anyone, with a real act of war was not
in our opinion exactly what was called for by the spirit
and the substance of the international principles and
commitments in whose name the Argentine Govern-
ment's act should have been and was condemned, as

we said, by the whole of the \flest and the free world.

Now, in view of the dramatic and fatal rurn thar even6
have taken, to continue with the economic sanctions,
which affect the military situarion even if only indi-
rectly, would not contribute to finding a peaceful solu-
tion to the uagic conflict, but to purting it in jeopardy,
now that we also have ro take due account of the
dignity and honour of rhe peoples directly engaged in
rt.

However much we may dislike having to face up to ir,
the only thing ro do if we really wanr to try and avoid
things coming to the worsr, is ro a[rempt to convince
all parties involved of the absolute necessity to bring
all warlike acts to an end, including rhe naval block-
ade. \7e must also all commit ourselves even more ser-
iously than we have done so far, to putring pressure on
the Argentine government to withdraw immediately
from the Falkland Islands, in accordance with rhe
United Nations' Resolution No 502, which has

become rather arduous to implement in these circum-
stances. The future sovereignty of the islands should
be referred to the United Nations or the International
Court in The Hague, or some other international body
nominated by both sides, for arbitration.

Ladies and gentlemen, we musr all realize that the time
has come for a sense of responsibility and an overall
view of the dangers that this conflict implies, to prevail
over any other considerations of principle or fact.
Naturally the principle whereby no one should nke
the law inro his own hands is a basic renet to be
defended at all costs, but that means at all polidcal
costs, and not by causing a war with unforeseeable
human, political and military consequences. That is

not proof of sense, but quite the opposite!

$fle are confident that the British people with their
centuries of political experience cannot fail to realize
and understand thac our support and sympathy musr,

remain bound up with our reservations and concern.

President. - I call Mr Antoniozzi.

Mr Antoniozzi. - (IT) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I will give you a brief statement of what I
think about this debate on rhe siruarion in the South
Atlantic. On 22 April the European Parliament
approved a resolution which was an expression of its
evaluation of the situation, its solidarity with a govern-
ment and its hope for a solution. That evaluation still ,

holds today because the lawless acts imperilling peace
were carried out unilaterally by the Argentine Govern-
ment. \tre reaffirm our solidarity with Brirain for gen-
eral reasons and on specific grounds. But the hope we
expressed has been disappointed, at least for the time
being..Bloody military acts the fault of both sides,
occurring in succession or mutually inflicted, have
occurred, aggravating the dangers to peace.

For these reasons, before any direcr pracrical sugges-
tions are put forward to implement our political soli-
darity, and which might give encouragemenr. to sreps

further disturbing peace, our of a sense of responsibil-
ity we now call firmly and forcefully on both parties ro
abide by the United Nations' resolurion and come to
arrangements which are still feasible for a rruce lead-
ing to negoriations.

By virtue of its choices and its calling, Europe has rhe
right and the dury to demand a return ro common
sense, so to aid in in the re-establishment of peace in
the South Atlantic and thus dispel the clouds oversha-
dowing world peace.

This is our real hope, and I am confident that ir is also
shared by Britain and the Argentine people, rhe friend-
ship of both of whom we hold dear.

President. - I call Mr De Goede.
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Mr De Goede. - 
(NL) Mr President, I shall state our

attitude in just a couple of minutes. There are impor-
tant issues at stake in the Falklands crisis. Firstly, we
have to uphold the inrernational rule of law; aggres-
sion must be punished, and in this respect, UN Reso-
ludon 502 is perfectly clear: withdrawal of Argenti-
nian troops from the occupied islands. \7e support
that view.

'S7'e are rather less pleased about the rigid steadfastness
of Mrs Thatcher. It is unwise to foster a British
national psychosis based on the idea of a kind of holy
war, which takes too little account of the possibiliry of
the conflict getting out of hand. \7as it really unavoid-
able for the Argentinian cruiser to be torpedoed with
the resultant loss of several hundred lives?.!7e rather
doubt it. Is it not a bit too easy for the British to talk
about all kinds of military operations, from the idea of
bombing Argentinian airfields on the mainland even

up to - 
in certain sections of the British press 

- the
idea of using tactical nuclear weapons? !{/e should like
ro see a little moderation on the British side.

Secondly, the solidarity of the European Community
is also at stake. The Community embargo appears to
be a good thing, but it seems to us that two essential
preconditions must first of all be met. Firstly, only an
effective trade boycott can hope to make a real
impression, and the Seeler report 

- 
which has been

removed from this week's agenda - 
spells out clearly

how difficult it is to achieve that kind of thing. Too
many mistakes and too much evasion tend to make
trade boycotts a blunt weapon. !7e think it a good
thing that other countries like Japan have associated
themselves with the move. Secondly, solidarity with
the United Kingdom presupposes also Community
agreement on what policy should be adopted with
regard to Argentina. In other words, we should not
issue a blank cheque to our British friends, and I
believe that that point has come out very clearly over
the last weekend. This House would be well advised to
make the point too. Diplomatic pressure must be

brought to bear and sabre-rattling moderated.

My final comment is that I should like to see our Bri-
tish friends demonstrate the same kind of Community
spirit on other issues 

- 
like agricultural prices and the

British contribution to the budget 
- 

as the Nine are
showing with regard to the Gilbert-and-Sullivan-like
war over the Falklands. Mr Glinne's motion for a

resolution comes closest to our own views, and we
shall be giving it our support.

President. - The joint debate is closed.

I call Mr Balfe.

Mr Balfe. - Mr President, under Rule 85 of the Rules
of Procedure and in protest at the cynical way in
which the European Democratic Group vored the

Egevit debate off the agenda and manipulated the time
of this vote, I should like to move that these resolu-
tions be referred to committee.

(Parliament rejected Mr Balfe's proposal)

Votesl

,i l.

(Tbe sitting utas suspended dt t.20 p.m. and resumed at
5.30 p.m.)

IN THE CHAIR : LADY ELLES

Wce-President

President. 
- 

I call Mr Fonh on a point of order.

Mr Forth. - Madam President, the President of the
European Parliament has on several occasions invoked
Rule 48 to support his ruling that there would be no
explanations of vote after the debate we have just held
and that the vote would be held immediately after the
debate. I will now refer you. Madam President, to
Rule 48, with which I know you are very familiar, and
suggest to you thar the debate we have just had must
be taken out of the three hours maximum permitted
for urgent and topical debates held under that same
Rule 48. I would therefore ask you to rule that the
time allocated to urgent and topical debates tomorroy/
will be three hours minus what we have spent today on
this obviously urgent and topical debate. The Presi-
dent himself has indeed several times referred to it in
these terms.

President. 
- 

Mr Fonh, I take note of what you have
said. I do not think that this is a reasonable request,
because it was agreed by rhe chairmen of the political
groups that there should be a general debare on this
matter this afternoon and thar it would have no effect
on the topical debates as for tomorrow. Further, of
course, the decision as to which debates should be
taken was voted on ar 3 o'clock this afternoon, and
this point was nor raised ar that juncture. So I think
that I must abide by the earlier decisions of the House.

I See Annex
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President

If any further arguments are pur before me, of course,
I am very willing to hear them.

I call Mr Enright.

Mr Enright. - I am very unwilling, Madam President,
to question what you say, but, as I understand it, what
you are saying is that the chairmen of political Broups
had agreed this procedure. \fhile that may be entirely
true, in fact we decided at 3 p.m. that we would over-
rule all sons of agreements by the chairmen of politi-
cal groups. It seems to me therefore that Mr Forth's
point of order is a perfectly valid one.

President. - I call Mr Forth.

Mr Forth. - I accept part of what you said, Madam
President, but - with respect - only part. My point
was about the President's refusal to allow explanations
of vote. I am not disputing the facc that the debate
took place and was in order. However, the President
said specifically that he was ruling out explanations of
vote and invoked Rule 48 to justify this ruling and also
his decision that the vote would follow immediately on
the debate. Neither the President or anyone else can
have it both ways. Our Rules are quite explicit.
Rule 48 was invoked. I therefore similarly invoke
Rule 48 and request again that the time raken by the
Falklands debate this afternoon be deducted from
urgent and topical debate time and that only the
remainder be allocated tomorrow.

President. - I call Mr Griffiths.

Mr Griffiths. - Madam President, yhile I agree wirh
the logic of what Mr Forth is saying, the precedent
was created last month when we had a special debate
on rhe Falkland Islands. Ir was an emergency debate
but did not take any part of the time for emergency
resolutions. As the precedent was created last month, I
cannot see how we can complains this monrh about
exactly the same procedure being used. The only
reason I can see for the complaint coming this month
is that the President did make some specific references
to explanations of vote, which, of course, were not
asked for last month so that the problem did not rhen
arise.

President. - I should like to consider this matter and
give you an answer by the end of Question Time,
because various Rules are involved in the points that
have been put to the President on this issue.

6. Question Time

President. - The nexr irem is rhe second parr of
Question Time (Doc. 1-191/82).

'!7e begin with questions to the Council.

Question No 51, by Mr Purvis (H-11/82):

In answer to Question H-662/811 , the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council replied that he did
not know how often ministers of the ten Member
States met'informally' and therefore not as prop-
erly constituted meetings of Councils of Ministers.

Can the Council reassure the Parliament rhar
these meetings are not a subterfuge to avoid ques-
tions in Parliament and elsewhere concerning
them? \Vhy are they denominated 'informal'?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofice of the Coun-
cil. - (NL) The Council can assure the honourable
Member that the informal meetings held by the Minis-
ters of Governments of the Member States of rhe
European Community a're not intended to prevent the
European Parliament from exercising the advisory and
supervisory powers conferred on it by the Treaties.

It may sometimes be useful for Ministers of rhe Gov-
ernments of the Member States to meet informally for
a general exchange of views and information on mat-
ters for which they are responsible. However, deci-
sions pursuant to the Treaties establishing the Com-
munities are discussed and adopted in the institurions
and in accordance with the procedures, laid down by
the Treaties, including, in particular, consultation of
the European Parliament.

Mr Purvis. - I thank the President-in-Office for his
answer and his assurance that this is not a subterfuge.
However, could her perhaps expand his answer to
explain how often and why these informal meetings
take place? Furthermore, in order to show his good
faith in this matter of not hiding anything from Parlia-
ment, could her perhaps give us full denils of what
happened at what I gather was an informal meeting in
rhe Belgian countryside last weekend?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) I would reply ro the
honourable Member that in rhe conrext of the Council
of Foreign Ministers it is customary to organize a

meeting of the 'Schlo8 Gymnich' rype one per Presi-
dency and a meeting of this kind indeed took place
last week in Belgium. Generally speaking, rhe Minis-
ters of Finance, Agriculture, Social Affairs, Transpon
and the Environment also hold informal meerings once
every Presidency. That is the general rule. The aim is

to hold an informal meeting which will permit the
Ministers - and this is perhaps rhe mosr essenrial -to get to know each other better and to discuss cenain
subjects in order to get their bearings. That is all there
is to it. I agree that these meerings cannot be intergov-
ernmental in character. The Commission has also

1 Debates of the European Parliament 1-280.
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De Keersmaeker

made its views very clear on this point but I think that
these informal meetings are nevertheless useful.

Mr Seligman. - 
Is the meeting of the -European

Council of Heads of State or Government also an

informal meeting, since it is not specified in the Treaty
of Rome? Furthermore, does he agree that the Euro-
pean Council reduces the authority of the Council of
Foreign Ministers, is too infrequent and too short to
be effecdve and should therefore cease?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) The answer is no, since

the European Council on the one hand takes decisions
and on the other hand makes statements. Neither of
these things are done at these informal meetings.

Thus my answer to your last question is no.

Mr Radoux. 
- 

(FR) Does not the President-in-Office
of the Council think that it is preferable not to hold an
official meeting if as is invariably the case, it is merely
to realize that the situation has reached deadlock?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) I have no comments to

make on this point. It is unfortunately true that no
results have been reached in certain areas, but be that
as it may, the purpose of these meetings is clear. They
should, I think, be maintained with a view to creating
an atmosphere which might produce certain results.

Mr Purvis. 
- 

The President-in-Office did not answer
my question completely. As evidence of his good faith
in not attempting to hide anything from Parliament,
could he give us an account of what happened at the
informal meeting last weekend?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) First and foremost, I
should point out to you that I was not present myself
but as far as I know this meeting kept within the limits
of the so-called informal meetings and I assume that a

report will be produced and debated in due course. As
far as I know, a number of topical questions were dis-
cussed with a view to arriving at a general approach.
These questions included, for example, the topic we
have already discussed today, i.e. the Falkland Islands
and the problem of rhe mandate. However, I cannot
give you any further details here today.

President. 
- Question No 52 by Mr Seligman (H-

846/ 81):

Vhat is the total value of loans and grants made
by the European Community to the Indian
Government and what conditions artach to these
loans ?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Office of tbe Coun-
cil. - (NL) In the context of action to aid the non-
associated developing countries, India has from 1976
to 1981 received grants tomlling approximately
140 million ECU, which amounts ro 270/o of Indian's
aid programme. This aid includes chiefly the supply of
fertilizers, with counterpan funds being devoted to
rural development projects. It should be added that, as

regards food aid, India is receiving aid equivalent to
roughly 50 million dollars each year under a multian-
nual programme. In addition, India is far and away the
prime beneficiary under co-financing operations car-
ried out with non-governmental development organi-
zarions: for the period 1976-1980 the Community's
contribution to such co-financing was close on 4 mil-
lion ECU.

Lastly, India benefim from an annual trade promorion
programme totalling roughly one million ECU.

Mr Seligman. - I would like to thank the President-
in-Office for a very informative and impressive
answer. 140 m ECU is a lot of money by anyone's
measurement and it is all in grants apparently and not
in loans, which is good. However, in view of the great
importance of this democratic narion of 700 million
people for the future of the free world, will the Coun-
cil press the Commission to open its New Delhi office
now without further delay in order, among other
things, to keep close touch with the administration of
these large funds, especially as the Court of Auditors
has criticized the Commission in connection with this
administration of food aid?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) Obviously I must refer
you to the Commission itself on this last point. The
Commission is an independent body and must take on
the necessary responsibility on this matter. On behalf
of my own government I might add that we are pre-
pared to grant the Commission as much competency
as possible. However, this is a general statement which
has nothing directly to do with the point you have just
raised. For an answer to your specific question, I
would refer you to the Commission itself.

President. Question No 53, by Mr Radoux
(H-857 /81):

Now thar, wirh rhe serring up of a special com-
mittee, the European Parliament has implemented
its resolution of 9 July 1981 on a drah consritu-
tion treaty for the 1984 elections, is rhe Council
prepared to give its backing ro a move by the
European Parliament to have the Heads of State
or Government meering within the European
Council formally recognize Parliament's responsi-
bility in the matter?
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Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil. - (NL) The Council has duly taken note of the
Resolution adopted by the European Parliament on 9

July 1981 and will look with interest at any resolutions
the European Parliament may adopt further to the
work of its Institutional Committee.

Mr Radoux. - (FR) In view of the Council's vinually
total inabiliry to solve the problems and the confusion
in both the Council and the Commission, does not the
President-in-Office of the Council feel that Parlia-
ment's initiative would be a useful one?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) I can only confirm that
the Council has not adopted a position on this ques-
tion and I must also refer you to what Mr Tindemans
said to your Political Affairs Committee recently when
speaking in a personal capaciry. The Council chooses
its own path on the basis of the Genscher and Col-
ombo proposals and in the light of the proposals by
Mr Hensch and Mr Van Miert, and hopes rc be able
ro come up with concrete proposals on this basis. That
is the job of the Council. As regards Parliament's
options concerning a drak act or constitution, the
Council has not yet adopted a position. I can tell you
however, on behalf of my own country, that we con-
tinue to stand by rhe decision of the European Summit
of December 1974 regarding the granting of greater
powers to the European Parliament.

Mr Antoniozzi. - (IT) Is it true that, at its last meet-
ing, the Council voiced some really serious ob.lections
to the Genscher-Colombo proposal? If so, what atti-
tude can we expect the Council to take to the far more
ambitious proposals put forward by Parliament?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) The discussion of the
Genscher-Colombo proposals has not yet been con-
cluded. The matter has been entrusred w an ad hoc
group which is currently working on it. It would, I
think, be completely prema[ure to draw any conclu-
sions at this stage. The Council has decided not to
issue a report yet since it is not ar this stage in a posi-
tion to inform you of any definitive conclusions or
decisions.

President. - Question No 54, by Mr Moreland (H-4/
82):

How soon after the Parliament has given its opi-
nion will the Transport Council be called in order
to alter its provisional view given in December on
the 1982 Community Quota for the carriage of
goods?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofice of the Coun-
cil. - (NL) At the earliest opportunity after an opi-
nion was adopted by the European Parliament on 12

March 1982, the Council, at its meeting on 22 and 23

March 1982, adopted the Regulation in question,
which amends, as regards the increase in the quota,
Regulation (EEC) No 3164/76 on the Community
quota for the carriage of goods by road between
Member States.

Mr Moreland. - 
As the Council will know, the legal

document says 'having regard to the opinion of the
European Parliament'. Can one have an assurance that
some time was spent looking at and discussing the opi-
nion of the European Parliament and, in particular, in
adjusdng the December announcement on this in the
lighc of the Parliament's resolution which said
'Believes that the demand for permits under the quota
in certain Member States justifies a higher allocation
to those Member States' or did the Council ignore that
and simply stick to its resolution in December?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) I can inform you that

rhe Council agreed to grant eight Member States a 50lo

increase in the Community quota, while two peri-
pheral Member States, i.e. Ireland and Greece, were
granted a premium in the form of a special increase of
l5o/0.

Mr Harris. - Could we go back to first principles?
Does the President-in-Office realize that by continu-
ing with these ridiculous quotas which go completely
and utterly against rhe Treaty of Rome and the free
movement of goods, the Council is now actively
encouraging a flourishing black market in these per-
mits? I personally know of a haulier who has had to
pay f5O a time to get hold of a permit from another
haulier who has got a surplus. !fl'hen on earth is the
Council going to scrap completely this nonsensical
business and go back, as I say, to first principles and
the Treaty of Rome?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) All I can say is that the

Council was in possession of the opinion in which the
European Parliament deplored this restriction of quo-
tas.

The Council did not reach agreement on the granting
of a higher quota.

Mrs Ewing. 
- 

Could I follow on from the point that
was raised by Mr Moreland and, indeed from the
answer of the President-in-Office as to the areas on
the periphery of the Community. Has the President-
in-Office looked lately at the map of the Community
and noticed that some of the remotest areas must lie in
the north of Scotland, my area alone being the size of
Denmark or Belgium and as remo[e as they come?
And is it right, therefore, that Greece and Ireland
should have been singled out for some special consid-
eration? But any test of remoteness or whatever other
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Ewing

test you may apply, it does look as if my area has been
discriminated against. I would like his commenrs on
this situation.

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) I would refer you to
the answer I gave a few moments ago. The special
quotas of 150/o were granted ro rhe rwo Member
States which are in fact the mosr peripheral. . .

Mrs Ewing. - I am further away rhan they are. Have
a look at the map !

President. - Mrs Ewing, you have nor gor, the floor
but I think the House will agree that we could come
back to this question nexr time and that rhis avenue
could be explored further in relation to Oral Ques-
tions and an answer from the Council.

Mr Nyborg. - (DA) I should like to ask Mr De
Keersmaeker, the President of the Council, whether
we can hope to see a liberalization of the road haulage
sector, since I am sure he will remember, as a previous
Member of this Parliament, how we receive rhe assur-
ance of a President of the Transport Ministers every
year [hat liberalization is now going rc be inrroduced.
They all say they are in favour of rhis, but when ir
comes to making a decision in the Council they back
down. Is there the slightest hope of liberalizaiion in
the near future?

Mr De Keersmaeker,- (NL) The Council has asked
the Commission to submit rwo reporrs - one on [he
implementation of the Council Resolution of
15 December 1981 on rail rransport policy in the
Community and one on the implementation of the
regulation on [he harmonization of certain social
provisions in the rail transport sector. The Commis-
sion has not yet submitted these reporrs and we there-
fore do not have the necessary information ro answer
your quesr,ion.

President. - Question No 55, by Mr Balfe (H-26/
82):

Can the Council state which Member States do
not provide access ro irs parliament building and
its parliament library, erc., to Members of the
European Parliament?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Offce of the Coun-
cil. - (NL) I must be very brief since the Council
does not possess the information requesred by the
honourable Member. However, I can tell you in my
capacity as Belgian Minister that in our parliament a

regulation is in force granting access ro the Members
of the European Parliament, insofar as rhey do not
have a double mandate, ro rhe commitree meetings in

the sectors for which they are comperenr in their
national parliaments. I do not know if rhere are similar
arrangement in other parliaments.

Mr Balfe, - I am surprised that the Presrdenr-rn-
Office does not have this information as I am sure it
would be in his interes[s to promote closer conract
between parliamentarians and Member Srates.

Can I point out to him thar three years afrer raking
office, British Members in this House have less rights
in their own House of Commons than part-time secre-
taries or American researchers? And could I suggest to
the Council thar it might be as well if they were to take
an interest .in this matter because I am sure that com-
munication between Members of this Parliament and
members of national parliaments on such subjects as

agricultural prices for instance, might facilitate the
smooth functioning of rhe Council which appears ro
be currently having some difficulties in rhis regard?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) Obviously, I share rhe
questioner's concern and I can also imagine that this
would be a serious problem for those Members of this
Assembly who do nor have a double mandate. \7hen I
was a Member of rhe European Parliament, I had a
double mandate which meant rhat I was not faced with
this problem. Personally - and I think I can also say
this as a member of the Belgian Governmenr - I think
it is desirable that we work hand in hand as much as

possible. As regards information and, in particular, rhe
introduction of measures, rhis is a marter which must
be discussed and dealt with between national parlia-
ments and the European Parliament.

Mr Marshall. - \7ould the President-in-Office of the
Council please note rhat some of us feel that cerrain
British Labour Members might more appropriately be
given permanenr access ro the Tower of London?

President. - Question No 55, by Mr Eisma (H-30/
82):

Have the legal and linguistic problems of the
Seveso directive now been secled so rhat the deci-
sion of principle taken in December 1981 can be
adopted in its final form during the forthcoming
Environment Council in June?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofi.ce of the Cown-
cil. - (NL) The Council can confirm ro the honoura-
ble Member that the legal and linguistic finalizadon of
the Seveso Directive is now being completed with a
view to its formal adoprion in the official languages of
the Communities ar the latest ar the Environmenl
Council scheduled forJune 1982.

Mr Eisma. - (NL) Question Time so far seems ro
have been virtually a Conservarive Group monopoly,
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but that is by the way. Am I to conclude from your
answer that it is now humanly possible - and I put
this question to the President-in-Office of the Council

- that this directive, including all the annexes, may be

formally adopted' at [he latest at the Environment
Council scheduled for June 1982? Secondly, does not
the President of the Council regard the period of six
months which has elapsed since the beginning of Sep-

tember as an extremely long time merely for the legal
and linguistic finalization of a directive such as this
and can he give us an assurance tha[ similar cases will
be dealt with more swiftly in future?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) My answer to your first
question is 'yes'. Your second question depends on
your point of view. You may regard it as a long time,
bur I have drawn attention to the technical and lin-
guistic complexity of this subject and I am sure that
the Council intends to deal with any similar case as

swiftly as possible.

President. - Question No 57 by Mr Coust6 (H-43/
82):

Does not the Council consider that the repeated
cenrral parity adjustments within the EMS may
hinder progress towards the second phase of the
EMS?

Mr De Keersmaeker , President-in-Office of tbe Cown-

cil. - (NL) The Council considers that the European
Monetary System has worked well in im first three
years and has made an essential contribution to a more
stable and orderly development of currency relations
in the Community and to economic and monetary pol-
icies more conducive to stability and economic
development. Ad.iustments to the central rates within
rhe system have been carried out under good condi-
tions and in compliance with the agreements govern-
ing the system. At its meeting in Brussels on 29 and
30 March 1982 the European Council agreed to give

fresh momentum to the EMS by strengthening econo-
mic convergence, the EMS mechanism, the role of the
ECU and monetary cooperation between the Com-
munity and third countries. The Council is at present

studying all these problems.

Mr Coust6. - (FR) I am pleased that the European
Monetary System would not appear to be a new aspect
of what might be referred to as the pathology of the

European economy. However, might I point out, Mr
De Keersmaeker, that the European Council's request

in March for new impetus does not so far appear to
have been met, which is why my question remains
valid, both as I originally put it and as I will put it
again. Vhat measures are you really inrcnding to take
to ensure that the Europe of the Community be an

area of monetary subility?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) I can confirm that the

European Council of December 1980 decided in
favour of continued efforts towards strengthening the

European Monetary System so that it will, in due

course, move on to an institutional phase. Unfortun-
ately, this has not in fact happened. This is an institu-
tional question. It was also intended that one of the

elements on the institutional phase would be the set-

ting up of a central or Communiry bank - 
I am not

sure of the precise rcrm. This has not been done, but I
do not think this is a result of the monetary perils we

have been going through, i.e. the adjustments of the

currencles.

I would repeat, in answer to your question, that in
spite of these perils and quite apan from the fact that
the next step, i.e. the institutional phase, has not been

taken, the European Monetary System has been func-
tioning well or as well as possible and that one thing is

cercain, i.e. that we still have some sort of monetary
stability notwithstanding the lack of convergence and

notwithstanding the various adjustments. If we had

not had this system, with all its shortcomings and

imperfections, the lack of monetary stability would
have been much greater.

Sir Brandon Rhys \Tilliams. - 
Do we not have to

admit that inflation is still proceeding in each of our
Member States at different rates? Is it not therefore
logical that if we have a fixed numerical rate of
exchange system between each of the currencies of the

Member States, within a matter of months some Mem-
ber States will have over-valued currencies and others
under-valued currencies in relation to each other?
Does not the recent devaluation by Denmark and Bel-
gium show that this is only a spurious system for main-
taining stability? And contrary to what Mr Coust6 is
suggesting in his question, would it not be far more
realistic if we consciously pursued a purchasing power
parity policy in the European Monetary System with
very small adjustments, possibly of a fraction ol lo/o

,every month or every quarter, which would in fact be

a fixed rate system but it would be predictable and

realistic and would not simply be an attempt to defy
market forces.

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) This, I think, depends

on one's point of view. It seems to me that increasing
divergence in the economies of the Member States -which is reflecced in a very wide variation in the rates

of inflation - makes maintaining this system more
difficult and yet at the same time all the more neces-

sary. \7e must do whatever we can to encourage
convergence and this is point No 1 in the Council's
plan of action. The Council hopes to create [he neces-

sary conditions for us to proceed with the EMS, but
unfortunately the difficulties facing us are considera-
ble.

Mr De Goede. 
- 

(NL) Can the President-in-Office
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of the Council confirm that the relative stabiliry in the
EMS of which he speaks can only be maintained if we
manage to achieve greater convergence, and does he
aBree that it is high time the Council made recommen-
dations to various Member Stares regarding their
monetary policies, with a view to avoiding more
monetary adjustmenrs than already appear likely in the
course of this year?

Mr De Keersmaeker. 
- 

(NL) As regards Mr De
Goede's first quesrion, I can refer him to whar I have
just said and rhus my answer is obviously 'yes'. The
lack of convergence consti[utes a threat to the mainte-
nance of the EMS itself. However, as I have already
said, the increasing divergence at rhe same time makes
it all the more essenrial thar we maintain rhis system. It
is, in fact, a vicious circle, but I fully share your opi-
nion. As to the second quesrion, there is indeed a need
for such recommendations and the Council felt this so
strongly that ar one point it gave rhe Belgian Govern-
ment very precise guidelines regarding a number of
aspects of our economic policy affecting the problems
of monetary snbiliry.

Mr Radoux. 
- 

(NL) The President-in-Office just
now used the phrase 'to move on, in due course, to [he
next phase'. Vhat do you mean by rhis? The Com-
munity is at libeny to make a decision whenever ir
likes.

Mr De Keersmaeker. 
- 

(NL) Mr Radoux, I can
hardly go into the inrerpreration of rhis statemenr by
the European Council in December 1980 at rhis rime.
It seems to me rhar the Council's inrenrion was to take
certain srcps which it felr would be useful with a view
to considering ar a larcr date whether or not the time
had come ro move on [o a subsequent phase.

President. 
- Question No 58, by Mr Schwartzenberg

which has been taken over by Mrs Vayssade (H-80/
82):

Does the Council not rhink rhat, in order ro
prompt a more acrive contribution by the Euro-
pean Community towards combating hunger in
the world, a proposal should be made to place rhis
fundamenral issue on the agenda for the next
meeting of the European Council?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Office of tbe Coun-
cil. 

- 
(FR) In June 1981, when discussing the

Nonh-South Dialogue the European Council laid
quite specific srress on rhe problem of hunger in the
world and 'considered ir intolerable that widespread
poverty and hunger persist in various parts of rhe
developing world'. This problem was also one of the
major topics of concern at the O[tawa and Cancun
Summits and was the subject of an important initiative
on the parr of the Iralian delegation.

Spurred on by these developments, and also by the
European Parliament's acrion which brought home
more vividly to the general public and rhe Community
institutions this distressing problem, the Community
has initrated vigorous acrlon to combat hunger in the
world and has, I think it is fair ro say, made a more
active contribution than any orher countn' or organi-
zarion to this fight which rs crucial for a large secrion
of mankind.

Mrs Vayssade. - (FR) I should like to rhank the
President-in-Office for his reply. However, ir was not
very precise. '!7ould it not neverrheless be useful if this
question were included on the agencia so as to
solemnly reaffirm rhe Community's resolve in this
matter and bring it up to date?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) This problem has been
discussed in the Council, bur there is currenrly no pre-
cise agenda indicating rhar it is to be discussed at a

subsequent meeting.

Mr Chambeiron! - (FR) I should like to rake the
opportunity afforded by the reply given by the Presi-
dent-in-Office of rhe Council to remind you rhar rhe
Cancun Conference led to an agreemenr in principle
on the opening of global negoriarions for the begin-
ning of 1982.h is now the middle of May and nothing
has happened. I would therefore repear rhe question
put by the previous speaker, i.e. does nor rhe Council
think that it should formally include this question on
the agenda for tl.re nexr European Council, rarher rhan
just alking about ir, so rhar the Community can take
the necessary initiarives ro promore the opening of
these negoriarions and facilitate rhe resumption of the
Nonh-South Dialogue?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (FR) I can, I think, answer
this question by poinring out that this question was on
the agenda under the Belgian Presidency. The deliber-
ations led to the Council adopting a posirion and issu-
ing the following sra[emenr:

The European Council approved rhe repon on
North-Sourh policy drawn up by the Council and
recommended its approach for subsequenr acrion.
Ir is of rhe opinion rhar cooperation wirh develop-
ing counrries and the intensification of interna-
tional economic relarions serve rhe interesrs of all
concerned and rhat they are necessary nor only in
order ro strengthen the economies of the develop-
ing counrries bur also ro promore the recovery of
the world economy. It considers it intolerable that
widespread po,rerty and hunger persisr in various
parts of the developing world.

The European Council was of the opinron thar the
preparations for rhe new round of global negotia-
tions should be complered as soon as possible. It
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emphasrzed the crucial importance of a posrtive

impetus to be given to this effect bv the summit
conferences in Ottawa and Cancun.

Mr Boyes. 
- 

Vhen you next discuss this subject, Mr
President, will you bear in mind that people are starv-
ing and encourage the Ministers to cut down [he
amount of cash that they are spending on armaments
and also the efforts that they are making to persuade

the developing countries to buy these armaments.

I understand that recently an Argentinian ship was

shot out of the sea by a rorpedo costing approximately
half a million dollars and that a British ship was sunk
by a missile that probably cost a quarter of a million
dollars. Do you not think that this ought to be

weighed against the fact that people in other pans of
the world are starving and yet we can waste such
amounts of money on warfare? Vill you take that into
consideration when you next discuss this topic?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) I should be very glad

to. However, I should also point out that the Council
has adoprcd the Commission's three-part action plan. I
would also draw your attention to the fact thar I
recently received the Ambassador of Upper Volta,
who told me that the work being done by the Euro-
pean Community in this respect is the best in the

world. I agree with you that all of this is sdll not
enough compared with the need but it is a start, and

the Commission proposals indicate further possibili-
ties. If I am not mistaken, your Parliament is also to
draw up a report on this matter. Ultimately, this will
surely get us all working along better lines.

Mr Pannella. - 
(FR) Since you say, if I have under-

stood you correctly, that you do not envisage includ-
ing this subject on the agenda for the next meeting,
what are we talking about? One moment you are tell-
ing us that you hope perhaps etc., and the next minute
you say that you are not even including it on the

agenda. \7hen you meet the Ambassador of Upper
Volta would it not be a good idea to ask him if he has

any news of our colleague, the Co-President of the
ACP-EEC Assembly, who is still held prisoner in that
country? !/ould it not also be a good idea to tell us

something about Resolution No 375/81, which was

signed by President Tindemans among others, which
called for action in 1982, whereas you have not even

included the subject about which we feel such Concern
on the agenda?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) None of the Councils
of the European Communities draws up an agenda in
advance. There are a large number of dossiers which
are systematically included on the agenda for the suc-

cessive Councils as circumstances permit and it could
be said that each of them has priority! The fact that I
cannot say today that question of hunger in the world

is included on the agenda of a particular Council
meeting does not mean that the Council does not feel
a very particular concern for this matter. As regards
the other two points, I shall inform Mr Tindemans of
what you have said and, as regards the specific ques-

tion of Upper Volta, I would be grateful if you would
give me some precise details so that I will be able to
ask the Ambassador in question for precise informa-
tion on this subject.

Mrs Dury. - eR) Considering that the fight against

hunger in the world is also an aspect of general
development cooperation policy, I should like to ask

the President if, as he sees it, the proposals made by
the Belgian Presidency at Libreville regarding Stabex
are not out of keeping with the usual phrases express-
ing goodwill as regards this question.

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) A meeting, amended by
President Tindemans, is indeed being held in Libreville
at the moment and you are right when you point out
the need for coordination between what the European
Community can do and what can be done in the con-
text of the Lom6 Convention. However, I cannot give

you any information on what the Council will decide,

since the Council will draw up its proposals on the

sPot.

Mr Habsbur1. - (DE) I should like to thank the

Minister as representative of the Council for pointing
out an important aspect of this question, namely that,
relatively speaking, our Community has the best
record in the world. I should like ro ask him whether
or not it would be useful to point out more clearly and

emphatically that the Community is doing a great deal
and thar if hunger in the world is to be effectively
combated, this calls not only for one-sided action on
rhe part of the Community, but cooperation in other
parts of the world too.

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) I can endorse this point
of view.

Mr Galland. - (FR) Does not the President of the
Council think that, with a view to solving the problem
of hunger in the world, the Council should work more
in the direction of energy aid to the developing coun-
tries? For example, could not solar-powered water
pumps enable ground v/ater to be used for irrigating
large cultivable areas in equatorial regions and would
these not be an excellent. way of finding an intelligent
and lasting solution of the problem of hunger in the
world?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (FR) There are, I think, a

large number of technical proposals which could be of
use. I take due note of the point you have made, but I
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am sure that the Council as such has not discussed this
specific proposal.

Mr N(elsh. - I feel ra[her cheared because Mr Boyes
has left the Chamber, but I was going ro ask the Presi-
dent-in-Office if he would not rake profit from the
wise advice of Mr Boyes. He will know, of course,
that the counrry with the biggesr expenditure of irs
GNP on arms is the Soviet Union and ar rhe same rime
that country's record in terms of development aid is
extremely poor. So will the President-in-Office make
representations ro [he Council - no doubr with the
support of Mr Boyes - ro rhe Soviet Union, and rhen
perhaps we would nor need ro spend so much on arms
ourselves.

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) This is a view which I
share and it is a realiry with which we are all familiar
and which corresponds to the atritude of the European
Community, as I here described it. Vhat we are doing
is inadequate when considered from rhe point of view
of the needs, but in comparison with what other coun-
tries or institutions are doing we are making a fairly
reasonable effort.

President. - Quesdon No 59 by Mr Velsh (H-90/
82):

On 21 April 7982 at a meering in the framework
of the Luns-Vestenerp procedure, Mr Tinde-
mans, as Presidenr-in-Office of the Council,
stated that the Council was srudying rhe implica-
tion of enlargement for the Communiry's treaty
engagements with other Mediterranean counrries
but as yet had evolved no srraregy for dealing with
the apparent conflicts of inreresr.

In view of rhe frequently proclaimed rarget of
1 January 1984 for the accession of Spain and
Portugal to the Community, when does the Coun-
cil expect to reach a firm conclusion which can
then become part of the negoriating framework?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofice of the Coun-
cil. - (NL) In rhe nexr few weeks the Council should
be receiving a reporr. from rhe Commission on rhe
implications of rhe Community's enlargemenr for irs
relations with the Mediterranean counrries.

The Council is aware of the importance of rhis ques-
tion and will certainly examine this repon as soon as
possible.

Mr Velsh. - I am very grateful to the Presidenr-in-
Office for confirming that the Council is concerned
about this marter. Vould he agree, though, rhar it is a
matter of exrreme urgency ro get these problems
resolved because they certainly will not disappear and
can we be sure rhat rhe Council will pur maximum

pressure on the Commission to deliver its proposal as

soon as possible and, of course, to consult Parliament
on its content?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) I obviously share your
view, but I would nevertheless repeat whar I have
already said. Ve are waiting for this report and as

soon as we have it we will examine it. I might, how-
ever, point c'ut thar progress has in fact been made in
certain areas but, of course, not enough. However,
there are prospecrs of certain solutions in rhe contexr
of the discussions on the agricultural prices and related
topics which represenr considerable progress in.this
respect. Arrangements regarding Spain and Ponugal
are under consideration during the Belgian Presi-
dency. However, you were ralking about outlining a

general strategy, which is somerhing which must
naturally be done on rhe basis of the repon we are
awaiting.

Mr Bucchini. - (FR) Cenain Medirerranean coun-
tries complain rhat the enlargemenr would make the
preferential cooperarion agreemenrs concluded wirh
the Communitv meaningless. Generally speaking, does
the Council feel that rhis enlargemenr of the Com-
munity to include Spain and Portugal is really in keep-
ing with the commitmenrs entered into by the Com-
munity, particularly as regards agriculture, under rhe
terms of the cooperation agreemenrs wirh the Medi-
terranean counrries and rhe Lom6 agreements? How
does the Council intend to reply to the Mediterranean
countries calling for negotiations on these questions?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) This is, of course,
exactly what rhe reporr is abour or, to be more precise,
what it will be abour. I have no intenrion therefore, of
making any predictions since it is on the basis of this
report tha[ the Council must conduct its deliberarions.

Miss Hooper. - !7ould the President-in-Office nor
confirm that if a decision is not made by July of this
year, then ir will be impossible for the pracrical sreps of
accession to be taken by I January 1984 and if this is
so, would he care to iniorm us ho* much considera-
tion has been given by the Council to rhe Parliament's
resolution passed in November last year which over-
whelmingly showed the political will and supporr for
an early decision on rhe date of accession of Spain and
Portugal?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) If the decision is not
reached by June this would nor necessarily rmply thar
these expecrations rrill come ro norhing.

Mr Blumenfeld. - (DE) Can rhe Presidenr-in-Office
assure this House rhar, in view of the fundamental sig-
nificance and urgency of this document and topii,
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Parliament and, more particularly, the competent Par-
liamentary Committees, such as the Legal Affairs
Committee, will be presented with it as soon as possi-

ble so that, in accordance with the decisions passed by
the Council in July and at the beginning of this year in
connection with the question of increased powers for
Parliament, it will be able to state its opinion on the
Council's position?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) This is certainly a mat-
ter about which we are concerned, and this was in fact
done by Mr Tindemans - on 21 April 1982, if I am

not mistaken - in accordance with the well-known
Luns procedure, which involves providing the Com-
mittee with confidential information.

Mr Galland. - (FR) Mr President of the Council, do
you not think that in view of the very different prob-
lems presented by Spain on the one hand and Portugal
on the other it would be possible for the negotiations
ro be concluded at a different time in each case.

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) This is possible, and

the Community has the political will to reach results as

soon as possible on both dossiers whilst obviously
exercising the necessary caution in view of the com-
plexity of the problems. I do not think that one should
regard them either as inseparable or as essentially
separate and that one must be dealt with before the

other.

President. 
-'S7e 

turn now to the questions to the For-
eign Ministers.

As the author is not present, Question No 52 will be

answered in writing.l

Question No 63, by Mrs von Alemann (H-20/82):

Have the Ministers any intention of recommend-
ing to the ad hoc group which, chaired by Mr de

Schoutheete, has the task of preparing the draft
text for the 'European Act', to liaise with the
Institutional Committee of the European Parlia-
ment, in order to coordinate their proposals?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Offce of the Foreign
Ministers. - (NL) The Ministers intend on 24 May to
examine the progress made to date by the ad hoc group
responsible for preparing the draft text for the Euro-
pean Act, after which they will take a decision on the

subsequent procedure to be followed. Pending this
decision, I cannot answer the honourable Member's
question.

Mrs von Alemann. - (DE) Mr President of the
Council, could you at least assure us that the report
currently being prepared by Mr Spinelli in the Institu-
tional Committee will at least be included in the dis-
cussion in your ad hocgroup, since I am sure you will
agree that this report is a very valuable one. It would
be totally pointless for the two institutions and the

working parties not to take account of each other's
work.

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) I can only give you a

general answer. The ad hoc group has been instructed
by the Council to familiarize itself on the Council's
behatf with all proposals and documents concerning
rhis subject and to take account of them in drawing up

the proposals in parallel to the Genscher-Colombo
Act.

Mr Radoux. - (FR) In view of the fact that Parlia-
ment's initiative has led to the setting up of the Institu-
rional Committee is one thing, and that the European
Act is another, and bearing in mind what Mr Tinde-
mans said at the beginning of January, is the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council really unable to say

more here today than that we will have to wait and see

what happens after the May meeting? One would have

thought that the Belgian Presidency would do what
was necessary for there to be an answer beforE 30 June
this year.

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) I can certainly answer

in the affirmative, but only on behalf of rhe Belgian
Government. I must point out, however, that the work
is going forward and a report will be issued only when
the ad boc group has completed its task. Ve are, how-
ever, concerned - and I say this in my capacity as

Belgian Minisrcr - that Parliament should be

informed of the state of affairs at an appropriate time.

Mr Johnson. - Could the mandate of this ad boc

working group be extended so that at least it can

akeady have in mind now that at the end of this year
there will be proposals coming forward from the Par-
liament on the basis of a report made by the Institu-
tional Committee? I think it is rather important that
these two things should go together and that the

Council have a coherent approach.

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) I should draw your
attention to the nature of the task assigned rc this ad
hoc group since this group now tends to be regarded as

a permanent institution - a sort of appendage to the

Council. It has been instructed on a one-off basis to
reach conclusions as soon as possible, although I can

obviously not specify any particular date.I See Annex II
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President. 
- Quesrion No 54, by Mr Johnson (H-76/

82):t

In June of this year the Anrarctic Treaty powers,
which includes several Member Scates of the EEC,
will be meering in \Tellington, New Zealand to
consider the possible commercial exploitation of
Antarctic oil and minerals.

Can the Minister of Foreign Affairs indicate

(a) what coordination is now taking place among
Member States with a view to ensuring thar
an environmentally sound position is adopted
on this marrer, bearing in mind rhe possible
impact on rhe whole Antarctic ecosysrem;

(b) what steps are being taken by EEC Member
States to ensure adequate parricipation ar the'lTellington 

mee[ing by organizations such as

the International Union for the Conservarion
of Narure and Narural Resources (IUCN)
and the Southern Oceans and Antarctic Coa-
lition (SOAC), bearing in mind that the parti-
cipation of such organizations is essential if
rhe Antarctic Treaty pov/ers are not to be
accused by the public of cloaking rheir deli-
berations with a veil of secrecv?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofice of tbe Foreign
Ministers. 

- 
(NL) The Ministers of the Ten meeting

in political cooperarion have not discussed the prob-
lem of the Antarctic and I am therefore nor in a posi-
tion to answer rhe quesrion on behalf of the Ten.
However, I can inform you in my capacity as Belgian
Ministers that these are consulrarion meetings which
take place in camera. These meetings have their own
agenda and are at any rate concerned with the envi-
ronment.

Mr Johnson. - I must say I am rarher surprised when
he says that rhe Minisrers meeting in Political Cooper-
ation have not considered the question of Antarctica at
all. It is not a million miles away from the Falklands.
The Presidenr-in-Office will be aware rhat the Com-
munity has just deposited irs instrument of acceprance
with the Australian Governmenr and is now a full
member of the Southern Ocean Convention which, of
course, deals with the marine resources of Antarcrica

- 
I am not referring to marine in rhe sense of sol-

diers, but in rhe sense of biological resources. Now the
Community is a full conrracring paruy of the Southern
OceanConvention...

(The President asked the speaher to pilt a question)

. . . \7ill the President-in-Office indicate whether or
not, bearing in mind rhat the Communiry under
Article 113, common commercial policy, cenainly has

I Former Oral Questron without debate (O-3l82), converted
into a question for Question Time.

competence in some aspects of the marter to be dis-
cussed in !/ellington in June this year, give a comment
as to whether or nor Commission and Communiry
participation is envisaged at that \Tellingron meer,ing?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) I must poinr our to you
that this question has not been discussed by the Ten
and that I can therefore nor give an answer. You also
asked abour the meetings of the Southern Ocean Con-
vention and about countries which may or may not be
party to this Treaty. I am afraid I can nor give you an
answer on this question.

President. - Question No 55, by Mr Normanron
(H-62/82):

Amnesty International in my consr.iruency has
written to the Polish aurhoriries about Polish citi-
zens detained without trial since lJ December
1981. Has the Conference of Foreign Ministers
requesced the Polish authoriries ro release Polish
citizens denined withour trial, within the frame-
work of the Conference on European and Secur-
ity?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign
Ministerl - (NL) The Foreign Ministers of the Ten
met on 4 January to consider rhe consequences of the
introduction of martial law in Poland. The meeting
led, among other things, ro a sraremenr ro rhe effecr
that the Foreign Ministers of the Ten urgenrly appeal
to the Polish Government to discontinue marrial law
as soon as possible, to release the detainees and ro
resume a genuine dialogue with rhe church and Soli-
darity. This appeal was reaffirmed by rhe President on
behalf of the Ten on rhe occasion of the resumprion of
the fifth phase of the Madrid meering, i.e. the security
conference on 9 February 1982. In addition, ar rheir
meeting in Brussels on 31 March, the Heads of State
or Government of the Ten made the same appeal.
They also rook note, with concern, of the s[aremenrs
by the Polish Governmenr. regarding the possibility for
emigration of inrernees from Poland and condemned
any move to exeft pressure on rhe people concerned.

Mr Normanton. - I should like to thank the Presi-
dent-in-Office for that very consrructive reply, bur say
with perhaps regrer rhar it appears to have fallen some-
what shorr of what the situarion in Poland reallv
demands from the Community.

Could the Minisrer tell the House wherher rhe ambas-
sadors of the Ten who operate in 'Warsaw carry our
their duties as pan of a coordinated collective [eam on
behalf of rhe Ten in exactly the same way as they do in
many Staces in rhe 'Wesrern world? And would, there-
fore, the Foreign Minisrers take urgent sreps [o collect
and collate infracrions of human rights by the military
Bovernmenr and follow them up wirhin the framework
of the Helsinki Final Act?
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I must add, Madam President, that I have received no
response to my representations in this connection as a

Member of this Parliament and I wish the Foreign
Ministers of the Ten greater success.

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) The answer [o your

question is 'yes'. I can also inform you that the Coun-
cil is greatly concerned about this matter and that the
Council and the various representatives of the Member
States maintain permanent contacts with a view to
keeping aufaitwith the situation.

Mr Balfe. - Could I ask the President-in-Office to
take note of the great selectivity shown by my col-
leagues, who earlier. today did not.find it.n€cessary to
support any action in relation to the Turkish military
regime and the imprisonment of Mr Egevit, and draw
the attention of the President-in-Office to the state-
ments of Archbishop Glemp which, I think, put for-
ward a slightly more realistic view of the current very
difficult situation in Poland. I hope he will also take
them into account when assessing the Community's
attitudes as well as the hypocrisy which allows only
some military regimes to be condemned by the people
opposite, whereas I am prepared to condemn them all.

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) I have taken due note

of your observation.

Mr Alavanos. - 
(GR) In reply to the quesrion by Mr

Normanton, the President-in-Office of the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation again linked
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe with the human rights situation in Poland.

Quite apart from whether one agrees or disagrees with
rhis link, I should like to ask the President-in-Office
whether, with regard to this Conference, there is a

similar interest in violations of human rights in Tur-
key, a country associared with the EEC. \flhy is there
no such interest in the extreme violation qf human
rights in Cyprus, where Turkish and NATO forces
currently occupy 400/o of the territory? \7hy are the
Ten so selective?

President. - 
I must remind Members that the ques-

tion is on internment and imprisonment in Poland and
I would ask all Members of all sides of the House to
srick to the subject in hand.

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) Firstly, the Council and

European Community through its institutions make no
distinction regarding infringements of human rights
wherever they take place. \7e should like to affirm this
well-known principle. Secondly, the question raised by
the honourable Member comes within the scope of a

subsequent question.

Mr Isra6l. - 
(FR) Mr President-in-Office of the

Council, do you not think that your difficulties in
inrervening in favour of the Polish detainees results

from the fact that the Madrid Conference is a sporadic
affair? Do you not, think that permanent activities
along the lines of the Madrid Conference should pre-
ferably have been proposed long ago?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) That is one point of
view and I cannot give the general answer. It is, how-
ever, a fact that the Madrid Conference does not per-
mit continuity in our approach. This is an interesting
aspect which confirms the need for the Council to
continue devoting the greatest attention to this prob-
lem via bilateral and multilateral channels.

Mr von Hassel. 
- 

(DE) I should like, with reference
ro the question put by a Socialist and Communist
Member, to ask the President of the Council whether
or not,, firstly, one can only compare things which
have some intrinsic similarity and whether, secondly,
Poland and Turkey are really comparable cases. \Vere
not the points of departure and the subsequent even[s

totally different in each case?

Mr De Keersmaeker. 
- 

(NL) Naturally, no two situ-
ations are completely alike. However, in spite of the
difference the Council intends to adopt the same criti-
cal approach in its assessment of the infringements of
human rights wherever this takes place.

Mrs Lizin. - 
(FR) First of all I should like to say that

even if the historical situation are different, the fact of
being held without trial for several months constitutes
a fundamental violation of human rights, whatever the

country involved. I should like to ask Mr De Keers-
maeker, since the question of the meeting at Villers-
le-Temple has been raised, whether precise measures
have been proposed in this connection. Have any
representa[ions been made or has anything specific
emerged on this question of East-\7est relation from
the Villers-leTemple meeting ?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - 
(NL) I cannot answer the

question regarding what was or was not discussed last
weekend since this was an informal meeting at which
no decisions were made or statements issued.

President. - 
As the author is not present, Question

No 66 will be answered in writing.

Question No 57, by Mr Ephremidis has been taken
over by Mr Alavanos (H-81/82):

Having regard to the belligerent and inflamma-
tory statements by Alexander Haig who openly
declared that the Reagan government has no
intention of renouncing the doctrine of the 'first
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nuclear strike' nor of agreeing to freeze nuclear
weapons at their presenr level 

- 
which is one of

the urgent demands of the peace movemenrs who
are calling for an end to rhe arms race and a grad-
ual armaments' reduction 

- can the Council of
Foreign Minisrers state irc reaction to and views
on these statements which outraged international
public opinion?

Mr De Keersmaeker, Presidenrin-Office of the Foreign
Ministers. 

- 
(NL) The sratemenr made by Alexander

Haig at the Universiry of Georgerown have nor been
discussed by the Foreign Ministers of the Ten since
defence problems are nor dealt with in rhe context of
European Political Cooperation. However, ar irs meer-
ing of 27 November, the European Council welcomed
the American commitment announced by President
Reagan in his address on 18 November to introduce a

substantial arms reduction. This objective should be
achieved by mutual reduction of both nuclear and
conventional v/eapons and by means of measures
aimed at creating a climate of mutual [rusr. The Heads
of State or Government have expressed their sarisfac-
tion at rhe prospective negotiations between the
United States and rhe Sovier Union regarding
medium-range nuclear missiles and their hope that
these negotiations my soon lead ro positive results.

Mr Alavanos. 
- 

(GR) As regards the first part of the
answer, I should like ro ask ro what extenr rhe assur-
ance that defence marrers are not the responsibility of
the President-in-Office is in fact rrue, and whether
nuclear war and rhe extremist policy of rhe Reagan
administration involve not only defence matters but
also peace and d6tente in Europe and rhese, as we saw
from the example of the Madrid Conference and irs
link with human rights, are ropics which are frequently
d.iscussed by the ministers.

My second question relates to President Reagan's pro-
posals; even if the President-in-Office probably does
not read L'Humaniti, is he not ar leasr aware of rhe
remarks by Senator Kennedy to rhe effect thar Mr
Reagan's statemenrs are unaccept.able and that, in
particular, they do nothing to solve the problem of
mutual arms reduct.ion.

Mr De Keersmaeker, 
- 

(NL) As regards the first
question, I musr repear rhat the Ten have nor dis-
cussed this poinr, in view of the fact that defence prob-
lems are not dealr with under European Polirical
Cooperation. As regards rhe second question, I am
afraid I have not read L'Humanit6.

President. 
- Quesrion No 68, by Mr Balfe (H-98/

82):

Have the Foreign Ministers discussed the desira-
bility of formularing a convenrion providing for

the repatriation of prisoners between Member
States of the Community?

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofiice of the Foreign
Ministers. - (NL) The Foreign Ministers have nor
discussed the question of whether a convenrion pro-
viding for the repatriation of prisoners berween Mem-
ber States of the Community should be drawn up.

Mr Balfe. - !7ould rhe Foreign Ministers accepr rhar
frequent misundersrandings arise when prisoners are
in prison in States other than their own and that at a
practical level it mighr well be a first step forward in
cooperation between European countries if the Srares
could trust each orher, nor ro rry each orher's prison-
ers, but a least to draw up a convention wherebv pris-
oners are repatriated between the States therebl.ena-
bling them to be somewhat closer rc the families and
co the culture with which rhey presumably are much
more familiar?

'$7ould the Foreign Minisrers be prepared ro look into
this matter?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) As regards the last
point, I wholeheartedly share your view, but I say this
not as President of rhe Council but on behalf of my
own governmenr. The Belgian Governmenr is in
favour of a repatriation procedure of rhis kind since it
takes the view thar the problem of social reintegration
can be dealr with much berter in rhe prisoners' own
context and culture.

I think, furthermore, that the Council of Europe is
intending to draw up a new convenrion on rhis point.

Mr Sieglerschmidt. - (DE) Migfu I inform the Presi-
dent-in-Office of rhe Foreign Ministers rhat the
Council of Europe is not working on a new conven-
tion on the validiry of verdicts, which is in facr rhe
question at issue here, bur [hat a convention of this
kind has exisred for some time already and is simply
awaiting ratification by all the Member States of rhe
European Community for the problem raised by rhe
questioner to be solved. Vould the President-in-Off-
ice perhaps agree [har it would be desirable for the
Council and the Foreign Minisrers mee[ing in rhe con-
text of political cooperarion, ro press for ratification
by all the Member States as soon as possible?

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) Yes, perhaps there has
been a misunderstanding here. There is indeed a con-
venrion, but rhe problem is that extradition is not the
same thing as repatriarion. In view of this, therefore,
the answers I have given are, I rhink, still valid.

President. - I call Mrs Lizin to pur a supplementary
question, but would explain ro Mr Schmid why I am
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not calling him. \7e have a working arrangement
during this Question Time that I try and call one
member of the same nationality from each group. I
have applied it rigorously to my own group and I hope
Mr Schmid will understand why, having called Mr
Sieglerschmidt, I am applying it to him.

Mrs Lizin. - (FR) I should like to ask Mr De Keers-
maeker whether he intends next month finally to give
consistent answers to the questions put to him during

Question Time and whether - this is my second
point, since he has repeatedly made distinctions
between the attitude of the Presidency and the attitude
of his government in his replies - we can take it, on
the basis of these questions, that he himself has come

to negative conclusions regarding the functional and

specific role of the Belgian Presidency.

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) Mrs Lizin, the answer

to this question is very simple. I will always give you
whatever answers the Council allows me to give. As
regards the second question, this concerns my attitude
to the role of President which is quite a different mat-
ter.

Mr Hutton. - \flould the President-in-Office of the
Council say whether his views on repatriation apply to
all prisoners, including those who move from one

Member State to another and then claim political
motives as a means of escaping the punishment for the
most heinous crimes?

Mr De Keersmaeker.- (NL) I should like to draw
your attention to the problems connected with the
revision of the Convention. These are being studied in
the Council of Europe of v'hich all the Member States

are members.

President. - I should like to thank Mr De Keers-
maeker on behalf of the House for his replies to these
questions.

Question Time is closed.l

I now come back to the point of order raised by Mr
Fonh concerning topical debates to be held tomorrow
morning. I was not able to answer him earlier as I had

nor the facts necessary for a full answer at my disposal.

The facts are these: in the debate that took place this
afternoon under Rule 48 of the Rules of Procedure,
Members had 50 minutes to speak. In the Minutes of
yesterday's sitting which are published today, you will
see that the time allocated for topical debates to Mem-
bers, including all Members, amounts to 93 minutes.
In accordance with rule 48(3), the maximum time for

topical and urgent debates is 3 hours per part-session.

I hope Mr Forth will be sadsfied with the explanation
that the time set aside for tomorrow does not exceed

the rule as laid down in the Rules of Procedure, and
the other available time is, of course, for the Council
and Commission, which are not included in the 3

hours.

I call Mr Forth.

Mr Forth. - I cenainly would not want to prolong
this or to delay the House, Madam President, and of
course I would never dream of challenging your rul-
ing. Could I simply say this in the most constructive
sense? Perhaps the President could be reminded that if
in future an occasion arises where a debate is held
such as we had today, he should, please, be clear in his

mind whether or not explanations of votes are allow-
able and if so under what Rule, in order to avoid any
possible confusion in the future.

President. - Mr Forth, I can reply to you. I under-
stand that no explanations of vote are allowed on
Rule 48 motions. I do not know of any rule in the
Rules of Procedure which permit explanations of vote
following these particular topical debates.

I call Mr Prag.

Mr Prag. - I am sorry to say this while you are in the

chair, Madam President, because it really refers to
what was done before, but Rule a8(a) is absolutely
clear. The enlarged Bureau made an awful hash of the
whole business of the urgency debate, because

Rule 48(4) says quite clearly that the vote will take
place at the end of the debate. It is a mandatory rule.
There is no discretion given to the President, and that
really was what caused all the rouble.

President. - Mr Prag, I do not think it is very helpful
ro con[inue this debate, but I think it is something of
which chairmen of political groups might take note
when they are discussing the agenda with the Presi-
dent. They too should be aware of the Rules of Proce-
dure, which after all are available to all Members of
this Parliament.

I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Madam President, I am very sorry
to have to bring up a point which will presumably
again result in considerable confusion in this House
and I am particularly sorry since Mr Dankert is not
actually in the chair at the moment.

'\7e have voted on Amendment No 4 by Mr Haagerup
and Mrs Veil. However, in the official German trans-
lation, this amendment is completely different fromI See Annex II.
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the French or English version, in rhat rhe German ver-
sion does not include rhe paragraph to the effect that
the embargo on Argentina should be exrended beyond
16 May. Instead, it contains a completely differenr
paragraph. Thus, this is nor an error of rranslation 

-it means that in German we were voting on a com-
pletely different amendmenr than in English or
French.

For this reason, in the final vote I voted in favour of
this texr 

- i.e. the German rexr, as this was the only
one I had received. Nor did I have time ro check
whether the English and French texts corresponded
with the German rexr. I only became aware of this dis-
crepancy when Mrs Castle drew my artenrion to it and
asked how I could have voted for such a rext - ro
which I replied that I would never rhink twice about
voting for this German rext. However, when I saw the
English version, I realized rhat it was tomlly different.

The vote on Amendment No 4 should consequenrly,
in my view, be regarded as null and void since we were
voting on a totally incorrecl rexr. I would therefore
like to request the Bureau to confirm this and propose
when the new vote should be held.

President. 
- Mr Arndr, I was aware of some of the

difficulties that have arisen in connecrion with rhis
particular translation. First, I would draw your arren-
tion to Rule53(6) which says: 'Unless Parliamenr
decides otherwise, amendmenrs shall be pur ro rhe vore
only after they have been printed and disributed in all
the official languages. Amendmenrs which have not
been printed and distributed in all rhe official lan-
guages shall not be put to the vote if at least ten Mem-
bers object'. Now ten Members did nor object, and
this amendmenr 

- Amendmenr No 4 
- was pur ro

the vote. I have ascertained from the elecrronic vore
that you and your group voted against Amendment
No 4.

Now these amendments were tabled yesterday, and I
think that it is wirhin the competence of the group
secretariats to check if there are any differences or
divergencies in the texts. Presumably these must have
been discussed in the groups. I accept rhat there has
been a difficulty, in rhat clearly a mistake was made by
the services of Parliament as far as, rhe [ranslation of
your amendmenr was concerned. I cannot go back on
the vote rhat has been taken. Ic was taken perfectly
properly in accordance with rhe Rules of Procedure.

I would, however, like to propose to the House that
where there is a mistranslarion in amendmenrs, rhe
matter should be discussed in the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petirions and an opinion
handed back to Parliament on the principle, and cer-
tainly not on rhis particular marrer.

I call Mr Haagerup.

Mr Haagerup. - Madam President, thank you for
your ruling. However, I though it would be of some
help to you if I informed you and the House that rhe
original texr is rhe English text and thar all negotia-
tions that took place among rhe groups took place on
the basis of the English text. I was nor aware of the
defective German text unril long after rhe voting took
place because everything rook place on the basis of the
English text, even including the first proposal signed
by Mrs Veil and myself on the English text.

President. - I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) I am nor disputing the fact thar
the negotiations took place on the basis of the English
text. Madam President, this is nor a quesrion of a

wrong translation, bur of a differenc text.

No secretariat is under any obligation ro check
whether a valid translation is available or nor. If rhe
Bureau had found that your amendmenr, Mr Haage-
rup, was not available in German, more than ten
Members would cenainly have requested rhat no vore
should be held on it.

In the case of us Germans at leasr, the vote was held
on a differenr text, which means rha[ it was null and
void.

President. - Mr Arndt, I really do not wish ro con-
tinue this discussion. You have raised an important
point of principle, bur the fact of rhe matter is that I
have in front of me rhe result of the elecrronic vore on
Amendment No 4, which is the amendmenr we are
discussing, and you and your group voted against it.
Now if you are saying rhat you would have voted in
favour of it if the rexr had been different, then I can
understand your argument. But I am sorry, I do not
understand your argument now.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) I should like rc poinr out that a
vote was first held on Amendment. No 4 which
replaces the two paragraphs. In rhe electronic vore, my
Group voted against it. Ve subsequenrly voted on rhis
texr and I vored in favour of it after reading it.

Thus, if I had known thar paragraph 2 was in facr
included in ir, as in the case of the English and French
versions, I would have vored against it.

I assume rhat someone musr have noticed that in the
final vore, I explicidy voted for this 'yellow' text - i.e.
I voted for a rext which did not officially exist.

President, - I am very sorry, Mr Arndt. Two cexts
which have been submitted to me are borh Amend-
ment No 4, one in English and one in German. I
totally accept, and as you rightly complain, that
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Amendment No 4 in German is not parallel to the
English text. However, I am afraid it does refer to
Amendment No 4 on which we took a vote. As far as

the ruling of the chair is concerned this particular mat-
ter cannot be opened again. The vote cannot be taken
again. I propose that we close this debate now and that
this matter, which is, I admit, a very imponanl matter
of principle, be put to the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions for a ruling on how matters
this kind should be dealt with in the future.

(Parliament decided to rder this matter to the Committee

on tbe Rules of Procedure and Petitions)

I call Mr Luster.

Mr Luster. - 
(DE) Madam President, I should like

to draw your attention to the fact that - as the ladies

and gentlemen sitting next to you, have noticed - 
I

have been asking to speak on a point of order for the
last3or5minutes.

However, this was not why I wanted to speak. I
thought I might be able to provide some help. Madam
President, you are under no obligation to inform the
House immediately of your ruling. Mr Arndt has

made an observation regarding the application of the
Rules of Procedure 

- 
in accordance with, as I see it,

Rule 83 of our Rules of Procedure. This would have

enabled you, in accordance with Rule 83(3), to decide

by way of exception to inform the House of your deci-
sions within 24 hours - possibly after referring the
matter to the appropriate Committee. I wanted to
make this point, which I regard as a helpful one. Per-
haps in future it would be possible to give me or others
in a similar situation the floor in good time.

(Applause)

President. - The matter is now closed.l

Votes2

!t

President. - Before I close this sitting, I should like,
on behalf of the House, to thank the interpreters and

the staff for carrying on the work after the agreed

time. Ve must express our gratitude to them.3

(Applause - The sitting was closed at 7.50 p.n.)

Membership of committee: see Minutes.
Cf. Annex I.
Agenda for the next sitting: see Minutes
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ANNEX I

Votes

(The A:rnex contains the rapporteur's opinion on the various amendments and the explana-
tions of vote. For a detailed account of the voting, see Minutes.)

DE LA MALENE MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. 1_228/82):
REJECTED

GLINNE MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. 1-230-82): ADOPTED

CL\(rYD MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. t-235/82): ADOPIED

FANTI MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. t-241/82): REJECTED

PONIATO\7SKI MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. 1-2t5/82/rev.):
ADOPTED

Explanation of oote

Mr Chambeiron. - (FR) Madam Presidenr, the modest aim of the amendments which
my colleagues and I tabled was to enhance the morion for a resolution pur before the
House by the committee on Development and Cooperation. vhar we were hoping for
was a better explanation if the current crisis in the Stabex system, emphasis on the need to
organize world markets, especially by negotiadng agreemenrs incorporating profirable
prices for producer countries, and in panicular a requesr to lhe govern-ents of the Mem-
ber States to act in the pledge given at the EEC-ACP Council meering in Libreville for
100% financing of Smbex transfers in 1982 until the Lom6 Convenrion expires.

.We 
are sorry that our amendments were not adopted. But this will not change our posirive

assessment of the motion before the House. Consequently, the Communist and Allies
Group will vote in favour of the motion for a resolurion nbled by the Committee on
Development and Cooperation.

VAYSSADE REPORT (DOC. t-t0t/82): ADOPTED

The rapporteur was:

- in favour of Amendments Nos 1, 2, 4,12, 13,16 and 24;

- against Amendmenrs Nos 8, 9, 70, ll, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19,20 and 21.

Explanations of vote

Dame Shelagh Roberts. - Madam Presidenr, I support the Commission's action pro-
gramme, and indeed I welcome it, and I shall vote also for the motion for a resolurion. Bur
I want to place on record that there is one paragraph in the explanarory statement which
was.not susceprible ro amendmenr and with which I disagree. I refer to paragraph (h) on
the last page of the explanatory statement which invites rhe Commission io inuesiigate the
situation in the Unircd Kingdom since 800/o of the cases concerning equal rrearmeni which
are brought before rhe Courr come from the United Kingdom.

Vell I can tell the Commission now that the reason why such a very large proporrion of
the cases come from the United Kingdom is that the United Kingdom hai a very effecrive
way of helping individuals both financially and with advice rc b.ing their cases tefore the
European Court. That help comes from public bodies which are financed from public
monies. And I would suggesr thar rhe cause of equal treatment would be very much more
furthered if the Commission were to investigate rhe posirion in the other nine member
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narions to find out why so few cases concerning equal treatment are brought to the Euro-
pean Court. If, in fact, the position is splendid in the other nine countries, I find it hard rc
understand why Members voted against the amendment standing in your name, Madam
President, and mine which was rhar rhis committee should complete its work as a matter

of urgency and wirhin the time limir which 110 Members of this Parliament signed and

supported.

Mrs Dury. - (FR) I should like to take this opponunity to echo the other Members who
voiced rheir regrer rhar rhe Belgian Presidency was absent during the debate on the Com-
munity programme on the promotion of equal opportunities for women.

The fact is thar while the Commission works closely with us it would also have been useful

in my view to hear the Council as well in this instance. I think this is particularly imponant
because I have always felt that the Community supported women's campaigns, and this

supporr is needed even more nowadays. \7omen are really suffering as a result of the

economic crisis. Not only are the old horrors of sexual discrimination reappearing or tak-
ing firmer hold but what we have achieved is being jeopardized as well.

In Belgium, especially, the situation is worsening if you consider tax allowances and social

benefiis. Let me give you some examples. 'While a man who is a head of household gets

cenain rax benefirs, women are now exempt. Unemployment benefits are considerably
lower for those who are not heads of household or who are living with someone, and this

of course affects women more. \Tidows'benefirc have been scrapped and replaced by sur-
vivors'pensions, which are circumscribed when it comes rc the right to work. In the case

of retiiement pensions, the principle of revertibility which we favoured seems to have gone

by the board. Family allowances cut back, activities for schoolchildren on a \Tednesday

"it..noon 
phased out, more and more part-time work: the list of measures affecting

women is endless.

In view of these circumsrances, Madam President, and while we welcome the good inten-
tions of this Community action programme, I do feel that a list of good intentions is not
enough ro ensure real progress in helping the position of women. You have to admit that
the sid fact is rhat mosr of the Member States understand only methods of pressure. I
shall therefore be voting for the Vayssade report.

Mrs V'ieczor ek-Zed. - (DE) It was mentioned during today's debate that as we were

discussing this action programme the Council was already working on a new draft resolu-

tion. I asked if rhis was rrue and we were told that the Council had not changed its posi-

tion. In the meantime I have received the text of this new draft, which prompts me to say

this. The Council has obviously let us believe something that was not true. Secondly, the

Council seems to regard this Parliament's decisions as not worth the paper they are

printed on and itseems to feel thatthey need notbe considered. I cannotcriticize enough

the manner in which the Council has behaved in this affair.

Mrs Cinciari Rodano. - (IT) Madam President, I wish to confirm my \rote in favour of
the morion for a resolution and at rhe same time, as chairman of the Committee of Inquiry
on the Situation of 'Women in Europe, I should like to thank our raPPorteur, Mrs Vays-
sade, and all the Members who contributed to the debate.

I also wish ro rhank Mr Richard of the Commission who acknowledged that our com-
mittee had worked rapidly and well. I interpret Parliament's vote as proof of a broad basis

of suppon for our committee's proposed amendments to the draft resolution.

I must also endorse whar was said about the absence of the Council and about how reti-
cent ir w'as, first in committee and then again here, in telling us exactly which text the

Council was working on. Let me add that the debate highlighted how difficult the prob-
lems are and how they have to be gone into thoroughly. This is why Parliament set up our
committee on inquiry, for the precise purpose of monitoring the situation of women in the

Member States of the Community and the application of the February 1981 resolution,
and thus our task was to see how the programme was implemented.
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I should like to think, however, that the political groups and the Members here - male as
well as female - and the Bureau of Parliament will in future offer genuine supporr for the
work of the committee of inquiry, which even now is sdll working in an unterrain and
tremendously difficulr situation.

Mrs Vayssade.- (FR) Madam President, I just want to reassure Dame Shelagh Roberts
with regard to paragraph (h) in my report. The explanatory sraremenr cites the Brirish sys-
tem as an example which many countries might well follow. I was not criticizing but pay-
ing uiburc to what has been done in the United Kingdom.

:j-

+*
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ANNEX II

Questions which could not be answered during Question Time, with utritten ansu)ers

1. Questions to the Commission

Question No 1, by Mr Prancbdre (H-669/81)

Subject: EEC food aid

In a norice to the Council on special food aid to the least developed countries the Com-
mission considers that the Community food aid programme for cereals is inadequate to
meet the needs of these countries.

Vith a view to achieving a lasting and significant increase in food aid, does no[ the Com-
mission consider that urgent action should be taken to promote the development of these
agricultural products within the EEC in order to enable the EEC to pursue such a policy?

Ansuer

The Commission shares the honourable Member's concern in view of the estimates by
various international organizations regarding the increasing food shortage, particularly as

regards cereals, in the leastdeveloped countries. In its reportpublished in October 1981
and endtled 'Guidelines for the European agricultural policy' the Commission mentions
that this problem also has implicadons for the agricultural sector.

It is indeed rrue that increased food aid will be required over a long period, but it should
be used in such a way as to contribute towards promoting greater self-sufficiency in the
developing countries as regards food supplies. To this end, the Commission has intro-
duced measures under the terms of its action programme for the combating of hunger in
the world - which was submitted to Parliament in October last year - and under its
normal food-aid programme for 1982, which calls for a quantitative increase of 17.20/o

compared wirh 1981.

As regards the cereals sector, the Commission has proposed a total production threshold
of 130 million t for all cereals for 1988, corresponding to an increase of some 7 million t
compared with rhe record harvestof 123 t in 1980 which was also the toral for all cereals
taken as a whole. This should make it clear that the Commission does not wish to keep
cereal production at the curren[ level.

As regards the prices package lor 1981/82, the Council has agreed in principle to co-res-
ponsibility measures in the cereals sector under the terms of the decision to the effect that
the reference prices and intervention prices should not be adjusted in the currenr harvest
year, but that these adjustments should be postponed unril rhe 1982/83 season.

In view of this, the Commission has proposed that if the production thereshold is reached

- i.e. a roral of 119.5 million t for all cereals with the exceprion of durum wheat - the
Community intervention price for cereals for use as feedstuffs and the reference price for
ordinary cereals, for which the price proposals for 1983 / 84 apply - should be reduced by
l0/o per million tonnes above the threshold, up ro a maximum of 5o/0. This would provide
the basis for planning the inevitable increase in production in such a way as to avoid put-
ting an excessive burden on the budget.
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Question No 2, by Mrs Tooe Nielsen (H-836/81)

Subject: Cheap air fares

The Scandinavian airline SAS is offering special cheap air fares to passengers flying from
London to Scandinavian airports including Kastrup. However, passengers whose point of
departure is Kastrup are not entirled to the same cheap fares. Does the Commission con-
sider this new initiative acceptable [o the European Community and does it not agree that
such initiatives, which also split the common market into narional enriries, mus[ be com-
bated; if so, what measures does the Commission intend to take with regard ro rhis mar-
ter, bearing in mind that the arrangement has been approved by the Danish Social-Demo-
cratic Minister for Transport?

Answer

1. According to the Commission's information, the Danish and British civil aviarion
authorities two or three months ago introduced a special cheap rate for rhe slack season
on a proposal by SAS and British Airways. This is known as the 'Snowflake' rariff and
applies to passangers whose point of departure is London for the trip from London to
Kastrup over the period from 13 February 1982 ro 17 April 1982.

2. A similar promotional rate which applied from both London and Kastrup, was intro-
duced in 1981. However, there was very little interest shown among passengers whose
point of depanure was Kastrup, particularly, it would appear, since attractive ITC trips
were also available with the Danish charter companies.

3. The Commission does not regard this initiative, which was undertaken for commer-
cial reasons, as resulting in a splitting of the common marker into national entities and
does not intend to take action in this connection, since initiatives of this kind are already
provided for in the draft direcdve on air fares currenrly before rhe Council.

Question No 9, by Mr Isradl (H-31/82)

Subject: Transport of food aid to Poland

Does the Commission not consider that there is a danger that rhe humanitarian aid sup-
plied to the Polish people by the European community will provide an opportunity for a
group of road hauliers to make excessive profit?

Has the Commission considered the possibility of concluding an agreemenr wirh charira-
ble organizations approved by the Polish Bishop's Mutual Aid Commission?

Answer

The emergency aid granted by rhe European Community to the Polish population
(Anicle 950 of the budger - 2 millions ECU approved on 23 December 1981 and 8 mil-
lion ECU approved on 3 February 1982) is transported by non-governmental organiza-
tions.

Certain of these (all of which are based in the ten Member States) have their own means
of transpon or appeal to benevolent haulage companies for assisrance. Others hire vehicles
for the purpose of transponing the food aid. In the larter case, rhey are obliged ro choose
the most competirive haulage companies in order to keep the cosrs as low as possible.

The Polish Bishop's Mutual Aid commission is kept informed, via Bishop Domin, of all
shipments to Poland financed out of Community funds. All the products delivered ro var-
ious dioceses are distributed by the Mutual Aid Commission in each diocese under rhe
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aurhoriry of the bishop. In view of rhe very close cooperation which has been established

between the non-governmental organizations receiving the Community aid and the

bishops, the current disuibudon system would appear to afford the best guarantees'

Question No 10, by Mr Renilly (H-40/82)

Subject: Monetary adjustment and sliding parities

Does the Commission not think that the important ad.iustments made in the EMS in the

pasr year as a resulr of multiple rensions are equivalent to sliding parities and that in con-

sequence the EMS is ineffective?

Answer

Since ir was inrroduced on 13 March 1979, there have been five realignments within the

EMS, three of which involved more rhan one currency. Details of these operations are

given in the annexed table, which permits a calculation of the variations resulting from
these realignmenrs as regards the exchange rates between the currencies in the EMS as a

funoion o[ rheir initial pariries. These variations have remained at a lower level than those

between the same currencies over the three years before the EMS was introduced. One is

justified, therefore, in saying that the EMS has, to a certain extent, been successful as

regards sabilizing the exchange rates in an international monetary context characterized

by substandal fluctuations in the major third currencies, panicularly the dollar.

Nevenheless, it is true that, as regards convergence, the EMS has not produced the results

anticipated and for this reason the Commission, in its communication to the Council of
March 1982, has proposed rhat it should be strengthened since if parity adjustmenm are an

essenrial elemenr for flexibiliry in the EMS, it is imperative that the system should be able

to contribute effectively to esmblishing a satisfactory degree of eonvergence so that
recourse to parity adjustments will continue to be the exception rather [han the rule.

Question No 15, by Mr Collins (H-17/82)

Subject: Establishment of veterinary surgeons

In answer ro wrirren question 7O/811 the Commission indicated that it proposed to initiate
the infringement procedures provided for in Article 169 of the Treaty of Rome against the

five Member Smtes which had not then taken rhe necessary national legislative steps to
implement Directives 78/1026 and78/10272 relaring ro rhe freedom of movement and

righrc of esrablishment of veterinary surgeons. \7ill the Commission please repon which
Member Stares have still not passed the necessary national legislation and advise why the

infringement procedures have not so far been effective in compelling these Member States

to meet their obligations?

Ansuter

1. The five Member Srates which have not yet fully implemented the provisions of the

'vets' Directives are France, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands'

' OJ C 278,29.10. 1981, p. 23
2 OJ L 362,23.12.1978.
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2. \flhilst these countries affirm that their universiry-level training of vererinary
surgeonsr akeady conforms ro the provisions of the Directives they have yet to make fuil
and proper arrangements for the recognition of diplomas awarded in other Member
States.

The Commission has therefore initiated infringement procedures agains all these Member
States, with the exception of Greece, by sending them lerrers of formal notice on
14 December 1981. Greece was not included for the presenr since, according ro rhe Greek
authorities, recognition is possible in practice and above all on accounr of thi healy work-
load that Greece has had to cope with in the legal field following its recent acceision to
the Community.

The Commission has however, asked the Greek aurhorities ro introduce rhe requisite mea-
sures at the earliesr possible date.

3. The main reason cited by the Member States concerned for rhe delay in implementing
the Directives is the volume of work involved.

However, as these Directives provide for a period of two years for the introduction of the
nece.ssary measures and as the Member States concerned have already overstepped rhis
deadline by 15 months rhe Commission intends to send them a reasoned opinion.

Question No 19, by Mr'lVelsh (H-33/52)

Subject: Preferential mriff for natural gas

\7ould the Commission make a statement of its intentions regading rhe decision of
15 December 1981 on the preferential tariff charged to glasshouse growers for natural gas
in the Netherlands?

Answer

On 23 April 1982 the Netherlands Governmenr notified the Commission of the measures
ir had taken to implement the decision of 15 December 1981.

The Commission takes a favourable view of the tariff proposals submitted by the Nether-
lands Government particularly since it has made considerable efforts to align itself with
the Commission's position and current Communiry policy on energy prices and with
recent developmenrs on the fuel market.

The Commission has written to the President of Parliamenr and to rhe chairmen of the
Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on the Environmenr giving details of the
agreement reached between the Netherlands Government and the Commission.

Question No 24, by Mr Pearce (H-75/82f

Subject: European Regional Development Fund

\(zhilst it may be true as indicared by Commissioner Canrogeorgis
supplementary question (Verbatim Report of Proceedings 9 Maich

in his answer to my
1982, page 54) that

I There is no full-lengrh university-level course for vets in Luxembours.2 Former Oral Question without debate (O- 14l82), convened into a q"uestion for Question Time.
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deuils of grants from the European Regional Development Fund are published in the
Official Journal, will the Commission give the dates when information on grants from,
respectively, the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund and
rhe Guidance Section of the EAGGF were published in the Official Journal since the
beginning of 1980? Did the Official Journal indicate, in respect of each grant made from
the 3 funds, the toral cosr, level of grant, nature and location (in terms of local authority
area) of the function or operation being aided? Does the Commission believe that the fre-
quenry, rapidity and level of detail given in the Official Journals in respect of the indivi-
dual grants concerned is sufficient to allow the public to understand properly how their
money is being spent? Does the information published amount. to the 'immediate and
detailed information' which my supplementary question referred to?

Answer

The list of Official Journals containing derails of the aid granted under the EAGGF,
Guidance Section, since 1980 is fairly [ong. Copies will be forwarded to the honourable
Member and the Secretariat of Parliament: without delay. Publication in the Offical Jour-
nal always takes place some two months after it has been decided to grant a certain part of
the aid.

Deails of aid granted under the European Regional Development Fund in 1980 and 1981

will appear in the Official Journal during the first and second halves of this year respec-
dvely.

Aid granted under the Social Fund is not announced through the Official Journal.

\7ith regard to the EAGGF, the Official Journal does not give details of the amount of
the aid or the name of the recipient since these are confidential. In the case of the ERDF,
the Official Journals contain only lists of projects pursuant to Article 10 of the existing
regulationl.

The iommission considers that it would be in the interests of the Community if more
rapid and more detailed information could be provided than is currently the case with not-
ices in the Official Journal. For this reason, as soon as decisions on the granting of aid
have been adopted, it will provide detailed information on the aid granted through the
various financial instruments via the Spokesman's Office of the Commission to journalists
accredited in Brussels; this information will simultaneously be issued to the Information
Offices and other offices under their control in the Communiry. These bodies can then be

responsible for disseminating the information as appropriate.

It should also be pointed out that reports on activities relating to the financial instruments
are periodically submitted to the Council and Parliament.

Finally, it should be noted that the Commission intends to implement an action plan
designed to compile regional data for the various Community financial instruments. In
this context, it is planned that in the longer term data relating to Community aid should
be stored in a data base thus providing easier access to the desired information.

Question No 26, by Mr Calpez (H-t7/82)

Subject: Italian steel production

Can the Commission explain how, at a time when quotas are being set for European steel

produoion pursuanr to Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty, Italian steel production in the first

I Revised version of rhe text of Council Regularion (EEC) 724/75 of 18 March 1975, OJ No C 35,
9 February 1979.
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months of tggZ has been 9% higher than during the same period in 1981, and how the
figures for the independent Italian sreel-makers have been even higher?

Anszoer

The increase in the production of crude steel in the Community during the first three
months of 1982 compared with the same period in 1981 was approximately 30/0. The
increase varied from one country of the Community to another and was 9.450/o in Italy.

The Commission would draw the honourable Member's attention to the fact that the
arrangement in force pursuant to Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty does not refer to crude
steel production, but to approximately 700/o of finished rolled producm.

In the case of these products, the restrictions imposed by the quota system were laid down
on the basis of references based on the quantities produced during rhe 12 best months
over the period July 1977 to June 1980.

The application of differenr abatement rates during the two periods in question in itself to
some extent jusdfies the increase in production to which the honourable Member has
referred.

It should be stressed, for the rest, that the market situation for long products has been less

depressed during the first quarter ol tggz compared wirh rhe first quaner of 1981, which
may also explain a cenain increase in production, panicularly on the parr of independent
Italian steel-makers.

Question No 27, by Mr Delorozoy @-67/82)

Subject: 1983, Year of the Craft Industry and Small and Medium-sized Undertakings.
Can the Commission give some idea of the activities it inrends to undertake to
make 1983 the Year of the Craft Indusry and Small and Medium-sized Under-
takings in accordance with the resolution adopted by the European Parliament?

Ansuer

The Commission has made the necessary preparations to make 1983 the Year of the Craft
Indusry and Small and Medium-sized Undertakings in the Community. It has various
types of activities in mind as follows:

1. At the political level, a conference for the launching of the various acriviries could be
held in Strasbourg or Brussels with the participation of Members of Parliamenr, Members
of the Economic and Social Committee, Ministers and Members of the Commission, top
national and Community officials and representarives of the professional associations.

A similar conference could be held at the end of the year to take srock of whar had been
achieved and outline future prospects for the small and medium-sized undertakings in the
Community.

2. At a more cechnical level, the Commission intends to organize four seminars or con-
ferences in four regions of the Community on various subjects, which have nor yet been
finally decided on but could include access by small and medium-sized undertakings to
financing sources, the problems of technological innovarion, small and medium-iized
undertakings and expons, exchange of experience, problems in the functioning of the
domestic market.

3. The Commission intends to lend its support to national acriviries organized on an-
annual basis or in connection with this year and [o endeavour to ensure coordination of
these activities and the subjects covered.
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4. \7ith a view to keeping people up to date on developments, a series of brochures of a

completely practical nature could be issued by the Commission containing, for example,
the most interesting results emerging from the seminars or conferences held during the
year.

5. If these activities are ro be a success, this will call for close cooperation between the
institutions of the Community and of the Member States. In this connection, the Commis-
sion and the Members of Parliament with most interest in the problems of small and
medium-sized undertakings have established contacts which they will maintain as fre-
quently as required.

6. If these activities are to be carried out, adequate financial resources must also be avail-
able. The Commission will request a new line in the budget (7779). However, in view of
rhe budgetary restrictions, it unfortunately seems likely that the amount which is ulti-
mately made available will not be sufficient to finance some of the programme outlined.
Additional contributions from the Member States and certain private bodies interested in
rhe activities in connection with the Year of the Craft Industry and the Small and
Medium-sized Undertakings in the Community will therefore also be required.

Question No 28, by Mr Msller

Subject: Irish impon duties on car-body parts

Does the Commission believe rhat the duty of 35.50/o charged by the Irish Republic on
imports from other Member States of body parts and mudflaps for cars is compatible with
Anicles 30-36 of the EEC Treaty, and if not will the Commission instruct the Irish
Republic to remove this duty as soon as possible?

Ansuer

As has already been explained in the replies to \Tritten Question No 81/1982 from Mr
Petersen and No 133/1982 from Mr Nielsen, the Commission has contacted the Irish
authorities with a view to obtaining further information on this problem.

As soon as it is in possession of this information, the Commission will be able to study the
Irish fiscal measures in the light of the provision of the EEC Treaty and, if appropriate,
open proceedings against Ireland should it appear that the legislation in question is incom-
patible with Community principles. The Commission will not fail to inform the honoura-
ble Member of the conclusions reached in the study which will be undenaken on the basis

of the information provided by the Irish authorities.

Question No 29, by Mr Megahy (H-69/82)

Subject: Butter ships and tax free shops

Despire the decision of the European Court of Justice the German Government has offi-
cally announced its decision not to implement the Commission ruling of January 1982
which required the government to abolish the so-called butter ships which operate out of
the Baltic and other sea ports. The German government spokesman said that the 'butter
ships' would not be forbidden until tax free shop facilities for intra-Community travellers
had been abolished in all Member States. \flhat action does the Commission propose to
rake in the light of this statement?
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Ansuer

On the matter of the 'butter cruises', the Commission, on 7 April 1982, sent the German
Government a letter of notification as provided for in Ardcle 169 of the EEC Treaty; it
allowed the Government a period of 3 weeks to submit its observations. Since it has not
received a satisfactory reply, the Commission has decided [o go on ro the nex[ stage of rhe
procedure and to deliver a reasoned opinion.

Question No 31, by Mr Kirk (H-71/82)

Subject: National aid for films

Can the Commission confirm that it is in accordance with Community rules for national
aid to be granted for the production of films where the aim of the films is to promore and
preserve the culture of that particular Member State?

Answer

1. In its assessment of national aid, the Commission must see to ir rhat all rhe provisions
of rhe Treaty are respected and that the aid is compatible wirh rhe Communiry marker
under the rerms of Anicle 92 of rhe EEC Treary.

2. As regards the film industry, the Commission has, in examining national aid, always
taken account of the peculiarities of this sector as a form of commercial acdviry which can
also have imponant anistic and cultural aspects. It has, therefore, never opposed national
aids to the film industry provided that they do not affect the principles of rhe Treaty
aimed at ensuring the smooth running and development of rhe common market.

3. Thus, the Commission is not opposed to national aids which are likely ro promote rhe
cultural expression of the various Member States. However, it must ensure that these mea-
sures do not, as in the case of certain national aids, involve discrimination, which may not
only be necessary for the promotion of the cultural and anisdc aspecrs of films, but may
also jeopardize the equal treatment which the people of rhe Community must conrinue ro
enjoy over the entire territory.

Question No 32, by Mr Prag (H-72/82)

Subject: Effect of durum wheat premium on British and German pasta producrion costs

In view of the unfair burden on British and German pasta manufacturers and consumers
arising from the huge difference between the Communiry and world premiums on durum
over common wheat, will the Commission now'propose measures to the Council for more
equitable managemenr of the durum wheat marker?

Anszoer

The Commission has recently made proposals to the Council for the lg82/83 price pack-
age, including proposals for durum wheat. The Commission sees no ground foi no* mak-
ing further proposals for durum wheat, and notes that the price ieladonship berween
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imported common and durum wheat is of the same order as the relationship between the
Community products.

Question No 33, by Mr Clinton (H-73/52)

Subject: Failure to adopt a common fisheries policy

In the event of failure by the Council to adopt a common fisheries policy before the end of
1982, will existing arrangemenm in relation to coastal bands continue?

Ansuer

The Commission is following with a great attention any development in connection wirh
the dossier of fisheries. In this context it is Article 103 of the Accession Acr which provides
inter alia that the Council, acting on a proposal of the Commission, will examine the prov-
isions which could follow the derogations in force until 3l December 1982.

It is expected that the Council will, at an early date, examine in detail proposals of the
Commission in the matter.

Subjec,: Low cos, ,",:;::: ::::,''McCartin 

(H-74/s2)

\7hen does the Commission intend to introduce the second pan of the ninth programme
for assistance to the provision of low cost housing for coal miners?

Has the Commission assessed the need for such hqusing for the Arigna area in Ireland;
what is the estimated cost of the need assessed and whar level of assistance will be pro-
posed?

\flhat provision does the Commission intend to make for longer lerm future need?

Answer

1. The Commission has decided on December 20, 1987, to srarr. rhe second part of the
ninth ECSC housing loan programme. The allocation of funds to Member States will be
decided in July 1982. First individual applications are expected to arrive by the end of rhis
year.

2. Ireland has participared in rhe ECSC housing loan programmes since 1973. The Com-
mission has allocated loans under earlier programmes to a very substantial proportion of
Irish miners, whose number is very small in comparison with figures in other coal produc-
ing Member States. Applications from Arigna area will also be taken into consideration in
the process of allocation of funds during the current programme. This allocadon will be
decided by the date indicated above. At this moment, no exacr figures can be given about
the share of the 30 million ECU of the second part thar might be allocated ro the Irish
coal and steel industries.

The secretary of the Sligo Leitrim Roscommon ECSC Housing Committees has been
asked to submit proposals for rhe second part of the ninth programme.
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3. In rhe view of the Commission, the ECSC housing loan schemes have worked suc-

cessfully. Under the seventh and eigth programmes, 239 houses for coal and steelworkers
in Ireland have been co-financed by the Commission. Under the current programme, first
rranche, IRL 206 867 have been provided for this purpose. The disribution between coal
and steel sectors will be handled in detail by the Irish regional committees. At a coordinat-
ing meering in Dublin in autumn 1981, rhe Commission's representative expressed his opi-
nion thar an allocarion of IRL 70 000 should be given to the coal sector.

At the presenr stage no prediction can be made as to future programmes. The Commission
will have to decide on rhis matter by the end of 1983.

Question No 35, by Mr Sch@artzenberg (H-78/82)

Subject: Combating hunger in the world

Does the Commission not think that its President should propose that the fundamental
issue of combating hunger in the world be placed on the agenda for the next European
Council?

Ansaner

As the honourable Member sugges6, the problems of combating hunger in the world are

of a scale which would justify discussing them at the next European Council.

In the context of the preparation of Community positions with an eye to the Versailles
Summit, the Commission has ensured that the question of guaranteed food supplies and
the fight against hunger in the world should be in the forefront.

This subject has been chosen from the two main questions which it feels should be dealt
with on this occasion in the context of the debate on Nonh/South questions.

It goes without saying that the European Council, which is rc be held at the end of June,
will also consider this question, panicularly in the light of the results of the Versailles
talks.

Question No 36, by Sir Daoid Nicokon (H-86/82)

Subject: Purchase of right hand drive cars in Germany

Is the Commission aware that Daimler Benz A.G. have 'a strict and irrevocable settlement'
which says 'that right hand drive cars can only be bought in England and not in Ger-
many', and, in view of the fact that this is in direct contravention of the Treaty of Rome,
could the Commission state what action it, proposes to ensure that cars available in one
Member State may be purchased in any other Member Stare?

Answer

The Commission is carrying out an investigation at the moment to derermine ro whar
extent the imponation of Daimler Benz vehicles through disribution channels other than
those prescribed by the manufacturer is being impeded.
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It will not fail to inform the Honourable Member should it instirure proceedings in con-
nection with the case to which he refers under Anicle 9(3) of Council Ftegularion 17 /62.

As regards the general problem of the obstruction of the free importation of moror vehi-
cles, the commission would refer ro its answers to rhe Parliamenrary questions by Mr
C.Jackson (H-49/82), by Mr Prag (H-18/82), by Mr Velsh (l}t/82), by Mr Collins
(1527/81), by Mr Michel (1515/81), by Mr Griffith (H-722/81), by Mr Dalziel (H-550/
81) and by Mr von Hassel and Mr Mi.iller-Hermann (393/81).

Question No 37, by Mr Seal (H-57/52)

Subject: French tax on Scotch whisky

I understand from a debate in the House of Commons on 31 March rhar the French
Government is refusing to comply with a judgment of the European Court on illegality of
French tax on Scotch whisky.

Could the Commission indicate all other cases of non-compliance with Court judgment
by Member States and state whar acrion ir is taking ro ensure compliance?

Ansuer

As far as the French tax on Scotch whisky is concerned, rhe Commission decided in
March of this year to institute Article 169 proceedings against France because of rhe fail-
ure of that Member Stare to comply fully with the judgment of the Courr of Justice of
27 February 1980 in Case 168/78 in which the Court had ruled rhar the differential taxa-
tion applied by France to various alcoholic beverages was in violation of Article 95 of rhe
Treaty. To this end the Commission wrote [o France on 7 April 1982 requesting the
observations of the French Government.

As far as other cases of non-compliance by Member States with Court judgmenrs are con-
cerned, the Commission would refer the honourable Member to rhe ansu/er to \Trirten
Question 388/82.

Question No 38, by Mr Bonde (H-88/82)

Subject: Unemployment and income levels in North and Sourh Schleswig

\7ill the Commission provide comparative figures for unemploymenr and income levels in
Nonh and South Schleswig for each year from 1972 to date, regional development and
other public aid measures implemented during the same period and the differences in
interest rates on loans obtained for the purposes of investment in machinery and build-
ings? \7ill the Commission also explain its objections to Danish regional development sub-
sidies in the communes of Bredebro, Hojer, Skaerbaek, Tonder, Bov, Tinglev and
Logumkloster?

Answer

1. This question asks for a lot of details and the honourable Member will understand
that the Commission can not today give all these details. However, what it can say and
u'hat may clear the issue somewhar is rhe following:
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2. Vhen rhe Commission determines whether or not the classification of a region as an

assisted area is compatible with the common market having regard to the common interest
as mentioned in EEC Treaty Art. 92(3)(c) the Commission has to place the regions pro-
posed by the Member States in a European context. Furthermore, national disparities are

also considered.

3. The aids given in the form of investment allowances and soft loans in Schleswig-Hol-
stein can atrain a maximum aid inrensiry of 16.60/o ner grant equivalent of the investment;
in the areas of the Zonenrandgebiet a maximum aid intensity ol 20.50/0, whereas the

actual maximum aid intensity in the municipalities in Sonderjyllands amt mentioned by the
honourable Member is 200lo net.

4. The Commission has found that in a national context these municipalities as a region
have an overall good socio-economic position compared to other regions in Denmark. At
rhe same time this region also has a lower level of unemployment and a higher level of
income in a national context than is the case for Schleswig-Holstein.

In view of this the Commission has therefore found it justified that the intensiry of aid
should be lowered in the seven municipalities in Sonderjyllands amt.

5. Should the honourable Member wish to have any more detailed information than
given today, the services of the Commission will be at his disposal.

Question No j9, by Mr Alaoanos (H-93/82)

Subject: Discrimination by the \7est German Governmen[ against Greek immigrants

The level of rax-deductible. exceptional remitrances which immigrants in Vest Germany
are allowed to make ro members of their family in their country of origin is fixed at
DM 3 600 for immigrants from Spain, which is not a member of the Community, whereas
for Greeks the limit is DM 2 400; in addition, family members who are serving in the
Greek army are not classed as dependents.

Vhat action does the Commission intend to take to put an end to this unacceptable discri-
minadon which is inconsistent with the Commission's view (COM(78) 200 final) that
workers from Member States of the Community should not receive less favourable treat-
ment than workers from non-Member States?

Ansrper

In accordance with the Treaty of Accession of Greece to the Community, Greek nationals
working legally in Germany, should be treated in a non-discriminatory way with German
workers and nationals of other EEC Member States. Article 7, paragraph 2 of Regulation
1612/68 on freedom of movement provides that EEC workers enjoy the same social and
tax advantages as the national worker of the country of employment and should apply ro
Greek workers in Germany.

If the examination of their case leads to the conclusion that Community law has not been
respected, the Commission will act according to the rules and procedures provided by rhe
EEC Treaty (infringement procedures 

- 
Article 169).
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Question No 40, by Mr Albers (H-95/82)

Subject: Financial aid for UNR\7A

Is the Commission preprred to increase financial aid ro UNR\flA in order to avoid the
closure of schools in Pal:stinian refugee camps?

Ansuter

The Commission is aware of the problem raised by che honourable Member. Ar the
request of the UNR\7A, it is currently considering rhe possibility of a pardal redirection
of Community aid towards the education programme for the years 1982 and 1983 and in
the context of the recently concluded convenrion.

()uestion No 45, by Mr Harris (H-108/82)

Subject: Minimum landing size for mackerel

In its 1981 report, the Adrisory Committee on Fisheries Management of ICES, the inter-
national scientific organization, recommended the introduction of a 30 centimetre mini-
mum landing size for ma,:kerel caught in the western area fishery off the United King-
dom.

If the Commission is considering the recommendation, will it give a derogation to the
traditional fishermen of tre south-west of England by excluding the use of hand-lines
from the scope of any regulation as this type of fishing provides no threar to fish srocks
and as many small fishinl; communities, particularly in Cornwall, will be threatened if
such an exemption is not ntade?

Answer

1. In its 3rd report of November 1981, the Sciendfic and Technical Committee for Fish-
eries which was asked by the Commission to review the ACFM recommendarion,
endorses those concerning che mackerel fishery managemenr and recommends that 'a
30 cm total length minimurn size limit is introduced for (the \Tertern) stock of mackerel
with the derogation that any landing or part. thereof may conrain up ro 100/o maximum by
weight of mackerel smaller than 30 cm'.

2. The STCF do nor mention the need for any other derogation. This may suggesr rhar
all fisheries are concerned.

3. However, when the Commission wiil amend its present proposal on technical meas-
ures to take up the last scit:ntific recommendations available, it will consider all deroga-
tions which might be appropriate for rhe conservarion of the stocks.

S u b j e r : c o m m u n i ty,,,:;:: :; 
^'^', "::,::::e 

v ( H - 1 I e / s 2 )

'S7hat progress has been made to date towards adopting concrete decisions in favour of
Community integrated operttions, and will the Commission consider as soon as possible
such an operation for the citv of Dubl'rr
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2.

1.

Answer

As far as the specific decisions in favour of integrated operations are concerned, the
Commission has set in motion by way of experiment, two integrated operations in
Naples and Belfast.

\flithin the framework of this integrated operation and given Belfast's special situa-
tion, the Commission has proposed the financing of a specific action on housing.l

In additon, the Parliament has secured the inclusion in the Community budget of a

special line to finance integrated operation and related preparatory studies.

Finally, in its proposals to amend the European Regional Development Fund2, the
Commission proposed, in Anicle 29, higher rates of participation by the Fund in
investments and projecm undenaken within the framework of integrated operations.

Before taking any decision on the initiation of further integraced operations, the
Commission considers it appropriate to analyse in detail the results of the two inte-
grated operations in Naples and Belfast.

Question No 47, by Mr Treaqt (H-120/82)

Subject: Extension of disadvantaged area schemes

Does the Commission intend to re-examine the criteria relating to eligibility for classifica-
tion as a disadvantaged area under the disadvantaged areas scheme, in order to allow for
the inclusion of the Nore Valley, Slievebloom, and Kilcoman/Hollyford areas in Tipper-
ary, and other disadvantages areas of Munster not already included in this scheme; and
has any request been made to date for the inclusion of the areas mentioned above, in this
scheme?

Ansuer

The criteria which govern the definition of less favoured areas in Ireland are laid down in
Directive 75/272/EEC concerning the Community list of less favoured areas within the
meaning of Directive 75/268/EEC. The Commission does not intend ro propose to the
Council that these criteria be amended.

The Commission has akeady had informal discussions with the Irish aurhorities abour
possible extensions to the less favoured areas in Ireland within the framework of the exist-
ing criteria. Funher discussions are necessary, however, before a final decision on the
selection of new areas can be taken, it being understood that the areas ultimately selecred
in this context shall be those which fulfil the criteria laid down in Directive 75/27L/EEC.

I Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC), instituting a specific aoion on behalf of housing in
Northern Ireland withing the framework of an integraied operation in Belfast (COM(8 I ) 707 0.2 Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC), amending Reguiarion (EEC) No 724/75 establishing a
European Regional Development Fund (COM(81) 589 f).
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Question No 48, by Mr Pattison (H-121/52)

Subject: Setting up of Community-wide network of local projects in favour of the handi-
capped

Vill the Commission state what concrete initiatives have been undenaken to date to set up
the network of locally based development actions in favour of the handicapped it has pro-
posed and how soon does it expect these projects actually to get underway?

Ansuer

Concrete action to launch the network of locally based projects, as well as the other
actions which make up the Commission's new programme of work in this field has
depended on the action on behalf of Disabled People. The head of this Bureau has now
been appointed, with effect from I May 1982.

The Commission has accordingly now formally invited the Member States to nominate
representatives to a liaison group to work with the Commission on implementation of the
programme. At a first meeting of this group to be convened by the Commission this sum-
mer it will be possible to establish, among other things, common crireria and procedures
for the choice of districts to participate in the network of projects.

It is the Commission's intention to adhere to the original timetable, so that the locally-
based projects will all be under way before the end of tga3. Since, however, adequate time
must be allowed for consultation and preparation at the local level, it is unlikely that this
will be achieved before September of that year.

Question No 49, by Mr Rieger (H-122/82)

Subject: EC-Switzerland relations

How does the Commission assess relations between Swizerland and the European Com-
munity, what aspects does it consider to be most important and what problems is it likely
to raise within the framework of cooperation with EFTA, of which Switzerland is a mem-
ber?

Ansroer

The Commission regards the relations between the Community and Switzerland as exem-
plary since at both political and economic level, these relations are marked by a similariry
of views which reflects the closeness of the links which have been esablished between the
two panies.

The official visit to Switzerland made by President Thorn on 29 and 30 April ar the invita-
tion of the Swiss authorities, provided an opportunity to mutually acknowledge and affirm
the unusually healthy nature of these relations.

EEC-Swizerland free trade agreements, which will be ten years old this year, and other
agreements are functioning to the complete satisfaction of the two parties involved.

The more than positive balance which the Community enjoys every year in its trade with
Switzerland, which is its second most important customer and third most important sup-
plier, is one of the essential elements which may be regarded as forming part of the driving
force for the ever-developing cooperation between Switzerland and the Community.
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Question No 50, by Mrs Gaiotti De Biase (H-125/82)

Sub;'ect: Community aid to Poland

Is there any truth in the repons that the Polish primate, Archbishop Glemp, has asked the
Community authorities to send tonnes of maize and soya ro Poland for use by private
poultry breeders, instead of finished food products? lfhat is the Commission's attitude to
this reasonable and legitimate request, which would help some private poultry farms to
survive and would multiply the biological value of Community aid by five?

Answer

During mlks with a Polish representative, a request was in facr made that 1.2 million t
maize and 0.2 million t soya for use in poultry breeding should be provided instead of
urgent humanitarian aid.

After carefully examining the request, the Commission has come to the conclusion rhar it.

cannot agree to such a request which lies complercly outside the scope of the objectives of
supplying direct humanitarian aid rc the Polish people. It would rather be a question of
economic aid to Poland.

lI. Questions to the Council

Question No 60, by Mr Daoem (H-105/82)

Subject: Irish boat-building crisis

Since the Council is obliged by the Treaties to ensure coordination of the general
economic policies of the Member States and since a common fisheries policy should be
regarded as a part of this coordination does the Council agree that its failure ro take
appropriate action has led to a situation in Ireland where seven boatyards have been
forced out of business within recent years, that job losses stand ar 250/o and that rwo more
boatyards are in receivership?

Answir

I would like to point out to the honourable Member rhar in most of the Member Stares a
reduction in fishery capacities has proved inevitable owing to the shortage of fish stocks
compared with existing fisheries capacities. The definition of new measures for the com-
mon fisheries policy should make it possible to overcome this siruation more effectively.

However, in the case of the Irish fishing industry, it should be nored that Ireland has
received financial aid from the Guidance Section of the EAGGF amounting ro

10 050 047 Irish pounds for the consr.rucrion of 119 fishing vessels,

- 41 451 Irish pounds for the modernization of 2 fishing vessels.

This aid corresponds to the undertaking given in the Council resolurion of 3 November
1976 (Hague Agreement) as regards the development of fishing in Ireland.

Moreover, the Council decided on 25 July 1978 to granr Ireland 45 m. u.a. in financial aid
for surveillance and inspection facilities in Irish wa[ers. So far the Communiry has conrri-
buted 17 971 l4l Irish pounds to rhe financing of several coasrguard vessels.
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\7hat are the priority subjects which will be discussed by rhe Council of Educadon Minis-
ters at its meeting on 24 May?

Answer

The two main items on the agenda for the meeting of the Council and the Ministers of
Education scheduled for 24 May 1982 are:

- Educadon and training in the context of the employment siruation in rhe European
Community;

- Academic recognition of diplomas and study periods.

In addition, the Council and the Ministers of Education meeting within the Council will
have a preliminary exchange of views on the impact of new information technologies on
education and training systems.

The Committee on Education has drawn up reports on the first two topics in accordance
with the terms of reference laid down for it by the Council and the Ministers of Education
meeting within the Council at their session of 22June 1981. The rhird point will be con-
sidered on the basis of a paper by Mr Richard, Member of rhe Commission.

In addition, the Presidency intends to presen[ to the Ministers of Education meeting
within the Council a progress report on the work of the Committee on Education on rhe
impact of demographic changes on education systems in the European Community, a sub-
ject which also came up for discussion at rhe session of 22 June 1981.

IIl. Questions to the Foreign Ministers

Question No 52, by Mr Kyrkos (H-13/52)

Subject: Decision of the Political Affairs Committee of the Council of Europe to hold its
forthcoming meeting in Jerusalem

The decision of the Political Affairs Committee of the Council of Europe to hold its fonh-
coming meeting in Jerusalem has provoked the sharp reacrion from rhe Arab states, the
PLO and many of the Member States of the Council of Europe. Given that this action is
further complicating the problem of the Middle Easr, how do the Foreign Ministers meet-
ing in political cooperation view this measure?

Answer

The Ministers of the Ten as such have not issued any opinion on rhe quesrion of the deci-
sion of the Political Affairs Committee of the Council of Europe to hold its forthcoming
meeting in Jerusalem. However, it should be poinrcd out that the Committee of Minisrers
of the Council of Europe, on which the Member States of the European Community are
represented, stated on 12 February that, under the terms of the Stature of rhe Council of
Europe, only the Committee of Ministers can act on behalf of rhe organization. The other
organ of the Council of Europe, i.e. the Assembly, can, inter alia, hself determine the
meeting places for the committees. The opinions of the Assembly do not necessarily corre-
spond to those of the Committee of Ministers and for this reason a meering of a Com-
mittee of the Assembly in Jerusalem can in no way be interprered as evidence of recogni-
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tion by the governments of the Member States of the Israeli law of 31July concerning

Jerusalem, which the Security Council of the United Nations in its Resolution No 478 of
August 1980 rejected and 'decided not to recognize' in the strongest possible terms.

Question No 55, by Mr Scbutartzenberg (H-79/82)

Subject: Anglo-Argentinian conflict over the Falkland islands

Can the Foreign Ministers explain why neither the United Kingdom nor Argentina
appears to have considered taking the dispute to the International Coun of Jusrice in The
Hague for arbitration and why the Ministers themselves have not proposed such a course
of action as provided for in international law instead of relying solely on the good offices
of the Unired States?

Answer

From the outset, the Ten have condemned the armed Argentinian intervention as a fla-
grant violation of international law. They have appealed to the Argentinian Government
to immediately withdraw their troops and continue searching for a diplomatic solurion.
The Ten have repeatedly pressed for the integral implementation of Resolution No 502 of
the Security Council. This Resolution supports any proposal which is acceprable to the
two parties and that can lead to a just and peaceful solution of the conflict. It is in rhis
spirit that the Ten have welcomed the efforts made by the American Secretary of State to
arrive at a peaceful solution of this kind.

This in no way excludes the possibility of aking the dispute to the International Coun of
Jusdce in The Hague for arbitration, provided both parties are agreed. It is interesting to
note in this connection, that in 1947 and subsequently, the United Kingdom offered ro pur
the dispute on the Falkland dependency before the International Court of Justice, and in
fact did so on a unilateral basis in 1955. However, Argentina refused to recognize rhe
jurisdiction of Court in this matter.

Question No 59, by Mrs Dury (H-100/52)

Subject: Condemnation of the military regime in Turkey

Following the invitation from the Parliamentary Assembly of rhe Council of Europe to rhe
Member States to lodge a complaint against Turkey for violarion of rhe Human Conven-
tion on Human Rights, do the Ministers not think that this complaint should be lodged
jointly by the Ten rather rhan by Norway alone?

Answer

Resolution No 755 (1982) by the Parliamentary Assembly of rhe Council of Europe,
adopted on 28 January 1982, is addressed to the 21 Member States of rhe Council of
Europe, represented in the Committee of Ministers. Thus, no initiarive whatsoever is
expected from the Ten as such. On the other hand, the allegation thar the Ten have shuf-
fled off the problem onro anorher Member Stare is totally unfounded.

The attitude of the Ten regarding the situation in Turkey is well-known and has been
described on several occasions. The Ten have continually expressed rheir concern at the
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human rights situation in Turkey, as demonstrated by the recent mission of the President
to rhat country.

In addition, certain Member States of the Ten, as Member States of the Council of
Europe, are studying the possibility of lodging a complaint on the basis of Article 24 of the
European Convention on Human Rights.

MARCH PART-SESSION

Question No 2Q by Mr Cahtez (H-505/81)1

Subject: Incompadbility of French nationalization measures with the Treaty of Rome

Article 3(c) of the Treary of Rome srates that the activities of the Community shall include
'abolirion, as between Member States, of obstacles to freedom of movement for persons,

services and capital'. This fundamental rule on the free movement of capital is being con-
travened by the nationalization of three French companies, CII Honeywell Bull, ITT
France and Roussel Uclaf, 'which are noticeable for a high level of foreign shareholding'
(from the Nationalization Bill of 23 September 1981, introduced by Mr Pierre Mauroy).
If, in these circumstances, a Member State intended to bring this matter before the Court
of Justice, what acrion would the Commission take under Article 170 of the Treaty of
Rome?

Supplementary dnsa)er

The Commission has in fact set up a group of this kind to study the compatibility of the

French Bill on nationalization with the Treaties.

As the Commission has informed the European Parliament, the French Law is, in its opi-
nion, compatible with the Treities.

Nevertheless, the Commission will continue to keep a close eye on developments in
France in this field as a result of the adoption of this Law.

So far, there had been no indications to suggest that the Law in question has resulted in
behaviour contrary to the Treaties. The Inter-services Group is, therefore, not currently
examining any individual dossier.

I An inrtial reply was given orally during Question Time on 9 March 1982.
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IN THE CHAIR : MR DANKERT

President

(The sitting was opened at 10 a.m.)

l. Approval of minutes

President. - The minutes of proceedings of yesrer-
day's sitting have been distriburcd.

Are there any comments?

I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Mr Presidenr, on page 7 of the
German version of the minures rhere is a footnote
which says that this paragraph was missing in the ori-
ginal German text. As I understand it, rhis footnore is
missing in all the other versions although it ought to
be included. The wording should be: This paragraph
was missing in the German version put ro rhe vore.
There was in fact no original and consequently no
subsequent text, but this paragraph was missing in the
German version which was put to the vore.

I also have something to say about page 13. The min-
utes say that I asked for rhe vore ro be annulliert.That
was not the actual German word I used. \U7har should
be there is the word nichtig. That was how I described
our view of the vote. I should like rhe minutes to be
changed accordingly.

President. - Your sratemenr has been noted, Mr
Arndt, and it will appear in the minutes.

Mrs Squarcialupi; Mr Berhhouwer; Mr
Rogalla; Mr Papapietro; Mr Gioliui (Com-
mission); Mr Burhe (Commission) Mr
Schinzel

Annex

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring. - (DE) In view of the starement
by the Socialist Group, Mr President, I move that
pages 5 and,7 ol the minutes be delered.

President. - I call Mr D'Angelosante.

Mr D'Angelosante. - (IT) \/irh regard to Mr Arndt's
request, Mr President, let me point our that there can
be no question of voting on an amendment ro the min-
utes. There simply has to be a sraremenr thar the vote
was void. In other words, in view of the fact rhat when
the vote was taken some Members had a texr which
was different from the one being pur ro rhe vote - I
mean they had an invalid rexr - you are obliged as a

result, Mr President, ro declare the vore void. There
can be no question of rhose who carried rhe vote
deciding whether ro change the minures or nor. This is
a fundamenral point, if you ask me.

President. - Mr D'Angelosante, Parliamenr decided
last night that the vote could not be called into ques-
tion. The discussion concerns only Mr Arndr's state-
ment as to whether his words were correcrly reported
in the minures. He claims that they were not and we
therefore have to change them.

Mr von der Vring has requested the deletion of
pages 5 andT of rhe minutes and has called for a vote.

I call Mr Forth.

Mr Forth. - Mr Presidenr, I should like to ask on
what basis you are prepared ro accepr that proposal.

253

2s6

264

15.
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Forth

These pages of the Minutes, in the English text any-
way, state that a resolution was adopted by the House.
Now, you cannot change that fact. A resolution was

passed by the House; it was duly voted on. Could you
explain what you believe the effect of deleting that
from the Minutes would be. I think it would leave the
House in the absurd position where the Minutes of
Proceedings no longer recorded what undoubtedly
took place. I am not quite clear what effect this would
have. So, perhaps before you put it to the vote, you
could explain your understanding of what we are now
about to do.

President. - Yes, Mr Fonh, I fully agree with you. I
did not propose to the House to vote on it, I only said
Mr von der Vring asked that it be voted on. The
remark you made was one I should have made but you
got there before me, namely that it is impossible to
vote on the resolutions which were adopted. In fact
the consequence of a vote now would be to suppress

the decision of yesterday, so we cannot vote on it.

I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr President, before this kind of
devious exercise in procedure Boes any further, I hope
it will be made clear to the House that w'hatevt:r else

might be decided about the Minutes or an)'thing else,

the resolution that was adopted here yesterday r&as the

one discussed a[ a meeting, at which all parties were
represented, the previous day. Presumably the spokes-
men who discussed and understood the Liberal ,3roup

motion explained in full to their own Broups pr,:cisely
what was involved. Nobody in this Parliament ;hould
have been in any doubt about the resolution that was

in fact passed. Therefore, I really regret that people

over there should now be casting doubt on the resolu-
tion that was passed 6y a very substantial majority at a
time when everybody knew that that resolution was in
fact before the House. I do hope this particular fact
will be made clear to everybody in the gallery, in the
press and on the floor of the Chamber.

President. - Yes, Mr Fergusson, it is quite clear since
we voted on the resolution yesterday.

I call Mrs Castle.

Mrs Castle. - But surely, Mr President, minutes and
decisions of the Parliament cannot be matters of sub-
jective interpretation. They must be a reflectio'r of the
objective reality. The objective realiry, Mr President, is

that in the German rcxt of the minutes is a clifferent
resolution from the one that was voted on vestt:rday.

(Applause)

Now that is an actual objective fact and yoLr cannot
surely, Mr President, retrospectively amt'nd the

motion that was voted on and put a different one in
the minutes that you would have liked to have Parlia-
ment to have voted on. I must beg you, Mr President,
to make sure that the proceedings of this Parliament
are correctly reponed and correctly dealt with, how-
ever embarrassing it may be to cenain political groups
in this House.

President. - 
Mrs Castle, on the proposal of Mr Arndt

we have modified the footnote to the resolution on
page 7 so that the text of the German version is now
correct as far as the proceedings of yesterday are con-
cerned. Therefore I think your objection is without
point at the moment.

I call Mr Schinzel.

Mr Schinzel. - 
(DE) Mr President, you should see to

it that this footnote appears not only in the German
version but in all the minutes, in all the languages.

President. - That is precisely what Mr Arndt said.
The other languages should have the same note as in

the German version.

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring. 
- 

(DE) I therefore request that as

an alternative there should be another footnote on
page 6, to the effect that the Socialist Group disputed
the validiry of the vote.

President. - That can be incorporated in today's min-
utes.

I call Mr Patterson.

Mr Patterson. 
- 

Mr President, this whole discussion
on the minutes must take place in the context of
page 13 of the English version of the minutes where
this matter was ruled upon. I am surprised that we are
sdll having a debate on the validity of the vote. It says

in Rule 81 'the President, shall decide whether the
result announced is valid. His decision shall be final'.
A final decision was made yesterday on the validity of
this vote. That is the matter - 

it comes later in the
minutes - 

which should be taken as paramount, I find
it extraordinary that we are discussing the validity of
the vote yet again.

President. - For quite some time now we have not
been discussing the validity of the vote. Thar was
decided yesterday and the decision has been upheld
without any problem. The only question now is how
to include in the minutes the surrounding circum-
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stances of the vote and that is a matter which we have
also now decided.

(Parliament approaed tbe minutes)

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (NL) Mr President, I should like to
point out that the amendments to the report drawn up
by Mrs Viehoff on behalf of the Committee on Yourh,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport on mea-
sures to combat illiteracy are not yet available in
Dutch that is in the language of the rapporteur herself.
Can steps be taken to make sure that we have the texts
in Dutch before this afternoon's debate?

President. - Your request is perfectly justified and we
shall do our best to ensure that these texts are indeed
available before the debate begins.

I call Mr Marshall.

Mr Marshall. - Mr President, regarding the first
emergency motion this morning, I asked at 9.55 a.m.
at the desk for the amendments in English and was
told that the amendments were only available in
French. Beautiful as the French language is, there are
some Members of this House who find it difficult to
understand the nuances of amendmenm which are
available solely in one language.

Can I suggest that the staff of this Parliament be better
informed as to which amendments are available in
which languages?

President. - Mr Marshall, I hear that rhe srock of
amendments in English ran out some [ime ago. Some
of the Members of your group have the amendments
in English and a new set will arrive very shortly.l

2. Farm prices

President. - The nexr item is the joint debate on rwo
motions for resolutions :

- motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-221/82) by
Mr Davern and others on the emergency
measures to be taken to compensate farmers
suffering severe hardship due rc the lack of
1982 farm prices on 1 April this year;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-236/82),
tabled by Mr Dalsass on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Parry (CD Group),

I Documents received
Minutes.

on the failure of the Council of Ministers of
Agriculture to take agricultural price deci-
sions for the financial year 1982-83.

The Commission have informed me that they would
like to make a statement on agricultural prices. This
can only be done with the agreement. of the authors of
the motions for resolutions to be debated in the next
item on the agenda.

I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. - (DA) Mr
President, I should like to inform the House of the
latest developments in the Council's discussions on
farm prices. Since the last part session of Parliament
the Council has met twice, on 28 to 30 April in Lux-
embourg and on 10 and 11 May in Brussels. Unfor-
tunately, it has still not reached agreement in spite of
the Commission's unremitting efforts to find solutions
and compromises which could lead to agreement.

It is now fifteen weeks since the Commission made its
original proposals and nearly seven weeks since Parlia-
ment expressed its opinion. Under these circumstances
there is no excuse for the Council's failure to reach a

decision, since it has discussed farm prices at six meet-
ings. As I said, the Commission has created all the
conditions necessary for a Council decision. On I
April we amended our original proposal. On 10 May
we again revised the proposals in order to incorporate
the presidency's compromise proposal which was
acceptable to seven member counrries. Finally, on 11

May we made further amendments and gained the
approval of nine member countries.

Mr President, I think it would be useful for me to des-
cribe the final version of the Commission proposals, so

that Parliament will be familiar with the main lines of
the proposals as they stand at present. Since time is

short, however, rather than deal with the individual
technical details, I will concentrate on the most impor-
tant political points.

First of all the common prices: there will be rises of
701/20/o or 170/o for the most important animal prod-
ucts, 101/20/o for milk, sheepmeat and pigmeat, 110/o

for beef in two stages and, llo/o for wine and olive oil.
There will be price increases, but smaller ones, for cer-
tain arable produc6. 8t/20/o for cereals, only 71/20/o for
the lowest grade of wheat of bread-making quality, 8
t/20/o for rape and 91/20/o for sugar. There will, how-
ever, be larger increases for many Mediterranean
producm, including 130/o for cotton, 120lo for most
fruit and vegetables, 8 to 160/o for tobacco and I I to
740/o lor proteinaceous products and oilseed.

Secondly, monetary compensatory amounts: the
Council has already decided on a number of 'green'
devaluations which will increase prices in national cur-
rency in Belgium, Luxembourg, Greece, Denmark,- Referral to committee: see
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Italy and France. Decisions still have to be made on
che green revaluations where we have proposed a

reduction of 2.90/o for rhe Federal Republic of Ger-
many and 2o/o for the Netherlands.

Thirdly guarantee thresholds for milk, cereals, rape
and processed tomatoes have been set.

Fourthly, small milk producers are to receive 120 mil-
lion ECU in aid which will be allocated in accordance
wirh criteria to be drawn up by the Commission.

Fifthly, special arrangements for Greece are proposed;
the price of a lair number of products from that coun-
try will be brought into line with the common prices,
and possibilities for funher arrangements, should there
be problems with farmers' incomes, will be examined.
Premiums on calves at present granted to Italy will be
extended to Greece, Ireland and Northern Ireland.

Sixthly and finally, the Communiry legislation will be

adjusted particularly for wine, to improve guarantees
for producers by means of swifter and more effective
market intervention.

Mr President, I have described the essential points of
our revised proposal. The budgetary costs will in the
Commission's view be within the existing limits for
1982 in view of the savings expected. In the long run
the proposals will mean that agricultural expenditure
will rise more slowly than income. It is now up to the
Council to take its final decision. The Agriculture
Ministers will meet again in Brussels on 17 May, and
in the meantime the financial year has been extended
until 19 May. '!flhen I have finished, Mr President,
Vice-President Davignon will give an account of the
Commission's political attitude to the present sirua-
tion.

Finally, I wish to comment on the motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Davern and other members of the
House which proposes that the savings in the EAGGF
Guarantee Fund since 1 April should immediately be
repad to the farmers by means of a refund ro narional
governments. The savings we expecr from the 1982
budget, which can be arrributed ro conrinuing good
economic conditions in the first monrhs of this year
rather than the delay in fixing prices for the new
financial year, will largely be needed to cover rhe
additional costs resulting from the decisions on prices
for 1982-1983. The amount available as a result of the
delay will therefore be very limited. I must therefore
inform you that the Commission cannor suppon Mr
Davern and the other Members in their morion for a

resolution. It is vital for the Council ro aBree next
week on prices with immediare effect. Together with
the price increases resulting from the green devalua-
tions which have already raken place in six Member
States, they will form the basis for an improvemen[ in
farmers' incomes in the Community in the coming
year.

Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. -(FR) As Mr Dalsager has just said, the final proposal
which the Commission submitrcd to the Council on
Tuesday morning takes as much account as possible of
rhe debate in the Council, the suggestions put forward
are compatible with the general guidelines for the
Common Agricultural Policy as submitted to the Par-
liament by the Commission.

On Tuesday it became evident that the Commission's
endeavours were achieving their object, since nine
delegations made it clear that they approved these pro-
posals. Only one delegation was against them.

The President of the Council then concluded, without
their being any vote, that the conditions laid down in
the Treaty for mking a decision were met. The Com-
mission considered that the political debate on the
terms of the compromise was now closed and that it
was time to move on to the finalization of the imple-
menting regulations and their formal approval by the
Council because implementation did not involve the
overall political compromise but the texts which could
have effect ois-ri-ois third panies. Consequently, Mr
Thorn called on the Council to take a clear decision to
go ahead with the final drafting and the approval of
the implementing regulations, and he formerly asked
for a Council to be called next week to take the formal
decision.

!7hen opinions were voiced following this proposal, it
transpired that eight delegations considered that this
procedure should be adopted but one of these delega-
tions felt that the decision could only be taken unani-
mously, although it was in favour of moving on the
next stage. Two delegations expressed explicit reserva-
tions about going ahead with the next srage as sug-
gested by the Commission and voiced their desire for
discussions to continue towards finding a rext on
which all could agree. The President of the Council
concluded by saying that the Council would be called
on 17 May, to come to a decision on rhe basis of the
proposal which rhe Commirree had submitred to ir,
and that the proposals were being finalized with the
help of legal/linguistic experts.

I think the reasons why the Commission reached this
dual standpoint should be established, which is I rhink
quite simple. The failure ro take a decision on the farm
prices by 17 May ar the laresr will lead ro a serious cri-
sis because the current provisions expire on the morn-
ing of 19 May, and in those circumstances the whole
mechanism of the agricultural policy and rhe credibil-
ity of the Community decision-making system irself
will be in jeopardy.

\7ith no decision on farm prices for the new season,
the Commission cannor take the place of the Council
and fix the new prices. Nor are rhe Member Srares
ready to step inro the breach and extend the past
year's prices beyond l8 May, a solution which in any
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case is inacceptable in view of the interests and righm
of farmers.

You are aware that the head of the British delegadon
opposed both rhe Commission proposal for farm
prices and the way this proposal was dealr with, by
appealing ro what is called the Luxembourg Com-
promise. As you know, thr: Commission was nor a
party to the discussions held in January 1966 in Lux-
embourg, and as the guardian of the Treaty the Com-
mission is bound only by the wording rhereof. More-
over as you are fully aware, the Luxembourg agree-
ment is really deep down only a way of agreeing to
disagree...

Today we do nor inrend ro launch into this major
debate but simply decide how to respond to rhe farm-
ers, who quite rightly expecr an answer. Let us ask
ourselves for a moment whether there is any risk that
the decision suggested by the Commission may dam-
age anyone's vital inreresm? Is such an attirude con-
ceivable at a time when the partners of Britain and the
Commission are demonsrraring with regard to some
delicate issues that there is no hostility felt rowards
Britain? The idea rhat there is any intention ro isolate
one delegation is thus nor borne out by the facts.

Furthermore, what grounds are rhere for thinking that
after taking into account all the requesrs put forward
by all the delegations including the Brirish delegation,
as it is duty bound, rhe Commission would nor have
worked out a balanced final proposal bearing all in
mind? It is the Commission's role ro watch over rhe
interests of the Communiry as a whole as well as pro-
tect the legitimate concerns of each member. Those
are two sides to its rask. All proposals from the Com-
mission must comply wirh these two requirements and
the European Parliament is always rhere ro make sure
of that. And rightly so roo, because rhe Commission'
proposals are such that they are rhe only basis for a
majority decision by the Council. Ir is sdll the Com-
mission's hope, and no doubr that of all Member
States, that a unanimous agreement will be reached.
The Commission is aware of the United Kingdom's
concern for a final decision on rhe quesrion of its con-
tribution to the Community budget, bur rhe President
of the Council and President Thorn have really spared
no effon since January - and the Parliament has
sometimes held it against us - ro find a positive solu-
tion to this question, and I would like to make ir clear
once more to this Parliament thar rhe Commission is
still doing its urmost in rhar spirir, even while I am
speaking to you. But there comes a time when the vital
interests of the Communiry demand thar the Council
be brought fairly and squarely face ro face with its re-
sponsibiliry, which isjust what the Commission did.

President. - I wish to inform you rhar all rhe amend-
ments are now available in all languages.

I call Mr Radoux.

Mr Radoux. - (FR) Mr President, rhis House is most
definitely aware of rhe significance of rhe sraremenr
Mr Davignon has jusr made because ir comes from
him, no doubt since Mr Thorn is absent, and was
made in the name of the Commission as a whole. My
first question is therefore as follows: v/as [he Council
acquainted with the sraremenr which rhe Commission
made this morning? My second quesrion is: if I under-
stood the Commission correcrly, it considers that a

vital interesr for one State may also be a vital inrerest
for the Community as a whole. The Luxembourg pro-
tocol does actually anricipare rhat there may be a viral
interest for one Srare, bur I will conclude by saying . . .

President, - Mr Radoux, I recognize that your ques-
tions are imponant, but I think rhat orher speakers will
certainly raise them. in the course of rhis debate and
the Commission will reply to them.

Mr Radoux. - (FR) . . . Mr President, I would like
to conclude by saying thar now the Falkland Islands
are getring mixed up in the agricultural policy and the
Community budget!

President. - I call Mr Davern.

Mr Davern. - Mr Presidenr, firsr of all, I would like
to thank the Commission for coming out so straight-
forwardly here this morning and making the posirion
clear to this House. After al[, we made our decision
some time ago, and it is up ro rhe Council now to
make theirs. I admire the courage of the Commission
in having stood up and placed the reality of the politi-
cal situation as we know it in front of this House,
which accordingly has acred responsibly too.

I must condemn rhe arrirude of the one Member State
which is holding up the 250/o price increase on rhe
milk produced in April and May. \7har about the
calves that have been born since? This is rhe only sec-
tion of the Community rhat is being asked at this
particular rime to do without an increase, and particu-
larly is being used year afrcr year by the same Member
State as an object ro be bullied and threatened because
of a different element altogether regarding rheir own
contribution. There is a rwo-way split in Community
solidarity, and if that much vaunted solidarity is to be
used here as ir was yesterday, then equally it should be
used for the rest of rhe Community, for the future of
this Community, but more so indeed for the future
and solidarity behind the farming communiry, which is

the basis and the backbone of rhe very existence of this
Parliament and, I believe, of the Communiry itself.

Livestock cannot be produced in pushburton fashion,
as is thought by some people. Vhat about the animals
that now have to be sold ar 1981 prices? \7ho is going
to compensate rhere? Commissioner Dalsager said this
morning he could nor see the increases being made
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retrospective. There must be some body of savings
which is quite large 

- 
in the region of 300 million

pounds: in the EAGGF alone you have saved 100 mil-
lion units of account. In my own country, one of the
worst hit by the present farming recession, we have
accumulated from I April to 17 May a deficit of 20

million pounds, which to us, with our small economy,
is a huge amount.

I call on this Parliament to vote solidly for Community
solidariry, on the basis that if charity stans anywhere,
it stans at home: in that way, we protect our own
farmers and our own people. I would also ask aspe-
cially that this Parliament show to the Council of Min-
isters that it will not let the farmers burn and starve if
the Council y/ant to fiddle. If they want real decision-
making, let then give it to this body, which has the
political guts, the polidcal will, the political belief and
interest in this Community to ensure it lasts beyond
the present crisis.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Dalsass.

Mr Dalsass. - 
(DE) Mr President, I too should like

to thank Commissioner Dalsager and Vice-President
Davignon for their speeches on the state of the farm
price negotiations. I would never have believed that we
would still have to discuss farm prices in the European
Parliament at this stage. One and a half months have
now elapsed since April when prices should have been
fixed. The Commission's price proposals, representing
an increase of 10.70/o,were announced here.

I have no intention of going into the details and level
of the prices, but I must point out one thing: because

of this 1% month delay, when the 10.70lo is redistri-
buted over the whole year, it will work out at less than
100/o and agriculture will suffer, in spite of the fact
that we know 

- 
and have always admitted 

- 
that real

farming incomes have fallen during recent years. It is

now high time to reach a decision. At my suggestion,
the Committee on Agriculture sent a telegram of pro-
resr on 27 April to the Presidents of the Council and
Commission demanding that they finally do so.
Nothing came of it. Another 2 weeks has gone by and
they still have not reached agreement.

I should like to take this opportunity to acknowledge
the Commission's effons to reach a compromise. It is a
considerable achievement that nine Member States in
the Council have finally agreed on one possibility.
Only the agreement of one Member State is sdll
required. It is regrettable that this one Member State is
attempting to use the farm price negotiations to gain
other advantages which are totally alien to the spirit of
the Community. There are two reasons why we must
make the following demands:

First of all, to prevent farmers from suffering further
hardship, a decision must be taken immediately, so

that we do not end up in the legal vacuum described
by Vice-President Davignon, where we have no prices
at all. So a decision is required for economic reasons,
[o prevent. greater hardship. But there are also political
reasons. If we were to accept that we can carry on in
this way, we would be admitting that the Community
is no longer capable of making decision. So we cannot
accept this sort of thing . . .

President. - I call Mr Arndt to ask a question.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Mr Dalsass, I agree with you that
the Council of Ministers must reach its decision as

soon as possible. But Paragraph 2 of your resolution
states that the Council must mke due account of the
European Parliament's resolution in reaching its deci-
sion. According to what the Commission has said, this
would mean that the decision would not be taken until
June or July instead of on 17 May.

If you now wanr the decision to be made on 17 May,
this can only be done on a proposal from the Commis-
sion, and you should therefore remove the phrase
'taking due accounr of the European Parliament's
resolution'.

Mr Dalsass. - (DE) Mr President, we can cenainly
include this phrase as it is only inrcnded to mean that
Parliament has done irc duty in submitting proposals,
but that it is now up to the Council to reach a decision.
As I have akeady said, I do not intend to go into
details. I am no longer alking of 10.70/o or anyrhing
of that sort - I am only asking them finally to reach a

decision. I also said that the decision must be taken for
political reasons to give funher emphasis rc Parlia-
ment's decision-making ability.

The Luxembourg compromise was mentioned. How-
ever, Parliament has not considered that, having
repeatedly declared that it does not agree with it. That
is why, when the Council meers this week, every efforr
must be made to reach a decision, and if there is no
other way, a majority decision mus[ be taken, so that
we can show once and for all that the Community is

still alive.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Voltjer.

Mr Voltjer. - (NL) Mr President, I should firsr of
all like to pur a quesrion to Mr Dalsass.

President. - You may not use a point of order to ask
Mr Dalsass a question.
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Mr Voltjer. - (NL) This concerns a translarion, so I
shall put my question ro you insread, Mr President. I
have here before me Mr Dalsass's resolution along
with the German, English, Irrench and Dutch rransla-
tions. Paragraph 3 of the Durch translation is com-
pletely different from the French, German and English
versions. Can you tell me what is to be the next subject
of our discussions?

President. - The rranslarion is taken from the texr of
the original. I shall find out whar rhe original texr is
and let you know how the Durch texr ought to read.

Mr \fl'oltjer. - (NL) Mr President, on behalf of my
Group I should like rc make it quire clear that we too
believe that a decision should have been reached on
I April, and I am not exaggeraring when I say rhat we
are extremely sad thar rhe Council finds it impossible
to come to an agreement on farm prices. \7e appre-
ciate the account which the Commission has just
delivered. \7e, as Parliamenr, must also debate rhis
matter.

Vhat I really regret is that, as Mr Arndt has already
mentioned in his quesdon, the level of farm prices
must now be rediscussed. On behalf of my Group, I
would appeal to the rapporreur ro agree that neirher
this question, nor the compromise, nor Parliament's
past statements should be dealt wirh in this debate. \fle
want to have a clearcut Parliament debate on rhe sub-
ject. I would therefore ask Mr Dalsass ro leave our rhis
clause since it serves no useful purpose in the conrext
and only confuses the issue. Ve could have a separate
vote on this, but I should prefer for you, as rappor-
teur, to remove clause wirhout further ado, which
would certainly help to clarify rhe matter.

President. - \flill you allow Mr Dalsass to interrupr? I
believe that he has found a solution.

I call Mr Dalsass.

Mr Dalsass. - (DE) In reply to my colleague Mr
Voltjer's question: I prepared the original rexr in Ger-
man. All the orhers are translations, so ir is to the Ger-
man [ext that we must refer.

Paragraph 3, like all rhe others, musr be kepr in the
text to maintain the intended balance of the motion.

President. - I call Mr'lfoltjer.

Mr Voltjer. - (NL) I am sorry rhat Mr Dalsass will
not consider my question, since ir was rhe wording of
Paragraph 2 which I, like Mr Arndt, wanred to dis-
cuss, particularly the phrase 'taking due accounr of the
European Parliament's Resolution'. I would have liked

to have reached a compromise wirh the rapporreur on
this clause ro the effect that we should not debate the
matter. But now we no longer need to refer back to
the Commission's proposed compromise, nor ro Par-
liament's debates ar rha[ rime. 

.We 
must call on rhe

Council to produce a decision, and I welcome rhe fact
that the Commission is now prepared ro take further
stePs.

Finally, it has been clearly shown that the Luxembourg
compromise, according ro which a unanimous decision
may be required, is a useless sysrem capable of
obstructing and frustraring the decision making pow-
ers of the whole Community. I should welcome a

statement from us as Parliament that farm prices need
to be adjusted, that the Commission and the Council
must reach a decision on them as soon as possible, and
that we, the Parliament, are prepared to exercise enor-
mous pressure on the Council and rhe Commission in
order to achieve this.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Christian-Democraric Group).

Mr Clinton. - Mr Presidenr, rhe Members of this
House will be aware shat for a number of unavoidable
reasons the Commission proposals on prices of agri-
cultural products were issued exceprionally lare this
year. Nevenheless, rhe Committee on Agriculture and
the other committees of Parliament did everything
possible to produce their opinions in rime ro have
prices fixed at the start of the marketing year, as is

required by rhe Treaty. This was done also because of
the very serious situation of farmers throughout the
Community and because in some regions incomes have
fallen by more than 5Oo .

Having done this, Parliament approved a price
increase ol 140/0, but what has happened since? S7har
is the present situation?

The Commission produced a new set of proposals
going some way bur not nearly far enough ro reflect
the opinion on prices expressed by this directly-elecred
Parliamenr. A number of agricultural Council meet-
ings have been held, as we have been told by the Com-
mission this morning, but no final decisions have been
reached. And this is because one Member Srare is
refusing to cooperate on farm prices and ar the same
time openly admitting that the reason for refusing ro
accept an akeady agreed package is somerhing that
has nothing whatever to do with agriculture. This is
absolutely withour precedenr in rhe Community, and if
this sort of practice is accepted and recognized we
shall soon have no Community. I must say that I very
much appreciate the expression of concern that we
have had here from the Commission this morning ar
the very serious stalemate we have now arrived at.
This, of course, is the same Member Srare, unfortun-
ately, that has refused to join the EMS, thar has con-
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tinued to insist on having its own special beef and cat-
tle arrangements.

I would like to ask the United Kingdom when they
intend to become wholehearted Members of this
Community. That is what all of us want. The UK has

an immense contribution to make to the work of this
Community, and they have immense advantages to
gain by becoming a wholeheaned member of the
Community. That is what has been asked here today.
That is what has been asked at recent Council meet-
ings.

As I understand the present position, all the ingre-
dients have been assembled for the Commission to go
ahead and prepare the necessary directives to imple-
ment prices. In fact, I think they now have a legal obli-
gation to do this, because there is agreement on a

package, but there is disagreement by one Member
State because of something that is absolutely uncon-
nected with agriculture.

Now I think, as I say, that the Commission have an

obligation to prepare the directives and put them
before the Council. They can be passed by the Council
as points at the meeting that is taking place I think
next Monday. I have seen this happen on many occa-
sions in the case of many other things. But I have to
say with great regret that the only Minister - and I
was present at 5 price-fixing sessions - that I have
ever seen isolated in that time was a British Minister.
And there is one British Minister who I have seen iso-
lated on a number of occasions.

I hear somebody here on my left saying good, this is a
great thing. That is the same as saying that one Mem-
ber State's vital interests are far more important than
the vital interests of the whole Community. I hope that
this attitude will be dropped. I hope we can arrive at a
reasonable situation because Member States have suf-
fered a very serious loss at the present time - 

25 mil-
lion in the case of Ireland.

As somebody said, all this year's calves have been
born. If we were to get a calf subsidy it would be use-
less to us in the present year. I do not want. to fight the
Irish case particularly, I want . . .

President. 
- 

Mr Clinton, I have to stop you there.
You have exceeded your speaking time.

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Curry. 
- 

Mr President, my group believes that
the new farm prices package should be implemented as

soon as possible in full respect of the Community's
political traditions and procedures and her moral obli-
gations. It is a poor and unheroic package: it fails to
meet the wishes of this Parliament in respect of a price
level, co-responsibility taxes, limiration of outpur and

removal of monetary compensatory amounts. But it
exists, Mr President. It is an orphan of a package
which has lost track of its philosophical or intellectual
parents; but since it exists it must be applied.

The Community has obligations it must honour. It has

obligations to organizations and countries beyond its

own borders in the form of its adherence to interna-
tional agreemenrc like GATT and the Lom6 Conven-
tion. It has obligations in the undenakings it has given
to its own Member States. And I must be quite clear to
this House, Mr President, that the vast majority of my
group believes that the Community has accepted a

quite clear obligation to work towards a restructuring
of the budget which will contain the present flow of
resources from the poorer to the richer Member
States.

May I say also, Mr President, that you have an obliga-
tion to make sure that this Parliament behaves like a

parliament and less like a marketplace when people are

nlking!

But it also has obligations towards its own citizens,
and of those citizens the group to which the most spe-
cific undertakings apply, because of the specific
requirements of the Treaty of Rome, is the farming
community. That obligation towards the farming com-
munity is that prices shall be fixed by the beginning of
April.

Mr President, there is only one institution in the Com-
munity which has discharged its constitutional and
moral obligation and that is this House. The Commis-
sion failed to produce a package, despirc the Commis-
sioner's self-satisfaction, before the end of January
and, therefore, imposed an enormous burden on this
House in examining its proposals by the end of March.
And I say with some pride, since I was rapporteur, that
we accomplished it.

The Commission was late because it was waiting for
the emergence of some consensus in the Council
which was batting the mandate proposals backwards
and forwards from Agriculture Ministers to Foreign
Ministers. The Council waited for the Heads of
Government and the Heads of Government waited for
elections. It was the Heads of Government, Mr Presi-
dent, who insisted that the three chaprers of the man-
date proposal should be linked - the budget, possible
changes in the CAP and new policies. This link was
made, Mr President, against the wishes of the United
Kingdom and not at the insistence of the Unired King-
dom. \7e condemn this political failure to clear rhe
way for a farm prices package, not merely because it is

in quite clear breach of the Community's obligations,
but because it places a disproponionate burden on cer-
tain sections of the agricultural community and, there-
fore, compounds the injustice. Although rhe prices
package should be cleared by the beginning of April,
only a certain number of producrs are actually affected
by that date. Those products are milk and beef, sheep-
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meat in smaller se:rors. Producers of these commodi-
ties are suffering a daily rhefi of their incomes which it
is difficult ro imap,ine any industrial trade union ever
accePtrng.

In other sectors tht' beginning of the marketing year is
some time away fcr the bulk of the arable and Medi-
terranean commoc ities and those producers do not
suffer an equivalenr loss.

'!/e believe, Mr President, rhat the Council should
give the Commissi<>n clear authoriry to use mechan-
isms at irs disposal by the management committees to
find a way of makirrg good rhe losses which producers
have suffered.

This war, Mr Presirlent, is not to Europe's honour. It
is not the onlywar rhat has been fought or indeed will
be fought wirhin tht' CAP. No one deserves campaign
medals for heroism in the lamb war, rhe turkey war,
the wine war, [he gus war and now the prices war. In
these matters, Mr I)resident, the farmers are some-
times the infantry bur much more frequendy the hos-
tages irnd rhe prisont'rs of the q,ar. They are one of the
very few groups of people whose livelihood depends
directly on decision; taken at a European level and
there rnust be times when rhey, see themselves not as
the beneficiaries bur .rs rhe vicrims of Europe.

My group, Mr President, will do all in im power ro
ensure thar we ger these proposals implemented in full
conformity with the political rules and moral obliga-
tions of the Community.

President. - I call Mr Brondlund Nielsen.

Mr Brsndlund Nielst:n. - (DA) Mr President, ir is
the discussion about the origrnal language of the
motion, which leads rne to speak. I recommend most
strongly - I have dc'ne so earlier and I would now
like ro insist rhat it should acrually be done - that
Parliament documenrs should always indicate the ori-
ginal language on rhe :ront page nexr to the number.

I have had problems of this kind myself, and it should
always be possible to establish rhe original language
rapidly. I urge thar rhis should now actually be intro-
duced.

President. - \fle wil look at thar in the Bureau,
Mr Nielsen. I hope that this type of requesr can be
made in writing in futrrre, since we are very short of
time.

I call the Communist arrd Allies Group.

Mr Vitale. - (IT) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, our Group shares rhe concerns voiced by the two
requests for topical and urgenr debate, which have

been endorsed by rhe sraremenr from rhe rwo Mem-
bers of the Commission. I must applaud Mr Davignon
for having addressed rhe Council in such srronB rerms
for the first time since I have been a member of rhis
House. It would be a good thing if that was always the
case.

It really is unacceptable that producers should have to
pay for the inability of governmenrs ro reach an agree-
ment on what Parliament debared I think about
50 days - over a monrh and a half ago -, and thar
the farmers should have to pay for this delay, even
though the Dalsass morion for a resolution is incorrect
in my opinion in saying that the farming community is

bearing the brunt of these problems alone. The work-
ers are paying for them, and so are the consumers and
all citizens in the Community.'!7e are much more in
agreement wirh the rerms of rhe Dalsass morion rhan
with those of the one from Mr Davern.

In actual fact, I would like to poinr our rhar ir is nor
only the British attitude, reprehensible in itself, but the
general way agricultural problems are viewed in terms
of what you pur in and what you ger our, whereby
those who consider they have paid too much want to
be reimbursed, and those who are actually making
refuse to make any concessions, which stands accused.
Remember thar rhe profirs are spread amongst various
countries, and I call on you ro read roday's
'Le Monde', which menrions receiprs totalling
15 000 million in 1981 jusr to cover surpluses, so ir is
the general merhod which is involved. As for the com-
promise, we <:onsider rhere is no point taking the sub-
ject up again except ro say we are totally dissatisfied,
and therefore. endorse rhe relevant commenrs in rhe
Davern morion, wirh the revisions which do nothing
to alter the imbalances which we Communisr have de-
nounced more than once.

Ve are therefore in favour of there being a vote, not
so much to obtain compensarion for rhe producers as
to call firstly l'or a speedy decision by the date finally
laid down and which I hope will be decisive. Secondly,
a vote will enable us ro express criticism and emphas-
ize the urgent need to revise rhe method whereby such
decisions are arrived at, speed up things and emphas-
ize the need finally and in good time for once, ro
revise the mechanisms which bring about imbalances,
and consequenrly rhe delays and the divisions whereby
the weakest secrion of agriculrural producers inevita-
bly ends up pa1.ing.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Delatte. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, there was a comfonable majoriry in rhis Parlia-
ment for the vote on the Curry report concerning farm
prices, and [har was, I stress achieved within the time
limir. Among other things the repon made it clear that
the fixing of farm prices should nor be lumped
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rogether with the Mandate of 30 May. And here we

have the Council of Ministers incapable of aking a

decision afrer several meetings simply because discus-

sions are turning into deadlocked bargaining sessions.

Funhermore, may I point out that last year the Coun-
cil followed Parliament proposals to do away with the

monetary comPensatory amounts over two years, and

a decrease in the current compensatory amounts was

decided in line with this objective. And now, whereas

the Parliament voted with the same view in mind, this
year the Council is proposing a ridiculous decrease in

the monetary compensatory amounts thereby setting
farmers in countries with strong currencies at an

advantage. More especially, by turning back the

wheel, the Council is maintaining the permanent dis-
parities which keep providing ammunition for these

interminable discussions on farm prices. So please, is it
not time to put an end to this situation in which agri-
culture is always the central issue as if the CAP was

the source of all European troubles.

Ladies and gentlemen, the time has come to exPose

once and for all the use of the agricultural Pretext to
cover up the Council's lack of political will to take the

necessary decisions. That is why my Group has tabled
an amendment to the Davern motion for a resolution
to the effect that decisions are taken by a majority in
accordance with the treaties.

Mr Davignon said a shon while ago that the Commis-
sion had assumed its responsibilities. It is now up to
the Council to do the same. Mr Davignon drew atten-
tion to the serious crisis which would develop if there
were no decision at the forthcoming meetings on 24

and 25 May. I am not overlooking our British pan-
ners' difficulties, but Community solidarity has to
work both ways. The CAP is one of the pillars on
which Europe rests and as such deserves Community
support, which I hope will materialize on 24 and

25 May.

President. - I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.

Mr Mouchel .- (FR) Mr President, once more we
are witnessing the appearance of obstacles to the fixing
of farm prices. The second proposal from the Com-
mission sdll falls short of the European Parliament's
wishes, and nevertheless one Member State of the
Community continues to obstruct the fixing of the
farm prices. A situation of this son, and the attitude it
indicates, are unacceptable on more than one count.
The agricultural sector has been in worsening condi-
rions for several years and now this country is deliber-
ately penalizing it again. The delay in fixing prices is

bringing about a loss of about 200 million ECUs to the
French agricultural industry alone, not to mention all
the others. The farmers are feeling robbed. If this situ-
ation were to drag on or repeat itself each year, Mem-

ber States, who are concerned about agriculture col-
lapsing, might have to take national measures contra-
vening the CAP, even just to stop the unemployment
situation worsening. Such a move back [o national res-

ponsibiliry for the only real existing policy would
quickly jeopardize the very existence of the Common
Agricultural Policy. People who are really concerned
about European integration cannot resign themselves

to that.. Funhermore, in the same way it is unaccePta- ,

ble to let the basic principles of the CAP be continually
flouted. There is an urgent need for a return to uni-
form prices and markets, Community preference and

financial solidarity. If some States want to hinder
Europe's onward progress, those States which have

remained faithful to the principles which presided over
its creation should take the necessary stePs to set it
moving again.

In conclusion, Mr President, as co-author of a motion
for a resolution, I would like to express the earnest

hope that it is approved.

President. - I call the non-attached Members.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Mr President, for the nth time
the ten Agriculture Ministers paned this week without
reaching a final conclusion. Everyone knows that the

real reason is the stubborn attitude of the United
Kingdom mainly because of the British contribution.
Yesterday the House again manifested great solidarity
with the United Kingdom in the Falklands crisis. The
British government was right to ask for this. But we
are none the less right to ask now, again, and as a mat-
ter of the utmost urgenry, that our British friends
approve the agreement on farm prices even if the

United Kingdom cannot yet accepL the Nine's per-
fectly reasonable offer as regards the British contribu-
tion.

In particular I would ask the British Conservative
Members of our Parliament to exert all possible pres-

sure on their government in order to obtain its accept-
ance next week since our Community has abeady
spent too long drifting along in a state of crisis. Stag-
nation and disintegration must not be allowed to go
any further. After ten years of what has in effect been
renegotiation, of the conditions of British accession it
is now in my opinion really the time to draw extreme
consequences from the British attitude if we have rc. If
next Monday British cooperation cannot be obtained
rhen a majority decision must be taken.'!7e would be

pleased to see the Luxembourg agreement abandoned
in this way, and it could mean tha[ there would at last
be new prospects for the Community. British obsruc-
tion for example by refusing to pay its contributions to
the Community would then if necessary mean that we
should have a Community of Nine. Vith heary heans
indeed, but we cannot sacrifice the Communiry to the
supposed interests of one Member State. Ve have
been as reasonable as we possibly could be.
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At the next elecrions in 1984 we rhe European Parlia-
ment will have ro face fundamenral questions of
whether we have achieved any progress in our task of
realizing our Comnrunity ideal: the building of a
European Communitr of nations to serve the interests
of all. This task cannor be treated lighdy. Friends from
the United Kingdom, show your solidariry with us, the
Nine, now. Today there is even more at stake than in
yesterday's debare.

President. - I call M' Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - (DA) M.r President, first of all I should
like to thank Mr Davignon for his statement here
today. I think it showr, how imponant ir is for us ro ger
decision-making processes in the Community on rhe
move again. Ve sim;rly have ro realize rhat as rime
goes on the Council il becoming more and more irres-
ponsible when ir ha; to make imponanr decisions
involving Community interests. \7e have again seen
that a single member counrry can plead its vital inter-
esrs in a siruarion whr,re the vital interesrc of 8 million
European farmers are at stake. 'fhe question is, will we
continue to put up with the Council's irresponsibility,
will we accepr rhe trerLd which has become apparenr in
the last [wo to three yr:ars in the Council.

This is why I wish to rhank Mr Davignon for his stare-
ment: I really rhink that the Commission has now
shown that it will n<> longer tolerate the Council's
impotence.

Mr President, I have trbled an amendmenr both ro Mr
Davern's and to Mr Dalsass's morions for resolurion in
which I call on you ar d rhe Bureau ro rake the Coun-
cil rc the Court of Jusr ice for failure ro acr as specified
in Article 175 of the EEC Treary. I think the time has
come for us to take rction with the Commission to
ensure that the Counc'il no long misuses rhe 'Luxem-
bourg compromise' and rhat it returns to the use of
qualified majority vo:ing, so rhar we can take the
necessary action for tre people of the Community. I
hope that I can obtain some support for my amend-
ment.

President. - I call Mr Manin.

Mr Martin. - (FR) Ivlr President, French farmers are
now coming to the end of their parience. After eighr
years in succession during which rheir income has
bee4 falling consranrly, they refuse to be held hostages
in this shameful balgaining carried out by Mrs
Thatcher, who now wrnts to sink the Common Agri-
cultural Policy roo. It is high rime that the British were
made to undersrand trrat if they want to stay in the
Common Market, thel.musr follow irs rules. The Bri-
tish obstacles must. th(,refore be overcome first if we
want the farm prices fc,r 1982-1983 to be fixed ar long
last.

But contrary ro what Mr Arndt said a shon while ago,
we also rhink that it is still possible to improve on the
presen[ nine-country compromise, which is sdll inade-
quate. Mr Tugendhat informed us yesterday of new
savings on agricultural expendirure during 1982
amounring to 500 million ECUs. It is nor right for
these funds ro be taken out of the EAGGF. They
should be used to improve the compromise on farm
prices by taking better accounr of the European Par-
liament resolution, with prioriry being given to rhe
l4olo increase in farm prices.

It is also vital for there to be immediate compensation
for farmers' losses since I April due to the delay in the
fixing of prices. \7e were interesred to hear rhe Com-
mission's statements, but in our opinion the latter must
submit proposals very shortly for the appropriations
provided as usual by rhe EAGGF as from 1 April ro be
refunded to lv{ember Srates for distribudon ro farmers
with small and medium-sized holdings who are suffer-
ing most from rhis holdup. 'We expecr this House to
endorse its resolurion on farm prices and show the
same firmness towards the Council.

President. - I call Mr Adamou.

Mr Adamou. - (GR) Mr President, despite our
reservations r-ith regard ro the Dalsass morion for a

resolution on agricultural prices - reservations based
on the general position of our party on the EEC - we
should like to express our agreemenr wirh paragraph 4
in particular, which refers ro rhe unacceprability of
linking the problem of prices, which means in fact the
linking of the incomes of hundreds of thousands of
farmers with small and medium-sized holdings, ro rhe
blackmail demands of the Thatcher Governmenr.

However, I should like to mke this opportunity of
conveying ro you the deep dismay of Greek farmers
on the agreement being reached among the Nine on
the basis of the Commission's proposals and which is
damaging to their interests. The average overall rise in
prices of 10.7')/o - or, if you like, 74.20/o for Greek
farm produce expressed in equalized prices - is unac-
ceptable to Greek farmers. Their demand that the high
production costs and the high inflation rare be taken
into account has been fobbed off. The 50lo devaluation
of the green Drachma actually means rhat financial
support will to a large exrenr have to come from
Greece itself, thus burdening the Greek budget, while
agricultural poliry will be dictated by the Community,
with all the serious consequences rhat will entail for
Greek farmers and workers. The agreement of the
Nine, which may soon become an agreemenr between
the Ten, is another arrangemenr between the large
countries by which the workers of the small countries,
such as Greece, are called on ro pay. This year again
Greek farmers will be footing the bill for entry into the
EEC. The agreement on a 10.70/o increase is final
proof that the exrremely negative consequences of
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Greece's entry into the Community cannot be

avoided, whatever pany is in power and whatever its
original intentions, as long as Greece remains a mem-
ber of the EEC.

President. - I call Mr Bonde.

Mr Bonde. - (DA) Mr President, Mr Kirk has today
criticised the Council for its impotence, but just
because Mr Kirk himself is potent he does not have to
rape the Danish people with a proposal to abolish the
right of veto.

I would like to ask Mr Kirk whether he is also so

potenr that he will dare to submit his proposal for res-

tricting or abolishing the right to veto to the Danish
people by means of a referendum? Then I would like
to ask the Danish Member of the Commission, Poul
Dalsager, if he supports the statement made by the

Commission today or whether he still agrees, as I do,
with the brilliant speech he made as spokesman of the

Danish Social-Democrats in 1972 before Denmark
joined the European Community.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. -(FR) The President of the Commission wishes to
thank the various groups in Parliament for the posi-
tions they have taken. I would like to confine my
remarks to replying to three rather curious questions

from Mr Radoux, if he will excuse me.

The first question is: Does the statement made by Mr
Dalsager and myself represent the opinion of the
Commission? I do not really know whom we could
represent apart from the Commission, and I would
like you to know that we decided yesterday morning
on the content of the statement to be made. Mr Thorn
did not make the declaration himself because we are

simply reponing to Parliament about the way in
which, calmly and collectedly, we are to discharge our
responsibilites. So there is no need to attach any pani-
cular significance to the statement, and it would be

strange and remarkable if the Commission carried out
im duties with all thineen members present.

The second question was: Did we inform the Council
that we were going to make a statement of this type? I
must say I am staggered. The Commission does not
have to ask the Council anything. \7hat the Commis-
sion cannot do is say things in this House which it
would not have said to the Council. That is obvious. It
would be politically dishonest, but since we reponed
faithfully what we said to the Council there can be no
shadow of a doubt. In this respect I would like to say,
just as I attempted to say on behalf of the Commis-
sion, that what we are doing is settling the farm prices
issue. The Commission's statement at this stage does

not involve any institutional questions. It concerns the
way we are discharging our responsibilities in settling
the farm prices problem that is its purpose. Ve are not
seizing on the farm prices question to start another
debate. Ve are doing what we should do with regard
to this issue and the preparation of implementing
regulations and their submission to the Council.

The third question was: According to some reports in
the British press for example, the Commission is

allegedly aiming to isolate some delegation or other. I
replied by saying that this was not ffue, that there was
no hostility nor any heated discussion? Nor had the
Commission had any argument with the British dele-
gation in Brussels any more than I intend having a

heated discussion here. '!7e pointed out rhat when it
comes to the political feelings of the Commission, it
would be a bit absurd ro say that, following President
Thorn's declaration yesrcrday, there is any feeling of
enmity towards Britain within the Commission. That
being so, the Falklands are in the South Atlantic, the
Common Agricultural Policy is before the Council and
the Council must realize that if it does not take a deci-
sion on the 17th, it will be limiting by irc own fault
what the Commission can do for farmers. That is what
I attempted to say, calmly but firmly today, on behalf
of rhe Commission.

(Applause)

President. - The joint debate is closed.

*"*

Votesl

+

3. Use ofplastic bulle*

President. - The next item is the .ioint debate on four
motions for resolutions :

- motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-229/82),
tabled by Mr Lalor on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, on the use
of plastic bullets in Ireland;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-233/82),
tabled by Mr Hume and others on behalf of
the Socialist Group, on a ban on the use of
plastic bullets;

I See Annex
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- motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-243/82),
tabled by I,{r McCartin and Mr Clinton on
behalf of the Group of the European People's
Party (CD Group), on the use of plastic bul-
lem within the Communiry;

- motion for a resoludon (Doc. l-245/82),
tabled by Nlr Blaney and others, Mr Cham-
beiron and rthers on behalf of the Commun-
ist and Allies Group, Mr Maher and Mr Clin-
ton and others, on a ban on the use of plastic
bullets.

I call Miss de Valera

Miss De Valera. - Mr President, I wish formally to
move the resolution ,rn plastics bullets on behalf of the
European Progressive Democrats.

Since 1981, 11 peol>le have died and 60 have been
wounded as a result of the use of plastic bullets. It is

nonsense to suggest that the so-called security forces
in the northern part of my country need to use plastic
bullets for their protection in riot situations. Plastic
bullets are being usecl exclusively by forces firing from
their protected position inside armoured vehicles,
which are often on the move. Ir{any of those killed by
the so-called securitl'forces using plastic bullem have
been defenceless chillren, including a girl aged 12 and
a girl aged 14.

An 11-year old boy, Steven lVlcConomy, was shot in
the head at a distancr: of 11 feer. 'When two men went
to help the injured child, they were threatened by
troops. Steven died on the eve of the last plenary
session of the Europ,:an Parliament. It is not enough
for Mr Prior to call liteven's death a tragedy.It is not
enough for Mr Prior to call for yet another enquiry.
Lord Gifford QC, who conducted an enquiry into the
death of l1-year olcL Paul \7irhers, killed last April
1981, found that the llolice officer's action was neither
in self-defence nor a reasonable use of force and des-
cribed the policeman s action as an act of murder for
which there was no defence. No action has been taken
as a result of such en,luiries, but I want to see the sol-
diers who have been responsible for these murders
prosecuted and the ending of a situation where there is

one law for the citizr:n and another for the so-called
securicy forces. I call for the immediate banning of
plastic bullets before more innocent and young lives
are lost, and I look, therefore for the help and the sup-
pon of all Members of this Parliament to ban the use
of plasdc bullets. I ask them to support our resolution

- Mr Lalor's resolution - and the other resolutions
put forward by the other groups of this Parliament.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Vce-President

President. --I call Mr Hume.

Mr Hume. -- Mr President, might I begin by saying
what this debate is not about. It is not about the politi-
cal situation in the nonh of Ireland. I wish we could
have a discussion in this House on that subject. It is

no[ about the campaign of murder and violence being
conducted by paramilinry organizarions in Northern
Ireland, which I am sure would have the unanimous
condemnation of this House anryay. Neither does it
seek to minimize the seriousness of riot situations in
the streets of Northern Ireland: as probably the only
Member in this House who actually lives in what
would be termed a riot area and who represents that
area, I am totally and fully aware of the very serious
damage donr' to the community by rioting.

No, this debate is about one simple, straightforward
issue. It is about the use of one particular method of
riot control - the use of plastic bullets or baton
rounds. One thing we can be certain of when these
implements are fired at people on the streers is that if
they are suuck by them one of two things will happen:
they will either die or be seriously mained, and that is

what has happened akeady in the streets of Nonhern
Ireland.

Twelve people have died in recent times, more than
half of them children. Hundreds of people have been
seriously maimed, suffered from brain damage, loss of
eyes, blindness. And what I ask this House to decide is

this: do they believe that thar is proper punishment for
riotous behaviour? Are we supponing serious maiming
and injury?

In my experience, and I have considerable experience
of riot situations, the use of these weapons does
nothing to control a riot, but does a lot to create rio-
tous situations. The most recent incident, referred to
by Miss De !'alera, the death of an 1 I -year old hit on
the head with one of these instruments in a non-riot
situation, led to a weeklong riot situarion in rhe city
where it happened. In other words, rather than con-
rolling riots, it created them because of the angry
blacklash.

But of course the most remarkable thing of all is that
coming to our support is no less a person than the Bri-
tish Home Secretary, Mr'lfilliam \Thitelaw, who has
confessed that he does not like these instruments being
used in Britain - in England, Scotland and \fales -because, he says, they are porcntially lethal. And in
spite of the fact that there was major rioting in 14 Bri-
dsh cities last year, with petrol bombs, stoning, as

widespread as anything we have seen in Ireland, not
once was a plastic bullet used because the Chief
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Constables there do not believe in using them; the
Home Secretary has said they are porentially lethal.
Yet, in another so-called pan of the Unired Kingdom
it is quite all right to use these weapons against people
in lreland. I feel that in such a situarion it is very hard
to avoid the conclusion that rhe arrirude ro their use is
somewhat racialist.

I ask the House to help the situation in Nonhern Ire-
land by calling for the banning of these instruments in
all parts of the Community.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr McCanin.

Mr McCartin. - Mr President on behalf of my group
I wish to support the resolution thar we have pur for-
ward. The first thing I would say about this subject is

that I am glad Mr Hume has spoken, as a person who
is involved, in such temperate language. I rhink he
spoke exactly as I would want to speak. I do nor want
anybody to get excited about this resolution; I do not
want anybody to read into this resolution by *y
group, anything it does not say.

Ve are not trying to get at anybody. !7e are simply
mlking about a weapon which we regard as dangerous
and excessive in the circumstances in which it is being
used. \fle do not want [o hear from anybody a recital
of all rhe sad statistics relating ro the situarion in
Nonhern Ireland over the years. \7hen my Broup
wants to discuss this, I will raise it with them, or some-
body else in my group will raise it. !7e will pur it down
in this Parliament and we will decide democrarically
whether it should be discussed or nor.

Here we want to discuss the resolution as it is written
down. '!7e recommend to all Member Srares within
this Communiry that they ban use of this weapon
because we believe that in the past innocenr people
caught up in a situation that was not of rheir making
have been killed and have been maimed by the use of
this very dangerous weapon.

Furthermore we have seen that a death arising out of
the use of this weapon can become a propaganda wea-
pon in the hands of subversive organizations - far
more lethal and far more dangerous than any bomb,
or bullet, or petrol bomb - and we have seen subver-
sive organizations at various times sink to their lowest
ebb, only to be uplifrcd again by some unfonunare
happening that led to the death of an innocenr civilian

- a young person, a young boy or a young girl.

As Mr Hume has stated, we are not against riot con-
trol. \7e have not said rhat we are againsr rhe use of
necessary force to control riots in situations where we
know the security forces have an obligation to do this.'!flhat we are saying is that one yer ago this Parlia-

ment by a majority vote declared itself against capital
punishment. 'I7e said it was our opinion that the exe-
cution of a criminal condemned in coun q/as an act
beyond what the democratically elected government
of a civilized state should do.

'!7e are just asking this Parliament to be consisrent and
to please say that they condemn something which has
led to the execution of innocent people; of children; of
mothers of children; of those who are caught in situa-
tions beyond their control. Ve are not lining up with
the terrorists who create the tension which lead to the
use of these things and then lament with everybody
the unfortunate accidents that have happened. \7e do
not wanr to supporr rhose people; we do not wanr ro
be part of their propaganda or part of their merhods.
Ve just want to say that, rather than strengthening the
forces of democracy, the use of this weapon has in fact
weakened their moral au[hority and will do so in any
state of this Community in which they are used or
have been used.

President. - I call Mr Vandemeulebroucke.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke. (NL) Mr Presidenr,
ladies and gentlemen, the use of plastic bullets was
raised months ago by means of a motion for a resolu-
tion by Mr Blaney, Mrs Castellina, myself and other
Members. This tragic matter has finally registered with
the other groups and today we find, in addition to our
motion for a resolution, morions from rhe Socialist
Group, the European People's Pany and the Euro-
Pean Democrats.

Plastic bullets are specially designed for rior control.
They are made of rigid plastic, are 9 cm long, have a
diameter of 3.8 cm and weigh 135 g. They are fired
from a special weapon with a short grooved barrel
which gives them spin and a speed of up to 47 m per
second, i.e. 240 km per hour ar a distance of 45 m.
Instructions to the Bridsh securiry forces in Ireland say
they must be aimed direct at the target from a distance
of not less than 20 m, i.e. when rhe accuracy of fire is
100%. Plasdc bullets have been used by the British
security forces in Northern Ireland qince August 1975.
They were nor used regularly or in grear quantiries
until 1981. During 1981 ten people were killed and a

great number maimed. Between April and August 1981
seven people were killed including rwo girls of 12 and
14, aboy of 15 and a morher going shopping who was
hit from a distance of 6 m. In this same period of five
months sixty people were seriously injured. Plastic
buller are almost always fired from moving armoured
vehicles; in 1981 this became a very imponant pan of
the tactics of the security forces. According to official
sources 24 000 plastic bullem were fired in the first
seven monrhs of tggt. The use of ordinary ammuni-

, tion during riors is nonerheless subject to very strict
regulations.
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Plasdc bullem are available to rhe police in the United
Kingdom but thele has never been an order to use

them. The Home Secretarl,, Villiam \Thitelaw, said
after the riots in L,iverpool rhat the use of plastic bul-
lem was not permitted in order to avoid the risk of
anyone being killed. They have also been introduced
in Belgium but have so far been used only once, on
21 September 1979t. Ar thar time the Belgian Minister
of the Interior adrnitted in the Senate that the use of
such bullem can have faral consequences. In the Neth-
erlands there have been long discussions as to whether
the police could use plastic buller instead of normal
ammunition. In Suitzerland two young demonstrators
were blinded by p,lasdc bullets and, as a result, the
Zurich city council decided to ban their use.

Mr President, ladit:s and gentlemen, I must state most
emphatically that rhe use of plastic bullets and the ban
that we wish to have introduced must be considered
quite separately frcm the problem of Nonhern Ire-
land. I therefore u:ge you t,r adopt this motion for a

resolution so that rr general ban on the use of plastic
bullem can be intro,Juced.

President. - I call :he Socialist Group.

Mr Treacy. - Mr President, I rise to suppon the
motion in the nam,: of John Hume and others, espe-

cially my compatricts in this ,\ssembly.

There is no doubt that the tempo of violence in North-
ern Ireland has been accelerated by the use of plastic
bullets. They are lethal weapons and are described as

such by the British Home Secretary. Their use has

already resulted in the deaths of many persons in
Northern Ireland -- several of them children under
the age of 15. Tor> many people have already been
killed and maimed by the indiscriminate use of plastic
bullets. In the first seven months of 1981 - in seven

months alone - 2> 000 plastic bullem were fired by
the British authorities in Northern Ireland, and that
mainly, mark you, ir non-riot situations.

The use of such letlal weapons must stop. The selec-
tive use of plastic bullets must stop, used as they are on
the nationalist people of Nonhern Ireland and Nonh-
ern Ireland alone. This is an intolerable situation.
Double standards by Brimin in the use of plastic bul-
lets must end. The preservation of human life, Mr
President, is as precLous to us in Ireland as it is in Brit-
ain or anywhere elst: in this Community. That which is

lethal and banned in Britain is equally lethal and must
be banned in Irelard. Violence of this kind breeds
violence.

All the Member States of the EEC - including Brit-
ain, insofar as it a{fects the British mainland - are
opposed to the use c,f plastic bullets against the civilian
population. You cannot therefore in equiry and justice

make an exception in the case of Northern Ireland.

Your support for this motion must be consistent and
solid. There is no room, Mr President, for equivoca-
tion or compromise. It may be an emotive issue -indeed it is certainly so in Ireland - but for this
Assembly it is also a motion of high principle.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Prag. - Mr President, may I just say, in answer to
Miss De Valera, that the security forces in Northern
Ireland consist overwhelmingly of decent young men
with a vastly unpleasant, ungrateful and dangerous
task, which they and we would be glad to see become
superfluous. 

.S7'e 
cannot and do not accept the smear

on their reputation implied in her speech.

Mr President, no one likes the use of any dangerous
weapon in any situation. Cenainly my group deeply
regrets all violence. Our overriding wish in Northern
Ireland is to see a return to peace, harmony and civil-
ised behaviour between the Protestant majority and
the Catholic minority, followed as quickly as possible
by the withdrawal of the troops.

However, we all know that unhappily situations do
occur, and not only in Northern Ireland, where crowd
disorders threaten to develop into violent riots. All
governments in the Community accept that such situa-
tions must be controlled before substantial loss of life
and injuries occur. Like all other civilized govern-
ments, the British Government adopts the principle
that this should be done with the minimum possible
force. The question is: !/hat is the most effective
means of providing the minimum force needed when a

crowd threatens to become a violent mob?'Vater can-
non and CS gas have been suggested. They are both
used but are ineffective aL any distance. Rubber bullets
have also been tried and proved unsatisfactory,
because their muzzle velocity is high and the security
forces were ordered to bounce them off the ground.
This made their effect haphazard and extremely dan-
gerous to innocent bystanders.

That is why the British Government, in common with
some other governments, authorizes the use of plastic
bullets in cases where crowd disorders threaten to
deteriorate into serious mob violence. Their use

throughout the United Kingdom is governed by
clearly defined instructions, and any soldier or police-
man who uses them in an unlawful manner is liable to

Prosecution.

Some curious figures have been quoted. I can say that
201 plastic bullets were fired in Nonhern Ireland in
rhe last eight months.

Vhat we in the European Democratic Group have
tried to do through our very moderate amendment,
Mr President, is to balance up the facts in the first
place and to produce reasonable texts with a chance of
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being accepted by the Member States. If they are nor
accepted, this Group could not endorse any of rhe
resolutions which, deliberately or by implicarion, pil-
lory our security forces.

Mr President, we are open on the question of plastic
bullets themselves. Let me remind colleagues on rhe
opposite benches that their use was authorised by a

Socialist Government. in August 1976.If we could find
anything less dangerous and equally effective, then we
in my group should be glad to advocare its use. \7e
detest violence and regret ail dearhs from wharever
cause. In particular 

- I hope you will allow me to say
this 

- 
the circumsrances surrounding Sreven McCon-

omy's unfortunate death are currenrly the subject of
urgent investigation, and the resulting report will be
forwarded to the Director of Public Prosecutions. The
only real answer in Northern Ireland, Mr President, is

an end to violence. If we once have peace, we know
that there will be no bullers - plastic or lead - and
that is really what we want.

President. 
- I call the Communisrs and Allies Group.

Mr Chambeiron! - 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, it is encour-

aging to see that perseverance pays. Little manceuvres
which did nothing to enhance the reputation of those
behind them have prevented there being unril now a
public debate on the issue of rhe use of plastic bullets
against civilians, in particular in Nonhern Ireland. But
truth will out.

'$7'e are pleased ro see the variery of motions for reso-
lutions being debarcd, a variery ranging beyond the
political viewpoinrs they express, but with rhe same
aim, which is to outlaw rhe use of these weapons,
which are lerhal weapons as rhe facrs show.

In the last six years rhe British security forces in
Nonhern Ireland have been authorized to use plastic
bullets, which were responsible in 1981 for the dearhs
of ten civilians, including women and young children.
Plastic bullets are a hypocritical weapon in thar they
tend to salve the consciences of rhe people who order
them to be used. But just like real bullets, q/e repear,
they killl And this is whar they look like, ladies and
gentlemen.

(The speaher holds up a plastic bullet)

If you can imagine the speed and force they attain on
ejection, you will realize thar they are deadly weapons
when fired ar a cenain distance.

\7e cannot accepr rhe proposals of some members who
suggest rather perversely thar the use of these bullers
be limited. The problem is nor to kill less, but nor ro
kill at all! The use of such weapons musr be rorally
prohibited.

I share the confidence of the rest of the Communist
and Allies Group, in believing that a majority of the
members of this House, where respect for human life
is so often mentioned, will demand that rhe Member
Srates of the Community condemn the use of rhese
lethal devices.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Maher. - Mr President, this, of course, is not a

simple quesdon or a simple proplem with a very ready
solution. One has got to appreciate that the task of
police forces and security forces is ro rry ro ensure that
the general population has adequate prorection in a

riot situation. And I think one must symparhize with
the police-force anyrvhere in any country rhat have to
do this extremely difficulr job. In a way rhey are faced
with a dilemma. If they over use force they can make
the situation worse; if they under use it rhen they are
inadequate as a controlling influence or a controlling
force. That is a problem and a dilemma for police-
forces in this situarion everywhere in the world where
there are riots. So I think it is very importanr thar we
recognize the problem thar police-forces are faced
with.

But having said that - and I think this is where rhis
question stands or falls - rhe question remains
whether the use of the plastic bullet in fact helps to
resolve the problem or nor? Thar is rhe basic quesrion.
There is growing evidence ro suggesr that in facr it is
only making the siruation worse and more difficult to
control. Now if rhar is true - and as I say, there is
growing evidence to suggesr rhat it is - then the argu-
men[ in favour of using rhis merhod frankly falls on its
face.

Now the other poinr which has been menrioned before
and has not yet been adequarely answered is how can
a democratic government suggesr that plastic bullets
can be used in one part of the rerrirory that it controls
and not in another when in fact similar violenr situa-
tions exist in both? I certainly have nor found an ade-
quate answer ro rhar. The quesrion has not been
answered and I think this Parliament should be given
an adequate answer to it.

My funher poinr is this, Mr President, that - and I
think John Hume was righr in suggesring rhat we are
speaking about rhe.question of control of violence in a
given situation - it would be idle for this Parliamenr
to satisfy itself that ir can, as a European Parliament
continue much longer ro avoid rhe basic problem
which is finding solutions rc the political difficulries
that give rise to rhe violence and make peace impossi-
ble. Too many people - governments, politicians,
churchmen - conrinually condemn violence. But that
does not make ir go away. The way ro make it go
away is ro home in on the political roots of the viol-
ence and find ways and means of eradicating them. If
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we can solve th:Lt problem we shall have no further
problem concernrnB plasdc bullets or anything else.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.

Mr Lalor. - Mr President, other speakers have dealt
with the horrors of the use of the plastic buller. I
would like to deal with the' general background to its
use as a correcti\e measure and I shall follow on ro
what Mr Maher has said a second ago.

Yesterday in this llouse, we heard a lot about defend-
ing ourselves agaiirst aggression. Every one who spoke
called for the peiLceful, non violent approach to the
resolution of di{ferences. There v/as one notable
exception, howevr)r, and that was Sir Henry Plumb,
the leader of the lluropean Democratic Group. Vhen
speaking on the (llinne Falklands resolution he said
that in certain cirr:umstancr.s it was necessary ro pro-
tect national rights. Now this legitimate argumenr,
however, was in this instance made for the wrong
reason. It was put forward to endeavour to justify his
and Mr Fergusson's Amendment No 7 to rhe very
rational and reasouable Glinne Socialist Group resolu-
don. This amendnrent was aimed at deleting rhe call
for immediate cessation of hostilides from rhe United
Nations resolution 502. I was shocked. Apparently
502, which this H,ruse so solidly backed on 22 April,
now only applies ro Argenrina. In Northern Ireland
the Provisional IR{ says, and I quote: 'Brits out and
then we will sit down and talk, but meanwhile our
aggression is jusrified'. Thar is the IRA. I disagree wirh
them. On the Falklands yesterday, Sir Henry Plumb,
on behalf of Mrs l'hatcher said, 'Argentinans our and
then we will sit down and talk but meanwhile our acr
of hostility is jusdfied'. I do not agree with that either,
but I note the similarity.

I call on the goverrrments of the Ten to outlaw rubber
and plastic bullets. I ask rhat weapons which are
banned in the glasshouses of Liverpool and Manches-
ter for use against English youth, should not be used
either on Irish chilclren in the streets of Derry, Belfast
or Crossmaglen.

(Interruption)

They are not used, rhat is the point.

I want to say finally, Mr President, in deference to the
tremendous efforts which Mr Fergusson so delicately
makes here as the d plomatic spokesman for rhe Euro-
pean Democratic (lroup, that I have no problem
accepting his Amen,lments Nos 2 and 4 to my resolu-
tion, but I cannot rtccept Amendments Nos I and 3.

Amendment No I ; sks me to approve of the use of
rubber bullerc. That is something I cannor accept.

Amendment No 3 supports the principle of an eye for
an eye and a tooth for a tooth. I do not accepr tha[
either. If he accepts that, I shall be happy ro accepr rhis
support for my resolution and accept his other two
amendments.

I ask the House to approve all the other resolutions.

President. 
- 

I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.

Mrs Castelline.- (IT) Mr President, in response to
what someone said about these 'toys' sometimes being
necessary in view of the frightening danger that
demonstrators represent, I will confine myself to
remarking that of the eleven people killed by such toys
in Northern Ireland, seven were children, highly dan-

Berous children. I am sure.

Fortunately, I think there is now enough agreement in
this House to reach a decision to outlaw these devices,
and frankly I take as an indication of this consensus
too the fact that, after six months during which the
Conservative Group did everything it could to prevent
a debare on these motions for resolutions, rhere is
hardly anyone who is not convinced of the need to
apProve them.

President. - 
I call Mr Paisley.

Mr Paisley. - Mr Lalor, Sir, said that the IRA said,
'Brits out and then we will talk'. He did not expound
the fact that when the IRA says 'Brits out', they mean
that every Protestant who holds to British allegiance
should get out of Nonhern Ireland. And as those mil-
lion Protestanm have no intention of getdng out of
Northern Ireland, the cry of 'Brits out' is absolutely
ridiculous and non-sensical.

Violent death, Sir, is never pleasant. Before I came to
this House, I stood in a home in Desertmanin, where
a young police officer had been gunned down by the
IRA in the city of Londonderry and was killed. Beside
him stood an unarmed young police woman. She too
was savagely raked with IRA bullets. It is all very well
for Mr McCartin to say, let us not deal with these
matters; but those of us who live in Nonhern Ireland
know the sad stark reality of rhe situation.

Let me pur ir on record thar I, as a Member of this
Flouse, do not only go to the homes where Protestants
have been murdered; I have been in the homes where
my constituents who are Roman Carholics have been
murdered. I was in a home in Dunloy, when there was
a sad tragedy there involving rhe army and a young
const,ituent of mine who happened ro be killed in a
graveyard. I want to put that clearly on record in this
House today.

As it is never pleasant to contemplate violent dearh
and it is never pleasanr to conremplate the death of
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children, we in this House must Brasp hold of the real-
ity of the situation in Northern Ireland and avoid
being swept along on a tide of contrived emotionalism
into adopdng a motion that will be exploited and
abused by the primary agents of terror and death in
Ulster - namely, the Provisional IRA. The Provi-
sional IRA and their associates, with staggering cant
and hypocrisy, seek to divert world attention from the
murder of hundreds upon hundreds of innocent peo-
ple by highlighting the deaths of children, who unfor-
runately died after being struck by plastic bullets fired
by the security forces while those forces were under
savage attack from missiles ranging from stones to
peuol bombs and lead bullem. Though the IRA and
their supporters would seek to deny it, the deaths
which have occurred have resulted from riotous
attacks upon the security forces. The simple and logi-
cal way to stop the use of plastic bullem is to stop the
rioting.

I want ro answer the Member who spoke over to my
right, who said plastic bullets were only fired at
nationalist crowds. They have been fired at loyalist
and Protestant crowds as well. Let us put that clearly
on the record. Recently in Kilkeel they were fired at a

loyalist crowd. Take, for example, the most recent
incident in Londonderry. There the circumstances
which gave rise to the mosl recent tragedy were that,
army bomb-disposal officers, while engaged in defus-
ing an IRA suspect bomb, were sub;'ected to a savage
stoning attack by rioting youths. The soldiers needed
to defend themselves and fired plastic bullets. The
injury now complained of would never have hap-
pended if there had been no such riot. If there had
been adequate parental control, then we should not be

discussing the tragic death of this 12-year old boy.

I must say, Mr President, that it is noticeable and sig-
nificant that some of those behind this motion today
have been tellingly silent in condemning attacks upon
the security forces and the civilian Protestant popula-
tion. In the past month alone, we have had a markedly
sectarian murder by the IRA of a Protestant farmer in
the border area, as part of the IRA's ongoing genocide
campaign against Protestants along the border. \7e
have had a province-wide bomb-blitz in which two
younB men were callously done to death in Maghera-
felt. \7e have had police officers murdered in cold
blood, especially in Londonderry. In one such attack a
young 19-year-old-woman constable, who, like all
women constables, was unarmed, was gunned down
by a ruthless IRA killer gang. During the past few
hours, a Roman Catholic was murdered on the Antrim
road and a Protestant murdered in the Strabane area.
It is conveniently glossed over by some Members that
hundreds of policemen and soldiers have been killed
and injured and that they have been assaulted by thou-
sands of petrol bombs, nail, blast and acid bombs,
boobytraps, rockets, heary gun-fire, hand grenades
and many other lethal weapons.

Those behind this motion say, ban rhe plasric bullet.
But I have yet to see their names on a motion supporr-

ing the security forces in their attempt to bring law
and order to a very dangerous and terrible situation.
Let me make it clear to this House that no Ulster
Unionist has any say whatsoever in the control of the
security forces; they are under the control of the
\Testminster Parliament. But it is easy to criticize the
security forces in Nonhern Ireland, who are doing a

very difficult job in the most difficult of circumstances.
Before we do that, let us view all the facts and avoid
becoming a tool in the hands of the forces of terror in
Nonhern Ireland. In order to avoid that trap, I believe
we should reject this partisan and politically motivated
motion.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Mr President, at least this
discussion has one gradfying aspect. Since we are fin-
ally having a debate on these plastic bullets after all
sons of groupings have continually denied how terri-
ble these missiles are and have managed to keep the
subject off the agenda for months and months by their
man@uvflngs.

'We are concerned with plastic bullerc, and anyone
who still thinks they are harmless toys should take a

good look at one of these bullets, I don't think you
can ever have done so, Mr Paisley. They aren't candles
for burning in your church. They are murderous wea-
pons fired deliberately at people, at children, at a

speed of 240 km per hour and you are their high
priest. This is a used one, incidentally.

(Applause from oarious qudrters.)

One of the 'only 200' as Mr Fergusson has the affron-
tery to say in his amendment. 'Only 200' were fired in
Northern Ireland in the past year. One of these bullets
was responsible for the cold-blooded killing of an
1l year old boy a few weeks ago.

There is of course no such thing as a humane buller,
but anyone who pretends that the use of plastic bullets
makes a contribution to the humanization of law and
order - and I mean you Mr Paisley - is guilty of
dreadful blasphemy and unequalled contempt for his
fellow men. Indeed Mr Fergusson's amendment which
proposes that the use of, and I quote: 'lethal weapons
in crowd control should be resrricred to rhe absolute
minimum' in fact plainly reveals that at present the use
of lethal weapons in Northern Ireland is actually max-
imized.

Nor, indeed, is the use of plasdc bullets likely rc
remain restricted to Nonhern Ireland, since the police
in Belgium, France and my own Netherlands already
seem to be looking with some longing at rhis new pos-
sibility of 'maintaining order'.
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Ve are discussing something that should simply nor be
possible, plasdc bullets w-hich are totally reprehensible
from the moral point of view. The motions for resolu-
tions before us today and which aim to ban this new
means of mutil,rtion should be adopted by this House
with no funher excuses and no funher delay.

(Applause).

President. - I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. -- M"y I just put the record sraight
about what Mr Van Minnen said? My amendment
does talk about rotentially lethal weapons. After all, a

bottle is a poterrtially lethal weapon and I hope that
the House at lea:;t will appreciate that distinction.

President. - I ca ll Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Mr President, as one of the original sig-
natories to the nrotion which finally has come before
this House after rnany, many months I am very glad to
say [hat the suppon which is evident from the various
groups, not only in signing the original motion but in
submitting three further motions on the same matter,
would give the lie rc Mr Paisley's remark made, I
believe, on 'Good Morning', an Ulster radio pro-
gramme, this morning when he said, as I understand
it, that I was leading a bunch of supporters of the IRA
here in this Parliament today. That is what he thinks
of those of you have signed these motions and I want
him rc mke it track. He should apologise to you
but. . .

( In te rrup tions fron L M r Pais ley )

. . . M"y I just say that these motions do not, as you
understand, pertain only to Ireland; they pertain to the
entire Community of [en nations. And what has been
happening these rronths and years past may well, if its
motion is not carried, happen in your countries, maybe
next week, next rnonth or next year, and I know you
do not v/an[ that. It is a total ban we want - not for
Ireland, but for a,l of the Community because these
plastic bullets are lethal and they are being used indis-
criminarcly.

Listen to these figures. \7hen rioting was much worse
than it is today in the years right up to 1976, rubber
bullets were used with very particular emphasis on
control of their us':, and during those 7 years only 3

people, regrettable though it was, were killed by rub-
ber bullets, whereas in the five months from April to
Augusr of 1981, 7 people were killed in Nonhern Ire-
land by these plasric bullets. And in case you might
have not seen one, there is the case, and the bullet
within, and the charge is still in it, but it is made defec-
tive because the cap has been removed.

Ve do not do that, it is the peacekeeping forces in the
six counties who do it - fire on children; fire from
passing vehicles and are totally indiscriminate as to
what they do. During the past year, 11 have died, 7 of
them under 15 years of age.

\flill anybody, even the most rabid supporter of the use

of this deadly weapon, say to this House honestly that
children of that 

^Be 
are in fact endangering the secur-

ity forces armed wirh the laresr weapons, with bullets,
and not just plastic bullets? It is totally wrong and is

unnecessary and should not be used any longer in any
civilized country.

Ve want, then, this House to look at the motions and,
indeed, to carry all four motions that are before you
and to ignore the watering-down by the well meant
amendments of the Conservative Party, the very inten-
tion of these four resolutions. But I will say to you
this; they have only applied their amendments to the
first three. So if they water down the first three, you
may still vote for the last one. It has not been watered
down - for what reason I do not know. No amend-
ments have been put to it. The ban is in it and that is

what we c/ant. That is what we ask you for. That is

what we have been working for since last October and
I thank the Parliament, I thank the Bureau and I thank
the Members for making it possible to bring it before
you here today.

(Applause)

Mr Paisley. - Mr President, the Member who has just
spoken slandered the security forces of Northern Ire-
land, he made a statement that I was on Radio Ulster
today . . .

President. - Mr Paisley, under which rule are you
raising this point of order?

Mr Paisley. - Rule 67.

President. - It does not apply in this case.

I call Mr Balfe.

Mr Balfe. - I hope the British Conservatives have
noted that the Commission is putting up Mr Dalsager
to reply. They might bear that in mind when they are
intransigent on agricultural prices.

100 000 plastic bullets have been fired; 14 people are
dead, yet plasdc bullem are put forward as though they
are some son of romantic thing. Let me read you a

description of one. They are harder than car types,
cylinders 57+ inches long, 1% inches in diameter,
weighing t/t of a pound. They leave a gun at 160 mph.
Translated into reality, that means they hit people at
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I % times the speed of the fastest English test-cricket
bowlers, if that means something to British Conserva-
tives.

Ve are told they are used for defensive purposes. Vhy
then was hephen McConomy, the latest victim, hit in
the back of the head? \fhy? \7e are told that no in the
riot situations in which someone has been killed with a

plastic bullet no one else has been killed or injured.
That sounds very strange. No one at all from the
security forces has been either killed or injured in any
of these 14 instances.

And now what do we have? \7e have the Bridsh Con-
servatives moving amendments, and let me draw atten-
tion to one very sinister amendment. The Christian-
Democrat resolution says that we welcome the srate-
ment made on behalf of the British Government that
'plastic bullets will not be used to quell public protest
on mainland Britain'. The British Conservatives have
moved an amendment to remove that. Is this because
they see them being used in Brixton, in Notting Hill,
in Liverpool, in Glasgow, Manchester, Bristol, Bir-
mingham? \7here do you want them used? And if you
do not wanr them used in Britain, let us know why
you want tha[ statement removed. Let us know what
your policy is. Is it to have plastic bullem fired in the
black communities in Britain? Is it to use this police-
state method on the mainland of Brimin because, if it
is, it would not be the first time that things have been
practised in Northern Ireland and then exported to
Britain to curtail civil liberties and the righrc of indivi-
duals.

I ask this House to reject every amendment rhat is

tabled. They are all disrupdve or wrecking. To pass

every resolution here because we are not only speak-
ing about Ireland, we are speaking about the use of
plastic bullem in Britain; we are speaking about the use
of plastic bullets in Europe; we are speaking abour
cunailing the use of plasdc bullem all round Europe
because they are fundamentally dangerous and that is
why so many children - innocent children - have
been slaughtered.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. - (DA) Mr
President, the motions for resolutions on the banning
of plastic bullets are addressed rc the Member Srares,
and quite righdy so. For the purposes of the present
debate the Commission can only say thar ir, roo, is

naturally appalled by rhe number of victims of rhe use
of plastic bullets during riots rhis year alone. Ve sin-
cerely wish that there could be an end to their use, jusr
as we are opposed to all violence. S7hat we are talking
about is the exercise of narional police
authority, which is the sole province of the Member
State concerned and on which the Commission has no
influence; it therefore does not wish to express a direcr
opinion on these morions for resolutions.

President. - The joint debate is closed.

:r

,x.'i

4. Establisbment of a Centrefor Friendsbip in Crete

President. - The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-237/82) by Mr Plaskovitis and others on
the esmblishment of a Centre for Friendship amongst
Peoples and the Promotion of Studies on the Resist-
ance against Nazism at Anogia, Crete.

I call Mr Plaskovitis.

Mr Plaskovitis. - (GR,) Mr President, the motion for
a resolution signed by Members of all the Greek polit-
ical parties and by colleagues from other Community
countries has symbolic significance. Just a few days
ago it was the thiny-seventh anniversary of the end of
the Second Vorld Var, an end which ser rhe seal on
the solidarity in the supreme sacrifice of the demo-
cratic peoples for the preservation of the principles of
civilizadon and for respect for rhe life, liberty and
dignity of man. The thousands of people who made
this sacrifice did so nor only on the great batrlefields
but also behind the lines of Nazism and fascism, inside
the countries which the armies of rhe Axis powers suc-
ceeded in occupying during the war. And everyone
knows what a high price was paid for the resisrance
struggle.

So with the thiny-sevenrh anniversary of the end of
the '!0'ar the Mayor of Anogia rook the iniriarive of
addressing to the Members of the European Parlia-
men[ a letter which Mr Kyrkos forwarded ro rhe
President, Mr Danken, and in which it was proposed
to set up a Centre for Resistance Studies and Com-
munication between free peoples. Mr Danken has
already replied to the Mayor of Anogia encouraging
him in his initiarive.

But what is Anogia, Mr Presidenr, and why has
today's motion for a resolution been nbled?

On this point I shall confine myself ro reading you rhe
order issued on 13 August 1944 by the Nazi general
commanding Crete, Heinrich Miiller. It reads as fol-
lows:

Votesr

I See Annex.
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Since rhe town of Anogia is the centre of British
espion,rge in Crete, since the population of Ano-
gia calried out the murder of the guards at the
Yeni Ciave fortress, since the inhabitants of Ano-
gia carried out the act of sabotate a[ Damasta,
since l.nogia provides refuge and protection for
the partisans of the various resistance groups and
since the abductors of General von Krabbe passed

through Anogia with their victim, we order the
razing of the village and the execution of every
male inhabitant of Anogia who is found in the vil-
lage and within a radius of one kilometre of it.
Khania, 13 August 1944.

Thus the village of Anogia was wiped off the face of
the eanh, to be rebuilc on the high mountains of Crete
some years after the \Var.

Mr President, if the proposal of the Mayor of the vil-
lage and the motion before us are adopted, it would be

paying hom:rge to all the towns and villages of then
occupied Eu -ope which stood guard over human pride
and which fcught for a peaceful world free of violence
and oppressi,rn. !7ith today's proliferation of conflicts
and armame,rts, it would be a worthwhile step if the
wish of our peoples to coordinate their attempts to
ensure that the threat of war is banished forever were
to take the fc,rm, with your kind agreement, of a sym-
bolic monumsnt in Anogia.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Gerokostopoulos. - (GR) Mr President, I should
like on behalf of all the Greek Members of Parliament
ro, thank thcse Members from the other political
groups in Parliament who have joined us in signing the
motion for a resolution. Thanks are also due, I feel, to
all those Menbers who thwaned the curious attempts
to prevent th,: debate on the present motion under
Rule 48 of our Rules of Procedure.

As Mr Plaskovitis has just told you, the initiative
behind this proposal was that of the Mayor of Anogia
in Crete. I should like to supplement my colleague's
remarks by giving you a few details about Anogia. It is

one of the mrrjor winter spons centres in Crete, is

situated in the Psiloritis Mountains in the centre of the

- if I may sa)'so - heroic island and its foundation
goes back to the time of the long Venetian and Otto-
man domination. Apart from its natural and geograph-
ical position, the great fighdng spirit of its inhabitants
made Anogia one of the most important centres of the
struggles by the people of Crete for their freedom,
independence and national rehabilitation. But Anogia
and its inhibitants paid dearly for these struggles for
freedom and or, three occasions suffered total destruc-
tion. On each c,ccasion it suffered a heavy toll of vic-
tims. 1822 was ,r milestone of desuuction, and in 1866
and lastly in 1944 the destruction was carried out on

the orders of the military commanders of Crete then
stationed in Khania. Then, as my colleague just told
you, the whole village was razed to the ground and
the entire male population of the village and within a

radius of one kilometre executed. During the last
Vorld !Var, which was a senseless conflict between
European nations, blood and tears flowed on the soil
not only of Anogia but also of many other Greek cities
and towns. I would mention Kalavrita and Distomos,
which made very heavy sacrifices, and I would also
mention the many other cities and towns in Europe
which suffered the same farc. I think, Mr President,
that all the Members will vote for the motion before
us, which is an expression of the desire of the peoples
of Europe and of Parliament to see a monument
erected in memory of those who fought against totali-
tarianism and absolutism.

President. - I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

Mr Pesmazoglou. - (GR) Mr President, I wish to
suppon this motion. I think that if Parliament adopts
it, it will be a recognition of the importance of friend-
ship between nations and also of the importance we all
attach to the protection of democracy and human
rights.

President. - The debate is closed.

I call Mr Fonh on a point of order.

Mr Forth. - Mr President, I am very surprised since
the motion requests the Commission to set somethinB
up which presumably involves the expenditure of mon-
ies. I should have thought you would have invited the
Commission to comment on how much this is going to
cost and which budget line it would come from. How
can we possibly pass a motion for a resolution which
says this without first receiving the Commission's
comments ?

President. - That is not a point of order because the
Commission can speak when it wants to. If the Com-
mission asks to speak, I give it the floor.

Votel

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (FR) I should like your opinion,
Mr President. The nexr item is supposed to be the
joint debate on the motions for resolutions on the
forthcoming Versailles summit and the Community's

1 See Annex.
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indusrial strategy. The debate on rhe urgenr morions
should in theory close in seven minutes. I think it
would be ridiculous if we staned discussing such
important matters only to adjourn the debare after six
minutes and perhaps never resume it, excepr by some
other means. I think it would be better if the proceed-
ings were suspended at this poinr.

President. - Thank you, Mr Glinne. You make my
job much easier because that is precisely whar I was
going to propose. Ve shall suspend the sirting.

I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg. - (DA) Mr President, as one of the
aurhors of the first item under No 5, I should like ro
ask for it to be put on the agenda for rhe nex[ parr-
session as a normal item, since we shall be discussing
employment policy on that occasion in any case.

President. - Mr Nyborg, you were rhe chairman of
the committee which drew up our Rules of Procedure.
You know that this is impossible. It has to be mbled
again; there is no other alternative.

(The sitting was suspended at 12.55 p.m. and resurned at
3 P.*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET

Vice-President

:i !t

Votesl

+

5. Illiteraqt

President. - The nexr irem is the report (Doc. 1-88/
82), drawn up by Mrs Viehoff on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Yourh, Culrure, Education, Informarion and
Sport, on measures to combar illireracy.

I call the rapporteur.

Mrs Vichoff, rapporteur. - (NL) Mr President, I have
brought to your a[tention a number of mistakes in the
German text, and I hope that they will soon be recti-
fied.

There is something odd about illiteracy. Nor only the
illiterate themselves buc also many of the governments
of the Member States have unril recenrly rended to
conceal the problem, dismissing ir as somerhing which
did not exist in their countries or, if at all, only among
foreign workers. As you know, attending school is

compulsory for everyone. In response ro a Commis-
sion questionnaire sent to the Member States ar the
end of 1979, the governmenrs of France, the Nether-
lands and Luxembourg, for example, said thar rhere
was no illiteracy in their countries. Since rhen, the
Federal Ministry for Education and Science has pub-
lished a report confirming thar rhere is illiterary in
'W'est Germany, and a reporr by the ATD - Fourth
Vorld organization in Paris has shown that illireracy
really does exist in urban areas of Belgium and Lux-
embourg. This information leads us ro assume rhat
France too is not free from illiteracy.

Judging by the replies to irs questionnaire which the
Commission has received, at a conservative estimate
4-60/o of the popularion of the Community, in orher
words 10-15 million people, are illiterate an unaccepr-
ably high number in itself, bur especially once ir is only
a conservative estimate. \rhen lireracy projects are
introduced, this being the only way ro trace illiterate
people since surveys are ipsofacto pointless, the rush of
interest is so grear rhar it is often impossible to help all
those who join.

Mr President, if we assume that illiteracy is linked to a
great extenr ro poverry and partly to inadequate edu-
cation, then we must also assume that illiteracy will
increase in a time of rising unemployment and a deter-
iorating economic siruation which has, unfortunarely,
already resulted in cutbacks in rhe education budgem
of various Member States. And in addition the acces-
sion of Spain and Ponugal will increase the percenrage
in the Community.

How can we define illiterary? There is still no gener-
ally accepted definition. Illiteracy may refer to adults
who have never been ro school, people who have only
had a very shon school education, educated people
who have lapsed into illiteracy and migrant workirs
who are literate in their own language bus not in thar
of the hosr counrry. Illiteracy is often defined accord-
ing to very rigid standards. I would prefer to use a
broad definirion of illiteracy as the condirion of people
who cannot or can hardly read or wrire and who find
this a handicap to full acriviry and panicipation in the
community. They are people who come to grief in
most social siruarions, since the consequences of being
unable or scarcely able to read and write are no[

I See Annex
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inconsiderable in a literate society. It hampers self-
development and res,rlts in a general loss of opportun-
ities, panicularly in employment.

These days even a d,:cent education does not guaran-
tee a job, but illitera.e people are hit twice as hard. A
striking example of this was to be found in Tbe Times

of 10 May. It concerns a man who, at the age of 25,
was refused a job as a dusr cart driver because he was
illircrate. After going, to the unemployment exchange
every day for eleven months in search of a job, he was
told, on his last applic:aton for a job as a refuse collec-
tor, rhat he could not be considered for the job
because he was illitr:rate. Surely the most ironic of
examples.

But society too has t,> be made aware that illiteracy is

bad. The fact that pe'ople taking part in the decision-
making process are rrot well informed on every level
represents a social problem for a democratic society
and a threat to its healthy development. The ironic
thing is that the possibiliry of using political means to
change rhe circumsta:rces which cause illiteracy is, to a

large extent, denied tle very people who suffer from it
most. Mr President, in our repon we call on the gov-
ernments of the Member States to recognize the social
and educational protrlem of illiteracy and to commit
rhemselves to its eracication. '!7e also call on them to
give this priority, in spite of the difficult financial and
economic situation, and we hope that any exisdng lit-
eracy project will t,e integrated with programmes
designed to eliminate the many forms of disadvantage
with which illiteracy is generally associated. The fonh-
coming meeting of Educadon Ministers on 24 May is

an ideal opportunity to make a Community statement..
'!7e urge the Commission to make more money avail-
able from the Social rmd Regional Funds to develop a

number of funher activities in addition to these
already pursued by r.he Commission, including sup-
porting inquiries to trace the nature, extent and causes

of illircracy; drawing up a comparative report on the
actions taken in thir; field by the various Member
States; gathering and disseminating information, and
helping in the possitrle introduction of a European
non-governmental literacy organization. \7e recom-
mend cooperation with the Youth Forum which works
in this field as well as with agencies such as UNESCO
and the Council of Europe.

Mr President, the public must be made aware of the
problem - it must be brought out of the closet and
rhe stigma attached tc it removed, since it is not the
illiterate themselves who ought to be ashamed of their
handicap, but the litr'rate society which conceals the
problem and fails to rnake every effort ro eliminate it.
'!7e often discuss the subject of human righrc in this
Parliament, but in most cases we are concerned with
the rights of people far removed from our Com-
munity. One of the ri1;hts which our citizens possess is

the fundamental right to education. But if no facilities
are offered to suppofl. this right, it becomes meaning-
less. Mr President, a number of amendments have

been tabled strongly emphasizing dyslexia and word-
blindness in particular. Although I cenainly appreciate
this problem, it is nevetheless a medical one and may
well only serve to distract attention from the social
problem, particularly the poveny aspect. I hope that
the emphasis will remain on this our more serious
problem, and that you will approve my proposals on
the amendments on word-blindness, which Mr Beu-
mer will describe this evening. Because, as I have said,

the greatest problem lies elsewhere.

Finally, Mr President, I should like to draw attention
to the fact that there are still some discrepancies in the
rext, particularly, as far as I can gather, in the German
version. So I would ask you to use the Dutch as the
original for the purposes of ranslation since it was on
the basis of the Dutch text that the Committee on
Youth and Culture reached its decisions.

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Lezzi. - 
gD Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,

although the figures on the persistence of illiteracy,
which unfonunately must. be put along-side unem-
ployment and the problem of poverty in the Europe of
the Ten, are not official data, they lead us on the one
hand rc ask ourselves why literacy campaigns have
failed in Community countries, and on the other, to
conclude that emancipation from illiteracy must be

sought within a far-reaching project for social trans-
formation and emancipation, explicidy including the
combating of illircracy.

Ve fully approve the repon by Mrs Viehoff, on
accounr of the replies she gives to these questions
which we shall not come back to. Ve appreciate the
serious character of her study and the wonhiness of
her proposals. On the other hand, it is a very good
thing that the Commission acknowledges the existence
of this problem, which as Mrs Viehoff said just before
can be expected to increase with the entry of Spain
and Portugal into the Community, and that the Com-
mission itself has for some rime been directed towards
facing up to it in the framework of continuing educa-
tion and the fight againsr poveny. Nevertheless, we
mus[ be vigilant and stop any governments trying to
cut back budgets, even with the anticipated fall in
numbers in primary schools over the next few years.
The seriousness of the illiterary problem is also a con-
sequence of political choices made by public au-
thorities in the field of education and social develop-
ment. Vhile historical circumstances have meant that
instrumental illircracy and semi-literacy are a southern
European problem, it must be borne in mind that rev-
ersionary illiteracy and social, cultural and political
illiteracy lead to problems which affect all Community
countries.

The need is therefore felt everywhere for specific
approaches able to meet the most obvious and most
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strongly felt needs of the individual by means of lircr-
acy campaigns. That means there is a need to look for
real, concrete motivations whereby learning to read
comes to represent the direct and mosr immediare pos-
sible channel towards new conditions and prospecrs of
life.

Hence the need to link literacy campaigns ro a com-
mitment towards new human conditions.

Lastly, Mr President, greater effons than those under-
taken up to the present musr be made to eliminare
cases of immigrants who do nor know rhe language of
their host country. Measures are needed to create an
atmosphere which accepts their problems and develop
public attitudes which are increasingly berter disposed
towards them.

(Applause from Socialist Group)

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Chrisdan-Democraric Group).

Mr Hahn. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, we are very grateful to Mrs Viehoff for having
tackled a problem which, for a long rime, has not
received sufficient artenrion wirhin the education poli-
cies of Member Stares. Although members of the
Group of the European People's Pany have tabled
some amendments, we will be voting for the report.

Some people will no doubt be surprised thar we are
concerning ourselves with illiteracy in Europe.
Shouldn't this be a problem for UNESCO, whose rask
it is to deal with condidons in the Third Vorld and in
developing coutries?'W'e have, afrer all, had compul-
sory schooling for over 100 years now in nearly all the
Member States, which makes it almost impossible to
believe that illiteracy in Europe is actually on rhe
lncrease.

Vhat are the reasons for this? Mrs Viehoff laid parric-
ular srress on the facl that economic conditions are ro
blame, and I second what she says. This facr holds par-
ticularly true for areas which are economically under-
developed and in which - consequenrly - it has
become extremely difficult to implement compulsory
education properly. This is of course also rue in rhe
slums of our large urban areas. !7hat is more, ir
applies panicularly ro rhe children of migrant workers
arriving in an area where a differenr language is spo-
ken and encounr.ering difficuldes when they try to
catch up at school. This is a major social problem
which is also connecred rc the fact that rhese children
do not get the necessary suppon for their schoolwork
at home.

!(/e cannot fail to be struck by the fact thar, whereas
overall living srandards have risen in the European
Community, illiterary is not only not receding bur is

actually on the increase. That should really make us

think about whether there are any orher reasons for
this. I should like to focus on a topic which ro our
mind is very important, namely dyslexia, which has
only really begun to come to people's norice in the last
few years.

Let us consider, for example, the case of an extremely
well-off family with five children. Four of the children
are developing quite normally but one threatens to
remain illiterate. Vhat can be the reason? Dyslexia:
the inabiliry to read and write. In fact this is a medical
problem that has to be recognized as such and com-
bated with the aid of medicine and psychology.

I should like m mendon a rhird reason for illiteracy:
the highly intentioned educational reforms which have
been pursued in many of our Member Stares over rhe
last 15 or 20 years and which have led, in particular, to
comprehensive changes in the basic strucrure of our
primary schools. 'Sflhereas primary schools were ori-
ginally places in which children were only slowly and
gradually introduced to acrual learning and led from
concrete realities to abstractions, nowadays people
have gone over to the idea of introducting abstractions
quite early on. These theories reached us mainly from
the United States and are panicularly in evidence
where modern ma[hemarics is concerned. Syllabuses
for the third year of primary school conrain nor only
the decimal system, bur also the septimal, octal, and
novenary systems, which require children to have a
considerable abiliry to cope wirh abstractions. A highly
intelligent child has no difficulry in grasping rhese
concepts, but for many - panicularly for late develo-
pers - they are far too hard ro understand.

Ve can observe similar situations all around us. I
wanted to draw attention to [hose three causes in
particular, and I ask the governments of Member
States to take note of the problems and to provide rhe
necessary means - of solving them above all, by sup-
porting research proiects.

(Applause)

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Patterson.- M"y I first of all welcome this repon
in the name of my group. Ir comes as a shock to a lo[
of people, and indeed it is nor generally believed, that
in the United Kingdom ar rhe momenr rhere is some-
thing like 2 million who are classified as illiterate, and
Mrs Viehoff menrions a figure of 10 to l5 million for
the European Communiry as a whole.

Now why should this be a Communiry matter? I have
received a brief from my own government which says
that the degree of literary influences rhe ability to
obtain or retain employmenr and employmenr mobil-
ity. Therefore, it follows that it is a matrer for the
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Community, and it is for that reason that we shall sup-
port Amendment I{o 9 by Mr Giotti. It is a problem
which has been recognized for at least 10 years in the
United Kingdom and we have had, during that period,
a very ambidous actult literacy scheme in which valua-
ble experience has been built up. 'We are anxious that
that experience should be shared as widely as possible
in the Community. Could I make two main points?

First of all, literacy or illiteracy is relative. The classifi-
cation 'normal', theLt is functionally literate, is a read-
ing age of 9. Now lvlrs Viehoff has already mentioned
the Sheffield dustman who was refused a job because

he was not literate. It is interesting to look at the esti-
mated reading aget llecessary for certain absolutely
normal functions in life. To read a popular newspaper
like rhe Sun or Mirror requires a reading age of 14.

The Highway Codt needs 13; income tax needs 15; a
trade union applicrtion form needs a reading age

of 17; a supplemenlary benefit form 17; the instruc-
tions if you spill blerch on yourself with risk of blind-
ness, 16 and the average hire purchase agreement is so
high that it is not possible to calculate a reading age.
This tells you that literacy is relative so that almost
everybody in the Community in some sense is illiterate

- it is an enormous problem.

My second point is about dyslexia. It is only recently
that it has been recolSnized that there is such a thing as

dyslexia. Previously, children in schools who were
dyslexic were thouglrt merely to be stupid or lazy, and
it is a great advance chat dyslexia has been recognized.
That is why I shall support Mr Hahn's amendments
and I hope he will support mine.

But, Mrs Viehoff, it is not a small problem. The esti-
mates of the numbers of dyslexic people suffering
from neurological problems which lead to reading dif-
ficulties and other di :ficuldes is 5% of all children and
it is estimated that li00 000, that is one-quaner of a

million or a quarter cf the total of those who are illi-
terate in the United l(ngdom suffer from problems of
dyslexia, so it is nor. a small problem; it is a major
problem.

Major research has been done in this field in Den-
mark, in the United S,tates in particular in which inter-
esting facts emerge f<lr example the Japanese alphabet
has two forms of symbols - kanji which are ideo-
grams in which dyslt'xics find no difficulry and kana
which are syllabics in which they find great difficulty.
That would have enormous implications for research
into reading problems within the Community where
we tend to use alphabets based on phonetics. Now all
this valuable experierLce should be researched by the
Commission and shared. That is why I think this is

such an imponant report.

I call on Commissioner Richard, whom I see looking
ar me, when he comes to revise his proposals for the
Social Fund to make sure that money is available so

that this kind of thing can be done in the Community
over the next few years.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mrs Pruvot. - (FR) I would firstly like to express my
personal support and that of my Group for the motion
for a resolution tabled by Mrs Viehoff, a motion
which has actually managed to raise the question in
this House of illiteracy in the Community, the scope
and scale of which many of us no doubt did not realize
up till now.

The figure of ten million illiterate in the Communiry
quoted during the session on illircracy organized by
the Youth Forum of the European Communities
aroused violent reactions ranging from scepticism
right through to astonishment or indignation. After
decades of compulsory schooling how can there still
be ten million people in our Community who do not
know how to read or write? !7'hat a handicap illiteracy
is for an adult, whatever his position and especially for
a European adultl Imagine the humiliation and diffi-
culties they must experience in their daily lives! Unfor-
tunately, the phenomenon is still extensive, especially
in the less privileged regions and social classes. Ve
must come to realize that the inability to read and
write normally is a serious handicap and a major
obstacle to occupational training.

Vhat action can thus be planned and carried out to
combat and vanquish illircracy? Firstly there should be

stricter respect for the compulsory nature of primary
and intermediate schooling, especially in the poorest
and most isolated regions of our Community.
Secondly, there must be suppon for effons under-
taken by public and private organizations engaged in
literacy campaigns for aduh. This is difficult work
which has firstly to overcome the understandable
defensive barriers of illiterarc adults, who rarely admit
to their handicap. This work is largely carried out by
voluntary non-profit-making organizations like
ATD-4th \[orld, whose generous efforts deserve our
support. Thirdly and lastly, a series of measures needs
to be taken to detect and solve problems of children
experiencing difficulty in learning to read and write,
such as the dyslexic children Mr Patterson spoke of.
To be effective such measures must obviously be
applied from the very beginning of schooling. I echo
Mrs Viehoff's words in saying that this problem
extends beyond the framework of this report, but that
very close attention should be given to it. I hope,
Mr President, that this motion for a resolution will
meet with unanimous approval in this House.

President. - I call the non-attached Members.

Mr Buttafuoco. - (IT) Mr President, I would like to
indicate my full support and that of my colleagues for
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the report submitted by Mrs Viehoff on behalf of rhe
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon. It could not be otherwise, in view of
the fact that illiteracy is a very serious problem and a

major curse of society, especially in the way it holds
back the individual from participating fully and effec-
tively in the life of the sociery to which he belongs,
with all the implications rhat thar holds.

The figures available are disturbing. The assessments
according to which the illirerare populadon in rhe
European Community varies between 4 and 5o/o of the
total population, that is between l0 and 15 million
people, are as the Commission confesses actually
optimistic. This scourge affects all countries of the
Community, in the nonh and south, be they generally
more highly industrialized countries, and therefore
better equipped socially, or countries more affected by
unemployment and the economic recession. The
Netherlands' figure is around 40/0, rhe number of illi-
terate people in the United Kingdom amounrs to rwo
million, and France, Germany and Luxembourg, who
had claimed that there was no illiteracy in their coun-
tries in their replies to a long quesrionnaire from the
Commission in 1979, have been proved wrong by a

study carried out by ATD-4th \7orld to be published
shortly, which shows that there is a considerable num-
ber of illircrate people even in rhose countries.

Alongside the problem of the indigenous population,
there is that of the immigrant workers as Mr Lezzi
remarked so cogently, who are completely devoid of
any knowledge of the language of the country they
live in, and consequently are penalized even more ser-
iously, especially since they receive little aid, I am
sorry to say, from the countries they immigrate to.

Nowadays the problem of illiteracy is becoming in a

cenain sense more acute when allied with the substan-
tial unemployment affecting Community countries,
because the occupational problems facing socieries hit
hardest the underprivileged categories, immigrant
workers as we mentioned, ethnic minorities, inhabi-
tants of depressed areas, the handicapped and rhe
underemployed. The basis for a really effective cam-
paign would be a new initiative to bring about real
Community harmonization in the education field,
which could eliminate the curse of illiteracy from our
society with the aid of all Member Srates.

Steps must be taken to avoid the levelling off in popu-
lation figures now anticiparcd leading ro curs in
budget expenditure in the education sector, thus prod-
ucing further unemploymenr. Teaching staff who
might otherwise be unemployed must be mobilized in
the fight against illiterary, and pilot projecm should be
prepared with this aim in mind. Clear Communiry act-
ion is needed to set this going and overcome rhe hesi-
tations and the resistance of some countries [o an
increasingly energetic inrerpreution of the Trearies.

President. - I call Mr Boyes.

Mr Boyes. - Mr President, first let me congratulate
Phili Viehoff on her repon and Parliament on allow-
ing such an imponant report to be debated. I want to
add just a few words to the excellent remarks made by
Phili Viehoff and also by -y good friend and col-
league, MrLezzi.

I agree rctally with Ben Patterson rhar dyslexia is a
major problem and a problem that must be tackled in
its own right. But it would not be right or fair to pre-
tend that there are not problems of illiteracy caused by
other reasons or, secondly, to try to hide rhe major
problem of illiterary behind what is another and, I
agree, a real and imponant problem. I believe that
there is a relationship between poverty and illiteracy,
and they both seem to be growing at far too rapid a

rate in this Community. \(e talk here about an ad-
vanced society and it is very sad that it is in this ad-
vanced soc.iety that we have the real problem of grow-
ing illiteracy.

Another cause of illircracy is the lack of will of
national governmenrs ro tackle the problem. It is inter-
esting that money can always be found for more ad-
vanced armaments and for sending rask forces to the
Falklands, but there does not seem ro be sufficient
money available to rackle this major and serious prob-
lem.

Thirdly, some blame must be pur on rhe educarion sys-
tem. However, I cenainly do not blame the teachers,
because it is not the teachers, for example, in Brirain
who have decided that there musr be cutbacks in the
number of teachers in the education system. Nor is it
the teachers who decide that rhey wanr over-crowded
schools in which to teach children in the very crirical
period from 4 ro 7 years of age.

Illiteracy has some very serious consequences. In the
free '!7'est and in our democratic society people have
to make judgments with regard ro the parties for
which they are asked ro vore. If people are illiterate,
then they are not going to have the same opportunity
to study the statements and writings of the major pol-
itical parries.

Secondly, there is the problein that illirerates find it
more difficult to get jobs; and as more and more peo-
ple find it difficult ro ger jobs, then there are more and
more illiterates. So these prople are, in a number of
ways, vulnerable in our sociery, a sociery making rapid
technological advances bur leaving millions of people
far behind wirhour any job opponunities.

I see two major areas of solution. Firsrly, the narional
Bovernmenm must have crash programmes to tackle
this problem. Secondly, I do not expecr rhe Com-
munity to be able to solve a problem rhat is on such a
vas[ scale, but I do ask the Commissioner to consider
carrying out a series of pilor projects on rhe use of
advanced technology, so rhar people can pop into
centres and avail themselves of compurcr-based teach-
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ing programmes and other such faciliries that are at
hand. I know it is r:xpensive, but I rhink rhat this is the
way in which the Community and the Commission
might cooperate *rirh us in solving rhis panicular
problem.

President. - I call Mr Kallias.

Mr Kallias. - (GR) Mr President, being illiterate is

like being in the <[ark. An illiterare person's sight is

restricted because he cannot manage eirher to achieve
professional advanr:emen[ or to carry out consciously
his civic duties and enjoy his civil rights, or ro cultivate
his intellect in the most elementary way. He has no
horizon.

It is the dury of all of us to eradicare illiteracy
throughout the wodd. The next stage after thar is to
progress to a longe.' period of schooling. Then educa-
tion should be conrinued at inrervals, since nowadays
knowledge progrer;ses by leaps and bounds, and
anyone who under3oes training and then stops very
soon becomes usekss, then protests against everyone
else and does not &ant ot understand why he is being
left behind.

It is easy to comb:rt, or rather to prevenr, illiteracy
when people are yc,ung and it is difficult to tackle it
when people are ol<ler. But in such cases the atrempr,
even if the results are arithmetically low, musr nor be
neglected or conside'red vain.

Fonunately the ove'all level of illiteracy in the Euro-
pean Community is rne of the lowest in the world. But
what illiteracy there is must be tackled and eradicated.

Another of our dutit's is to launch a crusade to combat
illiteracy throughour the world. Our slogan musr be
health throughout tl.re world and education through-
out the world, equal election opponunities for all,
guaranteed employnrent and satisfactory earnings for
men and women, fol people of all political persuasions
and all social systemr; without regard to race or colour.

In Greece there has reen a major effort on the part of
the State to combat illiterary, especially adulr illiter-
acy. As Minister of Lducation in 1953, I launched and
pursued this effort, 'rhich has been completed by my
successor and our present colleague, Mr Gerokosto-
poulos. 210/o of the population was illiterate in 1951.
By the time of the 1951 population census it had fallen
to 1.7.70/0. The 19,71 census showed 13.60/0. And
according to the provisional assessment of the 1981
results, it is approximately l0o/0.

Before I finish I should like to stress the great contri-
bution of the teachers and the difficulties encountered
by infant school teachers and primary school staff.
They have to work rrith system and to pull down the
barrier of ignorance. They must go towards the child,

treat him with padence and tenderness. They must
lead him by the hand and guide him through his first
joyful skips and his first steps of progress. And this
persevering effort is repeated each year with rhe
arrival of new pupils.

The more we love our children the more we musr
recognize and appreciate the work of teachers at all
levels.

President. - I call Miss Hooper.

Miss Hooper. - Mr President, if we take an interest
in human righrc throughout the world - and as the
only democratically elecred international Parliament in
the world it is right that we should do so - then it is

most important that we consider human rights within
our own Community. It is for this reason rhar I and
many of my colleagues choose to support the Interna-
tional ATD Founh !7orld Movemenr, and I note rhat
Commissioner Richard and the President of the Com-
mission are co-presidenm of rhe Fourth \7orld Festival
of Solidarity to be held in Brussels nexr Sarurday.

The Fourth '!7orld Movement has worked amongst
the poor of the European Communities for over
25 years. It has found that over four million men,
women and children throughout the European Com-
munity, representing 50/o of the roral popularion,
remain in a state of extreme poverty. Ten million
depend on social security to survive and one million
have no lodgings.

One small step which we can rake ro help these people
is to see what we can do rc equip them to [ake a more
active part in an increasingly sophisticated and rcchni-
cally developed society. In tabling the motion for a

resolution on which Mrs Viehoff's report is in part
based. I and my colleagues who signed ir felt rhat we
were taking an essential first step in the right direction,
but only a first step.

Other statistics have been quoted rhis afternoon,
Mr President, but the Founh $7orld Movemenr has
found that in the four countries in which ir has con-
ducted the survey there are 4 million people living in a
state of extreme poverty who can neither read nor
write. Consequenrly, they inevitably join the ranks of
the long term unemployed. It seems ro me, Mr Presi-
dent, that we need a full report on illiteracy ro ger rhe
facts right before we begin to take action. And we
need the ability on the pan of the Commission to
produce a specific programme and to moniror ir effi-
ciendy.

In taking this view, I appreciate rhat at the end of the
day we are talking about money. I therefore beg my
colleagues not only to support Mrs Viehoff's repon
but to put their money where their mouths are when
considering budget priorities. I ask them to ensure thar
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sufficient funds are available for pilot projects and
special schemes designed specifically to help Fourth
'!7orld 

families to help themselves, thus enabling us to
take this first step in the fight against illiteracy.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 

Mr Presi-
dent, may I say right at [he outset that I am delighted
that Mrs Viehoff and the Committee on Youth, Cul-
ture, Education, Information and Sport have taken this
initiative ro present a report on this subject. May I also
say right at the outset that I have a great deal of sym-
pathy personally with what has been said within the
limits which I shall come to in a moment. as to what we
can do.

I personally will assure the Parliament that I certainly
will do what I can, although it would be a very bold
Commissioner who would ever say that he will do
everything that Parliament might expect of him.

I think the report presents a constructive and a realistic
analysis of this phenomenon of illiteracy in Europe.
The debate, I am glad to say, has also shown that
there are more and more people 

- 
and I think this is

extraordinarily imponant given the nature of this sub-
ject 

- 
who are willing to speak up about the problem

amongst. the indigenous population of Europe as well
as amongst immigrant workers. The trouble is that the
existence of illiteracy has been seen for far too long as

a shameful reflection on the efficiency of educational
systems in the individual Member States and for that
reason there has for far too long been a tendency to
deny its existence or to call it something else. Mrs Vie-
hoff and the speakers this afternoon have been willing
to call a spade a spade; they have been forthright as to
what it is they are mlking about. For that reason alone,
this debate would have served a useful purpose. It
would have given hope to [hose who have been work-
ing at the grassroots in this field in the Member States,
often without the support or the understanding of
public authorities.

Illiteracy, Mr President, is a social problem and an
economic problem. \Tithout trying to refine rhe defini-
tion of illiteracy, it is clear that if there are more than
10 million adults in the Community without the read-
ing or writing abiliry currently expected of a l3-year
old, our Community can hardly pretend to be an ad-
vanced democratic society. Literacy is virtually a
necessity in today's world, but sociery does not pro-
vide the means to make literary the right of every indi-
vidual. Illiteracy is both a symp[om and a cause of
both poverty and unemploymenr, and as the draft
resolution points out, action to combar it should be
integrated with broader policies designed to eliminate
the many forms of disadvanrage wirh which illiteracy
is generally, associated.

This, I would suggest, does not mean that Ministers of
Education are necessarily the most able or willing or
best equipped to take responsibility for the eliminadon
of illiteracy. Of course, there are many improvements
to be sought within the framework of basic school
education in order to ensure that no young people
leaving school today are ill-equipped in basic com-
munication skills, but that is preventive action. In the
sector of adult education, there have been some of the
most remarkable innovations in the area of lircracy
teaching, reflecting, I think, a gradual change in prior-
ities and methods in favour of the most disadvantaged
on the part of those responsible for this sector of edu-
cation. The whole sector of adult education is, how-
ever - and I think we should all recognize the fact -being severely squeezed at the moment financially as a
result of the present economic difficulties, and the
emphasis at Community level and increasingly within
Member States has therefore been on considering illi-
teracy within broader policy frameworks.

Now, Mr President, in im forthcoming proposals for
Community action in the field of vocational training in
the 1980s, the Commission will be paying particular
attention to [he situation of people on the margins of
society, living in disadvantaged areas such as inner
cides and peripheral rural areas. These groups are first
and foremost in need of very basic education and
training, very often including literacy and numeracy
provision. The Social Fund has akeady given support
to basic training operations of this kind. For adults
who lack the essential minimum entry requirements
for regular training courses because they have never
possessed, or they have never had the opponunity to
maintain, basic knowledge and skills, significant oper-
ations, for example, have been carried out both in
declining indusrial areas with Canal emploi in Lidge,
with Funoc in Charleroi, in Belgium, in Merseyside in
the United Kingdom, as well in the rural areas of Nor-
mandy, Brittany and the Loire in France, Applications
for these basic preparatory courses amounted to
3l .4 m unim of account in 1980. The Commission will
continue to promote such courses, which, as experi-
ence has shown, are increasingly necessary with rising
unemployment and panicularly unemployment of long
duration.

The Commission, Mr Presidenr, is also keen ro prom-
ote multilateral exchanges of informarion and experi-
ence be[ween those working ar rhe grassroors of basic
adult education and training. Such activities consrirute
one of the priority areas for rhe allocation of financial
support within rhe framework of the new budgemry
line: continuing training, including cooperarion
between residential cenrres for adult education. The
use of mass media and disrance methods for adult
basic education is a subjecr on which the Commission
has already completed a major repon based on case
studies of experience throughout the Communiry, and
this is now in the course of translarion.

From what I have said so far I hope rhat it will be
apparent to the House that in relation to some of the
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specific demands on the Commission that have been
made in the course of this debate, we are indeed
already respondin3 to some of them. Let me deal with
Eurydice, the C,rmmunity's educadon information
network, which is mentioned in Mrs Viehoff's report.
I have to inform the House that the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon
decided only verl' recently not to add for the time
being any new tlremes to the present four priority
rhemes of the Eurydice information network. Those
themes are: transition from school to work, the educa-
tion of migrant wrlrkers and their families, the teach-
ing and learning o:modern languages and higher edu-
cation. However, t should also say to the House that
the general Eurydice interest in 'major policy trends in
education' would e llow the problems of illiteracy to be

included in the network if financial and staffing prob-
lems could in fact t,e resolved.

I would also like [r> mention a number of further spe-
cific issues. As mentioned by the rapporteur, the Com-
mission has initiatr:d a sample study in two Member
States, Belgium and Luxembourg, in connection with
which the nature, scale and sources of illiteracy are

being assessed. Th,: final version of this study will be

available later this year. The final report from the
Commission to the Council on the first programme of
pilot schemes and studies to combat poverty was

issued on 15 Decernber 1981. This report contains a

section on education in poverty which is based on
national reports of:ering an overview of the illiteracy
problems and mee.sures undertaken by the various
Member States to overcome them.

I was asked by a number of speakers whether the

Commission would undertake a series of pilot projects.
This is one of those debates, Mr President, where in
some ways I would prefer to be one of the Members of
Parliament makinS; demands on the Commission
rather than the Conmissioner responsible for getting
up and answering those demands. I can give no com-
mitment to the HoL se that we will in fact stan a series

of pilot projects. I can give a commitment to the

House that I personally will do my best to ensure, with
as much sympathy ;Ls I can, that this is an issue which
the Commission wi I consider as a matter of urgency
and see whether o' not there is something that we
might not be able tc do, but it would be wrong of me,
I think, to say to the House that I could give a com-
mitment. I can't. I can give you sympathy and an

expression of my intention to try to do something.

As far as a comparative report on government mea-

sures to combat illireracy in Member States and the

collation and disseminadon of information on the best
practices in the M,:mber States are concerned, the
Commission does inr.end to explore ways and means of
taking advantage of the specific experience and com-
petence of the Euroltean Centre for Vocational Train-
ing in Berlin in dr,rwing up comparative studies at
Community level. Strch a task clearly exceeds the saff
resources at present rvailable to the Commission, but I

think it would respond to the desires which are clearly
apparent in this debate for activity of that kind. Could
I remind the House too that Cedetrop made an active

contribution to the organizalion of a seminar held in
Berlin in October 1980 on continuing education and
training where special emphasis was put on basic adult
education and training, including literacy and numer-
acy. The final report of that seminar will be available
before the summer.

Finally, may I say that the Commission has esmblished
close relations and cooperation with LJnesco, and the
Youth Forum in particular, in the field of literacy. It is

exploring at the moment ways and means of contribut-
ing to the hearing, organized by the Dutch Youth
Council in cooperation with the Youth Forum and
with the financial support of lJnesco, rc be held in
Brussels from 22-24 June 1982, which will be aimed at
mobilizing public awareness of the problems of illiter-
acy within the Community.

The Commission, Mr President, is therefore anxious
to pursue its activity in this area, but it is as always
inhibited by a lack of resources and also by a lack of
real political commitment on the part of national auth-
orities. The eliminadon of illiteracy should be a central
element of social policy in my view, and this debate
will, I hope and indeed believe, now provide the Com-
mission with some vital political support and indeed
some additional ammunition in the development of its
actions in this field.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.

6. Economic sanctions - GATT

President. - The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 1-155/82), tabled by Mr van Aerssen on
behalf of the Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions, to the Commission:

Subject:GATT

Since the Community's preparations for the
GATT conference are only at a preliminary stage,
will the Commission state:

1 lfhat basic position it intends to adopt on the
main issues of the GATT conference (imple-
mentation of the Tokyo Round, organization
of trade, developing countries, future
development of rade)?

2. Its opinion on the inclusion in GATT of the
services sector, protection of investment and
agriculture and the introduction of crisis man-
agement.
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3. \7hat are its proposals for avoiding a further
compartmentalization of GATT: which has
akeady begun wirh the Multifibre Arrange-
ment?

4. \Thether coordination between the Com-
muniry and the EFTA countries is planned for
the GATT conference?

5. In what way rhe European Parliament is to be
involved in the prepararory work?

I call Mr van Aerssen.

Mr van {erssen. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations I have submirted this morion for a

resolution and oral question to the Commission so thar
we in the European Parliament - rogerher with the
Commission - can thoroughly and carefully prepare
for the GATT conference to be held in November of
this year. The last such meeting was held in 1973.Ve
are asking the Commission ro work with us in making
preparations for rhis important mee[ing.

On behalf of my Group, I should like to make the fol-
lowing poinrs: v/e musr make sure rhar there is some
kind of follow up to this conference so rhat the resolu-
tions of the last Tokyo Round are really implemenred.
I believe rhat this is an essential premise for rhe success
of the conference.

As parliamentarians, we are also concerned with rhe
institutional aspect of these proceedings. Let us nor
forget that the European Communiry is now rhe great-
est trading power in rhe world. Fony percent of the
world's trade passes through our hands and through
those of the European raxpayers and citizens, includ-
ing those of the visitors sitting up there in the gallery.
Not only is this economically important, ir is also a
moral obligation on us, as [he largest trading power,
to make an effort and do what we can ro help rhe peo-
ples of the Third and Founh \7orlds. In other words,
we, the European Community, must not just react in
conferences such as rhis one, but must also play an
active and central role and develop a general srraregy.

The Commission has shown irs readiness ro pursue this
course with us by im response to rhe oral quesrion
which I pur ro it a shon while ago.

I consider my nexr poinr quite crucial, Mr Presidenr.
\7e members of rhe younger generarion in Germany
are aware that one of the factors contributing to the
terrible events of the Second V/orld \Var was rhar pro-
tectionist measures caused world trade to collapse
before 1932 and led ro frantic arremprs by countrieJ ro
seal off their own markets instead of realizing thar a
free economic order and an open world markit were
the best solurion for everybody.

At this conference in November, we Europeans, must
once again emphasize as suongly as we can that we

have laid the spectre of protectionism once and for all
and have no intention of allowing it to rise from rhe
dead. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade is
one of the best trealy arrangemenrc that has ever been
devised to deal with rhese ques,rions. Considering that
we have the Treaties of Rome as well, Mr President, it
would be tremendous if the greatest trading power in
the world - the Commission and the Parliament side
by side - w'ere to breathe new life into GATT in
November and once again highlighr its powerful and
central role.

Alongside the European Community, America, Can-
ada, Japan and other important uading powers are ro
an increasing extent concluding agreements wirh
regional groupings. The Community has agreemenrs
with both the Andean Pact countries and wirh the
Asean States. One of rhe most important and basic
issues seems [o us ro be how to make these bilateral
agreements between individual regions compatible
with the provisions of the General Agreement on Tar-
iffs and Trade. Ir is by no means impossible that rhis
can be achieved.

\(/e will make relevant proposals in due course. Right
now, I should like ro take the opponuniry of telling
the Commission that we consider this ro be a crucial
element of discussion in the preparations for this con-
ference.

Another imponanr poinr, Mr President, is that GATT,
for all its excellent provisions, has not yet managed to
develop a crisis managemenr policy. !7Har GATT
generafly does is ro reacr whenever disputes arise.
Vhenever rhis happens, conciliation committees are
successfully convened. Conferences have been held in
order to clear up disagreements wirh Japan or rhe
USA, but I will not go into that now.

Ve have not yet succeeded in devising within GATT a
forward-looking policy for rhe managemenr of crises,
capable of predicting where crisis points are likely to
arise in international markets over the next few' years,
and how these problems can be tackled in advance.
This is of vital concern to us. 'We should like to call
upon the Commission ro join us in rhinking abour how
such a forward-looking crisis manageirenr policy
could be incorporated into the GATT.

'We musr of course srrengthen GATT in irs role as a
conciliarory body. Even. the Japanese have to an
increasing exrcnr grasped the fact thar they can no
longer-conclude simple bilateral agreemenrs along the
lines of Japan - France, Japan - Germany or Jipan

- Italy, bur must deal with the European Community
as such, now rhat $/e are united as a family, and thar
there is really only one instrumenr for coping with dis-
putes, and that is GATT. \7e should also like to colla-
borate with the Commission in thinking about ways in
which the conciliation mechanism of the GATT can be
strengthened.
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Next, we are ho;,ing that our friends in the ACP
States who are signatories to the Lom6 II Convention
will back up the Iruropean Community in GATT as

the greatest tradinp; power in the world. '\7e have con-
cluded preferentiaI agreements with these, friendly
countries and have offered them a number of possibili-
ties for uading with us and this is all to the good.

So we would like ro ask these ACP States to support
our position in the GATT and to share our efforts to
achieve internationalism and a free and open world
trade order. I should like to ask the Commission to
give us an opportuniry - before we start the discus-

sions in Geneva in November 1982 - of discussing

once again, within rhe context of the Lom6 II Conven-
tion and with the ACP States, what procedure we can

adopt.

I should just like to briefly list, Mr President, the top-
ics which we need t,r deliberate toBether.

Firstly, I should lik: to speak about the protection of
investments in third countries.'!7e have still not settled
this question. It is an obvious omission. I think our
American friends also believe that the question of the
protection of invescment should be included in the

GATT. '!fle would like this topic to be discussed in
Geneva.

There is yet another old chestnut to be dealt with. I
mean [he so-called protection clause in accordance
with Articles 23 ancl 19 of the GATT. This problem
must be cleared up c,nce and for all.

Thirdly, we must trv to hammer out, fairly and

squarely, any pr,>blems concerning agricultural
exports with the USA, New Zealand, Ausralia and

Brazil. My Group ir; quirc ready to take part in this,
and some proposals rave already been drawn up.

The founh aspect o{ the GATT negotiations which we
wish to stress cor cerns the transfer and further
development of mr>dern technology in the Third
'$/orld and everything related to this transfer of mod-
ern technology.

Fifthly, the services sector must be included in the

GATT. My Group ,;hares the opinion of the Ameri-
cans, who believe that this topic has not been suffi-
ciently broached up [o now. [n November, we ought
ro make the first attompt to incorporate service trans-
actions - which are assuming ever greater signific-
ance for small and medium-sized firms - into the
GATT. !fle should also seize the bull by the horns to
ensure that non-tariff barriers to trade - in51rurnsnt5

employed by a numt,er of State bureaucracies to hin-
der world trade with subterfuges of this kind - ard

once again thoroughly aired in discussion.

Finally, I ask the Clommission to think of ways in
which agreement ca1 be reached, within the frame-
work of an extende<l and improved GATT, between

countries with a market economy and those with
planned economies for there is simply no alternative to
the GATT.

Time may be running ou[, Mr President, but it is still
not too late. \7e appeal to the Commission to work
side by side with members of the Committee on Exter-
nal Economic Relations to reinforce the point of view
held by the world's greatest rading power and to
present.,a united front in Geneva this November.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of tbe Comnission. - May I say

that the Commission regards this debate today not pri-
marily as an opportunity for the Commission to give

information to the Parliament, but as an opportunity
to listen to Parliament's views on the way in which this
ministerial meeting should be prepared.

I think it would be helpful if, therefore, on behalf of
the Commission, I avoided going into too Breat detail
on the specific items raised in the oral question, and

gave instead some kind of overall picture as to how the

Commission is approaching it and on the state of play
on the various preparations that are under way'

\7ith a great deal of what Mr van Aerssen had to say I
found myself in very considerable agreement indeed. I
am sure that Commissioner Haferkamp will read what
he said with a great deal of attention and assiduity. I
can only say I shall be surprised if Commissioner Haf-
erkamp does not agree with just everything that I
agreed with.

As we know the preparatory work which is being con-
ducted by the preparatory committee in Geneva has

not yet clearly idendfied all the issues for minisrcrial
attention. '$7'e expect the situation to become clearer in
the coming weeks, but it is already clear that such

issues as trade in agriculture, safeguards, funher trade
liberalization to the benefit of developing countries are

among the important themes which are going to be

dealt with.

\Thatever the particular interest of one or other parti-
cipant in these questions, we should not lose sight of
the fact that the whole rational for this meeting at this
moment is to reinforce the GATT system of open

world trade as a means of helping us to resist Protec-
tionist pressures. However, we continue to believe that
it would be premature to launch a major round of new
trade negotiations in November 1982. This does not
mean, however, that Ministers could not look forward
to possible negotiations at a later stage.

The United States are anxious rc bring new subjects

into GATT, such as services and trade related invest-
ment issues. For our part, we are willing to see what
can be generally agreed, although it is already clear
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that there is major opposition from countries such as

Brazil and India to services and from Canada as well
on the investment issues. \7e are also very conscious
rhat there are some delicarc questions of competence
in issues of rhis kind for the Community itself.

Given these points, it is unlikely, in our view, that rhe
Ministers can do more [han adopr some formula for
further study, but falling well short of any decision
actually [o negotiare.

Apan from these new subjects launched by rhe Unired
States, there is much inrerest in what rhe Minisrers
might decide as regards a further work programme for
agriculture.

Ideas have been circulating in Geneva to rhe effect that
a complete new assessment of international trade rules
in the agriculrural sector is now required. The Com-
munity's view is that it has long been recognized that
there are special rules in the agriculrural sector, and
most major trading narions undersrand why. Before
v/e can talk of any improvemenrs ro the existing rules,
I think we should be concerned that the presenr rules
are equally applied by all concerned. In this conrexr we
think it may be rime ro reconsider some of the deroga-
tions enjoyed by cerrain countries in this sector.

It is our starring point that rhere are many distorsions
in the presenr partern of world agricultural rrade and
that these have to be analysed [ogerher if one is to ger
a balanced picture rather than isolating merely one
pan of a much more general problem.

So far in the Tokyo Round the main arrenrion was on
one element 

- 
subsidies. Rather than continuing to

focus only on rhis, we believe ir would be more sensi-
ble to mke a wider look at all of rhe factors involved.

I hope, Mr President, that I said enough ar leasr ro
give a general picture of the ardtudes rhar rhe Com-
mission takes in approaching rhese negoiiations and
the sort of srance thar ir will rake when the ministerial
meeting actually rakes place.

It will be of great inrerest ro the Commission, as I said
in my opening, ro hear the views of Parliament on
what I have said.

President. 
- 

I call the Socialist Group.

Mrs tW'ieczorek-Zeul. 
- 

(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I am somewhat amazed at how rhe
notion of an oral question with debate has been rede-
fined. !/e were the ones who had asked the Commis-
sion a quesrion and expecred a reply, whereas now rhe
oral quesrion is obviously aimed ar Parliamenr instead.
This.hardly counrs as giving us rhe informarion we
requlre.

On behalf of my group, I should therefore like ro pro-
pose, on the subjecr of procedure, rhat we hold an
intensive policy debare on all rhe problems associated
with the prepararions for the GATT ministerial con-
ference in November rhis year. \7e expect the Com-
mission to supporr Parliament's immediate involve-
ment in any decisions taken.

I should now like ro rurn from rhe quesrion of our
main trade relations wirh other countries and criti-
cisms of Japan or the USA, and instead look at an area
which we will soon have to deal with ourselves, since it
concerns our trade and external economic policies.

I believe that neither we nor rhe Commission can
make things as easy in the future as rhey have been in
the past. Before we decide upon a basic policy ro pur-
sue in the GATT quesrion, v/e musr firsr deal with a
problem to which numerous approaches are already
available - namely rhat we can only uphold the
abstract principle of a free exrernal world marker
economy, i.e. wirh third countries, ar the cost of the
destruction of the domestic Community market.

'!7'e must instead consider wherher the exact opposite
is not the case: is it not more necessary for us to main-
tain free rrade wirhin the Communiry by developing,
as EEC Member Srar.es, a strucrured and forward-
looking external trade and economic policy, which
would of course be varied according to rhe rrading
partner concerned, i.e. differentiating between devel-
oping countries and newly industrialized countries on
the one hand and indusrial narions on the other? This
is what we should be asking ourselves instead of
repeatedly emphasizing our rrite rejection of prorec-
tionism. Otherwise we will reach the siruation where
we are formally upholding the principles of world
trade externally, while our Member States meanwhile
resort to protectionist measures to guarantee job
secunty.

Secondly, we would ask what the Commission infers
from the memorandum submitted by the French
governmenr, proposing rhat the European Community
should creare nev/ instruments for its external rrade
and economic policy. This roo affecr the quesrion of
the line v/e are to take in rhe GAfi minisrerial confer-
ence.

President. - I call rhe European Democratic Group.

Mr \flelsh. - Mr Presidenr, I shall use my rwo min-
utes to make two poinrs: the first is that of course par-
liament musr be involved closely in rhese imponanr
negotiarions. If rhe Commission has the goodness to
examine an amendmenl rhat I have moved, rogether
with many orher honourable Members, it *ill be
apparent that we have set out some very clear sugges-
tions as to whar the guidelines of the Commission,s
negotiating mandate would be. Now normally I would
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ask for permission to respond ro rhose suggesrions
now, but I do not rhink that would actually be fair to
Commissioner Richard who, after all, is not rhe Com-
missioner responsible and although I hold Commis-
sioner Richard in very high regard. I must say rhat I
rather regrer that Vice-President Haferkamp v/as una-
ble to be with us on rhis occasion. Bur having said that,
I am not altogether surprised because it is all very well
for Parliamenr to prerend to influence and guide the
Commission in thesr: negoriarions, but we also have ro
consider a little bit s.hat we do here.

I listened to my friend Mr van Aerssen's speech and as

usual his analysis rvas impeccable and I rhink one
would agree with ev:ry one of his conclusions. \Vhat I
ask myself is, howe.,er, can he not persuade his own
group of that impe,:cable logic? After all, dear col-
leagues, this very House in March voted to abrogate
all the Community'; internarional obligations under
the GATT. Ve said've would throw it out of the win-
dow because we warted ro prorecr a particular impor-
tant sector and, ind,:ed, it was that very group over
there, I have to say, rhar did it. And so I do hope that
Mr van Aerssen's el,rquence will be exercised on his
ow'n group and thar.ve can look forward ro their vor-
ing with us througlour on rhe resolutions that we
Presen! on this imporrant matter.

Because, dear colleal;ues, [here is one very important
facr rhat we have ro r:ake on board. And that is thar it
is nor enough to say rhar we believe in free trade for
everybody else but ourselves. Free trade is indivisible.
You are either for it cr you are against it. It is perfectly
proper to be a prorecl ionisr if that is the way you wish
ro be but do not let us prerend that we can expecr
everybody else to open their borders to our goods and
yet, somehow, be able to close our borders to their
goods. I believe that ir is very important rhat this Par-
liament comes down [oursquare without equivocation
for the open-trading system. If Commissioner Richard
tells his colleague notring else, I hope he will rell him
that.

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Bucchini. - (FR) I jusr want to say a brief word,
Mr President, on this oral question, and that is that I
believe GATT is a suLject which oughr to merit a far
more substantial deb,rte. The renegotiadon of the
GATT agreement corrcerns trade between the EEC
and the Unired States, Japan and developing counrries
as well. '!7'e are all aware of rhe importance of interna-
tional exchanges for c,ur economies, for growth and
employment. Yet we tre only devoring a very shon
period of time to ir, even though the European
Economic Community has very obvious powers of res-
ponsibility and action in rhis field. Given rhe lack of
time, I shall not go inro details now, but would jusr
like to point out as srrongly as I can the urgent need

for a well organized debare that has been prepared in
committee.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Pininfarina- - (17) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the immediate, and mosr serious, effect of
economic recession has been a considerable increase in
unemploymenr. In rhe pasr, rhis has often led govern-
ments to introduce protectionist measures. Thar is
what happened in the 1930s and in the last few years
we have wirnessed artemprs to reduce imports by
applving customs mriffs and barriers.

As a general principle, we, liberals and democrats, are
convinced that protectionism to keep out imporrs ends
up by disrupting rhe employmenr siruarion as a whole.
Ir is worthwhile recalling thar attemprs to use prorec-
tionist measures to creare new jobs cogrsiderably
increased the risk that a great number of workers will
get their basic training in uncompetitive firms which
can only survive thanks to restrictions on impons and
governmenr subsidies. This policy only perpetuates
existing problems as it does nor inspire people to plan
effecdvely for the restrucrurarion and conversion of
their firms.

I feel I must stress that the European Communiry has
a crucial role to play in the negotiations to renew and
extend the GATT. The European Communiry mus[ be
allowed to inrervene, to help one or more member
countries with their financial and economic policy
problems, but this will mean thar the Community musr
actas a body and nor as a group of 10 signatories to
the GAfi.

\7e in the Liberal Group believe that it is essential for
the GATT negoriarions to comprise the first arrempr ar
mckling, on a general level, the problem of technical
barriers. For the grearest obstacles ro rrade these days
are no longer the conventional tariff barriers, but - as

our group has poinred our in several reports to the
Committee on Exrernal Economic Relarions - tech-
nical barriers, which are at [he roor of a grear number
of our problems.

It would be a good idea for rhe GATT ro also cover
the problem of public orders and those connected with
expon subsidies which thwarr comperirion considera-
bly in various imponant markers such as that of ship
building. In this context, I should like to menrion the
work begun by Mr Delorozoy who is preparing a

report for the Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions on a general policy regarding expon subsidies.
The liberals feel rhat it is viral to campaign for the
development of a policy for investments in Third
countries. International invesrmenr is not governed by
generally recognized principles and the European lib-
erals and democrats would like discussion of rhis issue
with developing countries to take place as pan of rhe
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GATT negotiations, since this is the most appropriate
organization for dealing with trade and investment
problems based on a market economy.

Ve in the European Liberal and Democratic Group
would like to underscore the considerable imponance
of the most-favoured-nation clause. 'S/e have regis-
tered with concern attempts by some countries to
introduce bilateral arrangements which, if carried out,
could limit significantly the efficiency of the entire
GATT system.

To sum up, the liberals and democrats, consider
Amendment No 1, tabled by Mr Pruvot and other
members of various political groups to be of vital
imponance. If this amendment is not adopted, we will
be unable to vote in favour of the motion for a resolu-
tion submitted by Mr de [a Maline.

President. - I have received two motions for resolu-
tions with request for an early vote, pursuant to
Rule 42(5) of the Rules of Procedure, to wind up the
debate on this oral question:

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l2a8/82) by
Mr de la Maline and others on behalf of the

Group of European Progressive Democrats;

- motion dor a resolution (Doc. l2a9/82) by
Mr van Aerssen and others.

The vote on these requests for an early vote will take
place at the next voting time.

7. Fisberies

President. - 
The next item is the joint debate on four

reports on fisheries:

- 
reporr (Doc. 1-187/82/), drawn up by Mr Helms
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-1078/81 

- 
COM(82) 30 final) for a

regulation laying down technical measures for the
conservation of fishery resources ;

- 
report (Doc. 1-188/82), drawn up by Mr Clinton
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on the

proposals from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. t-125/ 82 - 

COM(82) 147 final) for

I - a regulation on the conclusion of the
agreement in the form of an exchange of
letters establishing fishing arrangements
between the European Economic Com-
munity and Sweden for 1982

II - a regulation laying down certain mea-
sures for the conservation and manage-

ment of fishery resources applicable to
vessels flying the flag of Sweden;

- report (Doc. 1-186/82), drawn up by Miss Quin
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-124/ 82) on the conclusion of the agree-

ment on the regulation of fisheries in the Skager-
rak and the Kattegat in 1982 between the Euro-
pean Economic Community, Norway and

Sweden;

- Report (Doc. 1-183/82), drawn up by Mrs Pery
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on rhe

coordination of maritime inspection and surveill-
ance operations.

I call the rapporteurs.

Mr Helms, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council for a regu-
lation laying down technical measures for the conser-
vation of fishery resources has been discussed and

debated in detail and voted upon at tv/o meetings by
the lTorking Pany on Fisheries and the Committee on
Agriculture. The resolution which I, as rapporteur,
drew up was approved and adopted unanimously. I
call on the House today to approve this resolution
with a large majority.

Ve feel this resolution necessary because of the pres-
ent situation in the fisheries' sec[or, where no agree-
ments have been reached and technical measures have
not been extended since their expiry last October,
resulting in a confused and untolerable situation for
the fishermen.

The Commission's proposal offers the possibility of
improving coordination and is urgently necessary if we
are to be successful in sensibly controlling and main-
taining fish stocks by using a serious approach.

The regulation proposal is an opportuniry for a com-
promise between the opposing interests of the Member
States, and can only be regarded as such. I believe that
it will have to be further supplemenrcd and improved
in the light of experience in the future.

Arricles 19 and 20 provide for the possibiliry of special
national regulations by the Member States. The Com-
mittee on Agriculture seriously believes that these
measures and regulations would inevitably affect not
only the fishermen of that panicular Member State,
but also those of every Member State, but that they
should under no circumstances be discriminatory. The
regulation can, in our opinion, only apply to coastal
areas and should only be intended to do so.

In these cases, however, particular prorcctive measures
for fish stocks may be of some use. According ro the
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Commission, the lvlember Stares should be able to
apply these measureri to fishermen from every Member
State of the Community. This, in the opinion of the
Committee on Agriculture, represenm a possible loop-
hole.

Mr President, rhe speaking time allowance is so shorr
that I can only pick our a few very imporrant points.
\fle approve the Cornmission's proposal and wish the
Commissioner, who, we are glad to see, is present with
us, every success irr finally gerring this regulation
through over rhe next few weeks. 'We discussed the
state of the fisheries policy during our last plenary,
repeating a parliamentary resolution from 1980, and
we would now like r.o urge the Commission and, of
course, the Council [inally ro come to an agreement.
and put an end to this intolerable srate of affairs.

On behalf of the Conrmitree on Agriculture, I particu-
larly welcome the inrroducrion of larger mesh sizes
aimed at conserving srocks more effecrively in certain
catch areas, and I be ieve rhat although the timetable
proposed by the Cornmission to the Member States
has not yet been approved, it should nevenheless be
retained. This, we should now like to emphasize to the
Commission, is the parricular wish of the committee. It
is all a question of ensuring the maintenance and
increase of stocks in rhe Community warers and giving
consumers priority ov,:r industry market. This roo has
been an essential elemr:nr in our discussions up ro now,
and in all the decisions and resolutions taken by the
'l7orking Party on Fisheries and by Parliament.

However, we believe that these technical measures
would need to be feasible for the fishermen roo. For
example, the same mesh sizes and rechnical condirions
should operare in cat<:h areas 4 and 5 in the Nonh
Sea, so that fishermen moving from one area ro rhe
other do not need to be constantly changing their
equipment. Ve feel it to be desirable that rhe same
conditions should apply ro rhe United Kingdom. The
committee agreed thar a certain period of adaptation
might be necessary, b rt here roo similar reasonable
conditions and regulati,tns should be decided upon.

I would ask you ro supl)orr rhe amendmenrs submitted
by the committee respc,nsible. \7e believe rhar horse-
power can no longer be altered in coastal areas, as

demanded in the amenrlmenr, bur only in a dockyard.
Ve must preven[ fisherrnen with high horsepower and
capacity from being giren an unfair advanrage over
other fishermen, who are prepared to observe the
standards set.

Mr President, I should like rc thank my colleagues
immensely for their kind attention. The House is nor
exactly crowded, but the fisheries' policy is an impor-
tant topic which we have often debared. !7e wish the
Commissioner every su,lcess now rhar he has Parlia-
ment's backing.

Mr Clinton, rapporteur. - I can be very brief in pre-
senting my report. It simply describes an agreemenr in
the form of an exchange of letters establishing fishing
arrangements between the European Economic Com-
munity and Sweden for 1982. It also makes provision
for a regulation laying down cenain measures for the
conservation and management of fishery resources
applicable to vessels flying the flag of Sweden.

The Committee on Agriculture discussed this report
and agreed to adopr the Commission's proposals wirh-
out amendment. This was done for a number of rea-
sons.

First of all, we always seem ro be a litde bir unhappy
that these reports are so rushed. \7e get the Commis-
sion's proposals, and we are almost expected to deal
with them on the day we ger rhem. I appreciate fully
that the Commission has its own problems and it is
not, indeed, that we have no confidence in the Com-
mission and in the work it does in relation to rhe
negotiation of these agreemenrs because, of course,
they must be experr, rhey have a lot of information
available to them that is not available in the normal
way to the members of rhe Committee on Agriculture.
None the less we roo would like to be able to carry our
our own checks. Unfortunatelyt very often we are not
in a position to carry our rhese checks when we ger rhe
reports at such short notice.

There is an urgency about the marrer, particularly
since the interim arrangemenrs under which Swedish
vessels are authorized ar present to fish in the Com-
munity's fishery zone expires on 31 May and it is

necessary that a new regime is adopted before that
date if an interruprion of the reciprocal fishing activi-
ties between rhe Community and Sweden is to be
avoided.

Now we do not wan[ an interruption since rhe existing
arrangements are working quite satisfactorily already.
Indeed, we hope that rhey will continue to work in a
satisfactory manner, and I think that these arrange-
ments should be strictly adhered to and respected ,by
both sides ro rhe agreemenr. This is the only way thar
v/e can have confidence in each orher and that the
whole fishery organization berween Sweden and our-
selves will work our to rhe sarisfaction of the Com-
munity as well as rhar of Sweden.

\fle are recommending that rhe Commission's propos-
als be adopted by Parliamenr. There are a couple of
amendments tabled in rhe name of Mr Kirk but we can
deal with those amendments when we come to vo[e.

Miss Quin, rapporteur. - The repon which I have
been asked ro presenr to Parliament today was also
passed unanimously in the Committee on Agriculrure.
I hope that the Council of Minisrers can rake this into
account and that rhis time the Council can resolve its
own difficulties on rhis parricular quesrion and that an
agreement can be reached.
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However - and this really supplemenm the point that
Mr Clinton made - 

we are not very happy at the way
that this matter had to be rushed through the Com-
mittee on Agriculture in response to a request to deal
with it speedily. \7e do not feel that sufficient time for
discussion was allowed. Because of that, we do ask in
point 4 of our motion for a resolution, that we should
be regularly informed of the state of negotiations on
the conclusion of a similar agreement next year, in
1983, prior to the conclusion of such an agreement.

Another matter which we consider important is men-
doned in point 3 of the report where we ask the Com-
mission to investigate the relationship between rhe

herring stock in the areas referred to in my report -the Skagerrak and Kattegat - and the herring stock
in other parts of Community waters, in panicular in
the North Sea off the north-east English coast. \tre
understand that some information is available on this,
but the Committee on Agriculture has not received it.
\7e would like this information to be available and

perhaps the Commission can give some commitment
today on when it expects to be able to make the infor-
mation available to us.

'!7e realize that in many of the matters we are dealing
with, which are aspects of a common policy and where
we are talking about stocks that move around from
one pan of Community waters to another, that the
fishing activities in one area may affect very much the
amount of fish available to fishermen in other areas of
the EEC.

In Parliament this week reference was made in this
context to the problems connected with the salmon
fishermen. The problems connected to the sprat fish-
ery have also been raised in connection with the links
between sprat fishing in one part of the Community
waters and the amount of fish available to traditional
sprat fishery in another part of the Community. In my
report, we ask for the link between herring in the Ska-
gerrak and Kattegat and the herring available in other
pans of Community waters, where herring unfortun-
ately are not in plentiful supply at the present time, to
be fully investigated and request the Commission to
draw up a report for the Committee on Agriculture.

Perhaps, finally, could I say, Mr President, that in
general, 

- 
and again this follows on the point rhat

Mr Clinton made 
- 

we would welcome more infor-
mation, panicularly about scientific advice where this
exists, and would like to be informed when Commis-
sion recommendations differ from what scientific
advice already exists. This I believe would help the
Committee on Agriculture to make informed and sen-
sible judgments on matters which are of vital impon-
ance and which affect the livelihood of people within
our Community.

Mrs Pery, rapporteur. 
- 

(FR) Mr President, the docu-
ment I am responsible for as rapporteur concerns the

coordination of maritime inspection and surveillance
operations in Community waters. This is a necessary

aspect of the common fisheries poliry desired by this
House. In order for the authorized catch rates, quotas,
mesh sizes, catch areas and so on, to be respected and

accepted by all, fishermen must be convinced that the

rules of the game are the same for all, and that the res-

trictions imposed on them are intended to defend their
livelihood. Surveillance must be efficiently and impar-
tially administered in each Member State, as concerns
borh fishing and any other human activity affecting
fishery resources, such as pollution of the marine envi-
ronment. Once this principle was accepted, discussions

concerned the nature of this surveillance service. Pre-
vious reports had recommended the setting up of a

Community service.

Ladies and gentlemen, at first I was less ambitious in
my aims in the hope of achieving greater effectiveness,
in view of the hesitations of some Member States. I
would like to draw your attention to [he dtle of the
report I am submitting, which mentions the coordina-
tion of maritime inspection and surveillance opera-
tions. This coordination will be based on national
inspection systems. To esmblish coordination between

the various Member States and between fishing sectors

such as the Atlantic, the Nonh Sea, the Baltic and the
Mediterranean, several centres and a centralized data
bank should be.set up. Community fishermen and fish-
ermen from third countries have a right to demand
that inspection carried out by Member States be

impanial. It is therefore necessary to establish a corps
of Community inspectors who will receive special
training and be responsible for aiding Member States

in their surveillance operations, facilitating the coordi-
nation of these operations, playing a monitoring role
and harmonization, without benefiting from any dis-
cretionary pov/ers for all that.

Ladies and gentlemen, some of these provisions must.

be implemented very soon, care being taken to cut
down on red tape. That is why the report I am submit-
ting calls on the Communiry institutions in item 11 to
make provision in the 1983 budget for the snff and
financial resources needed. In the medium term, [he
members of the Committee on Agriculture take the
view that the penalties and fines imposed for infringe-
menm of the common policy on fisheries and the sea

should be comparable, that these fines should become
Community own resources and that the European
Community should progressively set up a real Com-
munity surveiIance service.

These proposals may seem unrealistic today, but to
conclude this presentation of my report, I would like
to remind you of a historical fact which occurred in
my region on 2 December 1855, when a Franco-Span-
ish Treaty was signed in the Basque counry laying
down rules for shipping and fishing in a river called
the Bidassoa and its mouth in the Bay of Biscay, and
setting down common regulations and a joint system
of penalties and fines. That was more than a century
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ago. Nevertheless ar that time narionalism was a srron-
ger force than it is today and the rwo counrries were
not linked by any political or economic integrarion
process. So I want to remain optimistic and hope thar
an agreement will b<: reached in the nexr few weeks on
the establishment of a real common fisheries policy
and that one of the sections to this policy will be che

establishment of a Community waters surveillance ser-
vice as suggested in rny reporr.

President. - I call rhe Socialist Group.

Mr Adam. - Can I say that I regard myself as a very
privileged Member of this Parliamenr because
although in the main I represenr an urban area, I do
have a number of very small fishing villages in my con-
stituency. I would like to take this opportunity of pay-
ing tribute to the fonitude that rhese people have
shown in recent. year,i in facing rhe difficuldes thar the
indusry has undergone, and also, despite the difficul-
ties that the industry has faced, ro the understanding
that they have shown of the problems faced by the
Community. I am grateful also to my group.

Although I am not a member of the Committee on
Agriculture, I should like for a few moments ro speak
in this debate. On tr(r Helms' report we have some
reservations about the mesh sizes, bur the majority
support what is propsed here. It emphasizes rhe diffi-
culties that the Comrnunity has in looking after the
interests of very smrrll fishing villages and inshore
fishermen and I hope that the Commission will always
be very mindful of their problems.

I particularly welcom,: the suggestion that Mr Helms
has in his report about rhe conrrol of the horsepower
of the boat. I think r:his is rhe son of thing that is
needed to give added r:onfidence to the industry.

I also particularly want to mention the question of rhe
link between the herring stocks in the Skagerrak and
Kattegat and the herring stock in zone 4B to which
Miss Quin has already referred. This is somerhing rhar
is of immense importance off the Nonh Sea coasr. \7e
have a very well-estabtished or previously well-esrab-
lished local herring tradirion based on the kipper
industry. Ve wafit to get our local kippers back again.
At the moment, becaurie of the ban on herring fishing
which has lasted for 5 years, we have had to import
those kippers. The sto,:ks have not recovered despite
the conservation measures.

Now something has €;one wrong and although the
Commission has acknowledged that there is a connec-
tion between the two areas, we do not have sufficient
information to come t<> a definite opinion. Now, we
have got to sort this problem out. In voring for
Miss Quin's report, can I say that I hope the investiga-
tion will not only look at the connection between
these two areas, but if it is found that the connection is

not a definite one, that the Commission will undenake
to look elsewhere and broaden its invesrigarion. 'S7'e

want to have a situation where rhe herring stock in the
49 zone is restored, and we look to the Commission in
its investigations to give every possible help that it can
with that panicular problem.

Finally, in the few seconds that are left, I should like
to say how very welcome Mrs Pery's report is. I hope
it will be adopted speedily. Ir is rhe sorr of recommen-
dations which will give confidence to an indusry
which badly needs additional confidence and will give
a message from this Parliamenr ro rhese people thar we
are a Parliament that cares about people and rhar
though they are small in number, we are willing to
debarc and spend some time, if only a few minutes,
discussing their problems.

President. - I call the European Democraric Group.

Mr Battersby. - First of all, I would like ro thank the
Bureau for introducing fisheries at last ar a sensible
point in the agenda and not leaving it until 12 o'clock
on Friday morning. I would also like to congratulate
the rapponeurs on presenting these complex matrers
with such clarity and preciseness.

In recommending all four reports ro rhe House I
would like to draw your artention to the importance of
concluding agreements wirh Sweden and Norway
because a free-for-all in the Skagerrak and the Karte-
gat is in no one's interests and the sooner we achieve
fair and balanced agreements aimed ar conserving the
local stocks and the related srocks in the Nonh Sea,
the better it will be for all of us.

'\7ith specific regard ro Mr Clinton's excellent reporr,
Mr Kirk in his amendments has underlined the sirua-
don which we have referred to in the Faroese Agree-
ment. The Commission must. negoriate rrearies \rhich
enable us to catch rhe quoras allocared to us and the
total number of licences for Community vessels, and
the number per month, must be increased. Otherwise
we will not catch the fish tonnage rhar we have agreed
with Sweden.

On the technical measures, I too welcome the inrro-
duction of restrictions on beam trawling and I would
like the Commission to discuss with the Council the
possible introduction of these measures as quickly as
possible, however long it takes ro move rhe four pro-
posals [hrough. Mr Helms' report wenr. [hrough com-
mittee twice and was passed by 32 votes with 2 absren-
tions. I think he deserves our thanks for moving this
vital basic document through so efficiently in the short
period of 3 months. Mrs Pery has carried on the work
of Mr Josselin most efficiently and I hope we can all
vote for her repon unanimously, if rhar is possible.

But I would like to use rhis opponunity ro ask rhe
Commission when it expecrs to have its control com-
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puter in operation. I have recently visited the Fisheries
Conrrol Centre in Bergen and was very impressed with
the efficiency there of information retrieval and the
reporting system as well as the small number of people
they had operating this system. I understand that the
Commission is purchasing the software for our own
system from Bergen. I would like to know when we
expect to have it in operation because I think this will
change the complexion of our fisheries business com-
pletely.

Finally, I would like to emphasize the points raised by
my colleagues. To meet the Council deadline on these
agreements, my colleagues have worked with com-
mendable speed and put a lot of time into it, but we
must have more time if we are to deal with these
highly complex technical matters to our own satisfac-
tion. 

.S7e 
mus[ have more time to consult, in depth,

with the Commission and the scientific expens if we
are to do our job.

President. 
- 

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Maher. - 
Mr President, I too would like to con-

gratulate the various rapporteurs on their work and to
echo the regret expressed by another Member that
there is not a greater interest in the whole question of
fisheries. Not only does fishing have considerable
potential in terms of a very valuable food but it also
provides employment for people living in regions
where unemployment is often endemic. Also, of
course, it is very difficult to see this Community
becoming more Community spirited if we still have
not agreed on the fisheries question. Unless we agree
on it and unless we have common measures, it will
always be a reason for disagreement and create prob-
lems in other areas. I want to add my voice therefore
to those that emphasize so frequently in this Parlia-
ment that a decison must be reached with no more
delay. I think the excuses that have been given here
from time to time by the Commission and the Council,
particularly by the Council, are ones we cannol accept
any more.

I did want to mention specifically Mrs Pery's report,
because it is the one that I took some notice of. Not
that I did not notice the others, but I wanted ro con-
gratulate her. I believe that she is the daughter of a

fisherman, and it is easily seen that she has the basic
knowledge. This document was not written by some-
body with a mere superficial knowledge of the prob-
lems she is confronted with.

Mr President, the whole question of conservation is,
of course, a vital part of any fisheries policy. If there is

to be conservation we must ensure that the fishermen
have confidence in the surveillance methods and the
surveillance organization. That is absolutely para-
mount. These men are hunters and they are individual-
isric. They are also - and I don't mean rhis as an

insult to them - suspicious. They always suspect that
other fishermen, even from their own country but par-
dcularly from other countries, are getting away with
something that they themselves cannot get away with.
So they try [o outstep the law, as it were, and keep on
fishing when they should not be, and this is, in my
view, because they do not so far fully rust the meth-
ods being used.

I feel therefore that this proposal to have a European
or a Community surveillance force is absolutely para-
mount. I think it is something that should come sooner
rather than later and I would advocate that very
strongly. If we don't have that then it is very hard rc
put adequate conservation measures into effect.

President. - I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.

Mrs Ewing, - Mr President, I have no disagreement
with any of the previous speakers, and I can therefore
save a little dme by saying that I endorse everything
the last speaker has said in regard [o trusr. The Pery
report, I think, takes us a long way towards a praclical
solution. It is true that fishermen distrust each other,
perhaps sometimes with reason, because they don't
always have haloes. Even Scottish fishermen don't
always have haloes on their heads! I think that there is

a considerable feeling that while inspectors are very
efficient at their own quayside, they are not maybe so
efficient in other Member States. I have always argued
for cross-fertilization in the area of fishery inspection
and an EEC inspectorate with very broad rights of
inspection. I am very much in favour of the report and
I won't go into all the details.

As far as the Helms report is concerned, I would just
say that I suppon it. As far as the agreements wirh
Norway and Sweden are concerned, I am rather in
sympathy with Mr Kirk's train of thought. He seems
to take my view that the Commission has not nego-
dated a favourable enough balance for the Com-
munity. I think one of the arguments for a common
fisheries policy was that we were going to have good
agreements on our behalf made with a rcugher voice.
'!7ell, I don't think that the voice has been tough
enough. Mr Battersby, I think, mentioned that too. I
would just like to support what he said.

Now I come to asking the House to supporr my
Amendments Nos 15 and 16 rc rhe Pery report. One
sometimes sees headlines in newspapers reponing that
someone made a blistering attack. I am feeling in quire
a good humour, but I really feel like making a blister-
ing attack on the Council of Ministers, because I have
been informed thar they have cancelled their meering
of 18 May. Now ar the last pan-session rhis House
supported very overwhelmingly, I think almost unani-
mously, my resolution condemning the Council for
not having met since December. It really is absolurely
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disgraceful. 'We adopted that resolution, and the
Council, far from reacting favourably and taking
account of the vieq's of this Parliamenr, has cancelled
the next meeting, trearing this Parliamenr with the
utmost contempt. ri don't know how ro put it any
srronger, excepr ro $ay rhat ar leasr I have called arten-
tion to the matter rn Amendment No 15, which was
drafted before I drerrmr that rhe Council were going to
compound their felony.

I am sad that not r)n€ of them comes along rc this
debate on fishing, br:cause it is obvious that they don't
take the whole industry very seriously. Fishermen
usually live in areas with no alternative employment.
So in the areas whcre we have fishing, it is of vital
importance because it is a matter nor just of jobs bur of
a way of life and of fie whole social structure of rhose
regions. The uncenainry we alked about ar rhe lasr
part-session seems to be something the Council has
not even the desire to talk about. If you would supporr
my amendments I rhink that it would at leasr be a way
of reiterating our protest in rhe srongest terms. Again
I deplore the fact rhat we have not got a common fish-
eries policy.

I congratulate all the rapporr.eurs, and I am not going
to go into the details of Mrs Pery's report, save ro say
that I have no fault to find with any of her proposals.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR : MR VANDE\TIELE

Vice-President

President. - I call Mrs Pery.

Mrs Pery, rdpportear. - (FR) Mr President, this rime
my remarks are aimed ar rhe Parliament bur even more
so at the Commission and the Council, whose absence
I regret too.

The Council of fisheries ministers ser for nexr Tues-
day, 18 May, was posrponed yesterday like rhe April
Council. Mrs Ewing and myself can only once more
express our regre[ a[ this postponemenr which is put-
ting off the fixing of authorized catches and quotas for
1982. Ve can hardly take a decision in December and
otherwise it just means having the courage ro say no
common fisheries policy is feasible. That is really
deplorable from the point of view of rarional manage-

il# 
., resources and the future of fishing and fisher-

I am counting on rhe arrenrion and undersranding of
Mr Contogeorgis whom I am pleased ro see presenr,

to see that the Commission's proposals may lead ro
some progress in the June negotiations. I would have
liked him to be accompanied by an official from DG
XIV. I know rhar the Commission is not the only one
to blame. It does nor have an easy job. Some Member
States' interests are at variance or seem to be, since
solutions only exist in facr ar Community level. An
absence of legislation at the end of the year would
inevitably bring about sorry conflicts, perhaps involv-
ing unpleasant explanarions. Access, especially to the
six-to-twelve mile zone, could be decided by a Coun-
cil regulation raking account of the legirimate inrerests
of the Member States concerned, as well as rhe prob-
lems posed by the stare of resources. \7e all srand to
benefit from a regulation worked out before the Com-
munity is enlarged.

A common fisheries policy cannot be confined ro con-
siderations of access, taxes, quotas, technical measures
for the conservation of resources and surveillance. The
problem of structures, the social aspecrs and market
organization must be tackled. The Communiry should
consider extending aid for investmenr granted to date
only in favour of coastal fishing. Such aid should be
extended to boars over 24 meues; so as r.o diversify the
forms of fishing and avoid concenrraring fishing oper-
ations in the same stocks of resources. Vhere
resources require, the Community should granr aid to
allow a temporary or definitive cessation of a certain
rype of fishing.

This House also wants concerted effons to be made to
try and harmonize the social legislarion of rhe various
Member States and to level our operating condirions.
On 1 January 1982 the new regulation concerning
market organization will become applicable. I hope
that the procedure for implementation will permit
swifter and more effecdve acrion to enforce the refer-
ence prices. I also hope that the producers organiza-
tions' role will be srengthened.

I had wished to broach various aspecrs of the common
fisheries poliry in my speech and I would like to thank
Dr Bombard for having given me his speaking time to
do so. I would like to ask you, Mr Conrogeorgis, ro
see thar the June Council is actually held and that
there is some progress on rhe various problems I have
raised.

President. - I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - (DA)Mr Presidenr, I musr join rhe orher
speakers in deploring the very shorr rime we have had
to deal with these Commission proposals. I was not
even able to take pan in the meering of the Commirtee
on Agriculture on rhe day these proposals were dis-
cussed, and it was nor unril this week that I managed
to get hold of the relevanl repons drawn up by the
resPec[ive raPPorteurs.
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In some cases, as I see it, the reports do not go into the
problems contained in the Commission's proposals in
sufficient depth, particularly the proposal regarding
technical conservation measures which the Commis-
sion has put forward. It would have been useful, as I
see it, if we in the Committee on Agriculture had had
more time to deal with this proposal in view of its very
technical nature.

I should therefore like to urge the members of this
Parliamenr to support the amendments I have tabled
since I have gone through the Commission proposal
on this pafiicular question and endeavoured, point by
point, to correct some of the misundersmndings which
the proposals clearly contain.

The proposal the Commission has submitted is the
same as that which was before this Parliament a year
ago and which was put before the Council and subse-

quently rejected in the autumn of 1981. Vho is going
to believe that anything different will happen now if
people have not been prepared to change the propos-
al?

I devoted panicular attention to the provisions con-
cerning mesh size and the smallest acceptable size of
fish which can be caught, as laid down in the Commis-
sion's proposals. It does not seem to me that the pro-
posal as it stands is practicable, I join all the other
Members of this Parliament in advocating doing alI we
can to conduct a responsible conservation policy, i.e.

Lhat we should protect our fish stocks in such a way as

to leave something for the fishermen of the future.
However, at the same time the rules we lay down
should, I think, be practicable and it would be impossi-
ble for the whiting and haddock fishers of Scotland
and other Member States to comply with the proposed
increase in mesh size to 90 mm in the autumn. On the
other hand, however, the minimum mesh size in other
areas of fishing is too small and for this reason I have
proposed a number of concrete amendments.

Funhermore, I have mbled an amendment concerning
the so-called 'pout box'. Unfonunately, a political
compromise has been reached concerning pout fishing
off north-east Scotland. This pout box is a political
compromise 

- 
I realize that 

- 
however, it is not a

practical solution and for this reason I have drawn up
a proposal, on the basis of my practical knowledge of
fishing in this area, which takes account of the purely
factual arguments for a pout box and not the political
arguments. The fact is that pout, haddock and whidng
live in separate habitats within this area 

- 
i.e. some in

deep water and some in shallow water 
- 

and it
would, for this reason, be more useful to adopt the
amendment I have tabled, since this would permit us

to keep these three species separate.

I sincerely hope that the honourable Members will
suppoft my proposals as I think they will make it easier
for the fishermen of Europe to comply with the regu-
lations and, in addition, they may lead to longer-term

conservarion of the fish resources, which is something
we a[ want.

Finally, as regards the Commission's proposal for an

agreement. with Sweden and Norway concerning fish-
ing in the Skagerrak and Kattegat, this is unfortun-
ately a proposal in which no account has been taken of
rhe inrerests of one Member State, which is in fact the
only Member State with fishing interests in that area.
This, I think, reflects a very patronizing view on the
part of the Commission ois-d-ois the Member State in
question and I hope that the Commission will take
heed of my proposals and resume the negotiations
with Sweden and Norway on the basis of them.

President. - I call Mr Bucchini.

Mr Bucchini. - (FR) Mr President, the many French
workers who make their livelihood catching, process-
ing and selling fishery products are especially mindful
of Community decisions concerning fishing. The con-
flicts in which they have been engaged, and which we
have always lent our support and voices to in this
House, have helped to bring about some significant
progress, particularly relating to the organization of
the fish market and protection against imports.

Nevertheless some serious problems, such as the distri-
bution of quotas and access to catch areas, have not
yer been solved. To date discussions have got bogged
down under the weight of British selfishness and the
interests of imponing groups. The only way out of the
impasse is to look closer to the interests of seagoing
fishermen and extricate ourselves from the jaws of all
the sharks swimming in the shady depths of Blue
Europe.

\fith this aim in mind, we call for a change in the
injusr, arbitrary quora distribution sysrem to halt rhe
sell-out of our country's production potential. 'We 

also
call for the recognition of the fundamental principle of
equal access to Community resources and the respect
for historical rights in accordance with the treaties. I
was recently given assurances from the Commission
with regard to Corsica. These are to be endorsed by
the Council in June.

In another field, reladng to maritime inspection and
surveillance, we musl express our concern at the Pery
report. As the French government stated, we cannot
allow Community inspection facilities ro be given
excessive powers which jeopardize national sover-
eignty.

The coordination of inspection services musr be
strengthened, provided it remains based on national
monitoring systems. Thar is the aim of the amend-
ments vre have tabled and which I call on you r.o

aPProve.
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President. - I call Miss Quin.

Miss Quin, rdpporteu.r. - Mr President, although I
have introduced my own repon to the House, I did
also want, as one of the Socialisr Group speakers, to
make one or ts/o comments about the other reports,
and I pay tribute, as others have done, to rhe work of
their authors.

First of all, I would like to pay particular tribure ro
Mrs Pery for the work she has done, I think her
report, which is the latest of several versions relaring
to the coordination of surveillance measures, is by far
the best and it is one that I hope will receive the sup-
pon of the House. I think it provides for an impartial
and fair system of inspection within the Community
and one that would help to build confidence among
fishermen, who have been very worried about this
problem for a long time.

I wish very briefly ro refer to the Helms report, with
which we are in a very large measure of agreement. In
particular, I would like the Commission to comment
on one of the aspects of Mr Helms' report contained
in paragraph 8 and 9, where he expresses concern that
Member Sates might use Article 19 ro adopt discrimi-
natory fishing measures. My reading of Anicle 19 is

that this is not possible, rhar it of itself makes rhese
discriminatory measures impossible, and I would like
to hear the Commission's comments on this poinr..

Finally, let me refer to Mrs Ewing's amendments. I
support these very strongly. I think she is quite right to
incorporate in these reports an allusion to the dis-
graceful lack of meetings of the Council of Ministers
on the common fishing policy. It must have added to
the cruel uncertainty that Communiry fishermen have
had to face, and we hope that action will be very
speedy on this matter.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. -(GR,) Mr President, I shall try to be as brief as possi-
ble, but the fact that we are debating four reports on
such an important topic obliges me to reply to specific
points raised by the various speakers. May I start by
thanking Mrs Quin, Mrs Pery, Mr Helms and Mr
Clinton for their excellent and lively reports on fisher-
ies. Special thanks are also due to them for the facr
that, despite certain remarks, their reports generally
support the Commission proposals. I shall take each
report separately.

As regards the report by Mr Helms, I agree that the
regulation concerning technical measures does consti-
tute one of the cornerstones of the Community policy
aimed at conserving fishery resources, and both the
Commission and the Council would like this regula-
tion to be approved at the next Council meeting of

fisheries ministers. As regards certain points in the
report, the Commission agrees with point 3 of the
motion for a resolution by Mr Helms that the dme-
table must be respected. It also agrees with points 4

and 5 of Mr Helms' morion for a resolution, as well as

with Amendment No 2. The Council working party
responsible for those points has already found tech-
nical solutions. On Amendment No 1, the Commission
does not feel that there is at present any reason for
further delaying the increase in mesh size from 16 to
20 mm, in view of the fact that the derogation intro-
duced to this end by Regulation252T expired on
30 September 1981, so that it is abeady obligatory to
use nets with a mesh size of 20 mm. On point 6 of the
motion for a resolution, I would point out that the
Commission is prepared, if scientific data so justify, to
review the extent of zones where fishing is forbidden
with a view to conserving natural resources. On
points 7, 8 and 9, the Commission would assure the
Parliament - and this was a point made by Mrs Quin
as well - that it will not approve any measure taken at
national level which introduces discriminadon by
nationality and which would thus be contrary to Com-
munity legislation.

I turn now to the report by Mr Clinton. The motion
for a resolution on the bilareral agreement with
Sweden calls upon the Commission to explain how the
catch quotas allocated to each party were established. I
would remind you that Article 2 of the framework
agreemen[ between the EEC and Sweden includes a

provision to the effect that the aim of the two sides

shall be to achieve a satisfactory balance between their
fish resources in sea areas of mutual interest. This
basic principle - that there must be a mutual balance
of concessions and rights - was adhered to during the
discussions on the 1982 agreement now before you.
The value of catches granted to Sweden in the Com-
munity zone of the Nonh Sea and the Baldc is esti-
mated at l1 . I million Swedish kronor, while the value
of Community fishing quotas in the Swedish area of
the Baltic is put at 11 .7 million Swedish kronor. There
is thus a relative balance with a slight advantage to the
Community. As regards the agreement on the granting
of quotas between the two sides in the Kattegat, the
Swedish stance is that, if the productivity of the Swed-
ish pan of the Kattegat is taken into account, the
resources should be disributed equally betu/een
Sweden and the Community. The Community, how-
ever, rejected this view, and after discussions we
arrived at the agreement giving the Communiry 700/o

and Sweden 300/o insrcad of a straight 500/o/500/o dis-
tribution. As regards the quotas for 1981, I would
point out to Parliament that when the 1981 agreement
was approved by the Council on 10 October last, it
was already loo larc, and the Swedish side felt that at
that stage it had no interest in ratifying the agreement
which had been initialled. In reply to the last comment
in the motion for a resolution, I would remind you
that the Commission has repeatedly assured Parlia-
ment of its wish to keep it informed on negotiations
with third countries. I think we nos/ have a satisfac-
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tory information procedure, with the meetings of the
Committee on Agriculture and the working pany on
fisheries being attended by the responsible officials of
the Commission, and even by myself, and we are at
the disposal of the committee whenever our presence
is needed with a view to supporting it in all its activi-
ties.

The subject was raised of prior consultation of Parlia-
ment before negotiations start, or of informing Parlia-
ment during the course of negotiations so that it can
express its views. This is a more general subject and
one which does not concern fishing agreements alone.
The Community negotiates multilateral agreements
with rhe whole world, trade agreements, tariff agree-
ments and agreements on economic and scientific
cooperarion, so that this is a subject which must be

studied in its entirety within the framework of the
provisions of the Treaties. This means that I cannot
give any undenaking as regards the particular case of
the United Kingdom. I would, however, repeat [hat I
myself and my staff are always at the disposal of Par-
liament, the Committee on Agriculture and the work-
ing party on fisheries, and that we are prepared to give
them every information whenever we are asked.

I came now to the repon by Miss Quin on the rila-
teral agreement on the regulation of fisheries in the
Skagerrak and the Kattegat. The Commission is asked
to explain how the total allowable catches for 1982
were esmblished. The sciendfic recommendations of
the Advisory Committee on the Administration of
Fisheries of the International Council for the Explora-
rion of the Sea (ICES) were used as a basis for the
agreemenr between the three parties on the TACs for
1982. Setting the total catches, of course, is a matter
for the administrative bodies, but they must take
account of the scientific recommendations. As regards
the TAC for 1982 and rhe common stocks of fish in
the area in question, the view of our technical depart-
ments is that the figure has been set within safe biolog-
ical limits.

Vith regard to certain amendments tabled by Mr
Kirk, particularly Nos 1,2 and 3 reladng to the report
by Miss Quin, I would stress that the agreement on
the Skagerrak and the Kattegat represents a com-
promise reached after complex and difficult negotia-
tions in which the interests of the two sides were dia-
metrically opposed. It is of course the case with all
agreements on whatever subject that no one side can
impose its wishes and desires on the other. There are
lengthy and difficult negotiations, compromises, and
the final outcome is a congruence of interesrs which
each side may or may not consider satisfactory. I
should like to point out that the other third countries
with which we conclude agreements also attach great
imponance to the need for proper administration of
resources. This is also one of the calls of scientists, and
it benefits all fishermen, including Community fisher-
men, since proper conservation and development of
fishing resources has a positive effect on herring

stocks, particularly in the Nonh Sea. I would also
point out that, in absolute figures, the 1982 agreement
allows larger herring catches than in 1980 - i.e.

26 000 tonnes in 1982 as against 23 150 tonnes in
1980. In 1981, as I already said, there was no agree-
ment, since approval came too late for Sweden to be

able to sign it. Altering the agreement at this stage

would not only be very difficult, if not impossible, in
practice, but would also be to the disadvantage of the
Community, since reopening negotiations and chang-
ing an agreement reached after so many difficulties
would only mean that we would lose another fishing
season - something which would be damaging to
Community fishermen. I listened carefully to all Mr
Kirk's comments and I can assure him that they will be

taken into consideration in the negotiations on the
agreement for 1983. I can assure you, Mr Kirk, that I
paid panicular attention to your remarks.

I come now to the report by Mrs Pery on the coordi-
nation of maritime inspection and surveillance.

I can inform you [hat the Commission agrees com-
pletely and has already made proposals for the estab-
lishment of a system for monitoring Community fish-
eries. '!7e agree completely, Mrs Pery, that we cannot
have a common fisheries policy with total catches sub-
divided into quotas unless we have effective monitor-
ing to ensure that these are being adhered to and that
fishing is not going on in a way which will lead rc the
desruction of the Community's fish resources, and
hence to the destruction of the fishermen.

As I said, therefore, the Commission has proposed to
the Council a regulation establishing cenain monitor-
ing measures. In broad outline, this regulation pro-
vides for the setting up of monitoring services by the
Member States, since in the first ins[ance, it is only the
authorities of the Member States which can carry out
the monitoring of fisheries. The Commission proposes
the creation of a body of its own which would exercise
surveillance to ensure that the Member States really
are implementing the rules on the monitoring of fish-
eries. The Commission canno[ take over the responsi-
bilities of the Member States - all ir can do is carry
out investigations to ensure that they are fulfilling
their obligations, and it is essential for the Member
States themselves to understand that ir is in the inrcr-
ests of everyone that they exercise their responsibilities
effecdvely.

As regards ships from rhird countries - a subject
which was raised in Mrs Pery's reporr - if it is estab-
lished that such ships are nor adhering to the regula-
tions, and if there is any question of irregularities in
the Community, the regulation which we have pro-
posed provides for a procedure for withdrawing lic-
ences. This is the only measure which can be effecdve
against ships from third counrries.

In more general terms, and since the subject was
raised, I should like ro refer to the method for estab-
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lishing the TACs and say that rhe Commission - and
up dll now rhis policy has been supported by the
Council of Ministers - feels rhat the basis for estab-
lishing these catches must be the scientific reporrs.
Moreover, s/e musr not forget thar many of these
stocks are not the Community's alone, but are held
jointly with other neighbouring counrries such as

Sweden, Norway, Canada etc.

You will therefore appreciate that the marrer does not
concern us exclusively, since the interests of the other
countries are also involved. The total allowable
catches are thus established rhrough agreements with
these countries, and we are obliged ro respect rhese
aBreements.

As regards fish stocks belonging solely ro rhe Com-
munity, here again the Commission essentially follows
[he recommendations of the scientists, although in this
case it has a cenain margin for manoeuvre when it
comes to propose to the Council of Minisrers the rotal
amounts of fish which it is finally permissible to catch.

Let me take up Mr Battersby's remark abour the con-
trol compurer. The Commission necessarily relies on
the data sent to us each month by rhe Member Srates.
It would be untrurhful to tell the House rhat all coun-
tries meet the deadlines for submitting dara. !7e do
what we can to make sure that these dara are supplied,
and the situation is rather like the one I described
before with regard to the monitoring of fishing in the
Community. I would emphasize that rhe cooperation
of the Member Srates is essenrial if we are ro have
more effective management of Community fish
resources. Otherwise, nothing will be achieved. The
Commission can achieve nothing unless it has the
cooperation of all Member States, and I should like to
take this opportunity of repeadng my call for rapid
and complete cooperation.

In conclusion, just a few words on the whole problem
of drawing up the common fisheries policy, which has
now been pending for six years. Only last September
we managed to make some progress with the adoprion
of the regulation on the organization of the marker
and with the approval of a minor ad hoc regulation on
support for infrastructure measures in fisheries.

The Commission will do everything in its power to
ensure that, by June, we have not iusr one Council
meeting but, if necessary, two Council meetings, so

that the Council can take decisions on this pressing
and hotly debated topic.

I hope that the decisions reached will include approval
of the regulation on Community economic aid for
infrastructure works in fisheries, since this is a funda-
mental element of the whole policy and will provide
practical assistance for the fishermen of the Com-
munity.

Once again, Mr President, I should like to chank all
the rapporteurs and all those who have spoken for

their contribution towards finding a solurion ro rhese
problems. I repeat that the Commission will do every-
thing it can to ensure that progress is made and deci-
sions reached shortly.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed. The motions for
resolutions will be put to rhe vote ar the next voting
Ume.

8 . Tran s p o r t infra s tru c t ur e

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1084/81), drawn up by Mr Nord on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on financing the common
transpo( infrastructure policy from the tax on mineral
oils.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Nord, rapporter,tr. - (NL) Mr President, in recenr
years the Commission, supponed by Parliament, has
made repeated attempts to establish a Community
transport poliry. Granting aid to transporr infrastruc-
ture projects is an imponant element in rhis, both pol-
itically and psychologically. As early as 1979 Parlia-
ment supported the Commission's original proposal.

Last year we recommended making a financial contri-
bution to the construction of the Pyhrn motorway in
Austria, and since 1977 these projecr have been
included in the budget panicularly in Article 781.Par-
liament has repearedly tried to maintain this series of
loans, and in the 1982 budget 10 million ECU were
approved as commitment appropriations in Chap-
ter 100. And very recenrly, in determining the budget
guidelines for 1983, we reaffirmed the imponance
which Parliament attaches to rhe rransport policy.

Now, Mr President, Mr Klinkenborg and others have
submitted a proposal calling on [he Commission ro
examine whether these infrastructure projeca might be
financed from part of the taxation on mineral oils.
They inrcnd to put this into practice by lerying sur-
charges on lhe existing raxes, i.e. Communiry surr.axes
on the price you pay for your petrol. Now I must
emphasize, Mr President, that this proposal has been
referred to the Committee on Budgets to be examined
purely in terms of its budgetary aspecrs. I say rhis to
prevent any misunderstanding over any negarive poinr.s
I may have to make - nor that the Committee on
Budgerc has suddenly changed its mind about the
desirability of a Community transport policy, bur that
it is our job to examine only the budgeary aspecr.s,
both technical and political, of the proposal. And it is

on these very points that the Commitree on Budgets
has a number of serious objections to make.
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First of all the technical budgetary aspects. \7e in the
Committee on Budgets are reluctant - I might even
say opposed - to earmark specific revenues for
panicular expenditures. And it is not only our com-
mittee - the whole Parliament expressed its opposi-
tion very clearly in the Spinelli report on own
resources. An additional aspect of the present case is

that the proposal submitted by Mr Klinkenborg and
others takes no account of the existing differences in
petrol tax between the Member States, which would,
of course, become Breater when the surcharges were
applied.

Ve also have serious objections in terms of budget
policy. The proposed regulation would necessitate
amending the regulations on own resources and this
would involve anticipating the resulm of the mandate
of l0 May negotiations and the restructuring of the
budger The opinion of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, which you will find annexed to
my repon, also points this out, adding that there are
naturally many other priorities in the budget as well as

transport projects, and they all need to be carefully
weighed up against each other.

Of course, the Committee on Budgets appreciates the
Commitree on Transpon's argument that transport
infrastructure projects might eliminate bottlenecks in
the transport system, releasing money and energy for
productive purposes. This is cenainly the case, but the
Committee on Budgets believes that these purposes
may best be financed from the normal own resources.
\7e would also point out that the projecm being exam-
ined at present by the Commission could perfectly well

Tr#:jlr. 
practice using the Community's present

I should like to add by way of personal commenr, Mr
President, that this sort of project could make a consi-
derable contribution to increasing the individual's
awareness of the Community and improving his moti-
vation for it. Community roads, for example, provided
that they were generally recognized as such, would be
tangible proof of belonging to the Community, bear-
ing out the view that Community policy can replace
and supplement national policy both fairly and effi-
ciently.

For all these reasons, Mr President, the Committee on
Budgets has three proposals to make in its resolution:
firstly, to reaffirm Parliament's support for the need
for a Community transpon policy, and therefore also
for a transport infrastructure policy. Secondly, to
establish that this policy must and can be financed
from the Community's own resources. I would poinr
out that the Commission is at present working on the
theory of a five year plan of 60 million ECU per year.
Finally, we indicate in the resolution that these pro-
jects viewed in the longer term, cannot be separated
from transport policy as a whole and from all the
budget's finance problems in the future. This is the
resolution, Mr President, which I, on behalf of the

Committee on Budgets, am pleased to submit for Par-
liament's attention.

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, I should just like
to emphasize how strongly Mr Nord rejects pursuing
one particular policy, while still advocating a Com-
munity transport policy, for which funds must also be

made available. I hope that the next speakers from the
Commission will also focus their attention on this
point.

I call the Group of the European People's Party
(Christian Democratic Group).

Mr Notenboom. - (NL) Mr President, your encour-
aging comments on the rapponeur's speech make mine
somewhat superfluous. However, I should like briefly
to pledge my group's full suppon for my colleague Mr
Nord's report and, as you urge, warn against certain
misunderstandings to which this subject is so easily
prone, in spirc of the clarity of the report.

The Group of the European People's Pany would like
great priority to be given in the Community budgets to
transport facilities across the borders. Vhen we exam-
ine what should be financed by the national and Com-
munity budger, cross-border transport facilities
should, in our opinion, be an item of Community
expenditure. In this we are merely underlining what
Mr Nord says. But they should be financed from the
budget's own resources, because we, like the rappor-
teur, reject earmarking levies, for two reasons. Firsdy,
it is only in exceptional cases that earmarked levies of
this kind can be used, even in national budgets. This,
at least, is the general consensus among public finance
theories. Secondly, the Community budget is already
complicated enough, and we must avoid the notion of
earmarking levies to prevent it from becoming even
more so, especially as ve must face the music either
now or next year to rry ro get the Member Stares ro
increase the Community's own resources. The vast
majority of the Spinelli repon is acceptable. 'S7e do not
want to introduce a levy of this kind and thus further
complicate the difficulty which will arise anlway and
will only be postponed by greater control over agricul-
tural expenditure. Mr Nord and our Broup are, rhere-
fore, not saying rhat the notion of a Communiry tax
on mineral oils should be rejected once and for all. But
the possible introduction of such a rax musr be judged
in the light of the Community energy policy.

Thus, Mr President, rhis resolution is not recommend-
ing that we should have no finance for rranspon
across the borders. This is precisely whar we wanr.
Neither is it recommending thar we should reject a

Community tax on mineral oils once and for all. No,
the rapporteur, on behalf of the Committee on Bud-
gets, is merely rejecting combining the two by asking
to earmark funds in the budger. \7e, like the rappor-
teur, reject such a combination.
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\7e thus fully support Mr Nord, the rapporteur, and
thank him for his short but very lucid explanation.

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Gabert. - (DE) On behalf of the Socialist Group,
but also as a member of the Committee on Transport,
I should like to say that we not only understand the
attitude of the Committee on Budgets, but that we also

realize no other attitude is possible at present.

The Committee on Budgets has made it clear - and

both the Socialist Group and the Committee on Trans-
pon welcome it - that the Community will benefit if
it contributes to financing cross-border transport
routes of international importance. But what is the

point of this statement, when the Council of Minisrcrs
has refused for the past six years to pass the draft
regulations on financial contributions to transport
infrastructure projects which had been proposed by
the Commission and approved by Parliament? It is

neither the Commission nor Parliament, but the

Council of Ministers which is thus standing in the way
of a Community transport policy.

The Pyhrn Motorway was mentioned a short while
ago, and this is another of the Council's masterpieces.

Indeed Parliament and Commission reached a decision
on this matter, which is of great importance for traffic
across the Alps. But what happened than? The Council
of Minisrcrs gave the Commission a negotiating man-
date on all matters involving the general transport
policy between Austria and the Community. But
finance was the very thing not covered by the man-
darc. I met Austria's Transport Minister at the week-
end; Austria is severely disappointed and claims that
the Community and the Council of Ministers are mak-
ing themselves look ridiculous. I welcome the Com-
mittee on Budgem' opinion and that of the whole Par-
liament, and I can only call on the Council of Minis-
rers to stop dragging its feet in this matter and holding
back Community development.

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr M. Martin. - (FR) Mr President, the French
Communists and Allies feel bound to make a number
of points regarding Mr Nord's report.

Firstly, we do not think it is a wise move to assign

budgenry revenue to specific categories of expendi-
ture.

Secondly, we are against the idea of instituting a Com-
munity tax on mineral oils. Such a tax would do
nothing to relaunch the economy and to create jobs, in
our opinion, and would only be an addidonal burden
on people's income. The French Communists are more
keen on the idea of using the profits and financial spe-

culations of oil companies in such a way as to encour-
age investment to create new jobs promote occupa-
tional training and research. But it is not uP to the
Community to make decisions of this kind.

Thirdly, the increase in the Community's own
resources as scheduled does not seem adequate to us.

Finally, we feel that a common transport policy should
be developed in accordance with existing funds and

available resources and that action by the Community
should consist of topping up national development
programmes, panicularly those of the public services,

to foster bilateral or multilateral cooperation, includ-
ing cooperation with countries which are not EEC
Member Starcs, as communication problems affect all
neighbouring counries.

For all these reasons, we cannot see the sense of and

any justification for the Community to rule on [rans-
port infras[ructure costs. Hence, we will not be voting
for this report. Since, however, we approve the fact
that the report rejects the idea of a tax on mineral oils,
we shall be abstaining. These are problems which we
can solve ourselves, provided that we have the courage
to do so. This Assembly has found itself in this situa-
tion for three years and while it has the nerve to
preach common policies at others, it is incapable of
instituting a common policy for itself. This state of
affairs cannot be allowed to continue and that is why
we are pronouncing a negative political judgment on
the budget, which - as I said before - will not take
the form of simply passing the accounts in administra-
tive terms, but which assumes a position of a political
character.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Comrnission. -(GR) Mr President, I should like first of all rc thank
Mr Nord as well as the entire Parliament for the sup-
port they are giving to the Commission in irc effort to
have a system of Community aid adoprcd for infra-
structure projects of Community interest in the field of
transport. Mr President, with the aim of finding an

effective financing method which could be rapidly
implemented, Mr Klinkenborg, Mr Key, Mr Albers,
Mr Gabert and Mr Seefeld tabled a motion for a reso-
Iudon in 1981 containing many interesting proposals
for financing the common transport policy by means

of a tax on mineral oils.

This proposal was thoroughly debated in Parliament
and in the specialist committees, which goes to show
the interest it aroused. It emerged, however, that the
proposed method of financing transport infrastructure
projects by imposing a tax on mineral oils and of ear-
marking these funds especially for this purpose would
give rise to very difficult problems and, according to
established budgetary conventions, would certainly be

an unonhodox way of dealing with the matter.
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These ideas and opinions are also expressed in rhe
repon by Mr Nord, especially as regards rhe linking of
this proposal with the various Communiry policies.

As you, Mr President, and the honourable Members
of the House are aware, the Commission considers
that the existence of a regularion providing for the use
of Community funds to aid transport infrastrucrure
projects is a basic requirement of a proper common
transport policy.

It has submitted proposals to Parliamenr, but unfor-
tunately rhese have nor yer been adopred. \/ith Parlia-
ment's help, 10 million European units of accounr
were entered lasr year, which was a srafi. I hope that
in the 1983 budget rhere will be a substanrial appropri-
ation, at least in the proposals from the Commission ro
the Council and to Parliament for agricultural infra-
structure pro.iects, and in any case rhis would, I feel,
also be an insrigation to the Council to decide on rhe
adoption of the regulation proposed by the Commis-
slon.

In this regard, Mr President, I should like to conclude
by saying that Mr Nord's reporr is in line wirh the
Commission's views on the financing of transport
infrastructure projects.

President. - The debare is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vore ar the nexr voting
tlme.

9. Trtanium dioxide

President. - The next irem is the report (Doc.
l-1072/82), drawn up by Sir Perer Vanneck on behalf
of the Commitree on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, on the

proposal from rhe Commission ro the Council
(Doc. l-847/80) for a directive on merhods for
the surveillance and monitoring of rhe environ-
ments affecred by wasres from rhe tiranium oxide
indusry.

I call the rapporteur.

Sir Peter Vanneck, rdpporteur. - Mr President, I am
very pleased and privileged to be presenting this report
because in my consriruency at Hartlepool I actually
have a titanium dioxide manufacturing plant, and
when I fly over the outlet in rhe Nonh Sea, I can see
its effluent of white foam going norrh or sourh
depending how rhe tide in the Nonh Sea takes ir.

But I do nor propose ro rake up a grear deal of the
House's time in presenting my reporr on ti[anium
dioxide because rhose who do nor have specialist

knowledge of rhe subject may find ir lacks somerhing
in the way of excitement, and those who are familiar
with the somewhar technical aspecrs of the matter -and here I refer to my colleagues on rhe Committee on
the Environment Public Health and Consumer Prorec-
tion - were nearly unanimous in voting for this
report. Indeed the directive and motion for a resolu-
tion now before the House, artracted in Committee no
dissenting votes and only one absrenrion.

Turning to the substance of the proposal before us:
titanium dioxide is a highly valued pigment. It makes
things whiter than white, and it is widely used in the
manufacture of such products as paints, varnishes,
plastics, paper and ceramics. For certain applications it
is indispensable, and overall it is expecred that demand
will double over rhe next decade. However, like so
many other valuable substances, titanium dioxide can-
not be produced wirhour crearing waste. In this case
solid, liquid and gaseous waste is creared or remains
afrer the processing of ore conraining titanium. It is
estimated rhat for every ron of titanium dioxide prod-
uced, 2.5 tonnes of waste are creared. Most of this
waste is currenrly discharged into the sea, and in the
case of the Community rhe major receiving waters are
the Channel, the Nonh Sea and the Medirerranean.

In 1978, the Council adopred a directive on wasre
from the titanium dioxide industry which aimed to
control and progressively reduce the level of waste. In
accordance with Anicle 7 of that direcrive, the Com-
mission has presented rhe current proposal which is
the subject of my report and concerns the surveillance
and monitoring of waste from the industry by serting
parameters for sampling and analysis. There is provi-
sion in the proposal for the parameters rc be adapred
to take accounr of technical progress in rhe coming
years and an obligation on Member States to submit
the result of their analyses to the Commission every
three years.

The Commitree on rhe Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection welcomes this move to har-
monize paramerers and methods of sampling which
will help ro ensure that national surveillance data can
be compared. The commirree also felr rhat acrion was
necessary to reduce at source the amount of waste
from the titanium dioxide industry. This means that
attention musr be paid rc trearment and purificarion
and, where rechnically possible and economically via-
ble, to recycling or useful recovery.

The commirree was also much concerned - and
rightly so - wirh the matrer of rhe cost effectiveness
of these sampling and monitoring measures. Ve are all
in favour of a cleaner and healthier environment. Ve
are all, I hope, in favour of profitable, efficient indus-
tries which provide jobs and products which enhance
the qualiry of life. No doubt the majority of us are
equally in favour of keeping axes and rates paid by
the public to a minimum. All these aims are-wonh-
while and we stand a berter chance of achieving them
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- or as much of each of them as is possible - it we

are prepared to balance them.

To those in this House - and I know there are some

- who would say that we canno[ compromise when
vre are dealing with the environmenq, I would say this:
I have no doubt that the most effective ways not only
to reduce, but to eliminate entirely titanium dioxide
discharges would be to close down all our titanium
dioxide plants. But nobody can realistically assert that
any environmental gains thereby achieved would be so

valuable as to jusdfy the loss to industry, the conse-
quent loss of jobs and the loss of a product so widely
used and valued. It is, of course a reductio ad absur-

dum.

Ve can too easily forget, when discussing pollution
control measures, that they cost money. Even the sam-
pling and monitoring requirements contained in the
present directive, relatively modest though they may
seem, will still have to be met either by the industries
themselves, which will pass the cost on to the con-
sumer of their product, or as a charge on local or
national authorities who will pass the cost on to the
general taxpayer in the form of increased rates and
taxes. It would, therefore, be irresponsible to approve
these measures of pollution control unless we can be

sure that the taxpayer or consumer is, as it were, get-
ting value for money.

\7e have a dury to ensure that those measures called
for are cost effective; that they are necessary and
wonhwhile measured in relation to the amount of
money needed to catry them out.

It is for this reason that, while welcoming the Com-
mission's proposal, the committee, in paragraph 4 of
rhe motion for a resolution, calls on the Commission
ro ensure that sampling is kept to the essential mini-
mum and that unnecessary testing and analysis will be

avoided.

\7ith rhat warning, that thought in my mind and, I
hope, in the Commission's, I can commend to the
F{ouse the Commission's proposal with the amend-
ments thereto standing in the name of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection. Amendments Nos 1-3 from the committee
are designed to tighten up the procedures for measure-

ment and analysis. Amendment No 4 calls for a review
of these procedures within three years, rather than six
as proposed by the commission - a call which will
give opportunities both to relax or to make more strin-
gent our rules and regulations at a modestly earlier
stage.

Turning finally, Mr President, to the other amend-
ments that have been tabled, they emanate from three
Members of this House. Those from Mrs Squarcialupi
were mostly raised and rejected in committee. That
from Mr Newton Dunn I can live with, though, per-
sonally, I think the original text is better, and that

from Mr Galland I accept as it enlarges the paragraph
in useful deail. I move the adoption of the report.

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mrs Veber. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I am pleased that I can for once broadly agree

with my colleague from the Conservative Group on an

environmental topic, at least as far as his report is con-
cerned. However, I cannot subscribe to everything
that he has just said.

'!7'e are very pleased that, in addition to the 1978

Directive approved by Parliament, the Commission
has submitted this proposal for a directive on the tech-
nical monitoring of waste from the titanium dioxide
industry. Ve consider it to be urgently necessary for
the monitoring measures m be applied uniformly
throughout the Member States, producing truly com-
parable resuhs, and thus ensuring real protection
against these very dangerous wastes. Of course, we
cannot rely on this alone to prevent the damage to the

environment caused by this industry and its s/astes.

Our main aim - and here I can underline what my
colleague, Mr Vanneck, said - must always be to
introduce production processes which are less harmful
to the environmen[, and gradually to improve them
until this sort of monitoring becomes unnecessary.
However, when we hear that the demand for and
production of titanium dioxide are growing steadily
and that therefore increasingly large quantities of
waste are to be expected, we should think twice about
how far the Directive which we have already approved
actually meets our requirements. I cannot share Mr
Vanneck's opinion that the public interest may well
not be any justification for imposing higher costs on
the industry. I think that jobs are being set off against

each other, but a job in the titanium dioxide industry
may not necessarily be worth more than a fisherman's
job which is at risk from titanium dioxide wastes. \7e
should realize that this is no place to set jobs off
against each other, as we must also, of course take into
consideration the harm that is done to the environ-
ment and which is very difficult to assess in real terms.

I consider it a good thing rhat the Committee on the
Environment has tabled a number of amendments,
particularly the one which states that the methods of
measurement should be really comparable. The ori-
ginal Commission draft failed to mention that proof
must be submitted that the methods of measurement
are the same.

The second point which I feel is very positive is that
the Member States are allowed, in addition, to set fur-
ther parameters. I believe that this is also necessary,
because a directive should not penalize a Member
State for uking more environment-conscious deci-
sions. The third point which I also feel is very impor-
tant, is that it should be after three and not six years
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that the Commission should aim to make possible
improvements to the procedure and to increase har-
monization if necessary.

Finally, I should like to take up a quesrion asked in the
European Parliament on 12January 1981 during a
lengthy debate in Question Time. I should like to ask
the Commissioner - this being very important for our
assessment of the situation - how far rhe Member
States of the Community have now progressed with
their national programmes for the reducrion of pollu-
tion, and whether the Commission has already been
able to draw conclusions from them.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Parry (Christian-Democraric Group).

Mr Mertens. - (DE) In rhe last parr-session, Parlia-
ment dealt with various air pollution ropics and I
believe that we took some good decisions which will
help us to keep the air cleaner in the future.

Today's topic is concerned wirh water pollution,
which requires a firmer approach on our parr. Every
Member of this House musr be fully aware that keep-
ing the water clean - our groundwater, the rivers and
the seas - has ro be a Community concern and there-
fore ought to be given the House's consideration.

Sir Peter Vanneck has just told us that we are dealing
with wastes from the titanium dioxide indusrry. Even
up to ten years ago, these wastes were piped directly
into the water, and ir was considered grear progress
that the acids were 'discharged' inro the sea. Since
then, serious misgivings have arisen as to rhe possible
consequences of this. Even if these consequences have
not been scientifically defined down to the last derail,
we should nevertheless assume thar it would be better
to prohibit discharging in the first place.

Of course, it would be best if we had nothing to do
with these wastes at all, bur production is increasing
and we have, as yer, found no alternative. For your
information I should like to point our ar leasr one
encouraging facr. One mass-producer in the Federal
Republic has succeeded in combining the liquid ar rhe
end of the process so [har they can be used for a spe-
cific purpose, eliminaring rhe need ro discharge them
into the sea. I consider rhis a grear success, although ir
has taken producers 15 years to develop. I wanted ro
mention this panicularly, because I think it is only
right to tell you the good news [oo.

However, I must poinr out in all honesry that it has
not yet proved possible to neurralize the harmful effecr
of acidic wastes from other processes. Ve can only
hope and pr^y thr this will become possible in the
future.

That is why my group welcomes nor only the Com-
mission's draft directive, but also the rapporreur's

amendments. He has made his opinion clear and com-
prehensive enough for everyone, and I should like to
say that we give our full supporr ro rhe substance of his
proPosals.

In conclusion, allow me ro menrion perhaps our only
misgivings. '!7e are worried that a large number of
checks and perhaps excessive bureaucracy may involve
costs which cannot be properly assessed. This applies
not only to this report. Ir is a point which may crop up
again and again, and we can only hope and pray that
the checks prove useful and that bureaucracy is kept to
a simple minimum, so thar we can make people under-
stand the need for them and somehow manage ro keep
costs under control,

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Burke, Metnber of the Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, I should like ro thank the Parliament for its opi-
nion. The Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection and rhe rapporreur
have made a thorough examination of rhe question
and have issued an opinion with which I can say rhar I
am fully in accord and welcome very much.

It is not necessary for me to rehearse rhe reasons why
this matter is important. As has been said already, the
Commission attaches great imponance [o rhe imple-
menr.arion of the directive of 20 February 1978. The
aim of that directive is to prevent and reduce pollution
caused by discharges of waste from this parricular
indusrry with a view to eliminaring pollution. The pro-
posal for a directive which you have examined consti-
tutes the first measure submitted by the Commission
with a view to applying the directive. In accordance
with Article 7(3), the aim of rhis new directive is to
describe the pollurion levels in those parts of the envi-
ronment affecred by discharges of waste from rhe
titanium dioxide industry, to determine pollurion
trends and to assess the progressive reducrion of pollu-
tion caused by these wasres. In order ro lay down the
procedures for rhe surveillance and monitoring of the
environments affected by discharges of waste from this
industry, thorough scienrific and technical investiga-
tions were carried out and in rhis connection rhe Com-
mission called upon nar.ional experts for advice. Pre-
cise, serious examination of rhe effects of these dis-
charges on rhe environment is one of the main aspecm
of the measures to reduce and eventually to eliminate
the pollution caused by rhem.

In your opinion you do nor raise any fundamental
objecdons ro our proposal. Instead, cenain poinrs
which the Commission may perhaps have treated roo
superficially are specified in greater detail and supple-
menrcd. Your comments would seem to me to be con-
structive and very relevant. Under the procedure pro-
vided for in the second paragraph of Anicle 149, the
Commission should now submit to rhe Council the
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amendments to its original proposal. I am ready to
accep[ Amendmenrs Nos 2 and 3 submitted by the
committee, but the remaining rwo amendmenrc, Nos 1

and 4, will be difficult to accept for rhe following rea-
sons. In Amendment No 1, the commirtee asks for the
deledon of the words 'as far as possible' in Article
a(2). This deletion would mean that the sampling
periods must be spread over rhe year in such a v/ay as

to obtain a representative picture of the quality of the
environment affected. In cases where rhe frequency of
sampling is one per year (sediments, living organisms,
Annex 5), this is not applicable. Furthermore, rhe
increase of the frequencies would impose additional
costs on the Member States which are difficult to
accept in the present economic situation.

As for Amendment No 4, the committee wishes ro
reduce to 3 years the 5-year period proposed by the
Commission to supply an assessment of the effective-
ness of the surveillance and monitoring procedure.
Implementation of directives already adopted require
the preparation of frequent assessmenr reporrs. The
period proposed by the Commission rakes into
account the requirements of other directives and the
limited capacities in budget and staff to fulfil these
requirements. As the direoive is being implemented 2

years after notification the assessment ser our in rhe
directive will be made only I year after implementa-
tion, which seems too short a time to reach useful con-
clusions. The period of 6 years is considered to be
more appropriate for this assessment.

I would like to add some considerations concerning
the motion for a resolution, more specifically poinr.s 4,
5 and 5. The parameters shown in rhe annexes have
been retained after several meetings of national expens
of Member Smtes. The Commission is aware rhat rhe
multiplicity of monitoring procedures is costly, but a

fair assessment of the quality of the environment
requires a minimum number of parameters depending
on the conditions of discharge. Only rhe paramerers
appearing in the mandatory column are obligarory.
Article 4, section 5 also sets out rhat the minimum fre-
quencies which apply to the mandatory paramerers
may be subsequendy reduced. In this way the directive
should be seen nor as a set of rigid consrrainrs but as a
tool for monitoring the environment capable of being
adapted to local conditions. The Commission has also
taken note of Parliament's requesr expressed in poinr 5
of the resolution concerning the promotion of a

coordinated research programme on discharges of
waste from the titanium dioxide indusry.

Finally, Mr President, I would like to comment briefly
on Amendmenm Nos 5-17, tabled by Mrs Squarci-
alupi, Amendment No 18 by Mr Newton Dunn and
Amendment No 19 by Mr Galland. Some of these deal
with the parliamentary resolution irelf and they can
be accepted by the Commission. Others refer to rhe
Commission's original proposal and concern mainly
the frequency of measures and the scope of the direc-
tive. As I already have said, some freedom should be

left rc Member States in determining the frequency of
measurements in order to take local conditions into
consideration and to avoid unnecessary expenses. The
Commission further considers that even if the injecdon
process is not now in use, ir is abolurcly necessary rhar
it be included in the directive. These are the reasons
why I cannot accept the amendments of Mrs Squarci-
alupi which relate to the Commission's original pro-
posal.

In regard to the question asked by Mrs Veber, I can
say that all the Member States who are concerned in
this matter have presented their programmes ro the
Commission. Initially it was envisaged that they might
have done so by July 1980, but I must tell Parliament
that the last one came in only on October 1981. Our
services are nos/ preparing proposals to the Council
for the harmonization of these programmes so that we
should be able to get on with the work now wirhour
undue delay.

Mr President, it falls to me then to rhank the honour-
able rapporteur and the other Members who have spo-
ken in support of our directive.

IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Wce-President

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vore ar the next voting
time.

10. Radiation protection

President. - The nexr irem is the report (Doc. 1-42/
82), drawn up by Mrs Veber on behalf of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Healrh and Con-
sumer Protection, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-857/80) for a directive laying down basic
measures for rhe radiation prorection of persons
undergoing medical examinations or [rearmenr.

I call the rappomeur.

Mrs Weber, rdpporteur. - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, there is already a history ro the direc-
dve with which we are dealing. In July 1980, we
approved a directive for the protection of the popula-
tion and workers against ionizing radiation, and it was
adopted by the Council. This directive laid down the
basic standards for measuring the ionizing radiation ro
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which people are exposed. At the same dme, it laid
down how medical personnel should be protected
against this radiation.

The directive before us today is also concerned with
protecting the population against ionizing radiation.
In all of our Member States people are exposed to
natural levels of radiation. It is estimated that approxi-
mately 110 millirem shine on us every year. Artificial
radiation produce approximately 60 millirem per year,
of which by far the largest part, approximately 50 mil-
lirem, comes from X-ray radiation.

I am sure that we all cenainly agree that radiation can
be perfectly useful: it has already been used to cure
many invalids and to diagnose many diseases. Never-
theless, we should be aware that radiation may well
have disadvantages in the form of genetic effects. So

we should try to keep the advantages while reducing
risks to a minimum.

All rhe major world organizations concerned with
health have expressed their opinion on this subject.
The United Nations together with Unscear, the Vorld
Health Organization and the International Commis-
sion on Radiological Protection have also made
recommendations. Anicles 2 and 30 of the Euratom
Treaty lay down basic guidelines on protecting the
health of the population and the workforce in the
Communiry. In other words, we are now in line with
all those involved with this subject.

This directive is attempting to guarantee radiation
protection for the population in three fields. The first
involves improving the technical knowledge of doc-
tors, dentists and technical staff engaged in radiology.
It is assured that exposure may be reduced by a factor
of ten merely by improved training in radiation pro-
tection. In other words, the better informed a doctor
or the radiology staff is on what the process involves,
the lower the levels of exposure for the patient. The
training should be carried our as effectively and to as

high a smndard as possible. There should be not only a

certificate of panicipation in a course but, if at all pos-
sible, an examination to prove that the knowledge
really has been absorbed.

There is, unfortunately, a tendency in the Member
States, at least in the Federal Republic, for increasing
numbers of non-specialists to use radiological equip-
menc. It seems a likely assumption that in the Federal
Republic of Germany this has something to do with
the materials accounting system. I have tried ro go into
this very briefly in my explanatory starcment.

Surprisingly, the number of examinations per person is
increasing, although the equipment used provides bet-
ter information so that the number should aoually be
going down. It is understood that today three ro five
examinations per person are carried out, instead of
one to two previously. At the same time, rhe increase
in the number of examinations in all the Member

States of the Community is running at an average of
l0o/o per year.

The second aim of the directive says that we need
more stringent grounds for radiation treatment. The
whole House probably has doubts about the usefulness
of mass examinations. \7e all receive regular invita-
rions to attend mass X-rays, although there are
obviously no prevalent diseases rc jusdfy this. But it is

primarily because many of the things which X-ray
examinations are used to investigate could be pin-
pointed by other methods that it seems a very dubious
step to take.

It is of panicular imponance in this case for the person
about to be examined to know exactly why, and how
strong the level of radiation will be. This is particularly
important for pregnant women.

But it is also important for the doctor treating the
patient to know exactly to what levels of radiation he

has been exposed in the past. In other words, he

should not have to rely solely on the patient's memory
for information on the number of examinations and
the level of radiation, but there should ideally be an
information system, and one which is 'unbureaucratic'
in that each individual Member State should be res-
ponsible for the way they operate it.

Surprisingly enough, the radiation exposure per per-
son per year varies greatly. In Great Britain, for exam-
ple, the figure is 2.4 examinations per person per year,
compared with in the Federal Republic's 3.5.

The final imponant point is the technical improvement
of equipment. '$7e proposed - and this point was
taken up by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam for her motion for a

resolution - that equipment should be kept under
regular surveillance and withdrawn if it does not func-
tion properly, and that it should be marked with a

symbol similar to the MOT discs found on motor
vehicles.

'S7e consider it important to set up central establish-
ments to ensure that medical service costs are kept to a

minimum by a more rational use of the equipment and
also that only qualified staff are engaged in radiology.
I believe that this directive is certainly heading in the
right direction, and I am very glad rhat in rhis case I
can for once submit to the House a relatively uncon-
troversial report.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Chrisdan-Democraric Group).

Mrs Lentz-Cornette. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, I should
like first and foremosr to thank Mrs Veber for her
excellent reporr, which was nor easy to achieve in rhis
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scientific and above all highly technical field. Ve all
know that ionizing radiation, such as X-rays and
alpha, beta and gamma rays, plays a very imponant
role in medicine - one whose imporrance is increas-
ing both in the field of diagnosis and in those of prev-
ention and therapy. In view of the risks involved in the
use of these rays, it is unacceptable that parienm
should be exposed to doses higher rhan those which
are strictly necessary in medical terms.

Over-consumption of ionizing radiation constirures in
she first place a serious danger ro the patient, and
secondly a financial wasre for the social securiry ser-
vices in all our countries. It was in order to keep the
radiation used for treatment to a minimum that this
directive was drawn up. It provides for the basic train-
ing and further raining - i.e. recycling - of docrors,
dentists, technical staff and assistanrs who use ionizing
radiation. At the same rime, it provides for periodic
checks on the equipment and for the withdrawal, of
defective equipment. It is true that the new equipment
now used, such as scanners and equipmen[ for mam-
mography or tomography, requires smaller and
smaller amounrs of radiarion. Anicle 2, paragraph (d)
of the directive provides for direct fluoroscopic exami-
nations to be carried out only in exceprional circum-
stances, i.e. in medical emergencies at a lonB distance
from a specialized hospital cenrre. As for ArticleT,
which concerns the real needs of the population in
terms of heavy radiotherapy equipmenr or nuclear
medicine equipment, I am afraid we may here come up
against very strong national feelings or quesrions of
the prestige of various university and research cenrres.

It is desirable to draw up a logical plan for heary
equipment in the Community, while avoiding a mono-
poly situation both in the private sector and in the
public sector. The direcrive in question meers rhe
requirements for training and checks on equipment,
and I can therefore say on behalf of my group that we
shall support this directive and vore for Mrs 'Weber's

motion for a resolution.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Sherlock. - Mr Presidenr, on behalf of my group
I can both welcome this report by Mrs \7eber and say
that we shall be supponing ir and also congratulate her
on the excellent work she has done in this highly tech-
nical field.

I would like to add one reason why, in my opinion as

an ex-practitioner, the number of X-rays increases. It
is not entirely irrelevant to some of the debates we
sometimes have in this House, because the fear of liri-
gation in the profession has now reached a poinr
which at times almost seems hysterical and results fre-
quendy in the ordering of far more investigarions, par-
ticularly by younger and less experienced pracritioners
than myself, should I say, and this does increase the
number of X-rays.

I would also say that it is singularly unfonunate that
the best investment a young German doctor can make
is in an X-ray machine, which he puts in his basement.
That financial return is not reflecred in every Member
State of this Community'and parr.icularly is toally nor
reflected in the English financial ,rr"iur. of radio-
graphic practice. I had submitted some amendments
but later I am going to trave rhe pleasure of talking to
the rapporteur because I think, with her consenr even
those will be susceptiblr. of quite ready modifaction
and I think we shall be able to present a considerable,
yes a toral, degree of unanimity across this House very
shortly.

President. - I call the Cc,mmission.

Mr Richard, Member of t,be Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, in view of the admirable clarity of this debare so

far and the way in which r.he participants of rhe debate
have made their points, I r.hink, on behalf of the Com-
mission, I can be extremel',2 brief.

I would merely like rc do three things. One is ro con-
gratulate Mrs'Veber for the work rhat she has done. It
is an extremely imponant field. It is one, which as she
will know, about which tht: Commission has been con-
cerned for some time and we welcome rhis report and
this debate and the views ,tf Parliamenr, as giving the
Commission's effons in *ris direction a considerable
boost.

May I just say rwo words about rhe significance of this
Directive and the context rvirhin which we see it, just
to make the Commission's general posirion absolutely
clear.

\7e see it very much as pan of the legislation which
flows from rhe initiators of the Euratom Treaty in the
significance which they accr>rded in the area of radio-
logical protection. In Ardcle 2, (b) of that Treaty we
read that one of the major tasks enrrusred ro rhe Com-
munity is, - and I quote -- 'to establish uniform saf-
ety standards to prorect rhe health of workers and the
general public and ensure rh:rr they are applied'.

The central feature of the European radiological pro-
tection policies is thus clearly the basic safery stand-
ards laid down for rhe first time in 1959 in the form of
a Council directive. It should be pointed our rhar
radiation protection, insofar as ir relares ro the medical
uses of ionized radiation u'as deliberarely excluded
from the area covered by this directive. The Commis-
sion believes, as is evident fr,cm the fact that we have
submitted this directive, that r.hat omission should now
be corrected.

There are really two problerns that we are trying ro
deal with. First of all, can unnecessary exposures aris-
ing from the medical use c,f ionizing radiation be
avoided? And secondly, can rhe doses received during
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necessary exposures, be reduced? It was only after
consultation with a group of experts on radiological
protection in public health that the Commission con-
sidered it advisable to present to the Council of Minis-
ters a special proposal for a directive. May I say, in this
respect, that in doing so work in this field abeady
done by the Vorld Health Organization, the United
Nations' Sciendfic Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation and the International Commission
on Radiological Protection has been taken into con-
sideration.

The House will be familiar with the general outline of
the draft directive, and therefore I do not think I need
go through it in detail. It is fairly clear. I would only
add that positive and concrete suggestions on the
points we make in the directive are contained in the
excellent report prepared by Mrs Veber, for which the
Commission is indeed grateful.

Before finishing, Mr President, I would thank the
members of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection for the sup-
pon they have given to this inidative mken by the
Commission. The Commission is indeed convinced
that such a Community regulation is likely to make a

useful contribution to improving the quality of radio-
logical protection during medical examinations and
treatment in the Member States of the European
Community. Before I sit down, may I say to Mr Sher-
lock that I compliment him upon the gracious modesty
of his speech and I am delighted to say that I am not
responsible for the United Kingdom tax regulations.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.

ll. Foodstffi

President. 
- 

The next item is the repon (Doc. 1-110/
82), drawn up by Mr Ghergo on behalf of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-935/ 80 - COM (81)5 final) for a direc-
tive on the approximation of the laws of the Mem-
ber States relating to materials and anicles made
of regenerated cellulose film intended to come
into contact with foodstuffs.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Ghergo, rdpporter4r. 
- 

(17) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, we all know that the practice of pack-
aging foodstuffs in wrappings designed to facilitare
their distribution and conservation is constantly being

extended. It is also well known that in certain condi-
tions the substances used in manufacturing the wrap-
pers may be transferred to the wrapped foodstuffs,
with obvious risks to the consumer when these sub-
stances are toxic.

Hence the need for measures to regulate the use of the
substances employed in making the packages in ques-
tion.

As early as 7976, the Council adopted a framework
directive on the subject, which was followed by three
implementing directives drawn up by the Commission
and transmitted to the Council: one on ceramic ani-
cles, another on materials and anicles containing vinyl
chloride, and a third on plastic materials. The directive
in question - the founh - relates to materials and
arricles made of regenerated cellulose film.

The measures proposed are based essentially on the
compilation of an approved list - i.e. a list of sub-
stances authorized to be used in the manufacture of
regenerated cellulose film. For such substances, and
panicularly for additives which may tend to 'migrate',
i.e. be transferred to the packaged foodstuffs, a per-
centage is fixed for use, so as to limit their presence in
the finished product to the essential minimum.

Substances other than those included on the above-
mentioned list may be used when the substances are
employed as colouring matter (dyes and pigments)
provided that there is no migration of the substance
into or onto foodstuffs. Non-migrambiliry must be
confirmed by highly sensitive and safe methods, fol-
lowing a procedure laid down in the abovementioned
framework directive of 1976. Until rhere is a Com-
munity directive laying down such methods, the field
is not without rules, since national standards currently
in force will continue to apply. However, we should
certainly urge the Commission to draw up the relevant
proposals as rapidly as possible.

One exremely significant aspect of this directive -and credit must be given for this to the Commission,
ro which I express my warmest appreciation - is the
fact that it is the result of expen contributions and
unanimous agreement at the scientific, social and
economic levels.

The Scientific Committee for Food made a direc con-
tribution to drafting it. The rhoroughness of rhe work
carried out in close cooperation wirh the CIPCEL -the European trade association for manufacturers of
regenerated cellulose film - and with the Member
States themselves is borne out by the exclusion from
the approved list of any substances the harmlessness of
which could not be proved wirh rotal cenainry.

The Advisory Committee on Foodstuffs, too, has
delivered an opinion in favour of the adopdon of this
directive.
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That said, I think it is natural to agree with the pro-
posal before us, with regard to which I should also like
to recommend - as I have already done in the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection - revising the figures given for the
percentages of the various substances allowed in the
manufacture of the materials in question, so as to
make those figures uniform and comparable.

Another recommendation concerns the general need
for greater coordination among the various advisory
and research institutions, so that the results may be
related to the problems as they arise in reality, and not
separate one from another. Of course specific studies
of individual aspects can lead to a better understand-
ing of those aspects, but we must avoid the risk of a

dispersal of energies and instead keep in mind the cor-
relations among various problems.

Ladies and gentlemen, only one amendment to the
text of the Commission proposal has been mbled in
this pan-session, and I am its author. It concerns the
procedure for amending Annex II - the approved list
of substances allowed in the manufacture of regener-
ated cellulose film. The Commission text provides
that, for possible amendments to the said annex, the
Scientific Committee on Food should be consulted 'if
necessary'. My amendment proposes that it should be

consulted not'if necessary' but 'in every case'.

In the previous part-session Parliament approved a

proposal for a directive relating to the COST 2(a) pro-
ject on the effect of processing on the physical proper-
ties of foodstuffs.

On that occasion I stressed the need, which I now
reaffirm, to develop overall policies for homogeneous
sectors.

Only in this way can we achieve really incisive results
contributing to the aim which we have set ourselves of
protecting the health of consumers.

On behalf of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, I recom-
mend - subject to the observations I have made -the approval of the proposed directive in question, for
which I also express the support of my political group.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, again I would like to thank, on behalf of the
Commission, Mr Ghergo for the excellent work he has

undertaken on this question. To this we join our
thanks to the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection.

I am very pleased that the Commission's proposal is

acceptable to the Parliament, and I therefore hope that
the final decision can b,-' expected in a very shon time.
I can also give the House the assurance that the Com-
mission will pursue its efforts to achieve harmoniza-
tion of the legislation in this difficult sector of materi-
als and articles inrcndt:d to come into contact with
foodstuffs. I would also offer to draw the commenrs
on the coordination of study programmes to the atten-
tion of the Commissioner principally concerned with
this matter.

'!flith regard to the a.mendment, however, I have
regretfully to say 'no' c,n behalf of the Commission.
The amendment to Annr:x II 

- 
that is, to the positive

list 
- 

could concern not only the toxicological aspecm

of this list, on which we recognize the need to consult
the Scientific Committe'e for Food, but also other
aspects, for example, the technological aspects, for
which consultation of the Scientific Committee for
Food is not appropriate. For that reason, it is necessary
to maintain the term 'where appropriate' in Article 5.

Moreover, Anicle 5 of this specific directive is directly
inspired by Article 5 of the general directive, which
employs the same formuLa in relation to consultation
of the Scientific Committr:e for Food.

President. 
- 

The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.l

Vc,tes2

(The sitting uas suspended dt 8.25 p.n. and resumed at
9.30 p.m.

IN THE CHAIR: MR I"\LOR

Vice-President

12. Drugs

President. - The next item comprises:

1 Motions for resolutions ente'red in the .register (Rule 49)

- 
Verification of credentials: see Minutes.

2 See Annex.
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- the repon by Mrs Scrivener, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, on the combating of
drugs (Doc. 1-1079 / 8l) ; and

- the oral question, with debate, by Mrs Squarci-
alupi and others to the Commission, on the pro-
duction and exportation by Community countries
of acetic anhydride used for the production of
heroin (Doc. l-75/82):

The report of the United Nations International
Narcotics Control Board for 1981 frequently
mentions the problem of acetic anhydride, a

chemical substance produced in the countries of
'!7'estern Europe that is used by clandestine labo-
ratories to extract heroin from the opium poppI,
and assens that:

- acetic anhydride is produced in substantial
quanti[ies, particularly in \Testern Europe,
and is exported, free from any control, even
by countries acquainted with the catastrophic
effects of heroin;

- 9Oo/o of all acetic anhydride seized in the near
and Middle East, East Asia and South-East
Asia originated from one firm in one Vestern
European country;

- where checks have been made on the destina-
tion of acetic anhydride, these have resulted
in important discoveries of clandestine labora-
tories.

The UN International Narcotics Control Board
therefore calls on the various governments to
study the problem of acetic anhydride in order to
find a rapid solution.

In panicular it calls for:

(a) more effecdve measures ro reduce exports of
acetic anhydride to regions where the opium
poppy is illicitly cultivated and/or where clan-
destine laboratories are presumed to operare;

(b) close monitoring of the movement of acetic
anhydride in order to intervene in the evenr of
orders from suspicious sources;

(c) scrupulous application of rhe Unired Nations
1971 Convention and measures to prevent the
diversion of psychorropic substances from licit
trade, especially those listed in Schedule II;

(d) the_ compilation of basic lism of rhe main
chemical products and agents used in the illi-
cit manufacture of drugs and psychotropic
substances for regular submission to police,
customs and other control authorities;

(e) the conclusion of international agreements to
provide prompt exchanges of information on
unjustified requesm for aceric anhydride.

In view of the present drug phenomenon in the
countries of the European Communiry and the

hundreds of heroin victims, can the Commission
state:

l. To what extent the countries of the Europe
Community are involved in supplying acetic
anhydride to the clandesdne drug market?

2. l7hether and how it intends to respond to the
United Nations invitation to the whole inter-
national community but in particular to the
countries of Europe?

Mrs Scrivener, rdpporter4r. - (FR) Mr President, hon-
ourable Members - I am always a little overawed at
having to talk to a vinually empty House, but there
doesn't seem to be anything I can do about it.

Drugs are a very serious problem in our \Testern
societies today. In view of the extent and complexity
of the problem, we have to realize that, if the Com-
munity cannot replace the Member States here, it can,
on the other hand, back up what rhey do.

The development of really effecdve strategies for com-
bating the misuse of and dependence on drugs, both
legal and illegal, has been hampered so far by a lack of
collaboration between the people who are fighting rhe
problem, by an inadequate exchange of information
and experience and by a kind of poinrless, ill-advised
competition in research into the causes and effects of
drug addiction.

The European Parliament had the opponunity to dis-
cuss drugs, cenainly, way back in 1972 when Farher
Laudrain produced his repon that was so good from
all points of view. Bur unfonunately, although rhe
House accepted his proposals, they were never acred
upon. No doubt the Commission will have somerhing
to say about this.

Drug-taking, as we all know, is on the increase. The
dangers associarcd a decade or [wo ago with the use of
natural narcotics have been replaced by the dangers
arising from the ease with which people can obtain
synthetic drugs and psychoropic subsrances.

This is what began [o emerge from the reports of the
Council of Europe's Select Committee of experrs on
the treatmenr of drug dependence, which said that
drug addiction is on the increase in many counrries,
that new addicts seem ro be gerting younger all the
time and that these young addicrs cannor yet benefit
from existing rrealmenr faciliries.

In the absence of epidemiological studies, ir is not pos-
sible to assess rhe extent of rhe problem any more pre-
cisely, which is why the Council of Europe expefis
said, in the same reporr, that: 'There are very few
figures available on rhese trends. Therefore more sra-
tistical data on drug addiction and im growrh are
needed to assist in combating it'.
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However, looking at the differenr types of drug, it is

sdll possible to state that heroin abuse is still increasing

- as we have had proved to us over the past few days

- that psychotropic substances such as sedatives and
tranquillizers - as well as anaesthetics - are being
used in alarming quantities by all sections of the popu-
lation and by all age groups, that there has been a par-
ticularly noticeable increase in alcoholism among
women and young people in recent years and that
there is evidence of a general trend towards muldple
drug addiction.

The sntistics currently available indicate an increase in
the use of both soft and hard drugs and of glues and
solvents for their hallucinogenic effect.

Apart from the cost in human terms, the drug problem
also imposes a heavy economic and social burden -although we have no recent estimate of the social cost
of drug abuse in the European Community.

So the anti-drug campaign is also important because of
the financial burden drug-taking imposes on each of
the Member States of the Community.

\7e need to improve the exchange of information in
the EEC, which is why we call on the European Com-
mission, in our resolution, to produce more precise,
more up-to-date information on drug-taking and to
organize better coordination between all the bodies
that have carried out studies and research in the Mem-
ber States.

Drug-taking, of course, can be looked at in many dif-
ferent ways. The commonest idea of drug-taking is,
probably, that it is a scourBe - although not the inev-
itable one it is sometimes seen to be. In view of the
growing lack of communichtion between young peo-
ple and the society around them, drugs first of all seem
to be another way of expressing anguish, a language
that all other forms of communication seem to have
worn out. As Mrs Monique Pelletier so rightly pointed
out in her brilliant report, drugs play a pivotal role in a
community, which may be real or imaginary, where
there is communication and where the youngster
hopes to find the warmth and human contact he failed
to find at home or at school. Yet in all societies, toler-
ance for the use of drugs stops as soon as it becomes
clear that those who take them are seeking to compen-
sate for society's inadequacies or to challenge im func-
tioning.

At the same time, it would seem that the harsher the
repression of drug-taking, the more it grows into a

symbol of escape and of destruction of established val-
ues. The difficulty is that when official policy is to shut
up young addicts in prisons or psychiatric hospitals, it
only serves to deepen the gulf between them and the
adult world, thus increasing the process of alienation.
Nevenheless, in view of the serious nature and grow-
ing scale of the phenomenon, action by the authorities
is indispensable.

The Community can provide a significant stimulus
here by organizing special 'information days' during
which young people crrn be objectively instructed on
the dangers of narcotics. It has been found that extra-
curricular activities canr as often as not, play an impor-
tant role in preventive education.

Among the measures rirhich could be undenaken at
Community level, we should panicularly stress the
part that the Communir.y can play in providing infor-
mation to groups specifically concerned with the drug
problem, such as associations for combating drug
abuse, the media, health and social bodies, regional
and local organizations, youth clubs and parents asso-
ciations. The Community could distribute information
and audio-visual materials and run campaigns involv-
ing the showing of films on a large scale and running
travelling exhibitions.

However, if a Community policy aimed at reducing
the intake of narcotics is to have any chance of suc-
cess, we must concentrate first on defining the princi-
ples according rc which strict control of the produc-
tion of drugs is to be effe,:ted.

Reducing production dor's not seem practicable unless
substitute crops can be oi:fered in compensation. This,
however, presupposes that such crops are completely
suitable to local technolc,gical development and local
traditions and that they c,rn offer comparable incomes
to the growers. The secon,d, and admittedly somewhat
unrealistic, solution would be for the countries con-
cerned by the drug problem to buy up the entire
amount, of drugs produced. This would require a sys-
tem of very strict control and the permanent oversee-
ing of the production laboratories in order to ensure
that additional quantities are not manufactured for
sale at exorbitant prices on the black market. In view
of the costs involved, an'g such measures should be
undenaken by the Community with the USA and any
other countries in a position to do so.

The Communiry has to aot at European level and at
international level as well. Many initiatives have
abeady been taken. In Europe, the most outstanding
was undoubtedly the 'Pompidou initiative', as a result
of which between 1971 and 1977 a number of meer-
ings of the Council of Ministers of the Community
took place.

There is something we mulit be very clear about here.
This report is not inrcnded to replace the work of the
Council of Europe. The idea is to fix a certain number
of specific schemes that the Commission can run in
conjunction with the Council of Europe and any other
international organization involved in the anti-drug
campaign - the UN, UNESCO, the \7orld Health
Organization and, more generally, all those concerned
with the problem.

Mr President, honourable Members, when drafting
this repon, your rapporteur, with the support of the
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Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, uied to propose in the resolu-
tion one or two specific, practical schemes that the
European Commission can run. Ve are well aware
that, in dealing with this affair, we cannot, realisd-
cally, do it all.

Ve were forced to choose, as trying to do everything
would be fruitless - as $/e have seen so far.

So the point of our proposals is to achieve a better
understanding of the drug problem, to circulate proper
information on the dangers of drug-taking (this is a

most effective means of prevention and mus[ be

adapted to the different age groups), reduce the supply
of drugs by limiting and controlling production and
ensure greater collaboration between the European
organizations that deal with the problems of drug-tak-
rng'

However, we realize that some aspects have not been
covered. This was a deliberate omission and my col-
leagues will no doubt remind me of it, which will be a

good thing. But what I really want is to find myself in
a few years' dme with a committee that has actually
achieved somerhing and a Parliament that has been
effective.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mrs Krouwel-Mam. - (NL) Mr President, for many
years rhe public authorities in rhe Member Srates have
been looking into ways of dealing with the problem of
drugs. Many millions have been spent on reports and
research into the causes and consequences of drug
addicdon. Millions more have been swallowed up by
subsidies to a great many reception and [reatment
centres. But what has the result of all this been? Drug
trafficking is flourishing more than ever before, the
number of drug addicts is rising and young people are
beginning to use drugs at an increasingly early age,
with all the social and economic consequences which
this brings. The use of drugs in '$fl'estern Europe has
reached a critical point, and effective immediate and
longer-term measures will have to be raken to combat
this vast problem.

\7hen dealing with the problem of drug addiction, the
emphasis must be placed on the human being as an
individual and on his reintegration into society. User-
groups change, but prevention must be based on early
recognition of the groups which are panicularly
endangered so that remedial action can be taken.

Horrifying publicity abour drug addicdon is undesira-
ble; appropriate information is, however, necessary.

The rules governing prevention also apply ro the pro-
vision of aid. Since the groups of drug addicrs con-

stantly change, our approach to them must also

change. The provision of aid is still inadequately
adjusteci rc the possibilities and needs of the addicm
themselves.

In my group, opinions differ as to the desirabiliry of
legalizing soft drugs. However, it seems reasonable to
consider whether direct action would not better be

directed at the hard drugs, which cause such incredible
damage. The use of soft drugs is no worse than smok-
ing or consuming alcohol and certainly no more harm-
ful than taking all kinds of tranquillizers and sleeping-
pills. That is why I have tabled an amendment relating
to the use of drugs in pharmaceutical preparations.

My group supports Mrs Scrivener's report, which con-
tains excellent recommendations, and we are looking
to the Commission and Council of Ministers to show
the necessary political willingness for the Community
to take appropriate supporting action. If this political
willingness is not forthcoming, the excellent work
done by Mrs Scrivener and the Committee on Public
Health and Consumer Protection will be fruitless.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mrs Lentz-Cornette. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to start by congratulating Mrs
Scrivener on her fine repon. Vriting a report on
drugs, I am sure, is no easy matter a[ the moment and
seeking an answer to the problem is a useful thing
provided it is clear what the scope is and where the
opposition lies. Drug-taking isn't an epidemic where
all you have to do is identify the virus and come up
with a vaccine or a serum ro prevent the sickness or
cure it. That would be easy. But drug-taking is a fur-
tive thing that has gradually taken over all the coun-
ries of the Community over the past 15 years to much
the same extent.

This is why the Christian-Democraric Group supporrs
every.thing Mrs Scrivener's excellent reporr says so
that the Commission can get the means it needs to
coordinate all the date on prevenrion, information,
education and treatmenr in an anri-drug addiction
centre.

Dr Olivenstein, who has been head of the Marmonan
Centre in France for some years now, says that drug
addiction is the result of three things - a producr, a
personality and a socio-culrural occasion. I shall talk
briefly about all rhese.

First, as to the product, rhere are hard drugs, opiates
that is to say, and heroin and, in addition, we now
have uppers (amphetamines, stimulanrs and cocaine)
and downers (barbiturates and all kinds of tranquilliz-
ers) and, of course, alcohol.
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Over the past few years, it has been found that youn-
ger and younger children are buying glues, solvenrs,
spot removers and so on, which are on open sale.
These substances are drugs. You mighr call them
'[ight' drugs but drugs are drugs, I think, and these
glues and solvents rhat are being used by children are
almost all extremely dangerous.

But it is deluding oneself to imagine that it is possible
to combat drug rafficking efficiendy when drugs are
international big business and there is far too much
money involved for us ro be able ro wipe our rhe prob-
lem completely.

'We have rc join forces and try to limit production as

much as possible and cut down on the transpon and
trafficking of drugs, as Mrs Scrivener has just said. But
we will only have an effect if all the Member States
cooPerate.

Second, the personality. Very fortunately, it has been
found that almost all those young people who have
tried drugs have done so out of curiosity. Only a very
small percentage of youngsters who rry drugs out of
curiosity actually become addicts. It is 5% ar mosr. Bur
those who take drugs because they find life difficult
are much more likely to become addicted.

A drug addict is a human being who undergoes physi-
cal and mental suffering and tries, in his own way, to
effect a cure by chemical means. His behaviour is a cry
for help, a question of life and sometimes, alas, death.
Helping him means re-establishing human relations
between him and the rest of the world.

The third thing is the socio-cultural occasion. Drug
addiction may be looked upon as a symprom of our
crisis-ridden society - not just economic crises, of
course, but the more important crises in terms of
moral values. Young people are losr and they find it
difficult rc fit in. They wanr to break our and very
often they escape all too successfully - to death.

And this is why we have to do our ur.mosr ro srem the
tide of drug addiction in the way Mrs Scrivener has
described so well - through educarion, through
information and through training for young people
and their parents. I believe rhar, although rreatment is
the prerogative of specialists, of docrors and psycholo-
gists and teams of professionals, prevention should be
the concern of us all, of Parliament and of the Com-
mission and the Council as well.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Sherlock. - Mr President, firstly, may I express
my immense pleasure in being able to say thar not only
I, but all the members of my group will give our sup-
port to Mrs Scrivener for the excellent work she has
put in on this subject, where she could easily have

been led astray by a krt of rather inconsequenrial mar-
[ers that are so frequently raised. She has kept herself
strictly to an excellenr brief, and I would requesr rhar
when the time comes, you follow her hand when all of
you and our friends arrd colleagues vote, and vore par-
ticularly, against some amendments which have been
proposed suggesting that perhaps the use of soft drugs
is not as bad as some think.

These, Mr President, are the entries to the main
course, and the main crlurse is the way to death; death
in dirt and degradation in almost every case, death
almost ineviable because rhe processes of cure are
very, very unlikety to succeed. Facilis est descensus

Arterni: It is all too easy to go on this slippery slope.

I ask you to vote for Mrs Scrivener's proposals
because they help us to educate, to research and coor-
dinate. They help us as a Community, and surely this
is a Community project v/onhy of Community sup-
port, if ever there was one. By ourselves erecting
around our outside boundaries a form of cordon sani-
taire,we are also helping those other countries, and we
must continue, of course, to contribute ro assistance
on a world-wide scale .rgainst this dreaded scourge,
another desperate way in which so many - particu-
larly of our young - are bringing themselves to their
own premature deaths.

Support the Scrivener report is the message I give to
you tonight!

(Applause)

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Croup.

Mrs Squarcialupi. - (IT) Mr President, to relegare
such an important debate to an hour such as this does
Parliament no credit; and the failure of some members
to be present reflecr no betrer on them. I would also
like to point out that with the exception of Mr Sher-
lock, all those who have spoken so far - and perhaps
also all those who are goinLg to speak - are women. I
also feel it is humiliating for a Parliamenr to be obliged
after ten years to raise such a serious and dramatic
problem once again because irc requests were never
heeded by the Commission or the Council.

The drug problem is a mor,e or less tragic one in all of
our countries, but it will be even mor tragic this year,
because the harvest of opium pappies was extraordi-
narily large; unfonunately so, I should add, because
more will be sold at lower prices.

This mass of opium will be rnade into heroin, and, like
so many other toxic subs[arLces - cocaine, for exam-
ple - it will find rich territc,ry in our countries. It will
reap its victims among the young, because of the mis-
trus[ they harbour towards tJre present system of social
organization and especially t,ecause of unemployment.
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On this subject I would like to quote the remark of the
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe: 'If you
provide work for the young and create a more just
society drugs will cease to be a solution to these prob-
lems.' Political indifference is still great, however, and
the problems are becoming enormous. The Com-
munity, however, can make ircelf felt where families,
local governmenm, and the State cannot. It could give
a Community dimension to the fight against drugs; it
should seek especially to form broad alliances, given
the scope of the problem, which exists in proportion to
the availability of the raw material: heroin exists
because opium poppies are grov/n. It is a question,
then, of persuading farmers in the underdeveloped
countries - especially in the 'Golden Triangle' - to
cultivate other crops.

Besides appropriating funds for agricultuial reconver-
sion, it is also recessary to inform and educate growers
about the reasons behind such action. Such pro-
grammes are already being carried out by the United
Nations with a success in proportion to the funds
available.'!7e as a Community, therefore, should con-
tribute towards increasing these funds so that the pro-
grammes can be more effective.

Our countries should also collaborate among them-
selves in the context of Community cooperation.

Recently many of our counries have opened or are in
the process of opening offices in the countries which
produce narcotic substances, so that the situation can
be handled on the spot. \flhy not make a joint effon?
'!7hy not make the drug problem an imponant theme
in politics, in external relations, even in the battle
against underdevelopment? Also, why not take action
on rhe problem of the expon of acetic anhydride,
about which I mbled a question?

The countries of Europe *ould' be able to control the
production of heroin by controlling the export of the
acetic anhydride produced in Europe, without which
heroin cannot be extracted from the opium poppy.
Until now no adequate controls have been applied,
and therefore our countries are to a great extent con-
ributing towards the growth of the scourge that later
returns to devastate them. \Vhy not give proof of a

common will in this area as well? The problem at the
root of this inadequate debate of ours - as Mrs
Lentz-Cornette pointed out - is that the drug prob-
lem itself exists on three levels: the individual level,
concerning in this case the young people who take
drugs; the product, that is, the drugs themselves; and
the socio-cultural situation, which at present is above
all characterized by a job shortage, but which is also
affected by international tensions and the not improb-
able prospect of a nuclear holocaust.

A great mustering of forces is necessary, therefore, in
order to deal with this enormous problem; above all
however, we need a political will strong in proponion
to what is at stake: that is, the lives of hundreds of

young people, the tranquility of our society and the
credibility of our institutions.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Liberal and Democradc Group.

Mrs Pruvot. - (FR) Mr President, there is nothing to
add to Mrs Scrivener's excellent repon and I thank
her for that. There is nothing to add, panicularly after
what the honourable Members, who went into consi-
derable detail, have said.

However, I should like to say that, to my mind, the
suggested solutions to the problem go far beyond
medical and legal matters. The health service at the
Council of Europe has just produced an important,
very thorough, very serious piece of work on the prev-
ention of drug dependence and I entrrely agree with
what it says - that drug-taking in a youngster has to
be considered as an accident both legally and health-
wise. So it is urgent to devise and actually use a nes/
rcaching method that will enable problems to be

mcked in a global way. It is vital for the leaders of
society to devise a proper health education scheme and
to do so fast. The accident must not be allowed to
become a disease or a relapse in the case of medicali-
zation or an offence or a funher offence in the case of
too legal an approach.

But above all, I should like to congratulate Mrs Scrive-
ner. It takes a lot of courage today, I think, to try and
find an answer to this terrible problem.

It takes a lot of courage to tackle a vice which will, I
fear, go on spreading. As long as we are unwilling to
do anphing about the big producers and traffickers -these people, who are imponant and powerful because

they are so rich, are protected by the financial interests
they represent and they go free, often getting respect
because of the luxury which surrounds them, obtained
by playing on the vulnerability of young people - as

long as we are unwilling to do anphing about them,
young people will go on rotting and dying in inhuman
prisons where the law and the judges have put them,
often for years and years. Forgetting this is salving
one's conscience.

This is not the way [o give young people the courage
to face up to life instead of using drugs as a means of
escape from such an unjust society.

President. - I call the Group of European Progressive
Democraw.

Miss de Valera. - Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I too, like all the other speakers, wish ro congra-
tulate Mrs Scrivener warmly on her excellent report.
Drug abuse was almost unknown in Europe in rhe
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1960s. In 7960, Ior example, only one case of inrerna-
donal significance v/as reported - from the Nether-
lands. Now the situation has become very serious
indeed. For the past two years more heroin has been
seized in Europe than in the Unircd Srares. More
nations have introduced special legislation, and special
police units have been set up in practically all countries
in order to carry our enforcement more efficiently.
The number of drug-related deaths continues to
increase year after year in most countries.

As was pointed out in the report, unril recent years
young people started of'soft' drugs out of curiosity
and then gradually went. on to 'hard' drugs. However,
rcday, this escalation process tends to be replaced by
an immediate initiation into hard drugs and the use of
highly toxic substances, for example, the all too com-
mon practice of glue sniffing, which has become a very
grave problem in the Dublin area. In the 1970s those
who had become involved in the drug scene were
usually from less fortunate areas of our society: the
unemployed; from broken homes; the less educated.
However, today drug abuse hits all social classes.

I was very disappointed, however, to nore that Ireland
was the only Member State not to be considered in
this document. Unfortunately, we in Ireland also have
our problems and need the help of the Community.
The number of drug abuses has risen to a frightening
degree from 1980 to 1981 in Ireland. The age group
most at risk is she 16 to 19 age group although, as in
every other country, those abusing drugs are becoming
younger and younger. Most of the drug addicts being
treated at home in Ireland are male, the ratio of male
to female being 5 to 1. In 1980/81 the majority of
patients being treated in the main Dublin centre had
continued their education past primary school and
rhere is also a very srong link between drug involve-
ment and the loss of jobs. This, indeed, could be attri-
buted to the change in lifestyle.

The Irish figures for 1980-81 show that 82.50/o of
addicts who sought medical aid were single and thar
550lo lived at home and that the highest percentage of
drug abusers were semi-skilled and in the professional
sector. Cannabis and indeed heroin are now the most
frequently used drugs in Ireland. The number of
patients abusing heroin has risen from 130/o in 1979 to
550/o in 1980. I agree with Mr Scrivener when she says
in her report that a detailed information plan must
begin and be financed by Europe. Our attitudes, how-
ever, must begin to change too; our use of drugs such
as tobacco, alcohol and what are termed household
drugs must change. Ve have become a pill-popping
society. The overuse of such drugs in the home is

known to influence youngsters, and such a lax attitude
at home can lead to trouble for the young person later
on. The phrase 'prevention is better than cure' is espe-
cially rue in the case of drugs. !/e should therefore
encourage all Member States to exchange information
and experience. Training of teachers is also very

important, for the effects of drug abuse should be
taught within the structure of general health care.

The main stress should therefore be on prevention,
information and education to dissuade people from
taking drugs. The Community should also provide
financial aid for the establishment of statistical services
in every country and to have these statistics collecte-
dand correlated. I, like, I am sure, many other Mem-
bers, would wish to encourage Member States to
increase their contribrltions to the United Narions
fund for drug abuse c,lntrol. I also believe that it is

now our opponunity tc) set a serious study in motion,
a study which must looli at the source of drugs.

I would therefore end, Mr President, by congratulat-
ing once again not only'the other Members that have
spoken in this debate, but Mrs Scrivener for her tre-
mendous support and the work that she has done on
behalf of us all.

President. - I call the nr>n-attached Members.

Mr Eisma. - (NL) Mr President, we share you plea-
sure at the fact that Mrs Scrivener has fully recovered
and clearly got over her throat infection, so that we
can now embark upon our debate on drugs. I should
also like to take this opp,slggnity ro point out to Mrs
Squarcialupi that I too arn a male speaker. That obser-
vation might be superfluous, but I have made it all the
same because of her introductory remarks.

Mr President, as we all linow, there are two ways of
reducing the risk inher,:nt in the consumption of
drugs: firstly, legal prohibition and rhe threat of penal-
ties, and secondly, prevenLion, information and educa-
tion. In general, prohibiti,cn must be approached with
great caution - firstly, for reasons of principle. The
freedom of adult human b,eings should only be limited
where it encroaches upon the freedom and rights of
other individuals. Young people on the other hand, are
entitled to protection, ancl I shall be rerurning ro this
point in a momenr.

Many drugs are easily obtained by adulm, in panicular
those which are regarded as socially acceptable such as

tea, coffee, alcohol, tobacco, a great many sleeping-
pills and other pharmaceutical prepararions. Mrs
Krouwel-Vlam just drew y()ur attention to this fact. As
the report points out, youn,g people rightly make a dis-
tinction between those drugs and the products derived
from hemp, which are often illegal. The resolution
seems to overlook this point, and we therefore support
Amendment No 11, by Mrs Bonino and Mr Pannella,
which highlights this fact.'[he harm caused to indivi-
duals and property by the rnisuse of alcohol is proba-
bly many times greater tharr that attributable to heroin
addiction. Policy must be based on measures to reduce
risks and no[ on action against the users themselves.
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Mr President, those substances which entail unaccept-
able social risks should naturally be prohibited. Heroin
is one of them. Hemp products, on the other hand, are
not addictive and should not be classed in the same

cateBory. Trade in them should be legalized and con-
trolled. If we legalize trade in soft drugs, they will be

clearly set apart from heroin, in which rafficking is

particularly harmful, and the transition from soft to
hard drugs will be made more difficult. It is a piry that
the resolution does not go into this point. Ve shall
therefore support the amendments by Mrs Bonino and
Mr Pannella which favour the legalization of hemp
products.

In additon to the unacceptable social risk, a second
requirement is that any prohibition must be effective,
i.e., the social damage caused by the prohibition must
not be greater than the damage cause by authorization
of the drug. One need only think back to prohibidon
in the United States in the 1920s and the way in which
alcohol was distributed in Sweden in the 1940s. One
might even ask whether the ban on peddling or using
heroin is effective. Because of the ban, the price is so
high that many addicm are obliged to resort to crime
to obtain the necessary funds. Nevertheless, a reduc-
tion in the rate of supply is one of the two corner-
stones of any policy to control drug abuse.

\7e are pleased to note that the resolution gives full
attention to the second cornerstone of this policy
namely, prevention, information and education. The
most striking aspect of this problem, Mr President, is

use and abuse by young people, including young teen-
agers, who become addicts. If this phenomenon is to
be successfully combated, the use of heroin must first
and foremost be isolated from the present atmosphere
of sensation, emotionalism and taboo. The use of
drugs is simply one form of deviant behaviour by
young people r-ho are at panicular risk. Other pheno-
mena are vandalism, aggressivity, certain other types
of criminality among young people and apathy. The
young people concerned are often characterized, by a

low level of education, incomplete schooling, unsatis-
faaory living conditions, a difficult family situation,
difficult conditions at work or unemployment, a lack
of hope for the future and an insufficient conception
of their own value.

Mr President, for some addicts rhe use of heroin is

such an important componenl of their way of living
that they are increasingly reluctant to give it up. They
should be helped by improvemenm in their physical
and social environment.

Finally, Mrs Scrivener's report does not deal with
these aspects in detail, but it does leave room for fuller
consideration in future. The whole of this problem is
so generalizcd in the 'Western world and so serious
that the Community should surely play a coordinating
role, although we do, of course, recognize that the
creation of yet another Community agency, as sug-
gested in the resolurion, is superfluous. 'S7'e rherefore

support. the amendments which suggest that no such
aggency should be created.

President. - I call Mrs Dury.

Mrs Dury. - (FR) Mr President, first of all I should
like to tell Mr Eisma, in a perfectly friendly manner,
that as I am the only woman to speak in the Stabex
debate, I should perhaps point that out too. Now, on
the subject of drugs, I should like to tell Mrs Scrivener
that I thought her inroduction was fuller and more
incisive than the report imelf and that, unfortunately,
her resolutiondoes not reallyreflect the verythorough
analysis she made for us this evening.

But it is not easy to adopt a fair attitude and get pro-
per information on the drug problem. There are too
many contradictory and complex data. The only thing
we can be sure about, I think, is the suffering drug-
taking causes. !7e heard about Dr Olivenstein just
now and he also said that there is no such thing as a

happy drug taker. To take drugs is to sacrifice one's
freedom, one's body, one's sexuality and one's life.
But do we ever make such a fuss about alcoholism -which kills more people than all the drug overdoses
put together? Do we publicize the cost of smoking to
society? The answer, as I see it, is unfortunately no.
\7e do not talk about these enough and this is why I
tabled Amendment No 26.

Ve should also warn people about the dangers of
pharmaceutical drug addiction, which is encouraged
by the producers who make a big profit out of it and
left to medical laxism. It was to increase the control of
psychoropes that I tabled Amendment No 25.

I should also like to say, as someone in fact said just
now, that the basis of the problem seems to me to be
an economic one. The Golden Triangle poppyfields in
Turkey represent far too much money, influence and
power for us not to mention this. This is why I tabled
Amendment No 22. And I should add that the USA's
attitude on this is more than confused if you think of
the CIA's pan in the notorious Golden Triangle.

I should also like to tell Mrs Scrivener rhar I think we
should extend our discussion to countries other than
the USA - to the countries of ASEAN and the
Maghreb and the Mashreq - and that collaborarion
with the USA is already in existence as far as rhe coun-
tries of the \(est are concerned. Ve had a scandal in
Belgium where policemen who were supposed to be
campaigning against drugs acrually became peddlers
and, when they were arrested, seven American police-
men left Belgium in a hurry. . .

I should like rc finish by saying thar, instead of having
repression, rejection and incomprehension, we should
be concenrating on prevention and cure. This is what
I meant in my Amendmenr No 24.
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President. - I call Mr Kaloyannis.

Mr Kaloyannis. - (GR) Mr President, while I feel
obliged to disagree with the previous speakers I feel I
must congratulate the rapporteur. However, I am also
obliged to point our thar the Bureau does not seem to
have given much thoughr ro rhe choice of the timing
of, and indeed the time available for the debate on rhis
subject. This may perhaps explain in part why rhe
House is nearly empty.

The problem of the fighr against narcorics has become
more dangerous and more difficult to solve since rhe
war.

Both socio-economic and pharmacological factors
have contributed to the increasing trend towards
drug-taking. One of the many causes of the initial
inclinadon towards drugs is association with addicted

Persons.

As has akeady been emphasized, and as I agree
entirely, the measures adopted in rhe fight against nar-
cotics must be both preventive and suppressive.

Among these measures, special attenrion should be
given to the following:

1. Effecdve collaboration between the international
and the national police forces in the domains of moni-
toring the problem and of pursuit;

2. Imposition of the severest penalties, and I stress
this, on those who deal in drugs;

3. The correct treatment of addicts, as sick indivi-
duals and not as society's rejectsl and finally

4. Appropriate educational measures, using all avail-
able means and at all social levels and all ages.

Unfortunately, in Greece in recent years there has
been an increase in the disribution and use of drugs,
though not to the extent observed in other European
countries. This increase is due to our geographical
position and has resulred in some increase in criminal-
ity among the young. Moreover, the penalizadon of
such offenders has become among the most severe.

In concluding, Mr President, I put the suggestion rhat
the Commission of the European Communities and its
competent services should cake special measures, pani-
cularly in the area around Greece, to coordinate ,and

prevent the movement of narcotics, particularly from
Turkey but also from other Eastern countries, via our
country. This would benefit the whole of the Euro-
pean area, for which most of these drugs are destined.

President. - I call Miss Brookes.

Miss Brookes. - Mr President, I will rry and adhere
to time. because I know there are many other speakers
and many other debatt:s tonight; so I shall go ahead
wirh 60 seconds.

There is one point which I would like to bring rc the
atiention of those people who are absent and those
who are present. I am horrified and deeply concerned
at the extent to which drug pushers and drug peddlers
are so easily able to sell their unsavoury, dangerous
and often fatal goods - and seemingly, Mr President,
with considerable freedom and with great financial
reward for the creation of tragedy. Of course there
should be prevention of ,Jrugs, of course it should start
with education at an early age: education on drugs,
especially their misuse, should be regarded as an
important element in that prevention, and the prob-
lems of drugs should be made part of an overall pro-
gramme of health education.

But the point I wanr 1.o bring home in my brief
50 seconds is that we, as the European Parliament and
the Community, must accept the responsibility and
find means of controllin,g the making and selling of
dangerous drugs. There rnust be severe laws and pen-
aldes for those drug peddlers who are responsible for
so many deaths amongst ()ur young people. Thar is the
responsibility that this European Parliament has. I ask
the Commission to accep,t that responsibiliry. At rhe
same time, I congratulate Mrs Scrivener on her excel-
lent report. I hope that was 60 seconds.

President. - V.ry well an,i succinctly said.

I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.

Mr Beyer de Ryke. - (FR) Mr President, honourable
Members, romanticism in nlking about drugs is pasr.
Although we could once hear rhe ales of refined
opium-eaters and sensual pleasures that fear or moral
values denied us, drug-taking has now become a social
vice. More than a vice, a scourge. The ranks of the
drug-takers are swelling at a suicidal rate. \7e are wir-
nessing the democratization of death. Heroin, the
white death, is everywhere, It was Dr Olivenstein -someone mentioned him just nov,r - who made this
clear. And rc this I would add rhat, although proces-
sions through Paris follow ideological roures - rhe
left go to the Bastille and th,e R6publique and the righr
go up the Champs Elys6es -- drugs know no such dis-
tinctions. Drugs reign in Belleville and in Neuilly too.

'\7hen talking about the terrible problem of drug-tak-
ing, there are a number of things ro say and Christiane
Scrivener - quite rightly, I a.m pleased ro say - chose
[o concenrrare on prevention. It is essential. It is not an
exclusive thing. And, if she rrill allow, I should like to
draw your attention to the legal, and therefore repres-
sive, corollary that has to go'wirh her repon.
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A case which wound up in the courts recently and
which is worrying a lot of people in Belgium - as Mrs
Dury reminded us - is the Frangois case and this sug-
gests ro me that we should be altering our system at
European level, bringing it into line and, above all,
harmonizing it.

'!flhen you campaign against drugs, there are three
questions you have to ask. Vhat should you do? !flith
whom? And in what son of legal framework? There is

no sense in lying in wait for the pusher like a police-
man lurking about at a uaffic light waiting for a

potential law-breaker. You have to dismantle networks
and track down the quarry where he is, where he goes,
where he acts and where he prepares to act. And you
have to do more than that. If you are to catch him,
you may need to provoke him, to force him to act.
There you see, I've said it - you have to provoke
him!

There are pushers. Their job is rc find outlets. And
one of the jobs of the anti-drug squads is to flush them
out. So they need psychological, financial and legal
arms. They are not dealing with choirboys. They are

dealing with tough customers. They have to work
their way into another world, with its own laws, cus-
toms and rules, those of the underworld. And like it or
not, the leaders of the anti-drug campaign in the
world today are the officers of the DEA, the Drugs
and Enforcement Administration. They are supercops,
highly paid supercops and they work with daring laws.
They work in our countries and the people we send to
work with them are often badly paid (or they are as far
as my country is concerned) and hampered by restric-
tive legisladon. So what happens?'Well, some of them
do give in to temptation and corruption, pa'rticularly
as they have to avoid detection by leading the son of
life that low wages cannot pay for. But they are the
exception. I should like to emphasize that and make it
quite clear. Most officers do not allow themselves to
be led asray.

But the laws are impracticable. They have to be got
round. You have to go beyond them. There is a distor-
tion between facts and laws. So the anti-drug squad
goes to the public prosecutor and the public prosecu-
tor gives his consent, he gives his authorization, but he
never, never purc anything in writing. The police give
the green light, but things go badly and the light goes
red and everything is forgotten. In the Frangois affair,
the police headquarters decided to act according to
one of the most famous, most widespread prototypes

- namely Pontius Pilate !

To avoid such a denial of justice, Commander Fran-
gois le MoEl, that remarkable cop, the boss who knew
how to look after his own and shoulder his responsi-
bilities, will tell you that, to avoid seeing Europe be or
become the soft underbelly of rhe drug rrade, we
should review our laws, harmonize them and act in the
light of American laws, making the necessary specific
modifications. The law has to be respected, but if ir is

to be respected it has to be changed. This is the job,
this is the mission that I say the governments of our
different countries should be taking on.

I shall conclude, for the benefit of those who some-
times applaud in an over-interested or plain irresponsi-
ble manner when incorruptibles fall, with a few words
from the Sydney Lumet film, Prince of New York.
'Yes, we are, we really are the barrier between you
and the jungle'.

President. - I call Mr Almirante.

Mr Almirante.- (17) Mr President, what was pre-
sented to us by Mrs Scrivener - whom I congratulate
on her work - is not a report but rather something
different and something more; it is an appeal, a cry of
alarm, and an accusation. To demonstrate this, I have
only to quote some of the most important statements
contained in the report. They are: the data available to
the Community concerning the spread of this vinual
epidemic are far from complete and therefore untrus-
twonhy. The funds available to the Community to
combat this scourge are extremely limited. Some
Member State governments, among them, I am
ashamed to say, the Italian Government, haVe not yet
signed the 1971Yienna Convention on the control of
psychotropic substances. The existing UN fund for
drug abuse control relies soley on voluntary contribu-
tions; any son of joint action between the UN,
UNESCO, and !7HO is stilllacking.

After speaking broadly and candidly of all this, the
Scrivener repon affirms that drug addicdon should be
considered not as a crime but as a disease, and that
therefore the rue preventative function should be
exercised by a doctor and not a magistrate. This, if the
rapporteur'will permit me to say so, is a dangerously
one-sided view of the problem, and this for two very
serious reasons. First, we cannot fight the epidemic or
prevent its disastrous effects if we do not strike at the
drug peddlar, a sordid figure not even mentioned in
the repon. Second, the drug addict - as che report
itself acknowledges - refuses en bloc the standards
and values handed down to him; he becomes asocial,
which means in turn that he can become an habitual
criminal. This means thar prevention depends first of
all on suppressing the drug peddlars, using the most
vigorous means and - I am not afraid to say it -even the death penalty. Naturally, I am referring to
the .large-scale drug peddlars, although very severe
punitive measures are also needed for medium and
small-scale drug dealers, in their case, of course,
excluding the death penalty.

I wish that we could begin to speak frankly on rhis
issue, for I have the strong impression rhar there exists
an inrcrnational organization for distriburing drugs in
the countries of the '!7est. Soviet laws, like rhe laws in
all the Communist countries, are very severe - and
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rightly so - towards those who try to sell drugs
within those countries, but rhere is inadequare surveill-
ance at the outgoing frontiers. All in all, I have the
impression that a gigantic genocidal operarion is being
carried out, originating in the East and direcred at rhe
Vest, and I therefore call upon Parliament, the Presi-
dent, the Commission, and the Council of Ministers to
spare no effon in the fight to prevenr and suppress the
distribudon and consumption of drugs. This, for
Europe and unfonunately for Italy in particular, is a

matter of survival.

President. - I call M4 Papaefstrariou.

Mr Papaefstratiou. - (GR) Mr President, I shall not
waste Parliament's time by analysing the causes of this
great social problem, whose severity is unfonunately
increasing month by month. Please permit me, how-
ever, to propose cenain specific measures which, in
combination with others, may perhaps help to solve at
least part of the matter.

Firsdy, it is necessary to set in motion on a European
scale, a programme of action involving specialized
personnel and organization, [o strengthen the infra-
structures involved in the monitoring and prevention
of the importing of psychotropic substances.

Secondly, close collaboration between the various
European and world-wide organizations for the sup-
pression of the movement of narcotics, supported by
appropriate legislation is essential.

Thirdly, and I draw your attention to this, severe
economic and commercial sanctions must be applied
against Turkey and countries in south-east Asia,
whose official governments tolerate the cultivation of
narcotic plants which are subsequently exponed, like a

white death, to other countries.

Fourthly, the necesary finance should be found for
therapeutic medical institutions specializing in the
treatment of addicts.

Fifthly, a very broad publicity campaign should be
undenaken by all the educational insriturions in the
Member States, and by the mass media, the press, and
the cinema, concerning the tragic consequences of
drug abuse.

Sixthly, we should, perhaps, approve some son of
moral and material incentive for young people who
once and for all break the habit of drug abuse. For
example, I could mention preferential consideration of
such people for newly created jobs.

To be sure, these measures would require a combina-
tion of political and social will, and of expenditure. In
this connection the European Communiry should not
hesitate in the face of any budgetary expediant what-

soever, because it should not escape our attention [ha[
any sum spent ro secure these aims would constirure a

very good investment {or the salvadon of the souls and
bodies of mainly young people. I sincerely congratu-
late our rapporteur, Mrs Scrivener, and I ask not only
that her repon should be approved unanimously, but
that action should be initiated immediarcly by every
competenl Community organ and by every responsible
citizen in our communii.y.

President. - I call Sir J,chn Stewart-Clark.

Sir John Stewart-Clark. - Mr President, in suppon-
ing Mrs Scrivener's thorough and logical report, may I
beg the Commission t() pay more attention to the
detection of hard drug;s. Modern electronics, com-
bined with the use of gerbils, provide a highly sensitive
and potentially effectiv,-' method of drug detection.
There must be urgent further research into electronic
and other methods of drug detection. At no time and
in no place were the words 'prevention is better that
cure' more truly relevant.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - May I say
I think this has been a f,xcinating debate and I have
enjoyed lisrcning to every contribution.

First of all, may I congr:Ltulate Mrs Scrivener on her
report and, secondly, for having provoked this pani-
cular debate tonight.

Perhaps I might be allowt:d, - although not a Mem-
ber of the Parliament - to echo the sentiments of
some people who have spoken this evening that it is,
perhaps, a pity that the debarc has not been better
attended because it really is a most important subject,
and I think one would hav,: hoped for a fuller House.

May I also, right at the our.set of my contribution, deal
with the difficult question ,cf the legalization or other-
wise of cannabis. I deal with it straight away merely
because it has been raised by various speakers, and I
think it might be hopeful if the Commission made its
position, tentative though ir. is, fairly clear.

As far as the Commission is concerned, our opinion is

that the subject of legalizing cannabis should be
approached with consider:rble caution, last but not
least because of the uncertainty of possible later harm-
ful effects and frankly because the state of the evi-
dence is not such that at this moment ic is really possi-
ble to come to a definitive opinion. I am sure the
House will remember that the Pompidou group has
agreed that any at[empt to legalize cannabis should be
opposed. I realize there are different views upon this
and I can only say that given the state of the evidence
as it is at the moment, it v.ould seem, to me a[ any
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rate, to be a sensible position for the Commission to
adopt. Of course if the evidence changes, the Commis-
sion would be prepared to look at that position again.
But again we would look at it with similar caution.

Mr President, the problems caused by drug abuse have
to be approached from more than one angle. Apan
from the human angle there are legal, economic and
social aspects. In her excellent report Mrs Scrivener
not only analyses the diverse nature of drug abuse but
also makes a number of concrete proposals for fight-
ing it. I hope that the initiadve taken by this House
with this resolution will not only arouse public opinion
in the Member States, but will also bring about some
concerted and sustained counrer measures.

The Commission shares the concerns expressed in the
repon and in the draft resolution. On the other hand,
we are grateful for the clear indication in the resolu-
tion that Community measures can only be comple-
mentary to initiatives taken at national or local level.

However, despite all efforts to get drug abuse under
control, one has to say that there has been no real suc-
cess. In fact, the present situation, as we see it, is char-
acterized by an increase in drug abuse, an increasing
tendency towards multiple drug taking and a lowering
of the age at which drugs are being consumed, so that
we are now faced with the serious problem affecting
juveniles as well as adolescents. I rhink we have ro
realize that in recent years the drug scene has
changed. \Thilst during the 1960s and the early 1970s
it was mainly young people with higher education who
seemed to resort to drugs, more ou[ of curiosity and
for a limited period of time, this has now changed
considerably. The misuse of drugs has come ro be a

means of compensation for socially disadvanmged
young people. Unemployed young people and those
not having finished their schooling and/or vocational
training seem in fact to be the most vulnerable.

Since endeavours at national level have so far not
resulted in getting drug abuse appreciably under con-
trol, the question therefore follows: whar could be the
role of the Community in developing effective strate-
gies?

I am afraid I have to stan on a slightly negarive nore in
reply to the question by Mrs Squarcialupi concerning
the expon and the use of acetic anhydride for the pre-
paration of heroin. The Commission has recenrly
informed the representatives of the European chemical
industry of its concern abour expons of this substance
to the countries of the Middle East and Sourh-East
Asia. But it would be extremely difficult in our view ar
the present stage to set up rules regarding expons of
such widely used chemicals. Taking into account the
complex network of exchanges, I feel it has to remain
the responsibility of the government aurhorities of the
imponing countries to check for whar purposes and to
what extent imports are justified.

But having perhaps cleared the negative aspect of what
I want to say out of the way, may I now turn to a

more positive note. Although the Treaties make no
specific provision for action in this field, I would argue
that it falls within the essential objective of improve-
ment of living conditions. On this basis I think the
Commission should be prepared to take action. This
should involve the development of prevendon through
health education and the exchange of information and
experiences. In addition, we need to improve the data
available and to promote research. Vith these activi-
ties, the Commission would, it seem to me, respond to
a crucial demand of the draft resolution contained in
item 4.

I must add, however, that the Commission does not
believe it would be wise to set up another organization
for the fight againsr drug abuse and in this connecrion
I would like to refer to the answer to 'Written 

Ques-
tion No 971 / 80 by Mr Bangemann.

But in any case, Mr President, I think I need to warn
the House not to expect spectacular resulrs in the
reduction of drug abuse. \7hat we must plan for is a

long-term proBramme of containment.

Concerning research, the proposal for a Council deci-
sion adopting a sectoral research and development
programme in the field of medical and public health
research, which is in the hands of the Council at rhe
moment, provides the opponunity for concened act-
ion in the broad field of substance abuse, including
drugs, tobacco and alcohol.

I would also like to menrion rhar rhe Commission has
launched a pilot study for an analysis of the present
situation of multiple drug abuse wirh the ulrimace aim
of assessing the incidence of serious drug problems in
the member countries.

Other studies under way inro the motivarion for
adopting a behaviour which is harmful ro healrh could
be the starting point for establishing why some drug-
takers are able rc abandon rhe habim sponraneously
and others are not. It may also give us an indication on
how to overcome the present high failure rare of ther-
apeutic methods.

These initiadves have been taken following the resolu-
tion on the fighr against drug abuse of 1O March 1980.

In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, may I say that, as I think
the House knows, rhe Health Ministers emphasized
the paramount imponance of health education in the
context. of health policies. I think that there may be a
meeting of Health Minisrers in the not too iirt".,t
future and I hope that the major health problems rhar
you have discussed ar your last two pan-sessions will
then appear on their agenda. Certainly drug abuse is a
major problem linked to orher areas of social poliry
and wirh an unquesrionable Communiry dimension. As
I said a little earlier on, I think the thrust of any Com-
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munity action should be a concerted programme of
containment over the next 10 or 20 years. Having said
that, however, I agree with the opinions expressed in
the House tonight thar a stan should be made, and I
am grateful for the impetus in that direction given by
this debate and by Mrs Scrivener's reporr.

President. - I call the rapporteur.

Mrs Scrivener, rapporteur. - (FR) I only want to say
one thing. I have tabled an amendmenr ro my own
report. This seems to me ro be imponanr, particularly
after the very interesting things the Commissioner said
just now. I do not want rhere to be any confusion
here.

I do not think that we need set up a special centre in
the Commission - and I have altered my report, via
the amendment, to make this quite clear.

I hope the amendment will be adoprcd. Vhich of
course means that we expecr a lot of rhe Commission.
\7e will not accept the sort of situation we were in
after the previous repon.

President. - The debare is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voring time.

13. Frontier workers

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
1-1095/81) by Mrs Salisch, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment, on an
economic and social poliry in favour of frontier work-
ers and on

the proposal from the Commission to rhe Council
(Doc. 1-694/79) for a directive concerning the
harmonization of income tax provisions with res-
pect to freedom of movement within the Com-
muniry.

I call the rapponeur.

Mrs Salisch, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, I am presenting the repon on an
economic and social policy in favour of frontier work-
ers and on the proposal from the Commission to the
Council for a directive concerning the harmonization
of income-tax provisions with respect to freedom of
movement to you in an unamended form in the hope
that the House will show greater understanding on
this occasion than it did on the first reading of this
rePort.

'!7hat was the controversial point on that occasion?
The point at issue was that if the Commission's propo-

sal is implemented frontier workers will immediately
be liable for r.ax under the principle of counrry of
residence. You will recall that the spokesman for the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, Mr
Hopper, expressed concern over rhis. The Committee
on Social Affair-s and Employment asked Mr Hopper
for further explanations. I can only inform you rhar
the Committee on Social Affairs has endorsed the
Commission's proposal by an overwhelmi4g majority,
and we have therefore made no changes in the repon.
Ve believe it is a good principle for the Commission
to seek to put an end to discrimination against frontier
workers in the matter of taxation, and we fully support
its endeavours to that end.

Ladies and gentlelnen, the repon has a funher secrion
dealing with proposals for an economic and social
policy for the benefit of frontier workers. A decisive
consideration as frrr as we are concerned is that the
concept of the inter-region is now actually being given
effect. Hitherto thr: Commission has, in my opinion,
dealt with frontier workers in a fragmenrary manner
except for cenain specific secrors. Ve in rhe Com-
mittee on Social Aflairs feel that an overriding princi-
ple has now been introduced and that frontier workers
will be dealt with orr the basis of a uniform approach,
in other words the [reatmenr accorded to them in rhe
taxation sector will nor differ from that in the social or
other areas.

I believe that particular emphasis should be placed on
the inter-region because we cannot simply wair for
harmonization to be introduced in every sector but
assume that regional authorities, chambers of com-
merce and rade unions musr rake the initiative in find-
ing a joint solution to the problems experienced by
frontier workers in the areas of vocational training,
job placement and ernploymenr. To that ex[ent. I
believe - and I am pleased ro see Commissioner
Richard with us today -- that we should give thought,
in connection with the reform of the Social Fund, to
the inclusion of special appropriations to support pilot
projects in frontier regions designed ro assisr young
unemployed frontier residents. In all too many cases

today diplomas are not recognized on either side of a
frontier. There are some instances where employers
take a private initiative and recognize certain diplo-
mas, but we do not have comprehensive regulations. I
see.joint action as necessary here.

'!7e therefore call upon thr: Commission to take action
in the areas of employment policy, vocational rraining
and job placement. \(e attach parricular imponance to
the provision of detailed information on rhe facm at
issue here. As yet we do not have precise details of the
number, sex and level of occuparional training of the
persons concerned. All this information musr be com-
piled on a European scale.

As I said when this report was first submitted, frontier
workers might well be rhe archerype of European
workers, but today they are the group which suffers
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most from the inadequacies in our Community. They
fall between two or more stools.

They are not recognized in their own country, because

they leave it to find employment in another. On the
other hand, in their country of employment they have
little chance of taking part in professional training
measures to obtain suimble qualifications or higher
diplomas. It is vital for us to act in this sector, and the
motion for a resolution, which we hope you will
adopt, provides a good opponunity to do so.

Mr President, Mr Commissioner, we are well aware
that even if a solution is found at the level of the Euro-
pean Community great problems will still exist with
third countries. That is why we urgently appeal for
cooperation with, for example, the Council of Europe,
in order primarily to support those countries which
have a frontier with non-Member States of the Euro-
pean Community. Italy is a good example.

I believe that this proposal can provide a good oppor-
tunity for action by the Commission to ensure, for
example, that, in the area of social security, the ben-
efits earned by frontier workers are calculated in
European units of account to avoid exchange losses to
them. Above all, it is vial for the Commission to do all
in its power to persuade the regional authorities to
take action.

In conclusion, I venture to hope that the Commission
will take up the suggestions made in this report.

(Applause)

President. 
- 

I call the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment.

Mr Papaefstratiou, Chairman of the committee. 
-(GR) Mr President, in view of the excellent coverage

of this most important subject by the rapponeur Mrs
Salisch, I shall not impose upon the House beyond
saying that the exchanges of workers across frontiers
undoubtedly constitutes a positive step towards the
development and consolidation of human civic, econo-
mic and political bonds between the Member Srates of
the European Community. It is also certain rhar such
transfers constitute a serious problem, if one considers
that in some frontier regions high proportions, as

much as 300/o or even 400/o of the working population,
are in fact frontier workers.

For this reason only a correct and coordinated Com-
munity regional policy will be able to make any sub-
stantial contribution towards eliminadng the economic
inequalities between neighbouring frontier regions
within the Community, but also those bordering on
other countries outside it, such as Switzerland, Aus-
tria, etc.

There are many day-to-day problems that must be

faced, such as frequent customs' inspections at the
frontiers, which directly waste valuable time, the prob-
lems of citizenship, the problems of the recognition of
educational diplomas and cerdficates, the problems of
professional training, social security, double taxation,
etc.

I would like to dwell upon the last two of these,
namely social security and taxation, because I believe
that practical measures could be adoprcd by the Coun-
cil of Ministers and by the Commission that would
greatly alleviate the whole problem, and that in this
way the development of certain frontier regions would
be assisted, and indeed, the creation of new jobs

encouraged, because we should not forget that this
problem is directly linked rc the enormous problem of
unemployment, which today besets all countries, even
the Member States of the Community.

I hope that this House will accept Mr Salisch's report
by a large majority, and that the other Community
organs will suppon the effons to implement these
practicaI proposals.

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Schinzel. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, on behalf of the Socialist Group I shall begin by
thanking the rapponeur and Mr Oehler, who was
involved in the preparatory work on this report, for
the excellent and clear way in which they have out-
lined the problems of workers in frontier regions and
described possible solutions.

I shall now confine myself to just a few observations.
The regions on the internal frontiers of the European
Community are frequently among the structurally
weak areas of the countries concerned. One reason for
this is that frontiers in Europe still are frontiers, so
that these regions in effect lack one half of rheir
economic sphere of influence. Their economic struc-
ture is therefore correspondingly sensitive to cyclical
and sructural crises, so that the residents of rhese
regions find themselves confronted at an earlier stage
with high unemployment in rimes of crisis; similarly, in
phases of economic recovery they feel the benefits
later. All in all, the crisis affects them for longer
periods than other regions.

Frontier regions therefore face the risk of being
increasingly isolated from the general economic trends
in the centre of the respective counrry. Therefore one
of the main demands made in this report is rhat a

coherent economic policy should be pursued in the
frontier regions, i.e., rhe regions on eirher side of an
internal frontier must be considered as a single eco-
nomic area in which a common policy must be pur-
sued. Definite development planning giving informa-
tion on the number of jobs available, on foreseeable
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developments and naturally also on measures to be

taken is therefore necessary in order to crearc new
employment in these frontier regions on a lasting basis.

To put it differendy, coherent planning of this kind
could save a Breat deal of money, because a joint pro-
ject would be financed from tax revenue instead of the

individual Member States acting separately and, in
some cases, in opposite directions. It seems to me tha[
regions on our internal frontiers could be a model of
convergence on a small scale, as a practical demonstra-
tion of how things can work, even if they do not work
satisfactorily, on a larger scale in Europe.

Having regard to the difficult economic situation in
practically all our Member States, although of course

with some variations, one imponant side-effect at
present is the phenomenon of dislike or even hatred of
foreigners. A serious policy pursued by the govern-

ments concerned in frontier regions could help to
prevent this phenomenon from occurring'

I wish to mention four more points. Frontier regions
would be admirably suited to the creation of typical
training centres extending beyond the framework of
individual undenakings. An attempt on these lines is

already being made in the Rhine-Maas region. The
trade unions and all others parties are supporting this
project and trying to put it into effect. I would ask the

Commission to give appropriate assistance to this pro-
ject in which Dutchmen, Belgians and Germans are to
be given simultaneous and uniform training; this pro-
jecrcould then be put into effect at the earliest possible

opportunity as a practical response to the problem of
youth unemployment and the lack of training oPpor-
tunities in frontier regions.

Now for my second point: the report calls for meas-

ures of control in respect of the unemployed. I would
add that such measures must not take the form of
addidonal social penalties on the unemployed by
downgrading them into jobs which are not appropriate
to their level of training. They must not be penalized

for the fact that they are unemployed rhrough no fault
of their own.

My third point is that we must take urgent measures to
prevent pensions from being devalued. To give an

Lxample, it is increasingly common for Germans who
receive both German and Belgian pensions rc find
their income declining from year to year as a result of
exchange-rate fluctuations. Because of the latest deval-
uation of the Belgian franc, they have not been able to
benefit from the general upward trend in pensions.

Fourthly, the report refers to border controls. It is sug-

gested that a special lane should be introduced for
frontier workers. That is all very well, but I must say it
does not satisfy us. 'We want all frontier controls to be

abolished; they are no longer appropriate today.

(Applause)

As our counries have c<>me to face increasing eco-

nomic difficulties, frontier controls have not been

eased; on the contrary, increasing difficuldes are being

experienced in practice. llt least that is the impression

felt by frontier residenm. !fl'e would therefore take this

opponunity to appeal to the governments and Com-
mission to take appropriate counter-measures and

creale a climate in which complications of this kind
would be avoided and proof given of the fact that
frontier controls are a thrng of the past.

Finally, I wish to draw your attention to two problems.

German citizens who wish to live in Belgium require a

Belgian car registration r.oday. But they cannot drive in
Germany with that registration. So what do the Ger-
mans do? They say that these citizens must also have a

German registration plate. The result is they have two
plates, one Belgian and one German' They pay two
iets of taxes and they pay their insurance twice. That is
how things are in practice at the frontier' It is an

absurd situation.

My second example is this: a resident of the Nether-
lands who holds a German driving-licence must hand

his licence in. Afterwards he can no longer drive his

car in Germany. \Vltat do the authorities do? In
Aachen, at least, they make out a second driving li-
cence so that he has uvo.'!7hat an absurd situation at

our frontiers !

I would draw the atlention of both rapporteur and

Commission to a further point which has not been

mentioned in the reJrort - namely, that of voting-
rights. Frontier workers such as Belgians who live in
Germany but work in Belgium or Germans who live in
Belgium but work in Germany are a special case. This
question must be dealt with, because in reality they
have no right to voto at present, either in Belgium or
in Germany. This makes them second-class citizens in
the European Community.

In conclusion, I wr:uld appeal to the Conservarive
Group to abandon r;he resistance shown by it on the

first reading of this report and allow us to adopt it
with a large majority on this occasion.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany.

Mr Estgen. - (FR) Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of my group,, the Christian-Democratic Group,
and I shall be extr,:mely brief. Parliament has akeady
thoroughly discussed the Oehler report - which has

since become the Salisch report - on Friday
18 December, wh,en I made clear what my group
thought about a better economic and social policy for
frontier workers. I concluded by saying that the Chris-
tian-Democradc Group gave its full backing to the

Oehler reporr. Backs it strongly, I think I said and I
hoped it was the s,cn of strength that lent conviction.
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The Oehler report was senr back to the Committee on
Social Affairs. As this committee decided, by a very
large majority, not to alter the conrenm at its meeting
of 25 February 1982, my group, in rhe interesrs of
logic and continuity - and from conviction - main-
ained its position. !7e will vote for the resolution and
we will fully suppon the repon that Commissioner
Narjes has said is an excellent one and thar we feel is
dictated both by respecr for rhe Treaties and a desire
for social fairness.

Mr President, may I add a personal commenr here? I
come from the Member State which has the mosr
frontier regions compared ro irs size. Luxembourg is
perhaps one big multinational frontier region. No pan
of it is more than 40 km from a frontier and, in many
places, we have frontier workers from all rhe neigh-
bouring countries, from Belgium and France and Ger-
many. So we know what we are talking about when
we discuss this report. And we also know rhat we need
these frontier workers. 'We, berter [han anyone ,
understand their problems, which, with the economic
difficulties of today, are gerring bigger all the time.

They have many problems, mosr of rhem due to non-
respect of the Treaties and a lack of community spirit
on the part of our Member States. For the frontier
workers are, as Mrs Salisch has once again pointed
out, Europeans par excellence.They tend to live in the
Member State in which they were educared and they
work in anorher, for the benefir of their families -which usually sray pur - and for the benefit of the
whole of rhe Member Srate where their job is. So
migrant workers are guinea pigs in a way. They are a
testing ground for Community integration and they
showjust how far we are from achieving our aim. Any
day of rhe week, they can see rha[ rhe fronriers
between our Member States are far from being token
borders but barriers [har are erecred and mainrained
by ill-conceived national egoisim. For the fronrier
workers, the frontiers are nor just anachronistic chica-
nery. They are brural signs of discrimination berween
the people of Europe - which, through the Treaties,
should guaranree them free movemenr, equal oppor-
tunity and equal rreatment.

The fronrier workers feel very keenly that, in this
Europe of ours, truth, equality and social justice
within frontiers do not necessarily mean [har there is
truth, equaliry and social justice across rhem. There is
no point in us rclling rhese frontier workers that a lot
has been achieved in this Europe of ours. They will
reply that there is all the way ro go, because rhey suf-
fer from all the. shoncomings of our Community.

'!7e need Community solutions to tax problems. But
we also need rhem to the problems of social securiry,
the working week, the stability of employment and the
fight against unemployment. I hope that the reporr we
are discussing and the resolution I hope we will vote
for will enable us to have grearer social equality
through a European policy thar is on a small scale -

by which I mean one rhar is run in the inter-regional
framework of our countries.

President. - I call Mrs Phlix.

Mrs Phlix. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, following Mrs Salisch's excellent reporr, I would
like to draw your arrenrion to a rypical European fron-
tier region, the Maas-Rhine Eurregio. The Maas-
Rhine region is located in the centre of the nonh-west
European triangle around the triple frontier of Vaals,
where three different languages are spoken, the most
imponant centres being Aachen, Hasselt, Liige and
Maastricht. This region covers an area of some 10 000
square kilomerres, with 3 million inhabitants. It has an
inrernal frontier covering a length of 323 km, with 50
frontier stations. Last week my political group organ-
ized a large demonsrrarion here under the slogan
'Europe without cusroms barriers'.

It is something of a sociological phenomenon that in
this country withour frontiers, as it tends to be called
there, thousands of workers cross ar least one of these
internal frontiers each day. '!7hat might be a shining
example of European integration for our citizens is in
fact a source of difficulties ro rhem. Previous speakers
have already menrioned some of them: job inslcurity,
problems over rhe recognition of diplorqas and courses
of training, infrasrrucrural difficulties, repercussions of
exchange rate fluctuations, inadequate social security,
excessive raxation and so fonh. The many agreements
and regulations which differ on either side olthe fron-
tier and even along a single frontier create great con-
fusion, which is aggravated by the present economic
crisis, where employees and their families are parr,icu-
larly hard-hit by gaps in social security and tarlegisla-
tlon.

The responsible authorities in this region, especially
the trade unions and political represenrarives, *.e con-
cerned by this srare of affairs. A European arrange-
ment is the only possible solurion and we urgenrly
appeal to all the authorities concerned to make every
endeavour at the earliest possible opportunity to put
an end to rhe presenr difficulr situation.

IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Vce-President

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of the Comrnission. - Mr presi-
dent, I should like ro say ar the oumer that the Com-
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mission would welcome an expression of Parliament's
views on the wider questions which the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment have incorporated in
rheir draft resolution covering the whole economic
and social position of frontier workers. It would mke
somewhat too long for me here and noq/ - and I do
nor think the House would be in a mood to receive it
anyhow - to give a detailed account of the Commis-
sion's views on all the points which have been raised

and to describe the way in which we are already pur-
suing many of them. Nevenheless, I would comment
on one or ty/o at least of the ma,or ones.

'lfith 
regard to the economic and social problems of

the frontier regions, the Commissions has noted and,
broadly speaking, agrees with the points made in the
draft resoludon. Let me give just one example. 

.!7e

share the view expressed in paragraph 3 on the import-
ance of coordinating regional and national activities to
reduce regional imbalances. I must stress yet again,
however, as the Commission has so often said before,
that the harmonization of a wide range of policies -
economic, monetary and social - remains and elimi-
nate those imbalances.

As regards the need for coordinating economic poli-
cies, infrastructures and investments on both sides of
intra-Community frontiers, the Commission's propo-
sals for the revision of the European Regional
Development Fund reguladons are designed to streng-
then the instruments of coordination between regional
policies and Member States. There is a panicular
requirement in our proposals that regional develop-
ment programmes, which are one of the instruments of
such coordination,must. include in the socio-economic
analysis of regions the specific elements characterizing
frontier regions.

Let me just say two words about the problems of fron-
tier workers. First, in general terms, all our work con-
cerning migrants takes into account the particular
problems of frontier workers. This is true, for instance

in the field of employment, in professional training
and the recognition of cenificates and diplomas, all of
which are mentioned and covered in paragraphs 15 to
19 of the draft resolution. Let us take another exam-
ple, the question of inter-regional collaboration
between the appropriate employment services. The
Commission has taken an initiative with the directors-
general of the national services concerned, inviting
them to designate appropriate regional employment
services to examine the kind of points made in the
motion for the resolution. I turn to a matter uPon
which there may nol be quite so much agreement
namely, that of exchange rates. This is a difficult ques-

rion and has been debated on numerous occasions. It
cannot be denied, and of course we accePt, that varia-
tions in exchange rates have an effect on pensions,

incomes and social benefits. I have to point out, how-
ever, that these variations can work both ways. I am

advised that as things stand at present, the situation
most often benefits frontier workers since the majoriry

come from countries with a weak currency to work in
a country with a sronger one. Now I accept this is not
to say that there are no cases where the opposite is

true.

I turn very briefly to sor:ial security, including unem-
ployment insurance. The main problems here derive
from the fact - and I ,:hink they are well known to
the rapporteur and to th,e House - that while frontier
workers are in general subject to the legislation of the

country of employment they do not receive all their
benefits from that coun'try. In two cases, they receive

instead the benefits offered by the country where they
reside. These are health care and unemployment ben-
efits. This mixed solution has arisen, I suppose, for
rcchnical reasons. The lrlouse and the rapporteur will
know what the Commission has been trying to do in
this field. I do not thinl< I need say much more about
it, because the long-term solution - and everybody
would accept this - lies in greater integration and

cooperation between the social security bodies or
unemployment offices on both sides of the frontier, as

is requested in paragraph 10 of the resolution under
discussion.

Other related points such as delays in calculating pen-
sions and the necessitl. for a uniform sysrcm of pay-
ment of family benefits are general problems which
concern all migrant workers and are not confined to
frontier ones. Here again, the Commission has

informed the Parliament on many occasions of its pos-

ition and of the devel,rpment of work in these fields;
consequently, I need not, particularly at rhis late hour,
rake up the time of the House by going into all those
poinm yet again.

I would just say a word about two other matters. The
whole question of frontier workers was discussed at
the meeting of the advisory committee on free move-
ment of workers on 22 September 198 I . At that meet-
ing, a decision was tal<en that the questions which sur-
round the problems c,f frontier workers necessitated a
comprehensive consultation with those who were
involved in the problem. In this connection, the Com-
mission has noted the rapporteur's own initiative in
organizing hearings of representatives of frontier
workers, at which tht: Commission was represented, in

January and in November 1981. The advisory com-
mittee on free movernent also decided that the Com-
mission should be asked to organize a conference at
which the final resc,lution and report of Parliament
would no doubt be given detailed consideration.

I could say a greal deal about the taxation issue. I
refrain from doing so for one simple reason, and that
is that the rapporteur, broadly speaking, accepts the
view of the Commission that harmonization of the tax
aspect is indeed necessary, and I am very grateful for
the support that has been given by the repon to the
Commission's effons in that direction.

All in all, Mr President, the Commission believes that
its proposal is a fair and a reasonable package, capable
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of making a positive conrribution ro grearer freedom
of movement within the Community. It is our earnesr
wish that at this, its second arrempr, Parliament will
declare its unequivocal support for rhe Commission's
proposal.

Finally, only remains for me to congrarulate Mrs
Salisch on rhe immense amounr of detailed work rhat
has clearly gone into the repon. I regard it as a valua-
ble document and I am grateful to her for having pro-
duced ir and presented it to the House tonight and
indeed for this debate.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken ar rhe nexr voring rime.

14. Access to the business of direct insurance

President. - The nexr irem is the report (Doc. l-54/
82) by MrVi6, on behalf of the Legal Affairs Com-
mrttee on

the proposal from rhe Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-917/ 80) for a directive amending the First
Directive 73/239/EEC on rhe coordination of
laws, regulations and administrative provisions
relaring to the mking-up and pursuit of the busi-
ness of direct insurance orher than life assurance,
panicularly as regards rourisr assurance.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Vi6, rapporteur - (FR) I was very moved, Mr
President, at having undergone a sex-change just now,
but as you yourself reversed ir, rhere is norhing ro
worry about.

I am very sorry ro propose what is no doubt a final
debate to the sralwans who are still in the House
tonight. The subject is nor a divening one. It is tech-
nical - holiday insurance. Bur I shall nor take long ro
presenr you this reporr, which has to do with a drafr
directive from the Commission.

The problem is a very simple one. Holiday insurance.
Should this kind of insurance, this professional activ-
ity, have been brought inro the directive, with which
you are familiar, on insurance or should ir not?

Legally speaking, the problem is absolutely insoluble
because insurance has never been given any precise
legal definition. And since insurance has never been
given any precise legal definition, ir was even more
difficult to decide whether, tegally speaking, rourist
insurance was an insurance scheme or not.

\7hat guided the Commission in fact - and I rhink it
was quite right here - were pracrical argumenm. Ve

have all known of cases of this kind, panicularly the
one where a French company created serious problems
for its members by gerting into an impossible situation.
So it is for these practical reasons that the Commission
proposes bringing tourisr insurance inro the directive
on insurance and, as rapporteur for the Committee on
Legal Affairs, whose suppon I have, I also feel that the
Commission is righr, in the inreresrc of the consumer,
to do so.

So the situarion is a simple one. Very roughly, the
directive says rhat tourist insurance should be covered
by the insurance directive, with all the guarantees that
this involves for the consumer. S/e all know that insur-
ance companies are very tightly regulated and moni-
tored by European legislation. But a whole series of
schemes is excluded. Ve all know what rhey are - rhe
small schemes such as rhose offered by auromobile
clubs (breakdown services etc) and which do not
involve any grear financial means - and they are
excluded from the directive and not therefore covered
by our regulations. However, everfrhing else is. It gets
the same [rearmenr and has the same legal status as

insurance proper. Mosr of the amendments I suggested
be brought to the Commission text are ro rhe form and
are simply aimed at making things a little clearer,
because I felt that it would be pointless to ser up roo
dght a legal framework for an acriviry, tourist insur-
ance, which, after all, is fairly new and likely to
develop. This is the literal meaning, if you like, of
these amendments. They do not alrer the substance of
the directive.

The only point where rhe Commission and I disagree

- and I have the backing of the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee here - is on a really important problem, the
solvency margin to be required of companies offering
tourist insurance. Here the Legal Affairs Committee is
at variance with the Commission, because its amend-
ment involves restricting the solvency margin as com-
pared to whar ir is for ordinary insurance. There are
two argumenm in favour of this. Firsr, good sense.
Obviously a company covering any sorr of civil liabil-
ity - take the Amoco Cadiz - cannor forecast the
possibly asrronomical cost of the liabiliry it will be
called to cover. The only thing rhat can be required of
a tourist insurance concern is-that it have the relevant
material cars, planes, medical facilities, telex
and compurer services. Ir's a much smaller field. And
there is absolutely no risk of it overstepping the mark,
given the size of individual accidents.

The second argumenr is also a pracrical one. Thinking
about protecring the consumers, I felt that if we pur
the financial requirements for tourisr assisr.ance roo
high, we might see ir only being offered by a small ser
of companies wirh enough means and this, ulrimately,
would be interfering with the comperirion thar shouid
make the common marker thrive.

This, honourable Members, is the only major poinr at
issue between the Commission and me. It is a financial
matter.
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I have said and I shall say again that the Legal Affairs
Committee was more or less unanimous in its suPPort

of my amendment. As for the rest, we are completely
in agreement with the Commission's desire to Protect
the consumer by seeing that this activity does not
escape from the control and regulations on insurance'

Honourable Members, thank you for your attention.

President. - I call the Socialist Group'

Mrs Seibel-Emmerling. - (DE) Mr President, one

learns a great deal by travelling. The Socialist Group
hopes that the citizens of our European Community
wiil bring back only favourable memories from the

holiday period which will shonly be beginning. Unfor-
tun"t.iy, however, travel also involves risks. The
Members of this travelling Parliament are better

placed than anyone to recognize this fact. There is the

rirk of accidents, of illness and other problems which
create a need for assistance. The traveller who may

have to fall back on assistance must be able to rely
throughout the Communiry on the efficacity of the

precautionary measures taken out by him in the shape

of insurance policies, material benefits or special assist-

ance insurance; the benefits must actually be available

when he needs them.

My group therefore welcomes this repon and the draft
directive which closes a gap and gives greater security

in cases of emergency. Ve must not, however, miss

this opponunity of drawing attention to the urgent
need, in the interests of travellers, for the European

health passport advocated strongly by Parliament last

year to be brought into effect at long last. I should be

most grateful if the Commissioner would tell us how
matters sand with that today.

Mr Gondikas. - (GR) Mr President, speaking on

behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group, I would
like to say at the outset that my Group agrees entirely
with the overall structure of the Commission's direc-
tive, but that we have one reservation, as mentioned

earlier by the rapporteur, Mr Vi6, concerning the legal

basis of the directives.

I had the opportunity, on the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, to express two basic reservations concerning
the Commission's proposals, in relation to a specific

matter. My first reservation consists in the fact that
there is a widespread vagueness and confusion in per-

ceiving the nature and the function of insurance firms
in relation to automobile and touring clubs.

My second reservation concerns the possibility of
adapting the Commission's proposal to national legis-

ladons, granted that the way in which automobile and

touring clubs are treated differs from country to coun-
try in the Community.

I also note that the Alliance Internationale de Tour-
isme submitted a document to lhe Commission in

March 1980, setting out its comments on the matter,

but that no account has bt:en taken of these.

The danger that exists in applying the proposal is that
the automobile clubs in r.he Member States may find
themselves on the wrong side of the law, in the light of
the directives laid down to forestall illegitimate com-

petition. This is because'with the illegitimate situation
istablished by the proposal in whatever concerns the

automobile and touring clubs, it is probable that the

millions of members belonging to the automobile clubs

would prefer the positivr: services of the clubs to the

other services offered irt return for the payment of
substantial insurance prerniums.

Thus, Amendment No 2 does not contribute much

towards eliminating the vagueness that distinguishes
the fourth explanatory p,oint of the directive concern-

ing the scope of im applir;abiliry.

'We must also accept that the matter is not simply one

of a few services of assistance to motorists, as implied
by the directive and im amendment, but concerns vir-
tually the entire range of assistance to motorists that
has been offered so efft:ctively by the automobile and

touring clubs since almost the beginning of this cen-

tury.

If the clubs were to br: brought within the scope of
application of the directive, this would not only create

a situation o[ uncenainty in so useful a social institu-
tion, but would also re sult in addidonal cosr for the

members of these clubs, who are nowadays numbered
in millions.

Basically, I consider that paragraphs 3 and 4 of the

motion for a resolution are positive, but I believe that
these too do not clearly distinguish between insurance

companies and automobile clubs, and consequently,
that they do not define the scope of the directive'

Finally, so far as the control to be exercised over the

clubs is concerned, I think it would be preferable, Mr
President, instead of the general wish expressed in the

text of the first direct.ive for the presuppositions and

the method of control to be defined by the various
national legislatures, if the directive itself were to lay
down the method and the presuppositions of this con-
rrol, so limiting it to logical estimations concerning the
equipment required fc,r providing the services of assist-

ance to motorists.

Mr Richard, Member of tbe Commission. - I think I
can be brief because although this is important, the

debate has been short, and the contributions have been

pithy. May I first of all congratulate the T,egal Affairs
Conlmittee and in p:rnicular Mr Vi6 on the excellent
report. The Commisl;ion entirely shares the view they
have of the importance of the subject and of the need

to deal with it at Community level' I should also like
to take this opportunity, if I may, Mr President, to
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thank the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and its rapporteur, Mr'!7olrjer, for its very
POSrtlve report.

I think in view of the reception rhat the Commission's
proposals had, and rhe terms of this repon, and indeed
the terms of the contriburions tonighr, I need nor say a
great deal abour the background ro this marrer nor,
indeed, about the facr rhar we unhesiratingly welcome
the spirit of the repon which, where ir suggesrs
amendmenm to the Commission's proposal is, aparr
from one marrer referred ro by Mr Vi6 and to whith I
too shall have to refer simply encouraging us ro go
even funher in the direction rhar we are in fact already
moving, i.e., to rake full accounr of the special charac-
rcr of the business of providing assisrance. So let me
turn straight away to the amendmenm because I think
that really was rhe subsrance of rhe conrribution thar
Mr Vi6 made.

Perhaps I can clear the ground rhere too by saying
that Amendmenm Nos 2, 4,8 and 9 can be accepted by
the Commission exactly as rhey stand. Ve a.e almoit
en[irely in agreement with Amendmenr No 5. '!7e

think its wording has probably inadvenently been
made a litde too restrictive. I rhink that can be put
right, possibly by inserting two words in the English
text at leasr, 'in panicular', so [har it would read
'resources in panicular in terms of personnel and
equipments available ro it'. The point is thar although
we agree with rhe repon rhar supervisory authoriries
should have the obligation to check resources in rerms
of personnel and equipment, rhey should also have the
obligation to check orher resources, and I am rhinking
particularly here of facilities made available to them
under sub-conrracts, agency arrangemenr and the like
which I fear might escape conr.rol if we do not make
the small charge I have menrioned.

Now can I turn ro Amendments Nos l, 3 and 5 which
I think we can take together. I rhink Amendments
Nos I and 3 will really depend upon Amendment
No 5. On the Commission's side we accepr the spirit
but we think the wording of the amendmenr as ir
sands might give rise to difficulties, but I would stress
we have_great sympathy for its spirit.'!7e will cenainly
try and find a form of words which will go a long way
towards meeting it.

Let me rurn therefore to rhe one which does cause dif-
ficulty and that is Amendment No Z, which provides
that for assisrance operations the solvenry margin
should be reduced to one-third. As I understand ihe
position, the normal solvenry margin laid down in the
first direcdve is in most circumstanies 160/o of the rctal
premiums and contriburions received in rhe year. The
view has been taken by certain specialisr assisrance
organizations that such a margin is unreasonably high
for their operarions because rhey do no[ have rhi same
sort of financial risks as insurance companies, panly
owing to rheir use of their own sraff and equipment,
partly because their conrracrs are of " rhort-rer.

nature. They think rhe imposirion of the full solvency
margin would lead to an excessive increase in costs rg
the public. I am afraid I have to say ro rhe House that
we in the Commission do not feel able to accepr rhese
arguments. \fle rhink the full solvency margin is neces-
sary for the protecrion of the public and I really think
it would not be so hard for assisrance organizations to
achieve it, as perhaps they sometimes fear.

Now we think this is necessary for a number of rea-
sons. The financial collapse of the French assisrance
organization - International Assistance - in the
summer of 1980 demonstrated that assistance organi-
zations can indeed suffer financial disaster. They do
not exclusively use their own staff and equipment and
enter into a whole range of financial commirmen$.
The average length of rhe contracr they offer is
becoming longer and longer. The very fact rhat rhey
so frequenrly provide benefim in kind, using their own
staff and equipment, means rhey will nol build up
large rcchnical reserves in the way that this is done for
more orrhodox insurance business. In consequence, if
they suffer an unexpecred setback they have little to
fall back on if they do not have an adequate solvency
margin. In other words, seen from this srandpoint,
their need for the full margin is actually grearer
because of the nature of their business.

And finally, the supervisory aurhorities of the Member
States in general do take the view that there is a need
for this full margin. It should nor be so very difficult in
our view for assistance undenakings to provide rhe
margin.. In many Member States they are already
required to have it. In other cases, Anicle 14 of the
directive will allow them 5 years, with a possible
extension for another 2 in which to build it up, io I am
afraid that we do not in the Commission feel that this
is too onerous an obligadon and I regret, therefore,
that I cannot accepr [he Amendment No Z.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken ar [he next vor.ing rime.

15. Community automobile market - Piss s6n176l -Chechs atfrontiers 
- Intemal market - Itdlidn uine to

France

President. - The next irem is the joint debate on -the oral quesrion with debarc (Doc. 1-150/82) by Mrs
Squarcialupi and others, to rhe Commission.

Subject: Price control in rhe Communiry countries

The price increases which have taken place ro a
varying extent in all the Communiry counrries,
with serious repercussions on family Ludgem and
the people's standard of living, cail for 

-soundly

based, effecrive and long-term measrrres.
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- Given that broad strara of the public are no
longer able to cope wirh a continual increase
in prices, in panicular those of essenrial
goods;

- whereas in each case price control should be
understood above all as a means of moniror-
ing the operation of the market and rhe effi-
ciency of production;

- whereas, according to an enquiry carried out
by Eurobarometer the people of Europe had
been expecting that the common marker
would in particular be able to prevenr price
lncreases;

- having regard, moreover, to the considerable
differences in prices as between Member
States, these amounting to in some cases 400/o

for the same goods;

would the Commission indicate:

1. the measures adopted in the Member States
which have proved most effective in conrol-
ling prices;

2. the mechanisms through which price conrrol
is being carried out in rhe various States;

3. the Commission's intentions as regards acrion
to ensure the control and transparency of
prices, including agricultural prices ro the
consumer;

4. the measures it intends to take to ensure rhat
price stability is not achieved at the expense of
product quality;

5. how the Commission intends to give effect to
the European Parliament's wishes regarding
prices as expressed in the debate on the
second action programme for consumers?

- oral question with debate (Doc. l-151/ 82), by Mr
Rogalla and others, to the Commission

Subject: Abolition of personal checks at internal
Community frontiers

Under rhe first sentence of the preamble to the
EEC Treaty, the Community is obliged'to lay the
foundations of an ever closer union among the
peoples of Europe'.

Article 2 of the EEC Treaty provides for the
'establishment of a common market'.

Under Article 3(c) the Community has an obliga-
tion to abolish 'obstacles to freedom of movemenr
for persons' between the Member States.

After years of fruitless effon in panicular by
Members of the European Parliament and rhe
Commission to achieve a genuine elimination of
personal checks at internal Community frontiers,
the President of the Commission, Mr Thorn,
addressed Parliament as follows on 8 July 1981 :

''!fl'e are greatly shocked to see the continuation,
and even the strerrgthening of frontier formalities
and identity controls. How can one expect the
citizens of Europe to be delighted or enthusiastic
about the prospect of new passports in fine bor-
deaux livery if, when they travel inside the Com-
munity, they have to go through increasingly dra-
conian controls?

The first step will be for the governments to
undertake to reduce passport. formalities at fron-
tiers to the level ol'those applied to the least-con-
trolled means of transport. And I don't want any
muttering about policing efficiency or any other
technical problems:! \fle have got to change the
mentalities and habits of our civil services. Ve
have to show the political determination to give
the citizens of Europe an awareness of their conti-
nent, by which I nrean an awareness of the exist-
ence and the significance of our Community'.

'!fle therefore ask the Commission

1. $7'hat concreto measures does it intend to
propose to the European Council to ensure
that by the end of 1982 personal checks at
internal Community frontiers will really have
been abolished )

2. \[hat role does it consider the Community
instirutions should play in rhis conrext?

3. \7hat practicrll, administrative and legal
objections and difficulties currently stand in
the way of abolishing personal checks on
travellers between the Member States?

4. To what extent. does the Commission regard
the objections raised by some Member States
to the abolition of frontier checks on travel[-
ers to be well-founded?

5. Vhat steps has the Commission already raken
to consider in ,jetail such objections relating
to internal security, drug offences or combat-
ing crime and .vhere necessary, by means of
coordination, cooperation between Member
States and other measures to eliminate them
so that border checks will be abolished by the
end of 1982?

6. '!7hat proposals has the Commission drawn
up on the coordination of the visa require-
ments of the Member States? Can rhe Com-
mission facilitar.e the approximation of the
Member States' visa policies by arranging
regular, comprehensive, reciprocal exchanges
of information in advance between the Mem-
ber States, in panicular on changes envisaged
in visa requirenrents for non-member coun-
tries.

7. In what stages is the abolition of personal
checks on travellers between the Member
States to be achi,:ved?
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President

- oral question with debate (Doc. 1-152/ 82), by Mr
R. Jackson and others, to the Commission

Subject: Reconquest of the internal market

Does the Commission now have a view on any
Member State government's proposal to recon-
quer their internal markets by sectoral agreements
quantifying impon limitation targets ?

Vould the Commission state what action it pro-
poses to ensure that Member State policies achieve
the abolition of all internal barriers to trade so

that European companies can conquer the Euro-
pean market and achieve the competivity necces-
sary to secure [he jobs of their employees?

- oral question with debate (Doc. 1-153/82), by Mr
de Pasquale and others, to the Commission

Subject: Exports of Italian wine to France

'!7ith regard [o [he French Government's mea-
sures to 'slow down' impons of Italian wine:

l. Vhat action, apart from legal proceedings,
does the Commission intend to take to ensure
that the systematic application of protectionist
measures does not funher jeopardize the
unity of the common market, which is abeady
under serious threat?

2. \flhy has the Commission waited so long after
presentation of the reasoned opinions of
2 and 12 October 1981 (pursuant to
Anicle 159 of the Treaty) before bringing an

action in the Coun of Justice, since every-
thing pointed to France making extensive use
of protectionist measures ?

3. 'When does the Commission intend to adopt
the measures for the improvement of the wine
sector advocated in the resolutions adopted
by the European Parliament on 9April 1981
and 19 September 1 98 I ?

President. - I call Mrs Squarcialupi.

Mrs Squarcialupi. - (17) Mr President, inflation,
with ir consequences of rising prices and reduced pur-
chasing power for the European worker, is becoming
an ever more serious economic and social problem in
our countries. Over the past twelve months the con-
sumer price index in the Europern Community
showed an average increase o[ l2-130/o,wirhvarying
levels in the different countries.

Ve are starting to hear about a slow-down in the rate
of inflation, but nothing about an acual decrease. At
the same time, other disturbing statistics have come ro
light, such as the growth in unemployment, which is

now touching the 11 million mark, and in our Com-
munity there are 30 million poor whose incomes are
between one-half and one-third of the average. Infla-

tion continues to srorsen, then, especially at the
expense of the weakes[ groups, accentuating the drop
in consumption, a phenomenon which will character-
ize 1982.

\7hile the pressure of the cost of living conrinues to
make itself felt on the family budget, there is an

increasingly urgent need for measures to halt the ero-
sion of the purchasing power of a large proponion of
European citizens who, as consumers, were consid-
ered secondary in Community policy.'!7'e must have
the courage to say that both the Commission and the
Council have neglected the principal factor in the
common market, that is, the consumer, and this apan
from policies on consumption which have always been
panial in nature.

Ve know by experience in regard to price control that
fixing final prices by administrative means has never
succeeded in keeping prices down; on the conrary, in
come cases it has contributed towards price increases,
in the same way that it tends to make goods disappear
from the market.

Final prices for distribution can therefore not be an

object of public intervention, which should insrcad be
directed at the very system of price formation. Public
authorities should therefore ascenain how prices are
formed within the cycle of production and distribu-
tion, where there are companies of varying size and
efficienry and therefore of varying competitiveness.

Price control, in order to be more efficient, cannot be
exercised over the medium term; it should rather take
the long view in order to adjust the structures to make
them more efficient. It is not the final price, then, as

we have said, which should be the object of public
attention, but rather the entire system of price forma-
tion, seen as a control of the functioning of the market
and of the efficiency of production. Such control
should be exercised at the local level, with specialized
observers able to provide reliable, credible data, and ir
should be coordinated, on the Community level ro
make it truly effective.

At this time, however, it seems impossible to contri-
bute towards the solution of the problem of price
increases by acting only on the laws of comperition
and the market place. The European Community
should pursue a selective and dynamic policy to pro-
mote consump[ion, not only protecring purchasing
power and low'salaries with a European poliry of price
control, but also adopting the direcrives for consumer
protection which the Council has not yet approved.

I will mention the directives on commercial conrracrs
not concluded in rhe place of business, on deceptive
and dishonest advenising, and on information on dan-
gers connected with the use of cenain consumer prod-
ucts. The defence of purchasing power should also be
conducted through the development of collective serv-
ices, especially in the fields of health, education, and
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lransport, along with the adoption of a policy for
economizing on energy and raw materials. This would
naturally be accompanied by a total war on unemploy-
ment and a wage policy indexed to preserve purchas-
rng Power.

In conclusion, Mr President, we feel that by increasing
market transparency we give the consumer an instru-
ment which enables him to be better acquainted with
the situation and to make more informed choices.

Consumer organizations, as they Brow stronger' can

and should have a restraining effect on price increases,

appealing for popular support to establish a new model
of consumption, a less costly system more in line with
current needs because based on a more rational use of
resources, and a general fight against waste in all sec-

tors and with all its implications.

\7e await a response from the Commission in regard
to the doubts we t:xpressed in the text of the question,
but we also expect help in solving the great problems
of today's society.

President. - I call Mr Berkhouwer.

Mr Berkhouwer - (FR) Mr President, it is 17 min-
ures ro midnight. Vhat do you intend to do? Ve still
have three rapporteurs, two Commissioners and a se-

ries of other speakers to hear on this question of the
internal market, v'hich is rather important.

President. - Ve shall continue as quickly as possible.

I hope that there will still be time for the Commission
to speak. Other speakers will have an opponunity to
speak tomorrow.

I call Mr Rogalla.

Mr Rogalla. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, as I see it, there is something seriously wrong
with this Europe of ours, and I can no longer face my
electors in Vestphalia and the Ruhr with a clear con-
science, because there is a gulf between rhe external
and internal policies of this Communiry. Today we are

witnessing a debate on a whole series of matters which
are of interest. to our citizens, ranging from the taxa-
tion problems faced by frontier workers to questions

of insurancel and, as is so often the case, these debates

are rather poorly attended while foreign policy topics
are discussed at more favourable times during our sit-
dngs. I think that something will have to change in this
respect in our Parliament.

I have nothing against the prestige of our external
relations or against imponant matters of principli such

as the Falkland Islands crisis being discussed in a full
House. But as long as questions relating to the internal
market, environmental protection or freedom of
movement a[ our internal frontiers are only discussed

during Sunday speeches and at ceremonial occasions

in Europe - words rather than deeds - Europe will
be in a bad way.

Can the signs of lost courage already be discerned in
this Parliament? Have the security experts in the
national ministries extracted our teeth before we gven

opened our mouths? Are directly elected representa-
tives of Europe so easily discouraged? Did not 217 of
our colleagues from all the political groups sign a reso-
lution last March under Rule 49 of the Rules of Proce-
dure calling upon the Committee on Transpon, the

Political Affairs Committee and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs to arrange public
hearings of all the parties involved in border controls-
security specia[ists, drug control experts, transport
contractors, automobile clubs and tourists and, last but
not least, the residents of the frontier regions? This, I
venture to claim, is rhe central problem of freedom of
movement under the Treaties.

This brings me to the hard core of the problem, the
legal basis. Under the EEC Treades there is no divided
freedom of movement, and in particular no such free-
dom for which the Community itself does not have

responsibility. The Treaty articles referred to in the
oral question provide the basis for Community resPon-

sibility for freedom of individual movement. within the

Communiry. Freedom of movement cannot be subdi-
vided inrc movement under the customs union, move-
ment covered by security regulations or the control of
drugs. This fact is emphasized by the conditions which
have prevailed in other comparable structures, for
example in the course of German or Italian unification
last century or in Canada, where complete freedom of
movement was developed, although not overnight.

Our achievemenm in these areas since 1958 have been

modest in the extreme. A new juridical approach must
be convened into practical action within the Com-
munity, with the help of our legal experts in Parlia-
ment, at the Council and in the Commission - possi-

bly by invoking Anicle 235 of the EEC Treaty - or
perhaps with the help of the European Court of

Justice. The Commission and Council must move well
beyond the promises given in individual answers to
written and oral questions over the past few years. I
have looked at a smck of answers, a pile nearly 3

inches thick, prepared by our research service.

These examples of principles and individual cases in
individual Member States are enough to make your
hair stand on end.

Ve are left with the impression of a kind of music hall
act. No true advocate of Europe can talk, in this age

of electronic aids and of the future European passport'
of the bookkeeping problems involved in tax control;
we cannot call for a social, industrial and judicial area
in the Community while at the same time advocating
random frontier controls. Anyone who suppons those
controls cannot be in favour of a European Com-
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munity. The conflict has been clearly solved on the
juridical plane within the Member Stares through the
abolition of all remaining checks on individuals. Ler us
see to it that our citizens are no longer fobbed off with
pre[exts and expedien[ srarisrics. Ler us begin with the
Benelux model of random samples, followed by the
American solution, with which we are all familiar, in
our own respective countries. The problem of drugs
and security risks must in future be combated by a

body of European officials ar our exrernal frontiers.

Mr President, may I quote a literary anecdote for
those timorous spirits among us? I recall what Hein-
rich Heine, the forerunner of freedom of movement
between Germany and France and indeed within
Europe, once said: he pointed out that the customs
officers could not inspect his thoughts and that he car-
ried his contraband in his head. I admit rhar we shall
all have to change our ideas; bur if our cirizens have to
teat apart customs barriers, storm customs posts and
insult frontier officers, as happened in 1946-47 or even
in 1969, a great deal of goodwill would be unnecessar-
ily lost. Does anyone in rhis House, in the Commis-
sion or Council want rhal to happen?

President. 
- I call Mr Papapietro.

Mr Papapietro.- (17) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, we could have withdrawn lhe quesrion, but it
does give us an opporrunity to express a judgment on
the agreement reached lasr Tuesday on the wine prob-
lem.

In the first place we wish to express disappointment
and protesr; the agreement was reached and sealed
without Parliament's having exercised its right to give
an opinion. This is a negarive fact, and not only in
general terms. Ir is negative in this panicular case: this
was a conflict between two peoples before becoming a
conflict between [wo governments; it parricularly
involved two regions among the poorest in Iraly and
France. The affair has caused considerable damage: in
the first trimester of this year the expon of Italian
wine to France fell by 250/0. The failure to consult
Parliament is negative in that it reflects an aggravarion
of the tendency to overlook rhe role of Parliamenr, ro
ignore its decisions and refuse to listen to irs requests.
To an ever increasing degree the opposirion wirhin the
Council itself rends to obliterate internal parliamentary
dialectic and inreraction berween Parliamenr and rhe
other insritutions, as well as rhe moments of unanimiry
which can be reached in this regard.

There are orher reasons which lead us to consider rhe
compromise with disfavour. Ve feel thar rhe price of
compulsory distillations is roo low, even rhough it was
raised from rhe initial 600/o to 650/0. It is still a ques-
tion, we should remember, of the compulsory destruc-
tion of wealrh. This rs one of the aspects of the des-
truction of wealth which, in t[r,e eyes of most Euro-

pean consumers, is rhe irrarional symbol of these
Community economic mechanisms.

Moreover, this principle of compulsory distilladon
would be difficult to apply in Iraly, for the adminisrra-
tive structures are weaker there. The producers are
also more numerous, and they make themselves avail-
able for control only when they meet in cooperatives
and local wineries. Funhermore, there is no provision
to allow exemptions in favour of small scale producers,
and for this reason the measure seems to be more pun-
itive than selecrive rowards those with rhe lowest
incomes. 'We wonder why rhe measure on milk allows
for 100% of the price and the measure on wine for
only 6a0/0. The criteria for the distribution of compul-
sory distilladon, which are meanr ro guaranree that the
best wine will not be disdlled and thar no discrimina-
don will be practised, have not yer been established -or at least they have not yer been made public.

Finally, we are obliged ro recognize wirh disappoint-
ment that the compromise was reached, contrary to
what the Italian governmenr irself was declaring, with-
out connecting it to the basic, long-term measures
capable of helping the European wine-growing sector
to overcome the crisis. Ve wish to menrion these mea-
sures, even though they have been described too many
times: a planned wine-growing policy in the agricul-
tural regions best suited for it, discouraging the plant-
ing of new vineyards where rhe producr is not first
rate; the fighr againsr rhe abuse of sweetening, espe-
cially in Germany; a regulation of rhe market which
would guaranree rhe free circulation of wine, reduce
tax discriminarion and promore consumprion. This is
an essential point, 

. 
for rhe alternative is between

increasing consumprion and destroying the product.

'We read insread that recently the British Chancellor of.
the Exchequer announced counter-inflarionary mea-
sures to the House, including an increase in excise
taxes on wine which would raise the price of a 3/q lirer
botde of Iralian wine, wirh a warehouse price of
1 300 lire, to 2 400 lire. All rhis is a blow ro the expan-
sion of the wine market; it aggravares the problems
connected with it and invires the adoption of rhe
choice of destrucrion.

Finally, a modern organization of the controls is
needed. These are points which ir would be well to
rePeat.

The compromise does not touch on rhese problems,
but it does affecr them. It nullifies the proposed modi-
ficadon of the wine market made by rhe Commission
and discussed in the parliamentary commirtee. Ve
should examine rhe question once again; for now w.e
ask only rhat rhe Commission's new proposed modifi-
cation taking into accounr the terms of the agreement
be presented as soon as possible so rhar it can be tho-
roughly discussed in commitree and in rhe Chamber.

President. - I call the Commission.
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Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - 
(17) Mr

President, I am fully aware of the need to be very
brief: I will answer the three questions separately, but
limiting myself rc the indispensable minimum.

Concerning the first question, the control of prices, I
agree with the way Mrs Squarcialupi presented the
problem, especially as regards the exercise of the
public function in the area of prices. As for the respon-
sibilities of the Commission, it is common knowledge
that the Treaty of Rome does not give the Commis-
sion general competence in the area of consumer price
control, which remains the responsibility of the Mem-
ber States. Many Member States have introduced
regulations on consumer prices which differ apprecia-
bly from one country to another and reflect the
economic policy adopted in the individual States. In
the last three years various Member States have con-
siderably modified their legislation on price control.
The Commission, on its part, has taken various mea-
sures to strengthen the price mechanism. It has applied
Anicles 85 and 85 of the EEC Treary, parricularly in
regard to the effects of company pracrices on prices
and the impact of fixed agricultural prices on the con-
sumer prices of food products.

Moreover, the Commission presented to the Council a

draft directive on the indication of prices for food
products which the Council adopted on 19 ]une 1979.
Virh the exception of the markets in agricultural
products, the Commission cannot determine the
quality of the products destined for final consumption;
the Commission intends to pursue its programme to
improve the funcrioning of the common market, guar-
anteeing transparency in pricing 

- I refer particularly
to the rules on labelling - and seeing that the rules of
competition are respected in the Community as a
whole. The Commission will work in conformity with
the second programme for consumer protection to
encoura8e the experiments of price comparison car-
ried out by regional consumers' organizations.

As far as the question of checks on individuals crossing
the internal frontiers of the Community is concerned,
we know very well that these cannot be eliminated
overnight, as we would all like them to be. A number
of problems must first be overcome. Vhen there are

no more identity checks at the internal frontiers,
anyone will be able to cross them freely, including citi-
zens of non-member countries.

However, since not all Member States require citizens
of some non-member States to have an entrance visa,
it would be necessary at the same time to standardize
visa policy in all Member States. \Torking out a uni-
form policy on visas for all the Member States in rela-
tion to all the non-Community countries - 

for no
non-member country could be left out 

- 
is a complex

problem and a political one as well.

The standardization of visa poliry means that, in a

subsequent phase, the Commission must be the one to

administer this policy on behalf of the Member States.

However, passport union goes much farther. The citi-
zens of non-member countries and the citizens of the
Community who have taken up residence in another
Member State are subject to internal legislation
regarding aliens. Therefore, the principle of open
frontiers implies the harmonization of all the laws of
the Member States which regulate the reladonship of
aliens with their country of residence.

For this reason 
- 

and here I am answering the ques-
tions asked - it is not so much the administrative dif-
ficulties which have so far hampered progress towards
the abolition of controls. The problems are above all
political. The readiness of the Member States to speed

up the inroduction of passpon union is not increased
by the waves of terrorism and violence that we have
been experiencing since 1974.

As a consequence of this, in the course of the discus-
sions on the abolition of identity checks at Communiry
internal frontiers we repeatedly heard the same objec-
tions raised as were mentioned by the honourable
delegate in his question.

In spite of dre difficulties encountered 
- 

and this
brings me to the question of the practical measures the
Commission means to propose to the Council and of
the role of the Community institutions in preparing
such measures - the Commission has insisted since
the agreement of 23 June 1981, on the introduction of
a common passport to further work in this area
through passport union. In the fall we had already pre-
sented to the Council experimental proposals on the
simplification of identity checks at internal frontiers
and on the harmonization of provisions on visas.

These proposals were in general well-received, and the
Commission will soon be asked to approve a draft
resolution by the Council on the simplification of
idendty checlis which will be submitted at the next
meeting of the European Council. On 21 October,
1981, the Cornmission also passed on to the Council a

draft resolution on the simplification of customs and
formalities applied to goods crossing the frontiers.
Concrete and detailed proposals will soon follow.

I would also like to mention the efforts we have been
making for many years, unfortunately so far without
success, to introduce additional franchises. Ve have
succeeded in overcoming the argument according to
which no progress can be made in any area on checks
on individuals while checks on goods are still neces-

sary for [ax reasons, and the argument according to
which customs and tax authori[ies oppose the abolition
of checks on goods while checks on individuals still
exist.

It was time to break out of this vicious circle. To this
end, we hope to continue to receive the active support
of Parliament, which will naturally be consulted on all
plans.
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Finally, concerning the revitalization of rhe internal
market - the subject of the third quesrion - the
Commission assumes that this question essentially
refers to the measures planned by the French Bovern-
ment to encourage the development of certain indus-
tries.

The Commission has sought information from rhe
French authorities, who expressly denied that mea-
sures were being planned for the control of trade; the
sectoral plans communicated to the Commission do
not mention the intention to limit imports. Neirher
does the French government aim at encouraging the
formation of private agreements having an equivalent
effect for the companies of the secrors in quesrion.
The cooperation among rhese companies desired by
the French government is not aimed at resrricring
rade, but rather at promoting common research, pro-
viding access to technology, improving productive and
administrative methods, and, in general, at enabling
the companies - many of which are small or
medium-sized - to overcome the parricular difficul-
ties which they now face.

The many complaints ir has received lead rhe Commis-
sion to believe that in reality direct or indirect restric-
tions on trade do exist. The Commission has declared
that it intends ro study these complainrs in the usual
manner in the light of Anicles 30 and 35 of the EEC
Treaty or of the rules on competirion in order to
ascenain whether or not the complainm are jusrified.
So far no violations of the above articles have come ro
light from the information furnished in the cornplainrs.

The Commission has also begun enquiries within the
industries with rhe purpose of verifying rhe informa-
tion that agreements to limit imports voluntarily, in
violation of the rules on competirion, have been made.
The Commission has proposed various rneasures
intended to help the European economy to enjoy the
advantages of an internal market with conrinental
dimensions.

An effective internal market presupposes a Com-
munity identity ar rhe exrernal frontiers. At presenr,
the problem of technical checks on goods of non-
Community origin is blocking some 20 draft direcrives
under examination by the Commirtee of Permanenr
Representatives, and a far greater number of proposals
being discussed in the Council's work groups. Under
these circumsrances rhere is rhe danger that the efforts
to suppress technical obstacles rc trade will come to a
standstill.

It is equally imponant both for enrrepreneurs and for
public opinion rhar rhe checks and formalities at the
internal frontiers of the Community be elirninated.
The collection of rhe VAT and the gathering of sraris-
tical data should conform ro the Benelux s)'sr.em [o
bring about an appreciable convergence in internal
conditions.

Finally, in regard to the regulatory framework in
which European companies operate, I would like rc
make particular mention of our proposals for a Euro-
pean cooperation group on large company financial
statements and liability for damage caused by prod-
ucts.

Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, I address myself to the fourth part of the joint
debate, Question No 83 on exporrs of Italian wine to
France. I shall try to be as brief as possible.

The question is in three parts. In reply to rhe first pan,
the Commission wishes to say rhar in addidon to rhe
action brought by it before the Court of Justice on
a July 1982 against France, it submitted on 5 February
a request to the Court for provisional measures con-
sisting of the immediate suspension of systematic con-
uols, bu[ enabling France to undertake spor checks
and obliging her to clear all the consignmenrs ar rhe
frontier through cusroms immediarely. The Coun gave
a ruling to this effecr on 6 March. Since then, on
25 March, the Council decided on exceprional distilla-
tion operations for table wine on rhe basis of
Article 15 of Regularion 337 /79. This measure seems
to have met with success since the quantities of wine
for distillation in rhe supply contracts signed are
almosr 200lo above the maximum quanrir.y of 6 500 000
hectolitres fixed by the Council and are seen as suffi-
cient to make a lasting lmprovement in market condi-
tions. Consequently, the quantities offered had to be
reduced. This operarion should result in uniform
prices on the French and Italian rable wine markem
and should put an end ro rhe disagreemenr berween
these two Member States.

There has already been a sharp price rise, particuiarly
in the case of red wine produced in Italy.

In reply [o [he second pan of the question may I say
that the Commission thought it preferable to wait a lit-
de before going on from the reasoned opinion sr.age ro
that of bringing an acrion in courr, since following
various attempts by the Commission to persuade rhe
French and Italian Governmenrs to reach an amicable
solution, it seemed on 13 October [har an agreemenr
between the two governmenm had been reached. This
included the gradual cusroms clearance over [wo
months of the wine which had been held up. Ir also
seemed, towards rhe middle of January, thar the sirua-
tion had returned to normal. However, the Commis-
sion has not closed rhe procedure it initiated and is
monitoring rhe relevant operarions closely.

Thirdly, on l5 October lasr the Commission proposed
to the Council a far reaching alteration in Community
rules aimed ar improving market conditions and mak-
ing the marker policy and the structural measures
already implemented more coherent. Discussion on
this has staned in all the Communiry bodies and Par-
liament is ro give its opinion in June.
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In recent weeks this proposal has given rise to much
very detailed discussion in the Council. The Member
States are aware of the urgent need for this reform.
They have arranged to reconcile their interests and are
on the verge of arriving a[ an agreement on the basis

of rhe proposal and with the collaboration of the
Commission.

I noted that Mr Papapietro in his remarks felt that
Parliament had been pushed aside somewhat. It is true,
Mr President, thal the Commission's proposal has

been extensively changed by the Council, but I should
point out that some of the ideas in Mr Colleselli's
repon have been maintained.

Might I just refer to the following three points:
maintenance of assistance for the use of concentrarcd
grape must, assistance for the use of rectified concen-
trated grape must produced in the C 3 zones and the
price regime of wines which are subject to obligatory
distillation.

May I say that the Commission is satisfied with the
Council's probable decision. It will give the Commis-
sion the power to react quickly and efficiendy if the
wine market is threatened by an imbalance between
supply and demand. It is desirable that the Parliament
should give its opinion within the stated time limits so

that this improvement in the organization of the wine
market can be implemented before the next harvest.

May I briefly, in conclusion, refer to the points made
about distillation.

The new distillatron rules decided by the Council dis-
tinguish between compulsory and voluntary distilla-

tion. For compulsory distillation the price for the wine
is 65%; for voluntary disdllation 820/o.The voluntary
distillations only take place when all obligations
related to compulsory distillation are fulfilled. The
Commission in addition has proposed a tax on sugar
used for wine-making. The Council was not ready to
accept this as there was a majority against it.

Mr President, these are the remarks I wished to make
on rhis very imponan[ question.

President. - I call Mr Schinzel.

Mr Schinzel. - (DE) Mr President, may I ask very
briefly if it would be possible in future to make pre-
pared answers of that kind from the Commission
available to the House in advance? That would make
things easier for all of us, for you, for the Commission
and for the Members of Parliament; we should save a

great deal of time and could confine our debate to the

essenrials.

President. - That was not a point of order. I think
that the Commission has the right to reply to that pro-
posal.

Ladies and gentlemen, it is now 15 minutes after mid-
night. !7e shall interrupt the joint discussion at this
point.

(The sitting was closed at 0.15 a.m.)1

1 Agenda for next sitting, see Minutes.
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ANNEX

Votes

(Tbe Annex to tbe Report of Proceedings contains the rapporteur's opinion on the oarious
amendments and tbe exPland,tions of ztote. For a detailed account of the ooting see Minutes)

Davern motion for a resolution (Doc. l-221/82): rejected

Dalsass motion for a resolution (Doc. l-236/82): adopted

{- :1.

Lalor motion for a resolution (Doc. l-229/82): adopted

:i :i

Hume motion for a resolution (Doc. l-233/E2): adopted

McCartin and Clinton motion for a resolution (Doc. l-243/82): adopted

Blaney motion for a resolution (Doc. l-245/82): adopted

+

,i {.

Plaskovitis motion for a resolution (Doc. l-237 /82): adopted

:i

Saby report (Doc. 1-1 E5lE2) : adopted

The rapponeur was:
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in favour of Amendment No 4;

againstAmendments Nos 1, 2,3,8,9,74,15 and 16.

Explanations of oote

Mrs Kellet Bowman. - Mr President, I cannot vote for a motion for a resolution which
contains an element of contempt for the European Parliament. The proposal in paragraph
2(i) to elevate a member of smff from Grade A3 to A2 v/as not pan of the Secretary-Gen-
eral's proposals. The appointment of persons ad personam should be for exceptional merit.
This being so, during the course of the debarc the Parliament should have been informed
of what this exceptional merit is. Since this has not been done, Mr President, I would
suggesr thar rhe general public will be left with the impression that something is being
slipped through which, incidentally, did not slip through this Parliament last year, which
defeated an identical proposal, and that taxpayers' money is being handed out without a

prol)er case being made for it. Accordingly, with regret, I shall abstain on the resolution as

a whole.

Mr Harris. - Mr Presidenr, I am afraid I also cannot support this motion for a variety of
reasons. I shall menrion just three.

I am sorry that the House defeated the amendments of my friend Mr Price, where we

sought ro review at least the proposed increase for the staff of the individual political
grouPs.

Then there is the whole question of preparations for the next elections. \7hile I myself do
not see anything wrong in the principle of an element of public funding towards the cost
of elecrions and information relating to those elections, nevertheless I think the provision
which this Parliament is proposing and suggesting that we should endorse today is grossly
excessive, and I am afraid I just cannot go along with figures of this order.

Thirdly, rhere is the long-running quescion of buildings. I do not think we have got a grip
of this situation, and I am confirmed in that impression by information which, I under-
stand, is quite common among Members, that there is now active suggestion that yet
another building should be erected on this complex here in Strasbourg.

For all these reasons, as well as for a number of others, I am afraid I shail vote against the

motion for a resolution.

Viehoff report (Doc. 1-88/82) : adopted

The rapponeur was:

- in favour of Amendment No 4;

- againstAmendments Nos 1,2, 5,6,7,8,9 and 10.

Explanations ofvote

Mr Papapietro. - QT) Mr President, from the data contained in the Viehoff report, -
data which do nor reflect how bad the situation really is - it is patently clear that illiter-
acy is primarily a problem of southern and Mediterranean Europe. One of the reasons
why rhe data in the repon do not reflect how bad the situation really is, is that they darc

for the most parr from before the worst stage of the economic crisis and from before the
rise in the number of jobless. There is a clear link between economic crisis, social depres-
sion, unemployment and illiteracy, and the report iilustrates this fact.
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In our view the Communiry should urge the Member States to spend more rarher than less
on education and consequently we are disappointed that the House vored our the Glinne
amendment. In combating illiteracy there has to be a role for unemployed teachers oumide
the existing educational set-up. The way to look at the campaign against illiteracy is to
vievr it less as an absffact problem of knowledge - and this is the main thrusr of the
report, and where it falls down - and more as a problem of schedules and programmes
and commitments, including financial ones. 'Sfle shall be voring in favour of this motion
for a resolution which can be praised at least for spotlighdng rhis rremendous problem of
the people of Europe.

Sir Peter Vanneck. - Mr President, I suppon the adopdon of this reporr generally and
for a reason I did not hear mentioned in the debate.

Illiteracy is conducive to delinquency. As an English Justice of the Peace I have ro visit
borstals. These are institutions for the rehabilitation of young convicted delinquenrs.
Apart from discipline, they are taught simple trades - brick-laying, joinery, and so on -and they used to take elementary examinations such as rhose ser by rhe City and Guilds
Institute, a very practical standard. Then, when they went back out into rhe world, they
could ask for a job and say: 'I know I am a borstal boy, guv, but I have gor my City and
Guilds in plumbing, or elecrrical wiring, or whatever.' Now far roo many of them have to
spend the time in classrooms simply learning the three Rs - reading, writing and arith-
metic - which they have just not absorbed in schools. The trend of the figures is becom-
ing alarming and I wish my friends opposite would appreciate rhe seriousness of the
situation. Any measures to combat illiterary will therefore help those young people who
would otherwise turn to crime from boredom based on inadequacy, sremming irself from
their unfortunarc lack of effective, literate and numerare educarion.

I shall vote for Mrs Viehoff's report and I hope that those who are nor roo r.ired and emo-
tional will follow my example.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, lasr week the Social-
ist Group held a colloquium on languages and cultures of erhnic and regional minorities in
the Community. It emerged from the contribution of the represenrarives of these minori-
ties and from the studies and observations by the linguists, hisrorians and sociologisrs who
took pan in this colloquium, that the days of most of rhe minority languages and cultures
in Europe are numbered unless people are made literate in these minority languages too,
and unless the oral traditions which are dying out can be caprured in a durable -edirm.

The richness of European culture and of the European presenr and pasr lies in this very
mosaic of languages and cultures. \7e must not let those languages and cultures which are
neglected by the majority be lost. Ethnic minorities, such as the Yiddish speakers and rhe
Sinti, can be found in all the Member States. They have venerable, age-old cultures which
are now in danger of extinction because of a lack of literacy in their own language ar rhe
very point in history when Europe needs the richness and diversiry of irs cultural parri-
mony.

\7e surely have a moral duty to make up for the consequences of rhe rnassive purges of
cenain ethnic groups under Nazism and to prorect the furure of the languageJ and crl-
tures of, for example, the Yiddish speakers, the Romanies and the Sinii - orherwise
known as gypsies. I should therefore like to draw the atrention of the Commission to rhe
lacrthat the comparative report which it has been requested ro draw up musr also include
the question of introducing or restoring literacy in the regional and eihnic minoriry lan-
Suages. I therefore also welcome the fact that the Resolution calls for supporr. from the
Social Fund and the Regional Fund and I shall therefore be glad ro supporr this Resolu-
tion.

Mr Adamou. - (GR) Mr President, the figure given in rhe repon for the level of illiter-
acy in Greece is not correct. According to official sarisrics, tlrere are I O4O OOO illiterate
adults and 2 400 000 who did nor complete rheir primary schooling. This means that rhere
are approximately 3 500 000 illircrates out of a population of 9 0OO0OO.
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Unfortunately Greece has the painful privilege of having the highest level of illiteracy
among the countries of the Community, and yet national expenditure on education con-
rinues to be very low. In 1981 expenditure on education amounted to hardly 10.40/o oI
toml budget expenditure, while military expenditure, for example, was 240/o and
amounted to 127 376 million drachmas. Unless the counterproductive expenditure is

reduced and expenditure on education increased, we fear that Greece will permanently
keep its sorry position as the country with the highest illircracy.

The motion for a resolution by the Committee on Youth, Culture and Education is on the

whole positive and we shall vote for it. \(e just wonder whether the measures proposed
will actually be implemenrcd.

Helms report (Doc. 1-1t7l82): adopted

The rapponeur was:

- against alI the amendments.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Kirk. - (DA) I am afraid I must vote against this report. It is a highly technical report
and rhe honourable Members have now shown in their wisdom that they have not had an

opponunity ro assess it. They have merely approved the Commission proposal and have

nor been prepared ro accepr a single amendment of those tabled, which were in fact aimed
ar improving the report of the Commission's proposal in such a way as to permit the fish-
ermen of the Member States ro live with it. I see that a majoriry in this Parliament sup-

pons the Commission proposal before us which it will be impossible rc comply with. \fle
are rherefore sending a proposal to [he Council which cannot possibly be accepted since

the Members of the Council will in all probability say that it is unusable.

Mr Helrns, rdpporteur. - (DE) I should like to state on behalf of the Committee that we
have in fact devored considerable attention to this question and that the amendments

nbled by Mr Kirk would have totally uansformed this report.

Ve hope that this morion for a resolution may serve as a basis for the Council Decision
and the Council will, I think, be able to make some use of it.

Clinton report (Doc. l-l8$/E2)t adopted

The rapporteur was:

against all the amendments.

The rapporteurwas:

Quin report (Doc. l-186182): adopted
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- against all the amendments.

Explanation of oote

Mr Kirk. - (DA) I must also vote against this report since Community fishermen ger far
too little out of it compared with the Swedish and Norwegian fishermen. The Commis-
sion, has, I think, achieved a very poor result in the negotiarions and rhar rhe European
Parliament is now adopting an unsatisfactory result.

Pery report (Doc. 1-1E3l82): adopted

The rapponeur was:

- in favour of Amendments Nos 15 and 15;

- againstAmendments Nos 3,4, 5,6,7,8,9, lO, 11,12, 13 and l4

Explanation of oote

Mrs DesouchTs. - -(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we have just been debating
,the coordination of maritime inspection and surveillance operations at the same time ai
the major court case over the loss of the Amoco Cadiz has jusr opened in Chicago. I do
not think there is any need to remind you that the effects of this rremendous economic
and ecological disaster, which occurredin 1978 in rhe area where I live and which has not
yet been forgotten by the people there, are still visible. I do not think there is any need ro
remind you that it was preceded and followed by a series of orher accidents which left rhe
Torrey canyon, the olympic Bravery, rhe Tanio and rhe Gino wrecked on rhe shores of
Brittany and which polluted the area with oil. And I do not think there is any need to
remind you of the numerous fishing boats which are lost each year and which ih.o* the
villages-of Brittany into_mourning. The loss of these fishing boars remains unexplained
more often than not and the inquiries which are held after each loss never ger anywhere
for lack of information. The fact.is.that if you ask the fishermen most of them will iell you
what causes these accidenm and they often blame cenain ships which sail these warers
without ProPer care. I shall suppon the Pery repon because I think ir is imponanr for
Parliament to do something about helping boats in difficulry and to providr- ,riry possible
help in combating pollution.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DA) I should merely like to say rhar we intend to vote against the
proposal since it in fact.involves a surreptitious and illicit militarization of the European
Community, and we rhink things should be called by their correcr names when *. ,..
voting on them.

Mrs Le Roux. - (FR) I am aware that maritime inspecrion and surveillance operarions
are-of major importance for keeping an eye on fishing and processing of carchei, the use
of flags of convenience, the prevention of polludorr, and so tn. Ir is f6r this re4son rhar is
desirable and essential for the Member States to strenghten rheir national depanmenrs and
methods for maritime inspection and surveillance. Ai much as I should *ilcome closer
cooperation and coordination among these services, at the same [ime I cannot go along
with the.idea. of a group of_Community inspectors whose excessive powers migh"r underl
mine national sovereignty. Things have to be stared clearly. The role of the Corimuniry in
inspection mu.st be simply one of verification, prompring and harmonization. Inspection
can be carried out only as a result of close collaborarion among the Member Staies and
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therr: can be no question of discretionary powers. These risks are not dealt with in Mrs
Pery's report and therefore I cannot give it my approval.

Mr Skovmand. - (DA) The European Community staned off with cooperarion in mat-
ters of trade. However, strong forces are working towards including a military coopera-
tion component and these sources are bringing their influence to bear parricularly here in
the Iluropean Parliament. An example of chese efforrs is rhe repon by Mrs Pery on rhe
coordination of maritime inspection and surveillance operations.

Certainly, this is put forward against the background of the common fisheries poliry
which, according to the report, is to be made more effective by means of joinr surveill-
ance.

Hot'ever, this is merely a smoke-screen, the ultimate intention is of a political and mili-
tary nature. Vhat people want is to turn the European Community into a maritime power
and rhe coordination of fisheries inspection is to be the starting poinr. As they say, the
intention is that inspection should become 'progressively and increasingly a Community
operation'.

It is quite revealing that the repon states that the Joint Inspection Authority would both
create efficiency and affirm the Community identity. This shows quite clearly rhat the real
aim is not in fact effective surveillance.

\7e rn the People's Movement must oppose this proposal and we expect the Danish
Government to take the same attitude if this ill-starred proposal should happen to get as

far as the Council of Ministers.

Nord report (Doc. 1-1084/81): adopted

Explanation ofoote

Mr Skovmand. - (DA) The major obstacle to increasing the Community's powers is rhe
fact that the European Community does not have enough moneay at its disposal. As long
as this is the case, a lot of large-scale plans for joint Community policy will merely remain
empty words.

It is :mponant, therefore, that all the opponents of the idea of European Union should
keep tight hold of the money and reject any ideas of new taxes or levies which would
accrue to the Community.

The Nord Report proposes attacks of this kind and for this reason we in rhe People's
Movement against the European Community must oppose it.

Yanneck report (Doc. l-1072/81): adopted

The rapporteur was:

- in favour of Amendments Nos 1, 2 and 19;

- against Amendments Nos 5, 6,7, 8,9, 10, 17, 72, 73, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
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Explanation ofaote

Mrs Squarcialupi. - (17) Mr President, I do not think this directive goes far enough in
answering the electorarc's call for the environment to be protected and safeguarded. In
some respects it is even counter-productive. 'S7hat we are talking about here are these
so-called tides of red waste which have caused so much damage in the Mediterranean and
which have caused fishermen to lose their jobs, quite apan from all the damage to flora
and fauna.

I am sorry that Sir Peter Vanneck had to use the word irresponsible about these amend-
ments which were prompted by the requests of people working in titanium dioxide plants.
I imagine his proposals come from somewhere else, because they cenainly do not come
from the workers.

\flhat is the reason for our stand against this directive and against the motion for a resolu-
tion? The answer is that it makes provision for dumping titanium dioxide waste under-
ground. No one in the industry does this yet but people could be encouraged to do so as a
result of this directive. Vhy are we against the directive? Because there is no provision,
among the vitally imponant parameters, for those on hearry metals such as mercury and
cadmium, even though we are all aware of the damage they can do. And why are we
intending to abstain on the motion for a resolution? The answer is that it is not strong
enough in demanding production processes which result in less pollurion, even though Sir
Peter was willing to accept an amendment by Mr Galland which was definitely an
lmProvement.

In the case of the resolution, we have called for the deletion of paragraph 6. It limits the
Community scope of the legal act, and there was a vote againsr this on fishery before.
These are the reasons why, I am sorry to say, we shall be abstaining.

Veber report (Doc. l-42/E2): adopted

The rapponeur was:

- against Amendment No 17.

Ghergo report (Doc. l-llO / 821 :adopted
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Mrs Scrivener, rdpporteur. - (FR) I asked for rhe
floor, under the new Rule, to ask for an assurance
that the Commission will duly respecr Parliament's
opinion..

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - (17) Mr
President, I think Mr Richard answered this question
in deail yesterday - I myself was present in rhe
Chamber. On the basis of what Mr Richard said
yesterday on behalf of the Commission I can rhere-
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2. Price control - Frontier chechs - Intemal market -Exports of ltalian wine to France (contd)

President. - The next item is the continuadon of the
joint debate on the oral questions by Mrs Squarcialupi
and others, Mr Rogalla and others, Mr R. Jackson
and others, and Mr De Pasquale and others, to the
Commission.

I call the Socialist Group.

Mrs Desouches. - (FR) Mr President, I should like
to start by saying that this is a very odd debate we are
having on an oral question, which wasn't presented
orally, where answers precede questions and half the
discussions mke place at midnight and the other half at
half-past nine in the morning.

Be that as it may. The oral question by Mr Jackson
and his associates in fact tends to throw suspicion on
the French Government's decisions on organizing cer-
tain sectors of industry. In point of fact, as some
French leaders have shown in their statements and in
European meetings, France wants to see a proper
relaunching of Europe that will enable the Community
both to solve the most urgent problems and to assert.

its existence.

\7e have to be clear about one thing. The Community
has failed to reach all the targets it set itself. The con-
struction of the internal common market is far from
being complete. Many barriers, as we all know, still
exist; others are created by the decisions taken by gov-
ernments in the Member States, and, as the national
economics have not been integrated, or at least not
fully integrated, firms outside are rushing in through
the breaches. This is an inrolerable situation and one
that has to be changed.

This is why the French Government's memo proposes,
among other things, to establish European standards
that will remove the barriers to uade within the Com-
munity and set up Community preference on new
bases. At the same time, the French proposals aim at
setting up a proper external trade policy.

'\7e all know that it is urgent for the Community to
make progress on these two fronts if it wants to take
up the threefold challenge with which it is faced - its
lack of energy resources and lack of raw materials, its
tardiness with research and advanced technology and
the competition from countries that are now becoming
industrialized. The sectoral policies devised by the
French Government have to be judged in the light of
rhese decisions and this political desire. As the Com-
mission admits, and admitted again in its statement last
night, the French Government's aims in the 14 secrors
mentioned are not geared to the orientation of trade
but to the competitiveness of firms. This is an essential
point.

France, as our prime minister said in a speech recen[ly,
is the world's fourth largest exporter and it will not
run the risk of going back ro prorectionism. And I
quote: 'Ve are on the offensive, as far as both the
structures under threat and advanced technology are
concerned. The aim is to restore and improve the com-
petitiveness of French products with a dynamic policy
of investment, research and technological develop-
ment'.

The Commission is kept informed of all the measures
rhat are implemented. They are aimed, as a matter of
priority, at encouraging joint research, access to mod-
ern technology, the improvement of methods of man-
ufacturing and management and collaboration
between small and medium-sized firms. France's pres-
ent leaders and its present majority want Europe to
develop, for they are convinced that it is within the
framework of a community, one that is motivated by
fresh political desire, that the problems of trade and of
economic and social growth can be solved in an effec-
tive, lasting way. The French wager is therefore based

on the conviction that the dynamism of firms within a

country and the dynamism of the Community as a

whole are interdependent. There is every point, we
think, in the European Parliament seeing the contribu-
tion the French moves can make to the construction of
a thriving Europe, instead of blinkering itself with
what is often hypocritical suspicion.

Europe will only survive if it can establish the com-
mercial and political unity it so cruelly lacks. This is a
task, Honourable Members, which demands a pooling
of the action and imagination of the Member States.
And we rhink we have to acr fast if we are to avoid
people becoming inward-looking and theCommunity
being poorer as a result.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Herman. - (FR) Mr President, Honourable
Members, I shall only talk about Mrs Squarcialupi's
question. My group shares the concern behind rhe
question, obviously, but we do think thar ir is borh
wrong and problematical to have lumped all rhe diffi-
culties together under the heading of price control.

It is wrong because the problem is a much grearer one.
The three recitials contain a number of obvious confu-
sions. The facs that many sections of the population
are unable to cope with price increases is a problem
that has to do both with the disribution of income and
matters of fiscal justice and social policy. It is not a
problem of price conrol. At all events, if you rry to
make prices play a rdle they are nor cur our for, you
run the risk of geuing the wrong son of resul6. Saying
that price control is primarily a question of supervising
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Herman

the way markets work is taking one word for another
and one concept for another. Everyone knows that the
organization of markets is something to do with com-
petition policy and that price control is by no means
what is usually meant by that. And the third recital,
which talks about the people's hope for better distribu-
tion, across frontiers, of trade and business, has to do
with internal policy rather than price control.

So, there are obviously some interesting ideas here,
and we share them, but trying to bring them all in
under the heading of price control does not seem to
me to be good enough. This is why we feel that the
question we should be asking the Commission is the
following. \7hat conclusions can the Commission
draw today about the different policies run in the dif-
ferent countries in respect of controlling inflation and
protecting the people's purchasing-power? This seems
to me to be borh useful and interesting. \fhich is why
we could ask the Commission at once to seek, via a

comparison between the rates of inflation in the differ-
ent Member States, the main reasons why there is this
difference.

'S7e are simple enough to believe that three or four
countries have made a better job of coping with the
problems of price incrclses than others because they
have an anti-inflationary policy which is more effi-
cient and which, fortunately, does not involve price
control. So it is not surprising to see that the countries
with the most elaborate price-control laws 

- 
France,

Italy and Belgium to a certain extent - 
are the cham-

pions of inflation. However, this is a discussion, these
are considerations that have not been developed along
these lines, and we associate ourselves with the ques-
tion Mrs Squarcialupi asked and call on the Commis-
sion to draw better substantiated and more elaborate
conclusions from it.

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR

Vice-President

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Tuckman. - Mr President, this is really a dia-
logue of the deaf and the surprised. There was Mrs
Desouches quite rightly saying what a surprising way
this is of going about things. Ve get the answer before
we ask the question. Anyhow, this theme goes right
through it. Here we have, as I understand it, poor Mr
Moreau from our Parliament here, the chairman of
the Economic and Monetary Committee, who is sup-
posed to be one of our guardians of the free, open
common market, having to trot along to Paris in order
either to ask that this reconquest of the market -

what an interesting term, 'reconquest of the market'!

- shall be rescinded or else to receive instructions as

ro how he should best ponray it here. Vhen one of
the key features of our Community is to open up a

market which is supposed to be in the economic image
of that in the USA, it is really quite a surprising thing
to find that we come along with phrases like 'recon-
quering our own market', which is really another way
of saying tha.t we want protectionism.

I thirik that Mrs Desouches has put up a very interest-
ing defence ,rf this, but if you read it in any of the lan-
guages I wculd have thought it does not really hold
rogerher terribly well. I do not want to inflict a very
long speech on the House here, but I do hope that the
Commission will take very careful note not only of
what is said but also of what happens, so that we can
get along a1;ain onto the proper road of freeing the
market rathe r than clogging it up.

President. --I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Bonaccini.- (17) Mr President, my task here is
quite simple, for I do not represent the Italian Govern-
ment; I repr(:sent our ideas, our judgments, our way of
seeing thingr;, and we were not the ones who organ-
ized the carrpaigns to 'buy British' or 'buy Italian', or
whatever, wrich have enlivened Community life over
the last few 1'ears.

Ve, like many of our colleagues - I believe nearly all
those who are here today - believe it is very impor-
tant to improve and develop the internal market: along
with the grr:at majoriry of you, we have approved
resolutions tc this effect, and we hope that the Com-
munity will ,:ontinue to move more effectively in this
direction than it has done so far. \7e therefore attach
great imporrance to the rules on competition which
govern the internal market - a market which, at least
in the largest sectors - and I think we all agree on
this - is an oligopolistic market ruled by specific
agreements 'vhich would cenainly be horrifying in a

treatise on classic competition.

However, h:Lving said this, I must add that there are
rwo issues on which ure must clarify our ideas. Our
market is not the only one in the world: it has ro face
pressing external realities. I must say - I will mke this
opponunity lo affirm this - that I was very surprised
rc find that a colleague as expert and able in matters of
external rela:ions as is Mr von Aerssen should give his
support to the resolution we have just approved, a

resolution which does not put us in the most advanta-
geous positic,n to take part in the upcoming discussion
on the GATT agreement. This is a frivolous way to
deal with th,:se problems, and the responsibility must
be borne by all of us as a Parliament.

Similarly, I rnust say that the unfonunate disappear-
ance from tlLe agenda, for procedural reasons, of the
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debate we had requested on industrial policy and the
need to plan common industrial policies for specific
actions cannot be considered ancouraging. \7e will
make another effon to have Parliament discuss this
matter at the next pan-session, but I must say that in
the mixed economies rypical of all our countries a pro-
per balance between public intervention and the
demands of the market is indispensable. It is equally
indispensable that certain objectives we had set our-
selves, such as formulating a common monetary
instrument - which should have been the EMS -make it possible to apply the policy requested in the
initiatives I have mentioned. Otherwise we shall be
playing in a cornidie des dupes, and each of us has
enough inrclligence not to be more of a fool than the
next person.

As for Mr Herman's observation on price control, I
believe that his remark on the matter is correct: it is a
question not so much of controlling - as you men-
tioned, Mr Herman - as of observing, that is, of hav-
ing an instrument which mkes dynamic change into
account and gives the governments of the Community
the abiliry to intervene.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Berkhouwer. - (NL) Mr President, I shall con-
centrate on the free movement of persons, one of the
cornerstones of the Community. I recall that the cus-
toms union was completed in 1978, exactly 5 years
ago, because I have just verified this fact with Com-
missioner Giolitd. I was sitting in the Luxembourg
train, and at Thionville station, where the customs
officers tend to play cards, perhaps over a glass of
beer, I said to one of them:'Do you know, Sir, that
the customs union was completed today?' (I think it
was the lst of July.) He replied: 'Monsieur, je m'en
fous. S'il vous plait, votre passeport', or: I don't care,
please show me your paisport.

That was the customs union. Five years have passed,
but the trains are still full of customs officers and our
passports are still being checked; you can still be
stopped at the frontier between Belgium and Luxem-
bourg to see what you are carrying in your car. Things
are getting worse rather than better. I sometimes won-
der why all these new buildings are going up at the
frontiers between Luxembourg and France, Luxem-
bourg and Belgium or the Netherlands and Belgium. I
sometimes have the impression that we are dealing
with a union of customs officers rather than a cusroms
union.

Of course we hear a great deal about criminality, ter-
rorism and so fonh. That is a fine argument for keep-
ing customs officers in business but what happens in
the Unircd States, Mr President? You don't find all
kinds of checks between California and Texas to catch
up with criminals. Vhat you do find is extremely strin-

gent controls at the external frontiers. Before being
allowed to land at Miami or New York, passengers

undergo very strict controls indeed. Even in Russia,
you can shuttle from Moscow to Vladivostok without
controls. But here you are held up all over the place,
you are checked everywhere.'!7hat is our Commission
doing about it? Mr Thorn makes all kinds of fine
statements but nothing comes of them. Nothing what-
ever is done. The Council, of course, never does any-
thing, but neither does the Commission in this case.

Mr President, we are facing all kinds of life-size con-
trols. \7hen I came here last week I had to show my
passport on leaving a country. The whole business of
passports is horrifying. The worst thing of all is to
carry a diplomatic passport. Show that and you will be
held up for half an hourl show a Communiry pass and
you will be held up for twenty minutes. Our European
Community papers are generally suspect; they run
diplomatic passports a close second. The best thing to
do in this Community is to travel with an ordinary
passport, because then you arouse the least jealousy
among customs officers. Then you are just an ordinary
person, and that is probably how it should be.

\(hat shall we be able to say in 1984 about our
achievemenm for the citizens of Europe? In two years'
time, we shall be having new elections, as we all know,
but what kind of message can we put across? It is in
the interests of the Commission itself, although I don't
know whether its members want to be reappointed, to
be able to show results and say 'Ve have done this
together, the European Parliament has continuously
encouraged us; in 1974 a cenain MrBerkhouwer
pleaded with the President of the French Republic for
a European idendty paper'. Yes, Mr Presidenr, that
was how the European passport was born and it has
now at long last been decided rhat ir will be bor-
deaux-red in colour, but where is that passpon? !/hen
will it be issued? And how long will it be before we can
travel around the Community with it?

I have another message to the Commission: gentle-
men, why not do something about this so that you can
travel around the ten counrries with us in 1984 and
say: Look, we have actually achieved grearer freedom
of movement. Perhaps then it will be possible to make
a stan in 1985 on pulling down all those cusroms
palaces which have been set up everywhere on our
frontiers since the Community was first established. I
appeal to the Commission to take some real action.

President. - Thank you, Mr Berkhouwer, for your
entenaining, provocative and, of course, informative
contrbution.

I call the Group of European Progressive Democrars.

Mr Remilly. - (FR) Mr President, the Group of
European Progressive Democrats does agree with the
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criticisms of the various speakers, but it is still optimis-
tic about the future of the Community market and,
first and foremost, about the advantages the common
market provides for consumers. The free circulation of
goods has given them a much wider range of products
and ensured them safe supplies at regular prices. The
European consumer also benefim from the rules of
competition laid down in the Treaty of Rome, as Ani-
cles 85 and 86 prevent agreements that will interfere
with competition and the abuse of dominant positions
within the common market.

In Europe, the consumer is king, but his crown is
often a crown of thorns. In particular, the application
of Communiry rules should have a positive effect on
price formation. Harmonization within the Com-
munity means indicative prices for the various sectors
of industry and services, in the interests of the con-
sumer. Distribudon now has to be more fluid and

more transparent and this, we are sure, will have a

positive effect on price formation. \7e need a Euro-
pean price code which covers the cost of production
and services: it could be part of a much broader
undertaking - the creation of a European consumer-
protection organization.

The same remarks hold good when it comes to the
simplification of customs procedures with regard to
both people and goods. Here I echo what Mr Berk-
houwer said.

\7e cannot but suppon a maximum of simplification in
customs affairs. But we sdll feel that there is a lot of
progress that can be made with technical measures,
although what we really need to succeed is a proper
harmonization of tax arrangements and a common
monetary policy.

'!flhat progress can we make? The economic policies of
the different Member States do not, alas, converge,
and they therefore constitute an obstacle to the crea-
don of an internal market. The growing difference in
the rates of inflation across Europe shows how much
ground there is still to cover. The answer to this ques-

tion of economic policy is one of the things we have to
find if we are to achieve all the aims Europe has set

itself.

The Community should look at the example of Japan
here, where state involvement in the strategy of firms
has been successful. If we want a harmonious Europe,
then what we have to do is, by definition, stress the
vital imponance of harmonization in tax matters, in
social security and in company law. And so on.

Some European countries are no doubt feeling the
pinch of Asian competition and still allowing people to
work without social security at abnormally low rates.
This is serious for Europe, as, economically speaking,
our industries are feeling the effects of this abnormal
economic policy chat has been made law. Politically

speaking, the propounders of this policy are running a

risk by playing sorcerer's apprentice with democrary.

Lastly, we should remain firm about sticking to Com-
munity rules when it comes to the national measures

that some countries take to remedy difficult economic
situations in some sectors. However legitimate they
may be - and no doubt are, given the situation in cer-
tain sectors - they must never hamper trading part-
ners in the Community. The internal market is the
European market. If we have rc talk of winning things
back, then it is by extending the debate to the whole
Community that we should think about doing so.

This is what my group has been doing, over [he years,
when it has called for better application of the rules
protectinB the frontiers of Europe. The picture of a

leaky Europe has to go - it is one of the things on
which the success of the Community depends.

President. - The non-attached Members have the
floor.

Mr Almirante.- (17) Mr President, I will make some
very brief observations on two questions: the one put
by Mr Rogalla and others and the one put by Mr
De Pasquale. In both cases, in contrast to the preced-
ing speakers, I am pleased that last night the Commis-
sion provided answers which, whether one considers
them acceptable or not, are at least clear. I will thus be

able to go over them just as clearly, I hope, in a very
few seconds.

Concerning the question put by Mr Rogalla and
others, I am glad that the Commission has substan-
tially refused the Socialist request. I will not say that I
am indignant over this request; I will say that I am
amazed. Among the many traditions which I believe to
be mistaken, the Socialisrc have one which is positive;
they have always fought against speculators, against
those who take advantage of a cenain freedom of
movement at the frontiers to traffic in currencies. Here
it is a question of controlling the dealers in death,
whether they are drug-peddlers or terrorists. I don't
know what kind of Europe you live in, that you ask
questions of this son. I know only one thing as far as

my country is concerned, and that is that some of the
suspects in the Aldo Moro case, in spite of the current
controls - which should for this reason be dghtened

- were able to cross the frontier and take refuge
abroad in countries which do not permit extradition
for so-called 'political' crimes. This is a disgraceful
situation which reflects on all of Europe: I wish my
colleagues would realize this, and I repeat my thanks
to the Commission for having subsantially answered
no.

On the other hand, as for the question put by Mr
De Pasquale and others on the export of Italian wine
to France, I thank the Commission for having
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answered fully, but I am nor convinced rhat the answer
se[tles [he problem. I rook note of cerrain phrases.
First: 'lt appeared thar an agreement was reached in
October', the Commission says. Second: 'rhe Commis-
sion has not ended rhe procedure on development
controls.' Third: 'Parliamenr musr give its opinion in
June,' and this is fairly reassuring. Fourrh and last: 'the
ministers are about to arrive at an agreement.' This is
ironic, especially if one thinks of rhe government of
my own country, and more specifically of the presenr
Minister of Agriculture, who, in my opinion, knows
very limle about the subject. I do not feel that I am
being protected, and I fear that rhe wine will be har-
vested and stored before the problem is settled.

President. - I call Mr Gerokosropoulos.

Mr Gerokostopoulos. - (GR) Mr Presidenr, the
question put by MrJackson, Mr von\7ogau and
Mr Poniatowski concerning rhe recovery of rhe inter-
nal market refers indirectly to certain measures
planned by the French Governmenr. Permir me to deal
with the subject somewhat more specifically, and
indeed to relate it to possible measures in sectors of
direct interest to Greek economic acriviry.

These sectors are furniture manufacruring, rhe leather
industry, toys, texriles and ship-repairing.

According ro information received, the French
Government expects a broad spectrum of measures for
the recovery of its internal market - for example,
self-limitation agreemenrs between the retail trade and
producers, mainly aimed ar encouraging the former to
buy French products, or the crearion of comperitive
manufacturing units with greater specializarion of
product, improved management, state financial sup-
port of more than 2'5 billion French francs in the
machine-tools sector, erc.

Though the measures envisaged are mainly of a devel-
opmental narure, some of them may give rise to prob-
lems concerning trade wirhin the Communiry. For
example, the said self-limitation agreemenrs may have
the same resulrs as the quota restricrions and bring
about a reduction in impons from other Member
States. Such agreemenrs may possibly also be detri-
mental to Greek exporting inreresrs. Ir should be nored
that while, in textiles, Greece has clear advanrages, as
has been said many times, she experiences difficulties
in exponing ro rhe French market because of the
French Government's attempts to prop up its own
industry.

Of course, we recognize that the development of sec-
tors and branches of indusry according to choice is
mainly a national concern, but we hope that the
French measures will not turn againsr trade within rhe
Community as a whole, and especially not against
branches in which less-developed countries have rela-

tive advantages. Ve feel that this danger will be
reduced [o lhe exrent rhar the Community places
greater emphasis on Community preference.

Finally, Mr President, I would like to express my saris-
faction at the reassuring statements made by Mr Giol-
itti concerning the atrirude to be taken by the Com-
mission should the need arise.

President. - I call Mr Manin.

Mr M. Martin. - (FR) Mr President, the oral ques-
tion from Mr De Pasquale and Mr Garto deals with
two problems rhat are in facr linked: exporrs of Imlian
wine to France, and the wine regulation.

It is true that rhe wine-growers in the south of France,
with our supporr., gor the imporrs of Italian wine rhat
were submerging our market and pushing prices right
down slowed down and then sropped. Some people in
this House have got inro the habit of reproaching us
for these measures on rhe grounds of rhe principle of
free movement and the unity of the common market.
But who benefim from this free movement if it isn'r the
big businessmen, the Italians as well as the French?

As far as we are concerned, the idea isn't to make war
on the Italian wine-growers, but to get a principle,
price unity, respecred. How could people agree ro rwo
wine markets in the Community, wirh prices as far
apart as 200/o to 400/o?

Price unity can only be ensured if rhe regulations are
applied in an idenrical manner in all the Member
States, both as far as the vineyards and the wine regis-
ter and all the various kinds of assisrance are con-
cerned. If everyone sticks to the rules of the game,
there will be no clashes.

Ve shall ger rhe opponunity to discuss the wine regu-
lation thoroughly at our June part-session, but we
should like to insist now on the need for a minimum
remunerative price to be applied on rhe markers, in
panicular by banning wines below the minimum price
so as to avoid crises, by improving the intervention
measures, by setting up a sysrem of official purchasing
and by harmonizing and reducing excise dury. Propei
improvements to the wine regulation are a necessity
for the wine-growers and they are also possible as far
as the budger is concerned, bearing in mind rhat
EAGGF spending on wine in 1981 was only 760/o of
what was earmarked.

In any case, and this is the last thing I shall say, you
must remember - 

just in case anyone has forgotten

- that French wine-growers, pafiicularly those in the
south, are not willing to be sacrificed on rhe altar of
the European merchanrc' community or on rhe altar of
F,u.ropean enlargement to include Spain and Ponugal
either. Neither are rhey willing to submit ro any pres-
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sure that might be exened ro srop rhe implementation
of the national measures that are vital to safeguard the
future of the southern wine industry.

The French Communists and Allies are pan of the
government majority, and they are, and always will be,
on the side that defends the interests of wine-growers
in their country and their region. Nothing will make
them deviate from rhis path.

President. - I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg. - (DA) Mr President, not so long ago I
heard someone ask what frontier officials actually do,
and someone else replied - and I think he was righr

- that they are fighting for rheir exisrence, because in
realiry they no longer have any raison d'6tre.

'S7'e are a common market and ought to act accord-
ingly. \7e campaign a lot for the free movemenr of
goods, free movement of capital and many other
things; and yet we still conrinue checking, not only
foreigners, but even our own cirizens when they cross
internal frontiers. I find it remarkable that the morion
for a resolution before us roday has been written by
German Members of this House, for it is the German
authorities in particular rhar ser such grear store by the
maintenance of checks on travellers at rhe internal
frontiers; allegedly in order to combat rerrorism, in
the belief that it is possible to catch rerrorists at the
internal frontiers. \7hat nonsense !

People who really have something to hide know that
there are checks at various points along our internal
frontiers, and thay will make sure ro avoid those
check-points. They will not be caught ar such points,
and therefore there is no valid excuse for maintaining
an apparatus that is no longer needed.

Check-points set up at random on mororways in Ger-
many have proved to be far more effecrive in practice.
Some fish are really caught in the net rhere, so I am
very much in favour of putting an end ro rhese internal
frontier controls. How are the cirizens of Europe ever
to feel that they live in a Communiry, when they are
sdll being checked at internal fronriers: when, further-
more, the checking in many cases has been tightened
up rather than eased? In fact we know rhat more peo-
ple are employed at the frontiers today than was the
case before we, at any rate, became a member of the
European Community.

President. - I call Mr d'Ormesson.

Mr d'Ormesson. - (FR) Mr President, Mr De Pas-
quale and his friends suggesr that the Commission
would be in favour of slowing down the impons of
Italian wine into my counrry. \7hat an astonishing

conception of rhe Treaty of Rome and of the responsi-
bilities of one's own country!

Do I need to point out something that is ar rhe very
centre of this debate, that the righr of Member States
to move their goods about within the common market
is limited, in the case in point, by rhe righr of each
Member State to see that the basic principles of the
wine regulation are respected? Since I took my sear in
this House, I have tried, rogether with Mr Colleselli,
to find solutions that would put an end ro this annoy-
ing argument, bur the aurhor of the question seems,
quite wrongly, to be raking it up again. I deplore this
attitude, because beauty and the beast are very close in
this particular case.

Has Mr De Pasquale forgotten that his country has
sdll not managed to submit irs viticultural land regis-
ter, as the regulation requires? This register is rhe only
way lhe Community can control planting and grub-
bing and, therefore, get a picture of Italian wine pro-
duction in the short, medium and long term. This
inexplicable shortcoming will, I fear, live on now
Greece has entered the Community, and there are
prospects of Spain and Portugal joining too.

Then, in 1981, we had 8 million hectolirres of Italian
wine ruining the French wine-growers, pushing them
to the brink of despair, for this wine was partly a for-
bidden mixture of red and white wine that came inro
France at prices well below the inrervention price -thanks to narional aid with rransporr.

And lasdy, do I have to remind Mr De Pasquale that
the tolerance that enables the Italian wine-growers to
produce two successive harvest declarations rwo weeks
apart, the second one implying an increase in rhe vol-
ume harvested of two to three million hectolitres,
leads to falsification and encourages fraudulent prac-
tices ?

Fairness and reason would suggesr. [hat presenrarion of
the wine register in each producing counrry should be
made mandatory as quickly as possible and that,
alongside this, there should be a real policy of ensur-
ing quality by encouraging rhe curring back and grub-
bing up of bad vines, by establishing prevenrive disdl-
lation at a remunerative price - as rhe regularion we
shall be discussing in the Committee on Agriculture on
Monday says - by making it mandatory, and rhis is
something I shall srress, to declare ros6 wine - some-
thing Parliament vored for nearly ayear ago but which
hasn't been put into practice yet - by standardizing
excise duties and by forming a Communiry fraud
squad to safeguard the interesm of the wine-growers,
winemakers and consumers.

Vhat is the point of rules, ladies and genrlemen, if
they are constanrly being twisted? Hasn'r the time
come for the Community ro see they are respected?

(Applause)
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President. - I call Mr Alavanos.

Mr Alavanos. - (GR) Mr President, in connection
with Mrs Squarcialupi's question, we agree in general
with the general direction of the price controls, but
not of course, with the interpretation given by Mr
Herman. However, as far as Greece is concerned we
disagree that Community measures, and more particu-
larly membership of the Community, could ever lead
to reduced prices. There are rwo characteristic exam-
ples: on the one hand, the abolition of subsidies on a

range of goods widely used by the people, which hap-
pened when Greece joined the EEC, and which led to
alarge increase in the cost of living, without of course
leading to any improvement of the economy; and, on
the other hand, the obstacles to imponing cheap prod-
ucts, in exchange for agricultural products, from the
Socialist or other third countries. It is characteristic
that the first year during which Greece was a member
of the EEC was a record year for the rise in the cost of
living, and this even though one of the main argu-
menm of those in favour of joining had been that
Greek workers and consumers would gain access to
cheap European quality products. On the conuary,
with our accession imports have proliferated, and
products from the EEC are replacing Greek products
with unimagined ease, so inflicting great injury upon
Greek industry and handicrafts without producing any
price reductions. For this reason, in our opinion, the
solution to the problem of price control, specifically
for Greece, consists firstly in taking a series of anti-
monopolistic measures, among which means must be

included for facing the problems created for us by our
accesslon.

As for criticizing the policy of the French Government
for the recovery of the internal market, what we have
to say is as follows. For our country the prime issue is

nor rhar between the uniry of the market and protec-
tionism, but, on the contrary, between abandoning
Greece to an already-lost game against the major
monopolies of 'S7'estern Europe and ensuring her equal
participadon in the international distribution of
labour, and in this connection I would like to make
three specific comments:

First, with our accession rc the EEC, leaving aside the
agricultural sector, the second most important result
was that the biggest Greek companies over-borrowed.
It is characteristic that half the soci|tis anonyrnes in
Greece are already too deeply in debt, while the 50
largest among them are on the threshold of ruin.

Secondly, the EEC irself has proved incapable of pro-
tecting its Member States. This is characteristic of a

whole range of agricultural products, tobacco, etc.,
which respresent problems for Greek farmers and for
which there is no protection at all against countries
such as the United States.

Thirdly, while we speak of market unity, in fact large
countries are able to adopt protectionisric measures.

Here, our criticism is directed not so much against the
French Government as against the Greek authorities,
who, instead of submitting memoranda to the Com-
mission and the Council of the EEC, could do some-
thing more decisive for the protection of Greek indus-
try.

President. - I call Mr Bournias.

Mr Bournias. - (GR) Mr President, I am sorry to say
that the Communist Pany of Greece attributes any-
thing that goes wrong in our country to our member-
ship of the Common Market. That is the slogan, the
invariably repeated refrain of the pany in question.

The subject of prices does not concern only Greece,
where there is indeed a stampede of prices; it concerns
every country, and that is the point of Mrs Squarci-
alupi's question. '!fl'e must therefore see the matter
clearly, because, as has been very correctly emphasized
by those who have put questions, there are price dif-
ferences from country to country - from country to
country, Mr Alavanos - amounting to about 400/0.

Ladies and gentlemen, do not be astonished if I tell
you that this proponional difference is very frequently
encountered even within Athens itself, where there is

often a 40% difference in prices between the centre of
Athens and the suburbs. This is easily explained, and I
shall explain it shortly. Another unacceptable pheno-
menon that disturbs even well-to-do consumers is the
repeated price increases of one and the same product
within relatively short periods of time, and the outra-
geous profiteering done by middlemen between pro-
ducer and consumer, which resulm in the unreasonable
inflation of prices for agricultural products.

There is a need to review the means of controlling and
maintaining prices adopted in the Member States, and
for new and more effective measures that will guaran-
tee a relative stabiliry. It is also necessary for the gov-
ernmen$, which dictate the prices of electricity, tele-
communications, water and public transpon, all of
which gready influence the household budgets of the
economically weaker classes, to restrain price increases
for these services to the lowest possible levels so that
some degree of balance in prices may be achieved and
their inflation therefore avoided. Of course, it must be
recognized that the measures adopted will not be able
to neutralize all the factors that determine prices, the
most important among which are differences between
the various national taxation systems, exchange-rate
fluctuations, the varying effecr of infladon, differ-
ences of preference arising out of consumer habirs,
and differences in purchasing-power from one counrry
to the next.

In the eleventh European Community publication on
competition poliry, many facts and figures are given
concerning the subject under discussion, in panicular
the facr that the final price is affected more than any-
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thing by VAT which, for example, in the case of cars
ranges from as little as 100/o in Luxembourg to the
situation in my own country, where VAT has not yet
been applied and where the tax burden for a car may
amount to 2000/0.

During the 12 months ending April 1982 inflation in
Greece was as follows : 21 .80/o in general, 15 .90/o for
transport and communications, 230/o for food and
37 -70/o for services.

Ladies and gentlemen, the new price fixed for agricul-
tural products will bring price increases of 150/o to
200/0.

In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to believe
that the Commission appreciates the urgency of the
marter and will adopt measures that will sadsfy the
people of Europe, whose tenacity will allow neither
price differentiasions nor increases from one country
to another.

President. - I call Mr Rogalla.

Mr Rogalla. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, at the end of this debate about freedom of move-
ment. in the Community, I think it simply remains for
us to note that the Commission and Council must
redouble their efforts and that we, as directly elected
representatives of all the Member States, must exert
grearer pressure on rhese community insriturions.

However, it is not enough to step up [he pressure; the
juridical basis for freedom of movement within the
Community must be made much clearer. Moreover,
the specialists and experts, particularly in the field of
security and drug control, must approach their task, so

imponant for the community, from a new angle. Fail-
ing that, and if we cannot count on the assistance of
these experts, pressure from Parliament and the Com-
mission's proposals and Council decisions will remain
without effect. At the end of rhis debate, I therefore
venture to hope that the experts will come to realize
that our citizens, on whose behalf we are ultimately all
working, no longer understand today the need for re-
strictions and controls. Yesterday, Commissioner
Giolitti spoke about the frontiers between our coun-
tries, and, of course, from the standpoint of national
law he is perfectly correct. Alongside national law,
however, there now exists a body of Community law,
and the Treaties setting up the Community provide for
freedom of movement for persons. The fact that
nothing has been done to create that freedom of
movement in the past 25 years is no reason not to
begin work at long last rcdiy and to adopt a progres-
sive - I repeat, progressive - approach to this prob-
lem, which cannot be solved overnight. The 25-year
delay is regrettable enough. \7hat we need now is to
take a different approach and to tackle the problem of

freedom of movement afresh on the juridical basis
provided by rhe Community Treaties.

(Applause)

President. - The joint debate is closed.

3. Community energy strdtegy

President. - The nexr item is the joint debate on:

- the report by Mr Moreland (Doc. l-204/ 82), on
behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research, on
the

communication from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. 1-1064/81) on the role of coal
in a Communiry energy strategy;

and

- the repon by Mr Rogalla (Doc. l-205/82), on
behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research, on
the

communication from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. 1-1063/81) on investment in
the rational use of energy.

I call Mr Moreland.

Mr Moreland , rapporteur.- Mr President, my co-rap-
porteur, Mr Rogalla has shown his faith in his topic,
rhe rational use of energy, by bicycling to the Parlia-
ment. I have not done the same, and Members will
realize that I should be in no condition to speak had I
done so.

My topic, however, is coal. I can claim to have visited
a number of coalmines in my life, and I know the
importance the industry attaches to this Commission
proposal, even though the reception is not necessarily
uncritical. \7hat is more significant in the battle to
reduce our reliance on imported oil, this report is of
imponance to the whole of the Community.

In this connection, the Committee on Energy and
Research welcomes the Commission's report. I also
welcome the news that the Commission's 1983 budg-
etary proposals show a significant switch to energy,
including a financial backup to this report.

Nevertheless, the committee does have its reservations
on this report. In sum: no[ far enough on the use of
coal, too litde on encouraging Community coal prod-
uction, and too much emphasis on imports. In parti-
cular, we believe that in some respects the Com-
munity's repon sidesteps a nurnber of the proposals
contained in the Parliament's resolution adopted in
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February in the Rinsche report. There are a number of
criticisms the committee would make. I shall concen-
trate on three.

First, the document covers a wide range of issues from
Australian impons to acid rain, from lignites to Lom6
II. Many of the issues beg a number of questions, and
to make a judgment the committee would need more
information. For example, a number of members
would want to know much more about the details of
the proposals for long-term contracts for coal imports
and on investments in mines overseas.

Secondly, the Commission makes a number of propo-
sals for improving rhe use of coal, for example for
more Community research into utilization, which we
urge the Council to accept.

The Commission goes on to encourage investment in
the use of coal, which it believes can be done with the
help of a Council recommendation. It believes a

recommendation will, and I quote 'remove any
remaining doubrc on the part of potential investors
about the importance attached by the Community and
of Member States to such investments.'

Does anyone seriously believe that a Council recom-
mendation will influence business decisions? Can one
imagine a businessman saying, 'I must change my
boiler from oil to coal because of a Council recom-
mendation'? No; it is a matter of analysing balance
sheets, profit-and-loss accounts und working capiral.
One needs positive financial incentives. In this connec-
rion, I view with interest the recent comments of the
Coal Advisory Committee of the International Energy
Agency, which pointed out that current depreciation
policy in a number of Member States acts as a disin-
centive to convert boilers from oil to coal.

My third point of criticism is the most conrenrious. It
is the general concern of the committee that the Com-
mission pays inadequarc attention to increasing pro-
duction from Community coal mines and rather a lot
of attention to impons and providing infrastructure
for imports.

Now we are not, I think it is fair ro say, a protectionisr
committee. I do not think I could be accused of being,
shall we say, the Edith Cresson of coal. Coal is cur-
rently readily available from Australia, South Africa,
the United States and Canada and it can be cheaper
than Community coa[. This we recognize. But this
situation can change, and as the Commission has
reminded us in the past, strikes and hold-ups can cause
difficulties. Perhaps I can add, sadly, rhat, of course, I
cannot include Poland in the list of countries from
which we now impon coal.

Indeed, the pressure of world demand for coal may
well change the relative price advantage rha[ currenrly
exism for imports. Consequently, for strarcgic reasons
the Community must maintain a capacity ro produce

most of what it uses and will use. The Commission is
cridcal of unprofitable mines, and we accept, of
course, that there are unprofitable mines. But these
mines currently produce 40 million tonnes, and, politi-
cally, the Commission's criticisms are unrealistic. \7hat
is more important, the Commission must remember
that it takes a number of years to bring new seams into
production to replace this 40 million tonnes. Closure
of unprofitable mines cannot happen overnight. It
must be phased and related to increases in production
elsewhere.

Mr President, there are a number of other points that
one can make on this repon. As I stress, we welcome
the Commission's interest in the subject, but we have a

number of reservations. I think it is wonh remember-
ing in this Parliament that the Community started as a

coal and steel communiry. The first word was coal. It
has to some extent been submerged in other policies,
but I think there needs to be some vigour given to
greater interest in the subject of coal.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MT VANDE\TIELE

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Rogalla.

Mr Rogalla, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, ar long last this Community is giving
its attention to an energy policy. If I put it this way, it
is concerning ircelf at long last with im own fuel; its
proverbial motive force, the Commission, musr nor
run out of steam and rhe link with our citizens, for
whose benefit the whole operation is being organized,
must not. be allowed to become looser.

After 20 years the Commission has submirred initial
guidelines on cenain areas of energy policy; in rhe last
6 months it has made real effons to make progress.
That is probably due to the effons of Vice-President
Davignon, who is responsible for this field in the
Commission but is unfonunately not with us roday.

Ve in the European Parliament welcome this initia-
tive, even if rhe approach is, naturally enough, still
very general. As rapponeur for the Committee on
Energy and Research, I gladly take this opportuniry ro
consider the aspect of investment in the rational use of
energy or, to put it more clearly, energy-saving. Yes-
terday we heard several references ro rhe problem of
the pressure of time under which Parliamenr some-
times has to deliver its opinions. My report is a case in
Pornt.
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I hope that the Commission will see to it that the con-
sultation procedure moves more smoothly in this field
by giving Parliament sufficient time to adopt a rea-
soned opinion, having regard to its political obliga-
tions and duties. It is neither profitable nor acceptable
that rapporteurs should be appointed only two months
before a debate and then have to deal with these
important matters in a hasry campaign with their staff;
this is particularly true when we are dealing with com-
plex problems over which the Community has regrett-
ably long remained inactive.

I have already drawn attention in committee to the
breadth of the analysis contained in the Commission's
communication to the Council. In contrast, the text of
the recommendation in its present form appears to us

less successful. However, that is the paper to which
our opinion specifically refers.

Ve should like the Commission and the many experm

to exert a great deal more Pressure on the Member
States. Ve all know that the Member States have dif-
fering levels of dependence on energy impons - the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom, for example,
are the least dependent because of their own primary
resources - but in any national economy savings
through the rational use of energy, 1.e., lower con-
sumption, can only be advantageous. In addition, the
importance of investments in the energy sector as a

means of creating or at least safeguarding employment
cannot be stressed too highly. All of you will no doubt
already have heard of remote heating, which seems a

panicularly imponant example.

I should like to mention two or three sets of figures to
clarify the points dealt with in my report.

Firstly, oil imports: the Community is the world's larg-
est oil importer. In 1981, imported oil covered 510/o of
our primary enerBy consumption, as against 610/o ten
years before. Savings have been effective, but we have

not yet done enough.

Secondly, between 1973 and 1981 the oil bill rose
despite the reduction in the share of oil in total pri-
mary energy consumption. In other words, the cost of
imponed oil has risen. Here, too, there is an urgent
need to relieve the present burden further.

Thirdly, investments in the energy sector in the Com-
munity are now stagnating at a level of about 1.60/o of
our gross domestic product. \7e are aiming for an

increase to 2.20/o by the end of the 1980s. The United
States, on the other hand, are at present investing 40lo

in the energy sector, i.e., almost three times as much.

Japan is investing 30/o or twice as much as the Euro-
pean Communiry. This leads us to certain important
conclusions: progress towards greater independence of
oil impons must be vigorously pursued, regardless of
trends in the price of oil. After all, saved energy is

always cheaper than oil.

In all the Member States, incentives to investment in
the energy sector must be stepped up - I mention
specifically such buildings as bakeries, schools, parlia-
ments, municipal buildings, for which some of us are
responsible - to enable the users to convert to domes-
tic sources of energy, generally coal.

New possibilities for financing and borrowing must be

opened up, for example through the New Community
Instrument. The financing must extend right through
to the local authorities and municipalities. It must be

accompanied by advice to the users, so that conversion
to different sources of energy is accompanied by
financial concessions. Those who contract loans must
also be protected, for example against exchange risks,
if the loans are transacted in a foreign currencyl I am
pleased to note that the European Court of Justice has

very recently handed down an instructive judgment on
this point.

The target percentage of our gross domestic product
referred to in the Commission's document is not very
convincing. \7e have had disappointing experience of
a t^rget in terms of the gross domestic product in the
field of development aid. It will be unavoidable, but it
must be supplemented by a reference to absolute
figures quoted in ECU, DM or FF so that all our citi-
zens can understand what is entailed.

One of our colleagues has proposed the creation of a

European energy-saving fund, which would be a good
way of giving practical financial aid. But the whole
thing would first have to be set up. Energy price struc-
tures must be designed to reward users who save

energy.

The Commission's initiative will prove useful provided
that it is amended to take account of our additional
practical proposals. The Commission has assumed the
task in this sector of taking more extensive and more
specific action. I congratulate it on this, and we shall
give it our support if it accepts our amendments.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Adam. - Mr President, I would like to congratu-
late both the rapponeurs on the excellence of their
reports and on the speed with which we have been able
to get them through the Committee on Energy and
Research and in front of the Parliament. It does tie in
very much with the longer-term plans for energy in
the Communiry and with the need to dovetail at least
these aspects of our work with the meetings of the
Council. But it is quite fair to say that the Commission
has not really given us sufficient time in this instance,
and I hope that they will be a little more aware of the
problems that we have in committee when future
recommendations come forward.
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There is no dissent in the Socialist Group from rhe
broad implications of the reporrs or rhe commenrs [har
the two rapporteurs have made. The fact is thar for
over 20 years the general level of energy investmenr. in
the Communiry has stood srill. This is rhe damning
indictment contained in the Commission's repon, and
the recommendarion rhar investment in the rarional
use of energy should be increased to 0.70/o of gross
domestic product by 1985 and l0/o by 1990 musr be
accepted as a.minirnun for implemenrarion. Orher-
wise, our main competircrs will conrinue to forge
ahead of us.

This programme requires the closest supervision and
coordination of national programmes. It is far too
dependent at the moment on the performance in
France and Germany. Other countries have got rc play
their part. \fle must also bear in mind that rhere is a
very important aspect to lhe proposals might the fact
that the programme create somerhing like half a mil-
lion jobs in this panicular field.

I turn to the Commission's proposals on coal and have
to say that these are a serious disappoinrmenr. They do
not meet the criteria set our by rhis Parliament in the
recent Rinsche debate. The Commission's proposals
concentrate too much on the cbal-use aspects at the
expense of the quesdon of Community coal produc-
tion. Coal use is, of course, extremely important. The
Socialist Group strongly supports all the measures
which are designed to encourage the change-over
from oil to coal. \7e also supporr the measures [o
develop coal-handling facilities. Clearly, without ade-
quate provision to use the coal, there can be no possi-
biliry of increased coal use in the furure. These
proposals are an essen[ial part of the package and we
recognize them as such.

But the other part of the quesrion is, where is this coal
to come from? According to the Commission's figures,
and I would ask rhe House ro keep these figures
panicularly in their minds during this debate, imports
of coal into the Communiry will increase from 70 mil-
lion tonnes a year now to 240 million tonnes a year by
the year 2000 - that is, from 230/o ro 480/o of total
coal consumption by rhe end of the century. Now we
all agree how foolish we were in the past ro rely on
cheap imported oil, and it would nor be prudent to
accept blithely this vast increase in imported coal.

Now there is another aspect of this criticism. There
are considerable reserves of coal in the Community
from which coal could be obtained at prices approxi-
mately competitive wirh imponed coal. Ve can also
produce coal ro generare elecuicity at prices comperi-
tive with nuclear energy, and I want ro see a firm com-
mitment to develop at leasr 63 million ronnes of new
coal capaciry berween now and rhe end of the century.
This is essenrial if the coal industry of the Communiry
is going to have a firm financial base and if, in fact, we
are going ro meer the objective of 270 million ronnes
which Mr Moreland has included in his resolution. I

have abled an amendmenr ro rhis effect, Mr Presi-
dent, and I do hope that the House will support it. \[e
need not only to have an objecrive, we need a plan
which will ensure rhar that objective will be achieved
and which this Parliament and its Commirtee on
Energy and Research will be able to monitor in future.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democraric Group).

Mrs Valz. - (DE) Mr President, I too should like to
begin by congratularing rhe rwo rapporreurs mosr
warmly. They have completed this documenr
extremely quickly. I do, however, also wanr to srress
the fact that it is a minor miracle rhat the Commission
forwarded the rexr to us in rhe firsr place. In the old
days we used to learn what vras going on ar press con-
ferences and had ro make of them what we could; on
this occasion the Commission has involved us in ad-
vance. It did so belatedly, but we hope things will go
better next time. All in all, there has been an improve-
ment on the previous pracrice, and I would fike to
thank Commissioner Davignon specifically for this.

I shall consider Mr Moreland's reporr firsr of all. In
recent months the price of crude oil on the spor mar-
kets has fallen off sharply, and the old problems of rhe
Community's coal policy have been revived at rhe
same time. The imponance of coal in rhe common
energy strategy, which was recognized at its true value
when oil prices were high, seems to be less generally
recognized in the present oilprice siruation. The Com-
mission had anticipated these energy price fluctua-
tions, due to [he state of the market, some months ago
and therefore developed a coherenr and pragmatic
suggestion for a Community coal srraregy in im com-
munication to the Council. On the basis of rhe recom-
mendations approved by rhe European Parliament in
the Rinsche repon lasr February, rhe Commission has
assigned a fundamental straregic importance to coal as
a source of energy, because, whether mined in the
Community or imporred from rhird countries, ir can
help rc compensare for the political insrability of the
world's energ'y markets.

This it can do properly - alongside nuclear energ.y
and alternative renewable sources of energy - only if
it becomes a modern instrument of a Community
energy policy, in panicular as a result of more inten-
sive research into rhe use of coal. Coal is essentially a
raw material rather rhan a fuel. The European Parlia-
ment has recognized this fact for many years and
advocated corresponding measures of rationalization
for coal-mining in the secrors of extraction, research,
social facilides and environmental prorecrion. Acrive
Community solidarity in the form of subsidies from
the general budget should help to broaden rhe use of
coal or ensure its more rarional urilization. The Venice
Summit Conference in June 1980 fully recognized this
principle. The Member States' governmenrs must now
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act, otherwise there can be no successful common
energy policy. This is particularly true in the case of
coal and im capacity to compete with other forms of
energy. One cornerstone of this policy is the adoption
of an annual Community extraction figure of 270 mil-
lion tonnes right through to the year 2000.

This means that coal-mining in the four coal-produc-
ing countries of the Community must not be inter-
rupted by inadequate planning or preparatory work on
new fields; also market research into more rational
utilization of coal must be stepped up. Furthermore,
new infrastructures may have to be established in the

non-coal-producing countries to enable cheap

imported coal to be brought to the point of utilization.
One important aspect of the establishment of new
coal-processing industries consists in the creation of
jobs so that less developed regions will also benefit
from coal policy.

The Commission must therefore develop specific pro-
jects in the coal sector and implement them in each

case with the economic aid and support of the Mem-
ber States.

I [urn now to the Rogalla report.: since the first oil cri-
sis in 1973-74, it has become painfully clear to the

industrialized States that unilateral dependence on oil
imports may have a particularly negative effect on the
development of their national economy. The Com-
munity Member States have taken account of this to
the extent that measures have increasingly been

introduced to replace oil as the principal energy source

by other sources. I might remind you of programmes
for the increased udlization of domestic coal and for
the development of nuclear energy as well as other
measures to develop alternative energy sources.

I should like to address a compliment to the Commis-
sion once again on this point. It has shown a very pro-
gressive attitude to coal policy and has been constantly
obstructed by the Council of Ministers. Nevertheless,
in 1981 the Community was still the world's largest
ner imporrcr of crude oil, with a total of 366 million
tonnes, and continuing strong effons on the part of all
the Members States will be needed to bring the Com-
munity's oil bill under control.

The expansion and diversification of energy supplies

must therefore be backed up by measures to save

energ'y. The fall in Community energy consumption of
4.60/o last year must not make us overlook the fact
that the potential for energy savings has by no means

been fully exploited in many areas.

The analysis made by the Commission of the measures

taken in the individual Member States to bring about a

more rational utilization of energy is particularly wel-
come in that it provides clear reference to areas in
which funher savings can be made. According to the
Commission's estimates, some 15-200/o of present
energy consumption could be saved by 1990. This will

only be possible if corresponding investment incentives
are offered to the ultimate users. Here it is panicularly
important for small and medium-sized undertakings to
be assisted by special depreciation measures and

interest rebates when they convert from oil and gas to
other sources of energy. An expert advisory service is

just as essential here as financial assistance for the

training of personnel.

A further imponant sector in which financial assist-

ance is called for is that of the renovation of old build-
ings and the better thermal insulation of new build-
lngs.

I shall have finished in a moment, Mr President' but I
shall use a little more speaking time under Rule 56 in
my capacity as chairman of the Commrttee on Energy
and Research.

The public authorities could lead the way, since invest-
ments in better energy-saving measures in public
buildings will benefit all our citizens and have a partic-
ularly important demonstration potential for energy-
saving measures.

Among the sectors indicated by the Commission, the

development of remote-heating networks in areas of
urban concentration deserves particular attention. This
alone would create many new jobs.

The report submitted by Mr Rogalla on behalf of the

Committee on Energy and Research supports the

Commission in its endeavours to achieve higher invest-
ment in the more rational use of energy. Particular
importance attaches here to stable energy prices.

Even if oil is in ample supply a[ present and prices are

still falling, everlthing possible must be done to exploit
rhe Community's potential for energy-saving, thus

making an important contribution towards the con-
tainment of economic costs and towards economic
recovery. Vith that aim in mind, the Group of the

European People's Pany supports both motions for
resolutions.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Seligman. - Mr President, this document was

issued on l0 February and we are debating it here in
plenary sitting on 14May. This must be an absolute

record, and I congratulate not only the rapporteurs
but also Mrs'Walz, the chairman, and the committee
secretariat for pushing this matter through quickly.
That is the way we want rc do things in future.

M. P.esident , alrcr a long period of limbo, these two
Commission documents which we are discussing today
are the first sign of new life in the common energy
policy. Life is really getting exciting again in the
energ'y field. Yesterday's announcement by Mr Tugen-
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dhat that energy budget commirmenrs were going to
go up from 55 million to 167 million EUA in 1983 is a
sign that it is all beginning ro come rogerher again.
Funhermore, we hear rumours that a major new ini-
tiative by rhe Commission in energy investment is just
around the corner: I believe it is a very imaginarive
one, so we shall all wair ro hear about that with great
interest.

The major event in rhe energy world at the momenr,
one which overrides everything else, is the oil glur, the
fall in OPEC production from 30 million ro 21 million
barrels a day and the fall in oil prices. These are the
things that are really dominating the energy field; they
will undoubtedly help indusrial revival and reduce
unemployment. Alrogether ir is a marvellous rhing, bur
what we mosr feared has in fact happened. The big oil
companies have lost their nerve and are scrambling out
of synthetic fuels and the search for alternatives to oil
as fast as they can. I undersrand their problem. Private
industry cannor afford risky invesrment ar a rime of
recession, bur it is up ro the Community and the gov-
ernments to srem this rush out of alternative energies.'Vho else can prevenr what will be rhe inevirable
sequel? If they do not do this, we shall remain hooked
on oil, and when industrial revival starrs, we shall have
no alternative fuels available. All consumption will rise
again; so will oil prices, so will inflarion, so will unem-
ployment;.and by 1985 or 1990 we shall be screaming
in economic agony as we were in rhe oil crises of 1973
and 1979. Thar is why I call on the Commission ro
make an urgenr proposal to the Council for sreps ro
pick up some of these alternative energy projects
which the oil companies have been dropping righr, lefr
and centre, and srop the inevitable drift back ro oil.

Coal liquefaction is a case in point which is briefly
mentioned on pages 12 and t3 of the documenr we are
discussing. In addition ro its economic importance,
coal liquefacrion is a vital sraregic marrer. If our oil
supply lines are severed, how else are we going to
drive our cars and our tanks and our airplanes? !7e
must have alrernatives like liquefied coal, as Germany
did in the lasl war, almost regardless of price, and as
South Africa does now. In fact, liquefied coal promises
to be a good deal cheaper than it was in the pasr owing
to the new process rhat is being developed. That ii
why I ask you ro supporr my Amendmenr No 8,
Mr Adam.

The fall in oil prices also affects investmenrc in rhe
rational use of energy. \flhy spend money on energy-
saving when oil is getting cheaper? The Saint-Geours
report and Table III of the Commission's documenr
today show rhat further saving in energy of up to 500/o
is possible by the year 2000. Bur rhis is not going to
happen if oil prices conrinue ro fall and we continue to
wasrc gas by flaring and invest much roo lirtle in
energy-saving and helping the poor ro insulate their
houses. So we and OPEC have a common interest in
the stabiliry of oil prices, and rhat is whar Sheikh
Yamani called for in London last month.

I therefore ask, in view of rhe imponance of collabor-
ation between OPEC and the Commission, rhat the
Commission make conracr with OPEC as soon as pos-
sible to mke joint measures to increase invesrment in
coal conversion, modernization, energy-saving and
alternative fuels. In the present recession, rhey are the
only people with the resources rc do it. Increased
energ,v investment is the best way out of recession and
unemployment.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Veronesi. - U7) Mr President, Mr Moreland and
Mr Rogalla carried our their task as rapporr.eurs on
the two matters on rhe agenda in the best possible
manner. I would like ro thank them for this.

In regard ro rhe quesrions submitted for our srudy, I
must point our a contradiction; the eternal one. I refer
to the gulf between the initiarive proposed by the
Commission and the financial resources made avail-
able in the Council's budget. The two documenrs we
are discussing are part of a package of proposals ad-
vanced by the Commission. They lead us ro rhink,
together with the others, thar rhe Commission has
been inspired wirh a new and more vigorous dyna-
mism, and they seem [o open up the prospect of mea-
sures which will at last be more effective. I can only
express my grearest hopes of success for the Commis-
sion's project, but, in spite of myself, I feel it is my
duty ro raise certain doubts. These doubts do nor
represent pessimism or resignation to failure, but on
the contrary they are intended to urge Parliament to
make im influence increasingly felr in its relarions with
the Council.

The purpose of this is ro ensure that the planned pro-
grammes are effectively translared into funcrional rea-
liry and do not remain in the limbo of good intenrions,
as has too often been the case.

Ladies and gentlemen, I believe that the quesrion of
the rational use of energy does nor preseniany pani-
cular problems of principle. Although one can iingle
out certain aspecm of the Commission's reporr, I think
that.the general judgments already made are perfectly
valid. There is always the problem of budgeary
resources available rc deal with the problems them-
selves. On the other hand, I think thar rhe coal ques-
tion is.more.complex: we have discussed it so many
times that I do not feel obliged ro rerurn ro it now. I
only.wish.to repea[ an opinion held in our group
which has been stated several times in rhis Chambei:
European coal needs massive technological contribu-
tions borh for production and for the development of
lnnovatlYe uses,

In the first place, these technological measures should
tend to reduce the costs of production so as to make
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them, if not comperirive - which seems ro me to be a
goal difficult to attain - ar leasr acceptable within the
Community.

In the second place, it should be made easier to apply
these measures, in relation ro both the environment
and public opinion, wirhout neglecdng rhe large
infrastrucrural problems that such utilization implies.

Mr Moreland's resolution is very thorough, and it
deals very accurately with rhese problems. For this
reason we feel rhat, despite all our reservations, rhe
resolution should be supported, and with ir the resolu-
tion presented by Mr Rogalla.

In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, we are willing to
give our responsible supporr to the Commission's ac-
tion in this field.

President. - I call rhe Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Calvez. - (FR) Mr President, I am speaking for
my group about rhe repon by our colleague Mr More-
land.

I have already said a lot about the problem of coal in
the debate on the Rinsche reporr, so roday I shall con-
fine myself to one or two addirional remarks - and I
shall make them short and to the poinr, as you,
Mr Presidenr, requesred.

Safery down the mines is only menrioned in passing in
the Commission document. But there is a real danger
to miners arising from rhe mechanization of extraction
and, in some cases, from the existence of water tables.
I think I am right in saying thar rhe problems of safety
should be dealt with properly in this repon, in rhe
interests of the miners and of the people who employ
them. The ILO in fact recently srressed all this in a
report. The Community should look into this problem
when it makes ir plans for using coal.

The Commission has lefr slag-heaps out of its list of
pollution. I think there are ways of avoiding rhem -we could, for example, use slag in flooring and in con-
crete. An even more serious thing is acid rain. \7e hear
a lot about it at the momenr, and the Community
should look into the problem and draw up a research
programme so rhar there is less of it. Carbon dioxide,
for example, has an effect on the climate in the long
run.

The rapponeur, Mr Moreland, is quite right ro stress
the imponance of infrastrucrure, for port and trans-
port infrastructure is the most critical aspect of the use
of coal. He stresses the imporrance of developing
Community production, for it is [rue, as the Liberal
Group has aheady made clear during rhe debate on
the Rinsche report, that the EEC has to be careful nor
to be too dependent on outside sources for its coal

supplies. But, since Communiry priduction is not
enough, we have to fall back on coal from rhird coun-
tries. So the Communiry has ro have a coherent coal
impon policy and take out conrracrs with several sup-
pliers so as to reduce the risks in case of a breakdown
in suppl1..

(Applause)

President. - I call Miss Brookes.

Miss Brookes. - Mr Presidenr, I welcome Amend-
ment No 8, which has been pur forward by Mr Mad-
ron Seligman, and ask for the supporr of rhe Members
of this House and rhe Commission.

The coal-liquefaction project at Point-of-Ayr, in
North \flales, is one of rhe most imporrant projecm in
the field of energy. If the coal industry in Europe is to
survive, then that industry musr look towards the
1990s and the year 2000, when rhat industry can
become more sophisticated rhan it is at present.

Yes, Mr President, I am going to speak and beg that
such a project as rhe coal liquefaction plant at Point-
of-Ayr shall be financially supporred. Point-of-Ayr is
in a steel-closure area and rhe diversification and pro-
jection of indusry is essenrial in Nonh Vales. At
Point-of-Ayr there is the finest workforce, the work-
force thar does not strike, the workforce that hits
production targe$. That is the proof of stability and
that is wonhy of invesrmenr and recognition.

The coal industry mus[ look ro rhe future. Financial
investment must be made available. There must be no
faltering, no turning back. I ask for rhe fult support of
the Commission and the Parliament for financial aid
for this coal-liquefaction project and ask that the
Commission shall have discussions with the private oil
company that has wirhdrawn irs support and regain
that privarc financial invesrment.

President. - I call Mr \Vurtz.

Mr 'Wurtz. 
- (FR) Mr President, the French Com-

munists and Allies have read Mr Moreland's reporr
with both interest and regret. !(e were pleased to see
this desire to develop coal production in the Com-
munity and to encourage research into new uses for it.
This is progress in comparison with rhe Commission's
position - one in which imports of Sourh African and
American coal are, [o our way of thinking, of far too
much imponance. Imports are necessary, obviously,
but at the same rime we feel that Communiry produc-
tion has to be boosted. So we are in favour of that pan
of the Moreland repon. But I also spoke of regret, and
that is because the reporr. lacks, to our way of rhink-
ing, a precise reference ro somerhing which we, as

French Communists, are very attached, as you will
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understand. This reference is to the fact that, as a gen-
eral rule, all countries with coal reserves, France

included, should increase their production with the

help of the Community, on the understanding that it is

up to each Member State to determine its own criteria
for profitabifity in the light of local conditions.

This, it seems to me, is reasonable from three points of
view. First, from the point of view of France's national
interest, which is no negligable thing. Second, from
the point of view of profitability itself, for today the

cost price of French coal is lower than the cost price
of, say, German coal. And third, from the point of
view of the proper functioning of the Community. It
would not be reasonable, in fact, for the Commission
not to take account of the new French Government's
poticy of relaunching coal production to reach atarget
of 30 million t by the end of the 1980s. It would not be

reasonable to overlook this - for, it seems to me,

there are already enough contradictions in the Com-
munity for us to avoid adding any more.

For all these reasons, Mr Moreland, we regret that we
cannot vote for your report, because, unfonunately,
you have not taken these things into account - in
spite of the fact that you told me, at the committee
meeting, that you agreed with what I said - in your
final wording of the text. \fle regret this, because we
are in favour of the general drift of your report.

I should like to conclude, if I may, by saying some-
thing to the representative of the Commission.
Mr Commissioner, are you planning to take the new
policies of the French Government and the French
coal board into practical account by laying down a

general rule whereby all countries with coal reserves

should boost their production with assistance from the
Community?

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Alavanos.

Mr Alavanos. - (GR) Mr President, on behalf of the
Communist Party of Greece I should emphasize, in
the first place, that we cannot disagree with the gen-
eral principles set out by the Commission's two
announcements. In our opinion, they constitute a real
criticism by the EEC imelf of the policy it had pre-
viously pursued, which was based on the merciless
exploitation of sources of energy existing mainly in
third countries.

I would like to make three specific comments.

First, the matter of saving energy and making rational
use of it is particularly closely connected with defence
expenditure, in that the armaments industry is a pani-
cularly large consumer of energy. Seen from this point
of view, this too, like all the major economic themes of

our times, is directly linked with the subject of arms

limirations and dttente.

Secondly, for a country like Greece the subject of sav-

ing energy and making the best use of energy sources
within our country is directly connected with that of
pulting an end to the financial advantages enjoyed by
foreign multinationals, as exemplified by the case of
Pechiney, who purchase Greece's electric poqrer at
very debased prices and who, at this very moment, are

depriving the national budget of resources that could
be made available for the development of domestic
sources of energy.

Thirdly, we cannot. disagree about the need for colla-
boration on the matter of energy development, but I
will disagree in the event that collaboradon within the
framework of the EEC becomes an obstacle to the
development of our country's collaboration with other
countries, more particularly with the Socialist coun-
tries, which are known to have a particularly well-
developed technology in the sphere of coal udlization.
It is characteristic that since 1972 Soviet machinery
has been rusting away in idleness following the pres-

sures imposed by Vest European capital upon the Phi-
lippines, where there are vast deposits of peat available
for development. Precisely because of this last point,
which is of panicular importance for Greece, our
pany will abstain from voting on the reports in ques-

tlon.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Comtnission. - (17) Mr
President, the Commission much appreciated the
quality of the two reports which are now rightly the
subject of a single debate. In regard to the Moreland
resolution, I would like to dwell on the points where
there has been to some extent a departure from the
ideas expressed in our own document. However, most
of the remarks contained in the repon and the opi-
nions expressed in the resolution do not represent
great differences, as I am pleased to note.

Concerning paragraph 5 of the resolution, I would
like to say that the Commission is in no way neglect-
ing the domestic production of coal. It is difficult to
find another economic sector in the Community which
has received as much attention and as much suppon
from Community sources. The Community aid
granted in the period from 1973 to 1981 amounts to
approximately 3 900 000 000 ECU and embraces a

whole series of operations, including loans and subsi-
dies for investments in research, development and
demonsration. These figures speak for themselves,
and they cannot give the impression that the Commis-
sion is neglecting the imponance of the domestic
production of coal. \7e shall continue to act along
these lines.
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Nevertheless, the Commission cannot, fail ro take note
of the fact that a parr of the Community coal indusry
is not fully comperirive and that all effons should be
made to obtain domestic coal on economically satis-
'factory conditions. I emphasize this need, which
should also be recognized in regard to paragraph 7 of
the resolution, according to which we should aim at a
Community production level of 270 million tons of
coal in the year 2000, and also in regard to para-
graph 18 of the same resolution. !7e should be very
cautious when committing ourselves ro continue
working inefficient and uncompetirive mines, although
problems of employment and regional problems must
of course be taken into accounr.

In this connection, the question arises of coal imports
from other countries. The Commission does not share
the opinion of those who feel thar the Community will
become excessively dependenr on coal supplies from
outside. For a number of reasons, coal impons should
not be considered comparable to oil imports.

The Commission is pleased to learn rhat Parliamenr is
ready to support its future proposals for increasing
research, development and testing in the sector of
combustion and solid fuels, including the disposal of
waste products. The Commission will present a defi-
nite proposal during the'year when it announces its
new programme for research and development in the
energy sector. There is also in preparation a draft pro-
posal on testing which has similar aims.

Clearly these measures should be financed from rhe
general budget and not the ECSC, for rhey have a

direct relation to Community energy straregy, and
they are not connected solely with Community coal
problems. 'We are therefore perfectly consistent with
whar is stated in paragraph 10 of the resolution.

It is true, as some speakers have remarked, that the
recommendations are not enough to produce any
great change in arritude in the indusrrial world on rhe
issue of conversion to coal. The Commission sees no
need to appeal to the Member Srares and to industry
to convert. boilers in sectors where there is lirrle pros-
pect of conversion ro coal, as in rhe case of gas-fueled
industrial machinery, but it does favour Parliament's
su8gestion to prepare new proposals concerning low-
interest Community loans in this secror.

As for transport infrastructures, problems arise only in
regard to a larger volume of coal impons, and we
know that port facilities are limired, especially in Italy,
Ireland and the Unircd Kingdom. The first rwo coun-
tries in particular - Italy and Ireland - will have to
launch a vigorous investment campaign in this sector,
and the Commission sees no difficulry in using rhe
available financial instruments to contribute towards
the creation of supplementary infrasrrucrures. The
Commission will also study the proposal contained in
paragraph 14 to begin a special study on infrastruc-

tural problems, and in due time it will present suitable
proposals on this subject.

To conclude on the Moreland reporr, I should like to
say that the Commission is fully aware of the impor-
tant role that the Community produoion of coal plays
and will continue to play in the Communiry's plans for
energy supply. However, rhe problem of energy policy
which we are now facing cannot be solved by extract-
ing around 10 million more r.ons of coal from our
mines, even though the employment factor should be
duly mken into accounr. It is rather a marrer of know-
ing how to increase coal utilization in our economies.
It is from the viewpoinr of demand, and not only of
supply, that new prospects for rhe use of coal can be
pioneered.

Concerning Mr Rogalla's resolution, we note wirh
satisfaction that Parliament's opinion, as expressed in
the motion for a resolution, adheres closely to the
Commission's opinion. As indicated in rhe motion for
a resolution, panicularly in letter E of the preamble,
investment in supporr of rhe rarional use of energy is
the quickest and also the most effective means ar our
disposal to reduce our economic dependence on
imported oil as well as ro sr.imulate employment and
growrh.

Investment is the central characteristic of the general
approach to be adopted in the energy policy we
defined last year in our communication to the Council
on 'an energy strategy for the Community', where we
mentioned five fundamental objectives for Community
action in the energy field: investment, energy prices,
reliable sources of supply, research, and external rela-
tions. In this communication, we examined the obsta-
cles to investment and the various means by which the
individual Member States have soughr ro overcome
them.

In paragraph 10 of our document, we stated that some
countries have not fully launched the basic protramme
on energy savings, a programme which they are bound
to follow by rhe Council's resolurion of gJune 1980. I
can assure Parliament that the Commission intends to
keep abreast of what is happening in rhe entire Com-
munity. Our general sun'e1'of the energy-saving pro-
grammes in the Member States, in accordance wirh the
indications given in paragraphs 5 and 6 of your morion
for a resolution, was published only in January 1981.
This survey will be updated in the srudy of national
energy l)rogrammes to be presented ro the Council in
July. I think that this should be left to rhis specific
operation and should not overburden our draft recom-
mendation.

I come now to the problem of objectives, which is the
central problem. This leads us to ask ourselves what is
the best way to determine objectives or, more pre-
cisely, investment indicators for energy savings on the
Community level. In paragraph 9 of the morion for a
resolution, Parliamenr suggesrs that objectives be
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stated in monetary terms rather than in percentages of
the GDP. The Commission shares Parliament's opi-
nion, which calls for the objectives to be fixed as spe-
cifically as posssible. As you know, however, some
Member States hold that both the problem of defini-
tion and that of measurement make it difficult, if not
impossible, to express objectives in terms of strict
quanriries.

The States did indeed accepr some quantitative indica-
tors in 1980, and in spite of difficulties the Commis-
sion wishes to adopt a precisely defined unit of numer-
ical measure. In our future work, we shall try to define
the indicators more exactly and we shall propose new
forms of measurement. For the time being, however, I
think that Parliament can best encourage progress on
this question by laying stress on the need for quantita-
tive indicators rather than on the way in which these

indicators should be exprebsed.

At this point I would like to comment on the question
contained in paragraph 13 of the motion for a resolu-
tion. It is not enough simply to inform the investor
about the possibilities open to him. \fle believe that
Annexes 2 and 3 provide convincing proof of the cor-
relation that exists between the degree of public sup-
pon and the volume of investments actually made.

'S(/e have therefore proposed action on the Community
level to strengthen the effons of the Member States in
this area. The Council's draft recommendation natur-
ally emphasizes these proposals. I can summarize them
by saying that they have four principal aspects:

First, we propose to continue the process of education,
comparison and evaluation that I described earlier.

Second, Community legislation is called upon to play
an important part in preserving the unity of the new
market in advanced instruments for energy consump-
rion and saving through the adoption of technical
standards on the Communiry level as soon as possible.

Third, we are dedicating all our attention to Com-
munity financing, as requested in paragraph 10 of the
motion for a resolution. The Council has authorized
the launching of a new series in the New Community
Instrument, the NIC, and the Commission intends that
a large proportion of these new funds and loans be

used for investmenrc relating [o energy savings.
Together with the European Investment Bank, we are
actively considering how to improve the procedure by
which Community loans are granted to small and
medium-sized investors. Ve hope that this will lead to
a better understanding of the financial channels appro-
priate to each Member State, as suggested in para-
graph 12.

Fonh and last point: we are researching the possibility
of direct support from the Community budget, per-
haps in the form of interest reductions on Community
loans for some types of large-scale investments in the

rational use of energy, such as those for heating urban
neighborhoods and the use of waste products. \7e
hope to present the proposals to the Council before
summer.

These ideas will be illustrated in greater detail in
Annex 7 of our document.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Moreland.

Mr Moreland, rapporteur. - Mr President, may I
exercise my right of reply in this debate and comment
briefly on what the Commission has said? I say to the
Commission that I welcome its statement that it wishes
ro increase Community production, but I have to say
rhat ir has not really got that message across in the
document. The general press reactions to this report
and those of other organizations the Commission
would be looking to have, generally speaking,
included this comment.

Secondly, the Commissioner said thar he was con-
cerned not to increase the share of imports. But, as

Mr Adam pointed out, projections show that the share
is going up to 480/0.

Finally, on the Commission's sta[ement, our comments
in the paragraph concerning marginal and unprofitable
coal mines is intended to give the Commission the
impression that it is being far too simplistic. Both polit-
ically and economically life is not quite what it would
like it to be, and it really has to allow some life for
these mines.

Just make two comments, Mr President, on earlier
speeches. I ask Mr'!/urtz to look at my resolution. I
hope all that he said is implicit in it. As for Mr Adam, I
go along with him, but I rally do not think I can
accept the specific figure that he suggesrc.

President. - I call Mr Rogalla.

Mr Rogalla, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr President, I just
want to make one essential clarification to avoid any
misunderstanding. The Commissioner has said thar
Parliament's recommendations run parallel to the
Commission's proposals; that is only true in respect of
the object of reducing energy consumption through
the rational utilization of energy.'!7e do nor, however,
agree on the means to be used. Ve have submirted a

series of practical amendments which the Commission
must adopt if it is to obtain this House's approval of its
proposals.

President. - I call Mr'!fl'unz.
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Mr'Sflurtz. - (FR) Mr President, I did put a precise

question to the Commission representative: may I have

a reply? I will repeat the question: are you planning to
take the new policies of the French Government and

the French coal board into practical account by laying
down a general rule whereby all countries with coal
reserves should boost their production with assistance

from the Community?

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - (IT) The
Commission will uke the matter raised by the honour-
able Member into consideration. Naturally, it is

impossible for me to pronounce at this time on the

conclusions we. shall draw from this study. I cannot,
therefore, say as of now that we shall indeed adopt the

Member's suggestion. I can only assure you that the

recommendation will receive attention.

President. - The joint debate is closed.l

Afier tbe oote on the amendments

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Rogalla, rapporteur. (DE) Pursuant to
Rule 36(1) of our Rules of Procedure, I would ask the

representative of the Commission to comment indivi-
dually on the amendments tabled to this motion and to
inform us of the Commission's intentions. I refer in
particular to paragraph 9 of the motion for a resolu-
tion, which states that the figures relating to gross

domestic product should be supplemented - not
replaced! - by absolute figures to enable our citizens
to understand what is involved.

I refer secondly ro paragraph 10 as regards the finan-
cial possibilities held out by the New Community
Instrument.'!7e have in mind additional funds, i.e., not
the appropriations already authorized by the Council
but new capital.

Finally, I would draw attention to [he amendments

relating to transport, statistical data, and the provision
of financial support down to the level of local and

municipal authorities. I hope that the Commission will
give specific statements on these points, failing which I
shall have to ask for the vote to be deferred.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - (17) Mr
President, I must once again call attention to the

declarations I made a short while ago on behalf of the

Commission, vrhich I think contain adequate answers

to the questions the rapporteur has now asked.

However, on [he important question of objectives,
which I did in fact stress in my speech, I agree on
underlining the need to determine these objectives

precisely. I also agree that the rcchnical aspects of the

objectives should be set down in simple and functional
terms.

I must add, however, that in the Commission's opi-
nion, in the event of difficulties of a political or tech-
nical narure, especially in regard to the presentation,
the Commission would like to be able to make use of
an adequate degree of flexibility.

President. - I call the rapponeur.

Mr Rogalla, raPPortenr. - (DE) Mr President, I must
point out [o my great regret that the statements made

by the Commissioner do not sadsfy me. Pursuant to
Rule 35(1), I would therefore ask for the vote on the

motion for a resolution to be held over until the Com-
mission has made its position known on Parliament's
amendments.

President. - I call Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligman. - Before we take this decision, can we

find out when the Council has to have this repon for
its next meeting? Is it in June or is it in July?

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, if you decide to
postpone the vote, the matter will be referred to the

competent parliamentary committee, which then, in
consultation with the Commission, will consider how
rapidly it can be dealt with.

You can also decide otherwise and vote immediarcly,
but if the House follows the rapporteur's wishes then
the vote is postponed.

I call Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligman. - Can ure not have a reply from the

Commission at the next pan-session rather than refer
it to committee?

President. - Rule 36(2) lays down:

In this case, the committee shall repon back to
Parliament within one month, or, in exceptional
cases, any shorter period decided by Parliament.

The matter would therefore be taken up again during
the June pan-session.

I call Mr Adam.1 For the vote, see Annex.
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Mr Adam. - Mr President, I am sorry ro disagree
with the rapporteur on rhis issue, because I understand
his views and I agree very substantially with what he
says. But there is a very, very imponanr issue here. \(/e
have worked very hard ro prepare this report and ro
get an opinion of this Parliament for the nexr Energy
Council meering. That is our main job. \fle really musr
not give the Council on opponuniry to get off the
hook. Although I respect the rapporteur's views and
support him, I do hope we shall vore rcday, give the
Council our opinion and deal with the orher matrers
later on.

President. - Mr Adam accordingly proposes [har we
should not follow rhe rapponeur's wishes.r

IN THE CHAIR:MR ESTGEN

improve housing in Nonhern Ireland. However, the
Commission's presenr proposals are parl of an inte-
grated operarion in Belfast.

'S7'e on the parliamentary committee have linked rhe
two. \7e unanimously agreed that ir was strange, ro
say the leasr, thar we v/ere being asked our opinion on
the building of housing that was part of an integrared
operation, as we are not enritled to give our opinion
on such operarions because, ultimately, they do not
involve very stringenr criteria as regards the choice of
site, the timembling or rhe supervision of coordinarion.

Ve preferred ro amend the Commission's texr, and the
Commission will feel free to reject the amendmenrs on
the grounds that we perhaps strayed a little from rhe
point. But I think we did so in full awareness of rhe
facts.

I should like rc give you rhe Commission's definition
of an integrated operation. An inregrated operation is
a coherent set of public and private schemes in a
limited geographical area Lo rhe implementation of
which rhe national and regional authorities in the
Member States, and the Commission ircelf, conrribute
in a complementary manner. In order to achieve rhis
object, the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning considers that it should be for rhe
recipient ro prove the addirional and complemenrary
nature of the Community conribution in relarion to
the national expenditure.

The parliamentary commirtee also calls for a general
framework to be ser up for rhese operarions, provid-
ing, in panicular, for Parliament ro monitor their
implementation - unless the two integrated opera-
rions run so far are only experimental and exceptional.
However, if, as I expect, the Commission receives a lot
of requests for operations of this kind, then some sorr
of framework has ro be established.

This is what we tried ro ourline in the report. Other-
wise, rhe Commission would have had ro state in irs
proposal that the scheme was a specific one for hous-
irg - which would have opened rhe door to orher
possibilities in rhis Europe of ours. \fle have made a
political stand, as y/e are accountable for public
money.

I should like to srress rhar no Members have tabled
amendments. The only amendments are rhose sug-
gested by the committee, which unanimously ,pprorr.d
them. This is why I think there is no problem about
everyone in rhe House today voting for this reporr.

(Applau.se)

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Hume. - Mr President, I will be very brief and
not derain the House. I should like to thank Mrs Fuil-

Vice-President

4. Housing in Northern lreland

President. - The nexr irem is rhe report by Mrs Fuil-
let, on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning (Doc. I - 181/82), on

the proposal from rhe Commission to rhe Council
(Doc. 1-851/81) for a regularion insrituting a

specific acrion on behalf of housing in Nonhern
Ireland within the framework of an integrared
operation in Belfast.

I call the rapporreur.

Mrs Fuillet, rapporteur- (FR) Mr Presidenr, I am not
at all worried abour defending this reporr. ar rhe end of
the morning on rhe last day of the part-session,
because I know there is no likelihood of being beaten
by the British Conservarives. Far from it. They will see
that we don't bear grudges.

It is in recognition of the seriousness of the socio-
economic siruation in the Belfast area and because we
think the European Community should help Nonhern
Ireland ro rackle im problems rhar the Commitree on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning has approved
the Commision's proposals to build a first batch of
700 houses in Belfasr.

As the commitree's rapporreur on rhis subject, I have
realized how urgenr it is to srart a specific opera[ion ro

1 For motions for resolutions enrered in the register under
Rule 49, see the Minutes.
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let, not only for her report but for the speed with
which she has produced it and brought it before this
House.

This issue is of particular interest to my own area -Nonhern Ireland - and arises originally out of a

resolution by this House to which the Commission has

responded by offering some funding for housing in
Belfast. I can only emphasize what Mrs Fuillet has

already said, that it is absolurcly essential that this
Commission expenditure should not only be additional
to government expenditure in Northern Ireland but
also be seen to be additional. Therefore, we should
monitor it in this House.

I-should also like to thank the committees of the Par-
liament for expediting this matter, because we want to
get the funds urgently onto the streets of Belfast where
we have such a serious housipg problem' Again, my
thanks to the rapporteur.

President. - I call the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr O'Donnell. - Mr President, we in this group fully
support the proposal for specific Community action on
housing in Northern Ireland within the framework of
an integrated operation in Belfasr. I would congratu-
late the rapporteur on her excellent report and com-
mend the Commission on the initiative taken.

The case for Community action in relation to housing
in Belfast is a compelling one and has been very well
outlined by the rapporteur and in the Commission
document as well. My colleagues and I who visited

Belfast last October as members of a delegation from
the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-
ning were fully briefed on the housing situation in Bel-
fast and left in no doubt about the magnitude of the
housing problem there and of the total inadequacy of
existing policies and strategies to deal with it. It was

made quite clear that if this problem was to be tackled
effectively, a new approach and new strategies were
urgently needed, and that Community aid was an

absolutely vital element. In the exceptional economic
and social circumstances of Northern Ireland, housing
must form a key element in the formulation of a

coherent and integrated development strateg'y for the
region, because job creation must be linked with
improved living conditions.

There is therefore, as I said, a compelling case for
Community action. There is no doubt whatsoever that
Community aid would do much to accelerate housing
construction in Northern Ireland and also have benefi-
cial effects on employment and on many sectors of
activity tinked with the building industry. The formula
proposed, one of joint action by the Commission, the
local authorities and the government, is a good one

and I have no doubt whatsoever that, if properly

applied and in particular if the principle of additional-
iry is fully respected, it may well produce dramatic
results.

I am pleased therefore to support the proposal and sin-
cerely hope that it will achieve its object.

President..- I call the European Democratic Group.

M. J.D. Taylor. - Mr President, rePresenting

Northern lreland and the ciry of Belfast in this House,
I want, first of all, to thank you, Mr President, and the

Members ,rf the House for agreeing to our request to
have this lreek's agenda amended so as to include this
specific ircm on housing in the ciry of Belfast.

I would also like to congratulate Mrs Fuillet on the

work whir:h she has done both in our Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning and in the

report which she has so ably presented to the House
this morning.

The issue of housing in Belfast arises from our earlier
debate in |une 1981, when Parliament agreed that the

Community should seek means of assisting Nonhern
Ireland and especially in the area of housing. Of
course, we pointed oirt then that the worst housing
was in th,: city of Belfast itself. It is well recognized
that housrng in Belfast is the worst throughout'West-
ern Eurogre and three times as bad as the average for
large cities elsewhere in the United Kingdom.

As Mrs l:uillet and Mr O'Donnell have said, these

conditions have been seen on the ground by members

of the C,>mmittee on Regional Policy and Regional
Planning, who came to Belfast last year at our invita-
don. Individual Members of this House have come at
my personal invitation and, of course, Mr Giolitti and

other Commissioners have also been to Nonhern Ire-
land. Tht'y have not only seen the bad housing condi-
tions, they have noted that they exist both in the large,
deprived Protestant areas of Belfast city and, of
course, irr the Catholic quaner of the city as well.

\flhat we are talking about, therefore, is the building
of an ad<litional 750 houses this year in the city of Bel-
fast. At the moment the government only has propos-
als to build 2 000 in Belfast this year. Therefore, this is
a major increase - it will represent a 330lo increase in
the number of houses to be built in Belfast this year.
That dor:s not go far enough to meet the compelling
problems; that exist in the city, but none the less it is a

contribu,.ion from the Community which we through-
out Noa.hern Ireland and especially in the city of Bel-
fast appreciate.

There pas a time in the late 1960s and early 1970s

when wr: were building upwards of 15 000 houses per
annum in Northern Ireland. But since the removal of
devolvecl government and the introduction of direct
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rule in the late 1970s, housing consrrucrion has fallen
in the province to just 7 or 8 000 houses per annum.
Of those, only 2 O0O will be public aurhority houses in
Belfast this year.

As regards the financing of this operarion, which is
specifically for housing only, we akeady have in Item
5411 of this year's budget 15 million unir of accounr.
As the House heard earlier this week during the sub-
mission of the drafr supplementary budger for 1982,
an additional 12 million units of accounr are recom-
mended, giving rhe rotal of 28 million unirs of accounr
which will be required to finance this scheme.

This will make a major Communiry conrriburion nor
only to betrer housing conditions in the city of Belfast
but also to the employment situation in our city and
district, because we have in Northern Ireland an aver-
age of 200/o unemployed. Indeed, in some parts of the
city of Belfast as many as 400/o of rhe men are unem-
ployed and you will see thar by providing rhese exrra
750 houses this year, we shall also be providing many
jobs in the consrrucrion industry. So there is that addi-
tional advantage from rhis recommendarion which
Mrs Fuillet has proposed and which our Commirtee
on Regional Policy and Regional Planning unani-
mously supponed last week in Brussels, and I do hope
that the enrire House will now rise and supporr [his
recommendation this morning.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Maher. - Speaking on behalf of rhat group, I of
course fully supporr, r.ogether wirh my colleagues, this
particular proposal and congratulare Mrs Fuillet on
her report. Undoubtedly Northern Ireland is a special
case and Belfast is a special case inside rhar particular
region, and I rhink rhat as a European Parliamenr con-
cerned abour rhe welfare of all our citizens, we would
be failing in our duty if there was even one parliamen-
tarian who opposed this panicular proposal. I hope
there will nor be even one.

Now, Mr President, of course we supporr this as a
special case, but it does raise a quesrion about rhe
operation of the Regional Fund and its application
generally. Ve musr be conscious thar if this is to be
extended there are, of course, serious housing needs
not only in Northern Ireland and Belfasr but in other
regions and special areas throughout the European
Community. If we are ro meer this need, then we have
to face up ro rhe reality thar this Fund has got to be
much larger than ir is. Otherwise rhere is a giave dan-
ger that we shall be taking resources from the regions
that are very remote and where populations ar. lealr-
ing rapidly in order ro pur a lirtle here and a lirde
there. So I think we have to be conscious of whar we
are doing; we have to be conscious when we are
embarking on a projecr of rhis kind - and I support it
fully and wholeheartedly - of the general situation in
relation to rhe application of rhese funds.

My second point is this. I would like the Commission
to monitor and record how economically these funds
are being used. I have a suspicion, because I have
come across this in relation to other projects, that
much money is often absorbed in rhe administrarion
and the bureaucracies attached ro rhese projects and
not enough in fact ends up on rhe ground, building
houses or establishing infrastructure or establishing a
small industry in the differenr regions of the Com-
muniry. I would like rhe Commission to monitor that
and be able m show to us how much is being absorbed
in the bureaucracies.

How much has been absorbed in the bureaucracies?
Are the bureaucracies too expensive? Are rhey taking
too much of rhe money before anything is done on the
ground? I think if that were done it would give us a
good idea of how effectively we are using very scarce
resources.

President. - I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.

Mr Lalor. - Mr Presidenr, I wanr ro add my voice ro
those Members from Nonhern Ireland and the
Republic who have spoken here already and have
complimenred Mrs Fuiller on her reporr and motion
for a resolution.

My purpose in speaking is to indicare how solidly we
are behind our Nonh of Ireland colleagues in the
efforr to do all possible to make the fuilest use of
whatever financial assistance can be procured from
Europe to help resolve the housing problems in Belfasr
and irs environs. I was rather shattered and horrified
to hear my colleague Mr Taylor's sraremen[ concern-
ing the tremendous fall since direct rule in the alloca-
tion of money for housing in Belfast ar a rime require-
ments keep increasing conrinuously.

Therefore, I should like to reirerare, in the light of
whar Mr Taylor has said, Mr Hume's insistenci that
these.funds are nor only spent but are seen ro be spenr
on what rhey are inrended for.

My colleague, Mr Maher, has drawn atren[ion ro rhe
amount of money that can be used up in a bureau-
cratic sysrem. It is rerribly imporranr that these 2g mil-
lion units of account that Mr Taylor spoke about can
be fully direcred to what we here in ihis parliament
and in Europe want to see it directed ro.

Let me deliver this message, however, Mr president,
to Commissioner Giolitti. It has been stared rhar he is
fully aware of the problems. But I would draw his spe-
cific attenrion to paragraphs 3 and 4 of Mrs Fuillit's
resolution, where she draws attenrion to [he fact that
the Commiss.ion appears to have been neglectful up ro
now in carrying our rhe insrructions of rhii parliamenr.
I would ask him, when this Parliament unanimously
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approves this resolution from the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning, to see that the
Commission immediately takes steps to ensure that the
work commences this year and that this money is used
for the purpose for which it is intended.

I fully endorse what has already been said and want to
indicate that there is solid support from all sides for
this resolution.

President. - I call the non-attached Members.

Mr Paisley. - Housing has been a major problem in
Northern Ireland during the past 35 years. Of the City
of Belfast's 112580 dwellings, 17 070, or 750/0, are
unfit for human habitation; 27 500, or 24.50/0, do not
have internal toilets; 23.20/o of families - i.e., 26 078

- do not have the exclusive use of a bath or a shower.
\7hile other major British cities have similar problems,
the City of Belfast has the worst problems of all.

Let me give the House three simple statistics. As
regards the percentage of households living in two or
more rooms below the bedroom standard, the worst
cities in Great Britain are Liverpool and Manchester,
with 1 .4010, while in Belfast it is 3.70/o - almost three
times as bad. The percentage of households with no
internal toilet in the City of Liverpool is 1 1 . 10/0, whilst
in Belfast the atrocious figure is 24.50/0. \7here house-
holds without exclusive use of a bath or a shower are
concerned, Liverpool is the worst city in Great Britain
with 10. 10l0, while the percentage in Belfast is 23.20/0.
Those statistics show something of the desperate
plight of housing in Northern Ireland at the present
time.

I should like, on behalf of the people of Nonhern Ire-
land, whom I represent in this House, having lived in
the City of Belfast for almost 36 years, to say a word
of thanks to the rapporteur and her committee for get-
ting this report so speedily before this House. I should
like to thank the House for taking time this Friday
afternoon to have this debate on this very imponant
matter.

Vhile 15% of Belfast's dwellings are officially unfit
for human habitation and with housing conditions on
the average 4 times worse in Belfast than in any other
British ciry, rhere can be no question that rhe capital of
my province deserves aid.

The part of the Commission's proposal which panicu-
larly recommends imelf rc me is the firm provision that
this aid must be additional to British Government aid

- and I want to emphasize that today. There is no
point in this House voting amounts of money for
Northern Ireland which is swallowed up in the'!flhite-
hall exchequer and never reaches my province.

As one who has long campaigned in this House since
being elected to it on this addidonality problem, I wel-

come the steps raken ro safeguard against this danger.
However, I would urge the Commission to be ever
vigilant where additionality is concerned. If EEC
regional aid is to touch the kernel of many regional
difficulties, it must extend to those matters which
urgently need assistance. In the case of Northern Ire-
land housing is one of our most pressing needs and,
therefore, it is but right that if EEC regional aid is to
be as relevant as possible to the needs it seeks to meet,
in Northern Ireland's case it extends to housing.

Therefore this repon is a most welcome step and will
be received enthusiastically in Nonhern Ireland. It
would be churlish of me, Mr President, not to thank
those Members of the House who have spoken in
favour of this resolution, especially the representatives
of the Republic of Ireland.

In many cases, and especially on the Constitution, I
am always in opposition to them, but today on this
point we find general agreement.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - (17) Mr
President, first of all I would like to join the other
speakers in congratulating Mrs Fuillet for the quality
and timeliness of her report.

I would like very briefly to return to the root of the
affair which today leads us, I hope, to adopt this reso-
lution. In June 1981, this Parliament adopted the reso-
lution on a special measure in favour of Northern Ire-
land and Belfast in particular. The impulse which is

bearing its fruit here today came from Parliament; but
at the same time, in June 1981, the basic dossier con-
cerning the integrated operation in Belfast was pre-
sented to the Commission. In this dossier, which was
not and still is not a completely defined integrated
operation, the basic elemenrc were provided, giving
high priority to living conditions in the city of Belfast
and, therefore, to the urgent need for housing.

\Vhat has happened over this period of time, nearly a

year from the date I mentioned? The preparation of
the integrated operation in Belfast continues, but it has
nor yet been concluded. lVhat is the purpose of the
integrated operation? Above all, it is to coordinate
effectively so that the introduction and implementa-
tion of investmenm can be speeded up. It is therefore
an operation intended to accelerate, not slow down,
the work. The housing project in Belfast, the subject
of this specific regulation, is extremely urgent, as

everyone has realized.

This housing project should cenainly be regarded as

pan of the integrated operation, which, h6q/svs1 -and I wish to call the atrcntion of Mrs Fuillet and all
Members who are following this question to this point

- has ns1 yet been defined in legal terms.
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\7e do not yet have a legal basis for inrcgrated opera-
tions. \(e introduced a rule for integrated operarions
in the new regulation for the Regional Fund, on which
Parliament has expressed a favourable opinion, but the
Council, alas, is still far from giving its approval.

This is why I recommend thar rhe iniriarive we have
taken and on which we all agree, for the urgenr con-
struction of housing in Belfast, should not be subordi-
nated to the carrying out of the entire inregrated oper-
ation. Nor would it be appropriate ro form a general
definition of integrated operarions in respect to the
very specific action in Belfast. Integrared operar.ions
should be defined in the proper place, in rhe Regional
Fund regulation, or perhaps by a specific regulation.
Ve cannot, however, solve the general legal problem
of integrated operations on the sole basis of the ques-
tion of Belfast.

I therefore strongly recommend - I must say it very
frankly and very seriously - rejection of the amend-
menr which call for a close legal link between the cur-
rent project in Belfast and the integrared operation as

a whole, for such a link would inevirably cause delay.
Since, I repeat, the integrated operation unfonunarely
has no legal basis, and will have one only when the
Council gets round to approving our proposals for the
Regional Fund regulation, by subordinating the con-
struction of housing to the integrated operation we in
effect delay the specific housing initiative.

I will undenake, in my own inreresrs as the aurhoriry
for regional policy, to guarantee that the framework
of the integrated operation is mainrained and carried
through as soon as possible, without, however, estab-
lishing a regulation, a nexus, an obligation of a legal
nature, which would force us to wait for the housing
until the integrated operarion had been fully defined.

In regard to integrared operarions, as was requested of
me, I am ready to provide Parliament with all the
information I have available. Two integrared opera-
tions, those at Naples and Belfast, have been under-
taken: these are still of an experimental and pragmaric
nature, certainly - the Naples operarion and the Bel-
fast operation. It is rrue that orher proposals for inte-
grated operations are being suggested. \7e shall con-
sider them at the proper time, when we need a regula-
tion. For rhis purpose, I say ir once again, we have
proposed a specific rule in rhe Regional Fund regula-
tion.

I conclude, Mr Presidenr, by underlining anorher very
importanr aspect which concerns the Members of this
House: that of supplementarity. In this regulation we
have finally esmblished a coherent rule for Belfast on
supplementarity. I can guaranree that we have ensured
the supplementary characrer of this Communiry mea-
sure in respect ro narional or local expenditure. I also
wish to assure you thar this expenditure guaranteed by
the connection laid down in rhe regulation itself will
be entirely productive; ir will cenainly not go to fuel

bureaucratic procedures or things of that son. The
way in which the regulation is drawn up also gives rhis
double guarantee of supplemenrary and producrive
expenditure.

Once more I offer my thanks ro the rapporteur and
the Members who interested rhemselves so actively in
the matter, assuring them of the Commission's com-
mitment to proceed with all promptness.

I recommend thar Parliamenr nor make decisions
which could result in delays. The Council, as you
know, already rcnds toward not making a formal con-
nection in the regulation between rhe financing of
housing in Belfast and the integrated operarion. If Par-
liament, through amendmenrs, should rake the oppo-
site approach, we should probably become involved in
a long and wearisome disagreement with the Council.
Ve should then run the risk of not being able to go
ahead as rapidly as we would wish, for we should be
formally bound to the integrated operation, which
should be carried out on the practical and funcrional
level as effectively as possible.

President. - I call Mr J. D. Taylor.

Mr J. D. Taylor. - Mr President, we have raken
special note of rhe commenr just made by Mr Giolitti
that we should have no legal link between rhe specific
housing programme for Belfast and rhe proposed inre-
grated operation. That being so, it obviously raises
some doub6 in our minds about rhe amendments
which we had originally intended to recommend to
the House. !7ould he clarify wherher he would wish
us to reject all those amendmenrc or are there just one
or two of them which he rhinks it would be wiser to
avoid?

President. - I call the rapporteur.

Mrs Fuillet, rapporteur. - (FR) Honorable Members,
I should not like you ro think rhat I, with I don'r know
what kind of hypocrisy, would have generated interesr
in and wanted to see rhe building of housing in Belfast
on the regional committee yet adopted a differenr atci-
tude in the House. Mr Commissioner, I am sure you
will recognize, as I do, thar the Conservative Group is
strongly represenred on rhe Commirree on Regional
Poliry and Regional Planning; so I think we have just
been subjected to political blackmail. Ladies and gen-
tlemen, we have a political role to play. If the Com-
missioner feels the amendmenm are bad, he should still
not try and influence your vote. You are politicians
and you are adulrc. You have had rhe opponunity to
see and to study rhe repon. In any case, ladies and
gentlemen, the Conservatives have read it for you and
they have accepted it. So if, now, even one person fails
to vote for my amendmenm, I say rhar your arrirude,
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Mr Giolitti, will not have been clear and I regret the
fact.

I regrer it because, in that case, the Commission
should have told us quite simply that it was running a

housing programme. Since you went out of your way
to mention a 'specific action on behalf of housing . . .

within the framwork of the . . . integrated operation', I
ask you, Mr Giolitti, to say whether ir is the Commis-
sion's job now to start promoting the building of
houses outside an integrated operation. In our amend-
ments, there is no question of holding up the building
schedule, no question at all. They simply suggest that,
for the future, a framework be put forward.

'\flhat sort of politicians would we be if we now
accepted all the expenditure submitted ro us? You
know full well, as you saw in the draft budget that we
added an extra 12 000 000 ECU - 16 the first time
and 12 now, making 28 000 000 ECU in all. \7ell, lad-
ies and gentlemen, I personally feel I have to account.
to my voters for this money. They don't live in Belfast,
it is true, but we have to have solidarity in this Parlia-
ment, and it is in the name of that solidarity that my
amendments should be voted through.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Cotnmission. - (17) Mr
President, I must react very calmly, but very firmly. I
do not at all believe I have been unclear. I think I was
extremely clear, and I will again be clear in explaining
that the amendments concerning which I expressed
reservations - which I sdll hold - in regard to the
legal link between housing in Belfast and the inte-
grated operation are Amendments Nos 1, 2, 3 and 5.

I must warn you, in discharging my full responsibility
as a member of the Commission, that in introducing
into the regulation for the construction of housing in
Belfast a legal rule that binds this initiative to a legally
determined relationship with an integrated operation
which does not yet possess its own legal definition or a
definitive operative framework, you run the risk of
delaying the housing project.

It is my responsibiliry and my duty to warn you of this.
Parliament is free to choose. I have no intention of
influencing the will of Members of Parliament, but it is

my duty to inform rhem of what the Commission con-
siders to be the possible consequences of a choice that
Parliament is obviously free to make. The Commission
holds that a choice in favour of these amendments may
result in delays in carrying out the Belfast housing
project. That is all.

I do not think it is possible to be clearer than this, in
the full assumption of the responsibilities which fall to
me as a member of the Commission.

President. - I call Mr Paisley.

Mr Paisley. - Mr President, the matter is of utmost
imponance to the House. My collbagues from North-
ern Ireland are well aware of the fact that representa-
tions have been made to them also by our Minister of
Development in Nonhern Ireland about this matter
and we have also been informed, as the Commissioner
has informed the House, that if this is ded into this
particular operation then we shall not have these

houses built in the immediate future and all the ben-
efits from this motion today will be lost for a large
number of months and perhaps even years. I must rcll
the House that that is the information that has been
given us from Belfast.

President. - The debate is closed.l

After the note on the motionfor a resolution

Mrs Fuillet, rdPportelr. - (FR) I am sorry to see,

Honorable Members - you are responsible for what
you have done, although it grieves me to say so - that
you have submitted to influence from oumide. Perhaps
Mr Giolitti, in turn, has submitted to influence from
outside - perhaps from your government? I don't
want to know about it. That would be involving myself
in your personal affairs. But what I am prepared to say
is that the Conservative members on the committee
worked on the dossier and they were unanimous in
voting for the amendments.

This House is barely credible and you know it. Parlia-
ment is deprived of part of its powers over the budget
be,cause we do not have access to the sources of
income. The only thing we can do, as pan-time MPs,
if I can put it like that, is look at the expenditure of the
European Parliament.

Ladies and gentlemen, you have just voted for a report
which, ultimately, gives the Commission its head. It's
nol that I don't have confidence in the Commission,
Mr Giolitti, but I should have liked you to be clearer
in your reply. Can we build houses ourcide an inte-
grated operation, yes or no? It's a simple question I am
asking you. Because, if this were the case, why did you
say in vour proposal that it was 'within the framework
of the . . . integrated operation'. I may be stupid, but I
think it's a simple question and I'd like a simple
answer. If we cannot vote on a budget to build houses

unless they are in an integrated operation, then I
maintain that you have made a colossal mistake this
mornlng.

I have explained why I abstained. I cannot vote for the
Commission proposal as you have adopted it, because

I fought it in the parliamentary committee.

1 For the vote, see Annex.
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President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Mernber of the Commission. - (17) Mr
President, ladies and genrlemen, speaking for the
Commission, I cannor accepr rhe insinuation thar the
Commission was influenced by a government of one
of the Member States. The Commission, in rhis in-
stance more than ever, acted under the influence of
Parliament: it was Parliamenr rhar, in June 1981,
adopted the resolution inviting the Commission to
mke the initiative we are discussing today. It was my
dury to state - as I did - that this initiarive can pro-
ceed under certain conditions. It can proceed, I repear,
in the framework of an integrated operarion, bur not
in the framework of a legally defined integrated oper-
ation. Otherwise we musr call a halt and firsr proceed
with the legal definition of the integrated operarion.
This means monrhs and monrhs of discussion in the
Council.

This was the choice Parliament was free to make: is it
preferable to wait unril the integrated operarion has
received a legal definirion under the regularion of rhe
Fund, or to go ahead with the Belfast projecr in the
framework of an integrated operation which - cer-
tainly - we musr carry rhrough, but in concrete,
functional, pragmatic terms ?

This was the issue, and I am pleased wirh rhe way it
was decided.l

5. Adjournrnent of the session

President. - I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.

(Tbe sitting closed at 1.05 p.n.)

I For items relating to the dme-limit for tablinq amend-
ments, forwarding ,of resolutions adopted duririg the sit-
ring and the dates for the next pan-s6ssion, see ihe Min-
utes.
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Votes

This Annex indicates rapporteurs' opinions on amendments and
explanations of vote. For further details of the voting, the reader
utes.

reproduces the text of
is referred to the Min-

Committee on Budgets report (without debate) (Doc. 1-199/82): adopted

De la Maline motionfor a resolution (Doc. 1-248/82) : adopted

Van Aers sen mo tion fo r a re s o lu tion ( D o c. 1 - 2 4 9/8 2 ) : ad,opte d

Scrioener report ( Doc. 1 - I 079/8 1 ) : adopted

The rapporteur spoke

- infaoourof Amendments Nos 1, 2,4,6,7,23,24,25 and27;and

- against Lmendments Nos 3, 8, 9, 10, ll, 12, 13/rev., 14/rev., 15,76/corr.,78, 19,20,
21, 22, 25/ rev., 28 and 29.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Adamou. - (GR) Mr President, Mrs Scrivener's report is incomplete in its facts con-
cerning Greece, which has become a byway for the large-scale drug traffic between Asian
countries and 'Western Europe and the United States, where the demand from drug
addicts is at its highest.

Greece has even become the home of all the machinery for smuggling from Persia and the
Lebanon, following the well-known events in these countries. In Greece there are also
American bases, which are foci of drug rading and distribution. The consequences of all
this for the Greek people are uagic. At the international conference on toxicology held in
the autumn of tggO in Thessaloniki, it was mentioned that during the last 10 years there
had been I 000 drug-induced deaths in Athens and the Piraeus alone. Today, there are
20 000 addicts in these rwo cities, and these are only the known ones, because there are
many tens of thousands who also use drugs but who are not on record. Some estimate the
total to be as high as 50 000-70 000. Ten years aBo, their average age was over 30 years,
but today 600/o of the addicts have ages ranging from 13 to 20 years.

'!(i'e agree in general with the proposed resolution, even though we consider its measures
to be ineffectual because the conditions that generate and foment addiction necessitate a

decisive activation of progressive forces so as to strike at the roots of the evil.
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Miss de Valera. - Mr President, I have asked to give this explanation of vote as I am
concerned that the Irish situation is not outlined in the report. I undersrand thar rhis is not
the fault of Mrs Scrivener or her committee, as they tried to get information on the drug
situation in Ireland. Vhat I find particularly disturbing is that, when asked by Mrs Scrive-
ner for such details, the Commission, I understand, were unable to furnish her with any
information on the Irish case. To me this shows, on [he Commission's pan, a lack of con-
cern at the difficulties facing Ireland with regard to drug abuse, as information up to
August 1981 is readily available from the main medical centre in Dublin that deals with
drug abuse - namely, Gervis Street Hospital - or from the Departmenr of Health.

As I pointed out last night in the debate in the House, there is a serious escalation in Ire-
land in the use of hard drugs. Cannabis and heroin are now the most used drugs there.
Both are readily available on the streets of Dublin, where both sell at a price between
! 130 and ! 200 per gramme. The number of patients abusing heroin has risen from 130/o

in 1979 ro 550/o in 1980.

The Commission's failure to give such statistics, which are readily available, was com-
pounded last night by Commissioner Richard in that in his reply to the debarc he neg-
lected to make any reference to the Commission's omission in relarion to Ireland, even
though I had outlined my dissatis-faction with the situation earlier in my speech. I would,
Mr President, very much like to hear the Commission's explanarion of rhis omission.

Considering, however, that we are dealing with a problem which affects young people and
that Ireland has the youngest. population of the Community, my group will vote for Mrs
Scrivener's report, as her exposi of the problem is an excellenr one, and I hope thar the
Commission shows a greater interesr in such matters in the future.

Mrs Squarcialupi. - (17) Mr President, we support Mrs Scrivener's reporr, which took
into account many of Parliament's requirements even if it unfonunately did nor include
certain amendmenr which could have given the problem more of a Community dimen-
sion. Vhat is imponant is to urge the Member States to do together what rhey are now
doing separately, and to employ better the funds earmarked for rhis very difficult fight.

Around this problem, however, there remains an atmosphere of oppression caused by the
indifference shown by Parliament towards one of the most dramatic human and social
problems of our society. There is the total absence of the Council, yesterday and today;
the measures that the Commission said it was willing to take are limited. All rhis, unfor-
tunately, implies a dangerous detachment from the citizens' insritutions. If rhe Falkland
Islands drama arouses so much feeling, we should remember rhat every day we have a
Falkland Islands war in our own house, wirh dead and wounded, all young people as well,
uselessly sacrificed.

There may be certain kinds of wars which we would never want to declare, but the war on
drugs, on the contrary, should be declared! Ir is nor a marter of spending a lot of money

- and I say this especially for those who worry about expense more rhan about anything
else - but let us at least rry to be wonh mking seriously!

Mr Bombard.- (FR) I find Mrs Scrivener's report on drugs exrremely interesting, but it
seems to me [hat it does not properly define what drugs are. Drugs are not what produces
a stimulating or hallucinating effect: otherwise, why not include coffee or tea? Drugs
shou.ld be medically defined with the aid of two criteria: their habit-forming and toxico-
manlc ProPefi.les.

I think that if alcohol and tobacco were to make their first appearance now on rhe marker,
they would be banned as being drugs. cannabis, in my opinion, is much less dangerous.

\7ith these reservations, I am in favour of Mrs Scrivener's reporr, though I would insist on
the imponance of prevention through education, including rhe use of films, right from rhe
junior classes, more than upon [reatment.

Finally, I would emphasize rhe immense profits broughr in by this raffic.
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The Scrivener report is, however, a step forward and it has my support, subject only to
these imponant reservations.

Mr Petersen. - (DA) Mr President, I cannor vote in favour of Mrs Scrivener's report in
spite of its obvious qualities. First of all I am voting against it for constitutional reasons:
combating drugs has nothing rc do with the Treaty of Rome. This gives me an opportun-
ity to voice a deeply-felt complaint. !7hy can't this House observe limits, geographically,
polidcally and professionally? It may well be this lack of restraint that prevents this House
from finding the xrategic factor, the fundamental concept that can resolve the crisis.

My second objection to Mrs Scrivener's report is purely technical: that is to say, it is not
only drug abuse that is increasing from year to year, but also alcohol abuse and a great
number of other indicators of poor mental health, ranging from suicide to psychiaric
treatment and criminality.

If a research programme is to be drawn up deserving of our support, it oughc first of all to
have an international basis, and preferably include the non-EEC countries in 'STestern

Europe.

Secondly, rhis research programme should not consider the drug problem in isolation, but
rake a broader view of it - that is to say, in relation to the entire question of mental
health in modern'!(iestern industrialized countries.

Salisch report (Doc. 1 - 1 09 5/8 1 ) : adopted

The rapponeur spoke

- infaztourof Amendments Nos 5 and 10, and

- against Amendments Nos 1, 2 and 3.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Bonaccini. - (17) Mr President, since our group did not have the opponunity to take
parr in the debarc, we intend in this explanation of vote to express our approval of the
direcrive prepared by the Commission. \fle consider it to be very imponant, for it
improves the lives of a group of workers obliged to live in particularly difficult conditions.
Moreover, this directive is one which truly reflects a Community spirit in the study of the
problems. It is also imponant for a large number of Italian workers, since on the basis of
the Communiry approach other countries as well, such as Swizerland and Austria, will be

led to follow these examples.

I would like to compliment the rapponeur on the exhaustive work she has done, and espe-

cially on the fine social and human sensitivity which pervades her entire report.

Mr Vurtz. - (FR) Mr President, Mrs Salisch's report on the situation of frontier work-
ers and the attendant resolution call for a number of remarks from the French Commun-
ists and Allies.

First of all, these documents advance a series of practical ideas for solving the practical
difficulties that some of these workers have to contend with. Naturally we support these
ideas. Take the very sound claim that frontier workers should pay their direct taxes in the
country of residence. So, on these points, we are in agreement with the general drift of the
text.
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Second, the repon and the resolution, however, seem weak on a question rhat is very
important to us and to many frontier workers: the harmful role played by those veritable
latter-day slave-traders, the temporary employmenr agencies.

Last but not least, the report and the resolution make a proposal with which we are in
fundamental disagreement - the creation of regions or areas of cross-frontier employ-
ment. 

.!7e 
obviously hope to see cross-frontier cooperation, but this should nor, ro our

mind, lead to massive daily migration being forced upon frontier workers by and for the
benefit of the bosses. !7'hat we want is that each region in our counrry should have the
means of offering jobs, in good conditions, to all rhose who want ro work. So on this
point, there is disagreement with what Mrs Salisch proposed.

Our contradictory assessment of the resolution, which is both positive and negarive, is the
reason why we abstained.

Mr Alavanos.- (GR) Mr Presidenr, we represenrarives of rhe Communisr Party of
Greece at the European Parliament, even though the subject is not one of direct concern
for our country, cannot disagree in general with the means adopted to face the problems
of workers in the frontier regions of the Community, which are seen by rhe Salisch report
as problems directly linked to employment, professional training, the method of taking on
workers, and social security. \7e nore that many of rhese problems, which affect all
migrant workers, remain unsolved.

'!7e do, however, have objections in connection with the solutions proposed for solving
the economic problems of frontier areas, which are central areas of the EEC, [o the extent
that these solutions, within the framework of regional development policy, would impose
cenain priorides to the disadvantage of other regions of Greece or, indeed, of orher coun-
tries in the Community. $[e wish to highlight the lack of interest in rhe developmenr of
regions in the Communiry that border third countries - for example, the nonhern pans
of Greece. '!7e fear that this omission has occurred, not because the problem is irrelevant,
but because of political considerations. For this reason, which is of basic importance to
our country, the representatives of the Communisr Pany of Greece will abstain.

Vii report (Doc. 1-54/82); adopted

Moreland report ( Doc. I -204/8 2) : adopted

The rapporteur spoke

- infattourof Amendmenrs Nos 1,2,3 and 8; and

- against Amendments Nos 4 and 5.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Adam. - Mr President, I spoke earlier on behalf of my group. I speak now for
myself. It was my intention ro vor,e against this repon if my-amendmenr had no[ been
carried and if there was no firm commitment to a figure for new coal capaciry in the
report. However, in view of the fact rhar Amendmenr No 2 by Mr Griffirhs has been
accepted, which calls for the Community share of production to remain the same by the
end of the century, I am going [o vore for rhe repon, because on my calculation this
would mean at least 180 million tonnes of new coal capacity by the end of rhe century. As
a mining engineer of over 20 years' active involvement in rhe industry, I know that rhat is
a very tall commitment, but I am happy that Parliament should have made it. I shall vore
for the repon and I hope ir will be unanimously adopted.
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Mr Griffiths. - Mr Presidenq I will vote for the Moreland reporr despite some reserva-
tions, because Parliament has accepted my amendment limiting imports ro no more rhan
their current market share. According to Community production indicators for the year
2000, this will mean indigenous coal production will have an assured future. I look for-
ward to the early publication of plans for new sofr loans to enable an immediate srarr to be

1nad9 o1 expanding EEC coal production. In panicular I look forward to such money
facilitating a speedy srarr ro the Morgam deep-mine project in South !7ales.

I feel I must warn Parliament, however, to be vigilant about the Commission's intentions,
because their original proposals represent abetayal of the Community's coal industry in
the emphasis they place on coal imports. They are a monumenral blunder similar to the
kind of thinking in the 60s which enslaved'Western Europe ro oil. If rhe Council does not
oppose them, then over rhe next rwenty years we are in danger of being enslaved to
imported coal, with the same disastrous consequences that followed our enslavement to
oil.

I am sorry that my amendment reladng closures to the development of new capacity was
not accepted, as I felt it was more succinct than the original. I hope that in addition to
accepting this report the Commission will (i) bring forward new real incentives for non-
coal producing countries to use coal; (ii) introduce the.environmental safeguards needed
to combat the possible pollution that careless coal burning could bring; and (iii) expand
the research budget of the coal industry. Of course I also hope thai the Councii will
approve all of these.

Rogalla report (Doc. 1-205/82): adopred

The rapponeur spoke

- infaz,our of Amendments Nos 1, 2,3 and 4.

Fuillet report ( Doc. 1 - I 8 I /82) :adopred

Explanations ofoote

Mr Harris. - Mr President, I feel I must make an explanation of vore, in particular, ro
the rapporteur Mrs Fuillet. My group, until the Commissioner had made his iemarks, was
firmly behind the amendment and even now I am not sure whether we have done right in
actually rejecting some of rhe amendments which we unanimously agreed in the Lom-
mittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning. I took rhe libeny of guiding my group
in the last few minutes to reject some of those amendments, simply on the gioundi rhat
the Commissioner assured us that if we passed those amendmenri it would hare -e"rr a
delay in building vitally needed houses in Belfast. That is the only reason why I took the
liberty - and I rake full responsibility for doing so - of switching -y g.oup;r vore. I felt
I owed that explanation to our rapporteur, who has done such excellent work, nor just for
the committee, but also for Belfast and for those people in Belfast who desperarely need
those houses. I hope Mrs Fuiller will understand.

Mr Lalor. - I want to say that despite the watering down of the overall repon, I will
gertalnly. lend mysupporr ro.rhe efforr to ger rhe necessary work done. I wanr [o say ro
Mrs Fuillet that I fully back the unanimous decision of the Committee on Regional Policy
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and Regional Planning down the line because I felt that, in the coldness of their study of
it, that was the way they wanted it.

I am rather upset by the attitude of the Commissioner today and what he influenced Par-
liament to do. k is extremely remarkable that we should have a situation in which the

Commissioner was able to influence responsible people in Parliament here to vote against

an amendment which asked rhar the European Parliament be consulted. Amendment
No 4, which was voted down by the European Democrats, simply asked in addition to the

proposal of the Commission, rhat the European Parliament be consulted. Here we are, the

European Parliament who are providing the money, voting against being consulted as to
how it is spentl I think the whole thing is ridiculous, with apologies to Mrs Fuillet.
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